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TAC NO. MA6084 
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3. PARET notebook: details of the PARET runs are included in item 5. A brief summary 

of the PARET model is attached.  
4. RELAP5 notebook: details of the RELAP5 runs are included in item 6. A brief 

summary of the RELAP5 model is attached.  
5. PARET step reactivity insertion analysis report by Dutto and Evo is attached.  
6. RELAP5 step reactivity insertion analysis report by Gaborieau is attached.  
7. There is no source report for the results in SAR reference 13-15. The method that 

was used to obtain these results was described in reference 13-15. Please refer to item 
8(m).  

8. Requested SAR references are attached: 
a) SAR reference 4-6 
b) SAR reference 4-7 
c) SAR reference 4-10 
d) SAR reference 4-12 
e) SAR reference 4-24 
f) SAR reference 5-6 

(Note: The MITR staff is planning to measure H2/D2 concentrations for the 
existing system. Changes will be submitted when the measurements are 
completed.) 

g) SAR reference 6-1 
h) SAR reference 6-5 
i) SAR reference 9-1 
j) SAR reference 13-6 
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n) SAR reference 13-19 
o) SAR reference 13-20 
p) SAR reference 13-21 
q) SAR reference A-I 
r) SAR reference A-2 
s) SAR reference A-4 
t) SAR reference 16-1 
u) SAR reference 16-2 is the same as reference 4-10. Please refer to item 8(c).  
v) SAR reference 16-5 

9. Report titled " Uncertainty Evaluations for MITR-II1 Applications" by S. Sardy is 
attached.  

10. Report titled "Simulation of MITR-II Primary System in Steady State" by C. Kao is 
attached.  

11. Report titled "Flow Coastdown and Time to SCRAM for MITR-II" by K. Terry is 
attached.
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PARET Notebook 

The PARET runs were performed by Dutto and Evo. Their report (item 5) contains 
information on the MITR core model and sensitivity studies of step reactivity insertion and 
time steps. It was found that the results obtained by Dutto and Evo (see page 80) were 
too conservatively because a very small time step was used. Sensitivity study in Item 8(1) 
showed that divergence occurred when the time step was less than about 5 x 10-7 s. That 
conclusion was supported by a benchmark run of SPERT D12/25 experiment. Input file 
for SPERT D12/25 model is attached.  

Dutto and Evo's input model was then used to calculate the step reactivity insertion limits 
for both natural convection and forced convection conditions. The calculations were 
performed for time steps which results in convergence. Those results were described in 
item 8(1).
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RELAP5 Notebook 

The RELAP5 runs were performed by Gaborieau. The RELAP5 model of the MITR core 
is described in detail in chapter 2 of Gaborieau's report (item 6). Comparison of the 
RELAP5 and PARET results is presented in chapter 3. Since it was concluded, in this 
report and other published papers, that RELAP5 code produced overly conservative 
results, none of the results were used in the SAR.
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this project was to determine the step reactivity limit insertion 

for the MiITR-II reactor. During such a transient the clad temperature had to stay 

always below corresponding to a phase transition of aluminum. As far as the 

Safety Analysis was concerned, it was indeed necessary to use up to date means 

such as a computer to have an accurate idea of what the reactivity limit would be.  

The reference limit that have still been used until now goes back to 1970 and was 

determined by using correlations drawn from experimental results on the SPERT 

cores. This report presents the results we have obtained using the thermohydraulic 
code called PARET.  

To reach our goal we first became familiar with the PARET code by making 

calculations on different SPERT cores for a reactivity insertion transient. Then, we 

determined what would be the most penalizing initial conditions of the core and 

which channel should be used to model it. Due to the limited possibilities of the PC 

that we have used, we were forced to develop a method of extrapolation to obtain a 

range in which the reactivity limit would be contained.  

Craving for more accuracy we changed the computer. This enabled us to bring 

into light the existence of very large numerical instabilities for commonly used time 

step increments. Besides, the risk of lowering the time step increment to overcome 

this issue was the risk to start rounding numbers in such a way that it would affect 

the calculations. Despite all these problems, we managed to determine a pretty 

narrow area in which our calculations would be reliable. Thus, we calculated several 

reactivity limits for different cases.  

Nonetheless, these calculations did not take into account the existence of fins 

on the clad. Indeed, the PARET code can only model flat plates. Consequently, we 

designed a new model of the fuel plates that would feign the fins. This model was 

benchmarked and gave satisfactory results. Hence, it was used to determine new 

reactivity limits that were similar to the ones for the plates with no fins.  

To put the finishing touches to our analysis on the reactivity limit, we took 

into account more realistic reactivity insertions. To do so, we considered several 

Investigation of the use of the PARET code to evaluate safe reactivity limits for the MrTR-II reactor 
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ramps and determined for each one a range in which the reactivity limit was 

contained. Last,. we demonstrated that any accident on the secondary loop would 

never lead to a maximum clad temperature of   
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I - OBJECTIVE 

The expiration date of the operating license of the existing Massachusetts 

Institute of technology Research reactor ( MITR-II ) is 1996. Accordingly, much 

work is done to have the reactor relicensed. Different options have been studied 

from building an entirely new reactor to just extending the life of the present design.  

Due to economic reasons, it was chosen to keep the actual reactor design.  

Nonetheless, an upgrade of the operating power to 10 MW has been retained.  

To relicense an upgraded MITR-II reactor, a new safety analysis is required.  

A part of it is relative to the maximum step reactivity insertion that can happen 

without damaging the fuel assemblies in the core. As far as the MITR-II reactor is 

concerned, the aim is to maintain the clad temperature always below  

corresponding to a phase transition for aluminum.  

As part of the MITR-III design group, we were assigned the task to determine 

the reactivity limit step insertion for the MITR-II core. After a brief presentation that 

quotes main sentences describing characteristics of the current reactor and of the 

code we intensively used, the four chapters of this report expatiate on the 

methodology that has been followed to determine reactivity limits.

I ,

Investigation of the use of the PARET code to evaluate safe reactivity limits for the MITR-II reactor 
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II- MITR-II DESCRIPTION

1) General description of the MITR-II reactor 

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology Reactor ( MITR-II ) is a heavy
water reflected, light water cooled and moderated nuclear reactor. It was designed to 
operate at a power level of 5 MW. This reactor is used as both a center of research 
and education for MIT and supplies radioisotopes for medical and industrial 
research.  

The reactor is located at the center of a gastight cylindrical steel building 

equipped with a controlled pressure relief system. Access to the main reactor room 
is possible through either a personnel or a truck air-lock. All building penetrations 
are either sealed rapidly by manual or automatic operation.  

As far as the reactor itself is concerned ( see Figure 1 ), a dense concrete 
biological shield surrounds a thermal lead supported on either side by two steel 
plates. The thermal shield is cooled by demineralized water that circulates through 
cooling coils and surrounds a graphite reflector that is blanketed with a helium cover 
gas.  

The core is contained within two concentric tanks and a shroud. The 
outermost tank is filled with D20 that plays the role of reflector. The D20 system 

includes a pump and heat exchanger to remove the heat generated in the heavy 
water, and a dump tank for rapid reduction of reactivity by lowering the D20 level.  

H20 coolant plays also the role of moderator. It flows into the annular region 
between the core tank and the core shroud and then moves downwards to the bottom 

of the core tank. The coolant is then directed upward through the fuel elements 

before it reaches the outlet plenum. Then the coolant passes out of the reactor and 

flows through two parallel pumps and three parallel heat exchangers whose outlets 

combine to form a common line back to the reactor thereby forming a closed loop.  

The heat exchangers transfer the heat generated by fission from the primary to 

Investigation of the use of the PARET code to evaluate safe reactivity limits for the MR-II reactor 
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the secondary cooling system which dissipates it to the atmosphere by means of two 

cooling towers that are operated in parallel.  

The MITR-II has a variety of ports and thimbles, a thermal column and a 

medical facility.  
The graphite thermal column extends outward to a large graphite-line cavity in 

which reflections create a large uniform flux of thermal neutrons. The thermal 
column is penetrated by three large ports.  

To this must be added nineteen radial ports and four instrument ports. Also, 
there are six vertical ports extending into the graphite region from the top of the 
reactor.

Investigation of the use of the PARET code to evaluate safe reactivity limits for the MITR-II reactor 
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2) Configuration of the core

The location of the control and flux shaping components are shown in Figure 

2. They consist of six boron stainless-steel safety blades, a single cadmium fine

control regulating rode, and the capability of loading twelve boron stainless-steel, 

fixed, neutrons-absorber plates on the absorber spider assembly.  

The fixed absorber plates are designed to minimize power peaking at the top 

of the core.  

 fuel elements positions are available in the core. The former is 

divided into four regions separated by the absorber spider and consisting of one 

central and three outer. The fuel elements are grouped   
 

  When an element has been used to an appropriate 

life, it may be inverted and placed in the same or a different ring. The already 

depleted uranium in the top section will aid in forcing the neutron flux into the lower 

part of the core and thus serves as a means of enhancing the flux available to 

experimenters using the beam ports.  
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3) Fuel elements and sample assemblies

     
 

 Each element has an end nozzle at either end, 
allowing it to fit into the lower matrix and to rate with an upper hold-down grid. The 

elements are axially symmetric. This permits inverting the elements in order to avoid 

any peaking in axial burnup.  
The fuel plates are finned as to increase the surface available for heat transfer 

and the meat consists of     
The core loading is usually    

  

The sample assemblies ( one is shown in Figure 4 ) provide internal irradiation 
facilities. The sample tubes from these assemblies pass upward through the primary 
coolant to the space above the water level. Removable plugs in the top shield lid 
provide ease of loading and removal of samples from these assemblies using a 

specially made cask that fits into space voided by the removable plug.
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III - PRESENTATION OF THE PARET CODE 

1) A need for a code 

In order to quantitatively predict the course and consequences of a reactivity 

accident, the various physical processes that can occur during the accident and the 

interrelationships among them must be understood. The development of information 
necessary for this understanding was an objective of the SPERT Project.  

As a result of experimental programs carried out at SPERT and elsewhere, 
knowledge of certain processes that occur during a -reactivity accident is thought to 
be sufficient for use in predicting the course of nondestructive accidents in small 

cores. To provide a comprehensive method for making such predictions, the 

development of a computer program, called PARET ( Program for the Analysis of 

Reactor Transients ), was undertaken.  

2) General characteristics of the PARET code 

The analysis carried out in PARET is based on an evaluation of the coupled 

thermal, hydrodynamic, and nuclear effects on the core. The PARET model consists 

of a water-cooled core represented by a maximum of four fuel elements and 

associated coolant channels. Thus, the core can be divided into four or fewer 

regions, each having different power generation, coolant mass flow rate, hydraulic 

parameters, etc., and each represented by a single fuel pin or plate, plus its 

associated coolant channel.  
A transient problem is forced through specification of externally inserted 

reactivity versus time, or average core power versus time.  
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The program embodies detailed heat transfer calculations, continuous 

reactivity feedback, and hydrodynamic calculations allowing for coolant flow 

reversal.  

3) Heat transfer coefficient 

Heat transfer in each fuel element is computed on the basis of one

dimensional conduction solution in each of up to a maximum of 20 axial nodes.  

Local heat generation is determined from the calculated or specified core average 

power level and spatial weighting factors. PARET employs empirical convective 

heat transfer correlations in estimating the rate of heat transfer at the clad-coolant 

interface. This transfer may take place by natural or forced convection, nucleate, or 

stable film boiling.  

4) Hydrodynamics calculations 

The hydrodynamics calculations are based on a one-dimensional, modified 

Momentum Integral Model in which equations representing the laws of conservation 

of mass, momentum, and energy are solved in each coolant channel at each time 

node.  
The solution to these equations yield the pressure drop across the core, as well 

as point-wise fluid enthalpies, pressures, and mass flow rates along the length of 

each channel.  
The thermohydrodynamic description allows for coolant flow reversal. The 

physical condition of the coolant is allowed to range from subcooled liquid, through 

the two phase region, up to and including superheated steam.
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5) Calculation of the power 

The power behavior of the reactor is either specified as a function of time or is 
determined through a numerical solution of the point reactor kinetics equations.  

Solution of these equations is effected subsequent to an estimation of the 
reactivity fed back from time zero up to the time node under consideration. The 
feedback reactivity is calculated as the sum of that fed back through the mechanisms 
of fuel plate expansion, moderator density effects.  

6) Conclusion on the PARET code 

The PARET code is particularly adapted to predict nondestructive accidents 
for the MITR-1I reactor core since it was made to take into account the main 
characteristics of such a type of core. Therefore, we used this code with confidence 
to predict the reactivity limit for the MITR-II reactor.
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CHAPTER 1 

UTILIZATION OF PC
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I - BENCHMARK OF THE PARET CODE

Before starting to make any calculations on the MITR-II core we were asked 

to benchmark the PARET code with experimental data that were available on the 

SPERT cores.

1) Calculations on a highly enriched uranium hypothetical core 

To begin our study we first made sure that we could properly use the PARET 

code written by Doctor William L. Woodruff. To do so, we made calculations-with a 

highly enriched uranium hypothetical core for which an input file from Doctor 
William L. Woodruff was available.  

The input file we used was named paret.bnchmrk. The calculations that we 

made with it were for a reactivity ramp insertion of 1.5$ in 0.5 second. The results 

we obtained are presented in the following table and in the graph of Figure 5.

Benchmarking the PARET code Values given by the Revised PARET 
Book Description 

Minimum initial period 14.518 ms at 0.510 s 14.5 ms at 0.0505 s 

Nucleate boiling in the hot channel at 0.656 s at 0.657 s 

Peak fuel temperature 169.090 C at 0.671 s 168.9 0 C at 0.671 s 

Peak clad temperature 155.15 0C at 0.673 s 155.0 0C at 0.673 s 

Peak coolant temperature 83.63 0C at 0.744 s 81.2 0C at 0.780 s (outlet) 

Table 1 Highly Enriched Uranium Hypothetical Core 
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These results are compared to those obtained by Doctor William L. Woodruff 

available in the User Guide of the PARET code. Since our results were in pretty 

good accordance with the references we had, we decided to go to the following 

stage.
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Figure 5 Highly Enriched Uranium Hypothetical Core 

2) Calculations on the SPERT-III C 19/52 plates core

We wanted to verify if the PARET code did effectively matched the 

experimental SPERT data.  
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For this purpose, we first considered the case of the SPERT-HI C 19/52 plates 

core. We utilized the input file that was available from pages 105 to 107 of the User 

Guide of the PARET code handbook. The only modifications we made were on the 

void and temperature coefficients that seamed far too low. We took more reasonable 

values for the four channels: 0.495; 0.5197 and 0.37 $ per percent of void for the 

void coefficient and 0.05 $ per degree Fahrenheit for the temperature coefficient.  
Besides, we did not manage to have the outlet pressure calculated in one channel 

and imposed to the three others as we wished. Indeed, after we asked the assistance 

of Doctor William L. Woodruff we founded out that his code could not any more 

take into account such a case due to programming errors.  
The results we obtained are compared to the experimental data on the graph of 

Figure 6. Although they match pretty well, it should be bared in mind that both 

feedback and temperature coefficients were given values that are different from what 

they should have been.  
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Figure 6 SPERT-III C 19/52 Benchmark
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3) Calculations on the SPERT-I 24/32 plates core

In the same direction, we did a few more calculations with the SPERT-I B 

24/32 plates core that is described in a paper named: " A Kinetics and 

Thermohydrodynamics Capabilities for the Analysis of Research Reactors ".  

The results obtained are presented in the graph of Figure 7 and in the graph of 

Figure 9 which has to be related to the experimental data displayed in Figure 8.  

Even if the calculations we made consider a flow that has been adjusted to fit 

the data for the maximum inverse period and then readjusted once more half way, 

we can assume that according to these different graphs we have been able to obtain 

close results to the experimental data.

peak in MW - Energy in MW.s - First peak clad temperature in degees Celsius

Inverse period in 1/s
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Figure 7 SPERT-I B 24/32 Power, Temperature and Energy Calculations compared 
to the Experimental Data
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4) Conclusion on the benchmark

As you could have noticed in this section, any benchmarking of the PARET 

code that we did, cannot be considered to be a prove of the validity of this code as 

far as research reactors are concerned. Indeed, in both SPERT-III C 19/52 plates 

and SPERT-I B 24/32 plates cases we were obliged to give what we thought would 

be a reasonable value to fundamental parameters that were unknown or seemed 

unreasonable. In this regard, it is only possible to say that with the knowledge of the 

PARET code that we had at that time, the code seemed to behave fairly well as far 

as reactivity insertions were concerned. However, if you refer to the next chapter, 

you will easily understand that for a time step increment size of 10-4 that we used, 

this judgment can only concern the general behavior of the core and never refer to 

the obtaining of accurate results.
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II - DETERMINATION OF THE MOST PENALIZING CASE 

\K 

Bef the MITR-II reactor, we wanted to 

look for tif 

1) Influence of the initial power of the core 

a) Two phenomena 

In the first place we looked at the influence of the initial power of the core.  

The graph of Figure 10 was obtained for a core modeled by the average 

channel characterizing the MITR-II reactor with a constant inlet flow of 2000 gpm, a 

constant inlet pressure of 1.628 bars and for a reactivity step insertion of 2$. It 

demonstrates that the lower the initial power of the core, the higher the maximum 
clad temperature reached.  

To understand better the physical phenomenon involved we made more 

detailed study of the same core with a reactivity insertion of around 2$.  

If we refer to the graph of Figure 11, we notice that for a core with an initial 

power of 5 MW, the lower the temperature of the inlet coolant is, the higher the 

maximum clad temperature is. This can be explained by the fact that the cooler-the i 

water is, the more efficient the condensation of_a vapor film or bubbles is. As a 

consequence, a cooler water channel delays the time when sufficient feedback is 

provided to decrease the power. This reasoning can be applied to the influence of the 

initial power of the core. Indeed, the higher it is, the higher the average value of the 

coolant temperaturein the core is and as a result the sooner the core is shut down by 

feedback.
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Figure 10 Influence of the Initial Power on the Peak Temperature
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Figure I I Influence of the Coolant Inlet Temperature on the Peak Temperature 
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On top of that, we should also not overlook the role played by the exponential 
evolution of the power and the existence of a delay that corresponds to the transport 
time of the energy from the inner part of the fuel towards the clad.  

The graphs of Figures 12 and 13 enable us to establish the transit time for the 
same core and reactivity insertion but for two different initial powers that are 
respectively: 5 MW and 10 kW. It should be bared in mind that to do so we 
acknowledged that the maximum clad temperature reached corresponded to the 
power peak.  

Knowing these delays, we can then deduce at which power the reactivity 
would have become negative if there would not have been any transport time ( see 
Figure 14 ).  

As shown in Figure 14, the so determined power increases when lowering the 
initial power of the core. This is the consequence of the explained phenomenon.  
With a steeper slope at that time, the case with the lowest initial power reaches 
accordingly an even higher power peak.

0.08 
Time in seconds

Figure 12 Determining the Transit Time of a Core with an Initial Power of 5 MW 
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Figure 13 Determining the Transit Time of a Core with an Initial Power of 10 kW 
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Figure 14 Evolution of the Power for two Different Initial Powers: 5 MW and 10 kW 
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b) Conclusion on the two phenomena

To conclude this section, the effect of these two phenomena combined, on the 
maximum clad temperature, is shown on the graph of Figure 15 and speaks for itself.  
However, the previous statements are true in so far as the coolant temperature does 
not have the time to increase. That is, the reactivity step insertion should be large 
enough.  
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Figure 15 Influence of the Initial Power of the Core on the Maximum Clad Temperature 

It was not the case for a reactor core modeled by the most penalizing channel 
of the MITR-II reactor ( refer to the next section ) with an initial power of 5 MW, a 
constant flow of 2000 gpm, a constant pressure on the top of the pool of 1.18 bars 
and with a step reactivity insertion of 1.25$ ( refer to the graph of Figure 16 ).  

The graph related to Figure 17 sums up all what have been said until now; it 
deals with a core modeled by the average channel of the MIJTR-II reactor with a 
constant inlet flow of 2000 gpm and a constant inlet pressure of 1.628 bars. For a 
sufficiently large step reactivity insertion, the maximum clad temperature reached 
increases while lowering the initial power of the core. This is no longer true when 
the step reactivity insertion is small.  
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2) Influence of the shape of the heat flux distribution

Last, one of the major factors on the reactivity limit is certainly the shape of 

the heat flux distribution.  
Comparing what we qualify the most penalizing channel to the average one on 

the graph of Figure 18 we notice that the power is more peaked for the latter. This 

means that for the most penalizing channel, the feedback is located mostly at the 

bottom of the core. Accordingly, to have sufficient feedback to shut down the core in 

such a case, a very high temperature on the clad is required.  

On the whole, it seems that modeling the core by this most penalizing channel 

leads to the most conservative results; further curves in Chapter 2 will back up this 
statement.  
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Figure 18 Heat Flux Distribution for the Most Penalizing and Average Channels
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III - EXTRAPOLATION METHOD
1 , )

The first calculations we made to determine the reactivity limit were with the 
help of a PC.  

The major problem we were confronted with was the fact that it was not 

possible to complete all our calculations when the step reactivity insertion was too 

large. To obtain a limit from our calculations we made an analysis by extrapolation.  

The net curve that is presented on the graph of Figure 19 was drawn from a 

core modeled by the average chanmel with an initial power of 5 MW, a constant inlet 

flow of 2000 gpm and a constant inlet pressure of 1.628 bars. From the first curves 

we extrapolated the places of the maximum clad temperature peaks. Then, drawing a 

straight line from the two last dots of each remaining uncompleted curves we could 

give a range that would contain the reactivity limit.  
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Figure 19 Net Curve to Determine by Extrapolation a Range for the Reactivity Limit 
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Even if the method was not very accurate it would give us a good idea of what 

the reactivity limit would be while being at the same time conservative. For instance, 

according to the graph of Figure 20, the reactivity limit for this peculiar case is 

between 3.15$ and 4.73$. This is an overestimation.
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IV - CONCLUSION ON THE UTILIZATION OF PC

Calculations made for a code modeled by the most penalizing channel with an 
initial power of 5 MW, a flow of 2000 gpm and a constant pressure at the top of the 
pool of 1.18 bars proved that the time step increment that we used with the PC was 
within a converging area. This is illustrated for a step reactivity insertion of 1.25$ by 
the graph of Figure 20, where the maximum clad temperature plotted versus time 
was calculated for the following time step increments: 10-3 s, 10-4 s, 5x10-5 s ,10-5 
s, and 5x10-6 s. The code obviously converges for a time step increment of 10-4 s 
which is the size of the one we used on the PC.  
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Figure 20 Apparent Convergence of the PARET Code for a Time Step Size of 10-4 s
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Yet, PCs revealed themselves to be far too powerless in terms of speed. It was 

not acceptable to use a smaller time step increment than 10-5 s, for the calculations 

would have taken too long. Besides, a PC could complete a calculation only for 

small reactivity insertions.  
For these two main reasons, we decided to use a much more powerful 

computer such as a SUN Station.  
To conclude this chapter devoted to calculations made on PC, we want to 

underline the fact that even if we used another time step increment corresponding to 

a different converging area ( see Chapter 2 ) we always assumed that the physical 

phenomena we brought to light at this step were still valid. Indeed, the code behaved 

physically well for the time step increments we utilized on PC.
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CHAPTER 2 

UTILIZATION OF A SUN STATION..
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I - LOOKING FOR THE CONVERGING AREA 

For the rest of this report, all the results that are presented were obtained on a 
SUN computer which revealed itself to be much quicker and powerful in terms of 

possibilities in simulation time.  

1) Two converging areas 

We wanted to investigate better the area of convergence.  
To do so we did several calculations with a core modeled by the most 

penalizing channel, with an initial power of 5 MW, a constant inlet flow of 2000 

gpm and a constant pressure at the top of the pool of 1.18 bars. The step reactivity 

insertion was kept constant and equal to 1.25$. The values of the maximum clad 

temperature reached that we obtained are given in the graph of Figure 21.  
On this graph two area of convergence appeared. One which is beyond a time 

step increment of 10-6 s and another one which is above this value.  

It should be noted that it was only when we started to use the SUN computer 

that we were able to lower our time step increment beyond 10-5 s since with an 

ordinary PC it really would have taken too long to make calculations with such a low 

time step increment.  
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Figure 21 Clad Temperature Peak Versus the Time Step Increment 

2) Time step increment limitations 

Now that we had brought to light these two converging areas we had to make 
a decision on which one we should base our next calculations. This decision we had 
to take was all the more difficult as we were limited by the program itself. Indeed, it 
was not possible to investigate what was happening for smaller time step increments 
than 3x10-7 s; the code properly read the value it was given but did not take it into 
account and replaced it by a greater one.
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The decision we had to make was crucial in the sense that the two converging 
areas presented very different results as it can be seen on the graph of the Figure 22 
and accordingly influenced our reactivity limits.
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Figure 22 Influence of the Time Step Increment on the Clad Temperature
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II - RESULTS DEPENDING ON THE TIME STEP INCREMENT 

As it was expected, the time step increment had a major influence on the 
reactivity limit. However, strange as it may seem, the general trend of the maximum 
clad temperature as a function of time was the same for the two converging areas.  

1) Understanding the behavior of the clad temperature 

For a start, it is useful to understand the behavior of the maximum clad 
temperature as a function of time when the step reactivity insertion becomes larger 
and larger.  

Referring to the graph of Figure 23 considering the case of a core with an 
initial power of 5 MW, a constant inlet flow of 2000 gpm, a constant inlet pressure 
of 1628 bars and modeled by one channel representing the average core, it can be 
noticed that while increasing the value of the step reactivity insertion the maximum 
clad temperature does suddenly no longer decrease after the first peak.  

This comes from the fact that the higher the reactivity step insertion, the 
higher the power peak. As a result, we start sooner or later to reach such a power 
level that we start developing a vapor film on the surface of the clad. The former 
prevents heat removal from the fuel and consequently the temperature increase 
continues even if the power decreases.
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Figure 23 Clad Temperature Behavior 

2) Reactivity limits for different time step increments 

Having explained the phenomenon of such behavior we can now refer to a 
series of graphs from Figure 24 through 31 that illustrate the reactivity limit we 
determined for different cases and different time step increments corresponding to 
the two converging areas. All the results related to these net curves are summed up 
in the following table that emphasizes the major difference in the reactivity limit 
depending on which time step increment was used.
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* Constant pressure on the top of the pool: 1.36 bars 

** Constant pressure on the top of the pool: 1.18 bars 

Table 2 Reactivity Limits for Two Time Step Increments

0.90.4 0.5 
Time in seconds

Figure 24 Average Channel, 5 MW, 2000 gpm, Inlet pressure: 1.628 bras, 5x10-5 s 
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Time step increment 5x10-5 s 5x10-7 s 

Average channel 
Initial power: 5 MW 3.19$< <3.21$ 1.5$ < < 1.6$ 

Constant inlet flow: 2000 gpm 
Constant inlet pressure: 1.628 bras 
Most penalizing channel 
Initial power: 5 MW 2.5$ * 1.34$ ** 

Constant inlet flow: 2000 gpm 
Most penalizing channel 
Initial power: 5 W 2.44$ 1.45$ 
Constant inlet flow: 2000 gpm 
Constant pressure on the top of the pool: 1.18 bars 
Most penalizing channel 
Initial power: 5 W 2 1.64$ < < 1.7$ 1.3$ < < 1.33S 

Constant Inlet flow almost nil: 2 kg/mi .s 
Constant pressure on the top of the pool: 1.18 bars
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Figure 25 Most penalizing Channel, 5 MW, 2000 gpm, 

Pressure on the top of the pool: 1.36 bras, 5x10-5 s
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Figure 26 Most penalizing Channel, 5 W, 2000 gpm, 

Pressure on the top of the pool: 1.18 bras, 5x10-5 s
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Figure 27 Most penalizing Channel, 5 W, 2 kg/m2 .s, 

Pressure on the top of the pool: 1.18 bras, 5x10-5 s
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Figure 28 Average Channel, 5 MW, 2000 gpm, Inlet pressure: 1.628
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III - CHOICE OF THE CONVERGING AREA

As we have seen in the previous section, considering one convergence area or 
the other makes a big difference in the resultant reactivity limit. The following 
section states the reasoning we made to decide which time step increment we would 
use for our future calculations.  

1) Comparison of the results obtained for the two converging areas 

First of all, we begin with a series of curves that compare results obtained for 
a core with an initial power of 5 MW, a constant inlet flow of 2000 gpm, a constant 
inlet pressure fixed at 1.628 bars for two step reactivity insertions of 1.3$ and 1.32$ 
and a time step increment of 5x 10-5 s and 6x 10-7 s, respectively. Last, the core was 
modeled with the most penalizing channel of the MiITR-II reactor. Even if the 
reactivity insertion is not the same, it should be noted that the respective position of 

the different curves would still be the same as well as the size of their differences.

a) The reactivity 

If we consider the graph given in Figure 32 we can notice that for the largest 
time step increment the reactivity drops more rapidly than in the other case.

t-,
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b) The power and the clad temperature

Since there is more feedback for a 5x10-5 s time step increment, the power 
associated with it starts to decrease sooner and consequently reaches a lower value ( 
see Figure 33). As a result, the energy released is smaller and accordingly the energy 
stored in the fuel is smaller too.  

This explains why the maximum clad temperature ( given Figure 34 ) is lower.  

c) The outlet flow 

If we refer to the outlet flow given on Figure 35, we notice that for a large 
time step increment it varies a lot whereas in the other case it seems to remain 
almost constant. Actually, this impression is false since the flow also varies but in a 
much smaller amplitude. This is illustrated by the graph of Figure 36 showing the 
outlet flow of a core modeled by the most penalizing channel with an initial power of 
5W, a flow equal to 2 kg/m2.s, a constant pressure on the top of the pool of 1.18 
bars and a time step increment of 5x10-7 s for a step reactivity insertion of 1.68$.  
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Figure 32 Reactivity Behavior for Two Different Time Step Increments
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2) Understanding the physical phenomena 

After having observed these two different behaviors our next step was to 

understand what were the physical phenomena that would occur in a core for such a 
transient. We could then be able to determine which case would be correct.  

a) Reactivity behavior 

For large time step increments we obtained a reactivity behavior presented on 
Figure 37.  

The calculations were made for a core modeled by the most penalizing 
channel of the MITR-II reactor, for an initial power of 5W, a constant inlet flow of 2 
kg/mr2.s, a constant pressure on the top of the pool of 1.18 bars and a time step 
increment of 5x1 0-6 s for a reactivity insertion of 1.68$.  

The sawtooth shape of the reactivity can be explained by the sudden 
appearance and condensation of vapor films along the clad.  

Lowering the time step increment to 5x1 0-7 s gives a smooth evolution of the 
reactivity as it can be seen on Figure 38. It would be the result of the development of 
void in the core as the clad temperature increases. K 

b) Outlet flow behavior 

As far as the outlet flow is concerned, both behaviors ( see Figures 35 and 36 
) can also be explained.  

For a large time step increment the outlet flow always starts to increase due to 

the appearance of void and then has a random behavior that would come from the 
appearance and condensation of vapor films that could even lead to a negative outlet 
flow.  

For a small time step increment, the outlet flow starts to increase before 
decreasing to recover its original value. This would be the consequence of the 
appearance of vapor that slowly reaches a steady quantity.  
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3) Determination of the converging area that should be used 

a) Discontinuous behavior of the outlet coolant 

Even if the explanation relative to a small time step increment seems 
reasonable it is not a sufficient argument to bring us to a firm conclusion.  

Subsequently, we persued our investigation by analyzing more precisely what 
was the behavior of the outlet flow for a core modeled by the most penalizing 
channel and with the following initial conditions: a power of 5 MW, a constant inlet 
flow of 2000 gpm, a constant pressure on the top of the pool of 1.18 bars, a void 
coefficient of -3.6$ per percent of void, a temperature coefficient of -2.107$ per 
degree Celsius, for a time step increment of 10-6 s with a step reactivity insertion of 
5$.  

The graph of Figure 39 and a magnification of it on Figure 40 highlight the 
fact that the outlet flow has a discontinuous behavior since all the calculated values 
are plotted on both graphs.  

b) No correlation between the outlet flow and the reactivity 

Furthermore, we noticed that a negative value of the outlet flow did not 
automatically correspond to an increase of the reactivity as it should have. Indeed, if 
a vapor film disappears and then turns the outlet flow negative the reactivity in the 
core should increase.  

The graph of Figures 32 and 35 illustrate this remark.  
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4) Conclusion on the converging area

I- j

To conclude, for the two previously stated reasons and on account of the odd 

behavior of the outlet flow and reactivity we chose for the next calculations 

presented in this report the smallest time step increment corresponding to a 

converging area.

K
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IV - WHICH PART OF THE CODE IS TO BLAME?

To complete our study, we wanted to figure out which part of the code was to 
blame. Were the numerical instabilities on the outlet flow that were previously 
pointed out coming from the kinetic or thermohydraulic equations? 

Even if there is no doubt on the guilt of the thermohydraulic equations we can 
give two more reasons to back up this idea.  

In the first place, even if the kinetic equations are hard to solve due to large 
exponentials, a time step increment of 5x10-5 s should be small enough to cope with 
the problem. Indeed, the largest exponential that the code has to deal with 

is: exp 13(P X I)tJ 

we have: exp(( X ) = exp 9t).exp X 

for At =5x10-5 s we have: exp j(P -AI)AtJ = exp(0,0084375) 

and for At = lx10-6 s we have: exp(0,000016875) 
Such very small values tend to prove that these time step increments are small 
enough in order to have a good precision on whichever development is used for an 
exponential and accordingly any numerical method to solve the kinetic differential 
equations system.  

In the second place, the reactivity can only have a sawtooth shape for large 
time step increments because of problems coming from the thermohydraulic 
equations since it is simply deduced from the amount of void in the core and the 
coolant temperature.  

To conclude this section, we can say that the thermohydraulic part of the 
PARET code is the one to blame as far as numerical instabilities we encountered for 
time step increments of the size of 5x 10-5 s are concerned.  
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V - CONCLUSION ON THE TIME STEP INCREMENT 

In the previous paragraphs we demonstrated the existence of numerical 
instabilities for the first area of convergence.  

In this section, we would like to bring out the fact that the calculations 
presented in the following chapter were all done ( except when complementary 
information is given about the time step increment ) to avoid having numerical 
instabilities.  

It was taken for granted that if the core outlet flow has a smooth shape the 
calculations are reliable.  

1) Rounding numbers does not seem to affect calculations 

Besides, the problem of rounding numbers in such a way that it would affect 
our results deserves some comments.  

Indeed, using very small time step increments can lead to the risk of chopping 
numbers.  

To prove that we would not do so when using time step increments of the size 
of 5x10-7 s we made sure that for an imposed triangle shape power trend the 
maximum clad temperature reached would still be the same for any time step 
increment used.  

For such a linear power shape, the thermohydraulic part of the PARET code 
would certainly not lead to numerical instabilities. The non-linear equations that are 
at the origin of such problems are solved using linear approximations and 
accordingly would not have any difficulties to deal with such a power shape.  

The calculations we made with this power shape are presented in the graph of 
Figure 41.  
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They were applied for a core modeled by the most penalizing channel of the 
MITR-II reactor with a constant inlet flow of 2000 gpm and a constant pressure on 
the top of the pool of 1.18 bars.  

The results we obtained speak for themselves and are presented in Figure 42.  
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Figure 41 Imposed Triangle Shape Power Trend
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2) Being on the verge of chopping of numbers 

Nonetheless, calculations made for a core modeled by the most penalizing 
channel, with an initial power of 5 MW, a constant inlet flow of 2000 gpm and a 
constant pressure on the top of the pool of 1.18 bars, showed that for a step 
reactivity insertion of 0.7$ it was possible to start chopping numbers when small 
time step increments were used ( refer to Figure 46 ).
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Figure 43 Chopping of Numbers on the Maximum Clad Temperature 

3) Conclusion 

To conclude, it appears that the area in which the PARET code seems to be 
reliable is very narrow.  

This does not mean that no calculation errors are made and that we did not 
overlook chopping of numbers concealed.  

It remains that the area of study that we highly recommend to work with the 

PARET code is the one between where numerical instabilities disappear and where 
rounding numbers start to influence the results.  

All the following calculations that are presented in the next chapters were 

made in such an area with a core modeled by the most penalizing channel.
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CHAPTER 3.  

MODELING THE FINS
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I - THE MODEL 

1) The model without fins 

All the calculations that were presented in the last pages considered that the 

fuel used in the MITR-JI reactor was made out of smooth plates.  
This is not the case but we were obliged to do so because the PARET code 

can only take into account smooth plates.  
To model the fuel better we took coolant channels with a thickness equal to 

the average value of the distance between the tip of two opposite fins and of two 
opposite fin bases ( see Figure 44 ).

2) A new model for the fins 

The model that has been taken for granted until now involves important 

approximations. The two major ones are the following: 
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First of all, the heat transfer surface area is divided by two and 
subsequently this lead to change in the clad temperature; since the heat would be 
more easily removed from the clad, the former should have a lower temperature.  

Second, the existence of the fins results in doubling the surface and 

affects the loss of pressure due to friction; given that the pressure at the top of the 
pool is kept constant approximately equal to one atmosphere then the effect of the 
fins would be to increase the pressure inside the core compared to the case if the 
plates would be smooth.  

To take into account these two major effects on the behavior of the fuel we 
decided to try to find another model that would simulate them rather than to try to 
make modifications to the equations of the PARET code. Indeed, this option seemed 
to be much more reasonable since PARET is a pretty large code; the risk of 
introducing errors and forgetting modifications would have been obviously high.  

The model we elected is presented on the following figure:

Figure 45 Model for the Fins

"K
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The goal was to double the surface of the plate to take into account both 
effects of the fins: one on the heat transfer area and the other on pressure drop due to 
friction. Accordingly, we doubled the width of the plate of the fuel without changing 
any other dimensional parameters.  

Moreover, to keep the same quantity of coolant in a channel we divided its 
thickness by two.  

3) Adaptation of the calorific capacity coefficients 

We had to take into account that with such a model we were doubling the 
mass of meat and clad at the same time.  

Given that the energy released during the transient is as large as what can be 
stored in the fuel to increase its temperature up to  we had to adjust both 
calorific capacity coefficients of the clad and the meat by dividing them by two.  
Indeed, without doing that, large parts of the power released would have been.stored 
in the fuel without having its temperature increase as it should have.  

It should be noted that having such a new model did not affect the time 
constant characterizing a fuel plate since it is proportional to its mass and its 
calorific capacity coefficient.
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II - VALIDITY OF THE MODEL

Before determining new limits including our model to simulate the existence 
of fins on the fuel plates we made static and dynamic calculations to prove its 
validity.  

1) Static calculations 

First of all, we calculated the outlet temperature of the coolant, with-e core 
with an initial power of 4.7 MW, a constant inlet flow rate of 2085 gpm and an inlet 

temperature of the coolant of 34.l 0 C, for both models ( with and without fins ).  
If we compare the results to the experimental data ( see next table ), it can be 

noticed that our model simulating the presence of fins on the clad give more accurate 
results than the one with smooth plates.

I I Experimental data I Model with fins Model without fins 
Temperature of the outlet coolant 42.490 C 42.69°C 42.520 C

Table 3 Outlet Coolant Temperature for Tow Different Models
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2) Dynamic calculations

Encouraged by these results, we wanted to go deeper in our investigation to 

see the effect of narrowing the chanmel.  

We planned to analyze separately what would be the effect on the limit of 
narrowing the channel by two ( the width being the same ), first without flow and 
then with flow.  

Nevertheless, to simulate the first case we had to take an initial power of 5W.  

Owing to the fact that we had to take a very small time step increment and that we 

were pressed for time we bypassed the first case and did only the second one.  
Unfortunately, we encountered numerical instabilities that we did not manage 

to get rid of.  
Subsequently, to spare time, we brought ourselves to analyze both cases but 

with a time step increment of 5x10-5 s assuming that even though we were going to 

have numerical instabilities the physical behavior would still be preserved as well as 
regarding general trends.  

According to the graph of Figure 46, we notice that for a core modeled.by the 

most penalizing channel, with an initial power of 5W, a constant inlet flow equal to 2 

kg/m2.s and with channels with a thickness divided by two, the reactivity limit is 

1.65$ instead of 1.69$ previously obtained.  
This small difference, which led us to conclude that narrowing the channel for 

a case with no flow does not really affect the results, is due to the fact that having 

twice as less amount of water in the channel makes it heat quicker and consequently 

it becomes more difficult to remove the heat from the fuel.  

In the case with flow, we found a limit of 2.54$ (refer to Figure 47 ) instead of 
2.5$.  

This reactivity limit remains yet very close and the difference must come from 

the fact that there is here a less effective condensation of the vapor film given that 

the flow remained the same but the area of the channel divided by two.
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Figure 46 Channel Twice Narrower with No Flow
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3) Conclusion on the model with fins

All things considered, the model we proposed to simulate the presence of the 
fins on the plates seemed to agree very well with the experimental data.  

Furthermore, narrowing the channel by two did not seem to affect our results.  
Consequently, we thought it was worth using this model to see the influence 

of the fins on the reactivity limit.
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III - RESULTS OBTAINED WITH THE FINS 

The following lines present the results we obtained with our model.  

For the case of a core with an initial power of 5 MW, a constant inlet flow of 
2000 gpm and a constant pressure on the top of the poll of 1.18 bars we found a 
reactivity limit of 1.39$ ( refer to Figure 48 ). For a core with an initial state of a 
power at 5 W, a constant inlet flow of 2 kg/m2 .s and a constant pressure on the top 
of the pool of 1.18 bars, we found a limit of 1.4$ ( refer to Figure 49).  

It can be noticed that for both cases the limit found for the fuel modeled 
considering the presence of fins on the plates is less restrictive than the ones related 
to a core with smooth plates.  

However, the difference is small. Indeed, even if the pressure along the core is 
higher with the presence of fins, which implies a higher temperature of the clad when 
nucleate boiling starts and consequently also when there is enough feedback to stop 
the power from increasing, it should not be overlooked that the fins favor heat 
exchange which results in a higher coolant temperature preventing the vapor film 
from being condensed. Accordingly, these two phenomenon influence the reactivity 
limit in two opposite ways and their combination result in a very small difference.
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IV - CONCLUSION ON THE MODEL: CRITICISM

To conclude on the results we obtained while attempting to model the 

existence of fins on the fuel plates, we want to highlight the inadequacies of the 
model we used.  

1) Turbulence 

First of all, one should be aware of the fact that such a model does not take 

into account the turbulences generated by the fins.  
On account of the fact that the flow is parallel to the fins the turbulences 

involved should be small enough to not affect largely the heat transfer coefficient.  

2) Specificities of the fins 

Besides, it should be noticed that the water in the fin base has a higher 

temperature than in any other part of the channel.  
As a result of this radial non homogeneous distribution of the temperature, a 

vapor film may first appear in some places of the clad and might provide enough 

feedback to have the power decrease.  
For smooth plates, the vapor would appear everywhere on the clad. It can only 

be drawn from this that the power at which a temperature of  is reached on the 
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clad must be lower with a plate with fins. However, it does not mean that the 
reactivity limit is lower.  

In a word, our model does not take into account this behavior.  

3) A narrower channel 

It should also be noted that narrowing the channel as we did means changing 
the properties of the core.  

Even if we proved in the previous part that it was of little influence, the fact 
remains that in the case of a core with flow ( 2000 gpm ) and with an initial power of 
5 W, we encountered numerical instabilities due to a large time step increment and 
having the flow area divided by two.  

4) Size of bubble 

Last but not least, we established the following formula to calculate the 
maximum radius of a bubble:

(Tp-Tsat)- (TsatTp)2-4B! (Tp-Tsat)+ j(TsatTp)2-4B! 

2 (P 2 (P 

withB=Tt x R x 2TO 
LxP,
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For a heat flux corresponding to 5 MW we found a maximum radius of 
2.4x10-3 m and for a flux corresponding to 100 MW a maximum radius of 5.7xlO-5 
m.  

Subsequently, depending on the heat, one to twenty bubbles can be juxtaposed 
in a channel with a normal thickness.  

This leads us to conclude that the PARET code might have difficulties 
representing what would happen in reality in the core.

K> 

K>
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CHAPTER 4 

MORE REALISTIC REACTIVITY INSERTIONS
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I - RAMP REACTIVITY INSERTIONS 

All the limits that have already been presented in the previous chapters were 
relative to step reactivity insertions. Accordingly, since it corresponds to a rise of the 
shim blades with an infinite acceleration, these limits are only theoretical ones.  

To take into account realistic reactivity insertions we were asked to determine 
the reactivity limit for ramp insertions of 0.1, 0.5 and 1 second.  

The case we were asked to consider was a core with an initial power of 5W 
and a constant inlet flow equal to 2 kg/m2.s. The pressure on the top of the pool was 
imposed at 1.18 bars and maintained constant. The core was once again modeled by 
the most penalizing channel of the MITR-II reactor.  

The results we obtained are presented in the following table. They are4inked 
with the graphs of Figures 50, 51 and 52 respectively corresponding to the ramps of 
0.1, 0.5 and 1 second.  

The range in which each limit is contained tends to prove that their real value 
is close to those of a step insertion.  

This can be explained by the fact that the reactivity insertion is not slow 
enough to make big changes in the results. Indeed, we should bare in mind that the 
initial power of the core is only 5 W. Subsequently, even with the ramp of one 
second and a reactivity insertion 1.5$ the power reached after one second is below 5 
MW. This results in the ramp reactivity insertions being very similar to a step 
insertion for a core with an initial power contained between 5 W and 5 MW 
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Figure 50 Ramp Reactivity Insertion in 0.1 second, Most Penalizing Channel, 5 W, 
2 kg/m2.s, Pressute on the top of the pool: 1.18 bars, 6x10-7 s
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Figure 51 Ramp Reactivity Insertion in 0.5 second, Most Penalizing Channel, 5 W, 
2 kg/m2.s, Pressure on the top of the pool: 1.18 bars, 6x10-7 s 
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Figure 52 Ramp Reactivity Insertion in 1 second, Most Penalizing Channel, 5 W, 
2 kg/m2.s, Pressure on the top of the pool: 1.18 bars, 4x10-7 s
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II - REACTIVITY INSERTION DUE TO AN INCIDENT 
ON THE SECONDARY LOOP 

The PARET code that has been used until now does not include the model of 
the entire primary loop. Despite this, we can assume that all the results that have 
been presented are reliable since they never consider transients longer than two 
seconds. Indeed, it takes approximately ten seconds for the primary coolant to go all 
around the primary loop.  

However, we thought it would be of a great interest to see what would be the 
consequences of a reactivity insertion coming from a sudden injection of cold water 
in the core.  

The incident we suggested to study was the unexpected drop of the coolant 
temperature of the secondary loop from 22 0 C to 00 C in a hundredth of a second. The 
core was modeled by the average channel of the MITR-II reactor with an initial 
power of 5 MW and a constant inlet flow of 2000 gpm.  

This extreme incident was chosen as to make sure that it would give 
conservative result regarding all kind of incident of this type that could occur.  

To make such a calculation we were forced to change code. The only one that 
was available was Hernan Trosman's code: TAMLOC.  

The results we obtained with it are presented on the graph of Figure 53. They 
prove that it is apparently impossible to reach a maximum clad temperature of  
when the secondary loop is affected. Indeed, the 111 °C maximum clad temperature 
reached gives very much latitude as far as the  are concerned.  

Last, it is worth pointing out that this results are reliable since TAMLOC was 
dealing with a single phase coolant during the transient.
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CONCLUSION
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I - RECAPITULATION OF THE MAIN RESULTS

In this report we have presented all the results that we obtained in our three 
month study on the reactivity limit for the MITR-II reactor. We have tried to keep, 
as far as possible, a chronological order. Our goal was to explain why our study 
resulted with the limits given in this recapitulative table:

Average Most Most Most Most Most 
channel penalizing penalizing penalizing penalizing penalizing 

channel channel with a channel with a channel with a channel and 
0.1 s ramp 0.5 s ramp I s ramp model with 

fins 

5MW - 1.5$ < < 1.6$ 1.34$ 1.39$ 

2000 gpm 

5 W- 1.45$ 

2000 gpm 

5W- 1.3$ <<1.33$ 1.2$ <<1.3$ 1.2$ <<1.27$ 1.2$<< 1.3$ 1.4$ 
2 k g/mr2 

"2' Table 4 Recapitulation of the Reactivity Limits 

All the results given above are conservative, for the model we chose for the 

core gave us a slightly higher pressure than the real pressure right above the fuel 

elements. Even if we always took an outlet plenum with a height of 1.9 m instead of 

3 m of water, it does not change very much the limit we determined. Indeed, this did 

not prevent us from having an outlet pressure of 1.36 bars. This value, slightly above 

the real pressure equal to 1.3 bars, introduces a delay in the appearance of feedback.  

Consequently, the maximum clad temperature reached for each transient is expected 

to be greater than what it is in the real case. This results in having a lower reactivity 

limit, which enables us to stay conservative.

U
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With regard to the size of the difference between the values we recommend 

and the one that would be obtained with the parameters corresponding exactly to the 

core, has the size of a few cents of a dollar at the most.  

Moreover, always driven hard by the need to present conservative limits as far 

Safety Analysis would be concerned, we systematically recommend the lowest range 

of values. Indeed, the few curves that are associated with rounding numbers that 

affect the calculations, were always considered to lead to higher temperatures than 

4501C. This approximation is very reasonable in the sense that the part of these 

curves corresponding to a non-chopped calculation looked very much the same as 

the curves which reached temperatures far above 450'C without any calculation 
problems.
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II - LIMITATIONS OF THE PARET CODE

Once again, we would like to underline the fact that as soon as the PARET 
code has to deal with situations that involve double phase, the user should be very 
careful with numerical instabilities and should lower the time step increment to solve 
this problem.  

What is more, the user should be also aware of the fact that the use of very 
small time step increments such as 5x10-7 s might lead to rounding numbers in such 
a way that it would seriously affect the calculations.  

In a nutshell, the PARET code should be used in the area just between the 
limit where numerical instabilities disappear and where rounding numbers start to 
affect results.  

The limits recommended in the above table, were determined in such an-area.  

To complete thifs section about the calculation limits with the PARET code, it 
should be noted that the major uncertainties lie in the realm of boiling.  

In the first place, the current transition boiling heat transfer correlations are 
steady-state as in all thermohydraulic codes. Nothing assures us that these 
correlations are still valid for transients. Nevertheless, we can assume that they give 
trustable results.  

In the second place, the heat transfer correlations highly depend upon DNB 
flux values which are calculated thanks to steady state correlations and which might 
vary much for a transient as many experiments proved it.  

In the third place, uncertainties in the hydrodynamic calculations arise from 
the fact that the basic equations solved consider that the water is incompressible and 
from the fact that determining the quality is very complex and might introduce very 
large errors. Indeed, the presence of local voiding in the coolant channels of a 
reactor is of considerable importance, not only because of the effect of the void on 
heat transfer but also because of their very strong effect on the reactivity of the 
system.
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Taking into account all we have said about the PARET code, we can be 

confident that the limits we obtained were calculated with the right time step 
increments to avoid numerical problems but we cannot certify that the equations 

used in this code are accurate enough to give reliable results.  
Actually, the benchmark that has been made on the different SPERT cores 

agreed well with the experimental results but too many important parameters were 
missing to maintain that the code gives accurate results for transients as the one we 
studied.
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III - COMPARISON OF OUR LIMITS TO THE RESULT 
OF THE 1970 SAFETY ANALYSIS 

To perfect thils analysis, we wanted to compare the limits we calculated to the 
one that was recommended by the Safety Analysis on the MITR-II core going back 
to august 1970.  

For a start, we would like to expand on the methods that were used to 
estimate the reactivity limit.  

The limit of 2.4$ step reactivity insertion determined, was basically based on 
the use of the correlations that were extrapolated from the SPERT experiments and 
applied to the NIvITR-II reactor. The main reason that was given to justify the right to 
do this was that the SPERT cores were very similar to the MITR-II core.  

The two principal differences that existed were the existence of a water pool 
above the MITR-II core and the size of the core itself; the length of the SPERT 
cores was twice as large as the core of MITR-II.  

To be conservative and account for this volume difference it was assumed to 
be necessary for the MITR-II void coefficient to be twice as large as a 
corresponding SPERT B core.  

A reactivity limit of 2.4$ was found and was considered to be the reference 
since then.  

Nonetheless, this limit cannot be taken as if it were a precise one. Indeed, all 
the reasoning that was done to lead to such a limit, were much more qualitative than 
quantitative.  

Accordingly, this limit should be considered as to give an idea of what the real 
one is.  

To have a more accurate value the only solution was to use a code that would 

take into account most of the characteristics of the core. This is the only way to 

quantify the effect on the limit of a change of the design of a core and of the fuel 
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elements. This is what we were able to do with the PARET code, and our study 

resulted with limits different from 2.4$.  
On top of the fact that the PARET code enabled us to take into account all the 

differences from the SPERT cores, it also permitted us to understand the behavior of 

the core. This resulted in pointing out what was the most penalizing case we had to 
consider.  

As a conclusion, we can say that it is undeniable that the limits we founded 

should be closer to the real one than the former, provided the PARET code gives 
reliable results.
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- Fuel plates without fins 

- Core modeled by the most penalizing channel 

- Initial power of 5 W 

- Constant inlet flow of 2000 kg/m2.s 

- Constant pressure on the top of the pool of 1.18 bars 

- Step reactivity insertion of 1.45 

- Time step increment of 5x10-7 s 
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INPUT FILE



(1 
PARET'- MrTR-1 rmacdity limit Ca1culations 

Ix)(. -I 20 7 0 1 I 

1(X12. 1 1 6 -1 0 10 

1()13. 5.001-6 (11X)82445 1.18X3)+5 .33.0 8.89(X4)-4 

01(84. 3.81({10"- 3.81M(81-4 5.867401.2 5.28830-20.5683 
IIx(5. (1.11794 0A.Y7l75 8.01-5 9.80664 (1.11)367 
1(1(6. 1.501 (1.80(M 1.0 992.(X) O) 
I)7. 3.64A8J-5 (1.0 0.0 (1.0 1.0 ).(X11 

1(M18. (00 (1.(X})5 0.0131 0.113 0.05 0.05 
1JI19. 1.4 0.33 

I111. 110.471560 I.10) 

1112. I 2 1 0 0 2.26(X0X+5 25.0 4227.0 

1113. 1.2 0.055 10{001.0 (1.0 
1114. 1.92 0.062 
2001. (1.0 0.0 42.5 0.0 (1.0 

2(8)2. (4.1) I (01.0 1.926&3X"6 (1.0 0.0 
2(X13. (.1) U.12 131.0 0.0 0.) 

200,4 11.)0 1.1340(W3 2.10165+6 (4.0 0.0 
3(811. 9.5250(1-5 5 1 0.967 

3(X)2. 2.54(X}0-4 7 2 0.41 
44)811. 2.84150-2 20 

51(8). 1 01. 2.00660-3 .I1M 40.55 0(.65 

SIM84. 11.9 (1.9 10.601M1 2. 117-2 

3101. A.WI631 1.9193 0.3875 11.3875 

5102. 2.74(81 M.) 1.0 1.0 

3103. 2.31(8W 1.0 1.0 1.0 
5104. 2.07(M1 2.0 1.0 1.0 

5105. 2.15(00 1.0 1.0 1.0 

5106. 2.0200 1.0 1.0 1.0 
5107, 1.7700 1.0 1.0 1.0 

5108. 1.2(881 1.0 1.0 1.0 

5109. 1(.011) 1.0 1.0 1.0 

5110. 0.9120 1.0 1.0 1.0 

5111. 0.8300 1.0 1.0 1.0 
5112. 0.82R) 1.0 1.0 1.0 

5113. 0.781M3 1.0 1.0 1.0 

5114. 0.6850 1.0 1.0 1.0 
5115. 0.61080 1.0 1.0 1.0 
5116. 0.59(}0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
5117. 0.57(8 1.0 1.0 1.0 

5118. 0.4440 1)1 2.0 1.0 

5119. 0.4260 1.0 1.0 1.0 
512(0. (1.3330 2.0 1.0 1.0 

5121. 01.3880 2.0 1.0 1.0 

6081. 3.307(00-2 1.24083.-2 2.194(102- 3.05M(88.2 1.95941C 

6082. 3.94950.1 3.{}0140-1 1.15040-1 1.14100 4.19900.  
9(X8O. 3 
9(1)M. 0.080 0.0 1.30 0.00 1.30 200.0 

1(88O8. 2 
2(810). (1.010.2-3 (.o o.A1(20.3 20.0 
12MO8. 2 

1 I1(I. 0.0 58.0 0.0 4000.0 
12(8)1. 2 
12001. 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.1) 
148)00. 4 
14(8)1. 5.(}0-7 0.0 5.00M7 0.403 

14002. 5.00-7 1.40 5.00-7 5.0 
16000. 2 
16001, 1.00 I 0.0 1.0 100 
17000. 3 
17001, 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 
18000. 2 
18001. 0.0 0.0 -17. 0.5683

0.0(794

4.1 i.1000-2 
2 3.0100

10.0 

10.0
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- Fuel plates with fins 

- Core modeled by the most penalizing channel 

- Initial power of 5 MW 

- Constant inlet flow of 2000 gpm 

- Constant pressure on the top of the pool of 1.18 bars 

- Step reactivity insertion of 1.45 

- Time step increment of 5x10-7 s 
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INPUT FILE



PARET: MITR.II wih fins ractvity limit Calulations 

II1)M. -I 20 7 0 I 1 
1 W(2. 1 I 6 -I 0 1I0 
(ix(3. 5.(X1 41.016489W 1.18(xx815 -33.11 8.891XX1-4 
I(X84. 3.811XX114 3.81(X10-4 1.17348.1 1.05766.101.5683 (.8(1794 

I (X5. ).((794 (IJ()75 8.X)-S 9.801664 0.(1(367 

(8X)6. (1.81) ) (.8(88) I.A 1 '.)092.(X( 0(.0 

I(X(7. 3.1(XX)-5 (1..0 0(.1 0.011 Al 0.181 

IM8g. 0.(0 0(XX)5 I.(0) 1 (.((3 0.015 0.115 

1(X)9. 1.4 (1.33 
[Ill. 0.(047156(1 (X( 
(112. I 2 I () I) 2.26(XX8+S 25.11 4227.)0 

1113. 1.2 0.1055 [(588).{1 (1.) 
1114. 1.92 0.062 
21M). 01.0 (M,) 42.5 01.0 01.0 

2(8(2. (0.0 550.11 9.63()80-5 (0.0 (1.0 
2(M(3. 0.0 ((.12 131.11 0.11 0I.) 
2(X)4. 0.10 5.67(X8I,+2 1.050825+6 (0.0 I1,0 
3(X11. 9.525(X1.5 5 I ((.967 
3(X)2. 2.54(XX)-4 7 2 0.11 
4(X)1. 2.84150-2 201 

53)1w. I 0 1.4478(1-3 (.IX1 (1.55 0.65 0.9 

51(M1. 01.9 (.6(XX) 2.1017-2 

51(11. ((.0651 1.9t93 (0.3875 ((.3875 
5102. 2.74(81 1.0 1.11 1.0 
51(13. 2.310X0 1.(0 1.0 1.10 

51014. 2.17(1) 1.0 1.10 H)11 
510l5. 2.15(0 1.11 I.0) H.1) 

5106. 2.0200 1.11 1.0 1.1) 
51017. 1.77MX I.{) 1.0 1.) 

51018. 1.2(X8) 1.10 O1. 1.0 
5109. (188 1.10 1.0 U.0 
5110. ().91(1) 1.11 1.0 1.0 

5111. 0(.838) 1.0 1.0 1.0 
5112. 0.8200 (.0I U.1) (.01 
5113. 0.78M8) (.1. 1.0 1.0 

5114. 0.6850 1.0 1.11 1.0 
5115. 0.6100 1.0 1.M1 1.0 
5116. 11.59(M) 1.1) 1.0 1.0 
5117. 0.5700 1.0 1.0 1.0 
5118. 0(.4444) 1.0 H1. 1.11 

5119. 0.4260 1.0 1.[) 1.0 
5120. 0.3330. (.8 1.11 1.0 
5121. 0.3880 1.1 1.10 1.11 

6(X(1. 3.3(17(81X2 1.24(X8.-2 2.190)10-1 3.050(88-2 1.959401-1 1.1(181-1 
6(8(2. 3.94950-1 3.(1((XX}-I 1.1501411-I 1.14M8) 4.199(X)-2 3.0(1001 

9(8X). 3 

9(X)l. (1.18) (1.11 .4 O.X 1.40 1 (X(.() 
lx(xi8. 2 

l(XX81. 2.66(X1+3 0.10 2.66(X)+3 10.01 
1)1 XX. 2 

( (1M. (.0 58.0 0.0 4(000.0 
128810. 2 
1218)1, ().0) 0.0 0.10 ((.0 
141M8). 4 

140)01. 3.00-7 (1.0 5.00M7 0.30 

14(X)2. 5.00-7 0.90 5.00-7 5.0 
16(X8). 2 
16(I)). 1.18) (000 0.0 1.0 100 (0.0 
(7(X8). 3 

17(1)i. 1.1) 0.0 (.0 0.0 0.0 10.0 

18(88). 2 

I(8I1. 0.0 (I.01 -17. 0(.5683
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- Fuel plates without fins 

- Core modeled by the average channel 

- Initial power of 5 MW 

- Constant inlet flow of 2000 gpm 

- Constant pressure on the top of the pool of 1.18 bars 

- Ramp reactivity insertion of 2.2$ in 0.01 s 

- Time step increment of 5x10-5 s 
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I Pngrsrtn hir the Anal ys%-)(RE.iwct TraisenL tm Argonne Natiomni. L-- r.atory (PARETIANLl - WLWannd RSS • (18/92 

PARET MITR.Il reacuvity imit CilculIaions 

((INPL-T DATA GENERAL INFORMATION

(CHANNELS I A 

,)RADIAL NODES = 7 

iPOWER-REAC CODE I 
((PRESSURE OPTION' I 

((DELAY GROUPS 
((UBAR PRINT OPTION = 

(INITIAL POWER = 5.(XXXXI (MW) 

(OPERATING PRESSURE = 18({XX). (PA) 

((PIN SURFACE RADIUS = O.849(X()E-(I3 (M) 
((INSIDE CLAD RADIUS = o.381(XX)E413 (M) 

((FUEL PLATE WIDTH = 0.529830E-.01 (0) 

((INLET DEAD LENGTH = 0I.794(8XXE-E(2 (M) 

()EFF DLYD NEUT FRACT = 0754XXXIE-((2 
((ACCEL. OF GRAVITY a 9.80664 (AS-2) 

(t ((TRANSIENT TIME = 0.2(WXXX) (SEC) 

((RX EXPONENT = ((8)WR) 
ODOPP FDBK CONST (0) = O.  

{IDOPP FDBK CONST (2) = 0.  
oDOPP FDBK CONST (4) = 0.  

((KINETICS TIME TEST = O.(18)XX0E-((2 

ON(B BUBBLE UFE-TIME = O.5OOIXX)E-)3 (SEC) 

((NB HEAT FRACTION = .'-AI.0)OOE-0I 
I)FB HEAT FRACTION = II.5YX)0(E-OI 

OHEAT TRANS CONST 2 = 0.33(XEX 

((TOTAL CORE FLOW AREA s 0.04715600 (M-2)

LXIAL NODES = 201 
GEOMETR" CODE = 0 

R - X CALC. OPTION = 
KINETICS TIME STEP = I 

KINETICS PRINT-OUT = .1 
MAX HEAT-( CYCLES = I0 

TOTAL FUEL VOLUME = 0.824450E4)2 (M-3) 

INLETTEMPERATURE = 33.118)1 (DEG.C) 
FUEL RADIUS = I0.38I(WNE4)3 (M) 

TOTAL PLATE WIDTH = 0.586714(E-I1 (M) 

PIN LENGTH = 01.5683001 (M) 

EXIT DEAD LENGTH = I.7941)X(E-02 (Mi 

PROMPT NEUT TIME = 0.8(XXXX)E-O4 (SEC) 

WATER SOURCE = 0I.1367(X)E4)1 

RX CONSTANT = 0.801XXIO 

REFERENCE DENSITY = 992.0X)1 (KG/M*3) 

DOPP FDBK CONST (I) = I).36(X(X))E-4)4 

DOPP FDBK CONST (3) = 0.  
DOPPLER EXPONENT = 1.000W) 

TRANSIENT DNB FLUX = 0. (W/M"2) 
TB BUBBLE LIUFE-TIME = O.10.01JE-02 (SEC) 

TB HEAT FRACTION = O.503MOE-OI 

HEAT TRANS CONST I = 1.400M0

FLUX WEIGHTING FACTORS = 1.0000 
PAGE 2

0) HEAT TRANSFER PARAMETERS 

OSINGLEIrWO PHASE CORRELJMODE = 1/2/1 CHF CORREL = 0I ETA = 2.504)E+011 CF = 2.2700E+02 AVE. Q = 2.260LE+,05 

PREVIOUS OPERATING TIME (DAYS) = 2.400()E+0I OPERATING POWER (MW) = .I(XXX)E..)0 

0 "CORRELATION OPTIONS 

I SINGLE PHASE: TWO PHASE. MODE: CRITICAL HEAT FLUX: 

(I.DIT'US-BOELTER O(-JENS-LOTIES TRANSITION MODEL 4)-TONG 3- FORGAN-WHITTLE 

I - SEIDER-TATE I - MCADAMS 0-NO I - BERNATH 4- CEA 

2 - BERGLES-ROHSENOW I - YES 2 - MIRSHAK 5. LUND

SCRAM DATA0 

0 
0 
0I

CONTROL INSERTION TRIP SET POINTS 

INSERTION RATE(M/SEC) = 1.200OOE=IO OVER POWER TRIP(MW)= 1.0000E+04 

DELAY AFTER TRIP (SEC) = 5."00E-02 LOW FLOW TRIP (%) = 0.0000E4-)0 

HEIGHTS ABOVE AND BELOW REACTOR FOR NATURAL CONVECTION EFFECTS

ABOVE ACTIVE CORE 1.920E.0W M 
COMPOSITION COEFIFICI

-COMPOSmON I 

II THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY COEFFICIENTS 0.  

0 VOLUME HEAT CAPACITY COEFFICIENTS 0.  

-COMPOSmTION 2 

o THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY COEFFICIENTS a.  
I VOLUME HEAT CAPACITY COEFFICIENTS 0.  

I 
RADIAL DESCRIPTION

BELOW ACTIVE CORE = 6.200E-02 M 
tENTS 

O. 42.50Y0 0. n.  
I I1.00 0.1926.00E+07 0. 0.

0.12000 131.000 0.  
1134.00 0.2L0165E+07 0.  

PAGE 3

0.  
0.

RADIAL RADIAL INTERVAL SOURCE COMPOSITION 

NODE LENGTH LENGTH DESCRIPTION CODE

2 I.95251=)6E4 
0 

3 U. 19051XX)E4)3 
0 

4 0.2857500"E-3 
0 

5 1 0.38 0(=6X)OOE3

.9525"0E-04 0.967(X)8)1 

.952SW0E-04 0.967000 

.952.000E-04 0.9670NW) 

.952S000E-04 0.96"(00(X) 

.25401XX"3 0.

N2(119-

0I
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o 6351XXXIE-(15 

7 II889(XXXIE-113 

AXIAL DESCRIPTION 

AXIAL NODE AXIAL LENGTH

0 (.426222501E-(I1 

3 0I.710137501E-01 

4 (1.9945250E-01 

5 01.1278675 

6 11.1562825 

7 1). 184975 

8 01.2131125 

9 (1.2415275 

10 0(.2699425 

11 01.2983575 

12 0.3267725 

13 01.3551875 

14 01.38360)25 

Is OA.4120175 

16 11.4404325 

17 01.4689475 

is 01.4972624 

19 0.5256774 

20 0.5682999

().28415(X)E011 
0.4262250E4 Il 

II.28415(81E411 
0.2284155XIE -01 

((.2841 5(8E-0 I 
11.2841 5(81E4)1 

(1.2841 S(X)E-01 
0.28415(X)E4)1 

(1.2841")XE-01 

((.28413(8)E-0I 
II.2841500E-II 
0.2841500E.01 

(1.28415SIXE-Ol 
1I.28415(X)E.(II 

(1.2841 500E.4)l 
0.2941500E-01 

0.2841500E40I 
0.28415(X)E4OI 

(1.284 1500)E.4) 
11294150110-01 

0.2941500E-01 

0.294155X0E-01 

0.2841500E-01 
0. 284150011-01 

0.294130)E-01 
0.2941500E411 

(1.2841500E-01 
I).2841500E-01 

0.294150E-01 
0.284 150011-01 

0.2941500E-01 
((.2841ISOQE-Ol 

0.28415O0E-O( 
0.284 I5(XE-OI 

0.4262250E-01 
0.2841500E-01 

PAGE 5

INDIVIDUAL CHANNEL INFORMATION 

(ICHANNEL I 
0 FLOW PARLAMETER * I CHANNEL NO. = 0 

0 WATER NODE RADIUS =0.200660DE-02 CHANNEL WEIGHTING FACTOR - 1.000000 

(1 ENTRANCE LOSS COEFFICIENT - 0.550000 EXIT LOSS COEFFICIENT - 0.650000 

0 ENTRANCE AREA RLATIO - 0.90010b0 EXrr AREA RATIO - 0.9m0000 

0) INLET PLENUM LENGTH - 0.65 IC0bOB-Ol EXIT PLENUM LENGTHi - 1.919300 

0 INLET PLENUM EQUTV. DIAM. - 0.3975000 EXrr PLENUM EQUIV. DIAM~. - 0.3875000 

0 COOLANT DENSrrY/VOID COEF. - 0.60000100 COOLANT TEMPERATURE COEF. - 0.2 107000E-0I

o AXIAL SOURCE DESCRIPTION 

(.562600 1.000000 
1.0995o0 1.0000 
1.145500 1.00000 

1.203000 1.(X)000 
1.242300 1.00000 

1.221200 1.I0b0000 
1.1718W0 1.00000 

1.1410003 IA00000 

1.09874001.00 
1.055700 L.(XXXXX

COOLANT' DENSITY FEEDBACK DOPPLER FEED-BACK DISTRL COOLANT TEMP. FEEDBACK 

IA.000001) -000 
1.000(w I 00000 

LOW000 1.001mb 
1.00000 1000 

1.00000 L.000b 
L000000 100000D 

10 I.000000 ODD 
1.00000 1.00~00 
I.000Fb) 1.000000 
1.00000 (001m0

1). 2

PAGE 4 

CALC. INTERVAL .AXIAL INTERVAL
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1.0146(g) I 1 (IX xx) I IXXXXx) I .(XXXX) 

0 952(XXA) I (AIIXXxx) I IXXXXX) I.(XXXN)I 

"1.9895"xx) I 1xxxxx) I.[XXXXX) I.(XXXXX) 

II.9233(,X ) I 1,(KX XX) 1.Ixxxx) I1.(XXXX) 

(1.7526(X8) I .(xx IxxI) 1.11 8xxx) I( Kxxx8 ) 

. 74.5(xx) I 180x8xx) IIxxxxx] |.(xxxxx) 

0.5939(XX1 I.(xx8XX) .1XX8xxx) I.(xxxxx) 

II.548J ,,XX .(xxxxx) ILfxxxxx) U.(xxxxx) 

0(76918XXI [(XXXXX) I.[I8xxx) I.Rx88xx) 
I PAGE 6 

DELAYED NEUTRON FRACTIONS 

0.33(178XI8E-0I1 I.2190IX) 1). 19594(X) 0).39495M11 O.11504(X) I).4199XXIE-O)I 

1 DELAYED NEUTRON DECAY CONSTANTS 

II 12.XKX)E-(1I 0.305(XXX)E-(I) 0 1111 xxx) O.301(XX1 ) 1. 14(XX,) 3.)10(XX)] 

1) INPUT TABLES 

TABLE 

#9 REACTIVITY TIME #10 MASS FLOW TIME 011 YOFCLAD TEMPERATURE #12 DEL-P TIME 

OR POWER * RATE 

(DOLLARS-MW) (SEC) - (KG/S/M**2) (SEC) * (PERCENT) (DEG. K) * (PA) (SEC) 

4. k. 2660.000 0. 0. 5.0000 0. 0.  

2.20(X3)U 0. 10XI(I.8E-O ) 2660.1A)0 I0.08•)OO 0. 41(1A).000 0. 10.A(00 

2.2001000 1(3(3.(3(83 

01I4CALCULATIONTIMErSTEPSIZE #16 PRINTFREQUENCY 017 PUMPDECAY #19 ROD ROD 

INCREMENT TIME * MAJOR INTERMED- TIME I FLOWRATE TIME * WORTH LOCATION 

(SEC) (SEC) * OUTPUT lATE O.P. * RATIO TO INITIAL (SEC) * S M 
* (SEC) (STEPS) (SEC) 

)}.58XXXIN)E.04 I). 11.3(XX) 80 0. 1(083(88 10. 0. 0.  

().50OXXX)EE.14 U.I(XXXO)E-0} 1A.(1X) l(x) 0-I00 I[(88)O( 0. -17.(8XXX)1 (.568K3)0 

((.5(X0310N E-04 11.5(XX48030) '"NxOONII)0X3x) 0. 10.000(]0 

.500XX00•E-03 5.(X)"000 (D)) •I(JIXNxII) 
PAGE 7 

TIME STEP NUMBER 0 
ELAPSED REACTOR TIME (SECONDS) 0.00(0000 
TIME STEP INCREMENT (SECONDS) 0.003000 

REACTIVITY (DOLLARS) 0.000w 

0 EXTERNALLY INSERTED 0.0XXX0 

0 DOPPLER 0.01178 

0 ROD EXPANSION 0.00(= 

0 MODERATOR EXPANSION AND VOIDS -0.006064 

O MODERATOR TEMPERATURE 6.56385 

CHANNELS: I TOTAL 

POWER (MW) 5.0000E44 S0 5,(X000DE4X0 
ENERGY GENERATED (MW SEC) O.(0100)E-0 O.O00X0E+00 

ENERGY IN FUEL (MW SEC) 0.0(800)E.41 0.00XXXOE+W0 
COOLANT ENERGY (MW SEC) 5.69052E-0I 5.69052E-0I 

COOLANT ENERGY REMOVED 000006E.00 0.00000E.W0 
PAGE 8 

..CHANNEL L.  

-AXIAL ENTHALPY UQUID(VAPOR) LIQUID(VAPOR) VOID CLAD SURFACE FUEL SURFACE FUEL CENTER FUEL 

NODE TEMPERATURE SPECIFIC VOL FRACTION TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE ENERGY 

(KJ/KG) (DEM. C) (M3f/KG)1000 (DEG.C) (DEC. C) (DEG. C) (MW SEC) QUAL 

I 137.7456 33.000 1.0052913 0.0000( 56.4562 57.7429 59.3081 0.00000 0.00X0 

2 141.7488 33.9592 .0055915 0-0(X)000 50.2867 51. 1971 52.2984 0.o0o00 0o.000 

3 143.9994 34.4985 1.0057604 O.O00lD) 51.4063 52.3540 53.5013 0.00000 0.0000 

4 146.3538 35.0626 1.0059370 0.0(X)000 52.7072 53.7012 54.9062 0.00000 0.0000 

5 148.8052 35.65(00 U10161210 10(.0O00 53.7515 54.7770 56.0214 0.0XXII 0.00(3 

6 151.2748 36.2418 1.0063062 I).AXJX)O 53.9194 54.9263 56.1495 0.11000 0(.0000 

7 153.6738 36.8166 1.0064862 0.00(8))O 53.6694 54.6369 55.8106 0.00000 0.0000 

8 155.9924 37.3722 1.0066602 O.OM0(X)) 53.6805 54.6225 55.7653 0.0000 0.0000 

9 158.2514 37.9134 1.0068302 0.0(X)0 53.7158 54.6341 55.7482 0.00(00 O.O000 

10 160.4566 38.4414 1.00370212 U .00=000 53.8045 54.7022 55.7914 0.0133 0.00]00 

II 162.6051 38.9557 10072073 0.0(888)0 53.7907 54.6622 55.7196 01.00000 0.0000 

12 164.6805 39.4526 [.00"73870 0.00000oo 53.6359 54.4737 55.4899 II.00000 0.008 

13 166.6521 39.9246 1.0075577 0.0(0000 53.1672 53.9536 54.9071 11.0(]O00 0.00W
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14 168.4982 40 3665 1(M277176 o.3338)8 52.6827 53.4177 54.3087 3).(XXX3) (1.0W38 

15 1711.2152 411 7776 (X1378664 33388I8X) 52.1282 52.8089 53.6336 3.3(X8X3) O.38883 

16 171 7951 41 1558 3 (131815.,2 R38X8) 51I4(318 52.1134 52.8672 I3.3x888) (3.38XXI 

07 173 2258 41.4983 I (X381271 333XXX8X) 5o.7277 51.2861 51.9617 3).3XXXX) 30.0388W 

18 174t 4973 41 83127 I 18382372 0 (1X88)8 49.9035 510.3955 503.9904 31.(3X88) 3I.88I83 

19 175 6,.25 42.3769 I 38383364 31)(XXXX) 49.5356 49.9"31 503.5394 1).3X8X8) 31.3083) 

233 177 6237 42.5512 {83185W381 I).3XXXXX) 5296,11 53.5955 54.3659 03.08XX88 33.8X8X 

(I AXIAL MASS FLOW SURFACE HEAT HEAT TRANSFER BURN--OUT MODERATOR TWO PHASE DNB SURFACE COOLANTr 

NODE RATE FLUX COEFFICIENT RATIO REGIME TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE ENERGY 

(KGIS*M"23 (W/M4"2) (W/M°°2°K) (DEG. C) (DEG. C) (MW SEC) 

I 26'13383 349180. 14886.51 16.8882 LIQUID 111.7610 142.5624 0.(xxx8) 
2 26641.33 245695. 1504799 23.9047 LIQUID 1101.6398 142.5238 3.38)533 

3 2660.3X3 255974. 15139.38 22.8925 LIQUID 1131.7613 142.51021 0.383833 

4 2660.3X8 268823. 15235.48 21.7463 LIQUID 110.9096 142.4793 (1.Al147 

5 26633.383 277606. 15336.08 21.13631 LIQUID 111.1888 142.4555 0.301473 

6 2660.3X8 272890. 1543801) 21.3152 LIQUID 1111.9557 142.4315 61.01801 

7 2661.311 261852. 15537.56 22.1594 LIQUID 110.8296 142.40)81 0.02120 

8 2660.W13 254969. 15634.33 22.7035 LIQUID 3110.7496 142.3855 0.02429 

9 26613.IX3 248556. 15729.01 23.2354 LIQUID 1113.6739 142.3635 0.02729 

Wo 2660.W0 242991. 15816.52 23.7136 LIQUID 110.6074 142.3419 0.03022 

11 2660.3W 2359088. 15902.14 24.3717 LIQUID 1103.5216 142.3209 0.03307 

12 266011) 226723. 15985.19 25.3046 LIQUID I110.4082 142.3W3)5 11.03582 

13 2660.31X 212735. 16064.40 26.9136 LIQUID 110.2307 142.2811 0.03844 

14 266048) 198768. 16038.86 28.7495 LIQUID I 10.0471 142.2630 10.33,4089 

15 2660.00 183975. 16208.38 31.1(359 LIQUID 109.8449 142.2461 0.04317 

16 2660.00 168177. 16272.56 33.8629 LIQUID 109.6192 142.2305 33.04526 

17 26601) 1501724. 16330.86 37.7275 LIQUID 109.3562 142.2163 0.04716 

18 2660.0)1 132713. 16382.84 42.7908 LIQUID 109.0670 142.2038 0.04884 

19 2661.(X8 122546. 16429.77 46.2857 LIQUID 108.8944 142.1924 0.U7554 

20 2660.00 171864. 1651I.24 32.9352 LIQUID 10)9.6729 14231728 3).01830 

MIN. BR = 16.89 ETA = 546.54 MAX. TEMPERATURES: COOLANT = 42.551 CLAD = 56.456 FUEL = 59.3038 BOIL =W 

I PAGE 9 

0 ...CHANNEL I...  

(IPRESSURE DROP (KPAI 

0 FRICTION 23.47 ELEVATION 24.99 SPATIAL ACCELEFRATION 0.02 TRANSIENT ACCELERATION 0.00 TOTAL 48.47 

OINTERNAL PRESSURES (KPA) 

INLET PRESSURE. 166.47 

I 163.38 162.0)5 161.16 160.27 159.39 158.51 157.62 156.74 155.86 154.98 

II 154.11 153.23 152.35 151.47 150.60 149.72 148.84 147.96 147.08 145.77 

21 
OUTLET PRESSURE= 118.00 
AVERAGE REYNOLDS NUMBER: 16976.57 

0- STEP NO. 80 

TIME- 0.00403M. POWER- 5.73966 , ENERGY- 0.021. REACTTVfTY- 0.980. MFLOW(OUTh) 2.661E.03. PERIOD= 1.4427E-02 

MIN. BR = 15.83 ETA -512.45 MAX. TEMPERATURES: COOLANT = 42.350 CLAD = 56.540 FUEL = 59-323 BOIL. O/ 

.°......APPROX. INVERSE PERIOD FOR TRANSIENT IS 74.52 ......  

0-*. STEP NO. 160 

TIME- 0.0080(81. POWER. 8.34407 . ENERGY- 0.048. REACTIVITY. 1.760. MFLOW(OUT)- 2.662E.03. PERIOD. 7.9633E-03 

MIN. BR - 15.79 ETA -510.90 MAX. TEMPERATURES: COOLANT . 42.542 CLAD - 56.609 FUEL. 59.735 BOIL = O/ 

0o1*STEP NO. 240 

TIME- 0.0120030. POWER. 14.5893 . ENERGY. 0.093. REACTIVITY- 2.199. MFLOW(OUT). 2.662E.03. PERIOD- 6.9755E-03 

MIN. BRR= 15.52 ETA - 502.32 MAX. TEMPERATURES: COOLA.NT = 42.535 CLAD - 56.992 FUEL - 61.110 BOIL -6O 

0*** STEP NO. 320 

TIME- 0.016000. POWER. 24.9088 . ENERGY- 0.170. REACTIVITY. 2.198. MFLOW(OUT3- 2.664E-03. PERIOD. 7.6714E.03 

MIN. BR- 14.81 ETAm479.26 MAX.TEMPERATURES:COOLANTw 42.537 CLAD= 58.088 FUELx 64.138 BOIL.xO 

0... STEP NO. 40D 

TIME- 0.020000. POWER- 41.0755 . ENERGY- 0.303. REACTIVITY- 2.196. MFLOW(OUT)- 2.666E403. PERIOD. 8.1249E-03 

MIN. BR - 13.50 ETA - 436.90 MAX. TEMPERATURES: COOLANT . 42.560 CLAD - 60.384 FUEL - 69.576 BOIL - 6O 

0-°t STEP NO. 480 

TIMME- 0.024000. POWER- 66.3461 . ENERGY- 0.513. REACTIVITY- 2.A91. MFLOW(OUT"h 2.670E.03. PERIOD. 8.4349E-03 

MIN. BR- 11.62 ETA-376.01 MAX. TEMPERATURES: COOLANT - 42.620 CLAD - 64.555 FUEL- 78.707 BOIL-01 

0Io* STEP NO. 560 

TIME- 0.028000. POWER- 105.684 . ENERGY- 0.849. REACTIVfTY. 2.183. MFLOW(OUT). 2.676E-03. PERIOD- 8.6714E.03 

MIN. BR - 9.36 ETA - 303.02 MAX. TEMPERATURES: COOLANT . 42.743 CLAD - 71.623 FUEL * 93.522 BOIL -61 

fl** STEP NO. 640 

TIME= 0.032000. POWER- 166.475 . ENERGY- 1.385. REACTIVrIY- 2.169. MFLOW(OUT)= 2.686E.+03. PERIOD. 8.8902E-03 

MIN. BR . 7.0 ETA - 229.17 MAX. TEMPERATURES: COOLANT . 42.964 CLAD - 83.136 FUEL- 117.4)8 BOIL-61 

0*'* STEP NO. 720 

TIME- 0.03608. POWER- 259.279 ENERGY- 2.224. REACTIVITY- 2.145. MFLOW(OUJT)- 2702E.03. PERIOD. 9.1472E.03 

MIN. BR- 5.06ETA-363.78 MAX. TEMPERATURES:COOLANT- 43.342 CLAD.10I.381 FUEL-153.499 BOIL-61 

0 STEP NO. 800 

TIME- 0.04418). POWER. 398.095 . ENERGY- 3.520. REACTIVITY- 2.106. MFLOW(OUT) 2.731E.*03. PERIOD- 9.5159E-03 

MIN. BR. 1.85 ErTA 59.93 MAX. TEMPERATURES: COOLANT. 43.962 CLAD- 128.266 FUEL=208.942 BOIL. I/ 

0* STEP NO. 880 

"TIME- 0.0443183. POWER. 504.562 . ENERGY- 5.417. REACTIVITY. 0.284. MFLOW(OUrT)-I.0l0E-03. PERIOD.-I.5835E-02 
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MIB BR= IX) ETA= 4-N MI.%AX TEMPERATURES:COOLANT= 44885 CLAD= 160.599 FUEL=284.249 BOIL=21 

(n" STEP NO 9643 
TlME= (I w..X(13. POWER= 131 7"73 . ENERGY. 6.8019. REACTIVITY= -6.862. MFLOW(OUT)=.I.(81gEAM. PERIOD= .1,3730E4-3 

MIN BR = 1 (X ETA= 7533 MAX TEMPERATURES:COOLANT"= 52.281 CLAD=22)S.915 FUEL=303.742 BOILa21 

0-.....RESTART FILE WRITTEN AT STEP NO. I1(XX ON UNIT NO. 14 .....  

o- STEP NO. 41(w 
TIME= (1115231M3. POWER= 5.58545 . ENERGY= 6.968. REACTIVITY= -8.269. MFLOW(OUT)=-1.323E,4)3. PERIOD= .1.3519E-13 

MIS BR = I "x3 ETA = 19 46 MAX. TEMPERATURES: COOLANT = 59.686 CLAD = 224.596 FUEL = 264.382 BOIL = 21 

... STEPNO. 1111 

TIME= O.(1561XX. POWER= 1.18929 . ENERGY= 6.977. REACTIVITY= -8.818. MFLOW(OjTf)=-4.721E.402. PERIOD= .-78499E-43 

MIN. BR = I RE ETA = 10.32 MAX. TEMPERATURES: COOLANT = 63.2710 CLAD = 224.673 FUEL = 245.299 BOIL = 21 

... STEPNO. 12(K) 
TIME.= o.3(AWxxL. POWER= 1.13193 . ENERGY= 6.982. REACTIVITY= .7.839. MFLOW(OL)-=.6.856E44)2. PERIOD= 4.6422E412 

MIN, BR=. l.IX ETA= 14.12 MAX. TEMPERATURES:COOLANT= 66.4019 CLAD=219.424 FUEL = 235.644 BOIL=2/ 

o... STEP NO. 12801 

TIME= 34.163999. POWER= 1.210992 . ENERGY= 6.986. REACTIVITY= .7.045. MFLOW(OUTf=-5.4,05E.412. PERIOD= 5.3929E-(12 

MIN. BR= L.EA) ETA= 11.44 MAX. TEMPERATURES:COOLANT= 69.449 CLAD=212.629 FUEL=228.257 BOIL=.2 

0- STEP NO. 1360 
TIME= (1.0167999. POWER. 1.301732 . ENERGY= 6.991. REACTIVITY= -5.863. MFLOW(OUT)= 2.632E.-02. PERIOD. 1.9880E-02 

MIN. BR= 1.31) ETA a 2.16 MAX. TEMPERATURES: COOLANT - 72.483 CLAD = 205.216 FUEL = 221.209 BOIL= 21 

0... STEP NO. 14411 

TIME= 0.071999. POWER= 1.75677 . ENERGY= 6.997. REACTIVITY= .2.634. MFLOW(OUT)= 3.3IIE1+03. PERIOD= 7.5113E-0[3 

MIN. BR.= .I81 ETA. 20.62 MAX. TEMPERATURES:COOLANT= 75.239 CLAD .197.407 FUEL=214.055 BOIL.2/ 

(I.. STEP NO. 15213 
TIME. 0.0)75999. POWER= 2.72905 ENERGY= 7.18X6. REACTIVITY. -0.903. MFLOW(OUT`)= 5.060E+03. PERIOD= 9.6306E-03 

MIN. BR = 3.(8) ETA= 30.33 MAX. TEMPERATURES:COOLANT= 77.745 CLAD= 189.279 FUEL=206.776 BOILs2J 

(i°1- STEP NO. 1608) 
TIME- 31.079998. POWER= 4.07693 . ENERGY= 7.1120. REACTIVITY= 0.182. MFLOW(OUT)= 2.744E+03. PERIOD= 9.6396E-03 

MIN. BR= 1.0=L ETA- 20.66 MAX. TEMPERATURES: COOLANT = 79.611 CLAD =180.888 FUEL= 199.367 BOIL=2/ 

0... STEP NO. 1680 

TIME. 0.083998. POWER- 5.57928 . ENERGY= 7.1039. REACTIVITY. 0.346, MFLOW(OUT)= 1.409E+03. PERIOD= 1.4817E-02 

MIN. BR- I.{X) ETA. 27.55 MAX. TEMPERATURES:COOLANT- 80.909 CLAD. 172.273 FUEL =191.849 BOIL.2/ 

0... STEP NO. 17601 

TIME. 03.1087998. POWER. 6.95090 . ENERGY. 7.064. REACTIVITY. 0.437. MFLOW(OUT)= 2.677E+03. PERIOD- 2.0419E-42 

MIN. BRI I.X) ETA- 36.483 MAX. TEMPERATURES:COOLANT - 81.667 CLAD- 163.449 FUEL=184.157 BOIL-2V 

0"- STEP NO. 13844 
TIME. 3.11•1998. POWER= 8.232-47 . ENERGY= 7.4394. REACTIVITY= 41.5(3. MFLOW(OUT). 2.728E+03. PERIOD= 2.5773E4)2 

MIN. BR3= .3) ETA- 46.11 MAX. TEMPERATURES:COOLANT- 81.901 CLAD= 154.398 FUEL.176.234 BOIL.2/ 

4I- STEP NO. 1920 

TIME= 0.1095997. POWER= 9.33754 . ENERGY. 7.129. REACTIVITY. 0.548. MFLOW(OUT)= 2.705E+03. PERIOD. 3.4864E-02 

MIN. BR= 10.18 ETA - 57.29 MAX. TEMPERATURES: COOLANT = 82.762 CLAD = 145.092 FUEL - 168.064 BOIL = 21 

'- STEP NO. 2(XX3 

TIME- 0.099997. POWER. 10.4352 . ENERGY- 7.169. REACTIVITY- 0-568. MFLOW(OUT). 2.702E-03. PERIOD= 3.8622E-02 

MIN. BR 3 I.(X) ETA- 66.12 MAX. TEMPERATURES:COOLANT- 83.534 CLAD- 135.503 FUEL 159.619 BOIL-2/ 

1)..... RESTART FILE WRITTEN AT STEP NO. 2000 ON UNIT NO. 12 I...  

3"1 STEP NO. 2080 

TIME. 0.103997. POWER- 11.5664 . ENERGY. 7.213. REACTIVITY. 0.625. MFLOW(OUT). 2.696E-03. PERIOD., 4.0636E-02 

MIN. 3R= 1.48 ETA 48.(1) MAX. TEMPERATURES:COOLANT- 84.114 CLAD .130.436 FUEL. 151.137 BOIL-It 

o- STEP NO. 2160 

TIME. 0.1037997. POWER= 12.5797 . ENERGY= 7.261. REACTIVITY. 0.617. MFLOW(OUT)- 2.688E+03. PERIOD. 5.2910E-02 

MIN. BR * 1.95 ETA - 63.17 MAX. TEMPERATURES: COOLANT = 84.563 CLAD -I27.779 FUEL- 444.408 BOIL-I/ 

Io.. STEP NO. 2240 

TIME. 0.111997. POWER. 13.4225 . ENERGY- 7313. REACTIVITY- 0.609. MFLOW(OUT)- 2.685E.03. PERIOD- 6.8436E-02 

MIN. BR = 2.41 ETA - 72.41 MAX. TEMPERATURES: COOLANT = 85.209 CLAD * 125.832 FUEL - 139.750 BOIL - Il 
0... STEP NO. 2323) 
TIME. 0.115997. POWER- 14.2311 . ENERGY= 7.368. REACTIVITY- 0.658. MFLOW(OUTr). 2.688E+03. PERIOD- 6.1888E-02 

MEN. BR - 2.83 ETA - 73.27 MAX. TEMPERATURES: COOLANT - 85.663 CLAD - 124.319 FUEL- 136.546 BOIL-II 

0'* STEP NO. 2400 

TIME-. 0.119997. POWER. 15.0603 . ENERGY- 7.427. REACTIVITY- 0.653. MFLOW(OUT). 2.670E.03. PERIOD- 7.6914E-02 

MIN. BR- 3.18 ETA. 72.90 MAX. TEMPERATURES:COOLANT- 86.210 CLAD-123.1I5 FUEL-134.339 BOLL-VI 

0... STEP NO. 2480 

TIME. 0.123997. POWER- 15.8470 , ENERGY. 7.489. REACTIVITY- 0.673. MFLOW(OIT)n- 2.669E.4)3. PERIOD. 7.9402E.02 

MIN. BR= 3.45 ETA- 72.80 MAX.TEMPERATURES:COOLANT- 86.744 CLAD -122144 FUEL- 132.793 BOIL-I/ 

0-" STEP NO. 2560 
TIME- 0.127998. POWER. 16.5798 ENERGY. 7.554. REACTIVITY- 0.672. MFLOW(OUT)h 2.666E-,03. PERIOD. 9.4428E-02 

MIN. BR - 3.65 ETA - 73.05 MAX. TEMPER.ATURES:COOLANT - 87.09() CLAD- 121.354 FUEL - 131.703 BOIL-I/ 

0- STEP NO. 2640 

TIME- 0.131998. POWER- 17.1559 . ENERGY- 7.621. REACTIVITY- 0.656. MFLOW(OUT`rr 2.661E403. PERIOD. 1.2964E-0I 

MIN. BR. 3.79 ETA - 72.85 MAX. TEMPERATURES: COOLANT - 87.722 CLAD - 120.707 FUEL- 130.910 BOIL-I1 

0-'" STEP NO. 27211 

TIME. 0.135998. POWER- 17.7423 - ENERGY- 7.691. REACTIVITY- 0.682. MFLOW(OUT)- 2.659E+03. PERIOD= 1.1360E-01 

MIN. BR . 3.88 ETA - 72.31 MAX. TEMPERATURES: COOLANT - 88223 CLAD - 120.169 FUEL -130.320 BOIL-I/ 

o.. STEP NO. 28(X) 

TIME. 0.139998. POWER- 18.3393 . ENERGY- 7.763. REACTIVITY- 0.687. MFLOW(OUT)- 2.657E.03. PERIOD- i.2331E-0I 

MIN. BR- 3.94 ETA. 72.18 MAX. TEMPERATURES:COOLANT- 88.553 CLAD- 119.725 FUEL 4129.901 BOIL-I/ 

0" STEP NO. 2880 

TIME. 0.143999. POWER. 18.9151 . ENERGY- 7.838. REACTIVITY- 0.695. MFLOW(OULT)= 2.654E-t03. PERIOD.= 1.3028E-01 

MIN. BR. 3.98 ETA. 72.54 MAX. TEMPERATURES:COOLANT,- 88.866 CLAD- 119.367 FUEL=129.611 BOIL-I1 
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o... STEP NO 2'0,I 
TIME= (),14,999. POWER= liv-[62 . ENERGY= 7.915. REACTIVITY= 11.74W. MFLOW)OIJr)= 2.651E.4)3. PERIOD= 1.3352E-0I 

MIN. BR = 4 (XI ETA= 72.113 MAX. TEMPERATURES: COOLANT = X99486 CLAD= 119.1)88 FUEL= 129.427 BOIL= It 

...... RESTART FILE WRITTEN AT STEP NO 31(91 ON UNIT NO. 14 

o ... STEP NO. 3(1w) 

TIME= (L1.519,,. POWER= 201.1224 . ENERGY= 7.994. REACTIVITY- 01.698. MFLOW(OUT)= 2.6.8E.-03. PERIOD= 1.65403E.I)I 

MIN. BR - .,t)[ ETA= 71.61 MAX. TEMPERATURES:COOLANT= 90.W12 CLAD= 118.884 FUEL= 129.335 BOIL= l1 

... STEP NO 3121( 
TIME= o.1559.9, POWER= 20.5844 . ENERGY= 931)75. REACT)VflY= 01.733. MFLOW(OUT)= 2.647E-)3. PERIOD= 1.1801E.-I 

MIN. BR= -112 ETA* 71.61 MAX. TEMPERATURES:COOLANWT= 90.4(1- CLAD= 18.749 FUEL= 129.315 BOIL= I/ 

-* STEP NO. 321m) 

TIME= (o 16(m). POWER= 21.2881 . ENERGY= 8.159. REACTIVITY= 0.746. MFLOW(OUT)= 2.645E4413. PERIOD= 1.16015E-0I1 

MIN. BR= 41)2 ETA= 72.11) MAX. TEMPERATURES:COOLANT = 90.68)) CLAD= 118.687 FUEL= 129.401 BOIL.=It 

0... STEP NO- 3281) 
TIME. .(64xx). POWER= 22.1333 . ENERGY= 8.245. REACTIVITY= 0.760). MFLOW(OUT)= 2.644E+03. PERIOD= I.1278E-01 

MIN. BR.= 4.02 ETA= 73.09 MAX. TEMPERATURES:COOLANT 90.863 CLAD= 118.710 FUEL= 129.593 BOIL= I/ 

0-*1 STEP NO- 336)) 

TIME. 1).I68)99. POWER= 22.8315 . ENERGY- 8.335. REACTIVITY- 0.775. MFLOW(OUT)= 2.642E44)3. PERIOD= 1.01877E-01 

MIN. BR = 4.)1) ETA = 73.34 MAX. TEMPERATURES: COOLANT = 91.578 CLAD = 118.821 FUEL = 129.893 BOIL . I1 

0- STEP NO. 344), 
TIME. 01.1721X)i. POWER- 23.6874 . ENERGY= 8.428. REACTIVITY. 10.781. MFLOW(OUT)= 2.641E•03. PERIOD-- 1.1372E.01 

MIN. BR.= 40) ETA. 71.99 MAX. TEMPERATURES:COOLANT= 92.168 CLADz 119.023 FUEL=130.305 BOIL= I 

011-1 STEP NO. 3520 

TIME= 10.176)X11. POWER= 24.4755 . ENERGY= 8.525. REACTIVITY= 0.788. MFLOW(OUT)= 2.640E+03. PERIOD= 1.1844E-01 

MIN.BR. 3.98 ETA= 71.01 MAX. TEMPERATURES:COOLANT= 92.616 CLAD. 119.314 FUEL= 130.815 BOIL= I/ 

0-" STEP NO. 36W91 

TIME. (0.18(0W]1. POWER= 25.48)0 . ENERGY= 8.624. REACTIVITY= 01.831. MFLOW(OUT)= 2.639E+03. PERIOD. 8.6828E-02 

MIN. BR - 3.95 ETA = 70.57 MAX. TEMPERATURES: COOLANT = 92.908 CLAD = 119.680 FUEL = 131.423 BOIL = It 

1)* STEP NO. 3681) 
TIME. 0.1840H)1. POWER= 26.5238 . ENERGY= 8.728. REACTIVITY= 0.832. MFLOW(OUT)= 2.638E-03. PERIOD.- 9.5242E-02 

MIN. BR . 3.89 ETA = 70.55 MAX. TEMPERATURES: COOLANT = 93.032 CLAD = 120.117 FUEL = 132.176 BOIL = It 

0°°° STEP NO. 3760 

TIME= 0-188&(12. POWER= 27.6712 . ENERGY= 8.837. REACTIVITY= 0.847. MFLOW(OUT)= 2.637E+03. PERIOD.- 9.1484E-02 

MIN. BR = 3.81 ETA - 70.70 MAX. TEMPERATURES: COOLANT = 92.982 CLAD = 120.621 FUEL -133.050 BOIL = It 

01- STEP NO. 384") 

TIME- 0.192002. POWER- 28.9175 . ENERGY- 8.950. REACTIVITY. 0.863, MFLOW(OUT)= 2.637E+03. PERIOD. 8.8085E-02 

MIN. BR. 3.69 ETA= 71.07 MAX. TEMPERATURES:COOLANT 92.751 CLAD. 121.172 FUEL= 134.037 BOIL I1 

0* STEP NO. 3920 

TIME. 0.196•12. POWER. 31.2728 . ENERGY- 9.068. REACTIVITY= 0.878. MFLOW(OUT)= 2.637E+03. PERIOD. 8.4724E-02 

MIN. BR= 3.56 ETA= 71.66 MAX. TEMPERATURES:COOLANT= 92.996 CLAD 121.751 FUELs 135.132 BOIL= It 

0" STEP NO. 448) 
PAGE 10 

TIME STEP NUMBER 4000 
ELAPSED REACTOR TIME (SECONDS) 0.200)92 

TIME STEP INCREMENT (SECONDS) 0.W00050 

REACTIVITY (DOLLARS) 0(.860171 

0 EXTERNALLY INSERTED 2.21899o 

0 DOPPLER 0.00234 

ROD EXPANSION 0.0990•) 
0 MODERATOR EXPANSION AND VOIDS 0.83204 

0 MODERATOR TEMPERATURE 0.50492 

CHANNELS: I TOTAL 

0 POWER (MW) 3.15494E-•I 3.15494E+4)1 

ENERGY GENERATED(MW SEC) 9.19195E.00 9.19195E.0) 

ENERGY IN FUEL (MW SEC) 137UT2E4-) I.5_702E.0( 

COOLANT ENERGY (MW SEC) 3.04750E400 3.04750E.00 

COOLANT ENERGY REMOVED I.-360DE.4XM 1.53600E.+40 
PAGE II 

AXIAL ENTHALPY UQUID(VAPOR) UQUID(VAPOR) VOID CLAD SURFACE FUEL SURFACE FUEL CENTER FUEL % 

NODE 4.PERATURIE SPECIFIC VOL FRACTION TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE ENERGY 

(1J/KG) (DEG. C) (M**3/KG) 1000 (DEG. C) (DEG. C) (DEG. C) (MW SEC) QUAL 

I 137.7456 33.0010 1.0052913 0.000000 122.3445 127.5740 136.3092 0.00100 0.0000 

2 152.4693 36.5280 1.0063959 0.000000 103.90r73 106.6611 112.7797 0.11040 0.(000) 

3 163.0092 39.0525 1.0072423 0.000000 105.385) 109.1378 115.4759 0.07516 0.0000 

4 161.7810 38.7584 1.0071359 0.000000 108M857 112.5198 119.1752 0.07729 0.00 

5 171.8926 41.1791 1.0080116 0.000000 111.2980 115.3236 122.1594 0.07906 0.0000 

6 193.1893 46.2749 1.0109902 0.O80999 111.7862 115.7049 122.3871 0.07929 0.0(99) 

7 211.3803 50.6242 1.0118487 0.009009 112.8743 116.6857 123.1560 0.07989 O.O0(0 

8 216.8974 51.9425 1.0124516 0.00)000 112.9697 116.7243 123.0710 0.07991 0.9000 

9 221.56-0 53.0585 1.0129622 0.009900) 113.9822 117.7177 123.9773 0.06052 0.0000 

I0 223.7697 53.5845 1.0132029 0.90000)0 115.2620 119.)0035 125.2019 0.09132 0.00W) 

II 239.0999 57.2446 1.0150014 0.00099) 116.TT72 120.4412 126.4817 0.08222 0.001)0 

12 256.3349 61.3571 1.0180185 0.010058 117.5299 121.0564 126.8558 0.08259 0.00)01 

13 286.7917 68.6159 1.0220383 (1.19X94.47 117.6808 120.9320 126.3056 0.08249 0.0001 
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14 313 1995 -490112 11 257679 111X)8369 116.9835 119.9086 124.8131 10.01882 0)08M8) 

15 348.2929 83.2402 1.01312271 11.X171133 116.2629 118.7795 123.1357 0.08(109 00M18t81 

16 363,3362 X7 2845 I (1337261 18XXXX88) 113.8141 115.9267 119.7463 110.(7928 1.1XXX) 

17 384.1613 91 7459 1.0(371063 1).1XXXXX) 1II.3611 113.11758 116.3361 01(17747 (I.(XXX) 

18 389.1118 92.9189 l.11381(6 (1.(1XXXX8 ) 1115.8825 107.1965 119.8933 01.07378 I.(XXX) 

19 391.2438 93.4239 1.11383893 (1).XXXXX) 1(2.7268 1103.8158 1116.1969 11.117166 11.0008) 

211 385.4734 92.11568 1((373433 (.((8XXXX 1111.7416 112.5380 116.1365 11.11576 l.(Xxx) 

() AXIAL MASS FLOW SURFACE HEAT HEAT'TRANSFER BURN.-OUT MODERATOR TWO PHASE DNB SURFACE COOLANIT 

NODE RATE FLUX COEFFICIENT RATIO REGIME TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE ENERGY 

(KG/S*M -.2) iW/Mo2) IW/M*12*K) IDEG. C) (DEG. C) IMW SEC) 

I 26N11)w 1734875. 19417.83 3.3991 NUCLEATE BOIL 119.9878 131.9914 1).[XXXX1 

2 2661 49 117(8(78. 176(1).63 4.9664 LIQUID 117.37113 131.80132 11.1119601 

3 2661.79 1193648. 17994.92 4.89162 LIQUID 117.4922 131.6659 0.13361 

4 2664.96 1254832. 179701.53 4.5896 LIQUID 117.8(1(8 131.6888 11.113198 

5 2665.59 1284251. 1831537 4.4381 LIQUID 117.9472 131.5571 01.(14539 

6 2663.46 1245242. 191X)8.(05 4.4741 LIQUID 117.7529 131.2704 0.07355 

7 2661.88 1218994. 19582.22 4.48108 LIQUID 117.6210 131.0235 0.119751 

8 2663.84 12106286. 19766.37 4.5124 LIQUID 117.5569 130.9532 11.10475 

9 2666.104 1213926. 19925.36 4.4529 LIQUID 117.5960 130.8946 (1.111087 

I10 2668.98 1234274. 20011.74 4.3710 LIQUID 117.6987 130.8708 ((.11376 

II 2668.113 12187011. 2(1471.17 4.3517 LIQUID 117.6195 130.6602 11.13379 

12 2665.95 1178109. 20972.92 4.4135 NUCLEATE BOIL 117.4111 130.4193 0.15608 

13 2658.34 11181404. 22040.30 4.6357 NUCLEATE BOIL 116.8992 129.98912 0.19540 

14 2652.25 957225. 22746.53 5.0693 NUCLEATE BOIL 116.2051 129.5947 0.22918 

15 2641.56 792940. 240111.98 5.8488 NUCLEATE BOIL 115.2082 129.0688 11.27356 

16 2637.98 626147. 23601.80 7.2429 LIQUID 114.0771 128.8129 0.29499 

17 2631.95 4701362. 23979.39 9.3981 LIQUID 112.8622 128.5233 0.31835 

(8 2631.58 312253. 24086.89 14.0634 LIQUID ((1.3815 128.4489 0.324.47 

19 2631.94 224111. 24183.03 19.5462 LIQUID 110.3723 128.4178 0.49065 

2(1 2637.12 4493)5. 24(46.50 9.8301 LIQUID 112.6846 128.5136 (1.88883) 

TIME- (1.2(8XX12. POWER= 31.5484 . ENERGY. 9.192. REACTIVITY- 0.861. MFLOW(OUTI- 2.637E+403. PERIOD= 1.13749E-01 

MIN. BR= 3.40 ETA = 72.43 MAX. TEMPERATURES: COOLANT. 93.424 CLAD = 122.344 FUEL= 136.308 BOIL = It 

0.- RESTARTFILE WRITTEN AT STEP NO. 40(= ONUNITNO. 12 
PAGE (2 

0 ...CHANNEL I...  

((PRESSURE DROP (KPA) 

0 FRICTION 32.74 ELEVATION 24.40 SPATIAL ACCELERATION 0.09 TRANSIENT ACCELERATION 0.27 TOTAL 57.50 

I)INTE"ILNAL PRESSURES (KPA) 

INLET PRESSURE= 175.50 

1 175.53 171.95 171.12 170.29 169.47 168.65 167.83 167.02 166.21 165.39 

II 164.59 161.84 157.39 152.97 148.46 145.81 145.02 144.22 143.42 142.22 

21 

OUTLET PRESSURE= I 18.10) 

AVERAGE REYNOLDS NUMBER: 25551.94 

TIME-( 0.21XX)52. POWER- 31.5629 . ENERGY- 9.194. REACTIVITY- 0.861. MFLOW(OUT)= 2.637E.+03. PERIOD.O .0741E-01 

MIN. BR = 3.40 ETA - 72.44 MAX. TEMPERATURES: COOLANT . 93.429 CLAD = 122.352 FUEL= 136.323 BOIL = it 

PROBLEM TIME WAS 1.811 MINUTES
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APPENDIX D 

1970 SAFETY ANALYSIS
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15. SAFETY ANALYSIS

15.1 Introduction 

The design of the MITR-II core has been made with empha

sis on safe and useful operability. In this section, various 

accident conditions are considered and the inherent safety of 

the design is analyzed. The results of these analyses are 

used to indicate conservativeness of the design and to establish 

certain operating limits such as the response times of the 

safety system. Consideration has been given to several types 

of accidents including reactivity insertions, loss of flow in 

the primary and secondary cooling system, loss of coolant, and 

natural disturbances such as earthquakes and lightening storms.  

15.2 Step Reactivity Insertion 

In order for a step insertion of reactivity to cause a 

reactor transient, it is necessary for the reactor to be at or 

near critical. The MITR-II core is designed so that all 

operations involving large reactivity insertions are to be done 

When the reactor is shut down. For example, the changing-of 

fuel assemblies can only be done after the control blades have 

been lowered to their down position to allow the rotation of the 

hold-down plate. Also, experimental facilities that might 

cause large reactivity changes will be fixed in place such that 

they can only be moved while the reactor is shut down. Thus, a 

means of creating a large reactor transient due. to a step inser

tion of reactivity has not been envisioned.  

The following study of the reactor response to a step 

insertion of reactivity has been made as a review of the inher

ent safety features of the MITR-II core design, The result of 

the analysis indicates that the reactor can be safely shut down 

without damage to the core in the event of a step reactivity 

change up to a limiting value of inserted reactivity. This 

value is used as the basis of the reactivity limit for any 

single experiment or component which, if inserted into the 

reactor, could credibly cause a reactivity change by failure
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"15.2 

or ejection.  

The effect of step reactivity insertions has been measured 

for the Spert Reactor cores at the National Reactor Testing 

Station in Idaho. Results of these experim ents have been 

reviewed by J.A. Thie (Ref. 15.2-1) and he developed a method 

of correlating the experimental results. The Spert experiments 

span a range of cores sufficiently similar to the MITR-II core, 

such that the correlation is expected to give a good prediction 

of the MITR-II transient response.  

The correlations for     

     are: 

Em = k(l/c)l/n.l/n (15.2.1) 

and 1 n+l 
n n_ --n 

= n k 'a (15.2.2) 
n+l c 

where Em is the energy release (Mw-sec) 

Z is the prompt neutron lifetime (sec) 

*c is the magnitude of the negative void coefficient (Ak/k/cm3) 

a is the reciprocal period induced by the injected 

reactivity step (sec- 1 ) 

0 is the peak power reached in the excursion (Mw) 

k, n and n' are the empirically fitted correlation 

constants given in Table 15.2.1 

These correlations for Em and *m are accurate to + 30% 

in the range of 10 sec-I ca - 400 sec- for the Spert cores

consider-W 
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15.3 

Table 15.2.1 

CONSTANTS FOR FITTING THE SPERT DATA CORRELATIONS 

Temp, k n' n 

For Em 25°C 0.18 2.9 1.45 
60 C 0.116 3.15 1.305 (by interpo
950C 0.052 3.4 1.16 lation) 

For *m 250C 0.11 2.1 1.27 

60 0 C 0.0655 1.9 1.205 (by interpo
950C 0.021 1.7 1.14 lation) 

Values of I and c for the MITR-II core are given in Table 15.2.2.  

Note that for these correlations, the larger value of the 

prompt neutron lifetime "L." gives the larger value of Em. Thus, 

the average lifetime including the D2 0 reflector effect is used 

for the MITR-II calculations.  

For the safety analysis, it is desired to know the maximum 

fuel temperature. The above correlations only relate the value 

of a to the energy release. To estimate the fuel temperature, 

it has been necessary to review the pertinent SPERT experiments 

and to make a conservative extension to the correlations.  

It is expected that the fuel design for the MITR-II core 

will be reviewed from time-to-time to consider improvements 

based on operating experience. These design improvements will 

be in the direction of enhancing the neutron beam intensities 

or increasing the fuel utilization. Therefore, a range of fuel 

designs are considered, and the safety analysis is used to 

establish the required limits.  

The SPERT experiments with aluminum plate B-type cores 

(Ref. 15.2-2) have been studied in detail. These cores span a 

range of water channel widths that cover the MITR-II fuel 

designs. Table 15.2.2 gives the core characteristics.
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15.4

Table 15.2.2

,.

*The effect of water height on the maximum power in a reactivity 
excursion is expected to be small (Ref. 15.2-1).  

The data for the energy release of time of peak power, Etm, as 

a function of the .reciprocal period, a, are summarized in 

Figures 15.2-1 through 15.2-3. It was assumed that a correla

tion of the form given by Eq. (15.2.1) can be made for Etm.  

The upper lines shown in Figures 15.2-1 through 15.2-3 were 

fitted to the form: 

From Fig. 15.2-1 E = 0.305 a 

Fig. 15.2-2 E = 0.475 a0,78 

Fig. 15.2-3 Etm = 0.674 a 

-i for a > 10 sec
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15.5

The value of the multiplying constant is taken to be k1 (t/c) * 

A least squares fit to the above data yields values of x = 0.3 and 

kI = 0.16. Then, a general correlation is conservatively given 

by: 

Etm = 0.16(03) 0.89 (15.2.3) 

tmC -3 

which is slightly different but in reasonable agreement with 

the correlation given by Joe Thie. To relate the value of 
E tm with a maximum fuel plate temperature, a plot of -0 1 

was made, Fig. 15..2-4, where 9 is the maximum fuel tm 0m 

plate temperature in 0C and i is the initial temperature at 
the start of the excursion. As shown in Fig. 15.2-4, the 

measured ratio, of the fuel plate temperature rise to the 

energy release to the time of maximum power (Etm), is largest for 

small transients (small values of a) and tends toward a con

stant value for a> 60 sec- 1 . The constant value is somewhat 

different for the different cores, but is always less than 

18.4 0 C/Mw-sec. Since the transients of concern for the es

tablishment of the safety limits are for reactivity additions 

that give values of a greater than 60 sec-1 , it will conserva
tively be assumed that em - ei = 18.4oc/Mw-sec as a constant Etm 
value for all B type cores.  

The correlation for the maximum fuel plate temperature 

becomes: 

0.3 0.89 
e= (0.16)(18.4)(1)-c' -i (15.2.4) 

C for a >60 sec 

(where ei - 20 0 C since the 20 C Etm was conservatively 

fitted.) A check on this correlation is shown in Figs.  

15.2-5, 15.2-6 and 15.2-7. The correlation line in these 

figures is seen to be above the measured maximum fuel tempera

tures.  

*The maximum fuel plate temperature in these correlations is 
measured near the plate surface and is representative of the 
clad temperature. The fuel meat temperature is somewhat 
higher 
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15.6 

To convert the values of a into terms of a step reactivity k-i 
insertion "p", (p - ) the approximation of the inhour equa

tion, for large values of a, can be used: 

(l- eff) 
1 e+ f (15.2.5) 

where a is much larger than the decay constants for the delayed 

neutron precursors. The value of the effective delayed neutron 

fraction $eff is a function of the core properties, due to the 

difference in effectiveness between prompt neutron and lower 

energy delayed neutrons, and also 0 eff is a function of the 

effect of the delayed photoneutrons produced in the D 20 reflec

tor.  

As discussed in Section 3.3.4.1, the maximum fuel plate 

temperature limit has been set to be  Therefore, by 

taking        

    

 

for a step reactivity insertion in a B type core.  

The design of the MITR-II is somewhat different from that 

of a B-type core, due to the upper core absorber inserts and the 

control blades. Effectively, the core length has been reduced 

under some operating conditions to about half that of a full B 

type core. Thus, the step reactivity insertion must be con

trolled by an average void coefficient that is effective over 
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15.7

the smaller volume. To be conservative and account for this 

core volume difference, it will be assumed to be necessary 

for the MITR-II void coefficient to be twice as large as a 
corresponding B type core for the same transient response.  

Thus, the limiting value of p for the MITR-II core is derived 

by using CB 1 CMITRII: 
core 

alimit= 270.43(c/2t) 0 . 3 3 7 = 214.1(c/1) 0 "3 3 7 

(PLMITR-II = 214.1c0 i3 3 7 0 6 63 + aeff (15.2.8) 
LimitRI 1 + 2l14.lc 0.337it0 .663 Limit 

for a step reactivity insertion.  

At the initial startup of the MITR-II and after any future 
significant change in the fuel design, the values of Z, c and 
aeff will be determined and the limiting value of pL will be 
establiphed by using Eq. (15.2.8). This value of PL will be the 
maximum reactivity limit for any single experiment or component 
which, .if inserted in the reactor, could credibly cause such a 
reactivity change by failure or ejection. Evaluation of Eq.  
(15.2.8) with the calculated design values of £ and c from Table 
15.2.2 and an estimated value of Beff = 0.0075 gives the esti
mated value of (P)MITR-II of 1.8%. This estimated value indi

Limit 
cates that the reactivity limit will be somewhat less than the 
limit that has been used in the past for the MITR-I operation 
(2.8%) but will still be in acceptable operating range.  

Finally, the effect of flow on the temptratures attained 
is shown in Fig. 15.2-8 (Ref. 15.2-3) for experiments conducted 
in Spert III with the "C core". This core had a 19 plate fuel.  
element of stainless steel clad plates. As described in Ref.  

15.2-3 the transient response of the "C core" is slightly 
different than the B12/64 core but the results f6r. the effect 

on flow will be qualitatively the same. That is, for the short ) 
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15.8 
reactor periods of interest here, (T < 40-msec) and for flow 
rates less than 18 ft/sec, the fuel plate temperature for 
various flow conditions is less than the fuel plate tempera
tures for the no flow condition as shown in Fig. 15.2-8. The 
secondary power transients are greater for the cases with 
flow, but the added power does not raise the fuel plate surface 
temperature up to the maximum value of the no flow plate temper
ature until times in excess of 1.00 seconds. This important 
conclusion is supported by the data in Ref. 15.2-3 for all 
periods that give significant temperature rises down to the 
minimum measured period of 10 msec (a = 100 sec-1 ).  

The MITR-II is protected from a continued fuel plate 
temperature rise by automatic instrument scrams actuated by 
period and neutron power levels. The period scram would occur 
very shortly after the initiation of the transient while the 
level scrams would actuate when the neutron level had reached 
the scram level of 6 Mw. A response time of < 1.0 seconds 
(as specified in Section 7.1.1) will be sufficient to prevent 
excessive fuel plate heating from secondary oscillations. This 
response time for the period scram is also sufficient to control 
a ramp reactivity insertion of the magnitude specified in the 
design basis, Section 3.  

In addition to the fuel plate temperature rise, there is 
also a pressure transient associated with the response to a 
step reactivity insertion. However, this pressure transient is 
not predicted to cause any significant mechanical damage as 
long as the reactivity insertion is limited by Eq. 15.2.8. A 
summary of the Spert I transient pressure measurements, for the 
A-core and B-core experiments, is given in Reference 15.2-4.  
The results of these experiments have also been discussed 
directly with one of the authors of Ref. 15.2-4. The peak 
transient pressures for Spert I cores as a function of the 
reciprocal reactor period is shown in Fig. 15.2-9. To assist in 
the comparisons of the Spert I cores, a table of characteristics 
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for these cores is also shown on Fig. 15.2-9. In Ref. 15.2-4 
the following statement is made concerning the comparisons of 
the pressure transients. "Pressure levels obtained with the 
B-core are materially greater than those obtained with other 
Spert I cores. This is partly a consequence of the large 
core size (i.e., large pressure source). For example, the 
B-cores have approximately 700 fuel plates compared to 476 
for the A-core and 342 for the P-core." Brockett pointed out 
that in their further studies (unpublished) they have shown 
that the pressure pulses can be analyzed in terms of an acous
tical transmission. This transmission is in all directions, 
through the fuel plates as well as along the length of the 
coolant channels and fuel plates. Thus, the peak pressure is 
related to the total energy released during the time required 
to create the coolant void by nucleate boiling which in turn 
compensates for the reactivity insertion. This total energy 
is core size dependent and Brockett reaffirmed the above state
ment in Ref. 15.2-4 that for cores with a generally equivalent 
characteristic such as void coefficient and lifetime, the core 
with a smaller number of fuel plates will have a lower peak 

transient pressure.  

It is apparent from Fig. 15.2-9 that the B-cores all fall 
into a group with the B 24/32 core (the core with the narrow
est channel) giving about a 40 to 50% higher pressure peak than 
the B 12/64 and B 16/40 cores. The B 24/32 and the B 12/64 
cores have the same critical mass and hence have the same num
ber of fuel plates (-'700 plates). The MITR-II core has  

          
            

    is smaller than the A-core or 
P-core channel. If a line is drawn between the A-core and 
P-core lines of Fig. 15.2-9, and a 50% increase in the pressure 
from this line is made for the effect of channel width, then the 
predicted line for the MITR-II is just below the A-core line.  
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The MITR-II differs from the Spert core primarily in two 

parameters, the size of the core and the water head above it.  
The core size of the MITR-II is even smaller than the P core 
because only half of the MITR-II core is active. This would 

tend to reduce the pressure transient. On the other hand, the 
greater water head which increases the saturation temperature 
and thus delays the onset of nucleate boiling, would tend to 
make the maximum power in the MITR-II higher than the Spert 
core for the same reactivity insertion. This higher maximum 
power was indicated in Spert I experimentally when the head of 
water was increased from the usual two feet of water above the 
core. "Nine feet of water at 95'C caused Ym (the peak power) 
to be a factor of 2 and 1.25 larger for a values of 11 sec
and 111 sec 1 respectively. On the other hand at 200C both 
these Spert I experiments and others in Spert-IV having up to 
18 ft. of water above the core showed no measurable increase in 
0 even at short periods where boiling is the dominant shutdown 
mechanism. This difference between the 95 and 200C tests mly 

be explained on the basis of initial subcoolings (the tempera
ture difference between the water and its boiling point); 9 ft 
rather than 2 ft changed the subcooling from none at all to 70C 
for the former; 18 ft changed the subcooling from 95-20 = 750C 
to 109-20 = 890C for the latter e ,only 19% more." (Ref. 15.2-1) 
At an initial temperature of below 50 0 C which corresponds to 

the MITR-II operating temperature, the change in subcooling 
for a water height equal to that of the MITR-II (10 ft) would 

be only "-14% and little effect on maximum power or pressure 
would be expected. The smaller core size would more than off
set the water head effect, and it is therefore conservative to 

assume that the A core peak pressure values represent the pre
dicted values for the MITR-II.  

The test pressure for the MITR-II, as specified in 
Table 4.1.1, is 60 psig. From Fig. 15.2-9 for core A, 

the peak transient pressures will be less than 
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the 40 to 60 psig range if a is less than 160 to 200 sec-1.  
The limiting value of a given by Eq. 15.2.8 is 144 sec- for 
the calculated values of the MITR-II core from Table 15.2.2.  

Since this value of a is well below the values predicted to 

cause an excessive pressure rise, the relationship for the 

limiting value of the step reactivity insertion as established 

by the fuel plate temperature rise relation of Eq. 15.2-8, is 
also conservative with respect to the predicted peak pressure 

transient.
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ABSTRACT

As the current license of the MITR-II expires in august 1999, a preparation of relicensing documents 

is in progress for a power upgrade to the maximum level (6-7 MW). In order to perform the MITR 

safety analysis report, an analysis of both step reactivity and ramp reactivity insertion must be 

realized.  

The RELAP5/MOD3.2.1.2 code is used in the current study to perform the reactivity insertion 
-.- analysis.-RELAP50MD3 is-a-coupIed kiietics, one dimensional heat transfer, and two components, 

non-equilibrium hydrodynamics code. The MITR core model used for this analysis consists of a hot 

channel, representing the coolant channel which has the highest radial peaking factor, and an average 

channel representing the remainder of the core region.  

To operate the MITR-II, the clad temperature must be maintained below , which is the 

softening point of the  This temperature will be used as a limit to perform reactivity limit 

insertion analysis.  
This objective of this study is to determine the maximum step reactivity insertion and ramp reactivity 

insertion that the integrity of the fuel can be maintained.  

A comparison was done between the RELAP5/MOD3.2.1.2 code and the PARET/ANL code with the 

data of the MITR-II core. Step reactivity insertion transients were running for low/high flow and 

with/without the scram in order to be familiar with the RELAP5 code and also the PARET code.  

Different results were found at low flow and also for severe transients when the void starts to appear.  

A limit step reactivity insertion analysis was performed for the hot channel at the niost penalizing case 

(low power, low flow rate and low temperature) with the scram initiated. Furthermore, a sensitivity 

study was also realized changing the time delay of the Nuclear Safety System. A limit insertion of 

1.36$ was found for the longer time delay chosen, 1 s.  

A 4$ ramp reactivity insertion analysis in one minute was performed for the hot channel at the most 

penalizing case (low power, low flow rate and low temperature) with the scram initiated. It was 

calculated for a 7 MW operating power and the longer time delay, 1 second. During the transient, the 

value of the peak clad temperature is only 77 degrees. Thus, it will not cause damage to the reactor.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Presentation of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Reactor (MITR) 

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology Reactor (MITR) is a    

      

    

The reactor is designed to operate at power levels up to five megawatts.  

It functions both as a center of research and education for many MIT departments and local-area 

universities and as a supplier of radioisotopes for medical and industrial research in the greater Boston 

area.  

The original MIT Reactor, MITR-I, was both heavy-water moderated and cooled with an open array of 

plate-type fuel elements. This original core attained criticality in July 1958 and operated at power 

levels of up to five megawatts until 1974.  

The present core, MITR-II, differs because it uses     
   This core 

design was chosen to maximize the thermal neutron flux in the reflector regions where the 

experimental beam ports are located.  

       The 

arrangement can be seen in the plan view of Figure 1. The core loading as usually  

    
A fuel element is rhombic in shape and consists of     

   
One regulating rod and six shim blades control the rate of fission.  

1.2. Objectives of the study 

The current license of the MITR-ll expires in august 1999. Preparation of relicensing documents is in 

progress for a power upgrade to the maximum level (6-7 MW) that can be safely supported by the 

existing- heat removal equipment.  

To obtain a new license, preparation of a safety analysis report is currently in progress.  

To operate the MITR-II, the clad temperature must be maintained below , which is the softening 

point of the  This temperature will be used as a limit to perform reactivity limit insertion 
analysis.  

The operating conditions are defined in the SAR, so the reactor safety is nof compromised under 

circumstances.  
The operating parameters consist of power, temperatures, flow rates ect..  

The reactor protection systems are designed to scram the reactor automatically upon exceeding the set 

points of these parameters.  
The reactivity worth added to the core is also limited by administrative procedures since it is not 

measurable.  
The objective of the current study is to determine the maximum step reactivity insertion and ramp 

reactivity insertion that the integrity of the fuel can be maintained.  

However, the basis of those limits are not obtained from analysis and/or experiment specific to the 

MITR design. Therefore, the goal of the current study is to obtain more accurate results by taking 

advantages of the computer codes which is capable of performing thermal hydraulic analyses coupled 

with neutronics.  

This study will be done using the RELAP5/MOD3 thermal hydraulic code.  
5



1.3. Previous results concerning the study 

A limit of $2.4 step reactivity insertion was recommended by the Safety Analysis on the MITR-II 

written in 1970. This limit was extrapolated from the SPERT experiments because the SPERT cores 

also used MITR type fuel elements.  

As the geometry was not exactly the same, another study in 1994 was realized using a-computer code 

named PARET. Step reactivity limits were determined for different initial conditions of the reactor.  

An example of results found are exposed below: 

"o A limit of 1.3$ for a step reactivity insertion for the most penalizing case, 

"o A limit of 1.4$ for the same transient at the same initial condition but taking into account 

the fins of the fuel (Appendix A).  

To conclude on this study, the results found were lower than those from the SPERT experiments.  

1.4. Organization of the report 

In the first part, a description of RELAP5/MOD3.2.1.2 was written in order to be more familiar with 

the possibilities of this tool. An approach of the modeling using RELAP5 was presented to be aware of 

the difficulties and estimate the time needed.  

In the second part, a description of the PARET/ANL code was written in order to summarize the 

differences between both codes. Also, a comparison was made between the last version of 

RELAP5/MOD3 and the PARET/ANL code. Behaviors and limitations have been discovered.  

In the third part, step and ramp reactivity insertions were modeled using the RELAP5/MOD3 

computer code. The purpose was to find the limit reactivity insertion of the model of the MITR-II 

entered in RELAP5. Sensibility studies were realized on the initial power and the time delay of the 

Nuclear Safety system. j 
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2. MODELING OF THE MITR-H USING THE RELAP5/MOD3.2.1.1 VERSION 

2.1. Description of RELAP5/MOD3 

RELAP (Reactor Excursion and Leak Analysis Program) is a light water reactor transient analysis 

code that has been developed for best estimate descriptions of the behavior of power reactor systems 

under off normal conditions.  
The RELAPS series was developed by the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) for the US.  

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) primarily for the analysis and safety assessment of 

pressurized water reactor systems. The latest in the series, RELAP5/MOD3, is coupled kinetics, one

dimensional heat transfer and two components hydrodynamics code that is capable of modeling all of 

the components of the system.  
This code represents the aggregate accumulation of experience in modeling core behavior during 

accidents, two phase flow process, and light water reactor systems. The code development has 

benefited from extensive application and comparison to experimental data. Nevertheless, the 

application to non-power reactor systems and comparison to experiments has been fairly limited. Most 

research reactors analyses using RELAP5 have been for loss-of-flow (LOF) transients and loss-of

coolant accidents (LOCA) for commercial nuclear power plants.  

About reactivity insertion transients, much work has been done at Argonne National Laboratory to 

compare the RELAP5/MOD3 code to the PARETIANL code with the Experimental Transient Data 

from the SPERT-IV D-12/25 Series (Reference [5]).  

2.1.1. Fluid Models 

The fluid model in the RELAP5/MOD3 is a one-dimensional two-fluid model for flow with a two

phase steam-water mixture.  
The hydraulic model consists of six conservation equations for a two-fluid model, that is, the two 

phasic continuity equations, the two phasic momentum equations, and the two phasic energy 

equations.  

The fluid system is modeled by fluid volumes (nodes) and by fluid junctions (flow paths or branches) I 
between the volumes.  
The scalar pressure, static quality, and energy quantities that are the dependant variables of the 

continuity equations and energy equation are defined at volume centers, that is, they are volume 

average quantities.  
Density is a scalar quantity that is derived from the pressure, static quality, and energy through the 

state equation and is thus also defined at the cell center. The vector quantities, liquid and vapor 

velocities that are the dependent variables from the momentum equations, are defined at cell 

boundaries (that is, junctions).  
Although some code options, such as a quasi-flow model, a homogeneous flow model, and a thermal 

equilibrium model, are available, most of the RELAP5 development effort was concentrated on the 

two-fluid non-equilibrium, non-homogeneous model which is believed to have a better and practical 

description of fluid transient.  

The RELAP5/MOD3 code is based on a non-homogeneous and non-equilibrium model for the two 

phase system. For the MITR core, the hydrodynamics solution is one-dimensional for both channels at 

each time node in the longitudinal direction.  

2.1.2. Heat conduction model and heat transfer correlations 

Heat structures provided in the RELAP5 code permit calculation of the heat transferred across solid 

boundaries of hydraulic volumes. Modeling capabilities of heat structures are general and include fuel 

plates with nuclear heating for example.  

For the MITR-II core, the heat structure will be represented by one-dimensional heat conduction in 

rectangular geometry.  

In one-dimensional problems, boundary conditions are applied on the left and right surfaces. In steady

state problems, a valid physical problem requires that the heat transfer coefficient, h, be nonzero on at 
8



least one of the two boundary surfaces. If a heat structure has rectangular geometry and a zero radius 

for the left surface, the left boundary is normally the symmetry condition, where the temperature 

gradient equals zero.  

There are 22 modes of heat transfer correlations used in RELAP5/MOD3. These range from forced 

convection heat transfer, to natural circulation heat transfer depending on the flow rate, single or two 

phases, saturated on subcooled liquid, and temperature difference between wall and fluid.  

The heat transfer coefficient is determined by the selection of heat transfer mode, and can be used to 

calculate the surface heat flux. Then the surface heat is a boundary condition to the heat conduction 

equation. The heat addition rate to the fluid of a cell is calculated as the product of surface heat flux 

and heat transfer area at the conductor surface contacting the fluid.  

The RELAP5/MOD3 version used for these analyses includes some modifications more suitable for 

research reactors like the Petukhov correlation for single phase heat transfer.  

2.1.3. Reactor kinetics model 

The reactor kinetics model is used to calculate the power behavior in a nuclear reactor.  

The RELAP5 employs the point kinetics model which assumes that neutron flux can be separated into 

space and time functions. This approximation is adequate for those cases in which the space 

distribution remains nearly constant.  

Data for six delayed neutron groups are built into the code. Optionally, yield ratios and decay 

constants for up to 50 gioups may be entered by the user depending on the type of fuel in the core. The 

fission power and fission product/actinide decay power are computed from the kinetics equations 

directly or indirectly, and their sum is the total reactor power.  

The RELAP5 also calculates the reactivity change due to the feedback from fuel temperature change, 

coolant temperature change, and coolant void/density.  

2.2. Approach of the modeling 

All the information about the RELAP5/MOD3 code is provided and divided into seven volumes: 

"o Volume I presents modeling theory and associated numerical schemes.  

"o Volume H details instructions for code application and input data preparation.  

c3 Volume III presents the results of developmental assessment cases that demonstrate and verify 

the models used in the code; 

o Volume IV discusses in detail RELAP5 models and correlations, 

"o Volume V presents guidelines that have evolved over the past several years through the use of 

the RELAP5 code, 

"o Volume VI discusses the numerical scheme used in RELAP5, 

"o Volume VII presents a collection of independent assessment calculations.  

The first thing to do before modeling is to run some simple inputs given in the manual in order to be 

more familiar with the algorithm of the input and the physical information inside the output.  

To simulate a reactivity insertion, a model was chosen following by some hypothesis.  

It takes approximately ten seconds for the primary coolant to go all around the primary loop. It can be 

assumed that for a one second reactivity insertion transient, the inlet temperature will be almost 

constant. So, the all loop is not indispensable and the only core will be sufficient.

9



It takes approximately ten seconds for the primary coolant to go all around the primary loop. It can be 

assumed that for a one second reactivity insertion transient, the inlet temperature will be almost 

constant. So, the all loop is not indispensable and the only core will be sufficient.  

It was decided to model a single hot channel and a second channel representing the remainder of the 

core. It is standard practice to represent the hottest channel in the core since there will be always one 

channel that has a higher power density than the rest. The hot channel model results will be 

emphasized in this report, since the potential for fuel plate cladding melt is highest for this channel.  

By consequent, only the hottest channel is interesting to determine the limit insertion for the MITR-ll.  

A fluid flow, a heat flow and a reactor kinetics have been modeled. The volume II of the manual was 

very useful because of the instructions about the input requirements.

Time
Depende 

Volume 

Branch 

2

Branch

Time
Depende 

Volume

Figure 2. RELAP5JMOD3 Nodalization diagram MITR-H core 
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2.3. Nodalization and boundary conditions 

The nodalization of the MITR core is shown previously in figure 2.  

Volumes 100 and 590 are time-dependent volumes used for pressure boundary conditions to fix the 

thermodynamic conditions for the model at the inlets and outlets. A time-dependent flow, a flow 

boundary condition, is fixed at junction 105 at the model inlet and at junction 575 at the model outlet 

to simulate the pump.  
Component 502 is the average core channel, while component 503 is the hot channel. Both are pipe 

components with 10 volumes and 10 heat structures modeling the clad and fuel in the plates. Both pipe 

components have different heat structures and branches (components 115 and 570), since they have 

different power generation and coolant mass flow rate.  

The heat structures necessary to model the heat generation and heat transfer related to the core are 

divided into 10 nodes axially and 5 nodes radially. Each representative fuel element is subdivided into 

2 zones (fuel and cladding) and axial power distributions are specified for each one.  

2.4. Discussion about the choices 

As the figure shows, a fluid volume is created at the source, goes through both channels, and 

disappears at the final component called the sink.  

Time step control and units selection 

The card 0000201 is used to define the time of transient. A range of time step is also entered and the 

code will choose the best one. By consequent, there is no problem about finding the best time step in 

order of getting the most accurate result.  
The card 0000102 is optional and not provided. By default, it means that SI units are assumed for both 

input and output. It is necessary to precise because all the documents used have BRITISH units.  

Hydrodynamics description 

Source and sink are both time-dependent volume components with a large volume of fluid. They are 

necessary to maintain pressure and temperature at the bottom and the top of the core in order to 

replace the pump and the heat exchanger during a transient.  

Furthermore, the pressure distribution must be almost constant as well.  

The pressure drop of a channel under conditions of a single-phase liquid flow is determined by the 

following equation: 

A•p = Pacceeration + Apgriy + APfricto3, 

where 

Ap = pi. - P.,1 is the pressure drop, 

G2 CT2 

APacceleration = (GXM )ou, - (-Gm )m is the acceleration pressure, 
Pm Pm 

Apitr= p -g . & is the gravity pressure, 

APfriwifon = (1/ 2).f. p.V2 L is the friction pressure.  
De
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with 

Pin = inlet pressure ; P., = outlet pressure 

p = fluid density 

g - gravitation alaccelera tion 

zi. = inlet vertical axis ; Zout = outlet vertical axis 

Gm = mass flow rate 

f = friction factor 

De = equivalent hydraulic diameter 

V = flow velocity 

L = lenght of the channel 

The friction factor is taken as equal to a function of the Reynolds number.  

The Reynolds number is equal to: 

Re = G. × De where p is the vis cos ity factor.  
I" 

Some values are entered as a constant in the input like the equivalent hydraulic diameter, the viscosity 
number and also the Reynolds number.  
Some values can be assumed as almost constant at a normal reactor operation like the fluid dehsity.  
So, the pressure drop is almost assumed as a function of the fluid velocity.  

To make the pressure drop constant, a time-dependent junction and a branch were added to impose a 

velocity constant inside both channels during the transient. Pressures of 2.0 bars and 1.8 bars were 
respectively imposed to the source and the sink to take care of this almost constant pressure drop.  

An example of the hydrodynamic input is shown in the appendix A.  

The number card 1000201 for the "source component" imposes both bottom pressure and temperature 
of the core at any time of the transient. Both cards 1050201 and 1050202 for the "inlet component" 
have the same purpose with the inlet fluid mass flow.  
All the geometry data have to be known to enter data to the "average channel component". Pipe 

component was chosen to model a vertical channel. Modifications were brought to the previous 

version by the INEL staff for a better modeling of the fuel plate of research reactor. One of the 

modifications consisted by adding the card number 5033101 to enter more precision on the fuel plate.  

It can be seen on the following figure 3.  

1 span

side 
plate pitch

fuel

L j.. ... ............. 86*ent 

Figure 3. Top view of a fuel element assembly
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Heat structures description 

The heat structure number 503-1 is in contact with the average channel and is shown at the appendix 

A.  
The conditions for the left and right boundary have to be entered on card respectively 15031501 and 

15031601.  
The following card is important because it provides the source type (power or reactivity curves entered 

in the kinetics point). A source multiplier (the axial peaking factors) is also given.  

Tables using linear interpolation have to be entered for both materials (fuel and clad) to define their 

thermal conductivity and volume heat capacity.  

Reactor kinetics description 

A complete set of parameters used for reactor kinetics must be entered and is shown at the end of the 

input.  
Initial power, initial reactivity, the number of groups of neutron considered and also the library of 

decay used have to be specified.  
The RELAP5/MOD3.2.1.1 model is based on point kinetics with moderator and fuel reactivity 

feedback effects.  
The moderator reactivity feedback for the MITR has three components: density, temperature, and void 

reactivity with values given in Appendix A.  
The fuel reactivity feedback table (Appendix A) is created using the Doppler reactivity coefficient 

yielding a reactivity curve in dollars ($) versus fuel temperature.  

Weighting factors are input to specify the reactivity contribution of each hydrodynamic volume and 

heat structure to the total. Reactivity feedback is usually defined such that the weights for volumes and 

heat structures each should sum to one.
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3. COMPARISON BETWEEN THE RELAP5 CODE AND THE PARET/ANL CODE 

3.1. Description of the PARET/ANL CODE 

3.1.1. Historical 

The PARET code was originally developed at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory for the 

analysis of the SPERT-III experiments for temperatures and pressures typical of power reactors. It has 

been modified to be more applicable to the low pressures, temperatures, and flow rates encountered in 

research reactors.  

The PARET/ANL code is not as sophisticated as the RELAP5/MOD3 code because for example it can 

not be possible to model an external coolant loop. Nevertheless, it provides a capability for the 

analysis of research reactors under loss of flow and reactivity insertion transients.  

It has been compared at Argonne National Laboratory with the SPERT-I, -II and -IV series of 

experimental reactivity insertion transients for light water systems with plate type fuel. The 

PARET/ANL code provided conservative estimate of SPERT experimental data for the midrange 

transients and for the more severe transients. It means that it overestimates the SPERT experimental 

data.  

The PARET code was previously tested with the NITR-11 core to determine the step limit insertion.  

The results of step limit were compared to the limit that was recommended by the Safety Analysis. It 

was found that the limit using PARET was more conservative. The version used of PARET is older 

than the PARET/ANL code, it did not include all the modification done until now.\ 

3.1.2. Characteristics of the PARET code 

The PARET code provides a coupled thermal, hydraulic, and point kinetics capability. The core can be 

represented by one to four regions. Each region may have different power generation, coolant mass 

flow rate, and hydraulic parameters as represented by a single fuel plate with its associated coolant 

channel.  
The heat transfer in each fuel element is computed on the basis of a one-dimensional conduction 

solution in each of up to 20 axial sections. The hydrodynamics solution is also one-dimensional for 

each channel at each time node. The heat transfer may take place by natural or forced convection with 

provisions for nucleate, transition, or stable film boiling.  

The solution of the point kinetics equations may include up to 15 groups of delayed neutron data.  

Axial power distributions may be specified for each representative region. The externally inserted 

reactivity may be specified as a function of time, and feedback reactivity accounts for the effects of 

changes in fuel temperature, moderator temperature, and void/density.  

The PARET/ANL code model was realized to have the same model and the same information data 

used in the RELAP5/MOD3.2.1.1. Both codes have similar physical models for the sake of 

comparison with a single hot channel modeled and the remainder of the core represented as a second 

channel. The same hot channel factors and kinetics parameters are applied in each code. The axial 

node structure used in both codes is ten nodes.  

3.1.3. Differences between the RELAP5/MOD3.2.1.2 and the PARET/ANL code 

Only one time step increment is entered in the PARET code. So, it is necessary for each different 

problems to play with that parameter to avoid numerical instabilities and find the nearest result.  

Contrary to the RELAP5/MOD3.2.1.2 code, the PARET code provides just a homogenous model with 

two-phase flow. Furthermore, the PARET/ANL code includes a fixed heat transfer coefficient called 

the Rosenthal and Miller (R&M) correlation that RELAP code does not own. This correlation is 

invoked with no forced flow.  

A comparison between both codes is done at low flow to show the importance of this inclusion in the 

next chapter.  
The Petukhov correlation, that includes in RELAP as a single phase heat transfer correlation, was 

added to PARET/ANL code.  
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3.2. Comparison of the RELAP5/MOD3.2.1.1 to the PARET/ANL CODE 

This comparison was done at Argonne National Laboratory under the supervision of Dr. Nelson 

Hanan. This work was to compare a variety of transient analyses for the MITR-lI reactor between the 

RELAP5/MOD3.2.1.2 code and the PARET/ANL code.  

Before using the RELAP5/MOD3.2.1.2 for the analyses of the MITR-II, it seems necessary to be more 

familiar with this code.  
A variety of step reactivity insertion transients were running with flow forced and also with no flow at 

high and low power. The scram system can be initiated or not. The purpose was to understand better 

the behavior of this code in different configurations and perhaps his limitations.  

Furthermore, the analysis was also done with the PARET/ANL code.  

A comparison of results of each code is realized in this sections using the data of the MIT Research 

Reactor.  

3.2.1. Step insertion reactivity transient with the scram 

The initial conditions are those taken for the modeling. Interventions in both inputs were only done on 

values of initial power, initial flow rate and step insertion reactivity.  

The safety system trip point is set at 1.1 of the normal power operating (5.5 MW) with a time delay of 

55 ms before control blade insertion is initiated. The scram in each case is a linear reactivity insertion 

of -17$ in 0.4736 s.  

Step reactivity is inserted in a short time, 0.01 s once the steady state is reached.  

3.2.1.1. Step insertion at low power 

Two cases were running for a step insertion of 1.5$ in 0.01 s in a critical reactor at an initial power of 

5 W.  

o Step reactivity insertion at a flow rate of 1.2618 kg/s.  

o Step reactivity insertion at a flow rate of 113.5623 kg/s.  

Results 

Results from both codes are shown in figure 3 through figure 4 for power, reactivity, peak clad 

temperature at low flow and for peak clad temperature at high flow.  

For power and reactivity, the results are almost identical for both codes. The peak power predicted by 

RELAP is 108.2 MW at 0.345 s, while PARET predicts 97.2 MW at 0.344 s.  

A largest difference occurs in the prediction of peak clad temperature only at low flow while at high 

flow the results are very similar.  
At low flow, the RELAP code is predicting a clad temperature that is almost 40 degrees higher than 

that predicted by the PARET code. The difference of peak clad temperature is due to Rosenthal and 

Miller correlation heat transfer (Appendix E) used only by the PARET code. This correlation 

authorizes more exchange of heat to the coolant channel. The results PARET code give higher coolant 

channel.  
A higher coolant temperature will produce more reactivity feedback once the peak power over and so 

a lower power.  
By consequent, more reactivity feedback occurs after the peak temperature and explains the small 

difference between both codes for power and reactivity curves.  

At high flow, the Petukhov heat transfer coefficient for turbulent flow is now higher than the 

Rosenthal and Miller heat transfer coefficient. Both codes own that correlation so the Rosenthal and 

Miller does not come into a play with forced flow knowing that a code uses the highest one. Hence, 

the clad temperature for both codes is nearly the same during the transient.
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Conclusion 

No void appeared at the lower 1.5$ step insertion.  
The results provide by both codes with forced flow are similar. Only the case with no flow make a 

difference at the peak clad temperature between the RELAP5/MOD3.2.1.2 code and the PARET/ANL 

code. An explanation was proposed and has been demonstrate with the experimental transient data 

from the SPERT-IV D-12/25 series at Argonne. A modification was brought to RELAP5/MOD3.2.1.2 

adding the R&M heat transfer. With no forced flow and a low step insertion transients, the PARET 

and RELAP5 results are almost similar even for clad temperature.  

To conclude at a low insertion reactivity, both codes give similar results and seems only depend on the 

heat transfer correlation entered previously in the code.  

3.2.1.2. Step insertion at high power 

Another two transient cases were running in a critical reactor at an initial power of 5 MW and at a high 

flow rate of 113.5623 kg/s.  

o 1.3$ step reactivity insertion 

o 1.8$ step reactivity insertion 

Results 

Figure 6 through 7 shown the results for the peak clad temperature of both cases.  

The $1.3 insertion does not bring a lot of voiding, only a few percent for the hot channel during the 

peak clad temperature. The results provided by RELAP are almost 7 degrees higher than those 

provided by PARET.  

The $1.5 insertion brings more voiding for the hot channel during the peak clad temperature. The 

difference is now larger than the previous transient, almost 125 degrees.  

The results of RELAP are always higher that those of PARET, so RELAP seems more conservative. I__ 
Conclusion 

The gap between the peak clad temperature of both codes becomes progressively large as the 

transients become more severe with more boiling.  

3.2.2. Step insertion reactivity transient without the scram 

The safety system trip point is set at 5500 MW to simulate no scram.  

Three cases were running in a critical reactor at an initial power of 5 W.  

o 1.2$ step reactivity insertion at a flow rate of 1.2618 kg/s, 

u 1.2$ step reactivity insertion at a flow rate of 113.5623 kg/s, 

o 1.5$ step reactivity insertion at a flow rate of 113.5623 kg/s.  

Results 

Results are shown in figure 8 through 10.c for the peak clad temperature at 1.2$ reactivity insertion 

and for the peak power, the reactivity and the peak clad temperature at 1.5$ reactivity insertion.  

The results between the two different flow rates at 1.2$ step reactivity insertion show again the 

influence of the Rosenthal and Miller correlation. The 1.2$ insertion does not provide too much 

voiding and the gap of the peak temperature is only 13 degrees at high flow (figure 9). The highest 

peak is now provided by the PARET code but the difference is so small that it is not possible to make 

any assumption.
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At 1.5$ step reactivity insertion, the voiding appears during the transient. Almost 200 degrees 

differences are observed on the curve of both codes in the figure 1O.c.  

Conclusion 

The influence of the Rosenthal and Miller heat transfer correlation is seen by comparing the case at 

1.2$ step reactivity insertion.  

But, the Rosenthal and Miller heat transfer correlation is not responsible of the difference at 1.5$ step 

reactivity insertion because the transient was running at a high flow.  

Comparing the results of both codes, it can be notify that the difference comes from the value of the 

heat transfer of both codes. When voiding starts to appear, the heat transfer of RELAP decreases and 

the clad temperature of RELAP increases as the 1.5$ step reactivity insertion shows.  

3.3. Conclusion 

The results of both codes agree well with a high flow and a limited amount of nucleate boiling. In that 

conditions, the peak clad temperature predicted by the new version of RELAP5 is higher than this 

provided by the PARET code.  

When the step reactivity insertion is too high and voiding starts to appear, the results of both codes are 

completely different.  
When the voiding starts to appear, each codes use different heat correlations to model the 

transfer of heat at the clad surface.  
The heat correlation mode chosen by the PARET code in a double phase gives heat values that are 

almost one thousand hiiher than those of RELAP5. So, the RELAP5 code gives higher clad 

temperature compared to the PARET code with the same power generated.  

Considering the above results and the comparison of both codes from the SPERT-IV done at Argonne 

(References 5), it seems that the analysis of the MITR-II should limited to transients that do not bring 

too much voiding.  

To be in agreement with that conclusion, the analysis of the MITR-II will be realized in the following 

part for transients with the scram initiated.
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4. LIMIT REACTIVITY INSERTION TRANSIENT USING RELAP5 

The following analysis investigates the reactor response to a step reactivity insertion and also to a 

ramp insertion using the RELAP5/MOD3.2.1.2 computer code.  

Step reactivity insertions simulate experimental accidents like a control blade ejection or a rapid 

movement of the control blades.  
A ramp reactivity insertion is more realistic because the reactivity insertion is initiated in a longer 

time. It can simulate an accident that has not be seen by the operator in a control room.  

4.1. Step reactivity insertion 

To be more conservative, the most penalizing case will be taken.  

The most penalizing case was previously found to be at low power, low inlet temperature and low 

flow rate (Reference 8).  

The initial conditions are: 

o Initial Power: 5 Watts 
E3 Coolant Inlet Temperature: 30 Deg. C (low temperature) 

o Coolant Flow Rate: 1.2618 kg/s (10 % of the nominal flow rate) 

"o Coolant Outlet Pressure: 1.18 bar 
"o With Scram 

The safety system trip point is set at 110 % of 5 MW, the normal power operating with a time delay 

before shim blade insertion initiated.  
The time delay before shim blade insertion initiated will be changed in the different cases.  

A sensitivity analysis will be done on three values of the time delay: 

o 100 ms, 
o 500 ms, 
oa Is.  

The scram in each case is a linear reactivity insertion of-17$ in 1.0 s.  

4.1.1. Step with a time delay of 100 ms 

Firstly, the analysis was done with the scram using the shorter time delay (100 ms).  

A reactivity value is inserted in 0.01 s to simulate a step reactivity insertion. The RELAP5 input was 

running for different values in order tiofinrd the -imit reactivity insertion that would be not accepted to 

operate the reactor.  

Results 

The results are shown in the table 1.  

Figure 11 shows the evolution of the peak clad temperature, the power, the reactivity and also the void 

fraction at the top of the hot channel.  

          

       

It occurs at 0.485s after the beginning of the reactivity insertion.  

The reactor power reached 255.5 MW at 0.445s.
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A time delay of 100 ms before control blade insertion initiated 

Step Reactivity 1.30$ 1.35$ 1.40$ 

Peak Power, MW 120.0 171.5 255.5 

Time of Peak, s 0.550 0.485 0.445 

Peak Clad Temp., C 288.7 340.89 462.69 

Time to Peak Temp., s 0.585 0.515 0.485 

Voiding Appears at, s 0.555 0.490 0.440 

Transient Success Failure at 0.595 s Failure at 0.76 s 

Table 1.  

The time delay between the peak power and the peak clad temperature corresponds to the time 

propagation of the heat conduction through both materials (fuel and clad).  

A one-dimensional heat conduction equation is solved at different times. By consequent, initial 

temperatures of the heat structure and thermal property data of each composition was required.  

It would be interesting for further studies to observe the impact of the thermal properties on the 

temperature of the clad and so the values of the limit insertion reactivity.  

Conclusion 

More the value of the reactivity insertion is higher, more the peak power and clad temperature are 

greater. Furthermore, the transient becomes more severe in term of voiding for example.  

Bubbles appear sooner and sooner as the transient is more severe.  

With a 1.30$ step reactivity insertion, the transient is terminated successfully: 

u Vapor reached a maximum of void fraction (0.99) in the box 10 of the hot channel to 

finally go down at 0.79 s.  

With 1.35$ and 1.40$ step reactivity insertions, the transients are not terminated because of the 
voiding. / 

vo Vapor reached a maximum of void fraction (0.9999) in the box 10 of the hot channel to 

finally go to the failure of the code for a correlation problem. For the 1.40$ case, curves of 

power, reactivity and void fraction are available in the respectively figures 11 .b., 11 .c. and 

l.d.  

The voiding in the box 10 of the hot channel appears at 0.440 s approximately when the peak power is 

reached.  
As the transient time increases, the vapor becomes more and more important at the top of the hot 

channel. At 0.76 s, the top of the hot channel is filled of vapor.  

It seems that RELAP5 can not continue the transient when the amount of vapor becomes too 

important.  

It would be interesting to look at the option chosen by RELAP5 in terms of correlation heat transfers 

during the 1.4$ step reactivity insertion transient.  

It is the purpose of the table 2 that gives heat modes and heat transfer coefficient convection values of 

the 10 boxes of the hot channel at three different transient times 0.3 s, 0.55 s and 0.7605s.  

The Appendix E.provides some information about the heat modes.  

Also, the table 3 is provided to bring some precision about the coolant temperature in the middle of the 

8 and 10 boxes of the hot channel.
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1.4$ 
Step At 0.30 s At 0.55 s At 0.76 s 

Transient 
Heat Heat Heat Heat 

Structure Transfer Transfer Transfer 

Number Heat Coefficient Heat Coefficient Heat Coefficient 

504 (Hot Mode Convection Mode Convection Mode Convection 

Fuel Plate) (W/m.K) (W/m.K) (W/m.K) 

01 2 1093.9 5 7083.2 7 598.48 

02 2 1093.9 5 6537.6 7 442.33 

03 2 1093.9 5 5659.0 7 9995.3 

04 2 1093.9 5 5468.7 1 675586.0 

05 2 1093.9 5 5359.0 7 148.85 

06 2 1093.9 5 5359.0 8 146.37 

07 2 1093.9 5 5813.9 8 81.22 

08 2 1093.9 5 8446.2 6 54.004 

09 2 1093.9 5 14970.0 6 54.853 

10 2 1093.9 3 69552.0 8 48.643 

Table 2.  

1.4$ 
Step At 0.30 s At 0.55 s At O. 76 s 

Transient I 
Number 08 of the Hot Channel 

Void Fraction 0 3.81e-3 0.992 

Coolant Ter. 30.005 74.949 66.740 

Liquid 
Coolant Tern. 109.07 108.943 66.482 

V apor 109.07 108.943_66.482 
Tem. Of Saturation 109.07 108.943 66.482 

Number 10 of the Hot Channel 

Void Fraction 0 0.14912 0.99893 

Coolant Tern. 30.004 89.041 68.612 

Liquid 
Coolant Tern. 108.831 107.783 68.463 

Vapor 
Tem. Of Saturation 108.831 107.851 68.520 

Table 3.  

"At 0.3 s, the hot channel is crossed only by water and the heat transfer coefficient convection 

is uniform (1093.9 W/m.K) from the bottom to the top. The temperature of the coolant liquid is very 

low compared to the temperature of saturation. So, the mode 2 (Single-phase liquid convection at 

subcritical pressure) has been chosen by the RELAP5 code.  

At 0.55 s, the heat mode 5 has been chosen to take into account the appearing of the bubbles 

in all the channel excepted for the box 10 (mode 3). The heat transfer coefficient convection is higher 

than the previous step and increases in the hot channel from the bottom to the top. The impact can be 

noticed in the coolant liquid temperature that is higher that previously and reaches now 89.041 degrees 

at the top of the, hot channel. Also, the clad temperature is influenced. It starts to decrease because the 

heat transfer at the convection boundary is higher (more heat can be transfer from the clad to the 

coolant).
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At 0.76 s, the hot channel is filled of vapor. So, RELAP5 uses different heat modes (6 to 8) 

inside the hot channel. The values of the heat transfer coefficient convection are low at the top of the 

channel. By consequent, there is less transfer of heat from the clad to the coolant. So, the coolant 

temperature decreases.  

4.1.2. Step with a time delay of 500 ms 

In this section, the analysis was done with the scram using a 500 ms time delay.  

Results 

The results are shown in the table 4 and the figure 12.  

The value of the limit step reactivity insertion is now 1.36$.  

The peak clad temperature occurs at 0.535 s after the beginning of the reactivity insertion.  

The reactor power reaches 225.0 MW at 0.485s.  

A time delay of 500 ms before control blade insertion initiated 

Step Reactivity 1.25$ 1.30$ 1.36$ 

Peak Power, MW 132.7 172.0 225.0 

Time of Peak, s 0.650 0.565 0.485 

Peak Clad Temp., C 317.0 354.7 463.05 

Time to Peak Temp., s 0.675 0.595 0.535 

Voiding Appears at, s 0.635 0.555 0.490 

Table 4 

Conclusion 

Compared to the previous case (100 ms time delay) at the limited insertion, the peak clad temperature 

occurs later for the 500 ms time delay case.  
It is due to the time delay but it can be observed that the peak clad temperature takes place before the 

intervention of the shim blades. In fact, the feedback is responsible of the beginning of the decreasing 

of both power and reactivity. The drop of the shim blades will intervene a little while after.  

It can be notify that the time delay influence the value of the limit step reactivity insertion. More the 

time delay is important more the value of the limit insertion is lower.  

4.1.3. Step with a time delay of 1 s 

In the last section, the analysis was done with the scram using a 1 s time delay.  

Results 

The results are shown in the table 5 and the figure 13.  

A time delay of 1.0 s before control blade insertion initiated 

Step Reactivity 1.3$ 1.35$ 1.36$ 

Peak Power, MW 172 214 225 

Time of Peak, s 0.565 0.495 0.485 

Peak Clad Temp., C 354.72 439.91 463.05 

Time to Peak Temp., s 0.595 0.54 0.535 

Voiding Appears at, s 0.555 0.49 0.48 

Table 5 

The value of the limit step reactivity insertion is also 1.36$.  

Conclusion 

It can be seen that the value of the limit insertion is the same that the case with a 500 ms time delay.  

Furthermore, the transients were terminated successfully even the one with the 1.36$ step insertion.
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Until 0.8 s of the transient, all the analysis realized for the 1.4$ step insertion with a 100 ms time delay 

are valid. But for this case, the transient has followed and the hot channel has been filled again in 

water after 0.8 s.  
By consequent, the reactivity started to increase as the coolant liquid has been filled the hot channel 

and its temperature has decreased.  

It must be underlined that the drop of the shim blades occurs after 1 s. So, the power decreases 

because of the moderator feedback.  

4.2. Ramp Reactivity Insertion 

This part will include several analysis in order to know the limit reactivity insertion at different 

conditions.  
This following study will be done changing different parameters: 

o Time of ramp insertion 0.1 s or 60 s, 
o Initial power 5MW or 7MW, 
u Time delay 100 ms or 500ms.  

The initial conditions are: 

o Initial Power: 5 MW (normal operating power MITR-H) or 7 MW (next operating power 
MITR-iII) 

a Coolant Inlet Temperature: 33 °C (normal coolant temperature) 

o Coolant Flow Rate: 126.18 kg/s (nominal flow rate) 
u Coolant Outlet Pressure: 1.18 bar 

The scram in each case is a linear reactivity insertion of -17$ in 1.0 s.  

4.2.1. Ramp in 0.1 s with a time delay of 100 ms 

This case was running for two different initial powers 5 MW and 7 MW.  

Results 

The results are presented in the following tables 6 and 7.  

Initial Power 5 MW A time delay of 100 ms before control blade insertion initiated 

Ramp in 0.1 s 1.60$ 1.70$ 1.78$ 

Peak Power, MW 170.86 246.80 281.50 

Time of Peak, s 0.125 0.125 0.120 

Peak Clad Temp., C 327.87 406.30 452.64 

Time to Peak Temp., s 0.380 0.165 0.155 

Max. of Voiding 0.41052 No much voiding 0.175 

Table 6 

Initial Power 7 MW A time delay of 100 ms before control blade insertion initiated 

Ramp in 0.1 s 1.60$ 1.70$ 1.74$ 

Peak Power, MW 190.0 264.0 301.4 

Time of Peak, s 0.12 0.12 0.12 

Peak Clad Temp., C 367.43 422.21 452.64 

Time to Peak Temp., s 0.500 0.160 0.155 

Max. of Voiding 0.15247 0.11541 0.28584 

Table 7
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The value of the limit reactivity insertion is 1.78$ at an initial power of 5 MW and 1.74$ at an initial 

power of 7 MW.  
The peak clad temperature occurs at 0.155 s for both cases.  

The peak power is 281.5 MW at 5 MW and 301.4 MW at 7 MW. It occurs at the same time 0.12 s.  

The maximum of voiding is low in both cases. I__ 
The figures 14 and 15 show in details the power, the reactivity and the void fraction of the limit case at 

both powers.  
The curves are similar in both cases.  

It can be noted that all the cases were running until the end by the RELAP code.  

Conclusion 

It seems that higher is the initial power, lower is the value of the limit reactivity insertion.  

The peak power is also higher with an initial power of 7 MW compared to this at 5 MW.  

As the time delay was short, the hot channel was almost always crossed by the water during the 

transient.  

4.2.2. Ramp in 0.1 s with a time delay of 500 ms 

It was decided to run a similar case than previously with an initial power of 5 MW and a different time 

delay (500 ins).  

The purpose was to notify the impact of the time delay for a ramp reactivity on the value of the limit 

reactivity insertion.  

Results 

The results are exposed in the table 8 and the figure 16.

Initial Power 5 MW A time delay of 500 ms before control blade insertion initiated 

Ramp in 0.1 s 1.20$ 1.30$ 

Peak Power, MW 64.6 93.9 
Time of Peak, s 0.1555 0.15 

Peak Clad Temp., C 155.12 256.51 

Time to Peak Temp., s 0.19 0.3093 

Max. of Voiding 0.15 at 0.25 s 0.99992 at 0.3093 s 

Transient Success Failure 

Table 8 

With a ramp insertion of 1.2$, the peak clad temperature is only 155.12 degrees at 0.19 s.  

The peak power was reached previously at 0.155 s and was 64.6 MW.  
The maximum of voiding is 0.15 at 0.25 s.  
The transient was terminated successfully.  

With a ramp insertion of 1.3$, the transient was terminated by a failure at 0.3093 s.  

The peak power 93.9 MW intervenes before the failure at 0.15 s.  

Nevertheless, the clad temperature and the void fraction continue to increase after the peak power until 

the failure.  
The reactivity increases at the beginning of the transient to finally decrease after the power peak.  

It must be underline that the power and the reactivity increase again just before the failure of the code.  

Compared to the curve of the reactivity in figure 14.c, some differences can be seen.  

The peak of reactivity occurs almost at the same time but the slope coefficient for the decreasing is 

higher for the shorter time delay also the negative reactivity reached.  

It is due to the feedback reactivity brought by the shim blades.  
Without the intervention of the shim blades, the reactivity increases again at 0.285 s.

U 

K
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Conclusion 

At a 1.2$ ramp insertion, the feedback is responsible of the decreasing of the power. It is followed 

with a time delay by the decreasing of the clad temperature.  

The little amount of voiding in the hot channel has been overcome by the RELAP5 code.  

The results seem not physical at a ramp of 1.3$.  

It seems that the important amount of voiding inside the hot channel is responsible of the failure of the 

code.  
As the value of the ramp reactivity insertion was more important, the transient was more severe and 

the amount of voiding was higher.  

To conclude, a longer time delay for a ramp reactivity has an impact on the reactivity.  

The feedback of the moderator is not sufficient to maintain the decreasing of the reactivity. By 

consequent, the amount of voiding appeared always increases and does not disappear. The intervention 

of the shim blades were too long and leaded to a failure.  

It can be notify that the temperature reached by the clad was not very high.  

4.2.3. Ramp in 60 s with a time delay of 1.0 s 

A 4$ ramp reactivity insertion during a period of 1 minute is now initialized in the input of the 

RELAP5 code.  
The purpose is different, it is not to determine the value of the limit reactivity insertion. This case was 

running to know the time to reach the trip power and also to be sure that the core will be safe. It 

simulates the ejection of the control rod at a normal speed without be seen by the operator in the 

control room. It can be estimated that the control rod will bring 4$ in one minute. The idea is to 

specify the time of reaction of the operator before scram initiated.  

The most penalizing case was chosen to perform that study.  
The initial conditions are: 

oL Initial Power: 7 MW (next operating power MITR-III) 
"o Coolant Inlet Temperature: 33 0C (normal coolant temperature) 
"o Coolant Flow Rate: 126.18 kg/s (nominal flow rate) 
"o Coolant Outlet Pressure: 1.18 bar 

The scram in each case is a linear reactivity insertion of -17$ in 1.0 s.  

The time delay before shim blade insertion initiated is the longest, so 1 s.  

A 4$ ramp reactivity is inserted during 1 minute.  

Results 

The results are shown in the table 9 and the figure 17.  

Initial Power 7 MW A time delay of 1 s before control blade insertion initiated 

Ramp in 60 s 4$ 

Time of Trip Power, s 1.6-1.7 

Peak Power, MW 8.15 MW 

Time of Peak, s 2.5 

Peak Clad Temp., C 77.11 

Time to Peak Temp., s 2.5 

Table 9 

Conclusion 

It seems that the transient will not cause damage to the reactor because of the low peaks of power and 

clad. The temperature of the coolant was low compared to the temperature of saturation, so the coolant 

stayed in a single-phase.  
The time, before the scram is initiated, is between 1.6 s and 1.7 s.  

So, the time of reaction seems short for the operator.
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5. CONCLUSION.  

Difficulties have been met during the modeling of the MITR-II using the RELAP5 code. Without the 

assistance of a specialist of RELAP5, the modeling would take a longer time.  

The following recommendations may be useful for a further work on RELAP5: 

Before starting, all parameters of the core have to be collected. Thus, the constant parameters 

of the core such as the pressure and the flow rate would be known. By consequent, it would be easier 

to choose the right hydrodynamic components proposed by the manual of RELAP5.  

The presence of a card graphic is recommended to perform analysis using RELAP5. As the 

format of the output of RELAP did not allowed to save data on a floppy disc and no card graphic was 

provided, the entering of data to the tables of Excel was done by hand.  

Once, the modeling of the MITR-II was finishing, a comparison was made between the 

RELAP5/MOD3 and the PARET/ANL codes. To summarize the results obtained, it seems that even 

with the latest version of RELAP5, this code has problems to deal with voiding.  

By consequent, all the analysis were limited to transients that did not resulted in a significant amount 

of boiling and voiding.  
Only the cases with the scram initiated were running.  

Step reactivity insertion transients were running with the most penalizing initial conditions and 

different time delays. For the longer time delay, a step limit insertion was found at 1.36$ that is higher 

that the 1.3$ found with the PARET code (Reference 8). Nevertheless, the result from the PARET 

code was done without the scram. No comparison can be done.  

Ramp reactivity insertion transients were also possible because the transients did not bring too much 

voiding. Nevertheless as only the core was modeled, a transient longer than 10 seconds will not give 

accurate results because of the changing of the inlet temperature.  

In order to run ramp transients or loss of flow transients, it would suitable to model all the loop of the 

MITR-II.
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APPENDIX A

INPUT DATA DESCRIPTION 

The following table gives the values used to generate input files in the RELAP5/MOD3.2.1.2 and 

PARET codes for steady-state and reactivity insertion transient of the MITR-Il.  

This table is separated in different parts: 
u Core 
o Geometry, material information of a fuel plate 
o Channel 
"o Basis for heat transfer calculations of a fuel plate 
"o Feedback 
"o Axial shape factors for average channel 
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Feedback 

Density reactivity table Moderator density(kg/m') Reactivity ($) 

Reference density 994.88 0 
497.44 -30

The table uses linear interpolation for segments between table 
that the coefficient is 0.6$/%void.

search argument values. It is assumed

Doppler reactivity table I Fuel temperature (UC) Reactivity ($) 
Reference fuel temperature I 33 0 

1703 -6.12e-2 

Axial shape factors for average channel 

Axial Node Axial Shape Factor for the Axial Shape Factor for the 
average channel hot channel 

1 1.236e-1 5.749e-4 

2 1.182e- 1 5.499e-4 

3 1.212e-1 5.638e-4 

4 1.153e-1 5.360e-4 

5 1.093e-1 5.083e-4 

6 1.033e-1 4.805e-4 

7 0.942e-1 4.379e-4 

8 0.815e-1 3.791e-4 

9 0.670e-1 3.115e-4 

10 0.617e-1 2.870e-4

A peaking factor of 1.53 was taken for the hot channel.
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Assumption 
The table uses linear interpolation for segments between table search argument values. It is assumed 

that the coefficient is 3.6e-5$/°C.  

The plates of the MITR-II contain fins on their surfaces.  

The values used in the input of both codes did not take into account the fins of the clad.  

The assumption made is illustrated in the following figure.  
Fin 

oolant channel 
I ,_ area -t 

I ------ .  

I I 

Clad --

--- 4 

Fuel 

I-I 

-----

Figure 18. Top view of a channel between two half fuel plates from the top of the core 

In both codes, it is not possible to enter fin geometry.  
Fins influence both parameters: 

"o the pressure drop, 

"o the surface of heat transfer, so both clad and coolant temperatures.  

To take into account the fins excepting the geometry, two another ways seem possible: 

o3 the roughness for the pressure drop, 
Li the equivalent hydraulic diameter for the surface of heat transfer.  

These both possibilities are available in RELAP5 but not in PARET.  

As experimental data of the MITR-II were not available, it was chosen to compare firstly both codes, 

so RELAP5 do not include the presence of the fins.  

Remark 
Material properties, reactivity feedback coefficients were provided by the reference [8] via the PARET 

input.  
MITR axial shape factors for the average fuel element and the peaking factors were taken from the 

MITR Multi-Channel Analysis Code input deck.
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APPENDIX B 

INPUT OF RELAP5/MOD3.2.1.2 CODE

Model of an average channel and a hot channel of the MITR-II core 

1.1 $ Step Reactivity Insertion Transient without the scram 

At a low power 5 Watts 

At a low flow rate 1.2618 kg/s 

At a low temperature 30 0C
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k . CONTROL VOLUMES IN HOT CHANNEL 504, EACH CONTROL VOLUME SEES 
SA HEAT-SOURCE SLAB.  

* STEP REACTIVITY INSERTION TRANSIENT ANALYSIS FOR MITR-II 
* Without scram 

*= Model of an average channel and a hot channel 
*low power = 5 W low inlet temperature = 30 C low flow = 20 gpm; 
* Rectangular Channel Problem

(
30000011 1 
::=:=: =: ===::::=::*==:=:==::============:===========*==:=====:::$ 

TABLE NO. 1 - CONTROL RODS 

*table table type trip no. factor 1 factor 2 

20200100 reac-t 401

transnt 
0.0 h2o primary

* minor edit requests

0000301 
0000302 
0000303 
0000304 
0000305 
0000306 
0000307 
0000308 
0000309 
0000310 
0000311 
0000312 
0000313 
0000314 

*• 0000315 
0000316 
0000317 
0000318 
0000319 
0000320 
0000321 
0000322 
0000323 
0000324 
0000325 
0000326 
0000327 
0000328 
0000329 
0000330 
0000331 
0000332

rktpow 
rkreac 
httemp 
httemp 
httemp 
httemp 
httemp 
httemp 
httemp 
httemp 
httemp 
httemp 
tempf 
tempf 
tempf 
tempf 
tempf 
tempf 
tempf 
tempf 
tempf 
tempf 
voidg 
voidg 
voidg 
voidg 
voidg 
voidg 
voidg 
voidg 
voidg 
voidg

0 
0 
504100101 
504100201 
504100301 
504100401 
504100501 
504100601 
504100701 
504100801 
504100901 
504101001 
504010000 
504020000 
504030000 
504040000 
504050000 
504060000 
504070000 
504080000 
504090000 
504100000 
504010000 
504020000 
504030000 
504040000 
504050000 
504060000 
504070000 
504080000 
504090000 
504100000

* * * * * * * *

"* total power in w "* total reactivity in $ 
"* hot clad temp 
"* hot clad temp 
"* hot clad temp 
"* hot clad temp 
"* hot clad temp 
"* hot clad temp 
"* hot clad temp 
"* hot clad temp 
"* hot clad temp 
"* hot clad temp 
"* hot cool temp 
"* hot cool temp 
"* hot cool temp 
"* hot cool temp 
"* hot cool temp 
"* hot cool temp 
"* hot cool temp 
"* hot cool temp 
"* hot cool temp 
"* hot cool temp 
"* void fraction 
"* void fraction 
"* void fraction 
"* void fraction 
"* void fraction 
"* void fraction 
"* void fraction 
"* void fraction 
"* void fraction 
"* void fraction

$ TRIP - ON Power: at 6 MW 
* 0.55 sec delay 

0000401 time 0 ge null 0 0.0 n *react insertion 
0000402 rktpow 0 ge null 0 5.5e+9 1 -1.0 *trip on power 
0000403 time 0 ge timeof 402 0.55e-1 1 -1.0 *rod movement

*table 
20200101 
20200102 
20200103 

'20200104 
20200105

time (sec) 
-1.0 

0.0 
20.0 
20,01 

100.0

reactivity ($) 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
1.1 
1.1

30000012 2 

* TABLE NO. 2 - SCRAM 

* Same as in PARET : $17 in 0.5683 m 
* v = 1.2 m/s 

* 17 * (1.2/0.5683) = 35-.896 $ / s - seems to high 

* .. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

*table 
20200200 

*table 
20200201 
20200202 
20200203

table type trip no. factor 1 
reac-t 403 1.  

time (sec) 
-1.0 
0.0 
1.0

factor 2 
1.  

reactivity (0) 
0.0 
0.0 

-17.0

* ==========================u========*========* 
*hydrodynamic components * 

t ============================ ========== * 

*hydro component name component type 
1000000 "source " tmdpvol 

-------- ---- ------ ------ 0 *hydro area length volume 
1000101 1.1257e-l 0.0 l.0e6

*hydro horz angle vert angle 
1000102 .0 0.0 

*hydro roughness hyd diam 
1000103 .0 .0 

*hydro ebt trip no.  
1000200 003

delta z 
0.0 

fe 
10 

alpha vrc numeric vrc

*hydro time pressure temperature 
1000201 0. 2,00000et05 303.0 

*hydro component name component type 
1050000 "inlet" tmdpjun 
* --------------------------------------------------------------------- $

*hydro from 
1050101 100010000

to area 
115000000 4.59e-02 * 1.1257e-0l

alpha vrc numeric vrc

control rod insertions

* Case 1 - $12.0 / s starting at t = 20 s

*hydro time 
1050201 -1.0 
1050202 100.0

0000100 new 
0000120 115010000

* time step control card * 

0000201 20.0 1.0e-9 0.005 3 100 400 1000 
0000202 21.0 1.0e-10 0.0005 3 10 500 1000

*hydro 
1050200

mass f lw trip no.

f mass flow 
1.2618 
1.2618

g mas flow 
0.0 
0.0

j mass flow 
0. * 
0. *



========= ====== = == == ============ === - **==== === 

*hydro component name component type 
1150000 "inplnm" branch 
*--.---------------------------------------------------------------------- $ 
*hydro no. juns mass flw 

1150001 2 1

area 
0.0458

length 
0.0651

*hydro horz angle Vert ang 
1150102 0.0 90.0 

*hydro roughness hyd din 

1150103 0.0 5.6058e 

*hydro ebt pressure temperature 

1150200 3 1.42651e+05 302.999

to area 
503000000 0.0 
504000000 .010 

beta intercept 
0.0 1.0 
0.0 1.0

le 

km 
8-2

volume 
0.0 * 3.41124e-3 

delta z 
0.0651 

pvbfe 
00000 

f loss r loss fvcahs 
0.0 0.0 001100 
0.0 0.0 001100

slope 
1.0 
1.0

f mass flow g mass flow 
1.258 0.0 
3.824e-3 0.0

J mass flow 
0.  
0.

5031206 
5031207 
5031208 
5031209 
5031210

3 
3 
3 
3 
3

1.39261e+05 
1.38702e+05 
1.38144e+05 
1.37585e+05 
1.37026e+05

303.000 
303.000 
303.000 
303.000 
303.000

0.0,00.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0

6 

8 

9 
10

*hydro mass flw 
5031300 1

*hydro 
5031301 

*hydro 
5031401

f mass flow 
1.258

g mass flow int vel 
0.0 0.0

jun diam beta intercept slope 
4.29836e-3 0.0 10.0 10.0

*hydro x-shpfac x-visc 
5032501 0.6667 0.14

y-shpfac y-visc 
1.0 0.14

*hydro 'a b c 
5032601 0. 0.046 0.2 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

*hydro pitch 
5033101 2.2352e-03

span 
S. 588e-02

jun nu• 
9

Jun 
9

vol 
10 

vol 
10

"hydro component name component type 
5030000 "averchnl" pipe 
* ---------------------------------------------------------------------- $

vol num 
10

area 
4.10921e-2 

length 
0.05683 

volume 
0. O0000e+00 

vert angle 
90.0 

delta z 
0.05683 

roughness 
1.0-5 

tlpvbfe 
00200 

efvcahs 
001000 

pressure 
1.42054e+05 
1.41495e+05 
1.40937e+05 
1.40378e+05 
1.39819e+05

vol num 
10 

vol num 
10 

vol num 
10 

vol 
10

vol 
10

hyd diem 
4.29836e-3 

vol num 
10 

Jun nun 
9 

temperature 
302.999 
303.000 
303.000 
303.000 
303.000

*hydro 
5040101 

*hydro 

5040301 

*hydro 

5040401 

*hydro 
5040601 

*hydro 
5040701 

*hydro 

5040801 

*hydro 

5041001 

*hydro 
5041101 

*hydro 

5041201 
5041202 
5041203 
5041204 
5041205 
5041206 
5041207 
5041208 
5041209 
5041210

vol num 
10

0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0

vol num 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5

ebt 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3

area 
1. 249e-4 

length 
0.05683 

volume 
0. O0000e+00 

vert angle 
90.0 

delta z 
0.05683 

roughness 
1.0-5 

tlpvbfe 
00200 

efvcahs 
001000 

pressure 
1.42054e+05 
1.41495e+05 
1.40937e+05 
1.40378e+05 
1.39819e+05 
1.39261e+05 
1.38702e+05 
1.38144e+05 
1.37585e+05 
1.37026e+05

(

*hydro 
1150101

from 
115010000 
115010000 

jun diam 
0.0 
0.0

*hydro 
1151101 
1152101 

*hydro 

1151110 
1152110 

*hydro 
1151201 
1152201

L0

z-shpfac z-visc 
1.0 0.14

vol 
10

*hydro component name component type 
5040000 "hotchnl" pipe 

*hydro vol num 

5040001 10

*hydro 
5030001 

*hydro 

5030101 

*hydro 
5030301 

*hydro 
5030401 

*hydro 

5030601 

*hydro 
5030701 

*hydro 
5030801 

*hydro 

5031001 

"hydro 
5031101 

*hydro 

5031201 
5031202 
5031203 
"r )04 ( 05

vol num 
10 

vol num 
10 

vol num 
10 

vol 
10

vol 
10

Vol num 
10

ebt 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3

hyd diam 
4.29836e-3 

vol num 
10 

jun num 
9 

temperature 
302.999 
303.000 
303.000 
303.000 
303.000 
303.000 
303.000 
303.000 
303.000 
303.000

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0

vol num 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10



46 
1

ro 
5041300 

*hydro 

5041301

*hydro x-shpfac x-visc y-shpfac y-visc z-shpfac z-visc vol 
5042501 0.6667 0.14 1.0 0.14 1.0 0.14 10

a b c 
0. 0.046 0.2 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

*hydro jun diam beta intercept slope 
5041401 4.29836e-3 0.0 10.0 10.0

*hydro pitch 
5043101 2.2352e-03

vol 
10

jun 
9

span vol 
5.588e-02 10

*hydro component name component type 
5700000 "outplnm" branch 
* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - -- - - - -- - - -- ----- - - -- ---- - - -- - -- -- - --- ---- - -- $ 

*hydro no. juns mass flw 
5700001 2 1

area 
0.0458 

horz angle 
0.0 

roughness 
0.0 

ebt pressure 
003 1.27375e+05 

from to 
503010000 57( 
504010000 57( 

jun diam b 
0.0 0O 
0.0 0O

length 
1.9193

vert angle 
90.0 

hyd diam 
5.6058e-2

volume 
0.0

delta z 
1.9193 

pvbfe 
00000

temperature 
303.0

area f loss 
0000000 0.0 0.0 
0000000 0.0 0.0 

eta intercept slope 
.0 1.0 1.0
.0 1.0

f mass flw 
1.258 
3. 824e-3

1.0

g mass flw 
0.0 
0.0

r loss fvcahs 
0.0 001100 
0.0 001100

j mass flw 
0.  
0.

*hydro component name component type 

5750000 "outlet" sngljun 
* ----------------- ---------------------------------------------------- $ 

*hydro from to area f loss r loss fvcahs 
5750101 570010000 590000000 2.295e-2 0.0 0.0 001100

jun diam 
0.0 

mass flw 
1

mass flw 
1 

f mass flow g mass flow int vel Jun num 
3.824e-3 0.0 0.0 9

hydro roughness hyd diam 
5900103 0.0 0.0 
.  

*hydro ebt trip no.  

5900200 003 

*hydro time pressure 
5900201 0. 1.18000e+05

delta z 
0.0

C
fe 
10 

alpha vrc numeric vrc 

tempe 
303.000

* ============S============= ================ * 

* heat structures 
* ======== =s========s==============--====== - - -==== 

* ht str nu 503-1 average fuel plate 

*htstr ht strs m pts geom init 1,coord refl b.vol axl. incr 
15031000 10 5 1 1 0.0 
*hydro component name component type 
*htstr mesh locn mesh fmt 
15031100 0 1

*htstr 
15031101 
15031102 

*htstr 
15031201 
15031202 

*htstr 
15031301 
15031302 

*htstr 
15031401

intervals 
2 
2 

compxn no.  
-1 
2 

source 
0.0 
1.0 

temp 
303.0

rt. coord 
0.508-3 
8.89-4 

interval 
2 
4 

interval 
2 
4 

mesh pt.  
5

*htstr left vol incr b.cond sa code area/factor 
15031501 503010000 10000 102 0 2.0896 

*htstr right vol incr b.cond sa code area/factor 
15031601 0 0 0 0 2.0896

*htstr 
15031701 
15031702 
15031703 
15031704 
15031705 
15031706 
15031707 
15031708 
15031709 
15031710

s. type 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000

a. mult 
1.236e-1 
1.182e-i 
1.212e-1 
1.153e-1 
1.093e-1 
1. 033e-1 
0.942e-1 
0.815e-1 
0. 670e-1 
0.617e-1

left heat 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0

right heat 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0

15031800 1beta intercept slope 
0.0 1.0 1.0

f mass flw 
1.2618

g mass flw J mass flw 
0. 0.-

======================== == ======= ===========-======= 

*hydro component name component type 
5900000 "sink " tmdpvol 
*............................................-------------------------- $ 

*hydro area length volume 
5900101 0.0 0.10 1.0e6

*htstr 
15031801 
15031802 
15031803 
15031804 
15031805 
15031806 
15031807 
15031808 
15031809 
15031810

heat diam h len-f h len-r glf glr k-f k-r 
4.29836e-3 0.028415 0.539885 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 0 
4.29836e-3 0.085245 0.483055 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 0 
4.29836e-3 0.142075 0.426225 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 0 
4.29836e-3 0.198905 0.369395 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 0.  
4.29836e-3 0.255735 0.312565 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 0.  
4.29836e-3 0.312565 0.255735 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 0, 
4.29836e-3 0.369395 0.198905 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 0.  
4.29836e-3 0.426225 0,142075 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 0.  
4.29836e-3 0.483055 0.085245 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 0.  
4.29836e-3 0.539885 0.028415 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 0.

ht str no.  
10 

ht str no.  
10 

ht str no.  
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

f ht str no.  
.5683 1. 1.  
.5683 1. 1.  
.5683 1. 1.  
.5683 1. 1.  
.5683 1. 1.  
.5683 1. 1.  
5683 1. 1.  

.5683 1. 1.  
5683 1. 1.  
5683 1. 1. 1

"*hydro horz angle vert angle 
5900102 0.0 0.0

*hydro 
5042601

*hydro 
5700101 

*hydro 
5700102 

*hydro 
5700103 

*hydro 
5700200 

*hydro 
5701101 
5702101 

*hydro 
5701110 
5702110 

*hydro 

5701201 
5702201

*hydro 
5750110 

*hydro 
5750201



0 
*htstr heat 
15031901 0.0 
15031902 0.0 
15031903 0.0 
15031904 0.0 
15031905 0.0 
15031906 0.0 
15031907 0.0 
15031908 0.0 
15031909 0.0 
15031910 0.0

diam h len-f h len-r gif gir k-f k-r 
0.028415 0.539885 0. 0. 0. 0. 1.  
0.085245 0.483055 0. 0. 0. 0. 1.  
0.142075 0.426225 0. 0. 0. 0. 1.  
0.198905 0.369395 0. 0. 0. 0. 1.  
0.255735 0.312565 0. 0. 0. 0. 1.  
0.312565 0.255735 0. 0. 0. 0. 1.  
0.369395 0.198905 0. 0. 0. 0. 1.  
0.426225 0.142075 0. 0. 0. 0. 1.  
0.483055 0.085245 0. 0. 0. 0. 1.  
0.539885 0.028415 0. 0. 0. 0. 1.

15041808 4.29836e-3 0.426225 0.142075 0. 0. 0. 0 * 0.5683 1. 1. 8 
15041809 4.29836e-3 0.483055 0.085245 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 0.5683 1. 1. 3 
15041810 4.29836e-3 0.539885 0.028415 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 0.5683 1. 1. 1C

f ht str no.  
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10

* =- =================s=========s====== === s== ==== 

* heat structures * 
* nu=504-1 hot fuelp= = ===la * 
* ht Str nu 504-1 hot fuel plate *

-======s==== =========s= = = =

*htstr ht 
15041000 
*hydro 
*htstr 

15041100 

*htstr 
15041101 
15041102 

htstr 
15041201 
15041202 

*htstr 
15041301 

LA 15041302 

*htstr 
15041401

*htstr 
15041501 

*htstr 
15041601 

*htstr 

15041701 
15041702 
15041703 
15041704 
15041705 
15041706 
15041707 
15041708 
15041709 
15041710 

15041800 

*htstr 

15041801 
15041802 
15041803 
15041804 
15041805 
1,5- 806 
N 07

strs m pts geom init l.coord refl b.vol axl. incr 
10 5 1 1 0.0 

component name component type 
mesh locn mesh fmt 

0 1

intervals 
2 
2 

compxn no.  
-1 
2 

source 
0.0 
1.0 

temp 
306.0

htstr heat diam 
15041901 0.0 
15041902 0.0 

.15041903 0.0 
15041904 0.0 
15041905 0.0 
15041906 0.0 
15041907 0.0 
15041908 0.0 
15041909 0.0 
15041910 0.0

h len-f h len-r glf glr 
0.028415 0.539885 0. 0. 0.  
0.085245 0.483055 0. 0. 0.  
0.142075 0.426225 0. 0. 0.  
0.198905 0.369395 0. 0. 0.  
0.255735 0.312565 0. 0. 0.  
0.312565 0.255735 0. 0. 0.  
0.369395 0.198905 0. 0. 0.  
0.426225 0.142075 0. 0. 0.  
0.483055 0.085245 0. 0. 0.  
0.539885 0.028415 0. 0. 0.

k-f k-r 
0. 1.  
0. 1.  
0. 1.  
0. 1.  
0. 1.  
0. 1.  
0. 1.  
0. 1.  
0. 1.  
0. 1.

f ht str no.  
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10

heat structure thermal property data

*CRDNO mtl.type th.con ht.gap 
20100100 tbl/fctn 2 2 
20100200 tbl/fctn 2 2

*

* ALLOY-6061 
*AL-U

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY ALLOY-6061

20100101 300.0 1000.0 131.0 0.12 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0rt. coord 
0.508-3 
8.89-4 

interval 
2 
4 

interval 
2 
4 

mesh pt.  
5

left vol incr b.cond sa code area/factor ht str no.  
504010000 10000 102 0 6.35le-3 10

right vol incr b.cond sa code area/factor 
0 0 0 0 6.351e-3

s. type 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000

S. mult 
5.749e-4 
5.499e-4 
5.63 8e-4 
5.360e-4 
5.083e-4 
4,805e-4 
4.379e-4 
3.791e-4 
3.115e-4 
2. 870e-4

left heat 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0

1 

heat diam h len-f h len-r glf glr 
4.29836e-3 0.028415 0.539885 0. 0. 0.  
4.29836e-3 0.085245 0.483055 0. 0. 0.  
4.29836e-3 0.142075 0.426225 0. 0. 0.  
4.29836e-3 0.198905 0.369395 0. 0. 0.  
4.29836e-3 0.255735 0.312565 0. 0. 0.  
4.29836e-3 0.312565 0.255735 0. 0. 0.  
4.29836e-3 0.369395 0.198905 0. 0. 0.

right heat 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0

ht str no.  
10 

ht str no.  
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10

k-f k-r f ht str no.  
0. 1. 0.5683 1. 1. 1 
0. 1. 0.5683 1. 1. 2 
0. 1. 0.5683 1. 1. 3 
0. 1. 0.5683 1. 1. 4 
0. 1. 0.5683 1. 1. 5 
0. 1. 0.5683 1. 1. 6 
0. 1. 0.5683 1. 1. 7.

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AL-U

20100201 300.0 1000.0 42.5 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

VOLUME HEAT CAPACITY ALLOY-6061

20100151 300.0 1000.0 0.210165e+7 1134.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

VOLUME HEAT CAPACITY AL-U

20100251 300.0 1000.0 0.192600e+7 1100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

* ==== ======= ====== s===eac===o i=setc 
* reactor kinetics 

** ===============================-=========-==i======u= ===~========n==

* kinetics type feedback type 
30000000 point separabl 
* fis prod decay reac pow ni $ 
30000001 gamma 5.0 0.0 
30000002 ans79-3 200.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 6 0 
* delayed n precu yield ratio de] 
30000101 3.307-2 
30000102 2.1901-1 
30000103 1.9594-1 
30000104 3.9495-1 
30000105 1.1504-1 
30000106 4.199-2

93.75 1.0 
0 

layed n decay cst 
1.24-2 
3.05-2 
1.11-1 
3.01-1 
1.14 
3.01

feedback input

*moderator density reactivity table 
* mod density $ 

30000501 497.91 -30.0 
30000502 995.82 0.0 
*fuel temperature doppler reactivity table 

temp $ 
30000601 303.0 0.0 
30000602 2003.0 -6.12e-2 
*volume weighting factors and temperature coefficients 
* hydro incre weighting factor water temp coef 
30000701 503010000 0 9.969687e-2 -2.10le-3_ 
30000702 503020000 0 9.969687e-2 -2.101e (



k000703 503030001 
30000704 50304000( 
30000705 50305000( 
30000706 503060001 
30000707 503070001 
30000708 503080001 
30000709 503090001 
30000710 503100001 
30000711 504010001 
30000712 504020001 
30000713 504030001 
30000714 504040001 
30000715 504050001 
30000716 504060001 
30000717 504070001 
30000718 50408000( 
30000719 504090001 
30000720 504100001 
*fuel temperature 
* hydro 

30000801 5031001 
30000802 5031002 
30000803 5031003 
30000804 5031004 
30000805 5031005 
30000806 5031006 
30000807 5031007 
30000808 5031008 
30000809 5031009 
30000810 5031010 
30000811 5041001 
30000812 5041002 
30000813 5041003 
30000814 5041004 
30000815 5041005 

S30000816 5041006 
30000817 5041007 
30000818 5041008 
30000819 5041009 
30000820 5041010 
. end of case

0 
0 
0 
0 
o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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0 
0

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

doppler 
incre 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0

9.969687e-2 
9.969687e-2 
9.969687e-2 
9,969687e-2 
9.969687e-2 
9.969687e-2 
9,969687e-2 
9.969687e-2 
3.0303e-4 
3.0303e-4 
3.0303e-4 
3.0303e-4 
3.0303e-4 
3.0303e-4 
3.0303e-4 
3.0303e-4 
3.0303e-4 
3.0303e-4 
coafficients 

weighting factoi 
9.969687e-2 
9.969687e-2 
9.969687e-2 
9.969687e-2 
9.969687e-2 
9,969687e-2 
9.969687e-2 
9.969687e-2 
9.969687e-2 
9.969687e-2 
3.0303e-4 
3.0303e-4 
3.0303e-4 
3.0303e-4' 
3,0303e-4 
3.0303e-4 
3.0303e-4 
3,0303e-4 
3.0303e-4 
3.0303e-4

( (
-2 .i0le-3 
-2.101e-3 
-2. i0le-3 
-2.10le-3 
-2. l0le-3 
-2.101e-3 
-2.101e-3 
-2. 101e-3 
-6.385e-6 
76.385e-6 
-6.385e-6 
-6.385e-6 
-6.385e-6 
-6.385e-6 
-6.385e-6 
-6.385e-6 
-6.385e-6 
-6.385e-6 

r fuel temp coef 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0



APPENDIX C 

INPUT OF PARET/ANL CODE

0 20 
* PARET:

1001, 
1002, 
1003, 
1004, 
1005, 
1006, 
1007, 
1008, 
1009.  
1111, 
1112, 
1113, 
1114.  
2001, 
2002, 
2003, 
2004, 
3001, 
3002.  
4001, 
5100.  
5100.  
5101, 
5102, 
5103, 
5104, 
5105, 
5106, 
5107, 
5108, 
5109, 
5110, 
5111, 
5200, 
5200, 
5201, 
5202, 
5203, 
5204, 
5205, 
5206: 
5207, 
5208, 
5209, 
5210, 
5211, 
6001, 
6002, 
9000, 
9001, 
10000, 
10001, 
11000, 
11001, 
12000, 
12001, 
14000, 
14001, 
14002, 
16000, 
16001,.  
17000, 
17001, 
18000, 
18001,

0 

9 
2 

27 0.0 

58.0 

0.0

5.0-7 
5.0-7

1.0 
2 

1.0 
2 

0.0

0.0

10 
HITR-II reactivity limit calculations 
-2 10 7 0 1 1 

1 1 6 -1 0 10 
5.00+0 • 7.91292-3 1.18+5 
3.81-4 3.81-4 5.5880-2 5.' 

0.00794 0.0075 8.00-5 9, 
5.0 0.8 1.0 

3.6-5 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0005 0.001 
1.4 0.33 

.0412170 1.000 1.000 
1 1 1 0 2 2.26+5 

1.2 0.055 6.0 
1.92 0.062 
0.0 0.0 42.5 
0.0 1100.0 1.926+6 
0.0 0.12 131.0 
0.0 1.134+3 2.10165+6 

.52500-5 5 1 1.0 

.54000-4 7 2 0.0 
5.6830-2 10 

1 0 2.00660-3 .997 
0.897 0.897 0.600 2.  

0.0651 1.9193 0.3875 
1.242 1.0 1.0 
1.188 1.0 1.0 
1.218 1.0 1.0 
1.158 1.0 1.0 
1.098 1.0 1.0 
1.038 1.0 1.0 
0.946 1.0 1.0 
0.819 1.0 1.0 
0.673 1.0 1.0 
0.620 1.0 1.0 

1 0 2.00660-3 .003 
2.38-3 2.38-3 0.600 2.  
0.0651 1.9193 0.3875 

1.90026 1.0 1.0 
1.81764 1.0 1.0 
1.86354 1.0 1.0 
1.77174 1.0 1.0 
1.67994 1.0 1.0 
1.58814 1.0 1.0 
1.44738 1.0 1.0 
1.25307 1.0 1.0 
1.02969 1.0 1.0 
0.94860 1.0 1.0 

3.3070-2 1.24-2 2.1901-1 
3.9495-1 3.01-1 1.1504-1

1.000

2755.24 100.0

0.0 

0.0

0.0 
1.4 

1 0.0

0.0 

0.0

4000.0 

10.0

5.0-7 
5.0-7

1.0

1.0 - 10.0 

-17.0 0.5683
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-33.0 
5372-2 
.80664 
992.0 

0.0 
0.03 

10.0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.55 
.107-2 
0.3875 

1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

0.55 
.107-2 
0.3875 

1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

3.05-2 
1.14

8.89-4 
0.5683 

0.00000 
0.0 
1.0 

0.05

25.0

0.00794 

0.001 
0.05

3 
0.0 
2 

p55.24 
2 

.0 
2 

0.0

4227.0

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.65

1
0.65

0.0

1. 9594-1 
4.1990-2

0.00

1.11-1 
3.01

100.0

4 

2

0.4 
5.0

100 10.0
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APPENDIX D

BENCHMARKS OF HOT CHANNEL MODEL 

A calculation with the RELAP5/MOD3 model would be performed with experimental data in 

order to confirm the modeling of the MITR-H core.  
As the MITR model using RELAP5/MOD3.2.1.2 was limited to the core, the only benchmark possible 

was to simulate the effects of a continuous control rod withdrawal on reactor power. Unfortunately, 

the team of the MITR-II do not dispose of this source of information because the risk of damaging the 

core was to important.  

The method would be the following: 
The RELAP5/MOD3 model would be used the same initial and boundary conditions as the MITR 

analysis.  
These conditions are the initial reactor power, the combined flow through the average and hot 

channels, the coolant inlet temperature, and the reactivity insertion rate. A point kinetics model would 

be used to simulate the effects of control rod withdrawal on reactor power.  

The results of the reactor power versus time would be collected from the experience at the MITR-II 

and from the results of RELAP5 code. There would be confronted to know if the modeling were right.  

Thus, it would be possible to improve the modeling by reducing the gap between both curves.  

A sensitivity study of parameters would be interesting. For example, the fuel plates of the MITR-II 

have some thins. It is not possible to model on RELAP and as well on PARET. Changing the surface 

area of the plate or the width would perhaps improve the modeling.  

The team of the MITR-11 operated loss of flow during the start up. Temperature data were obtained 

during loss of flow transients. These data could be use if the loop of the reactor has been modeled in 

the RELAP code because it is not possible to enter the flow rate versus time. Only possible if the 

pump component is modeled.  

Fortunately, the PARET code was used previously at the MITR-II so I will assume that the result of 

this code would be a reference. As very similar result was found, an assumption will be taken that the 

RELAP5/MOD3.2.1.2 core model is benchmarking for this reactor.
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APPENDIX E

THE HEAT TRANSFER CORRELATION 

Different flow types occur during a transient. At each flow types, the code has to find the best mode to 

transfer heat between heat structure surfaces and the circulating fluid in the reactor primary systems.  

In RELAP5 code, these mode numbers are printed on the major edits of the output and indicate which 

regime is being used.  
Some modes currently used in RELAP5 for reactivity insertion transient are shown below: 

Mode 2 Single-phase liquid convection at subcritical pressure 

Mode 3 Subcooled nucleate boiling 

Mode 5 Subcooled transition boiling 

Mode6 Saturated transition film boiling 

Mode 7 Subcooled film boiling 

Mode 8 Saturated film boiling 

A code has to select heat transfer correlation 

The Rosenthal and Miller heat transfer correlation 

Previous studies with SPERT experiments indicated that the heat transfer of the PARET code with no 

subcooled boiling was too low.  
The inadequate heat transfer had been modified Thus, the PARET/ANL code incorporated the 

Rosenthal and Miller heat transfer coefficient to model the single-phase heat transfer.  

The Rosenthal and Miller heat transfer coefficient at the clad-coolant interface has the following 

expression: 

h k x p XCp.)l 2 

h=( - T 

where 

k = thermal conductivity of the coolant 

p = density of the coolant 

Cp = specific heat of the coolant 

T = period of the power rise 

This expression does not take care of the Reynolds number.  

The RELAP5 code has not that correlation to model a single-phase heat transfer.  

The Petukhov and Popov heat transfer correlation 

The Petukhov and Popov correlation is selected for the turbulent forced-convection with non-boiling.  

It was modified in order to consider rectangular channels.  

This correlation is contained in both RELAP5/MOD3.2.1.2 and PARET/ANL codes and is used for 

calculating the forced-convection heat-transfer coefficient as follows:
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hFC - kb (fD /8) Reb Prb (Pb /.-)o-II 
D,2/ S(I + 3.4fD) + 1I1.7 + • -31(fD /8)112 (Prb 

where 

Pr = Pr andt number (p C P /k) 

/i = dynamic vis cos ity 

fD = Darcy friction factor 

De = equivalent hydraulic diameter 

Subscripts 

b = bulk coolant 

w = wall 

The friction factor considers the rectangular channels.
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NUCLEAR REACTOR LABORATORY

MAN INTERDEPARTMENTAL CENTER OF MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

LIN-WEN HU 138 Albany Street, Cambridge, MA 02139-4296 Activation Analysis 
Reactor Relicensing Engineer Telefax No. (617)253-7300 Coolant Chemistry 

Telephone No. (617)258-5860 Nuclear Medicine 
Email: lwhu@mit.edu Reactor Engineering 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: MITR Files 

FROM: Lin-Wen Hu 

DATE: June 27, 1999 

RE: MITR Fuel Oxide Layer Buildup 

1. The fuel-clad oxide layer buildup is a function of heat flux, temperature, and primary 
coolant pH. Correlations were developed for aluminum alloys with high heat fluxes. De 
Walsche did a study to compare the Greiss, Kritz, and ANS-II correlations. It was 
concluded that the Greiss correlation is overly conservative and the results obtained by the 
Kritz correlation are more reliable. This conclusion was also confirmed by Dr. Colin West 
of Oak Ridge during a recent conversation. Calculated results (for reactor power of 10 
MW) by De Walsche showed that the 2 mil oxide layer thickness limit would occur before 
a fission density limit of 2.3 x 1021 fissions/cm 3 is reached.  

2. The calculation of the oxide layer buildup is performed for 7 MW using the Kritz 
correlation. Assuming that the fin effectiveness of 1.5, a hot spot factor of 2.2, and 
primary flow rate of 1800 gpm, it is calculated that the it would take 11380 hours to reach 
2 mils of oxide layer thickness limit. To reach a fission density limit of 2.3 x 1021 

fissions/cm 3 at the hot spot, it would take about 10120 hours. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that the 2 mil oxide layer thickness limit will not be exceeded before the burnup 
limit of 2.3 x 1021 fissions/cm3 is reached. Note that the time to reach the oxide layer 
thickness limit increases with lower heat flux in a higher rate than that for the bumup limit.

3. The MathCAD worksheet is attached with this memo.



MITR Fuel Oxide Layer Buildup Calculation

fluxl := 0.77 maximum heat flux for hot spot on fuel meat total fuel meat surface area (22 elements) 
=21 m^2 

eff:= 1.5 surface heat transfer effectiveness 

fluxi 
flux :=" 

eff 

factor := 3.6 

k(Te,flux) : (8.686'flux 1'2835 exp(-2416.5)factor 

x(t, Tc,x0) ((xO1.28535 + 1.28535-k(Tc)'t))0.778 

1 x limit°778  1 x"28535 

t_sol (xjlimit,xO,Tc, flux) :- -X1 
(1.28535 k(Tc,flux)) 

(55 7 flux.10 6 

0.000262.2000 2.2.104 

y~-tvw. ¾ 
Tc = 64.975 & ý 2

t_sol(50,0. ,338,flux) = 1.138"104 time to reach 2 mil oxide layer thickness (hours) 

fission density.200.1.6.10- 19 1 
t_bumup(fissiondensity, flux) 4 

flux:eff=10 .2 3600 

fd: 2.3-10 21

t_bumup(fd, flux) = 1.012.104 time to reach burnup limit (hours)



i=0..20 

f. :=0.2 + 1-.1 

t soI(5OO.,338,f I 

t bunup ( fd, f )

0.5 1 1.5 2.

4-10

3-10~ 4k

2-10~ 4

1 -104 [

0 2.5
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Section One: Introduction 

The Nuclear Reactor Laboratory decided that, as part of its long-term fuel 

management policy, the  loading of the fuel elements should be increased 

from its present value of  (nominal) to  (nominal). The prin

cipal objective of this policy is to decrease both the number of elements in the 

MITR-II fuel cycle at any given time and the frequency with which the MITR-II 

must be refueled. Fuel plates with the heavier loading were operationally tested 

at the Advanced Test Reactor. Calculations performed at MIT and documented as 

part of P.M. 1.16, "Fuel Loading Permission", for 27 Jan. 1980, showed that these 

elements would satisfy the safety and operating limits as per Technical Specifi

cation #3.1 when inserted in the MITR-II core. The purpose of the study documen

ted under this safety review is to verify the adequacy of the criteria used to 

assure criticality safety while handling and storing the 510 gram elements.  

Four of the  (nominal) elements were shipped to MIT prior to the 

completion of this safety evaluation. Three of these four were inserted in the 

MITR-II and have performed satisfactorily. The criticality safety of these ele

ments was guaranteed during the interim period between their receipt and the com

pletion of .this study by handling them in accordance with the results of a criti

cality safety study performed in 1970 for  MITR-type elements. Specifi

cally, it was conservatively assumed that the critical mass of  for the  

 elements was the same as that for the  ones used in the 1970 study.  

The validity of this assumption was confirmed by this study since it was deter

mined that the critical mass for the  elements was     

 whereas that for the  elements was smaller,   

  

This safety review documents the criticality analysis that was performed to 

insure that all requirements pertaining to the prevention of an inadvertent criti

cality are met with an adequate safety margin. This study forms the basis for a 

revision and expansion of the MITR-II Safety Analysis Report, SAR, and Technical 

Specifications pertaining to fuel storage and handling. Copies of the old sec

tions and the proposed revisions are appended to this study.  

SR# 0-80-13 UG i1 1980
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Section Two: Criticality Safety Criteria and Design Accident 

Technical Specification 3.10.4 states that any area where fissionable mater

ial is stored must have a K-effective of less than 0.90. Given the necessity of 

some freedom of movement of fuel elements and the impossibility of calculating a 

K-effective for every possible configuration during such movement, a more general 

criteria is also necessary. ANS publication, "TID-7016-Nuclear Safeguards", 

specifies "double-batching" as the required criteria. It stipulates that were 

the optimum credible condition pertaining to criticality of the material in ques

tion to exist and that were double the amount of that material to be out of a 

neutronically-safe area, no accidental criticality could occur. TID-7016 speci

fies a factor of 2.0 for the "double-batching" of individual units that are sub

critical when immersed in water. All MITR elements fit this criteria.  

Section 9.4.1 of the SAR and Technical Specifications #3.10.2 and #3.10.3 

currently specify a combined total of seven areas, excluding the core tank, 

where fuel-grade uranium may be stored. Five of these areas are ammenable to a 

criticality analysis which leads to a calculated value of K-effective. The 

criticality-safety of the other two is documented through use of the double

batching criteria.  

The four storage areas for which a K-effective could be calculated are list

ed below along with the method by which the analysis has been documented. In all 

cases, the analysis was performed for  elements. These results are con

servative when applied to the original, less-heavily-loaded,   

Sa.# 0.80-13 AUG 11 1980
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In addition, Technical Specification      

  

 The basis for this specification is also 

the double-batching criteria.  

The optimum credible condition or environment to which the fuel elements may be 

subjected at the MIT Nuclear Research Reactor is immersion in light water. Immersion 

in heavy water is not considered credible since all heavy water is kept, under a con

tinuous inventory, in non-accessible areas. These are the reflector tank which is 

located underneath the core tank, two closed tanks in the equipment room, and a num

ber of sealed drums kept in an adjoining laboratory. This study focused on the 

immersion of the new  elements in light-water such that there was both optimum 

spacing and an     light-water reflector. Section IV of 

this report is a determination of the minimum number of elements to attain criticality 

under that condition. The subsequent criticality analysis of the various storage 

areas is based on that determination.

SR# 0.80-13 AUG 11 1980
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Section Three: Cross-Sections and Number Densities 

This study used the computer code CITATION with the rectangular mesh option.  

The standard MIT-NRL cross-section sets, XSC5 and MITXSC, were used together with 

the number density data that has been utilized in most HITR-II reactor physics cal

culations since 1975. In some instances, the cross-sections and/or number densities 

of specific isotopes were altered. Whenever this was done, it is so stated in the 

report.  

The cross-sections and number densities were developed for   elements 

since this was the weight of the original MITR-II elements. Thus a scaling factor.  

of     was used to increase the number densities of 

the uranium for the  elements. No adjustment was made in the uranium micro

scopic cross-sections. The increase of the  loading did, as a result of spatial 

self-shielding, cause the few-group microscopic absorption cross-section to decrease.  

The macroscopic cross-section,        

 Thus, the use of the unrevised cross-section set in this 

study meant that the microscopic absorption cross-section was slightly higher than 

the actual case. Hence, the calculation yielded a conservative (ie: higher) value 

of K-effective.  

The cost of three-dimensional computer runs was quite substantial. Accordingly, 

most of the analysis done under this safety review was performed using two-dimensional 

X-Y geometries. The drawback to this approach-was that the 2D runs ignored all axial 

leakage. The 2D runs can, assuming that the model has been properly selected, be con

sidered to have given values that are upper bounds. For example, a 2D X-Y cross

section of the fuel vault gave a Keff of 0.724 while a 3D run that had a top and 

bottom reflector of 30cm of light water gave a Keff of 0.693. This difference was 

primarily attributable to the presence of axial neutron leakage in the 3D run. In 

this example, the decrease in the Keff from the two to three-dimensional case was 

approximately 4.3% or 3.11% AK/K. While the percent decrease is a function of the 

specific configuration being considered, this example did provide an estimate of the 

magnitude of the dependence of the Keff on axial leakage for similar geometries. It 

should be noted that all configurations considered in this study were, with the ex

ception of the storage holes on the reactor top, square or rectangular matrices.  

Several factors were involved in the selection of the specific microscopic 

cross-section set used in conjunction with this study. The dual objective was to use 

a set derived from material compositions similar to those present in the fuel storage 

areas and to obtain a conservative value for the minimum number of elements needed to 

attain a critical configuration. The latter condition was the more difficult to sat

x non AIt 1 lqRin
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isfy as there were no restrictions on either possible geometries or environments.  

The available microscopic cross-section sets were a function of both an element's 

radial position within-the core and the axial location along an element. The cross

section set associated with the upper portion of the outer plates of the outermost 

fuel elements, those in the C-ring, was chosen as most representative of the material 

compositions found in the fuel storage areas. The selected cross-section set was de

rived for a "fuel/coolant/control-blade
1 ' geometry similar both to the arrangement 

found in the spent fuel storage pool and to the one that will exist in the proposed 

fuel sae-.. (The latter is intended to be a rectangular array suitable for storing 

twenty elements. The storage pool's positions are lined with cadmium and it is ex

pected that some neutron absorbing material, such as boron or cadmium, wil-lbe &ised as 

spacers within the vault. All elements will haveat least two sides facing neutron

absorbing material.) The selection of this cross-section set clearly satisfied the 

first criteria. This set probably did not completely satisfy the second criteria 

since its value for the microscopic absorption cross-section of   

smaller than those cross-sections derived for a "fuel/coolant/reflector' geometry 

such as that found at the bottom portion of the outer plates of the outermost fuel 

elements. Nevertheless, a strong argument can be made both that the use of this 

particular cross-section set was adequate for the determination of the minimum number.  

of elements to attain criticality and that, in conjunction with certain other con

servative assumptions such as the use of two-dimensional geometry, the net result was 

a conservative calculation.  

The supporting argument which is drawn from calculations:discussed in other sections 

of this report is that: 

(a) The optimum spacing to achieve criticality was determined using the cross

section set derived for the "fuel/coolant/control blade" material composi

tion.  

(b) It was observed, as shown in Figure Three, that K-effective is not very 

sensitive to the spacing in the immediate vicinity of the optimum point.  

(c) Two runs, a six element square array and a nine element rectangular array, 

were done twice. The first was done using the selected cross-section set 

while the second was done-using the set with the highest microscopic ab

sorption cross-section. Both cases used the optimum spacing derived from 

the selected cross-section set. it is felt that since, as noted in step 

(b) above, the K-effective is not very sensitive to the optimum spacing, 

the same spacing i-s optimal for either cross-section set. One other 

point worth noting is that these two runs, the six and nine element arrays, 

SvAUG 111980
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bracketed the minimum number of elements to attain criticality.  

(d) Comparison of the two cases discussed in step (c) shows that, in both 

instances, the K-effective increased by 1.5% or a maximum of 1.80% AK/K 

when the larger absorption cross-section was used. (Specifically, the 

K-effectives for the six and nine element cases went from 0.892 and 

1.031 to 0.907 and 1.049 respectively when the large absorption cross

section was used.) While this change is not small, it is substantially 

less than the 4.73% AK/K associated with the addition of another element 

to either the six or nine element array.  

(e) It had been previously shown, using models similar to the ones discussed 

in this argument, that the use of a 2D model that neglected axial leak

age was conservative relative to a 3D all-inclusive model by 3.11% AK/K.  

This decrease is substantially larger than the anticipated 1.8% AK/K in

crease from use of the largest cross-sections.  

(f) Finally, it should be noted that the probability of a group of fuel 

elements, other than those in the core, being in an environment such 

that the higher cross-section would be relevant is extremely remote since 

these-cross-sections were designed for a fuel-coolant-reflector interface 

in which the reflector is heavy water. As noted in section two of this 

report, immersion of fuel elements in heavy water is not considered to be 

a credible accident. In conclusion, it is felt that the values obtained 

in the study for the minimum number of elements to achieve criticality 

are conservatively-derived.  

The MITR-II fuel elements are rhomboid in shape. This could not be modelled on 

the computer. Accordingly, in all runs, the rhomboid elements were taken as being 

squares having the same cross-sectional area as the actual elements. (Refer to 

Figure 1.) This use of equivalent areas with different geometries is a standard 

practice that has been frequently used to model the MITR-II in cylindrical geometry.  

The code CITATION, the microscopic cross-sections, and the number densities, 

aside from the previously discussed scaling factor for  are routinely used at 

the MIT reactor for reactor physics calculations and yield consistent results. In 

general, CITATION predictions of reactivity changes are   

that the core has been correctly modelled. CITATION predictions of the absolute 

value of Keff are accurate to within 2% AK/K. Most of this error is due to modeling 

problems created in treating a hexagonal core in cylindrical geometry.  
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In cases where the modeling problem has been minimized, the absolute values of 

Keff yielded by CITATION are in excellent agreement with observed critical shim 

blade heights.
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Section Four: Calculation of the Most Reactive Spacing and the'Minimum 

Number of Elements Required for a Critical Configuration 

T. A. Rieck (Ref. 1) performed similar calculations for  elements.  

Rieck used modified forms of the codes EXTERMINATOR and THERMOS to calculate homo

genized cross-sections for the fuel elements and then the code CITATION to calcu

late a most reactive water spacing and the minimum number of elements to 

attain criticality   The geometry option used by Rieck in his model is 

not known. It should be noted that Rieck mentioned encountering difficulties in 

using CITATION's rectangular geometry option. However, he does not describe these 

difficulties-. More than twenty two-dimensional runs were done .as part of the cur

rent study. All used rectangular geometry and all ran successfully. Inasmuch as 

these runs used symmetric mesh layouts, it was possible to compare flux values at 

symmetric mesh points. This afforded an internal check on the reliability of 

CITATION's rectangular geometry option. The calculated fluxes at adjacent points 

separated by a plane of symmetry were always identical. Similarly, symmetric 

points on the outer boundaries of the model differed by at most 3 or 4 units in 

the last decimal place. That is, 9.431-1012 at one boundary versus 9,428,1012 at 

the other boundary, twenty-seven mesh intervals away. This indicates that the 

rectangular geometry option was working properly, (Note: Rieck, who completed 

his report in 1970, may have been using an earlier release of CITATION.) 

Calculation of Most Reactive Spacing: 

Twenty elements were arranged in a rectangle that was surrounded on all four 

sides by 30cm. of light water. (Inasmuch as the model was a 2D X-Y geometry, 

there was, of course, no water layer specified either above or below the fuel.) 

The pitch of all elements was the same. (Refer to Figure 2) The study consisted 

of varying the pitch and plotting the resulting K-effectives. The values obtained 

are listed below and plotted in Figure 3. The graph, which has the same general 

shape as that obtained by Rieck, has a maximum around 1.10cm.  
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The data shows that the system's criticality is not very sensitive to the water 

gap.          

     

   

Calculation of the Minimum Number of Elements Required for Criticality 

This analysis was performed by holding the pitch constant at its optimum 

value and varying the number of elements. There probably is some feedback effect 

that will change the optimum value of the pitch as the number of elements is 

changed. However, given that there will be little variation in the leakage due 

to the infinite reflector assumed by the 2D model, the magnitude of this feedback 

effect should be small. Accordingly, it was ignored.  

In order to maximize the correspondence between successive runs, only those 

numbers of elements which could fit into either a rectangular or a square array 

were used. (Note: The correspondence between square and rectangular arrays is 

not perfect as the surface to area ratio, and hence the net leakage, is slightly 

larger for the rectangular configuration. However, a plot of the resulting data 

was smooth so this effect is evidently quite small.') 

The values calculated are given below and plotted in. Figure 4: 

The minimum number of elements required to attain criticality is slightly more 
(i) 

than eight. Interpolation of the data yields a value of .  

Comparison with Rieck's Results 

     

       

           

        

    

( 1)This is a conservative figure because it was obtained from two-dimensional 

models that assume an infinite reflector.  
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Section Five: Reactor Top Fuel Storage Holes/Fuel Transfer Cask 

        

         

     Each group is at least sever

al feet from its nearest neighbor and may be considered as neutronically isolated.  

The SAR and the Technical Specifications allow a maximum of one fuel element to be 

stored per hole.  

The criticality safety of a cluster of three holes was analyzed by the solid 

angle method that is given on page 34 of TID-7016, Nuclear Safety Guide (Ref. 2).  

Any concrete between the individual holes that constituted the cluster was ignored.  

No discussion of the method is warranted in this, report since it is adequately docu

mented on reference two. The dimensions used in the calculation were, with the ex

ception of length., those of the holes and not those of the element. This yielded a 

larger solid angle and hence a more conservative result.  

The calculation of the solid angle contribution between the elements in any 

two holes is given below.  

- Centerline to edge spacing between any two holes in a cluster of three 

holes is 6 inches. (MITR-I Dwg. 2-0117-E) 

- The diameter of a hole is < 5.31 inches. (MITR-I Dwg. 2-0117-K) 

-       

then, as shown in the diagram below: 
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A given element has a solid angle contribution of 0.125 from each of the other two 

holes that are in the cluster. So, its total solid angle contribution is 0.250.  

Figure 26 of TID-7016, reference two, gives the maximum safe K-effective for a 

single element exposed to a solid angle of 0.250 from identical elements to be 

0.575. A two-dimensional calculation of the reactivity worth of a single element 

was performed using the largest available absorption cross-section, that 

associated with the lower axial section of the outermost plates of the C-ring 

elements, and thirty centimeters of light water reflector on all sides. The value 

of K-effective obtained was 0.400. This is substantially below the 0.575 figure 

allowed by TID-7016.  

One other item worth noting is that the calculation that determined the 

K-effective of a single element in an infinite reflector is applicable to the 

safety analysis of the fuel transfer cask. That cask's internal dimensions are 

such that it can only hold one element at a time and, were it to be flooded, there 

is not sufficient space for an infinite (ie: more than 10 cmof f water) reflector.  

Hence, the value obtained, 0.400, is conservative.
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Section Six: In-Containment Fuel Safe and Contents 

The proposed new fuel storage safe will be located in the Reactor Containment 

Building. The walls of the safe are made of varying thicknesses of steel. The 

actual thickness of the steel is not of importance to this criticality-safety study 

as in all calculations the walls of the safe were replaced by light-water that ex

tended out a distance of thirty centimeters to form a virtually infinite reflector.  

All calculations assumed that the interior of the safe was flooded with light-water.  

          

This volume will accommodate a rectangular matrix of twenty storage positions as is 

shown in Figure 5. The rectangular matrix is made of four aluminum (0.125 inch)

cadmium (0.02 inch) - aluminum (0.125 inch) spacers that are 25.0 inches high and 

five aluminum (0.25 inch) spacers that are 20.0 inches high. In addition, a sheet 

.of cadmium that is at least 25.0 inches high and 0.02 inches thick will be attached 

to the three walls of the safe, but not necessarily to the door. The middle three 

columns, with a column defined as being parallel to the Al-Cd-Al spacers, will have 

 that have a cross-sectional area of approximately  

 The o  will have eight positions that have a cross

sectional area approximately     Inasmuch as the longest 

linear dimension across an MITR-II element is approximately  , the elements 

will easily fit in the storage positions but not be excessively loose. (Note: The 

MITR-I elements have somewhat different dimensions, but these have been shipped off

site. None will be stored in the new safe.) 

The MITR-II fuel elements are   with the fuel plates being  

inches in length. The remaining      

 Thus, the fuel plates extend  

  The aluminum spacers do not extend to this 

height, but all the cadmium-containing spacers extend slightly higher thereby in

suring that there will always be cadmium between the fuel meat.  

  . It is dis

cussed later in this section of this report.  

Several simplifications were made in the creation of the computer model of the 

fuel safe. First, as stated earlier, there are five pure aluminum spacers. The 

model explicitly shows the three that separate fuel elements. The other two were 

considered as part of the vault exterior and replaced with water.   

  Accord

ingly, the cadmium linings were homogenized with aluminum to create a composite 
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material of cadmium and aluminum. The homogenization was done by volume-weighting 

the two materials. This is a standard practice that has been used successfully on 

models of the MITR-II core. Third, each element has some freedom of movement within 

each storage position. Given the large number of positions, it would have been 

difficult to determine the most reactive configuration of the actual -,safe. Hence, 

the -Iafe was modelled using the most reactive distribution for all components 

present without regard to the actual dimensions of the -safe.   

   

 

     

   

The optimum water gap for a critical configuration had been previously deter

mined as discussed in section four of this report. The first step in assessing the 

criticality-safety of the safe was to determine the effect, if any, of the aluminum 

spacers on the width of the optimum water gap. It was clear that increasing the 

water gap, *regardless of whether or not a spacer was present, would decrease the 

value of K-effective as a result of the increased absorption of neutrons by the 

additional water. However, it was not evident as to what would occur if the water 

gap decreased with a spacer present. Accordingly, two identical computer runs were 

performed. One had a 1.10 cm water gap while the other had a 0.95 cm gap. In each 

run, an aluminum spacer was placed in the center of the water gap so that the gap 

was evenly divided. For example, the first run had a fuel element, 0.55 cm of water, 

a spacer, 0.55 cm of water, and another fuel element. The total distance from fuel 

element to fuel element in these two runs was 1.735 cm and 1.585 cm respectively.  

The K-effective dropped slightly from 0.724 to 0.723 with the decrease in the water 

gap. This indicated that aluminum spacer's presence had not altered the size of the 

optimum water gap. One other point worth noting relative to the water gap is that,.  

as noted earlier, the pure aluminum spacers do not extend to the full height of the 

fuel elements. It is evident that flooding this region will cause a water gap of 

1.735 cm which, being larger than optimal, will in turn cause the K-effective to 

drop.  

Having determined that a pure aluminum spacer had little impact on the optimal 

water gap, the next step in the calculation was to assess the effect of an aluminum

cadmium-aluminum spacer on the optimum water gap. This was investigated using a foul 
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element matrix with two spacers. One spacer was pure aluminum and the other an 

aluminum-cadmium composite. The elements were maintained at their most reactive 

distance across the pure aluminum spacer while the water gap was varied across the 

composite one. The elements were reflected with 30 cm of light water. The total 

water gap, which is defined as twice the distance between an element and its 

spacer, and the resulting values of K-effective are tabulated below and plotted in 

Figure 6.  

The graph indicates that the most reactive spacing occurs at approximately 0.79 cm.  

This is the value used in the remainder of this portion of this study. (Note: The 

cadmium microscopic cross-section used throughout this calculation is that normally.  

associated with the MITR-II's regulating rod which also consists of 0.02 inches of 

cadmium sandwiched in aluminum.) 

The next, and final, step in this calculation was to model the actual safe.  

This was achieved using a twenty element matrix with the same configuration and 

components as the-actual safe but with the dimensions adjusted so that the spacing 

between the elements would yield the highest value of K-effective. The distance 

between any two elements depended on the type of spacer present. The calculated 

value of K-effective for this model was 0.841. A second calculation, identical to 

the first except that the cadmium sheets on the walls of the safe were removed, 

gave a K-effective of 0.90.  

These values are considered to be very conservative. The total cross-sectional 
2 area of water in this model was about 105 in while that of the actual safe would be 

228 in . Hence, were the safe to be flooded, it would be overmoderated. That is, 

the extra water would add nothing in the way of neutron thermalization but would 

absorb neutrons. The net result would be a K-effective that was less than the cal

culated value of 0.841. Given this overmoderation, no calculations were necessary 

for a partially filled fuel safe. A partially-filled, flooded safe will always be 

overmoderated and always have a K-effective of less than 0.841.  
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  the       

     

        

      

      

     In addition, there are 

an infinite variety of configurations in which the items may be stored. Hence, it 

is conceivable, though doubtful, that these items could be more reactive than a fuel 

element. This means that it is necessary to devise a criteria that will guarantee 

the criticality-safety of storage positions that contain items other than fuel ele

ments. The starting point for the development of the desired-criteria is that the 

fuel safe has already been shown to be criticality-safe when it contains  

       

      

 The argument for so doing is that in order to guarantee the criti

cality safety of one or more storage positions that contain miscellaneous items, it 

is necessary to show that the K-effective of a safe containing twenty cells of such 

material is less than the K-effective of a safe with twenty elements. So, the 

problem becomes to determine what is the cross-section and what is the  

     

    

       

      

   The cross-sections and number densities required for the 

cells containing the miscellaneous material differ from those that were previously 

used both in that the  of the miscellaneous items is small and in that 

these items, unlike fuel elements, are not an assembly of aluminum clad plates 

through which water is intended to flow. This means that the cross-sections must 

be revised to eliminate the self-shielding effects associated with a large  
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loading and the number densities corrected to eliminate the homogenization. The 

cross-sections can be corrected by substituting the 2200 meter/second values from 

BNL-325. Specifically, absorption and fission cross-sections were increased from 

432 and 368 barns to 694 and 582 barns respectively.    

     

      

     

      

   

    

The next question in this analysis was whether or not to retain the existing 

computer model of the vault. It was retained since the miscellaneous items, like 

the fuel elements, were in solid form and because the existing model represented 

the most reactive state, relative to spacers and water gaps, for solid, inhomo

geneous components.  

         

         

    

        

    density is  

       

  

Interpolation indicates that a density corresponding to 63% of the initial loading 

gives a K-effective of 0.841. The above calculations were done using a 2D. X-Y 

geometry.      
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Note that this limit applies to the entire length of any miscellaneous item. An 

excess loading at one point may not be "averaged-out" by inclusion of less-than

the-maximum loadings at other points.  
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Section VII: Loose Fuel Plates 

No fuel plate calculations were performed as part of this study. Elements are 

not assembled from individual plates on site and no individual plates of the new 

  . It is anticipated that, were any 

individual plates to be used for the determination of flux profiles, a maximum of 

five plates would be required. However, no such measurements are planned or en

visioned as alternate procedures, using either tiny uranium foils or copper wires, 

are currently being used to accurately measure flux profiles.    

    

   

      

      

     

   are analyzed with 

revised cross-sections that reflect the increased self-shielding of this heavier 

loading, the criteria of thirty loose plates will be shown to provide criticality 

safety in terms of the double-batching requirement for the new plates as well.  

However, this can not be shown at present. Specifically, an extension of Rieck's 

analysis (Ref. 1) together with the current MIT-NRL cross-section set yields the 

following: 

(a) The 1970 study by Rieck of  that, as a result 

of the improved moderation that could be achieved with loose plates, the 

minimum number of elements to attain criticality dropped from  

    

  

    

(b)    

  are required for critical 

configuration.  

(c)     
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       account  
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Section Eight: Fuel Storage Pool 

The fuel storage pool, which is located in the basement of the Containment 

Building, currently contains two racks that are intended for the storage of spent 

fuel elements. (No elements are currently stored in these racks.) The pool is de

signed so that an additional two racks can be installed. Each rack is intended to 

hold twenty-five elements with the total capacity of the pool being one-hundred 

elements.  

      

   

      

     

sheets    

     

  liners are  
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    .  

The first calculation performed was that of a single rack containing twenty-five 

elements. The actual physical dimensions of the rack were used. A K-effective of 

0.601 was obtained. Next, a series of runs, similar to those performed on the fuel 

storage safe, were performed in order to determine the most reactive water gap. be

tween a fuel element and the Al-Cd-Al spacers that line each storage position. The 

table below shows the light water spacing between a fuel element and its adjacent 

liner versus the resulting value of K-effective. This data is also plotted in 

Figure 9.  

It is apparent from the graph. that the most reactive light-water spacing is 0.80 cm 

with an associated K-effective of less than 0.63.  

The physical cross-sectional area occupied by water in an actual position in 
2 

the spent fuel rack is 48 cm . This is based on a water gap of 1.4869 cm. Assuming, 

which is not the case, that the rack had been built for the most reactive water gap, 

0.80 cm, the cross-sectional area that would have been occupied by the light-water 

would have been 24 cm 2. Hence, the actual racks are overmoderated and no calculations 

are necessary for partially-filled racks.  
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  that      
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Section Nine: Incorporation of Results in the SAR and Technical Specifications 

       

  The present limits in 

the Safety Analysis Report and the Technical Specifications (copies attached) specify 

that up to three elements may be temporarily stored in a temporary storage locker and 

that no more than four elements may be outside the specified storage areas at any 

time except for receiving and shipping fuel in approved containers.  

    

     

         

      

  

The original and proposed revisedwording of the SAR and Technical Specifications 

are attached.  

The table on the next page summarizes the results of the preceding analysis. It 

is felt that these results are very conservative since no allowance was made for the 

increased self-shielding of the  and experimental measurements have 

confirmed that the self-shielding did increase substantially.
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Value of K-effective

Item or Location 

Fuel Storage Ring 

Reactor Core 

Fuel Element Locker 

Dry Storage Holes 

Storage Safe 

Fuel Storage Pool 

Transfer Cask 

Loose Plates 

Non-Fuel 

Outside Above

Method 

Calculation 

Calculation 

Double-Batch.  

Solid Angle 

Calculation 

Calculation 

Calculation 

Double-Batch 

See Report 

Double-Batch

Allowed 

0.90 

S/D Margin 

3 elements 

0.58 

0.90 

0.90 

0.90 

30 plates 

13gr/inch 

4 elements

Obtained 

0.465 

Adequate 

4 elements (1) 

0.400 

0.841 

0.730 

0.400 

28 plates (2) 

Item-Dependent 

4 elements

Documentation 

SR #0-80-12 

PM 1.16-01/27/80 

Section Nine 

Section Five 

Section Six 

Section Eight 

Section Five 

Section Seven 

Section Six 

Sections Four/Nine

(1) Technical Specification 3.10.2b allows three elements to be stored in the locker.  

This analysis showed that four elements could be stored there while meeting the 

double-batch criteria.  

(2)         
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Abstract 

A program to upgrade and to obtain approval for extending the operating life of the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology Research Reactor (MITR) is undergoing. In order 

to extend the life of the reactor, it is essential to predict the remaining life of various 

components of the plant. Each components and systems of the reactor plant play their 

particular role in the safety and/or reliability function of the plant. They are also subject to 

the age-related degradation for the service environments. The structure integrity of the core 

tank is essential for ensuring that the reactor core will remain stable during normal 

operation, anticipated transient, and emergency and faulted condition. The purpose of this 

report is to assess, based on currently available experimental information, the suitability of 

the reactor core tank for extended operation at higher power level
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I Introduction

A program to upgrade and to obtain approval for extending the operating life of the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology Research Reactor MITR) is undergoing. In order to 

extend the life of the reactor, it is essential to predict the remaining life of various 

components of the plant. Each components and systems of the reactor plant play their 

particular role in the safety and/or reliability function of the plant. They are also subject to 

the age-related degradation for the service environments. Aging of components and 

materials refers to the variation of their properties with time, the properties of interest being 

those related to the safety function of the component or material.  

The structure integrity of the core tank is essential for ensuring that the reactor core will 

remain stable during normal operation, anticipated transient, and emergency and faulted 

condition. The reactor core tank is subject to age-related degradation for the reactor coolant 

environments, pa from neutron irradiation. The purpose of this report is to 

assess, based on currently available experimental information, the suitability of the reactor 

core tank for extended operation at higher power level. Section II of the report provides 

general description of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Research Reactor.  
Section III will discuss the aging mechanisms of the core tank material  

 and Section IV will evaluate the suitability of the core tank for extended operation.  

Finally, the conclusions and recommendations will be presented in Section V.  

II Description of MITR--II 

The original Massachusetts Institute of Technology Reactor, MITR-I, was both heavy

water moderated and cooled with an open array of plate-type fuel elements. This original 

core attained criticality in July 1958 and operated at power levels of up to five megawatts 

until 1974. The present core,  

 

 The reactor is designed to operate at power 

levels of five megawatts. The operating temperature and pressure are 40 to 53 *C and 

r9 - atmospheric with hydrostatic pressure from twelve inches of H20, respectively. A vertical 

cross-section of the M1TR-II depicting both major components and experimental facilities is 

shown in Figure l and 2 [1].  
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The reactor core is centered within three concentric metal vessels each of which 

provides protection to the core against loss of coolant and can be considered as a 

containment barrier. The outermost tank, which is made of steel, serves as a liner between 

the biological shield and, moving radially inward, a two feet thick graphite annulus that 
functions as a reflector. Both the concrete shield and graphite reflector contain penetrations 

for various experimental facilities such as the beam ports, the fast blanket, the medical 

room shutters etc.  

The reflector tank, which is four feet in diameter, is used to maintain the heavy water at 
the level necessary for reactor operation. The D20 system includes a pump and heat 

exchanger to dissipate heat generated in the heavy water and a dump tank for rapid 
reduction of reactivity by lowering the D20 level. This capability serves as a backup 

emergency method for reactor shutdown. The heavy-water reflector is a closed system.  

This is important so as to avoid both the degradation of the heavy water and the release of 
tritium which is formed whenever a neutron is absorbed by deuterium oxide.  

 

 

  

The innermost of the three tanks is constructed of high purity  

vessel of varying diameter that is referred to as the core tank. It contains the light water that 

cools and moderates the reactor core. The bottom section of the tank has three diameter 

transitions. The bottom portion has an inside diameter of . It then widens to 

an inside diameter of  and finally to an 

inside diameter of . An elevated support ring, 

which supports the core support housing assembly and the core shroud, is welded to the 

bottom of the  section. Immediately below the top flange of the 

core tank is the eight-inch primary coolant inlet pipe that leads to the inlet plenum. The 

over-all height of the core tank bottom section from the dished bottom to the top flange, is 
 The tank's design pressure is  The top section of the core tank 

has an inside diameter of  and overall 

height of  Its diameter matches that of the top flange of the bottom section of 

the tank.  

Surrounding the tank, nineteen inches below the top lip, are six penetrations, sixty 

degrees apart, for the shim blade drive mechanism and one penetration for the regulation
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rod drive. The regulation rod is on the center-line of the thermal column. Penetrations also 

exist for the tank level probe and pressure taps.  

Energy released by the fission of  removed by forced convection. The light

water coolant that enters the tank from the inlet plenum is directed to the annulus formed by 

the flow shroud and the tank's inner wall. It then flows downward through this annulus, 

under the support ring, and through another annulus formed by the core tank and housing 

until reaching the bottom of the fuel assemblies. It is then directed upward through the fuel 

elements and into the large outlet plenum above the core. The energy removed from the 

core is transferred through three heat exchangers to the secondary coolant system 

whereupon it is dumped to the atmosphere via two cooling towers. The use of a secondary 

coolant system is important as it allows the reactor's heat to be dissipated while maintaining 

the slightly radioactive primary coolant in a closed loop.  

Two anti-syphon valves are positioned at the upper junction of the flow shroud and the 

core tank. These, together with four natural convection valves that are located on the 

support ring are held closed by primary pump pressure and will open automatically if flow 

is lost. The former are intended to prevent siphoning of water out of the core tank should a 

primary inlet pipe rupture. The function of the latter is to promote natural circulation 

cooling if both the normal and emergency electric power supplies should be lost.  

III Alloy Aging Mechanisms 

 is an age-hardenable alloy. Figure 3 shows the aging 

characteristics of the alloy [3]. The chemical composition limits of  alloy 

used in nuclear reactor applications is shown in Table 1 [2]. The typical physical, thermal, 

and mechanical properties are shown in Table 2 and 3 [3, 4]. The general requirement of 

tensile strength limits as specified in ASME CODE (1989 ) is shown in Table 4. From the 

survey of current technical papers, there are three main aging mechanisms in  

 alloy, that is, irradiation aging, corrosion and low cycle fatigue as discussed in the 

following.

8
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1. Irradiation aging

Irradiation effects on aluminum aloys are reatively iýght No drastic changes in 

mechanical properties and dimensional stability have been observed during tests in high 

flux research reactors. The threshold-integrated neutron fluences (both fast and thermal 

fluence) to cause aluminum alloy to loss of ductility was estimated to be in the order of 
1012 n/cm 2 [4].  

Aluminum has a transmutation cross section of 0.23 * 10-24 cm 2 for neutrons of .025 

eV energy to produce silicon from the reaction 2 7 Al(n, Y)2 8 A1, followed by the 1P decay to 
2 8 Si [5, 6]. Irradiation with thermal neutrons triggers a novel phase instability in 

aluminum-based alloys. As such, a reactor with a relatively high thermal flux may readily 

produce 1% or more silicon by transmutation of aluminum atoms. Silicon is relatively 

insoluble in aluminum-based alloys, and in this case precipitated out as a fine dispersion of 
/3' (Mg 2 Si) particles as seen in Figure 4 [5]. The precipitates are believed to reduce void 

nucleation and growth by acting as sites for enhanced recombination of vacancies and 

interstitials and by retarding the climb of dislocations, which in turn reduces the rate at 

which dislocations absorb interstitials [5].  

Farrell et al. [6], have studied the effects of irradiation of  in the 

High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR). They observed that the microstructure of the material 
from the unirradiated end of the hydraulic tube consisted of a very finely dispersed, acicular 
precipitate of Mg2Si and the usual population of inclusions found in commercial alloys.  

There were also some isolated dislocations that were probably introduced after heat 

treatment during bending or straightening of the tube. Irradiation caused two obvious 

changes. One, it induced considerable precipitation of transmutation-produced silicon, 

especially heavy at grain boundaries. Elemental silicon is less dense than aluminum, 2.33 

g /cm 3 versus 2.7 g /cm 3 , and the introduction of precipitate of silicon causes the  

 to swell. The second change in the microstructure, observed only in material 
irradiated to fast fluences greater than 6 * 1022 n/cm 2 , was the introduction of cavities.  

These cavities were heterogeneously distributed and not associated with the silicon 

particles, and they seemed to be absent from grain boundaries except at some inclusions 

that lay on the boundaries. There was no direct evidence that helium and hydrogen from 
(n, a) and (np) reactions were involved in fracture and ductility loss. The irradiation 

effects on tensile properties change are shown in Figure 5. Their results also show that, at 
a fast to thermal flux ratio of 0.6, a gradual increase in tensile strength and loss in ductility

9



begins at a fast (E > 0.1 MeV) fluence of 1021 n/cm 2 , but that the ductility loss appears to 

saturate above a fast fluence of 1022 n/cm 2 , as shown in Figure 6.  

More recently, Weeks et al. [7, 8], studied the irradiation effects on  

of control rod drive follower (CRDF) tubes in the High Flux Beam Reactor (HFBR) which 

is operated at a temperature of approximately 333 *k. Table 5 shows the summary data on 

HFBR irradiation of  Their results show that: 

(1) The original Mg2Si precipitates were replaced with a high concentration of 8 nm 

diameter, amorphous particles rich in silicon. The changes in mechanical properties are 

attributed to the development of the silicon-rich precipitates.  

(2) 6061-T6 is a fully age-hardened alloy, it contains a massive network of internal sub

critical nuclei of magnesium silicide (Mg2Si) so that little additional strengthening and loss 

in ductility were anticipated to be caused by fast neutrons. A high fast fluence may have 

the beneficial effect of randomizing the locations of the silicon atoms and therefore reducing 

their effects on mechanical properties of the alloy.  

(3) Increase in tensile strength and decrease in ductility primarily from the thermal fluence.  

The higher the fast to thermal fluence ratio at the same thermal fluence, the less 

increase in tensile strength and the less decrease in ductility, as shown in Figure 7. Since, 

at high thermal to the fast fluence ratio will induce a high concentration of insoluble silicon 

per unit atomic displacement and, hence, a high degree of supersaturation and profuse 

nucleation of silicon-rich precipitates.  

(4) The effects appear to be saturating at above approximately 1.8E23 n/cm2 thermal 

fluence. The ductility appears to reach a minimum value of approximately 9%.  

John Weeks et al. also proposed the equations that fit the experimental data for CRDF 

tubes tensile strength and elongation changes [8], as presented in the following.  

T.S. = 50 + 24.5 * (Oth *10-23).5 in ksi, or 

= 345 + 170* (0 th *10-23).5 MPa, 

% E = 10.7 - 0.69*(Oth * 10-23) Sth 

: Thermal Fluence in n/cm2
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2. Corrosion

Aluminum alloys have excellent corrosion resistance to air and water coolant (pure 

water and its vapor). The oxidation corrosion resistance of aluminum alloys lies in the fact 
that aluminum and oxygen have a high chemical affinity to form such oxides as A1203.  

The protective oxide film is tightly adherent on the metal surface that prevents or minimizes 

further attacks by free oxygen existing in most aqueous media.  

Aluminum corrodes uniformly in the coolant water of thermal research reactors up to 
about 220 TC [4]. At higher temperatures, hydrogen atoms produced by the radiation 

decomposition and corrosion reaction 

H20 H + OH 
2Al + 30H -- A1203 + 3H 

H + 3H - 2H2 

diffuse into the metal and combine as molecular hydrogen. This can accelerate the 
corrosion rate during the development of corrosion products and gas blisters spread on the 
metal surface. Figure 8 [4] shows the typical corrosion curves of aluminum plate 

specimens exposed in water at various temperatures under atmospheric pressure.  

The corrosion rate of aluminum as a function of pH has been relatively sparsely 

studied. The rate was found to depend logarithmically on the pH [26], different 

dependencies being noted on either side of the pH at which the corrosion is a minimum 
(close to 6). This value of pH is also close to that of the minimum solubility of various 
hydrated aluminas which may form as corrosive product films. Ambat et al. [27], studied 

the influence of pH on the corrosion of several aluminum alloys (not include Al-6061 
alloy). Their results show that the corrosion rate is negligible for pH value between 5 to 8.  

3. Low cycle fatigue 

Y. S. Chung et al. [10], performed axial strain-controlled tests on five aluminum alloys 

(1200, 5083, 6061, 6351, and 7005) to provide information on their cyclic behavior. The 
experimental results are shown in Figure 9 and 10. They also conclude that the precipitation 

alloys, 7005, 6351, and 6061, show cyclic hardening followed by cyclic softening and the 

cyclic hardening generally increases with the strain amplitude and with the ratio of ultimate 

tensile stress to yield stress.
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IV Evaluation of MITR--II Core Tank Suitability for Extended Operation 

1. Irradiation aging consideration 

As discussed in the section III, the primary concern of irradiation damage on MITR--II 

core tank is the degradation of structure integrity due to tensile properties change. There is 

no specific M1TR-ll  experimental data available 

to examine the mechanical properties change under irradiation. The formulas, proposed by 

Weeks et al., will be used to evaluate the suitability for extended operation of the core tank.  

The flux used in this calculation was obtained from 4-8-92 CITATION run [11]. Table 6 

shows the corresponding flux information. The mesh point shown in the table refers to the 

core model in the John Bernard's thesis [12]. Figure 11, 12 and Table 7, 8, and 9 show 

the location and composition of each mesh points.  

Since energy cutoff of the neutron flux in CITATION is not the same as those to be 

used in the formulas, the flux data from CITATION should be revised. The assumptions 

and formulas used in flux and fluence calculation are listed in the followings.  

(1) MITR--Il: 

-- Accumulated fission energy as of 9-20-92: 291,120.25 MWH [11].  

-- Reactor operated at 4.9 MW, 200 days per year, during 9-20-92 to 5-7-96.  

(2) MITR--If: 

-- Reactor operated at 10 MW, 300 days per year, 20 years operation.  

(3) Flux level for M1TR--Ill: 

-- Two times that of MLTR--II.  

(4) Empirical formulas to evaluate fast flux (E > 0.1 Mev) and corrected thermal flux 

(2200 m/see) from CITATION [ 14]: 

0.'M ev (E)dE = 2.25 * 1ev 4(E)dE 

£~Kev c1(E)dE =3.04 * f1M ev V D(E)dE 

Ot = E 293-6)' * 
2 313
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-- F: group 3 flux from CITATION 

-- assuming 40 °C @ core tank 
-- th: 2200 m/sec thermal flux 

The elongation and tensile strength at the end of each year are summarized in Table 10.  

Figure 13, 14 show the trend of cumulative thermal and fast fluence, while Figure 15, 16 

show the trend of the elongation and the tensile strength. The figures and the table also 

show the trend of the fluence and properties change at the maximum flux point of the core.  

This is proposed to be a reference case for more conservative estimation purpose. The 

_t. nceratioofMTR--I t coretanlk iwhich is 

well below the value of HFBR (Figure 7). The results should be conservative, assuming 

all others to be the same. The corresponding elongation and tensile strength at core tank 

after additional 20 years operation of MITR--IlI are 9.995 % E and 74.76 ksi, respectively.  

If the maximum flux of the core is used instead of flux at core tank, the elongation and 

tensile strength are 9.909 % E and 76.23 ksi, respectively. Although, the elongation is 

slightly smaller than specified 10 % E in ASME CODE (1989)* at the end of 20 years 

operation of MITR--mI, operated at 10 MW, it is still well above 5 % E as recommended 

by John Weeks [15]. The 10 % limit in elongation in ASME CODE may be interpreted as 

an unirradiated limit but, this should be clarified.  
* MITR Code compliance: ASME section II, 1968 (But, not available to the author up to the report time).  

2. Corrosion consideration 

The Al-Mg-Si (6000 series) alloys have excellent corrosion resistance in all natural 

atmospheric environment. As shown in Figure 8, at relatively low temperature, 200 'C to 

250 °C, the corrosion rate is small and constant with exposure time. The operating 

temperature of M1TR--II is 40 *C to 53 *C which is well below 200 *C. The pH value of 

the coolant system is in the range of 5.5 to 6.5 [1], which is around the value (6) for 
minimum corrosion rate as discussed in Section Im. Therefore, the corrosion effect on the 

core tank material is negligible. Suppose the operating pressure, temperature and water 

chemistry of M1TR--llI are the same as that of M1TR--Il, there will be no corrosion 

damage on the core tank at the end of additional 20 years operation. However, this 

assessment is based on typical corrosion resistance characteristics of aluminum alloys, due 

to lack of specific experimental data for Al-6061 alloy. The field inspection of the core tank 

to determine the actual corrosion rate is strongly recommended. Besides, the environment 

of the reflector tank is quite different from that of the core tank, the corrosion rate at the
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reflector tank should be examined separately. (Note: No corrosion evidence of the reflector 

tank was found, based on visual inspection conducted by MITR staff in 1989 [30].) 

3. Fatigue consideration 

For simplicity, the following formulas [23] are used to evaluate the stress level of the 

core tank.  

P*R R 
a (Pressure stress) = - , (- = 40, thin wall formula applicable) 

t t 

E*ax AT 
at, (Thermal stress) = 1-v 2 

1-v 2 

P: Pressure = 0.1 MPa 
R: Core tank radius = 10 inches, at core region 

t: Core tank thickness = 0.25 inches 
a: Linear thermal expension coefficient = 23.4*10 6/oC 

v : Poisson' s ratio = 0. 28 
E: Modulus of elasticity = 6.693*104 MPa 

AT: 50 'C (for conservative evaluation) 

The total stress level of the core tank is approximately 60 MPa (neglect discontinuity 

stress, bending stress and other local factor, if any). As shown in Figure 10, the 

endurance limit [24] (i.e., the stress level which the material can withstand for an indefinite 

number of cycles without failure) of aluminum 6061 alloy is approximately 200 MPa.  

There is, at least, a factor of 3 for the core tank stress level to reach the endurance limit.  

V Conclusions and Recommendations 

1. Irradiation effects on aluminum alloys are relatively light. No drastic changes in 

mechanical properties and dimensional stability have been observed during tests in 

high flux research reactors.  

2. Increase in tensile strength and decrease in ductility are primarily from the thermal 

fluence; that is , transmutation of aluminum to silicon. The higher the fast to thermal 

fluence ratio at the same thermal fluence, the less increase in tensile strength and the
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a I ,

less decrease in ductility.  

3. The elongation at core tank after 20 years operation of MlTR--llI is slightly smaller than 

specified 10 % E in ASME CODE, but, it is still well above 5 % E as recommended by 
John Weeks. The 10 % limit in elongation in ASME CODE may be interpreted as an 
unirradiated limit but, this should be clarified.  

4. The mechanical property tests of the core tank material, removed from MITR--Il at the 

end of licensed operation lifetime, are recommended, if possible, to demonstrate the 

integrity of the core tank can be maintained during the lifetime of MITR--mI.  

5. Since CITATION code may not properly predict flux peak at the core interface regions, 

it is desirable that more precise flux map be provided so as to reduce the uncertainty in 

the core tank lifetime prediction.  

6. The corrosion effect on the core tank structure integrity will be negligible, assuming the 
same water chemistry for M1TR--III. However, the assessment is based on typical 
corrosion resistance characteristics of aluminum alloys, due to lack of specific 

experimental data for  The field inspection of the core tank to determine 

the actual corrosion rate is strongly recommended.  

7. There will be negligible cyclic fatigue effect on the core tank, assuming the same 

operating pressure and temperature for M1TR--Il.
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Figure 4 Dark field micrograph of precipitate reflections showing MgeSi precipitation at grain boundary and in griins [5]
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Table 1 ALUMINUM ALLOY CHEMICAL COMPOSITION LIMIT (ASME CODE)

Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Cr Zn Ti OTHER Al

.4-.8 .7 .15-.4 .15 .8-1.2 .04-.35 .25 .15 .15 remainder

Table 2 Typical uiechknical properties of wrought heat-treatable 

aluiiinuni-niagiiesiuti-silicon alloyst [3] 

Tensile Tensile yield Elon- Ilard- Shear Fatigue 

strength, strength,$ gation. ness, strength, limit 

Alloy Temper psi psi % in 2 in Bhn§ psi psi ¶ 

6053 0 16.000 8.000 35 26 11.000 8.000 

T6 37,000 32.000 13 80 23,000 13,000 

6061 0 18.000 8,000 25 30 12,000 9,000 

T4, T451 35.000 21,000 22 65 24,000 13.000 

T6, T651 45,000 40,000 12 95 30,000 14,000 

T81 55,000 52.000 15 32,000 

T91 59.0,X0 57.000) 12 33,000 14,000 

T913 67,000 66.000 10 35,000 

6066 0 22.000 12,000 18 43 14.000 
T4, T451 52.000 30.000 18 90 29.000 

T6. T651 57.(X00 52.000 12 120 34,000 16,000 

6070 0 21.000 10,000 20 35 14.000 9,000 

T6 57.000 52,000 12 120 34.000 14,000 

6101 T6 32,000 28,000 15 71 20,000 ...  

6151 T6 48,000 43.000 17 100 32.000 12,000 

6201 T81 48,000 -.- 6 ..... 15,000 

6262 T9 58.000 55,000 10 120 35,000 13,000 

6351 T4, T451 42,000 27.000 20 60 22,000 13,000 

T6, T651 49,000 43.(X00 13 95 29.000 13,000 

6951 0 16,000 6,.000 30 28 11,000 
T6 39,000 33,000 13 82 26,000 

t After Ref. I.  SYield strength. 0.2 percent offset.  
§ 500-kg load, 100-mm ball.  

¶ Based on 500 million cycles using an R. R. Moore type of rotating-beam machine.
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Table 3 Physical, Thermal, and Mechanical Properties of Aluminum and Its 
Alloys [41 

AIAND AI ALLOY' 1100 6061 SAP PROPERTY Al (alloy) (alloy) (alloy) 
Density 20"C (g/cmi) 2.699 2.71 2.70 2.7-2.8 Crystal lattice structure FCC FCC 

Lattice parameter, 20'C (A) 4.049 4.050 
Melting point ('C) 660 645-655 620-650 >660 Boiling point ('C) 2060 
Specific heat, C, 25-100"C (cal/g-'C) 0.226 0.230 0.230 
Thermal conductivity 

25-100*C (cal/cm-sec-'C) 0.5035 0.52-0.53 052-0.53 0.40 
Linear thermal expansion 

20-100"C (10- 6
/'C) 23.8 23.5 23.4 20 

Ultimate strength 
annealed Al only (kg/cm2

) 485 900-1680 900-2450 3500 cold-rolled (75%) Al (kg/cm 2
) 1120 (41 -H 18) (o-T6) 

Yield strength (0.2 offset 
cold-rolled Al (kg/cm2

) 1050 1500(-H 18) 2 100(-T6) 2500 Elongation annealed Al sheet only (9;) 48.5 35 (-0) 25 (-0) 10 (rod) cold-worked Al sheet (9) 5.5 5 (-H 18) 12 (-T6) Modulus or elasticity 700 700 710 710 
20"C 103 (kg/cm.) 

Poisson's ratio 0.30 0.30 0.28 0.28 
Hardness 
Brinell number cold-worked Al only 27 23-44 25-73 

"1100 Al alloy is commercially pure. 6061 Al alloy (0 7 %k/o Mg. 0.4 %/o SiO. SAP (7-14 w/o AIO,).  

"Table 4 Tensile property limits [2] 

Seamless Tube 

Elongation in 2 in. or 4 x 
Tensile Strength, ksi Yield Strength0  

DiameterF min, % 
Specified Wall (0.2% Offset) Full-Section Cut-out Temper Thickness,' in. min max min, ksi Specimen Specimen 

Alloy 6061 
T4 0.025-0.049 30.0 ... 16.0 16 14 0.050-0.259 30.0 ... 16.0 18 16 0.260-0.500 30.0 ... 16.0 20 18 
T6 0.025-0.049 42.0 ... 35.0 10 8 0.050-0.259 42.0 ... 35.0 12 10 0.260-0.500 42.0 ... 35.0 14 12 

Plate 
Tensile Strength, ksi Yield Strength (0.2% offset), ksi Elongation in 

2 in. or 4 x Temper Specified Thickness, in. min max min max Diameter min, % 

Alloy 6061 
T4 0.051-0.249 30.0 • . . 16.0 • . . 16 T451c 0.250-1.000 30.0 . . . 16.0 . . . 18 

1.001-3.000 30.0 . . . 16.0 . . . 16 

T6 0.051-0.249 42.0 . . . 35.0 . . . 10 

T651C 0.250-0.499 42.0 . • • 35.0 . . . 10 0.500-i.000 42.0 . . . 3-.0 . . .  
1.001-2.000 42.0 . . . 35.0 8 . • 8 2.001-4.000 42.0 . . . 35.0 . . . 6 4.001-6.000 40.0 . . . 35.0 . . 6
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Table 5 Summary of data on HlFBR irradiation of  [7].  

Fluence. nicln" 
IcnilC Percent Number of 

Source E > 0.1 Nle'V I herinal trenctlh. ki :Ionhation. total Specimens 

Alcoa 
Handbook 0 0 45 17 

Chow & 
Jones 0 0 48.4 :21.0 17.5 :t 2.5 2 

ORNL 0 0 5O8 : 06 11.0 t 1 3 
Czajkowski 0 0 47 8 : 1 10.3 " 0.5 4 
Surveillance 5 x 101' 2.7 x IIF" 48.2 - 1.8 15 -t 1.0 2 
Surveillance 2 x 10-" 1.17 x 10' 50.4 (0.4 17.1) 2 
Surveillance 1.2 x IW1P 6.4 x 1I0 61.0- 3.0 12 2 
CRDF A-6 7.9 x lBI: 1.7 x ID' 82.7 _t 2.3 8.2 = 1.6 4 
CRDF A-7 2.2 x 10F 4.9 x 10:, 62.3 " 1.8 20.7 "" 0.7 7.  

CRDF A-8 1.5 x 10 3.2 x 10"' 86-5 t 8 8.6 " 2 6 
(A-8. ignoring lowest sample) (SS.3 -- 2.8) (9.(0 ± 0.3) (5) 
V-15,13"b 1.9 x 10:l 1.5 x 10' 71.6 t 1.2 10.2 ± 0.7 2 
V-15,17"h 9.3 x l0- 1.2 x 10-` 62.0 ± 0.4 11.6 ± 1.4 2 
V-15.23"" 1.6 x 10-' 9.2 x I0:* 50.8 = 2 12.9 ± 1.1 2 
V-15,28"' 1.9 X 102' 1.0) x I W 55.2 ± 0.8 15.7 - 1.9 2 

" Chow and Jones also include data from four specimens hron the upper end of the tube, which 
contained little induced activity, indicating a much loer thernial Ilucnce. 'I hese data were omitted 
from this evaluation.  

b Inches from top of vertical thimble flow shroud.  
The same specimen gave low values of both tensile strength and percent elongation.

Table 6 Neutron flux from CITATION (4-8-92).

* Energy cutoff (ev) upper energy mean energy 
Group 1 1E07 5.472E04 
Group 2 3E03 3.464E01 
Group 3 4E-1 IE-2 

* FLUX @ core tank: Maximum flux at core tank 

* FLUX max: Maximum flux of the core

* Location of the flux (mesh point): R: Radial; 0: 
- Core tank : 

- Core max.:

Azimuthal; Z: Axial 
Group 1: R15; 026; Z1l 
Group 2: R15; 026; Z1l 
Group 3: R15; 024; Z12 
Group 1: R6; E)27; Z1l 
Group 2: R2; 02; ZIl 
Group 3: R17; 026; Zl1
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Table 7 N[ITR-I[ AXIAL, 1,[VSi[: STANlARD HODI)I.

Mesh Interval (cm) 

30.48 

10.16 

2.54 

2.54 

5.08 

5.08 

5.08 

5.08 

5.08 

5.08 

5.08 

5.08 

5.08 

5.08 

2.54 

2.54 

1.30 

0.60 

1.90 

3.20 

0.60 

8.225 

46.645

Location 

Upper Water Plenum 

Grid Plate 

FueI/Boron-Stainless Inserts 

Fuel/Boron-Stainless Inserts 

Fuel/Boron-Stainless Inserts 

Fuel 

Ftle 1 

Fuel 

Fuel 

Futei 

Fuel 

Fuel 

Fuel 

Fuel 

Lower Grid 

Core Structure/1'rimary Coo].ant 

Core, Tank 

Ilcavy ,'tIe r/A uminumn 

Liight 1!aLer/lfeavy Water 

Heavy 1!aiter/R.'eetLrant Beam Ports 

len'y W arer Veo lector



Table 8 HITR-II RADIAT. MES11: STANDARD MODEl,

Mesh Interval (cm) 

3.552 

0.896 

1.893 

0.634 

1.000 

5.200 

1.000 

1.000 

3.282 

1.000 

0.9525 

1.080 

0.635 

0.9525 

0.681 

1.721 

15.435 

15.435 

68.030

Location 

Inner A-Ring 

Iliddle A-Ring 

Outer A-Ring 

Hexagonal Spider 

Inner B-Ring 

I.tiddle B-Ring 

Outer B-Ring 

Inner C-Ring 

Middle C-Ring 

OuLer C-Ring 

Core Housing 

Regulating Rod 

Control Blades 

Core Structure/Primary Coolant 

Core Tank 

Heavy Water Reflector 

Heavy Water Reflector 

Hleavy Water Reflector 

Reflector Tank/Graphite 
Re flector

I
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Table 9 HTTR-IT AZIT tIJT[Ii. ,• ". : 11 VUL.P.. ; '

Mesh Interval (radians) 

0.104790 

0.397921 

0.265281 

0.132640 

0.146566 

0.104790 

0.146566 

0.132640 

0.265281 

0.397921

1ocat ion

AI, 

A 1 

A I 

Al 

A2, 

A2, 

A2, 

A2, 

A2,

[zad jial 

B1, Cl 

B 1, C2 

B2, C2 

B2, C3 

B 2, C3 

82, C 3 

L2, C!, 

; 3, C!; 

1,3, C5

Spider, Regulating Rod

Repeat the above sequence for Lhi remaia in" n tlo tri ads of tLhe 

I-ITTR-1I core.



Table 10 Summary of data.

Year Of1 

@ core tank 
1992! 9.2871E+21 
1993. 1.0023E+22 
1994' 1.0758E+22

1.14932+22 
1.18E+22 

1.4051 E+22 
1.6303E+22 
1.8554E+22 
2.0806E+22 
2.3057E+22 
2.5308E+22 

2.756E+22 
2.9811 E+22 
3.2063E+22 
3.4314E+22 
3.6565E+22 
3.8817E+22 
4.1068E+22 

4.332E+22 
4.5571 E+22 

4.7822E+22 
5.0074E+22 
5.2325E+22 
5.4577E+22 
5.6828E+22

core max.
2.4634E+22 
2.6585E+22 
r, oro,'•i
2 .856 2

3.0487E+22 
3.13E+22 

3.7272E+22 
4.3244E+22 
4.9216E+22 
5.5188E+22 

6.116E+22

1995j 
1996 
1997.  
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 

2003 
2004 

12005 

2006 
2007 
2008 
2009 
2010 
2011 
2012 
2013 
2014 

i2015 
2016

@ core tank
1.6688E+22 

1 R0I1-i-PP

*1 01"..L =09

core max. I @ core tank

1.8739E+221
2_0223E+22

9 17N7F.+99

10.5848523 
10.5757335

1 0.5666148

1.033623120895364016/

3.7437E+22! 10.4699527 10.4416832 64.1465356
10.4699527________ 

'

10.4420381

4 6523E+22; 10.4141235
5.1065E+221 10.3862089

10.4 103383

10.3789934

10.3476485

64 .98025 85
657395 .7.116E22

, . t '
6 680RF+221 10.3582943

6 0151E+22i 10.3303797
AgQAFa•.92 10 304651

10.3163036

%E 
core max.

10.5707023
10.560463

10 .55 02 236

10.2849587

T.S. ksi 

@core tank

60.0085045
60.39725 1

60.7719774

,~U .

T. S. ksi 
core max.

60.605642
61.0175824

.  , , 1 .801 E+22 0223E+22
____ ____ .1 ____ __, ~-",.I ~ f.7r~A ~ A OA 0 -')fl~l ~ 75&.Q 

1 .. Q U.) I.IsJtJ

2.0653 
9 1903

2.9295E+22 
3.334E+22 

,' TQ) CO

A 1Aq Ir. 1 .:499

A i477F~99
A 0•O.L99

5.35
1A Er')

1

E+22~ 239 E+2 3983t11491 -
10.5357179

10.504373

61.2815532

62.3108536
2.3809E+221 10.5536965

9' j:q391:::.99] 105257819
3 9RQ4F+221 10.4978673 10.4730281

. .  , . , 21203E+22

. ' ' .  , 3

65.8740258

1 68E+22 0151 E221 10330379
10.2536 138 68.5964115

1 . + . .-.- ~ 1 .
6.1659E+22 
6.5705E+22 
6.9751 E+22 

7.3796E+22 
7.7842E+22 
8.1887E+22 
8.5933E+22 
8.9978E+22 
9.4024E+22 
9.807E+22 

1.0212E+23

9Q236E+22 10.2745505 10.2222689
6 - - - 4I
7 Q77Q�a/�9I 10 9A88'�Q j , .%J, : aL.� . L.�I I -. 10.190924 69 .8593523

**~ ** I~ . .1... ... -. JAA , ~~~~~ ~ (.tL 737E2I02639 119946.
7 •Iq99.99I 10 2187214 10.1595791 70.4616116

78 2 E 2 1 10 1 7 1 ______________
s 9R•F..22 10.1908068 10.1282342

71.04411

82865E--21 10 19 8 6 ' ______

0 7AA7�..s.99i IA 1�9RQ92 10_0968893f 71.6158484
8707 22 1i.6I T2 IU8 7 6 1 ,484 I I . . . . . . . .. . . 1 A

0 i0I�.�.99I 10 1349776 10.0655444' 72.1704437
, . '15 +2 10 1349776 12V1U4 (.t3O

9.6493E+ 221 
1.0104E+23 
1 A3 • L O'II •a.

1 (V107063 10.034195-
10.0791484

IA 01933 I-. ----

1.1012E+231 10.0233192 
1.1466E+23! 9.99540458

72.90b�'1 �

73.2399641 74.6265303
73.7566749 75.1740697
74.262384 75.7099509

74.7577655 76.2348884

Of: Fast Fluence (n / cm 2 ), 4 ,h : Thermal Fluence (n / cm2 ) 

% E: % Elongation, T.S. Tensile Strength in ksi

@ core tank: Max. Fluence at Core Tank 

core max. : Max. Fluence of the Core

6.7132E+22 
7.3104E+22 
7.9075E+22 
8.5047E+22 
9.1019E+22 

9.6991 E+22 
1.0296E+23 
1.0894E+23 
1.1491E+23 
1.2088E+23 
1.2685E+23 
1.3282E+23 

1.388E+23 
1.4477E+23 
1.5074E+23

10.0028546
9.971509691
9.94016478
9.90881988

70.386060169.2382483
1.. . ... .2 1 1

71.682413

7 .302350271.046644
72.905515

73.4931992

72.7150041 74.0665369
%

In 13• lP.q3R
1 .V•,, "

8

l

i

' 
.  , . , 0 6523E+22; 10.4141235 10.3789934 i

10 107063 . ,

00512338 1 997150969 , -
i

1

61.0175824
61.414666

.798393m .,o~~ U .I U l? :41 _•1 1P 4-/Z

11=.99 61.9546446

63.0453563

63.2604975 64.0516587

64.9905605

66.710849465.7699658'
67.5077206

68.2698679

66.5.219701

67.2412056

69.0014701
4

67.9316158

69.7059295
4
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THE REACTOR ENGINEERING OF THE MITR-II 

CONSTRUCTION AND STARTUP 

by 

GEORGE CHARMAN ALLEN, JR.  

Submitted to the Department of Nuclear Engineering cn 
June 22, 1976 in partial fulfillment of the requirement 
for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.  

Abstract 

The heavy water moderated and cooled research reactor, 
MITR-I, has been replaced with a light water cooled, heavy 
water reflected reactor called the MITR-II. The MITR-II 
is designed to operate at 5 thermal megawatts. The MITR-I 
was shutdown in May, 1974, dismantling, construction, and.  
preoperational testing continued until the MITR-II went 
critical on August 14, 1975. Cadmium absorbers were fixed 
in the upper core of the first fuel loadings to shorten the 
active core height and provide reactivity control. Solid 
non-fueled elements were also loaded for additional re
activity control.  

r Swelling of the original cadmium fixed absorbers 
necessitated a second core configuration. The second 
core contained additional solid non-fueled elements and 
no fixed absorbers.  

The compact core of the MITR-II causes thermal neutron 
flux and power peaking to occur at the core outer boundaries 
and incore locations with excess moderator. The active core 
power density is in the jange of 100 to 150 watts/cm with 
peaks up to 300 watts/cm . The power, flow, and temperature 
distributions of the initial core loadings were determined 
analytically and experimentally in order to evaluate the 
safety limit factor and limiting operating conditions.  
Neutron flux, core temperature, coolant flow, and power 
distributions were measured by various experimental techniques.  

The thermal-hydraulic parameters of the initial fuel 
loadings are evaluated and shown to satisfy the acceptance 
criteria for operation of the MITR-II.  

Thesis Supervisor: David D. Lanning 
Title: Professor of Nuclear Engineering 

r,,
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'CHAPTER 5 

POWER DISTRIBUTIONS IN CORE I 

Power distributions in Core I of the MITR-II are dis

cussed in this chapter. Section 5.1 summarizes the pre

dictions used to evaluate the initial design 6f the MITR-II.  

Section 5.2 describes the design check predictions used to 

evaluate the final design of the MITR-II and used to com

pare with the experimental power distribution measurements.  

The experimental measurement of power distribution by gamma 

scanning of removable fuel plates in an MITR-II fuel element 

is discussed in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 describes neutron 

flux measurements in Core I by copper wire activation. The 

results of power and neutron flux measurements and calcu

lations of Core I are summarized in Section 5.5.  

5.1 Design Predictions 

Initial design studies of the MITR-II were performed 

by numerous members of the MITR staff and Nuclear Engineering 

Department students. The goal of the initial work was to 

determine a final design of the MITR-II and to prepare a 

Safety Analysis Report (Ref. 5.1-1) for the project. The 

completed Safety Analysis Report (SAR) is a summary of the 

design predictions and conclusions. Design predictions
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regarding power distribution are further summarized in this 

section.  

The base core for most original design studies consisted 

of a fully loaded core with one sample assembly in a center 

ring position. In most cases the sample assembly was mocked 

up by using a "lead fuel element".  

5.1.1 Power Density Distribution 

Reactor physics methods used to evaluate the MITR-II 

were developed by Addae (Ref. 5.1-2). A finite difference 

diffusion code, Exterminator-II, provided the basic power 

distributions used in evaluating core power densities.  

Homogeneous average power densities were obtained from 

Exterminator-II (Ref. 5.1-3) and these were converted 

into heterogeneous values using a method described in 

Section 3.3.4.3.3 of the MITR-II Safety Analysis Report.  

A similar method was used to evaluate the design check 

results from CITATION and is described in Section 5.2.3.1 

of this work. The major difference between the two methods 

is the additional normalization-factor required for 

Exterminator-II since its output is in fissions/cm3 and 

CITATION prints out power densities in watts/cm3.  

Figure 5.1-1 shows the predicted axial heat flux 

distribution along the hottest fuel plate at an edge of 

the core and at a central core position as predicted by 

Exterminator-II. Values of the axial and radial power 

peaking were determined using Exterminator-II calculations.
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The axial peaking factor, F , is the ratio of the maximum 134 

power density in a fuel plate to the average power density 
in that fuel plate. The radial peaking factor, Fr, is the 
ratio of the total power generated in a fuel plate to that 
generated in the average fuel plate in the core. Table 
5.1-1 gives a summary of F and Fr as evaluated using 
Exterminator-II at several shim bank heights (Ref. 5.1-1).  The product Fr x Fa is a measure of the power density 

at a point compared to the average power density in the 
core. For Table 5.1-1 which was used as an example in 
the SAR analysis, all maximum Fa x Fr values are at the 
bottom edge of the fuel. As seen from Table 5.1-1, the 
effect of lowering the shim bank is important. Lowering 
the shim bank raises the peak by shortening the core.  

Figure 5.1-2 shows the predicted power density dis
tribution for a vertical section of the core. Figures 
5.1-3 and 5.1-4 show power density distributions for a 
horizontal cross section at core mid-height for a hex
agonal model and a-iR-Z model,, respectively. These three 
figures were made by Addae (Ref. 5.1-2) for a smaller 
diameter core than the final design and the latter two 
were normalized such that the average power density equals 
1.0. Note that the R-Z model misses the power peak that 
occurs because of .the water hole at the corner of. thet core 

housing.
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5.1.2 Neutron Flux Distribution 

One goal of the reactor modification was to increase 

the neutron source intensity for neutron beam experiments.  

Figure 5.1-5 shows the thermal neutron flux surrounding 

the reactor core as calculated by Kadak (Ref. 5.1-4).  

The predicted thermal neutron flux at the outside edge of 

the heavy water tank for the MITR-II core is predicted to 

be about the same as that flux at the same region for the 

MITR-I core. The advantage of the redesign is derived from 

the greater flux that the re-entrant thimbles extending 

into the heavy water tank view.  

Figure 5.1-5 shows that the thermal flux at the beam 
1 3 

port tip is approximately 8.5 x 1013 neutrons/cm3 . This 

is an optimistic prediction because it neglects such fac

tors as beam port perturbation, but even including several 

factors that will lower the beam port flux, the flux en

hancement to neutron beam experiments is expected to be 

approximately a factor of three increase in thermal 

neutron flux over levels in the MITR-I.  

5.2 Design Check Predictions 

Computer calculations were made as a design check 

and to predict power and flux distributions in various core 

configurations of the MITR-II. The main tool used in 

design check predictions was the computer code CITATION

(Ref. 5.2-1).
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5.2.1 CITATION Code and Neutron Cross Section Set 

CITATION is designed to solve problems involving the 

finite difference representation of diffusion theory, 

treating up to. three space dimensions with arbitrary 

group-to-group scattering. X-Y-Z, e-R-Z, hexagonal-Z and 

triangonal-Z geometrics.may be treated. Depletion problems 

may be solved and fuel mangaged for multi-cycle analysis.  

The code is designed to effectively use computers in the 

IBM-360 series.  

The cross sections used in CITATION were developed by 

Kadak (Ref. 5.1-4) following the procedures set forth by.  

Addae (Ref. 5.1-1). The cross sections were updated by 

Emr4ch (Ref. 5.2-2). The basic cross section data used is 

that of Hansen and Roach (Ref. 5.2-3).  

-For the energy range above 1 ev. the diffusion length 

of neutrons was considered long enough so that the flux 

distribution would not be sensitive to the fine structure 

of the material distribution in the core. The first 13 

higher energy group cross sections from Hansen and Roach 

were used for energies above 1 ev..  

In the energy range below 1 ev., the diffusion length 

of neutrons is of the same order at the thickness of the 

fael plates and hence, self-shielding would be important.  

To obtain good cross sections for the fuel below 1 ev., it 

was necessary to account for heterogeneous effects of an 

individual fuel cell. The procedure that was developed
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was to find equivalent homogeneous cross sections in two 

steps. The first step involved the homogenization of an 

individual fuel plate, while the second step used the data 

obtained from the first step to complete the homogenization 

of the rest of the fuel element. The integral transport 

theory code THERMOS (Ref. 5.2-4) was used to perform these 

calculations and to perform whole core radial and axial 

calculations to obtain core wide thermal cross sections 

for the fuel. The results of the whole core calculations 

yielded two sets of thermal cross sections whose energy 

structure corresponded to the two lowest energy groups 

contained in a modified 15 group cross section set (2 

thermal groups plus 13 epithermal and fast groups). The 

15 group space dependent cross sections were then collapsed 

to three using the EXTERMINATOR-Il diffusion theory code 

(Ref. 5.1-3). Cross sections for the three energy groups 

shown in Table 5.2-1 were used in the present work.  

The beam port and sample assembly void cross sections 

were calculated by Lukic (Ref. 5.2-5) for the two dimen

sional model and Emrich for the three-dimensional model.  

The void effective cross sections were obtained from a 

diffusion theory model derived by.Kennedy (Ref. 5.2-6).  

Kennedy's model replaces the voids across which neutrons 

stream without making any collisions by a fictitious pure 

scattering material.  

For control blades, cross sections were obtained by 

representing the cadmiua absorbers by fictitious diffusion
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regions having the same net absorption effect as the actual 

cadmium absorbers. The control blade cross sections in the 

present work were calculated by Emrich (Ref. 5.2-2).  

Up to 80 nuclides were used to represent homogenized 

elements in various locations. The nuclides were combined 

to form various compositions at each location. Table 5.2-2 

lists the composition numbers, nuclide numbers, and nuclide 

names used in the three-dimensional computer model.  

TABLE 5.2-1 

MITR-II Three Group Energy Structure 

Fast 3 key. - • key.  

Epithermal .4 ev. - 3 kev.  

Thermal 0.00025 ev. - .4 ev.  

5.2.2 Two-Dimensional Calculation 

A two-dimensional R-Z mock-up of the reactor core was 

used for initial flux calculations and reactivity measure

ments in the present work. Areas investigated using the two

dimensional model were beam port length optimization, D20 

blister tank flux and reactivity effects, and the effect of 

changing core housing aluminum alloys.. Figure 5.2-1 shows 

the R-Z core model analyzed by CITATION. Figure 5.2-2 shows 

Cte group 3, thermal flux, predicted by CITATION for the base 

case fully loaded core.  

The beam port length optimization resulted in the beam 

ports extending within 4 inches of the centerline of the 

reactor. The calculations indicated that the closer to the



Composition 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5

6

7

8 

9

10 

11 

12

Nuclide 
Number 

1 
2 
4 
3 

32 
33 

5 
6 
8 
7 

9 
10 
11 
12 

15 
16 
13 
14

17 
18 
20 
19 

21 
22 
47 

34 

35 
36 

37 

54

Nuclide 
Number 

 
 

Al 
HO0 
.2 
Al 
H20 

 
 

Al 
H2 0 

 
 

Al 
H2 0 

U-235 
U-238 
Al 
H2 0 

U-235 
U-238 
Al 
1120 

DO0 

H2 0 

Pb 

Al 
Cd 

Al 

Al

55 D2 0

Volume 
Percent 

 
 

52.82% 
46.20% 

50.00% 
50.00% 

 
 

52.82% 
46.20% 

 
 

52.82% 
46.20% 

.91% 
.07% 

52.82% 
46.20% 

.91% 
.07% 

52.82% 
46.20% 

98.60% 
.30% 
.50% 

100.00% 

85.00% 
15.00% 

100.00% 

100.00% 

100.00%
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TABLE 5.2-2 

MATERIAL COMPOSITIONS OF THE VARIOUS REGIONS IN THE 
REACTOR USED IN CITATION CALCULATIONS
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TABLE 5.2-2 (Continued)

Composition 

13 

14 

15

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22

23

24 

25

Nuclide 
Number 

24 
25 
26 
27 

28 
29 
30 
31 

39 
40

41 

42 
43 

44 

45 
46 

47 

48 

28 
29 
30 
31 

15 
16 
13 
14 

51 
52 

21 
22 
56

Nuclide 
Name 

 
 

Al 
H20 

 
 

Al 

HO0 Aio

C 

Do0 

HO0 

H 20 

H2 0 

 
 

Al 
H 0 
Vgid 

 
 

Al 
HO0 Vgid 

H 0 

DVo 

Void

Volume 
Percent 

 
 

52.82% 
46.20% 

 
 

52.82% 
46.20% 

50.00% 
50.00% 

100.00% 

50.00% 
50.00% 

100.00% 

94.5 z 
5.5 % 

100.00% 

100.00% 

 
 

52.82% 
9.24% 

36.96% 

 
 

52.82% 
9.24% 

36.96% 

90.00% 
10.00% 

40.00% 
9.00% 

51.00%
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TABLE 5.2-2 (Continued)

Composition
Nuclide 
Number

26

5 
6 8

9 
10.1 
11

15 
16 
13

21 
22 
56 

22 
56 

21 
22 
56 

21 
22 
56 

21 
22 
56 

21 
22 
56 

21 
22 
56

Nuclide 
Name 

DO0 

Void 

Al 
Void 

DO0 
Void 

Void 
DO0 

Void 

Void DO0 

Void DO0 

Void 

 
 

Void 

U-235 

Void 

Void

Volume 
Percent 

63.00% 
5.00% 

32.00% 

14.80% 
82.20% 

46.00% 
8.00% 

46.00% 

30.00% 
10.00% 
60.00% 

52.00% 
7.00% 

41.00% 

60.C0% 
6.00% 

41.00% 

78.00% 
3.00% 19.00% 

 
.  

52.82% 
46.20% 

.  

.  
52.82% 
46.20% 

.  

.  
52.82% 
46.20%

27 

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35
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TABLE 5.2-2 (Continued)

Composition
Nuclide 
Number

24 
25 
26 

28 
29 
30 

17 
18 
20

1 
2 
4

47 
54

37 

38 

39 

40 

41

36

Nuclide 
Name 

 
 

Al 
Void 

 
 

Al 
Void 

 
 

Al 
Void

 
 

Al 
Void

H 0

57 Void

Volume 
Percent 

.  

.  
52.82% 
46.20% 

.  

.0  
52.82% 
46.20% 

 
 

52.82% 
46.20% 

.  
 

52.82% 
46.20% 

42.0w% 

58.00% 

100.00%
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centerline of the core that the beam ports extended K 
the higher the flux they viewed. If the beam ports extended 

to the centerline of the core there would be no scattering 

material at the end of the beam port to scatter neutrons 

out the beam port. As a result, the beam port ends were 

selected to be 4 inches from the centerline of the core, 

where 4 inches represented several neutron scattering mean 

free paths in D20.  

D20 blister tank studies resulted in raising the 

height of the D20 blister tank in order to increase the 

neutron flux available to the medical therapy room.  

CITATION predicted a reactivity change for opening the 

raised shutter of -0.036% AK/K or -46ms. The actual 

measured reactivity worth of emptying the blister tank was 

approximately -70 m8. This is actually good agreement 

considering the large mesh spacing at the blister tank 

and statistical error induced by determining a small 

number from the difference of two large numbers.  

The change in the core housing alloy was necessitated 

by core housing fabrication problems as described in 

Section 3.2.3. The effect of the alloy change was ex

pected to be a 15% increase in the aluminum absorbtion 

cross section. The two-dimensional calculation predicted 

that this change would result in a reactivity decrease 

of 0.274% &K/K and would decrease the peak thermal flux 

at the beam port ends by approximately 0.5%.

-I
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The two-dimensional model was useful for modeling 

effects which were symmetric about the core centerline.  

For a more detailed analysis, the three-dimensional model 

was used.  

5.2.3 Three-Dimensional CITATION Calculation 

Initial cores of the MITR-II were mocked-up using 

a three-dimensional (R, e, Z) approximation to the hex

agonal cylinder shaped core. Only half of the core was 

mocked-up in these calculations since the MITR-II is 

approximately symmetric along a line passing through 

the center of the core and the center of the regulating 

rod. Using half core symmetry allowed additional mesh 

poiits in the R and Z direction up to the limit of the 

M.I.T. computer core space. Figure 5.2-3 shows a 

schematic representation of an R-0 plane used to mock-up 

the reactor core in CITATION. Figure 5.2-4 shows an 

example of the core model for R-Z slice through the core 

at one of the W's. The initial model used by this work 

was based on the model by Yeung (Ref. 5.2-7).  

The CITATION core model divides the active core into 

*8 sections in the R direction and 11 sections in the e 

direction. The mesh points were set up so that fuel 

elements in the A and B rings could be changed easily.  

In the axial direction, the active core is divided into 

3 main sections: the upper section in which the fuel is 

strongly affected by the fixed absorbers and control
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blades, the lower section in which the fuel is adjacent 154 

to the heavy water reflector and subjected to thermal 

flux peaking, and the middle section of the core which 

is little affected by either the control blades or the 

heavy water reflector.  

While it will be shown in this work that CITATION 

gives good predictions for neutron flux, power density, 

and reactivity changes, CITATION predictions for absolute 

Keff missed the actual Keff by 4 to 5% AK/K. Table 5.2-3 

gives the CITATION prediction and measured Keff for some 

early core configurations. The error may have been 

caused by error in the cross sections with large amounts 

of H20 present in the core and possibly by an error in 

the effective core diameter used in R, Z, e model.  

5.2.3.1 Power Density 

One feature of CITATION is that if a total core power 

is specified, the code will print out average mesh point 

specific volume power densities for each mesh point con

taining fissile material. The values of these average 

power densities, P(R,Zp),, are normalized such that the 

total integrated power over the core is equal to the 

specified total power. Using the local power densities 

from CITATION, fuel plate heat fluxes, channel powers, and 

fuel plate wall temperatures can be calculated.  

The fuel plate heat flux, (Q/A)i, generated in the (L 
ith mesh point volume is calculated by multiplying the
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TABLE 5.2-3 

MEASURED AND PREDICTED Kff FOR CORE I CONFIGURATIONS 

Case Citation 3-D Measured Difference 

1.063 

0.918 0.998 0.08 

0.969 

0.954 0.996 0.042 

0.834 0.892 0.058 

1.000 

0.981 1.023 0.042 

n aa .0 AqVvD U.U46



156 average local power density, P(R,Z,e), by the ratio of 
unit volume of homogenized core heat transfer area in 
a unit volume of core and by a correction factor that 
converts the watts/cm3 obtained from CITATION to BTU/hr-ft 3 .  
For fuel elements in the first core of MITR-II the 

following holds: 

(Q/A)i BTU/hr-ft = 833 P(R,Z,e)i , (5.2-1) 

where, 

(Q/A)i is the fuel plate heat flux (off. Re side of the fuel plate) for the i mesh point, 

P(R,Z,) i iEhthe average power density in the 

i mesh point in watts/cm .  
The ratio of the local power density to the core L

average power density is equal to the product FrFa 

where: 

Fr is the radial peaking factor, the ratio of the power produced in a fuel plate to the power produced in the average fuel plate, 

Fa is the axial peaking factor, the ratio of the power density at a local spot on a plate to the average power density in that plate.  

The value of F F for the i mesh point is evaluated as r a 
follows: 

P(RrZ,e).  
(FrFa)i m (5.2-2) 

VP(R.z,e) . v (Rpz1e) 
j=l V(R,z..e)
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where, 

V(Rze) is the volume of thej mesh point, 

m is the total number of fueled mesh points.  

The denominator of Eq. 5.2-2 which represents the core 

average power density may also be determined in the follow

ing manner: 

M P (R,Ze) V(R,Z,e) 
P(R,Z,e)AVE E ) S•-- V(R,Z, ) 

j=l 

Total Core Power 
Total Fueled Volume in CITATION Model 

(5.2-3) 

Combining Eqs. 5.2-1 and 5.2-3 yields the core average 

fuel plate heat flux: 

(Q/A)AVE BTU/hr-ft2 = 833 P(RZ,e)AVE , (5.2-4) 

where, 

3 P(R,Z,e) is in units of watts/cm.  

PCk, the power deposited in a coolant channel between 

two fuel plates, can be calculated by assuming that all of 

the heat from the two fuel plate sides facing a channel 

is deposited in the channel. The following equation 

represents the heat deposited in a channel K: 
L 

PCk = 2 W Q/A(z) dz , (5.2-5) 

0 

where, 

W is the fueled width of the fuel plate, 

Q/A(z) is the area heat flux from a fuel plate side 
as a function of Z,
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L is the fueled height of the fuel plate.  

Note that the factor 2 is required because there 
are 2 fuel plate sides per channel. For CITATION results 
the following equation replaces Eq. 5.2-5: 

n 
PCk = 2W • (Q/A) ± Zi ' (5.2-6) i=1 

where, 

(Q/A)i is the fuel plate area heat flux for constant R and ý,.corresponding to the channel of interest, 
Zi is the height in the Z direction of the ith mesh point, 
n is the number of fueled mesh point volumes in 

the Z direction for a constant R and e.  
The individual value of Fr for the Kth channel can be ( 

obtained by the following equations: 
PCk 

(Fr) k = k (5.2-7) 
n 

2W (Q/A)AVE Z.  
1 

i=1 

n 
I (Q/A) Z.  

or (Fr)k i=l (5.2-8) 
n (Q/A) AV~21 Z



The value of Fa for the ith mesh point in the Kth channel 

is given by the following equation: 

Sik (Q/A) 
(5.2-9) 

S(Q/A). Z.  i=l* .11 

n 
~z i=l 

The fuel plate wall temperature is calculated by using 

the following general equations: 

Q/A(z) = h (Tw(Z) - Tf(z) ) , (5.2-10) 

z 
2 W Q/A(z) dz = mC (Tf(z)- To) , (5.2-11) 

where, 

Q/A(z) is the plate heat flux as a function of z, 

n is the clad fin effectiveness, 

T w(z) is the wall temperature as a function of z, 

Tf(z) is the fluid temperature as a function of z, 

W is the constant fuel plate width, 

m is the mass flow rate, 

Cp is the fluid -heat capacity, 

T 0 is the fluid inlet temperature.  

Equations 5.2-10 and 5.2-11 can be combined to give: 

Q/ (z) +-211 z T w(z) - T Q/A h + 2- Q/A (z)dz.  

P 0 

(5.2-12)

159
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Knowing the values of n, h, W, m, C p, and T0 , the fuel (L 

plate wall temperature, T (z), can be calculated at the 

mesh point interfaces using the CITATION results by the 

following equation: 

= (Q/A) i 2W n 

Tw(Zn) To 0 h + W (Q/A).Z (5.2-13) 
p i=l 

where, 

n is the number of mesh points from the bottom 
of the fueled region, 

Zn is the axial height that corresponds to n mesh 
points from the bottom of the fueled region.  

By utilizing Eqs. 5.2-1, 5.2-6, and 5.2-13, the safety:.  

limits and limiting conditions for operation as explained 

and evaluated in Sections 7.2 and 7.3 are obtained using 

the three-dimensional results of CITATION.  

Power density distributions for Core I of the MITR-II 
were obtained using a three-dimensional CITATION calculation.  

Core I had solid aluminum dummies in core positions A-i, 
B-2, and B-8. The bottom of the fixed absorber was 10 
inches from the bottom of the fuel and the shim bank was 
at 8 inches for these calculations. Figure 5.2-5 shows 

the axial power distribution for an outside plate in 
element C-8. CITATION predicts that this will be the 

hottest fuel plate.  

Figure 5.2-6 shows the axial power distribution for 
a plate next to a solid dummy in A-2. Note the large 

power spike at the bottom of the element and the power tI
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depression at the top because of the fixed absorber.  

Figure 5.2-7 shows the axial power distribution for an 

interior plate in B-5. B-5 has the highest total element 

power density of any element in the Core I configuration.  

Figures 5.2-8, 5.2-9, and 5.2-10 show power density 

distributions on respective horizontal planes through the 

core at 0.53, 4.05, and 13 inches from the bottom of the 

fuel (Core I CITATION predictions for fuel element powers 

are shown in Fig. 6.4-1).  

5.2.3.2 Flux Distributions 

CITATION prints out the neutron flux for each of the 

three energy groups at each mesh point. Figure 5.2-11 

shows the predicted thermal neutron flux for a vertical 

cross section through Core I of the MITR-II. A detail 

listing of the neutron flux at each mesh point for each 

energy group is listed in Appendix B.  

Comparisons between CITATION flux predictions and 

copper wire data are found in Section 5.4.  

5.2.3.3 Sensitivity to Shim Bank Height 

The power distribution in the core changes with varia

tions in the shim bank height. Figures 5.2-12 and 5.2-13 

illustrate two potential effects of concern from changing 

the shim bank height. For a plate in the C-ring near the 

edge of the core, raising the shim bank increases the 

total power produced by the plate (Fr increases) but 

decreases the actual power peak itself (Fa decreases).
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5o FIG. 5.2-6 
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FIG. 5.2-7 
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CITATION RELATIVE POWER DISTRIBUTION FOR HORIZONTAL LAYER 11 

(horizontal layer 11 is 0.53 inches from bottom of fuel)

contour lines are constant values of Fr F
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CITATION RELATIVE POWER DISTRIBUTION FOR HORIZONTAL LAYER 9 

(horizontal layer 9 is 4405 inches from bottom of fuel) 
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FIG. 5.2-10 
CITATION RELATIVE POWER DISTRIBUTION FOR HORIZONTAL LAYER 6 

(horizontal layer 6 is 13.0 inches from bottom of fuel)
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C5 MW THERMAL FLUX FROM 3-D CITATION

C-group 3 flux, Core I loading, blades at 8 inches, 
fixed cadmium absorbers 10 inches from fuel bottom edge



This effect can be seen in Fig. 5.2-12. For a plate in the 169 

A-ring near the center of the core, raising the shim bank de
creases the total power produced by the plate (F decreases) 

r 
because more power is bein produced by C-ring elements. If, 

however, the element in the center of the core has a power 

peak at a z position above the bottom edge of the core, as is 

the case with the initially designed ICSA, then the axial peak 
will occur at a higher position on the plate as the shim bank 
is raised. This effect can be seen on Fig. 5 .2. 1 3 " 

Chapter 7 covers safety limits and operating limits for 
the MITR-II. It is shown in Chapter 7 that the safety limit 
is proportional to the total power produced on a plate. The 
greater the power produced on a plate, the closer the approach 
to the safety limit. If a factor, SLF, represents the safety 
limit, then the higher the value of the SLF is, the closer 

one is to the safety limit. It is also shown in Chapter 

7 that the limiting condition- for operation is propor
tional to the peak power generated and its axial location.  

If an equation, OLE, represents the limiting condition 

for operation, then the higher the value of the OLE is, 
the higher one is to the limiting condition for operation.  

The SLF and OLE are defined and evaluated in Chapter 7.  

Table 5.2-4 shows that for an element in the C-ring, 

raising the shim bank increases the value of the SLF 

and decreases the value of the OLE (compare case 3 
and 5). The same table also shows that for an element 

in the A-ring with its peak above the bottom edge, raising
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TABLE 5.2-4 

EFFECT OF ICSA AND BLADE HEIGHT ON INITIAL 
CORE FACTOR EVALUATION ESTIMATES

* These factors are derived and explained in Chapter 7.
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the shim bank decreases the value of the SLF and increases 

the value of the OLE (compare cases 2 and 4). For an 

A-ring element which only has its peak at the bottom, 

raising the shim bank would decrease the total power pro

duced by the plate and decrease the power at the peak.  

For this case, raising the shim bank decreases the value of 

the SLF and can either increase or decrease the value of the 

OLE depending upon the new axial distribution in the plate.  

This shift with blade height will not be a problem 

for Core I because there is adequate margin in the safety 

limit for elements in the C-ring and adequate margin in 

the A-ring for the limiting condition for operation with 

the ICSA removed.  

5.2.3.4 Sensitivity to the Number of Solid Dummies 

For Core I, CITATION power density data can be used 

to show that the fewer the number of solid dummies, the 

more slightly favorable the core in terms of the safety 

limit and limiting condition for operation. Comparing 

cases 1 and 2 on Table 5.2-4 confirms this conclusion.  

This trend occurs because the core power is being averaged 

over more elements and there is more heat transfer area 

available. There is a limit as to how many solid dummies 

1could be replaced by fuel elements (neglecting the addi

tional problem of shutdown reactivity margin) before this 

trend would reverse because lowering the shim bank to com

pensate for the reactivity addition of the fuel element



woula begin to cause excessive peaking in the lower core.  

5.2.3.5 Sensitivity to the Incore Sample Assembly (ICSA) 

Figure 5.2-13 shows the axial power distribution 

in the fuel plate next to the ICSA as predicted by CITATION.  

Insertion of the originally designed ICSA into the A-ring 

causes excessive power peaking in surrounding elements.  

As is discussed in Chapter 7, the unacceptable power peaking 

caused by the ICSA as predicted by CITATION and confirmed 

by the experimental measurements resulted in the originally 

designed ICSA being removed for Core I of the MITR-II.  

5.3 Experimental Measurement of Power Density 

The power distribution in the MITR-II core was 

experimentally measured by gamma scanning of removable C
fuel plates in an MITR-II fuel element and is described 

in this section. Before operation above 1 KW was per

mitted, low power testing was required in order to 

determine initial power peaking and to measure the rela

tive core power distribution of the cold and unpoisoned 

Core I of the MITR-II.  

5.3.1 General Description of Gamma Scanning 

The gamma scanner design was initially developed by 

Donald Labbe, Gamma Scanner for MITR-II Fuel Plates 

(Ref. 5.3-1). Some modification and initial construction 

was performed by Steven Grill, Construction of the Gamma 

Scanner for MITR-II Fuel Plates (Ref. 5.3-2).
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The fission product density in a fuel element is 

directly proportional to the power density history of the 

fuel element. The purpose of the gamma scanner is to 

measure the fission product gamma rays emitted from a 

specific volume of a fuel plate while shielding out the 

gamma rays from the remainder of the fuel plate. Com

parison of the count rates from different volumes of the 

fuel plate will show the relative power distribution.  

Appropriate corrections must be made for background, back

scatter radiation, decay times, edge effects and previous 

irradiation history of the fuel plate. A fuel element 

was constructed with removable plates so that it could 
be irradiated in various locations throughout the core 

and then removed and scanned after each irradiation. From 

the scanning data, relative core power maps were developed 

for the first core loading.  

5.3.2 Scanner Apparatus 

The gamma scanner apparatus consists of a lathe table, 
collimator, lead shielding, electronics, removable plate 

element, and transfer cask.  

5.3.2.1 Removable Plate Element 

A special fuel element was constructed for use in the 

gamma scanning experiment. The element was constructed 

by Gulf United Nuclear Fuels and was labeled 4M41. The 

element is shown in Fig. 5.3-1 and is identical with a
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standard fuel element except that l plates and one 

end nozzle are removable.  

The removable plates were not swaged into the element 

as were the remaining  The  were 

free to slide out of the element when the removable end 

nozzle was unscrewed. The removable plate element was only 

loaded in core for low power testing with the main coolant 

pumps off because of the element's decreased structural 

integrity caused by the loose plates. The element was 

constructed to tight tolerances in order to simulate 

channel dimensions in a standard element. Alcohol was 

required to lubricate any plate to be removed in order to 

prevent galling of the aluminum.  

Each of the removable plates was radiographed in order 

to determine the fuel density distribution in each fuel 

plate. Fuel densities are measured by making densitometer 

readings on the radiographs. Densitometer maps for  

  removable plates are shown in Figs. 5.3-2 through 

5.3-6. Lower densitometer readings indicate high fuel 

concentrations. Densitometer values for nominal fuel 

density vary because of radiograph development techniques 

and must be normalized against a standard for each radio

graph.
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5.3.2.2 Collimator and Shielding 

The collimator designed by Labbe (Ref. 5.3-1) and con
structed by Grill (Ref. 5.3-2) is shown in Fig. 5.3-7. The 
collimator was designed to maximize the count rate from a 
one-sixteenth square inch area of fuel plate while minimizing 
the effect of collimator leakage, background, and backscatter 
radiation. Because of longitudinal variations in the fuel 
plate power density were expected to be much greater than 
transverse variations, a rectangular slot collimator was 
developed. Care was taken during assembly of the collima
tor section to avoid shielding weaknesses and gamma streaming.  

The complete collimator and shielding arrangement is 
shown in Fig. 5.3-8. Lead shielding was positioned com
pletely around the tunnel where the fuel plate would be 
located in order to limit backscattered radiation from 
reaching the detector and to shield the experimenters.  

The fuel plate was movable in the tunnel so that any point 
on the plate could be placed under the collimator. Parts 
of the shielding were machined to allow proper overlapping 

of shielding, to allow free motion of the fuel plate, 

and to allow shielding to fit in several tight positions.  

A removable section of the collimator was constructed 
to allow repeatable positioning of a standard source used 
to check electronics drift. The location of the removable 

section is shown in Fig. 5.3-8.
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A second collimator was installed in the gamma scan- 

ning apparatus for measuring activated copper wires. Details 

of this second collimator and copper wire counting are 

described in Section 5.4.  

5.3.2.3 Electronics 

A block diagram of the electronics used in gamma 

scanning fuel plates is shown'in Fig. 5.3-9. The NaI (Th) 

crystal, phototube, and preamplifier were positioned above 

the collimator. After initial alignment and testing of 

the counting setup, the detector was wedged into a fixed 

position and remained in the same position for all scans.  

5.3.2.4 Plate Movement 

The movement of individual fuel plates under the L
collimator section must be accurately determined. Positions 

must be repeatably obtained within the desired experimental 

accuracy. A precision lathe table was used to accomplish 

these goals.  

A long steel plate, 0.250 inch thick and 3.0 inches 

wide, was secured to the lathe table. A slot on the plate 
was machined for accurate and repeatable positioning of 

fuel plates. The steel plate with the fuel plate riding 

piggy-back could be moved transversely and longitudinally 

in the tunnel under the collimator shielding. Indicators 

attached to the lathe table gave the transverse (Y-axis) 

and longitudinal (X-axis) position of the steel plate. (L
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The zero positions for the indicators were determined by 

sighting through the collimator to an end positionfon the 

machined slot on steel plate. The repeatability of steel 

plate positions was verified by using dial indicators.  

The transverse and longitudinal dimensions were repeatable 

in all cases to within 1/32 of an inch (±0.08 cm.).  

5.3.3 Scanning Procedure 

Fuel plate gamma scanning was performed as part of 

MITR-II Startup Procedure 5.9.1. A separate procedure 

was developed for handling of the removable plate element.  

Details of these two procedures are given in Appendix A.  

The development of scanning techniques is described in the 

following sections.  

5.3.3.1 Initial Tests 

No fuel plate scans were performed by Labbe (Ref. 5.3-1) 

or Grill (Ref. 5.3--2) to verify the initial design and con

struction of the scanner apparatus because of delays in the 

MITR-II construction schedule. Both Labbe and Grill 

tested the detection system with a variety of standard 

gamma sources in order to determine the detector re

solution and the electronics drift. The Nal crystal 

resolution was found to be acceptable and electronics 

drift which would result in changing the low energy gamma 

ray cutoff was found to be acceptable provided that the 

detection system was allowed to warm up for several days.
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Labbe scanned some irradiated foils in order to 

verify the repeatability of the plate positioning apparatus.  

5.3.3.2 Preparations for Scanning 

Preparations for scanning included final testing and 

modification of the gamma scanner apparatus and develop

ment and testing of scanning procedures. The basic components 

of the scanner had been assembled well in advance of the 

actual experiment.  

After the electronics were warmed up for several days, 4 
a final check was performed on the detector resolution and 
the discriminator settings were determined. The baseline 

discriminator setting was chosen so that fission product 

gamma rays with energies greater than approximately 0.35 

Mev would be detected. A standard 131 source provided 

a means to set the low energy cutoff and. check for any 

electronics drift. Differential counts for a 0.2 volt 

window and 1131 source versus discriminator voltage for 

the scanner detector system are shown in Fig. 5.3-10.  

For the scanning experiment, the discriminator was set at 

0.5 volts, this setting corresponded to a position on the 
lower energy side of the 0.3645 Mev iodine peak. A point 

was chosen on the slope of the peak, rather .than the peak 

itself, so that the direction of the electronics drift 

could be determined. Normal scanning took place with 

counting in the integral mode, i.e., all detected gammas 

above the cutoff energy would be counted. Placing an I
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source in a repeatable position and no fuel plate in the 

scanner, differential counts were taken using the same 

baseline cutoff and a small voltage window. Thus by 

looking at a small energy band on the slope of the iodine 

peak, the drift of the energy cutoff up or down could be 

indicated by respective increases or decreases in the 

standard source counts.  

A uranium foil counter was set up near the gamma 

scanner apparatus. A block diagram of the foil counter 

detection system is shown in Fig. 5.3-9. This setup was 

needed to count uranium foils which would be irradiated 

in a reactor pneumatic irradiation facility at the same 

time the removable plate element was irradiated. The 

foils would be counted simultaneously with the fuel plates, 

resulting in data which indicated the fission product 

decay rate. The uranium foil counter was checked with 

standard sources and the baseline discriminator setting 

was also determined using an 1131 standard source.  

Differential counts for a 0.2 volt window and I1 3 1 source 

versus discriminator voltage for the foil detector system 

are shown in Fig. 5.3-10.  

Some modification of the scanner apparatus was nec

essary to allow free movement of the lathe table and 

attached steel plate. Labbe (Ref. 5.3-1) had suggested a 

series of points to be scanned on the fuel plates, but 

limitations in the transverse movement of the fuel plate
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in the shielding tunnel made it impossible to scan some of 

his suggested points for backscattering corrections. The 

shielding tunnel had to be shortened to obtain additional 

longitudinal freedom to fully scan the fuel plates. In

dicators were also added to the lathe table to allow 

accurate measurement of fuel plate positions.  

A transfer and handling procedure for the removable 

plate element was developed. The procedure is given in 

Appendix A. A steel cask was used to transfer the ir

radiated fuel element from the reactor floor to the 

counting location. Once at the counting location, the 

element was transferred from the steel cask to a lead 

cave. The cave was open on both ends to allow easy dis

assembly of the element and removal of fuel plates. The 

cave was oriented in the counting location to minimize 

backscattered radiation from reaching the scanner detector.  

All scans were done with all parts of the removable plate 

element in the cave except the single plate in the process 

of being scanned. A sketch of the transfer cask and lead 

cave is shown in Fig. 5.3-11.  

A dry run was carried out using the unirradiated 

removable plate element. This was done to insure that 

the actual scanning with hot fuel plates, would be •accom-

plished smoothly and with a minimum of personnel exposure.  

The fuel plates were scanned to determine background 

measurements but no counts above normal background (no Al
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plates in the scanner) were found. The geometric 

efficiency of the scanner was too low to see the natural 

activity of the uranium in the fuel plates. A standard 

source (Na 22) was then scanned to verify that all com
ponents were working.  

The procedure used for gamma scanning was Startup 

Procedure 5.9.1 (a copy is included in Appendix A), 

Because of uncertainty in the reactor power level and 

projected fuel plate activation levels, an initial fuel 

plate activation was required to determine the power 

level and irradiation and decay times required to give 

good statistics for scanning measurements. A thirty 

minute irradiation was performed at a power of approxi

mately 100 watts nominal (best estimate based on later 

calibrations is that this corresponded to approximately 

10 to 20 watts). This irradiation yielded peak count 

rates around 4000 counts per-minute. Because of the 

desire to have Peak count rates greater than 10,00 counts 

per minute in order to have greater than 1% accuracy, the 

irradiation time was increased to one hour, the power level 

was increased by a factor of two, and the decay time (approx

imately.2 hours) was held constant for the remaining fuel 

p3ate irradiations. This resulted in an increase in the 

activation level and count rate by a factor of four.  

The position of the fuel meat inside the fuel plate 

was determined using fuel plate radiographs supplied by dI
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Gulf United Nuclear Fuels. The distance from the fuel plate 

end to the fuel plate meat could be directly measured since 

the radiographs were full size. The relationship between 

the fuel plate end and collimator position was previously 

determined by sighting through the collimator and was re

lated using the lathe table indicators. Thus a correlation 

between the collimator position and the fuel position was 

determined for each of the five removable plate.  

The fuel plates were scanned in the trial irradiation 

using the points suggested by Labbe (Ref. 5.3-3). This 

scanning program (114 points scanned per plate) took an 

excessive length of time and would result in low activities 

in the last plates scanned. The major problem was the 

numerous transverse scan points across the fuel element.  

The power distribution changes of greatest interest were in 

the longitudinal direction and thus the scanning points 

were changed to increase the longitudinal point scans 

and decrease the transverse scans. Sufficient transverse 

scan points were retained to indicate transverse trends 

and unexpected power peaking. Once a scanning program was 

outlined, all scans had to conform to that program because 

of limitations on decay corrections and inter-plate com

parisons in the computer analysis. Sixty-six scanning 

points were chosen and are shown in'Fig. 5.3-12. Data 

sheets developed for recording scanning data are shown in 

Appendix F.
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5.3.3.3 Irradiation and Counting 

The removable plate element was irradiated fourteen 

times in various core positions. The element would be 

irradiated for one hour at 200 nominal watts (later best 

estimates indicate that this was approximately 20 to 50 

watts), then the reactor would be shut down. During the 

irradiation, two foils, a uranium foil and a cobalt foil, 

would be irradiated in a repeatable position in a reactor 

pneumatic irradiation facility (lPH2). After cooling 

incore for approximately one and one half hours, the re

movable plate element would be removed to the lead cave in 

the counting location (see procedure in Appendix A) .  

Plates would be removed from the element one at a time and 

scanned. The uranium foil from the pneumatic facility 

would be counted simultaneously on the foil counter (U 

minute counts) and the cobalt foil was removed to storage 

for later counting. Plate scanning would usually commence 

two hours after the irradiation was completed.  

Background counts and standard source checks would be 

made prior to commencing each element scan (Note: no 

detector drift was detected). With a fuel plate inserted 

in the scanner, one minute counts would be taken at each of 

sixty-six locations. The sixty-six positions were aligned 

in a rectangular array with three points across the plate 

in. the transverse direction for each of twenty-two long

itudinal postions. The sixty-six positions are shown in
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Fig. 5.3-12. Gamma scans were always performed on the 

same five plates and usually in the same order. Upon 

completion of scanning the five plates for an irradiation, 

the plates would be stored in the transfer cask and trans

ferred inside the reactor containment. The element would 

be allowed to cool until shortly before the.next irradiation 

when it would be cleaned, reassembled, and refueled back in

to the next reactor core position.  

Table 5.3-1 lists the core positions and removable 

plate element orientations for each of the fourteen ir

radiations. Figure 5.3-13 shows the incore location for 
each of the irradiation positions. Irradiations were per

formed with a few variables in the configuration. These 

variables were dummy element location, incore sample 

assembly location, and shim bank height. Table 5.3-1 

lists the status of these variables when they affect an 

irradiation. Sufficient core positions were measured to 

be able to predict the power distribution in every core 

position by utilizing core symmetry. Raw data for the 

element scan is filed with Startup Procedure 5.9.1 in the 

MITR Headquarters file. Samples of the raw data are 

found in Appendix F.  

5.3.3.4 Cobalt Irradiations 

A 0.250 inch diameter by 0.003 inch thick cobalt 

foil was irradiated in pneumatic facility IPH2 during 

each removable plate element irradiation. The cobalt
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TABLE 5.3-1 

POSITION OF REMOVABLE PLATE ELEMENT DURING CORE I IRRADIATIONS

Irradiation # 

1 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14

Core Position 

C-9 

A-2* 
C-5 
B-4 

A-2+ 

C-8 

B-5 

C-10 

C-8** 

B-9 

C-14 

C-13 

B-3 
C-8"***

* Incore Sample Assemble next to A-2

Element Orientation

Plate 1 next to core housing 
Plate 1 next to ICSA in A-I 
Plate 1 next to core housing 
Plate 1 next to radial spider 
Plate 1 next to solid dummy in A-I 
Plate 1 next to core housing 
Plate 1 toward outer boundary of core 
Plate 1 next to core housing 
Plate 1 next to core housing 
Plate 1 next to hexagonal spider and 

solid dummy in A-1 
Plate 1 next to core housing 
Plate 1 next to core housing 
Plate 1 next to hexagonal spider 
Reference removable plate (plate 1 in 

removable plate element) is the 15th 
plate in element away from core housing

1 Solid dummy next to A-2 ** Irradiation performed with fuel element in C-13 removed and replaced with a solid dummy so that blade height was at 8.90 inches (blade height at 7.65 
for other irradiations) ** Element rotated 1800 from position in irradiation #6

%0

( rC
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foils were always positioned in the same manner in the 

polyethylene sample holder to achieve a repeatable geometry.  

The polyethylene sample holder, which is usually referred 

to as a rabit, has interior cylindrical dimensions of 

1 inch in diameter by 2 3/8 inches in lenth. A hollow 

polyethylene cyliner (3/4 inch outside diameter by 2 inches 

long) was inserted into the rabit with a cobalt foil taped 

(with mylar tape) on one end and a uranium foil taped on 

the other end. Both foils were heat sealed into small 

polyethylene bags and the rabit was always inserted into 

lPH2 so that the cobalt foil was closer to the send-receive 

station than the uranium foil. The cobalt foils were used 

to standardize power level to one irradiation. Variations 

between irradiations occurred because of differences in rates 

of achieving desired power level and small fluctuations at 

the desired power level because of nuclear instrument 

inaccuracy at low power levels.  

The cobalt foils were thoroughly cleaned to eliminate 

contamination from-affecting the count rates. The foils 

were counted for one hour in a counting setup for which 

a block diagram is shown in Fig. 5.3-14. Discriminator 

settings were adjusted so that gamma rays with energies 

of the two Co60 peaks would be counted. Raw counts were 

corrected for background, foil mass, and cobalt decay to 

counting time. Table 5.3-2 gives counting data for cobalt 

foils used during removable plate element irradiations.
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TABLE 5.3-2 

CORE I REMOVABLE PLATE IRRADIATION COBALT FOIL DATA

Irradiation # 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

7 

8 

9 
10 

11 

12 

13 

14

Raw Counts 

27617 

27199 

27191 

27125 

28723 

27206 

26904 

27513 

26545 

28008 

27742 

27710 

27121 

28086

Corrected for 
Background 

13696 

13278 

13270 

13204 

14802 

13285 

12983 

13592 

12624 

14087 

13821 

13789 

13200 

14165

Corrected for 
Mass and 
Background 

12854 

13278 

13037 

12588 

13409 

13081 

12392 

12998 

12338 

12792 

12812 

12949 

13156 

13196

Total Counts 
Corrected for 
Decay, Mass, 
and Background 

12924 

13327 

13089 

12635 

13454 

13043 

12412 

13016 

12352 

12803 

12822 

12954 

13157 

13196

Total corrected counts for the Kth irradiation - COB(K)

LJ

( r(
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5.3.4 Data Analysis 

Gamma scanning the removable plate element yielded 

raw counts for various longitudinal and transverse positions 

on fuel plates. The decay time from each irradiation was 

also recorded for each individual count. Sample data sheets 

used to compile and transcribe approximately 500 pages of 

raw data are shonw in Appendix F. From this large amount 

of data, power distributions were predicted.  

5.3.4.1 Computer Code GAMSCAN 

Computer code GAMSCAN is used to calculate the cor

rections to the raw fuel plate counting data for fission 

product decay, effects of previous irradiations, and 

background activity. This yields corrected counts for 

input to computer code COREFAC. Appendix C contains a 

listing of GAMSCAN.  

5.3.4.1.1 General Description 

The initial version of GAMSCAN was written by Labbe 

and is described in Gamma Scanner for MITR-II Fuel Plates 

(Ref. 5.3-1). Gamma scanning irradiated fuel plates 

yields raw counts of fission product decay in the given 

plate. The fission product decay rate depends upon the 

duration and power level cf the irradiation period and 

upon the history of previous irradiations. By correcting 

the raw data to determine a fission product decay rate 

for each point two hours after an irradiation as a result (K
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of only that irradiation, the correct fission' product 
decay rates can be correlated to the power distribution.  

Because of the difficulty of performing decay corrections 

by hand, GAMSCAN was written to perform the calculations.  

The initial version of GAMSCAN was divided into two 

parts. The first part performed the appropriate decay 

and background corrections and the second part corrected 

for edge and area averaging effects. The front (and main) 

part of the code was improved and debugged and used for 

correcting the raw data. The second part has been dis

carded because it did not properly correct for edge and 

area averaging effects. These latter effects were corrected 

by a hand calculation for fuel plates of interest.  

GAMSCAN was written in Fortran IV computer language 

and was run on the IBM System 360 at the MIT Computation 

Center. The code was expanded in size from its original 

version in order to evaluate all of the data input.  

5.3.4.1.2 Decay Corrections and Input Requirements 

GAMSCAN utilizes an experimentally determined fission 

product decay curve derived from U2 3 5 foil irradiations in 

the MITR-I. Fission product activity versus time for a 

ten minute irradiation at approximately 100 watts is shown 

in Fig. 5.3-15. Activity two hours after the ten minute 

irradiation is set equal to one and all other activities 

are measured relative to the two hour activity. The frac

tion of the activity at a given time relative to a two hour

2•5
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decay can be read off Fig. 5.3-15. By dividing the 

curve shown in Fig. 5.3-15 into linear approximations 

for small time segments, a fission product decay equa

tion is used by GAMSCAN.  

The decay curves of fission products gamma rays 

for irradiations greater than ten minutes were determined 

by relating a longer irradiation to a series of ten 

minute irradiations. For example, the count rate at 

two hours from the completion of a sixty minute irradiation 

is the sum of the ten minute irradiation count rates at" 

the following six decay times: 

1) 2.833 hours, 
2) 2.667 hours, 
3) 2.500 hours, 
4) 2.333 hours, 
5) 2.167 hours, 
6) 2.000 hours.  

Because of low powers, depletion and poisoning effects 

are small, the method of using ten minute intervals to 

determine decay curves for longer intervals is valid.  

The advantage of using ten minute intervals is two-fold.  

First, irradiations of different lengths can be handled 

by the code. Second, fluctuations in power only have to 

be averaged over ten minute intervals rather than obtaining 

an average power for the complete irradiation. Note that 

for an irradiation time of greater than ten minutes the 

actual reference time will be somewhat greater than two 

hours from the first ten minute interval. However, the 

reference time is identical for each irradiation of the

20T
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same time length and for future discussion, this reference 

time is referred to as the two hour reference time.  

Raw counts are normalized to the two hour reference 
time by dividing the raw count by the fraction of activity 

relative to the two hour reference activity at the time the 
raw count was taken. The power level of the irradiation 

for each of the ten minute segments is normalized to a 
reference power for all irradiations. For a given irradia
tion period divided into N ten minute intervals, the decay 

corrected counts would be: 
(C-B-C N P.  

CCR R- )l 1 (5.3-1) 
i=l Ay 

where, , 

CCR is the count corrected for decay for the Rth 
irradiation, 

CR is the raw count for the Rth irradiation, 

BR is the background count for the Rth irradiation, 
CR-1 is the count from all irradiations previous to 

irradiation R, 

Pi is the power level of the ith ten minute interval, 
A is the reference power level, 

fi is the fraction of activity present at time t 1, 

ti is the decay time from the ith irradiation interval 
to the middle of the counting period, 

N is the number of ten minute irradiation intervals.  

The method of obtaining corrections for background and 
backscatter counts is found in Section 5.3.4.4. The activity



of previous irradiations must be subtracted from the raw 209 

counts before the decay correction can be made. The decay 

time of previous irradiations is the sum of the time between 

irradiations and the decay time from the last irradiation.  

The activity due to previous irradiations can be calculated 

as follows: 

R-1 NK P 
CR_ = (CountsK - BK) ' i fRK,i , (5.3-2) 

K=l i=l 

where, 
C R-1 is the activity due to all irradiations 

previous to irradiation R, 

CountsK is the counts of the Kth irradiation, 
th 

BK is the background for the K irradiation, 

P Ki is ththpower level of the i th interval of 
the K irradiation, 

A is the reference power level, 

fRK,i is fraction of actvity present from the ith 

interval of the K irradiation at the time 
of count after the R" irradiation, 

R is the number of the last irradiation, 

N is the number of-en minute irradiation in
K t 

tervals in the K irradiation.  

Required input to GAMSCAN is listed as follows: 

NO is the number of times the fuel plates are 
-irradiated, 

NZG is the number of fuel plates irradiated, 

MZS is the number of points counted per plate, 

A is the reference power level, 

HP(N) is the numer of points to be counted per plate 
for the K" irradiation,
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LI(K) is the number of tenhminute irradiation C' 
intervals for the K irradiation, 

DT(K) is the time between irradiations in minutes, 
e.g., PT(3) is the time between the starts 
of irradiation 2 and 3, 

th 
P(K,I) is the power levelhof the I ten minute 

interval of the K irradiation, 

XX(I) are the x and y coordinates of the Ith 

YY(I) point on the plate, 

B (K) is the iEut background count for a plate 
in the K irradiation, 

T(K,J) is the tie in minutes between the start 
of the K irradiation and the middle of 
the counting of the J point, 

C(K,J) is th hcounts/minute recorded at point J for 
the K t" irradiation.  

For the present GAMSCAN code, the following restrictions 

exist: 

1) The number of irradiations (NO) cannot exceed 14, 

2) The number of points scanned (MZS, MP(K)) cannot 
exceed 67 and must be the same points for all 
irradiations and inputed in the same order, 

3) The number of plates counted (NZG) cannot exceed 5, 

4) The number of ten minute irradiation intervals can
not exceed 7, 

5) XX(I) is the distance in the longitudinal direction 
from the lower left corner of the fuel plate meat 
to the center of the point being scanned, 

6) YY(I) is the distance in the transverse direction 

from the left edge of the fuel meat.  

GAMSCAN yields corrected counts for input to COREFAC.  

These corrected counts correspond to the expected count rate 

at a point on a fresh fuel plate that would exist two hours 

after an irradiation at a reference power. Sample input and
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output data can be found in Appendix F.  

5.3.4.1.3 Code Limitations 

The initial version of GAMSCAN was streamlined to 

eliminate area averaging and edge correction routines which 

were not successful. The final code merely corrected the 

raw counting data for fission product decay, background, 

and backscatter. The number of irradiations and points 

scanned is limited by the allowable computer core space.  

The accuracy of the output is limited by counting statistics 

and background corrections.  

Raw counts on the fuel plates were on the order of 

10,000 counts per minute which would give a statistical 

accuracy of approximately 1%. Because some counts were 

taken a considerable time after the irradiation, the raw 

counts would be multiplied by a factor as much as 8 in 

order to yield normalized two hour counts. Because of this 

potential for multiplication of error, there is considerable 

importance in making sure that the decay and background 

corrections are accurate and minimizing statistical in

accuracy by maximizing the count rate.  

The limiting factor on count rate was the allowable 

personnel radiation exposure during removable plate element 

handling. Table 5.3-3 gives radiation dose levels for a 

typical irradiation of the removable plate element. Because 

the removable plate element had to -be disassembled and re

assembled manually a total of at least fourteen times for



TABLE 5.3-3 

RADIATION SURVEY RESULTS OF TRANSFER OF REMOVABLE PLATE 
ELEMENT FOLLOWING A 1 HOUR IRRADIATION AT 200.  

NOMINAL WATTS AND A 70 MINUTE DECAY 

Survey Results 
A. Transfer from Core (unshielded) to Gun Barrel - Reactor 

Floor 

1. 300 mR/hr at 1 meter 
2. 15 mR/hr at 4 meters 
3. 300 mR/hr - Surface - Gun Barrel 
4. 500 mR/hr - Top Gun Barrel (unshielded) 

B. Transfer from Gun Barrel to Pb Cave (in hotshop) 
1. Outside Pb Cave 10-15 mR/hr 
2. 1 Fuel Plate Removed 

a. 50 Rad/hr - contact, hot end 
b. 20 mR/hr at 3 feet - partially shielded 

3. Radiation Dose Rates of Worker Disassembling Fuel Plate 
(partially shielded - cold end exposed) 

a. Hands 100 mR/hr ' , 700 mRad/hr Beta and Gamma 
b. Body 50 mR/hr 

C. Estimated Beta and Gamma Exposure to Hands for each 
Assembly and Disassembly (approximately one each day) 
and based on a Total Exposure Time of 10 Minutes: 
1. Gamma dose rate = 100 mR/hr = 20 mR 
2. Beta and Gamma dose rate = 700 mRad/hr = 100 mRad

212
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Core I, the activity from a one hour irradiation at 200 

nominal watts was taken to be the upper limit.  

As stated in Section 5.3.4.1.2, the decay curve for 

fission products was derived by combining an experimentally 

determined tem minute irradiation decay curve into a series 

of ten minute irradiations to determine the decay curve for 

a long irradiation. All irradiations used to determine 

the power distribution were sixty minutes long. Figure 

5.3-16 shows the decay curve which GAMSCAN predicts would 

occur from a sixty minute irradiation of a plate with no 

previous irradiation history. A uranium foil (10% U2 3 5 by 

weight in aluminum) was irradiated in a pneumatic facility 

and subjected to the same irradiation history as the removable 

plate element. As can be seen by Fig. 5.3-16, the measured 

decay rate of the foil agrees well with the GAMSCAN decay 

rate. Foil data for irradiation 2 is plotted on Fig. 5.3-16 

because there was a four day decay between irradiation 2 

and irradiation 1, thus approximating a foil with no pre

vious irradiations. Also, in case of irradiation 1, sufficient 

shielding had not been placed around the foil counter to 

shield against background radiation in the room which changed 

with time because of decay of the removable plate element.  

In order to verify the accuracy of the corrections for T 

background and previous irradiations, several fuel plates 

were rescanned a second time after the completion of initial 

(, scans. Figure 5.3-17 shows the difference between predicted
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and actual decay evaluations for a plate that had cooled (17 
twenty-four hours. The difference is less than 100 counts 

which is less than a seven percent error in the background 

and previous irradiation correction. Since the-background 

and previous irradiation correction is about five to ten 

percent of the raw counts taken immediately after an 

irradiation, the error in correcting the raw counts is less 

than one percent which compares favorably with counting 

uncertainty.  

The greatest accuracy in the decay correction occurs 

when the counts are made two to seven hours after the 
irradiation when the log of decay versus time is somewhat 

linear. For a second count which was taken approximately 

seven hours after the first count to test the previous ir

radiation and background correction, the error in the 

correction resulted in an error in the corrected counts of 
approximately 2-3%. For this case, the log of the decay 

versus time was non-linear. For all of the irradiations 

performed in measuring the power distribution, the second 

irradiation occurred more than eighteen hours after the 

first so that the correction error should be small.  

5.3.4.2 Computer Code COREFAC 

Computer code COREFAC is used to calculate both plate 

and core wide distribution factors from data from GAMSCAN.  
Appendix D contains a listing of COREFAC.



5.3.4.2.1 General Description 

COREFAC was developed to handle the large amount of 

data output from GAMSCAN in order to determine Fr, the 

radial peaking factor, and Fa, the axial peaking factor.  

Corrected counts for each of the 66 points for each of 

the five plates for each of the fourteen irradiations are 

punched on cards by GAMSCAN for input to COREFAC. Cobalt 

foil data is used by COREFAC to normalize the corrected 

counts from the fourteen irradiations in Core I to one 

irradiation power and time length. For each plate the 

average counts per unit area of plate was-determined and 

thus a point to average ratio was determined for each of 

the sixty-six points on the plate. This point to average 

value is equivalent to the F a at each of the points. For 

points on the lower edge of the plate, additional cor

rection was required to obtain a true value of F because a 

of area averaging effects. Section 5.3.4.5 explains the 

edge peaking correction.  

Knowing the average counts per plate and applying 

symmetry to the core, a core average counts per plate by 

the average counts per plate for the core,, plate to core 

average ratios were obtained. These ratios correspond to 

Fr, the radial peaking factor.  

COREFAC was written in Fortran IV computer language 

and was run on the IBM System 360 at the MIT Computation 

Center. Required input values for COREFAC are the following:

217
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X(I

CORI

NO is the number of irradiations evaluated, 

NZG is the number of plates/element counted, 

MZS is the number of points/plate counted, 

COB(K) is the cobalt foil count for the Kth 

irradiation, 

:), Y(I) are the x,y coordinates for the Ith 

point on the plate counted, 

rWT(K,J) is the cor average weighting factor 
for the J-" plate in the K irradiation 
(NWT(K,J)=CORWT(K) x PLTWT(KJ), see 
Section 5.3.4.2.4), 

ARWT(I) iEhthe area weighting factor for the 
I point, 

MAT(J,I) is th hcorrected countt~rom GAMSCAN of 
the I point of the J plate for each 
representative irradiation.

5.3.4.2.2 Cobalt Corrections 

Cobalt foils were irradiated in a repeatable position 

in an experimental facility lPH2 for each irradiation. The 

computer code GAMSCAN has the capability of correcting 

for power variations during an irradiation because GAMSCAN 

treats all irradiation as a series of ten minute irradiations.  

For all fourteen irradiations the power level was constant 

during the irradiation and thus the same reference power 

was used in GAMSCAN for all ten minute intervals of all 

fourteen irradiations. However, GAMSCAN did not have the 

capability to adjust for varying rates of achieving 

desired power and because nuclear instrumentation was not 

sensitive to small fluctuations in power and was susceptible 

to drift between irradiations, the cobalt foil data was

(C.

N
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used to standardize power between irradiations in COREFAC.  

Corrected cobalt foil data is shown on Table 5.3-2.  

A cobalt foil count for each irradiation was inputed to 

COREFAC. The minimum count was determined and each count 

inputed from GAMSCAN was corrected as follows: 

CORRAT(K,J) = CORRAT(K,J) x SMCOB COB(K) (5.3-3) 

where, 

CORRAT(K,J) is the corrected count for the Jth 
pition of the given plate for the 
K irradiation, 

SMCOB is the smallest cobalt foil count, 

COB(K) is the cobalt foil for the Kth 
irradiation.  

All cobalt counts were greater than 10,000 so that the 

counting statistical error in cobalt correction should be 

less than 1%.  

5.3.4.2.3 Plate Area Weighting Factors 

Sixty-six points were scanned on each removable fuel 

plate. Each point was representative of a local section 

of the fuel plate. Figure 5.3-12 shows the scanning point 

locations. Most scanning points were taken in areas of 

highest power density or maximum power gradient in order to 

determine as accurately as possible the power distribution.  

Counts per unit area were obtained for each point 

scanned by dividing the number of counts at that point by
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the collimator area (0.0625 square inches). These counts 

per unit area were then multiplied by the amount of area 

for which each of the points was representative. The 

respective areas for each point are listed in Table 5.3-4.  

The area for each point was defined as being a rectangle 

whose sides were located at the median~position between the 

point of interest and the surrounding points. For points 

near the border of the fuel meat, the fuel meat boundary 

was the respective side of the effective rectangle. Figure 

5.3-12 shows some examples of point effective areas.  

By summing up the counts for all areas on the plate 

and dividing by the fuel meat area, the average counts per 

unit area for the plate is determined. Dividing the aver

age counts per unit area of the total plate into the counts 

per unit area of each point yields the ratio of point 

power to average plate power. The ratio for a point X is 

represented by the following equation: 

Unit Power at Local Point 
Average Unit Power on Plate 

(Counts/unit area) x 
66 
x (Counts/unit area) x Representative Area X x 

Total Area of Fuel Meat 

(5. 3-4) 

The above ratio actually represents the Fa at each 

point on the plate. The spike at the bottom edge must be
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TABLE 5.3-4 

FUEL PLATE EFFECTIVE AREAS FOR GAMSCAN POINTS IN CORE I

J 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22

Area (in.2) 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0225 

0.0215 

0.0205 

0.0449 

0.0430 

0.0410 

0.0674 

0.0645 

0.0615 

0.0898 

0.0860 

0.0820 

0.0898 

0.0860 

0.0820 

0.1348 

0.1289 

0.1231 

0.2695

J 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44

Area (in. ) 

0.2578 

0.2461 

0.3593 

0.3437 

0.3281 

0.5391 

0.5156 

0.4922 

0.7188 

0.6875 

0.6562 

0.7188 

0.6875 

0.6562 

0.6289 

0.6016 

0.5742 

0.5391 

0.5156 

0.4922 

0.5391 

0.5156

J 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66

Area (in. 2 ) 

0.4922 

0.5391 

0.5156 

0.4922 

0.6289 

0.6016 

0.5742 

0.7188 

0.6875 

0.6563 

1.797 

1.719 

1.641 

3.594 

3.438 

3.281 

3.009 

2.879 

2.748 

0.8086 

0.7734 

0.7383
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corrected for by hand, but because it adds only a very 222 

small amount to the actual power produced by the plate, 

the error in determining the average plate power by ne

glecting it is small.  

5.3.4.2.4 Core Average Weighting Factors 

In the previous section, plate average counts were 

determined for each fuel plate irradiated. The plate 

averages must be properly weighted in order to determine 

a core wide average counts per plate.  

The first task is to weight the plates within the 

element-since in all cases only five plates out of fifteen 

could be scanned in each irradiation. This weighting was 

accomplished by plotting the power distribution through 

the element -at several elevations. By dividing the 

distribution curve up into a series of blocks in which the 

integral of the area under the blocks approximately equals 

the integral of the area under the distribution curve, the 

number of plates that each plate counted represents can be 

determined. Figure 5.3-18 shows an example for the case 

of the removable plate element irradiated in position B-5.  

Similar curves were made for all irradiations in order 

to determine plate weighting factors for the plates in each 

irradiation. Table 5.3-5 shows how plates were weighted in 

each element for all the irradiations.  

Core symmetry was used to relate element positions for 

which irradiations were performed to element positions for



corrected counts on plate scanned for 1 minute 

0 0 0 

p1&te 1 represents plates 1+2 in B-5 

_ plate 4 represents plates 3,4,5 in B-5 0 M 

Cn 0 

w - plate 8 represents plates 6,7,8in B-5 

1>0~~~~~~ -H 
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pati0represents plte 9,10,11,12 in B-5 I 
plate 10 represents plates 13,14,15 in B-5 

, plate 14 represents plates 13,14,15 in B-5 

'a.
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which irradiations were not performed. Figure 5.3-19 

shows which element positions were considered to be 

equivalent. The plate weighting factors for each element 

were then increased by a factor equal to the number of 

elements similar to the element irradiated in order to 

derive a core wide weighting factor for each plate counted.  

Derivation of a core average power per plate is summarized 

by the following equation: 

14 5 
; CORWT(K) :5 PLATEAVE(K,J) x PLTWT(K,J) 

k=l J=l 
CORAVG = 

Total Plates 
(5.3-5) 

where, 

CORAVG is the core average counts per unit 
plate area, 

CORWT (K) is the number of elements in the final 
cfe that can be represented by the 
K irradiation, 

PLATEAVE(K,J) is thgaverage counts pU unit area on 
the Jwl plate for the K irradiation, 

PLTWT(K,J) is the number o~plates in the element 
irradiated in K irradition that can 
be--represented by the-J ..plate.  

Values of CORWT(K) x PLTWT(K,J) used for evaluation of 

Core T can be found on Table 5.3-5. For some cases CORWT(K) 

is zero and thus the product is equal to zero because some 

irradiations are not representative of elements in Core I, 

for example, the case of A-2 position next to the ICSA 

was not present in the final core.
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5.3-19
REMOVABLE PLATE ELEMENT IRRADIATIONS WHICH REPRESENT THE 

CORE I FUEL _ POSITIONS

REGULATING ROD

solid dummy element



TABLE 5.3-5 

PLATE WEIGHTING FACTORS FOR USE IN COREFAC 
TO MODEL CORE I FINAL CONFIGURATION

Core Element 
Position 

(Irradiation #)
GAMSCAN 
Plate #

Number of 
Plates in 
Element 
Represented 
by Plate

Number of 
Plates in 
Core 
Represented 
by Plate

C-9 
(Irradiation #1) 

A-2 
(Irradiation #2) 

(ICSA in A-I) 

C-5 
(Irradiation #3) 

B-4 
(Irradiation #4) 

A-2 
(Irradiation #5) 
(Solid dummy in A-l)
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C,

1.1/2 
3.1/2 
3 
3 
4

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

2 
3 
3 
4 
3 

2 
3 
3 
3 
4

3 
7 
6 
6 
8 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

8 
12 
12 
16 
12 

4 
6 
6 
6 
8 

4 
6 
8 
6.  
6

1 
.2 
3 
4 
5 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5

2 
3 
4 
3 
3

(L�
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TABLE 55.3-5 (Continued)

Core Element 
Position 

(Irradiation #) 

C-8 
(Irradiation #6) 

B-5 
(Irradiation #7) 

C-10 
(Irradiation #8) 

C-8 
(Irradiation #9) 
(Blades at 8.9", 

C-13 removed) 

B-9 
(Irradiation #10) 

C-14 
(Irradiation #11)

GAMSCAN 
Plate #

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5

Number of 
Plates in 
Element 
Represented 
by Plate

1 
2 
2 
1 
2 

2 
3 
3 
4 
3

1 
3 
3 
3 
4 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

2 
3 
3 
3 
4

1 

2.  
3 
4 
5

1 
3 
3 
3 
4

Number of 
Plates in 
Core 
Represented 
by Plate

1 
2 
2 
1 
2 

2 
3 
3 
4 
3

1/2 
1/2

3 
7 
6 
6 
8 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

4 
6 

6 6 
8

1/2 
1/2 6 

14 
12 
12 
16



TABLE 5.3-5 (Continued)

Core Element 
Position 

(Irradiation 

C-13 
(Irradiation

GAMSCAN 
#) Plate #

#12)

B-3 
(Irradiation #13) 

C-8 
(Irradiation #14)

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5

Number of 
Plates in 
Element 
Represented 
by Plate

1 
3 
3 
3 
4 

2 
3 
3 
3 
4 

1 
2 
1 
2 
1
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C,
Number of 
Plates in 
Core 
Represented 
by Plate

1/2 
1/2

3 
7 
6 
6 
8

4 
6 
6 6 
8 

1 
2 
1 
2 
1

Total Plates in Core = 360
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Once the core average counts per unit area are 

determined, the plate average counts to core average 
counts ratio can be determined for each plate by dividing 
plate average counts by the core average counts. This 
ratio corresponds to Fr, the ratio of the power pro
duced in a plate to the average power produced per plate 
in the core.  

5.3.4.2.5 Code Limitations 

COREFAC performs straight-forward numerical manipu
lations. The main limitations of the code are the approx
imations on input accuracy for plate weighting factors and 
element weighting factors. Also, the code does not cal
culate the lower edge peak which must be corrected by 
hand. At present, the code is limited to being able to 
handle fourteen irradiations because of DIMENSION limit
ations. Counts for all irradiations for a given plate 
must be inputed before counts are inputed for the next 
plate.  

5.3.4.3 Collimator Effective Width 
In order to properly determine the actual edge peak

ing from experimental data, it is necessary to determine 
the effective collimator width. The effective collimator 
width will be somewhat greater than the actual physical 
collimator width because of leakage through the collimator 
shield. The effective collimator width used in edge peaking
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correction was experimentally determined.  

Figure 5.3-20 shows how the counts at the edge of a 

uniform plate source would vary as the edge of the plate 

source moves through a perfect collimator opening. A 
"perfect" collimator opening has no shield leakage and 

thus even the smallest amount of shield completely attenuates 

the source. As can be seen on Fig. 5.3-20, the distance 

between the breaks in count rate curve is equal to the 

collimator width. In reality, some shield leakage exists 

and thus radiation from points beneath the collimator 

shield leak through the shield and are counted by the 

detector. By scanning a distinct edge of a uniform plate 

source, the effective collimator width can be experimentally 

determined. The effective width corresponds to the distance 

between the two breaks in the experimentally determined 

count rate versus edge position curve.  

It was not possible to accurately determine the 

effective width from fuel plate data because of uranium 

density variation at the edge of the fuel meat. Therefore, 

a large indium foil was irradiated in a uniform flux and 

scanned to determine the effective collimator width.  

Figure 5.3-21 shows the indium foil which was used for the 

following reasons: 

A) Indium has a large capture cross section and 
thus is easily activated to dose rates that 
approximate a fuel plate and, 

B) Activated indium has numerous short-lived gamma 
rays with a wide spectrum of energies which 
helps simulate fission product gamma rays.
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The indium foil was positioned on a blank aluminum 

plate to approximate the fuel meat in a fuel plate. The 

lower edge of the foil was a distinct edge whose position 

in the gamma scanning apparatus could be accurately deter

mined relative to the collimator opening. The foil and 

blank plate were irradiated at a nominal power of 200 watts 

in 3GV6 for twenty minutes (3GV6 is an irradiation facility 

located in graphite reflector region surrounding the reator).  

The neutron flux shape is nearly flat in the facility and 

thus the foil was uniformly activated. The foil was 

oriented in the facility to avoid self shielding which 

would give nonuniform activation.  

The "indium fuel plate" was removed from 3GV6 and 

scanned in the gamma scanning apparatus. A scan of the 

longitudinal centerline of the "indium fuel plate" is 

shown in Fig. 5.3-22. The distance between the breaks in 

the curve correspond to 0.2 inches (actual collimator width 

is 0.125 inches). Thus the effective collimator width is 

taken as 0.2 inches.  

5.3.4.4 Background and Backscatter Correction 

The amount of background and backscatter correction 

at a point scan on a fuel plate is dependent upon the 

position of the'fuel plate in the scanner apparatus and 

the total activity of the fuel plate being scanned.  

The correction, B(K), varies with fuel plate total activity 

because shield leakage is proportional to the total plate
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activity. Also, shield leakage seen by the detector is 

dependent upon the physical location of the fuel plate 

in the scanner.  

The original correction method proposed by Labbe 

(Ref. 5.3-1) was to take background counts off the 

transverse edge of the fuel plate (i.e., no fuel meat 

directly under collimator) at various longitudinal 

positions. In this manner, a specific correction curve 

would be generated for each fuel plate. This curve 

would include effects from both the activity of the 

plate being counted and the longitudinal positioning of 

the fuel plate (the variation of B(K) with the lateral 

positioning of the fuel plate is small because of the 

narrowness of the fuel meat). This correction method 

was not possible because of limitation in the lateral 

motion of the scanner apparatus which prevented taking 

counts off the edge of the fuel meat at various long

itudinal positions.  

A generalized correction curve was developed in order 

to determine how the shape of the background and back

scatter correction B(K) varied with longitudinal position 

of the fuel plate. When each plate was inserted into the 

gamma scanner apparatus, a position off the lower end of 

the fuel meat was counted as a reference background point.  

This reference count was proportional to the activity of 

the fuel plate. Figure 5.3-23 shows the generalized curve 

S)of the ratio of B(K) to reference point count versus long-

235
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itudinal fuel plate position. An equation for this 

generalized curve is included in GAMSCAN. Using the 

inputed reference count and the longitudinal position 

of a given point, GAMSCAN calculates a background and 

backscatter correction, B(K), for that given point using 

the generalized equation. In a similar manner, values 

of B(K) are determined for all points scanned on a plate.  

The generalized curve was experimentally determined 

and tuned to give accurate decay and background correction 

when compared with repeat scans of fuel plates. Figure 

5.3-23 also shows experimental data for the ratio of counts 

off the edge of the fuel meat to counts at the reference 

point at various points along the length of the fuel plate 

for one plate in an irradiation. It was Possible to 

obtain these counts by placing the fuel plate next to the 

machined slot used to hold the fuel plate and locating 

the edge of the fuel meat slightly.offset from the colli

mator. The sample data points slightly disagree with the 

generalized curve at positions near the top of the fuel 

but this is because these experimental points were counted 

in a short time period during which little additional decay 

of the fuel plate would have occurred. During the actual 

complete scanning of a fuel plate the top of the plate 

would have decayed for an hour longer than the bottom 

of the fuel plate because of the time required to perform 

the scan. As a result the total activity of the plate (

'36
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will be lower during the final point scanning and thus2 

B(K) will be lower than what would be the case if all 

points were counted in a short time period.  

5.3.4.5 Edge Peaking Correction 

'In order to determine the expected edge peaking 

properly an extremely narrow collimator width would have 
to be used to prevent the peak from being averaged out 

over the coolimator width. An extremely narrow collimator 

opening would give low count rates which would result in 

statistical inaccuracies and cause high background and 

backscatter count rates relative to the actual count.  

The collimator opening used (0.5 inches x 0.125 inches) 

is a compromise between maximum resolution and maximvv-q 

count rate. The collimator width of 0.125 is not small 

relative to the distance over which the edge peak occurs, 

therefore additional correction is required. Because the 

collimator length in the direction parallel to the edge 

peak is smaller than the length of the edge peak, the 

following one-dimensional model is valid.  

The fission product activity, which is directly 

proportional to the power at the edge during operation, 

is found to be represented by the distribution as shown 
in Fig. 5.3-24 and can be approximated by the following 

function: 

P(X) = 0 for x < x:, (5.3-6) 

P(x) = Aea(x - X0 ) + B for x > xo, (5.3-7)
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where,, 

P(x) is the fission product activity at point 
as a function of x, 

A is the amplitude of the exponential, 

B is the constant base level of activity 
beneath the actual peak, 

SxO is the location of the end of the fuel, 

a is the reciprocal of the relaxation length 
for x the peaking at the end.  

If the detector integrates over length 9, where £ 

is the effective width of a collimator whose center is 

at x, the counts obtained assuming detector efficiency 

constant and equal to one will be: 

x + z/2 h C(x) W £/ P(x)dx (5.3-8) 

fx£/2.  

The above equation can be divided into the following 

for various values of x: 

C(x) = 0 for x _S xo /2 , (5.3-9) 

x + £/2 
C(x) = 5 P(x)dx for xo" X/2 < x _ xo + £1/2 

(5.3-10) 
x + 1/2 

C W P(x)dx for x > + Z/2 (5.3-11) f( = - 0 x~ o2
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substituting Eq. 5.3-7 for P(x) and integrating for 

general limits yields:

x 2 

C x) = 

xI

P (x) dx
.x2 

xI

x 2 

S( x - x 0 ) d x + 5 B d x , 
xI

(5.3-12)

giving, 

Ae-a(x - xo) 
C Wx =K x + B (x 2 - xI) 0 (5.3-13)

The integral limits from Eqs. 5.3-10 and 5.3-11 are put into 

the general Eq. 5.3-13. For Eq. 5.3-10 where, 

X - 1/2 < x X0 + L/2 

x1 =x 0 

x = x + L/2 

Eq. -5.3-13 becomes:

= A -a(xo -x) 
a - e-a(x + £/2- xo)] +

B[x + L/2 - xO] , (5.3-14)

which simplifies to: 

C(x) = A [1 - e-a(x + £/ 2 - xo) + B[x + 9/2 - xo], 
a o 

(5.3-15)

I-I
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For Eq. 5.3-11 where, 

xo + Z/2 < x 

x1  x - /2, 

x2 =x + £/2, 

Eq. 5.3-13 becomes: 

C(x) = A -a(x - /2- xo) -a(x + £1/2- x) 
o ) •e- e-oa 

(5.3-16) 
which simplifies to: 

A~x Lt-a(x + t/2 x0[eal C(x)=•e /-Xo) ae - 1]] + BI . (5.3-17) 

The value of C(x) for all values of x is given by three 
expressions: C 

C(x) = 0 for x < x 0 -1/2, (5.3-18) 

C(x) = A [1 e-a(x - x + 1/2) + 1/2] 
a o 

(5,3-19) 
for x - 1/2 < x x 0 + 1/2, 

_A -a (x - xO + 1/9;ea£I C(x) -W [e -e 1 + B 

(5.3-20) 

for x > x + X/2.  

Now the peak measured number of counts will occur when 
x =x + 2/2 because the detector will be viewing the maxi
mum amount of activity. If the detector viewed the peak 

activity over the whole collimator effective width 1,



Cpeak would be: 

Cpeak = (A + B)t. (5.3-21) 

Thus the ratio of the actual peak to the measured peak using 

Eq. 5.3-19 and substituting xo + L/2 for x becomes: 

Cpeak (A+ B)t 

C(xO + L/2) [A - e-a,, + BL]-' (5.3-22) 

Note that if the detector efficiency was not equal to one, 

but still a constant, it would have divided away at this 

point.  

Because the constant base .level measurement is not 

subject to collimator area averaging and can be easily 

measured, the rise factor ahove the base level is the 

value of interest. If the base level counts is equal to 

Bt, the rise factor is: 

= Actual peak-base level (A + B)L - BI 
Measured peak-base level A(U - eat) + BL - BI 

(5.3-23) 

which simplifies to: 

D* = at (5.3-24) 
-at 

1 - e 53-4 

or 
at 

Actual peak above base level = at )xmeasured peak 
1- e above base level.  

(5.3-25)
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In order to determine the actual peak from the measured peak, C" 
B, £, PM' and a must be determined where: 

B is the base level activity, 

£ is the effective collimator width, 
P is the measured peak above the base level, F M 
a is the reciprocal of the relaxation length for 

the peaking at the end.  
The effective collimator width, L, was determined 

experimentally as described in Section 5.3.4.3. The 
remaining parameters B, PM' and a were determined for each 

plate of interest by graphically interpreting the power !• distribution data obtained from gamma scanning. Figure 

5.3-25 is an example of plots used to determine B, PM' and 
a. Because the actual uranium density tapers off at the 
fuel plate ends, this extrapolation gives a conservative 

value of the bottom edge peak for the plates as constructed.  
Table 5.3-6 shows the measured peak and the calculated 

actual peak at the lower end of several plates of interest.  
Note that the sharpness of the peak (compare Fa to B) 
increases as the distance from the outer cylindrical edge 
of the core increases. However, the actual power produced 
at the lower edge peak increases only slightly from the 
outer cylindrical edge to the center as witnessed by the 
slight increase in the product Fa F r. The importance of this 
lower edge peak is discussed in Section 7.3.2.  i •
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TABLE 5.3-6 

COMPARISON BETWEEN EXTRAPOLATED VALUES OF F AT FUEL 
PLATE BOTTOM EDGE AND PEAK MEASURED VRLUE 

Plate Position* Extrapolated Peak Measured B 
F F a a 

C-8, Plate 1 2.22 1.95 1.64 

C-8, Plate 2 1.92 1.83 1.58 

C-8, Plate 8 3.31 2.25 1.40 

C-9, Plate 1 2.49 2.32 1.90 

B-9, Plate 1 2.79 2.41 1.60 

A-2, Plate 1 2.57 2.26 1.48 

* Element orientations listed in Table 5.3-1.
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5.3.5 Power Distribution from Gamma Scanning 

By using the results of COREFAC, power distributions 

at various positions of interest in the core can be plotted.  

In order to simplify comparison between various plots, the 

value of the product Fr x Fa is plotted versus position.  

The quantity FrF which is the product of the radial 

peaking factor and axial peaking factor at the point 

being plotted, is a measure of the power generated at the 

point relative to the average core power.  

The power distribution across the fuel element in 

position B-5 is shown in Fig. 5.3-18. Note that the 

power distribution is fairly flat across B-5 indicating 

a uniform power production at the given height in the 

element. Figure 5.3-26 shows the power distribution 

across a fuel element in position C-9 as several different 

heights. For C-9 the power distribution is spiked either 

up or down on the plate next to the control blade de

pending upon whether the height in the element is above 

or below the height of the control blade. The power dis

tribution across a fuel element in position C-8 is shown 

in Fig. 5.3-27. The power shape is similar to that found 

in C-9 with the exception that the control blades do not 

depress the power distribution as much as in C-9 for 

heights above the height of the control blade.  

Figure 5.3-28 shows power distributions across fuel 

elements in B-3 and A-2. The element in A-2 has one side
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next to a solid dummy and the other side next to the 

absorber spider. The element in B-3 has two sides next 

to the absorber spider and one side next to a solid 

dummy. The distributions are shown at two different 

heights in the element, in order to show the difference 

caused by the absorber spider: whether the height of the 

distribution is above or below the cadmium absorber in 

the spider.  

Figure 5.3-29 shows the axial power distribution in 

C-8 next to the corner water hole for two different shim 

bank heights. For Core I of the MITR-II this channel gave 

the highest total power. Note that raising the shim bank 

lowered the peak even though the'actual power generated 

increased slightly.  

Figure 5.3-30 shows the axial power distribution for 

C-9 which is on the outer edge of the core, next to a 

shim blade. For plate 1 which is next to the shim blade, 

a large power peak occurs because of water replacing the 

shim blade in the shim blade slot. Note that this peak 

is quickly suppressed above the height of the shim blade.  

Also note that this large peak does not exist several 

plates into the element.  

Figure 5.3-31 shows the power distribution in B-9 for 

plate 1 which is next to both a solid dummy and the hex

agonal spider. The largest bottom edge spikes occurred 

for this element and the element in.A-2. The calculated
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value of FrFa using the edge correction method agrees 

very well with the extrapolated graphical value. Note 

that the power drops off rapidly at heights in the 

element above the height of the fixed absorber.  

Figure 5.3-32 shows the axial power distribution 

in B-5. Element B-5 is nearly completely surrounded by 

other fuel elements and has the highest total element 

power of any element in Core I.  

Figure 5.3-33 shows the axial power distribution 

for plate 1 in A-2 for the plate next to a solid dummy 

or next to the original In-core Sample Assembly (ICSA).  

The large peak caused by the ICSA was the determining 

factor used in eliminating the ICSA from Core I.  

Table 5.3-7 shows the core power distribution for 

Core I elements where the removable plate element was 

irradiated averaged over plates and elements. Figure 

5.3-34 shows the element average powers in their relative 

core positions.  

Figures 5.3-35 through 5.3-37 show values of Fr Fa 

at various horizontal slices through the core. These 

slices are at 0.438, 5.438, and 13.688 inches from the 

bottom of the fuel, respectively.  

5.4 Neutron Flux Measurements by Copper Wire Activation 

Flux distribution measurements as indicated by activa

tion of foils and wires were made at several locations incore 

and in experimental facilities in order to be able to compare
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FIG. 5.3-30 
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FIG. 5.3-33 
CORE I AXIAL POWER DISTRIBUTION IN ELEMENT POSITION A-2
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Above numbers are tlhe ratios of the COREFAC predicted element power for that position to the average element 
power in the core.  

- solid dummy element

!

FIG. 5*3-34.  RELATIVE.POWERS OF ELEMENTS IN CORE I WHERE THE REMOVABLE 
PLATE ELEMENT WAS IRRADIATED

REGULATING ROD
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TABLE 5.3-7 

RELATIVE POWER DISTRIBUTION IN PLATES AND ELEMENTS OF 
CORE I WHERE THE REMOVABLE PLATE ELEMENT WAS 

IRRADIATED - BLADES AT 7.6 INCHES

Core Element 
Position 

(Irradiation U) 

C-9 
lIrradiation #1) 

C-5 
(Irradiation #3) 

B-4 
(Irradiation #4)

A-2 
(Irradiation #5) 

C-8 
(Irradiation #6)

Plate* 
Number

1 
4 
8 

10 
14 

1 
4 
8 

10 
14 

1 
4 
8 
10 
14 

1 
4 
8.  

10 
14

1 
4 
8 

10 
14

Ratio of 
Plate to 
Power of 
Average 
Plate in 
Core 

1.2661.  
.9299 
.9504 

1.0687 
1.1064 

1.3556 
.8833 
.8224 
.7614 
.8209 

1.2018 
1.1703 
1.1662 
1.0884 
1.1083 

1.3333 
1.1671 
1.1205 
1.0612 
1.0908

1.5274 
1.0960 
1.0047 
1.0003 

.9227

Ratio of 
Element to 
Power of 
Average 
Element 
in Core

1.042 

0.889 

1.141

1.140 

1.116



(Continued)

Core Element 
Position 

(Irradiation #) 

B-5) 
(Irradiation #7) 

C-10 
(Irradiation #8) 

B-9 
(Irradiation #10) 

C-14 
(Irradiation #11) 

C-13 
(Irradiation #12) 

B-3 
(Irradiation #13)

Plate* 
Number

1 
4 
8 

10 
14 

1 
4 
8 

10 
14 

1 
4 
8 

10 
14 

1 
4 
8 

10 
14 

1 
4 
8 

10 
14

1 
4 
8 

10 
14

Ratio of 
Plate to 
Power of 
Average 
Plate in 
Core 

1.2758 
1.2663 
1.2301 
1.1994 
i1.639 

1.2844 
.8567 

C.8188 
.8427 
.7050 

1.2296 
1.1435 
1.0324 

.9399 

.9062 

1.2255 
.9165 
.8969 
.8964 
.9539 

1.3969 
.9585 
.8299 
.7742 
.8074 

1.1935 
1.1823 
1.0741 
1.0349 

.9139

Ratio of Element to 
Power of 
Average 
Element 
in Core

1.222 

0.85 

1.029 

0.9494 

.0.90 

1.061

26o
TABLE 5.3-7



I
Core Element 

Position 
(Irradiation U) 

C-8 
(Irradiation #14)

Plate* 
Number

15** 
12 

8 
6 
2

(Continued) 

Ratio of 
Plate to 
Power of 
Average 
Plate in 
Core

1.1828 
1.1236 
1.0327 
1.0797 
1.3152

Ratio of 
Element to 
Power of 
Average 
Element 
in Core

1.116

Position of plate 1 in core position is listed in 
Table 5.3-1. In comparing GAMSCAN results to actual 
plate position the following is true except for 
irradiation #14:

GAMSCAN Plate # 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5

Actual Plate # 

1 
4 
8 

10 
14

**For Irradiation #14, the following relationship between 
GAMSCAN Plate # and Actual Plate # is true:

GAMSCAN Plate # 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5

Actual Plate # 

15 
12 

* 8 
6 
2

"Plate I" in C-8 position is next to core housing.

TABLE 5.3-7
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FIG. 2625.3-35
CORE I EXPERIMENTAL POWER DISTRIBUTION FOR A HORIZONTAL 
CROSS-SECTION 0.438 INCHES FROM BOTTOM EDGE OF FUEL MEAT

regulating rod

0 

(K

I
0

W - solid dummy element

Contour lines are equal values of Fr Fa



FIG. 5.3-36 
CORE I EXPERIMENTAL POWER DISTRIBUTION FOR A HORIZONTAL 

CROSS-SECTION 5.438 INCHES FROM BOTTOM EDGE OF FUEL MEAT

263

regulating rod

0 

0

Z7 - solid dummy element

Contour lines are equal values of F Fa*



FI G. 5.3-37 
CORE I EXPERIMENTAL POWER DISTRIBUTION FOR A HORIZONTAL 
CROSS-SECTION 13.688 INCHES FROM BOTTOM EDGE OF FUEL MEAT

solid dummy element 

Contour lines are equal values of Fr Fa

t

264
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between several methods of experimental and'analytic 

flux evaluation. Copper wire irradiation was one method 

used for experimental measurements.  

5.4.1 General Description 

Copper is commonly used as a thermal neutron flux 

monitor because its cross section is fairly well known, 

it produces by irradiation a radionuclide that emits 

gamma rays with a convenient half-life, it exhibits 

small neutron self-shielding, and it is conveniently 

available in wire form. Copper wires were prepared 

and irradiated in the following positions: 

1) Coolant channels between fuel plates, 

2) Spider holes, 

3) Core housing corner holes, 

4) 3GV facilities and, 

5) 6RH2 facility.  

The copper wires were removed after the irradiation 

and allowed to decay for 1 1/2 hours before scanning in 

order to allow the Cu66 activity* to decay away. The 

wires were scanned using a second collimator located in 

the gamma scanner (see Section 5.3.2) and activities at 

various axial-positions on the wire were recorded. The 

activities were corrected for decay and different irradia

tions were correlated to one power by using results from 

cobalt foils which were irradiated in the pneumatic 

facility 1PH2.
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The purpose of the copper wire flux measurement is 

to compare the thermal flux in the positions measured with 

the thermal flux as predicted by the computer code CITATION.  

5.4.2 Experimental Procedure 

Copper wire flux mapping was included in MITR-II 

Startup Procedure 5.9.1. A copy of this procedure is 

included in Appendix A.  

5.4.2.1 Wire Preparation 

High purity copper wire (0.99999) which had a 

0.64 millimeter diameter was purchased for the flux 

wires. The wires were cut to length and thoroughly 

cleaned with acetone. Because it was not desirable to 

have copper in direct contact with the primary coolant 

water in order to avoid contamination of the primary 
water, the copper wires were completely covered as 

described below.  

The copper wires were placed inside clear polyolefin 

(unsaturated polyethylene) shrinkable tubing. The tubing 

was heated with a hot air gun in order to shrink the 
tubing against the wire. This resulted in a 0.01 inch 

coating of polyolefin over the copper. The ends of the 
wire were sealed with BIPAX (TRA-BOND, BB-2101) epoxy 

which had been approved for short term use in the reactor.  

Because the coating over the copper wire was a thin coating 

of a hydrocarbon it was assumed that the perturbation caused



by the coating would be small (there appeared to be no 

heavy metal contamination in the coating because the 

resulting gamma scans of copper with coating showed only 

the copper gamma spectrum). An engraved aluminum marker 

was epoxied onto the upper end of each wire in order to 

make identification of the wires easier. Several wires 

were attached to long stainless steel extensions in order 

to be able to locate the wires remotely in experimental 

positions.  

5.4.2.2 Electronics and Counting Setup 

The activity of the copper wires was much less than 

the activity of fuel plates and therefore, a different 

sized collimator had to be installed. Because detector 

discriminator settings could be adjusted so that only the 

0.51 Mev gamma peak of Cu64 would be counted, collimator 

leakage for other energy gamma rays was of no concern.  

The dimensions of the installed collimator are shown 

in Fig. 5.4-1. The NaI (Th) scintillation detector that 

was used to count the uranium foils was positioned above 

the collimator and shielded with lead bricks. The arrange

ment of the detector and collimator for copper wire scanning 

is shown in Fig. 5.4-2. A block diagram of the electronic 

counting equipment is shown in Fig. 5.4-3.  

A copper wire to be scanned was taped into a shallow 

slot in an aluminum plate the same size as a fuel plate.  

The aluminum plate was then placed in the same slot that
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FIG. 5.4-1 
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FIG. 5.4-2
COPPER WIRE SCANNER 
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held a fuel plate during fuel plate scanning. The copper 

wire could be moved under the collimator by adjusting the 

lathe table controls in a similar manner as fuel plate 

scanning. The initial relationship between the lathe 

table positions and the position of the aluminum plate 

holding the copper wire was obtained by sighting through 

the collimator and viewing the bottom edge of the aluminum 

plate to obtain a reference point.  

5.4.2.3 Irradiation and Counting 

Copper wires were positioned and irradiated in the 

reactor in groups of up to five wires per irradiation.  

Table 5.4-1 lists the positions for each of the copper wires 

U irradiated. Figure 5.4-4 shows the location of the wires 

for positions in the reactor core. The wires were irradiated 

at 200 nominal watts for one hour which corresponded to the 

same power and irradiation time as was used for the re

movable plate element during gamma scanning. Prior to 

beginning the irradiation, a cobalt foil was inserted into 

the same repeatable position in lPH2 that was used for 

cobalt foils during the fuel plate scanning procedure.  

After completion of the irradiation, the wires were 

allowed to decay at least one hour and then they were 

removed for scanning. The cobalt foil was also removed 

for later counting. At the counting location, the wires 

were thoroughly cleaned but the polyolefin coating was 

left on the wires. A wire would be taped with thin mylar
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TABLE 5.4-1 

COPPER FLUX WIRE IRRADIATION LOCATIONS 

Wire 
Identification 

adiation # Letter Loca 

15 J Corner hol 

16 A 10th chann• 
in C

2nd channel from edge 
in C-8 

6RH2 

Corner hole #2 

Spider hole #3 

llth channel frcm solid 
dummy in A-2 

2nd channel from solid 
dummy in A-2

3GV5 

Corner hole #4 

Spider hole #1 

3GV6 

Spider hole #3 

Corner hole #5

IrrCase 

2

3

4 

5 

6 

7

8

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14

C

tion 

e #4 

al from edge 
-8



5

Ak-4 6RH2 

A- 9 3GV5 

A-12 3GV6

Numbers shown are case numbers for each wire.

273FIG. 5.4-4 
COPPER FLUX WIRE IRRADIATION LOCATIONS 
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tape onto the blank aluminum plate and positioned in the 

gamma scanner. The wire was counted for four minutes 

at various axial locations with the wire always located 

in the center of the collimator in the transverse direction.  

The raw count, time of the count, and axial position on 

each wire were recorded for each four minute count. A 

sample data sheet used for wire counting can be found in 

Appendix F. Each wire would be scanned in turn until all 

wires for a given irradiation were counted.  

The cobalt foils were counted using the same method 

and electronics as described in Section 5.3.3.4.  

5.4.3 Data Analysis 

The raw counts obtained were corrected for the decay 

between irradiation completion and counting, background 

counts, power variations between irradiations and resonance 

activation in order to give corrected counts that would 

correspond to the activation by thermal neutrons alone.  

The raw data for the copper wire scanning is filed in the 

M.I.T. Reactor Headquarters office with the data for 

Startup Procedure 5.9.1. Samples of corrected counting 

data is included in Appendix F. Case #1 data was not 

corrected because this was only an initial irradiation 

to test activity levels and procedures; a repeat irradiation 

of that position is Case #10.
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5.4.3.1 Decay, Power, and Background Corrections 

For each point counted, the decay time after counting 

was recorded. The following equation relates the initial 

activity at the completion of the irradiation with the 

activity and the time the wire position was counted: 

A to 
AA t , (5.4-1) 

e 

where, 

Ao is the initial activity, 

At is the activity at time t after the irradiation, 

t is the time from the end of the irradiation to 
the beginning of the count, 

x is the decay constant for Cu6 4 .  

Because Cu64 was the isotope being counted (0.51 Mev 

gamma peak) the decay constant used was 9 x 10-4 min.-l 

(T1/ 2 = 12.82 hrs.). The activity, At, at the time of 

the count is proportional to the raw count rate, Ct, 

minus the background count rate, B, which makes Eq. 5.4-1 

into: 

A cCet 
-At 

(5.4-2) 
e.  

The wire irradiations were all correlated to the same 

power level as -the plate gamma scans for Core I of the 

MITR-II. Table 5.4-2 gives the cobalt count for each of 

the wire irradiations and lists the cobalt count for the 

reference cobalt count from the plate gamma scanning.  V



TABLE 5.4-2 

CORE I COPPER WIRE IRRADIATION

Irradiation # 

15 

16 

17 

18

Raw Counts 

29162 

26902 

26816 

26750

Corrected for 
Background 

15241 

12981 

12895 

12829

COBALT FOIL DATA 

Corrected for 
Mass and 
Background 

13724 

12981 

12371 

12778

Total Counts 
Corrected for 
Decay, Mass 
and Background 

13792 

13042 

12425 

12816

Total corrected counts for the Kth irradiation = COB(K) 

SMCOB = 2,352

r ri�
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The initial count rate at the completion of the irradiation 

corrected for decay, background, and power level is deter

mined by the following equation: 

= .C -B 
Co t- SMCOB 
C0  e- X (COB(YQ) '.3 

e 

where, 

SMCOB is the reference cobalt count from plate 
scanning, 

COB(K) is the cobalt foil for the Kth irradiation, 

CO is the normalized initial count rate, 

Ct, B, ., and t are as described above.  

5.4.3.2 Resonance Corrections 

The count rates obtained in Section 5.4.3.1 were 

caused by induced activity in the copper wire from both 

thermal and resonance neutrons. CITATION neutron flux 

results for the copper wire positions are used to deter

mine resonance corrections to the counting data. The 

total activity induced in a stable flux monitor by 

CITATION thermal and resonance neutron fluxes can be 

represented by the following equation: 

ATOT (N03cr3S) + (No2 IoS) , (5.4-4)



where,

N 

a 3 

03 

S 

02 

.I0

ATOT
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is the number of atoms of the stable flux monitor,, 

is the thermal neutron activation cross section 
which has been averaged over the energy range 
of CITATION Group 3, 

is the thermal neutron flux for CITATION Group 3, 

is the saturation factor, 

is the resonance neutron flux for CITATION Group 2, 

is the effective resonance integral for CITATION 
Group 2 flux, 

is the total activity.

The activity from thermal neutrons alone, Ath, would be: 

Ath = N03a3S . (5.4-5) 

Combining Eqs. 5.4-4 and 5.4-5 yields the ratio of 

thermal activity to total activity:

Ath 

ATOT 

which reduces to, 

Ath 

-"TOT

N9 3 0 3 S 
- 3a3S + NO2 1oS 

'02 lo 
3 3

(C
(5.4-6) 

(5.4-7)

Values for 02, 031 Io, and 03 must be known to deter

mine the ratio of the thermal activation to the total 

activation. The neutron flux ratio $2/03 is obtained by 

taking the ratio of the Group 2 flux (.4ev - 3 kev) to



the Group 3 flux (0.00025ev - 0.4ev) at each wire position 

from the three-dimensional CITATION computer calculation.  

Values of a3 and 10 are derived from the work done by 

Mathews on wire and foil irradiations done on the MITR-I 

(Ref. 5.4-1). The copper cross section and effective 

resonance integral used by Mathews must be modified to 

the appropriate CITATION energy averaged value.  

The thermal activation cross section for neutrons with 

a speed of 2200 meters per second for Cu63 which is the 

parent nuclide of Cu6 4 is 4.50 barns. The effective 

resonance integral, 10, is made up of a I/V component 

and a resonance component. The 1/V component of the 

resonance integral is: 

E 0c (E )1/2 dE 
= a--0 , (5.4-8) 

where, 

Ii/V is the 1/V component of the resonance integral, 

E 0 is the neutron energy corresponding to the 
most probable neutron velocity, 

a is the activation cross section for neutrons act with energy Eof 

E is the lower energy limit of the CITATION c resonance energy group, 

Ef is the lower energy limit of the CITATION 
fast energy group, 

Integrating Eq. 5.4-8 yields: 

Il/V 2o E /2 Ec5.4-9) 

act E 

f
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where, 

Fabs is the fraction of neutrons absorbed, 

v is the volume of the body, 

S is the surface..area of the body.

which reduces to the following: 

-0 1/2 

II/V = 2act ) - (E1) (5.4-10) 

The lower energy limits of the resonance and fast 

energy groups used in the three-dimensional CITATION cal

culation were Ec = 0.4ev and Ef = 3 x 10 3 ev. Taking 

E = 0.0253ev and &o = 4.50 barns, Eq. 5.4-10 is 0 act 
evaluated to give: 

I1/V = 2.24 barns . (5.4-11) 

The resonance component of Io must include self

shielding effects of the wire thickness. Mathews (Ref. 5.4-1) 

determined the non-l/V component of the resonance integral 

for copper foils of various thicknesses. Figure 5.4-n 

shows a curve of foil thickness versus effective resonance 

integral. In order to compare the values for a cylindrical 

wire to the values of a foil, the equivalency between 

foils and wires must be determined.  

The fraction of incoming neutrons which are absorbed 

in a pure absorbing body is proportional to geometry in 

the following way (Ref. 5.4-1): 

a s 4 v Fabsi , (5.4-12)

|

C
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FIG. 5.4-5 
EFFECTIVE RESONANCE INTEGRAL FOR Cu 6 3 

Copper resonance integral .does nbt include 
1/v component and is basg on 2200 meter/sec.  
cross-section of actu ) = 4.50 barns.  
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Pfoil 
abs 
wi re %Ls 

For an infinite foil of 

volume and surface area
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C
4v S-)foil 
T ,4v,-. (5.4-13) 

wire 

thickness t, the relationship between 

is:

S = 2v t "

For an infinite wire of 

volume and surface area

(5.4-14)

diameter D, the relationship between 

is:

S = 4v 
D (5.4-15)

Substituting Eq. 5.4-14 and 5.4-15 into Eq. 5.4-13 yields:

Ffoil a = 

Fwire a

2t 
D5-•

C,
(5.4-16)

for the case where the same fraction of neutrons are ab

sorbed in both the wire and the foil, FfoilFwire 1, and .a a 
Eq. 5.4-16 becomes: 

D = 2t . (5.4-17) 

From this equation it is seen that a wire of diameter 
"x" is approximately equivalent to a foil of thickness "x/2".  

Mathews (Ref. 5.4-1) determined the non-l/V effective 

resonance integral for a 0.020 inch in diameter copper wire

C'

m

The ratio between fractions of neutrons absorbed in 

a foil and in a wire would be:
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and found that 1non i/V = 2.195. Using Fig. 5.4-5, this 

corresponds to a foil of thickness 0.010 thus confirming 

Eq. 5.4-17.  

The copper wires in the present irradiations had a 

diameter of 0.0252 inches and thus, from Fig. 5.4-5, 

Inon-i/V = 2.13 barns. The total effective resonance 

integral is: 

1 = Ii/v + Inon-I/v , (5.4-18) 

substituting values for 0.0252 inch copper wire Eq. 5.4-18 

yields: 

1O = 4.37 barns . (5.4-19) 

CITATION uses thermal cross sections that is averaged 

over the thermal energy group. The relationship between 

an averaged cross section for a Maxwellian energy dis

tribution and the cross section for neutrons with a 

speed of 2200 meters per second is as follows (Ref. 5.4-2): 

Ra/2 0 (5.4-20) °a(• = act 

where, 

Oa(•) is the energy averaged cross section, a 

aact° is the 2200 meter per second cross section.  

o 63 Since pact equals 4.50 barns for Cu, the energy averaged 

cross section which corresponds to the CITATION Group 3 

cross section, a3, is3.99 barns.  

The derivation of 10 included averaging over the
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resonance energy group and thus, the following ratio 

corresponds with the energy averaged CITATION flux 

ratio: 

0 '4.37 barns 1.095 (5.4-21) 
U3  3-.9-9 barns 1 

Substituting the value of Eq. 5.4-21 into Eq. 5.4-7 

yields: 

Ath 1 St 1 + o~ 2(5.4-22) 

OT 1+ 1.0952 

where, 

O2/03 is the flux ratio taken from CITATION.  

5.4.4 Summary of Copper Wire Flux Maps 

The main purpose of copper wire flux mapping is to 

determine the thermal neutron flux shape in positions of 

interest and to compare this shape with the flux shape 

as predicted by CITATION. All of the copper wire data 

was corrected for power differences between irradiations 

and for resonance capture effects (using CITATION flux 

ratios). Sample corrected data is listed in Appendix F 

Sand the raw data is filed in the MITR Headquarters Office 

with Procedure 5.9.1.  

The corrected counts were plotted versus wire position.  

CITATION Group 3 (thermal) fluxes from the three-dimensional 

model which corresponded to each respective wire (l_



count position were also plotted on the same graphs. A 

5 MW CITATION thermal flux of 1.0 x 1013 was chosen to 

equal 186.5 counts because this yielded good agreement 

between the copper wire and CITATION results at incore 

locations where confidence in CITATION results is high.  

Figures 5.4-6 and 5.4-7 show that CITATION and the 

copper wires are in agreement with the exception of the 

flux spike at each end of the element. This expected 

difference is further discussed later in this section.  

At the element ends, the CITATION spike is 60% of the c 

copper wire spike. Note that there is no large difference 

between the flux shapes for the position that was next 

to the solid dummy and the position that was next to 

the fueled element.  

Figure 5.4-8 shows the flux distributions in 

channel 2 of element C-8. There is generally good 

agreement between CITATION and copper wire results 

with the exception of the spike at the bottom. Figure 5.4-9 

shows the flux distribution for an intericr channel in 

C-8. Note that the shapes are in agreement, but that 

CITATION predicted a higher thermal flux.  

Figures 5.4-10 and 5.4-11 show flux distributions in 

channels of an element in A-2. The copper wire in 

channel 11 (Fig. 5.4-11) extended 1 3/4 inches below the 

bottom of the fuel meat and thus shows the very large 

thermal flux spike that occurs at the bottom.of the fuel.
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FIG. 5.4-7 
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Figures 5.4-12, 5.4-13, and 5.4-14 show the thermal (L 

flux distributions in core housing corner holes #2, .4, 

and 5, respectively, (see Fig. 5.4-4 for locations).  

CITATION does not do well predicting the flux shape in 

the corner holes because of large mesh point spacing and 

because of homogenized materials cross sections. The 

copper wire flux shapes in each of the three different 

corners are very similar with only the magnitude of counts 

differing. The counts for corner hole #4 which is next 

to the C-8 element position are about 12% greater than 

the counts in the other two corner holes measured. There 

appears to be no variations in the corner holde distribu

tion shape depending upon whether the corner hole is 

next to a radial-spider arm or next to a fuel element.  

Figures 5.4-15, 5.4-16, and 5.4-17 show the flux 

distributions for 6RH2, 3GV5, and 3GV6, respectively.  

CITATION cannot give good representations of the experi

mental locations because of the limited mesh points at 

the experimental locations. Note that the peak flux 

in the 3GV facilities does not occur at the bottom of 

the facility.  

The copper wires showed a much greater thermal flux 

spike at the bottom of the fuel than was predicted by 

CITATION. Hove (Ref. 5.4-3) had shown that CITATION 

calculations using homogenized lower plenum cross sections 

under predicted the flux peak that occurred at the bottom 

of the fuel. The implications of this under prediction
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shall be further discussed in Sections 7.3 and 10.1.1.  

. . . .. ... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .... . . .. . . . . . . . .  

5.5 Summary of Power and Flux Distributions for Core I 

Three methods of determining the power and flux 

distributions were used in this chapter. The methods 

were: 

1) CITATION computer code, 

2) Gamma Scanning, and 

3) Copper Wire Irradiations.  

Tables 5.5-1, 5.5-2, and 5.5-3 summarize the figures 

which show the results for these respective methods.  

The importance and conclusion of these results are 

further discussed in Chapter 10.  

U
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TABLE 5.5-1 

SUMMARY TABLE OF CORE I CITATION DISTRIBUTIONS

Figure Number 

5.2-2 

5.2-5 

5.2-6 

5.2-7 

5.2-8 

5.2-9 

5.2-10 

5.2-11 

6.4-1

Title of Figure 

5 MW Thermal Neutron Flux from 
2-D CITATION 

CITATION Relative Power Distribution 
of Plate 1 of Element in C-8 

CITATION Relative Power Distribution 
of Plate 1 of Element in A-2 

CITATION Relative Power Distribution 
on Central Plate in Element B-5 

CITATION Relative Power Distribution 
for Horizontal Layer 11 

CITATION Relative Power Distribution 
for Horizontal Layer 9 

CITATION Relative Power Distribution 
for Horizontal Layer 6 

5 MW Thermal Flux from 3-D CITATION..  

Comparison between CITATION and COREFAC 
Results for Core I
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TABLE 5.5-2 ' 

SUMMARY TABLE OF POWER DISTRIBUTIONS FOR CORE I BASED ON PLATE SCANNING DATA

Figure Number 

5.3-26, 5.3-27, 
5.3-28

5.3-29

5.3-30

5.3-31

5.3-32

Title

Power Distributions across 
Elements C-9, C-8, and (A-2, 
B-3) 

Core I Axial Power Distribu
tion in Element Position C-8 

Core I Axial Power Distribu
tion in Element Position C-9

Core I Axial Power Distribu
tion in Element Position B-9 

Core I Axial Power Distribu
tion in Element Position B-5

Comments 

Shows variation in power across 
element for several positions.  

Shows power variation in hot 
channel in C-8 with control 
blade height and shows power 
peaking at corner hole.  

Shows power peaking at water 
filled control blade slot and 
how peak drops off a few 
plates into the element.  

Shows highest bottom edge peak 
which was measured. Element 
was next to a solid dummy 
and hexagonal spider. Power 
is depressed in upper part 
because of proximity to 
fixed absorber.  

Shows axial power distribution 
on a plate in the element with 
the highest average power dis
tribution.  

o

( V



_Ligure Number 

5.3-33

TABLE 5.5-2 (Continued) 

Title 

Core I Axial Power Distribu
tion in Element Position A-2

Comments 

Shows Power Distribution in 
A-2 both next to a solid 
dummy and next to the original 
ICSA (flooded)

5.3-34

5.3-35

5.3-36

5.3-37

Table Number

5.3-7

Relative Powers of Elements in 
Core I where the Removable 
Plate Element was Irradiated 

Core I Experimental Power Dis
tribution for a Horizontal 
Cross Section 0.438 inches 
from Bottom Edge of Fuel Meat 

Core I Experimental Power Dis
tribution for a Horizontal 
Cross Section 5.438 inches 
from Bottom Edge of Fuel Meat 

Core I Experimental Power Dis
tribution for a Horizontal 
Cross Section 13.688 inches 
from Bottom Edge of Fuel Meat 

Relative Power Distribution in 
Plates and Elements! of Core I 
where the Removable Plate Element 
was Irradiated - Blades at 7.6 inches.

0

.- . I I 1 -111.- 01- -1 1-1. . - I . I %,

V
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.TABLE 5.5-3 

SUMMARY TABLE OF COPPER WIRE FLUX DISTRIBUTIONS

Figure Number 

5.4-6, 5.4-7 

5.4-8, 5.4-9 

5.4-10, 5.4-11 

5.4-12, 5.4-13, 
5.4-14 

5.4-15 

5.4-16 

5.4-17

Description 

Thermal Neutron Flux Distributions 
in Absorber Spider Holes #1 and #3 

Thermal Neutron Flux Distribution 
in Channels #2 and #10 of Element 
in C- 8 

Thermal Neutron Flux Distributions 
in Channels #2 and #11 of Channel 
in A-2 

Thermal Neutron Flux Distributions 
in Corner Holes #2, #4, and #5 

Thermal Neutron Flux Distribution in 
6RH2 

Thermal Neutron Flux Distribution in 
3GV5 

Thermal Neutron Flux Distribution in 
3GV6

ý10
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CHAPTER 6 

POWER DISTRIBUTIONS IN CORE II 

Power distributions in Core II of the MITR-II are 

discussed in this chapter. Section 6.1 summarizes the 

analysis methods and fuel loading arrangement for Core II.  

The calculational model and design check predictions for 

Core II are described in Section 6.2. The experimental 

measurements of power distributions for several specifiec 

element positions are described in Section 6.3. The power 

distributions for Core II are summarized in Section 6.4.  

6.1 Analysis Methods and Loading 

Core II was intended as a short term core to be 

operated during the period of time it would take to 

obtain satisfactory substitutes for the original cad

mium sandwich fixed absorbers. Core II was designed 

to allow operation of the MITR-II without fixed absorb

ers in the upper half of the core. This resulted in 

a higher active core height and some loss of neutron 

intensity at the beam ports beneath the reactor core.  

The fuel loading for Core II is shown in Fig. 6.1-1.  

The power and neutron flux distributions of Core II 

were calculated by using the CITATION computer code.  

Selected power distributions were experimentally verified &
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by gamma scanning a removable plate fuel 7element after 

irradiation in the specified positions. The use of 

CITATION and gamma scanning techniques to determine 

the power density is extensively described in Chapter 5 

and will not be repeated here. Only the differences between 

evaluating Core I and Core II are discussed in this chap

ter. The differences arise in the means for evaluating 

the radial peaking factor, Fr, since for Core II fewer 

removable plate irradiations were performed.  

6.2 Design Check Predictions 

A three-dimensional model was developed to mock-up 

the Core II fuel loading for use in the CITATION code 

calculation. The CITATION ccle and cross sections set 

are described in Section 5.2.1. A description of the 

Core II calcula-tional model is given in Section 6.2.1.  

6.2.1 Mesh Spacing Arrangement 

As can be seen in Fig. 6.1-1, Core II of the MITR-II 

is not symmetric about a plane passing through the center 

of the core.and the center of the regulating rod. In 

order to model Core II as symmetric about the center 

plane, the solid dummies in the B-ring had to be smeared 

as shown in Fig. 6.2-1. The total volume of fuel for 

22 fuel elements was set equal to the amount of fuel in 

the mock-up shown in Fig. 6.2-1. The axial direction 

(Z direction) and radial (R direction) mesh boundaries
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were maintained the same as for Core 1. The e direction 

boundaries were altered to obtain the positions shown & 
in Fig. 6.2-1.  

Table 6.2-1 shows the comparison between the CITATION 

predictions for Keff and power densities for the models 

of Core I and Core II. The average power density multiplied 

by the number of elements in the core comes to approximately 

the same number for each loading which indicates that the 

fuel volume ratio between the two cases is correct. The 

fact that the error in Keff (compared to the measured 

Kff..= 1.00) is :about the same for both cases indicates 

that the symmetric model of the non-symmetric Core II is 

probably not a bad assumption and the results will be 

consistent with other CITATION calculations of.the MITR-II.  

6.2.2 Power Density 

If a total core power is specified, CITATION prints 

out the average mesh point power density for each mesh 

point containing fissile material. For all CITATION com

puter calculations in this work, the total core power was 

specified as 5 thermal megawatts. Section 5.2.3.1 shows 

how CITATION calculated power densities can be used to 

obtain local fuel plate heat fluxes; heat deposited in 

local coolant channels; values of Fr, Fa, and F x Fa; r ar a 
and fuel plate wall temperatures.  

By employing the method to determine channel powers 

described in Section 5.2.3.1, the average channel power
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TABLE 6.2-1 

COMPARISON OF CITATION Keff AND POWER DENSITY 

PREDICTIONS FOR CORE I AND CORE II 

Comparison Between Keff for CITATION Models

Core I

Measured Keff 1.0

Core II 

1.0

CITATION Prediction 
for Keff of Critical 
Core

0.947

Comparison Between Power Densities for 
CITATION Models of Core I and II 

Core I Core IT

Number of Loaded 
Elements 24

Average Power Density 
in Fueled Volume 

Average Power Density times 
"Number.of Elements 

1000

.4

84 watts/cm
3 

2.016

91.3 watts/cm
3

2.008

4 

A

0.954

22
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for each element can be obtained. The power deposited 

in the Kth channel, PCK, is determined by the following 

equation: 

n 
PCK = 2W j (Q/A)i Zi, watts (5.2-6) 

i=l 

where, 

(Q/A) i is the fuel plate area heat flux in watts/cm2 

for constant R and e corresponding to the 
channel of. interest, 

'Zi is the heght in centimeters in the Z direction 
of the i mesh point, 

W is the fueled width of the fuel plate in 
centimeters, 

n is the number of mesh point volumes in the 
2 direction for constant R and 0.  

The average channel power in an element is determined 

by the following: 

Q 
P• • PCjfj , watts (6.2-1) 

j=1 

where, 

PCM is the average channel power in the M th element, 

PC. ighthe channel power of the jth channel in the 
M element, 

f. is the fraction of .• Mth element power that is 
3 represented by the j channel, 

Q is number of channels in the Mth element for 
which CITATION representations are available.
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Note .that the following must be made true for each 

evaluation: 

Q 

f = 1.0. (6.2-2) 

j=j 

The fj's are evaluated by determining the volume fraction 

of the element that can be reprsented by a given channel 

in CITATION (a series of axial mesh points with a constant 

R and e).  

The ratio of element power to core average element 

power is defined to be Fr' and can be determined by the r 

following equation: 

(F!)M - pcM (6.2-3) 
SpCi 
i=l 

P 

where, 

(Fr)M is the ratio of power produced in the Mth 
element to the poqer produced in the 
average element, 

P is the number of fueled elements in the 

reactor.  

By using results and Eqs. 5.2-3, 6.2-1, and 6.2-3, the 

value of F' was calculated for each element in Core II.  
r 

Figure 6.2-2 shows the value of F' for each element position.  

The hottest channels in Core II are predicted to be 

in elements A-1 and C-13. Axial power distributions for 

the hottest channels in those elements are shown in 

Figs. 6.2-3 and 6.2-4. An axial power distribution for a
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6.2-2

Above numbers are the ratio of the CITATION 
predicted power in each element position 
to the power in the average element in the 
core for the blades at 8 inches.

,

&e

FIG.
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central channel in a B-ring element is shown in Fig. 6.2-5.  

As would be expected, a higher fraction of element power 

is generated in the upper half of the element upon removal 

of the fixed absorbers.  

Figures 6.2-3, 6.2-4, and 6.2-5 show the effects of 

raising the blade height on the axial power distribution.  

For interior element ring positions, the shape of the 

plate axial power distribution is nearly unchanged and the 

total power generated drops slightly. For fuel plates 

near the outside of the core, the shape of the power 

distribution changes considerably with blade height and 

the total power generated increases significantly. When 

peak values of the safety limit and limiting condition 

for operation occur in outside edge fuel channels, the 

values will increase toward the allowable limit as the 

shim bank is raised.  

6.3 Experimental measurement of Power Density 

The power distribution in several fuel element 

positions was experimentally measured by gamma scanning 

of removable fuel plates. A description of gamma scan

ning techniques is found in Section 5.3. The removable 

plate element was only irradiated in four fuel element 

positions in the Core II loading for the following reasons: 

A. A full irradiation program of all positions 
would have required an extended length of 
time,
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10

B. Comparisons between CITATION and gamma scan
ning for Core I had given a good verification 
of accuracy of CITATION, 

C. Future core evaluations will not involve 
gamma scanning techniques and thus it 
would be helpful to begin to formulate 
those evaluation techniques as early as 
possible with some limited additional 
experimental verification as a check.  

The four element positions where fuel plate irradiations 

were performed were chosen by picking the positions which 

CITATION predicted to have the greatest power peaking 

and where characteristics of Core II differed sufficiently 

from Core I such that unexpected power peaking might occur; 

i.e., water gaps created by removal of the fixed absorbers.  

Figure 6.3-1 shows the four positions where the removable 

plate element was irradiated.  

6.3.1 Variances Between Core I and Core II Gamma 

Scanning Technique 

The gamma scanning experimental technique and data 

evaluation was the same for Core II as for Core I with 

the exception of the following: 

1) The counting electronics were different (see 
Fig. 6.3-2 for block diagram of new electronic 
equipment), 

2) Uranium foil irradiations were not performed 
since they had been found to be unnecessary, 

3) Scanning position points were changed and new 
effective areas inputed to COREFAC, 

4) COREFAC was not utilized to obtain core-average 
weighting factors because sufficient irradiations 
were not performed to yield accurate core-wide 
plate weighting factors.
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FIG. 6.3-1
Cl

CORE II REMOVABLE PLATE ELEMENT IRRADIATION POSITIONS
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- solid dummy element

- orientation of plate 1 in element positionI



FIG. 6.3-2
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The electronics change had no effect on the results 

since the same 1131 source used as Core I standard was 

used to calibrate and adjust the Core II setup to the 

same count rates and energy cutoff as Core I. Deleting 

the uranium foil counts was possible because the uranium 

foil data was not used in evaluating the scanning data.  

The scanning positions were changed because more 

information was desired about the power distribution in 

the upper section of the core. Because the number of 

points scanned is limited to 66, some of the positions 

in the lower portion of the plate were deleted. A 

series of points were chosen at the top edge of the fuel 

plate in order to assure that no unacceptable peaking 

was occurring near the outlet of the elements with the 

fixed absorber removed. Table 6.3-1 gives the coordinates 

of the positions scanned with (0,0) corresponding to a 

lower left corner of the fuel meat when looking at the 

fuel plate with the number side up and the scan point 

effective areas.  

COREFAC was only used to obtain the axial peaking 

factor Fa, and to provide data for evaluating F" , the 
a r 

ratio of the power produced in a plate to the power 

produced in the average plate in that element. Insuffi

cient removable plate irradiations were performed to ob

tain data representative of every fuel plate in Core II.  

As a result, core wide weighting could not be obtained



; TABLE 6.3-1 

REMOVABLE PLATE SCAN POINT COORDIANTES FOR CORE II 

Effective 
Point x* y* Area 

1 0.0 1.688 0.0225 

2 0.0 1.000 0.0215 

3 0.00 0.313 0.0205 

4 0.063 1.688 0.0674 

5 0.063 1.000 0.0644 

6 0.063 0.313 0.0615 

7 0.188 1.688 0.0898 

8. 0.188 1.000 0.0859 

9 0.188 0.313 0.0820 

10 0.313 1.688" 0.0898 

11 0.313 1.000 0.0859 

12 0.313 0.313 0.0820 

13 0.438 1.688 0.1347 

14 0.438 1.000 0.1289 

15 0.438 0.313 0.1230 

16 0.688 1.688 0.2695 

17 0.688 1.000 0.2579 

18 0.688 0.313 0.2461 

19 1.188 1.688 0.3594 

20 1.188 1.000 0.3438 

21 1.188 0.313 0.3281 

22 1.688 1.688 0.5391 

23 1.688 1.00 0.5156 

24 1.688 0.313 0.4922 

"25 2.688 1.688 0.7188 

26 2.688 1.000 0.6875 

27 2.688 0.313 0.6562 

28 3.688 1.688 0.7188 

29 3.688 1.000 0.6875

321
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TABLE 6.3-1 (Continued) 

REMOVABLE PLATE SCAN POINT COORDINATES FOR CORE II 

Effective 
Point x* y* Area 

30 3.688 0.313 0.6562 

31 4.688 1.688 0.7188 

32 4.688 1.000 0.6875 

33 4.688 0.313 0.6562 

34 5.688 1.688 0.7188 

35 5.688 1.000 0.6875 

36 5.688 0.313 0.6562 

37 6.688 1.688 0.7188 

38 6.688 1.000 0.6875 

39 6.688 0.313 0.6562 

40 7.688 1.688 1.0781 

41 7..688 1.000 1.0312 

42 7.688 0.313 0.9844 

43 9.688 1.688 1.4375 

44 9.688 1.000 1.3750 

45 9.688 0.313 1.3125 
46 11.688 1.688 1.4375 

47 11.688 1.000 1.3750 

48 11.688 0.313 1.3125 

49 13.688 1.688 1.7970 

50 13.688 1.000 1.7190 

51 13.688 0.313 1.6405 

52 16.688 1.688 2.1562 

53 16.688 1.000 2.0625 

54 16.688 0.313 1.9687 

55 19.688 1.688 1.6172 

56 19.688 1.000 1.5469 

57 19.688 0.313 1.4766

A
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TABLE 6.3-1 (Continued) 

REMOVABLE PLATE SCAN POINT COORDINATES FOR CORE II 

Effective 

Point x* y*ý Area

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66

21.188 

21.188 

21.188 

21.938 

21.938 

21.938 

22.438 

22.438 

22.438

1.688 

1.000 

0.313 

1.688 

1.000 

0.313 

1.688 

1.000 

0.313

0.8086 

0.7734 

0.7383 

0.3492 

0.3297 

0.3102 

0.0140 

0.0144 

0.0140

*(0,0) corresponds to the lower left corner of the 

fuel meat when looking at the fuel plate with the number 

side up.

I
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with sufficient accuracy to utilize the capability in 

COREFAC to evaluate Fr, the ratio of power produced in 

a plate to the power produced in the average plate in 

the core.  

6.3.2 Data Analysis 

Computer code GAMSCAN was utilized to evaluate 

counting data and correct for decay, background, and 

backscatter. The output of GAMSCAN was used as input 

to COREFAC along with cobalt foil counts and scan 

point effective areas. Table 6.3-2 gives the element 

orientation and the corrected cobalt count for each 

irradiation. COREFAC output yielded the value of F a 

for each point scanned and an average counts per unit 

area of plate for each plate scanned.  

Figure 6.3-3 shows the axial distribution of F a 

for the hottest plate in A-2. Note that the power 

distribution is fairly uniform in the plate. Power 

peaks occur at the top and bottom of the plate where 

water is plentiful in the inlet and outlet plenums.  

Similarly, a power peak occurs above 10 inches as a 

result of the water gap caused by removal of the fixed 

absorbers.  

Figure 6.3-4 shows the axial variation of Fa for 

a plate in B-4 next to a radial wing of the absorber 

spider. There is no unacceptable peaking caused by the 

water gap created by removal of the fixed absorber sandwich.



TABLE 6.3-2 

CORE II REMOVABLE PLATE ELEMENT ORIENTATION 
POSITIONS AND COBALT FOIL COUNTS

Irradiation 
Number

Fuel Element 
Position

Element 
Orientation 
in Position

Total Cobalt 
Foil Counts 
Corrected for 
Decay, Mass, 
and Background

2

2 

2 

2

1 A-1 Plate 1 next to 1! 
hexagonal spider 

2 B-4 Plate 1 next to 2 
absorber spider 

.3 C-15 Plate 1 next to 2 
core housing 

.4 C-13 Plate 1 next to 2 
core housing 

*Blade height for irradiations was 8.6 inches.

S,066 

8,742 

8,459 

6,439

325
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Figure 6.3-5 shows the axial variation of Fa for the 

outside fuel plate in C-13. The power distributions in 

this outside plate resembles distributions found in Core I 

where power was depressed in the upper core by fixed 

absorbers. The control blades have a major influence 

on the power distribution in the outside edge plates 

causing the power to decrease above the axial height of 

the shim bank. Because element positions C-3, C-8, and 

C-13 are relatively far from the fixed absorber locations, 

the power density distribution shape depends mainly on 

the shim bank height and is only slightly affected by 

whether fixed absorbers are or are not present. The 

effect of fixed absorbers would only be significant for 

high shim bank heights. (Compare Figs. 5.3-29 and 6.3-5 

for similarity of distributions). The outside plate of 

C-13 becomes the hottest plate in the core as the shim 

bank height is raised.  

For each irradiation position of the removable plate 

element, the average counts per plate of each plate 

scanned was plotted versus plate number in the element.  

These plots showed the power distributed through the 

fuel-element. Since only five plates out of fifteen 

were scanned in each irraidation, each plate had to be 

weighted to determine how many plates that each plate 

counted actually represented. This weighting was ac

complished by dividing the distribution curve up into a
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series of blocks in which the integral of the area under 

the blocks approximately equals the integral of the area 

under the distribution curve. Figure 6.3-6 shows an 

example for the case of the removable plate element 

irradiated in position C-13.  

The ratio of the power produced in a plate to the 

power produced in the average plate in that element is 

defined as F" and is evaluated for each plate scanned 

by the following: 

PLTAVG(K,J) 

5 
(Frjk WjkPLTAVG(K,J) (6.3-1) 

i=l 
15 

where, 

.th "r 3 is the value of F' for the j plate scanned in the KtR element, 

PLTAVG(K,J) is thEhaverage counts pr plate for 
the j, plate in the K element, 

Wjk is the weighting factor that corrEsponds 
to the number of p~tes in the K 

element that the j plate represents 
with the criteria that 5 

SWjk =15.  

j=l 

The values of F" for each plate scanned in Core II are .r 

listed in Table 6.3-3.
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TABLE 6.3-3 & 
VALUES OF F" FOR CORE II DETERMINED BY 

REMOVABLE ELATE ELEMENT IRRADIATIONS

Element 
Position

A-i

B-4 

C-15

C-13

Plate 
Number in 
Scanning 
Data

1 
2 
3 
4 5 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

2 
3 
4 
t

Plate 
Number in 
Element

1 
4 
8 

10 
14 

1 
4 
8 

10 
14 

1 
4 
8 

10 
14 

1 
4 
8 

10 
14

Number of 
Plates in 
Element 
Represented 
by Plate 
which was 
Scanned 

Wjjk

2 
4 
2 
3 
4 

2 
3 
3 
4 
3 

2 
3 
3 
4 
3

2 
3 
3 
.4 
3

F" 
r 

1.27 
1.08 

.97 

.90 

.88 

1.38 
.99 
.96 
.95 
.86 

1.42 
.99 
.87 
.87 

1.03

1.55 
21.05 

.90 

.88 

.84
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6.4 Summary of Power Distributions in Core II 

Table 6.4-1 gives a summary listing of information 

in this chapter on the power distribution in Core II.  

The value of the radial peaking factor, Fr, which is 

of interest in determining the core safety limit and 

limiting conditions for operation is evaluated in the 

following manner: 
F = ' x F" (6.3-2) 

r r r 

where, 

Frt is taken from Fig. 6.2-2 based on CITATION data, 

F" is taken from Table 6.3-3 based on plate scanning 
r data for the hot channel of interest.  

The -value of Fr is thus based on the product of CITATION 

data and an experimentally determined factor. CITATION 

results yield a value of F.' that is sufficiently within 

uncertainty limits used in determining the safety limit 

and limiting condition for operations. Figure 6.4-1 shows 

a compa ison between CITATION predicted values of F' for 

Core I and th& COREFAC predicted values of F' for Core I.  
r 

For higher power elements the agreement between the two 

methods is very good and for all element positions the 

average difference is 5%, which is less than the 10% un

.certainty on power density used in evaluating the safety 

limit and limiting condition for operation.
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TABLE 6.4-1 

SUMMARY TABLE OF CORE II POWER DISTRIBUTIONS

Figure Number 

Fig. 6.2-2 

Figs 6.2-3 

Fig. 6.2-4 

Fig. 6.2-5 

Fig. 6.3-3 

Fig. 6.3-4

Title

CITATION Relative Fuel Element Power 
for Core II 

CITATION Relative Power Distribution 
of Plate 1 of Element in A-1 for 
Core II 

CITATION Relative Power Distribution 
of Plate 1 of Element in C-13,for 
Core II 

CITATION Relative Power Distribution 
of Central Plate of Element in B-7 
for Core II 

Axial Peaking Factor from Plate 
Scannina Data on Plate 1 of Element 
in A-1 for Core II 

Axial Peaking Factor from Plate 
Scanning Data on Plate 1 of Element 
in B-4 for Core II

Description

Shows value of F' for each 
Core II element fosition.  

Shows value of F F from 
CITATION calcula~igns 
versus axial position for 
plate in A-1 next to 
hexagonal spider.  

Shows value of F F from 
CITATION calculatigns for 
plate next to core housing 
in C-13.  

Shows value of F F from 
CITATION calculatign for 
an interior B-ring plate.  

Shows value of F from 
COREFAC for platg next to 
hexagonal spider in A-1.  

Shows value of F from 
COREFAC for plat8 in B-4 
next to the radial spider 
with the absorber removed.

(•I Z : -.........

Li



TABLE 6.4-1 (Continued)

Figure Number 

Fig. 6.3-5 

Fig. 6.3-6

Title

Axial Peaking Factors from Plate Scanning 
Data on Plate 1 of Element in C-13 for 
Core II 

Plate Power Distributionr-Through 
Element C-13

Description

Shows value of F 
from COREFAC foraplate 
in C-13 that is next to 
the core housing.  

Shows values of F 
through element i C-13.

C C-
LA) tU 
o'
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NUCLEAR REACTOR LABORATORY

kZý' UAN INTERDEPARTMENTAL CENTER OF 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

LIN-WEN HU 138 Albany Street, Cambridge, MA 02139-4296 Activation Analysis 

Reactor Relicensing Engineer Telefax No. (617)253-7300 Coolant Chemistry 
Telephone No. (617)258-5860 Nuclear Medicine 

Email: lwhu@mit.edu Reactor Engineering 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: MITR Files 

FROM: Lin-Wen Hu 

DATE: May 29, 1999 

RE: Nuclear Hot Channel Factors versus Shim Bank Heights 

1. The nuclear hot channel factors (or radial peaking factors) for various shim bank heights 
were calculated by T. Goorley using MCNP. It was assumed that the core figuration was 
the same as Core-Il of MITR-II initial startup testing and all the fuel elements were fresh 

 The results are shown in the attached figure and the error bars 
represent one standard deviation.  

2. The MCNP results are normalized by using the plate scanning data (PSD), which were 
measured during the MITR-II initial startup test. The normalization factor is calculated to 
be 1.0483. Using this scaling factor, the maximum nuclear channel factor is calculated to 
be 1.915 at 21 inches of shim bank height.
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NUCLEAR REACTOR LABORATORY 
AN INTERDEPARTMENTAL CENTER OF 

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

JOHN A. BERNARD 
Director 
Director of Reactor Operations 
Principal Research Engineer

138 Albany Street, Cambridge, MA 02139-4296 
Teletax No. (617) 253-7300 

Tel. No. (617) 253-4202

Activation Analysis 
Coolant Chemistry 

Nuclear Medicine 
Reactor Engineering

June 21, 1999

Memorandum

To: File

From: J. Bernard 

Subject: Rate of H2 Generation

1. The M1TR Technical Specifications on H2/D2 generation cite B.S. thesis by Hanson 
(1964). He measured D2 buildup at 2 MW with the recombiner off. The data was:

Period Recombiner Off 

1.5 hr.  

2.5 hr.

Initial-D.  

0.0% 

0.0%

Final D.  

1.448% 

1.4%

For the MITR-II, the 1.448% figure was used with the 2.5 hour shutdown. Thus, 
(1.448/2.5)(5 MW/ 2 MW) yields 1.45% per hour at 5 MW. This is evidently the basis of 
the 1.5% figure cited in T.S. #3.4. It is, of course, wrong. A preferred approach is to 
obtain the rate from both data points and take an average. (This is theoretically valid, 
although the data itself is probably improvable.) This yields 0.97%/hour and 0.56%/hour 
respectively. The average is 0.75%/hour at 2 MW. The rate at 5 MW is 1.9%/hour. At

6 MW, it is 2.25%/hour.

JAB/CRM
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NUCLEAR REACTOR LABORATORY

AN INTERDEPARTMENTAL CENTER OF 
U MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

LIN-WEN HU 138 Albany Street, Cambridge, MA 02139-4296 Activation Analysis 
Reactor Relicensing Engineer Telefax No. (617)253-7300 Coolant Chemistry 

Telephone No. (617)258-5860 Nuclear Medicine 
Email: lwhu@mit.edu Reactor Engineering 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: MITR Files 

FROM: Lin-Wen Hu 

DATE: April 5, 1999 

RE: Natural Circulation Calculations 

1. Natural circulation is a passive safety feature of the MIT Research Reactor. The anti
siphon valves (ASV) and the natural convection valves (NCV) provide the natural 
circulation paths in the core tank during loss of flow transients. Both the ASV and NCV 
are ball type check valves that will open automatically when the inlet pressure reduces due 
to loss of pumping power. Note that ASV was originally designed for loss of coolant due 
to siphoning, recent studies showed that it is also an effective natural circulation flow path 
for the MITR.  

2. Natural circulation calculations are made using the M-ULCH-II code. It is assumed that 
the hot channel factor is 2. The calculations are performed assuming that the reactor is at 
1 MW initially before a loss of primary flow occurs. The reactor power shortly after 
remains at 100 kW. The natural circulation flow then establishes after the primary flow 
stops. The calculations were done for two cases: both NCV and ASV operable, and only 
NCV operable. The first case is applicable to low power operations without forced 
primary flow. The second case may occur when the coolant level drops below the ASV.  
The "maximum" fuel clad temperature can be calculated using the following equation: 

TwM = T.. + FH AT. + FATATw 

where Tin is the coolant channel inlet temperature, 

ATc is the coolant temperature rise, 

ATw is the film temperature rise (temperature difference between coolant and 
clad), 

FH is the engineering hot channel factor for enthalpy rise,

FAT is the engineering hot channel factor for film temperature rise,



Tw,M is the maximum fuel clad temperature because of design / manufacture
deviations.  

FH and FAT are calculated to be 1.173 and 1.275 respectively for the MITR-III. Table 1 

shows the coolant and the clad temperature rise for the hot channel, natural circulation 
flow rate through and fueled region, and the maximum clad temperature assuming an inlet 
temperature at 60'C. Note that it is assumed conservatively that the core inlet 
temperature is equal to the LSSS core outlet setpoint. This is to simplify the calculation 
by neglecting the transient time of the natural circulation coolant flow. The maximum clad 
temperatures are 104'C and 105'C for case 1 and 2, respectively. The saturation 
temperature for a coolant height of 4" below overflow is about 107°C, therefore there will 
be no boiling occur in the core.  

NCV&ASV NCV only

3. The safety limit for low power operation is calculated using the C-F correlation derived 
from blocked channel condition. Experiments found that the coolant channels can be 
cooled by conutercurrent flow with downward water and upward flow of bubbles or 
steam generated in the channel. This was referred to as a flooding condition, because the 
flow channels are submerged in a pool of coolant. The equivalent maximum heat flux 
corresponding to this condition can be calculated using the following equations: 

*As 
qCHF,2 = 0.7. AH j 

And, 
II 

* qc

-2-

Flow rate 
through fueled 0.97 0.93 

region (kg) 
ATc (-C) 33.56 34.02 

ATw(OC) 3.62 3.61 

TW(OC) 97.18 97.63 

(Tmi =60 0C) 
ATc,M (°C) 19.37 39.91 

ATw,M (OC) 4.62 4.60 

TWM (oC) 103.99 104.51 

(Tin =60'C)



F °.5 

Lg . Pf-Pgj 

where 
A1H is the heat transfer area, 
A xs is the cross section area, and 

q" is the local heat flux (W/m2 s).  

The calculated heat flux is 2.353x10 4 W/m2 s, which corresponds to a reactor power of 
468 kW with a hot channel factor of 2.0. The safety limit for reactor power for low 
power operation is calculated to be 399 kW by taking into account the engineering hot 
channel for enthalpy rise (FH).  

4. The MULCH-II input files for the natural circulation calculations are attached with this 
memo.

-3-



Both NCV and ASV Open 

hot channel coolant 
99.80 60.91 64.26 67.61 
hot channel fuel 
99.80 64.65 67.98 71.31 
average channel coolant 
99.80 60.01 62.46 64.90 
average channel fuel 
99.80 61.87 64.31 66.7S

70.96 74.32 77.68 

74.65 77.99 81.34 

67.35 69.80 72.25 

69.20 71.64 74.08

Flow rate 
fuel ASV 

99.799050 9.6870932-01 -6.203885E-01

Only NCV Open 

hot channel coolant 
99.80 62.10 68.80 68.90 
hot channel fuel 
99.80 65.82 69.20 72.58 
average channel coolant 
99.80 61.22 63.76 66.30 
average channel fuel 
99.80 63.08 65.61 68.14 

Flow rate 
fuel 

99.799050 9.288614E-

72.29 75.69 79.09 

75.96 79.34 82.73 

68.84 71.37 73.90 

70.67 73.20 75.73 

ASV 
1 -2.8840538-03

81.04 84.40 87.76 91.12 

84.69 88.04 91.29 94.74 

74.69 77.14 79.57 82.01 

76.52 78.96 81.39 83.82 

NCV 
-4. 3197832-01 

82.49 8S.89 89.30 92.70 

86.12 89.51 92.91 96.31 

76.43 78.95 81.47 84.00 

78.25 80.76 83.28 8S.80 

NCV 
-1.006194

NC DATA 4-5-99 11�3Sa 
Page 1 at 1

(AX

C'. '-

Cy- s~

-s 
4.

a

Page 1 of INC DATA 4-S-99 11:35a



natural convection calculation for 100 kW best estimate 

1.e6,53,128.0,103.0,0.8,50.0,2.31 
1,1.elO 
0.1,100.  
7.Se6,111.0,50,40.,55.,50.,SO.  
1.0,1.0 

-1.87,0.41,2.9S,-0.68,0.5136,1.492 
0.032,0.427,0.203,-7.08,4.S8,1 
3.8870e-5,1.6792e-4,7.04e-3,0.0,7.30,1770 
0.032,0.468,0.203,6.97,2.17,1 
0.339,0.413,0.180,-1.22,0.0,1 
0.111,0.076,0.063,-0.69,0.3,1 
0.0044,0.016,0.22,-0.01,0.18,1 
0.029,0.018,0.04,-0.61,0.0,1 
1.2490e-4,8.2434e-5,2.1864e-3,0.66,2.05,345 

0.13,0.099,0.387,0.76,0.0,1 
0.923,1.92,1.084,1.22,0.0,1 
0.032,0.427,0.203,-7.08,4.S8,1 
9.003e-5,3.8895e-4,3.010e-3,0.0,7.3,1770 
0.032,0.468,0.203,6.97,2.17,1 
1.78e-3,3.837e-3,1.059e-4,2715.0,7.9,6.9,2 !7.9,6.9 
2.71e-3,8.107e-3,2.04e-4,2715.0,25.0,22.0,4 !46.3,52.0 

23,7.62e-4,S.08e-4,2.54e-5,0.05588,0.5683,1.9 

0.9205 
3.5E-4 

1.0,0.0,0.0,0.0 !90.97e-2,5.438e-2,2.077e-2,1.515e-2 
2.0 
1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0 
1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0 
1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0 
1.0,I.0,i.0,i.0,I.0,i.0,i.0,I.0,i.0,i.0 

0.864 
1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0 
1.5,1.S 
0,0 

1.216,1.271,1.224,1.0 
1.216,1.271,1.224,1.220 

95.Oe-2,S.Oe-2,0.Oe-2,0.Oe-2 

1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0

t• •C•- A° v

IOOKW.IW 4-3-99 11:42p Page I of I



natural convection calculation for 100 kW best estimate 

1.e6,53,125.0,103.0,0.8,50.0,2.31 
1,1.el0 
0.1,100.  
7.5e6,111.0,50,40.,55.,50.,50.  
1.0,1.0 

-1.87,0.41,2.95,-0.68,0.5136,1.492 
0.032,0.427,0.203,-7.08,4.58,1 
3.8870e-5,1.6792e-4,7.04e-3,0.0,7.30,1770 
0.032,0.468,0.203,6.97,2.17,1 
0.339,0.413,0.180,-1.22,0.0,1 
0.111,0.076,0.063,-0.69,0.3,1 
0.0044,0.016,0.22,-0.01,0.18,1 
0.029,0.018,0.04,-0.61,0.0,1 
1.2490e-4,8.2434e-5,2.1864e-3,0.66,2.05,345 
0.13,0.099,0.387,0.76,0.0,1 
0.923,1.92,1.084,1.22,0.0,1 
0.032,0.427,0.203,-7.08,4.58,1 
9.003e-5,3.8895e-4,3.010e-3,0.0,7.3,1770 
0.032,0.468,0.203,6.97,2.17,1 
1.78e-3,3.837e-3,1.OS9e-4,2715.0,99999,99999,1 
2.71e-3,8.107e-3,2.04e-4,2715.0,25.0,22.0,4 !46.  

23,7.62e-4,5.08e-4,2.54e-5,0.0S588,0.5683,1.9 
0.9205 
3.55-4 

1.0,0.0,0.0,0.0 !90.97e-2,5.438e-2,2.077e-2,1.515e-2 
2.0 
1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0 
1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0 
1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0 
1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0 
0.864 
1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0 
1.5,1.5 
0,0 

1. 216, 1. 271, 1. 224, 1. 0 
1.216,1.271,1.224,1.220

!7.9, 6.9 
3,52.0

95. Oe-2,5. Oe-2,0. Oe-2,0. Oe-2 

1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0

I- o 40 I

Ii

100KW.IN 4-2-99 S�S6p 
Page 1 of 1
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Page I of I
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,
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NUCLEAR REACTOR LABORATORY

SAN INTERDEPARTMENTAL CENTER OF 
MASSACHUSETrS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

LIN-WEN HU 138 Albany Street, Cambridge, MA 021394296 Activation Analysis 
Reactor Relicensing Engineer Telefax No. (617)253-7300 Coolant Chemistry 

Telephone No. (617)258-5860 Nuclear Medicine 
Email: lwhu@mit.edu Reactor Engineering 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: MITR Files 

FROM: Lin-Wen Hu 

DATE: May 13, 1999 

RE: ECCS Capacity 

1. The minimum ECCS capacity calculated for steady-state 6 MW operation is 9.5 gpm.  
This analysis is performed based on the following assumptions: 
a. Initiating event of the loss of coolant accident is a break (2.5" diameter) in the core 

tank, which causes the complete drainage of the tank. The effect of the D20 tank 
is not taking into account.  

b. Reactor shutdown due to low core tank level.  
c. A 20% flow distribution factor is used the most limiting coolant channel.  
d. A safety factor of 2 is used for the power deposition in the hot channel.  
e. 87.5% of the decay power is deposited in fuel. This figure is based on an MCNP 

calculation result.  

2. Calculation also showed that the decay heat can be conducted from the fuel meat to the 
side plate without overheating, assuming the coolant channels adjacent to the fuel plate are 
filled with vapor. The predicted maximum fuel center line temperature for the hottest fuel 
plate is 224°C.  

3. The maximum vapor velocity corresponding to 9.5 gpm is 5.2 m/s, which is significantly 
lower than the flooding limit of 21 m/s. Note that the maximum vapor velocity is 
calculated assuming that all the liquid is transformed to vapor in the coolant channel. The 
MathCAD worksheet and the fuel conduction calculation are attached with this memo.



Calculate the time to drain the core tank 
Assumptions: 
1. Diameter of the break is 2.5" 
2. Primary coolant drains through the broken thimble only. D20 is not taken 

into account.  
3. Reactor shutdown due to low core tank level.  
4. 87.5% decay power deposited in fuel.  

All in SI units except otherwise indicated! 

h:= 3.68 (from bottom of core tank to 4" below overflow) 

DI := 0.0254.2.5 D2:= 1.1 (diameter of core tank) 

g!= 9.8 

td D '2.5- I (see derivation) t_d=411.181 (s) 

Decay power ater 5 mimutes calculated using DKPOWR (SS power 6 MW) 

P_d:= 148-103 (W) 

Decay power from activated aluminum 

M_Al:= 27.3.566 (fuel element 3.566 kg each) pAl:= 6620 

N flux:= 3.1013 EaA1:= 1.386 Th: 2.3.60 VAI "MA V A1 =0.015 
pAl 

E•':.= 1.78-1.6"10- 13 (J) Eo3:= 1.2'1.6. 10- 13 (j) 

P_A(t):= Nflux.aAI.v AP(Ey i- E)-exp 0.693t) 

P_AI(210) =0.1 (W) 

(effect of Al activation is negligible) 

Water properties at 1 atm 

Pf:= 958 pg:= 0.6 hf:= 419.1 -103  hg:= 2676.8103 

cr:= 58.78-10-3 pf:= 283.1"10- 6 -g:= 12.06'10-6 cpf:= 4218 cpg:= 2034



kf:= 0.681 kg:= 24.9.10-3 

Flow rate needed to remove decay heat (87.5% of decay power deposited in fuel) 

P d.0.875 
mrate:= - mrate = 0.057 

(hg - hf)

Vrate := rate .0.01585-106 
Pf

Vrate = 0.949 (gpm)

Take into account flow distribution (min. 20%)

Vratel := Vrate-5 Vratel =4.745 (gpm)

Safety Factor = 2 (hot channel factor should be < 2)

V ECCS:= Vratel.2 VECCS = 9.49

Check for flooding limit 

mrate 1 
Vg2avg2:-- 422-15 pg.1.1213.10-

(gpm)

Vgavg = 2.584 (vapor velocity in avg channel)

Vghot:= Vgavg.2 Vghot = 5.167 (vapor velocity in hot channel)

w.:= 2-0.0254 

Wallis correlation for flooding (use D=2*w for rectangular channel, see 
Mishima et al. Nucl. Eng. and Design, 86, 1985)

V d:= [ 0.7252 

o Pgg 
g-2"w'(pf-- pg)

V flood = 20.951

Pushkima et al. flow reversal correlation

V-flood2 3 1.5 

H pg 
[1g-a (Pf- pg) 0.5

V flood2 = 17.986

Both correlations can be found in Nuclear system (I) 

Flooding will not occur in the hot channel because the vapor velocity is 
a lot smaller than that for flooding

(m/s)

(m/s)



A.6.1.3 Conduction to the Side Plates 

Assume both sides of the fuel plate 
are dry and the only heat transfer is 
through the side plates.

Dry 2/2 

,.

where q 

Fd 

Fs 

A2 
W 

k 

ATm

is the decay power for the fuel plate at hot channel; 

is the fraction of decay heat deposited in the fuel; 

is the safety factor; 

is the cross-section of the side of a fuel plate; 

is the width of the fuel plates; 

is the thermal conductivity of the fuel plate; and 

is the maximum temperature difference between fuel plate center line and 
the side plate.

A2 = 4.33 x 10-4 m2 and W = 5.08 x 10 2 m 

q-Xk 
q =22 x 15 

k =186 W/m 'C; Fd =182 .5-and Fs=i1'' 

SoATM q.Fd .Fs =gý So, ATm = 

2-A2 _( k t1 -L-j 

The maximum fuel center line temperature is: 

TCL,m =ATm + Tsp 

Assume the side plate is at saturation temperature: 

TCL,m = "1j•+ 100 = 21-C 
I7t 2,S:L c,0

A
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Memorandum

To: Fission Converter Files 

From: Lin-Wen Hu 

Date: February 24, 1997 

Subject: Fuel Self-Protection 

1. The fuel self-protection dose rate limit is 100 Rem/hr in air at one meter. This limit 

has to be satisfied for all the fuel elements used in the MITR and the fission 

converter.  

2. The oldest (coldest) fuel element of the MITR on site was previously identified as 

4M27, which is currently stored in the spent fuel pool. Calculation was made for 

this fuel element using the DKPOWR code to obtain the decay power. The result 

shows that 4M27 will remain self-protecting for more than 20 years to come (dose 

rate will be 290 Rem/hr on Apr. 30, 2016). It is then concluded that fuel self

protection is not a concern if spent fuel elements are used in the fission converter.  

3. Fresh fuel elements will need to be pre-irradiated in the MITR-II core if they are 

planned to be used in the fission converter. Calculations using the DKPOWR code 

were made to estimate 

a. the minimum time of pre-irradiation to maintain the fresh fuel elements self

protected during the initial startup test, and 

b. the minimum monthly operation time of the fission converter in order to keep 

the fuel elements self-protected.  

Results of the calculations are summarized as follows: 

a. A fresh fuel element will remain self-protecting for 300 days if it is irradiated in 

the MITR core at 5 MW    

 for 150 hours. This is equivalent to a burnup of 3x10 4 kW-hr per 

element.



b. The fuel elements of the fission converter will remain self-protecting if the 

fission converter is operated at 80 kW for at least 60 hours (minimum burnup of 

4.8xI03 kW-hr for 11 fuel elements all together) every month



Memorandum

To: J. Bernard 

From: Lin-Wen Hu 

Date: January 31, 1996 

Re: Spent Fuel Element Dose Rate Estimate 

1. The dose rate calculation is performed for fuel element 4M27, which is identified as 

the most limiting fuel element.  

2. The result shows that the fuel element is self protecting. It is predicted that the 

gamma dose rate at 1 meter away from the fuel element should be about 500 Rem/hr 

in air.  

3. The calculation is performed using different methods in order to obtain a best 

estimate.  

Method 1: this method has been used for MITR spent fuel removal calculation. Detail 

description of this method was filed as a reference of the Administrative Procedures.  

Method 2: a computer code DKPOWR is used to calculate the decay power and the 

fission product activity. This computer code assumed 23 groups of fission product.  

Detailed power history of the fuel element was used in the input file.  

4. The following gamma dose rates at 1 meter in air are calculated for 2/28/96.  

Method 1: 1098 Rem/hr 

Method 2: 478 Rem/hr 

Uncertainty of the result calculated by method 2 is about 20%.  

5. Discrepancy of the calculated results is due to 

a. power history is not calculated in detail in Method 1.  

b. the decay power equation used in Method 1 is a has higher uncertainty for longer 

periods of time (- years).  

6. Calculations, input/ output files of the DKPOWR code, and power history of fuel 

element 4M27 are attached with this memo.

memo 2



Decay Heat (W) Decay Heat (W) 

Shutdown Period 1  at Shutdown Period at 

End of Period 2 End of Period 2 

1 1.036 11 1.361 

2 1.340 12 1.353 

3 1.397 13 1.345 

4 1.408 14 1.337 

5 1.407 15 1.330 

6 1.402 18 1.310 

7 1.395 21 1.294 

8 1.387 24 1.281 

9 1.379 27 1.269 

10 1.370 30 1.257 

Shutdown period is defined as 660 hours at zero power and then 60 hours at 80 kW 

(11 elements).  

Duration of each period is 30 days.  
2 Decay heat is given for one element.

Dose rate at 1 meter (R/hr)= 115 x Decay Heat (W)
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NUCLEAR REACTOR LABORATORY

AN INTRDEPARTMNTAL CENTER OF 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

LIN-WEN HU 138 Albany Street, Cambridge, MA 02139-4296 Activation Analysis 
Reactor Relicensing Engineer Telefax No. (617)253-7300 Coolant Chemistry 

Telephone No. (617)258-5860 Nuclear Medicine 
Email: lwhu@(mit.edu Reactor Engineering 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: MITR Files 

FROM: Lin-Wen Hu 

DATE: May 3, 1999 

RE: Effect of Release Faction to Whole Body Dose and Thyroid Dose 

1. The whole body and thyroid doses are re-calculated by Q. Li using lower release fractions for 
the fission products. The release fraction (Fp) is defined as the percentage of the fission 
product released from the reactor coolant system (RCS) to the containment. It was assumed 
to be 30% in Li's thesis (1998). The release fraction is recently calculated assuming that 
coolant evaporation is the major path for release and no credit is taken for the core tank top 
lid. The result shows that only 0.3% of the non-volatile fission products would be released to 
the containment during a 2 hour period based on the above-mentioned assumptions. The 
assumption of 100% noble gas release remains the same. The calculations were performed for 
0.3% and 3% non-volatile release fraction. The results are attached with this memo.



6X?2.

Reactor Power (MW) 

Site (Meter) 

Whole Body (Rem): 

Containment Leakage Beta 

Containment Leakage Gamma 

Containment Leakage Total 

Steel Dome Penetration 

Shadow Shield Penetration 

Air Scattering 

Steel Scattering 

Total 

Thyroid (Rem): 

Containment Leakage 

Reactor Power (MW) 

Site (Meter) 

Whole Body (Rem): 

Containment Leakage Beta 

Containment Leakage Gamma 

Containment Leakage Total 

Steel Dome Penetration 

Shadow Shield Penetration 

Air Scattering 

Steel .Scattering 

Total 

Thyroid (Rem): 

Containment Leakage

5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 9 9 10 

8 21 8 21 8 21 8 21 8 21 8

10 
21

4.29E-03 4.27E-03 5.15E-03 5.12E-03 6.01E-03 5.98E-03 6.87E-03 6.83E-03 7.72E-03 7.692-03 8.58E-03 8.54E-03

5.60E-03 5.57E-03 6.72E-03 6.69E-03 7.84E-03 7.80E-03 

9.892-03 9.84E-03 1.19E-02 1.18E-02 1.39E-02 1.38E-02 

2.32E-03 1.79E-02 2.73E-03 2.11E-02 a.15E-03 2.43E-02 

3.58E-02 1.73E-02 4.30E-02 2.07E-02 5.01E-02 2.42E-02 

4.20E-02 5.51 E-02 4.84E-02 6.38E-02 5.48E-02 7.25E-02 

1.16E-01 1.81E-01 1.34E-01 2.10E-01 1.54E-01 2.41E-01 

2.06E-01 2.81E-01 2.40E-01 3.28E-01 2.76E-01 3.76E-01

8.96E-03 8.92E-03 
1.58E-02 1.58E-02 

3.56E-03 2.75E-02 

5.73E-02 2.77E-02 

6.12E-02 8.13E-02 

1.72E-01 2.70E-01 

3.09E-01 4.23E-01

1.01 E-02 
1.78E-02 
3.97E-03 
6.44E-02 
6.77E-02 
1.91 E-01 

3.45E-01

1.00E-02 1.1212-02 1.11 E-02 
1.77E-02 1.98E-02 1.96E-02 

3.07E-02 4.39E-03 3.39E-02 

3.11E-02 7.16E-02 3.46E-02 

9.00E-02 7.41E-02 9.87E-02 

3.OOE-01 2.09E-01 3.30E-01 

4.69E-01 3.79E-01 5.17E-01

1.13E-03 1.13E-03 1.36E-03 1.35E-03 1.58E-03 1.58E-03 1.81E-03 1.80E-03 2.04E-03 2.03E-03 2.27E-03 2.25E-03

5 
8

5 6 6 7 7 8 8 

21 8 21 8 21 8 21

4.39E-03 4.37E-03 5.27E-03 5.25E-03 

5.86E-03 5.83E-03 7.03E-03 6.99E-03 

1.03E-02 1.02E-02 1.23E-02 1.22E-02 

2.09E-02 1.79E-02 3.20E-03 2.47E-02 

3.69E-02 1.79E-02 4.43E-02 2.14E-02 

4.91E-02 6.45E-02 5.70E-02 7.51E-02 

1.37E-01 2.11E-01 1.60E-01 2.48E-01 

2.54E-01 3.22E-01 2.76E-01 3.81E-01

9 9 10 10 
8 21 8 21

6.15E-03 6.12E-03 7.03E-03 7.00E-03 7.91E-03 7.87E-03 

8.20E-03 8.16E-03 9.37E-03 9.32E-03 1.05E-02 1.05E-02 

1.44E-02 1.43E-02 1.64E-02 1.63E-02 1.84E-02 1.84E-02 

3.69E-03 2.85E-02 4.18E-03 3.23E-02 4.67E-03 3.61E-02 

5.17E-02 2.50E-02 5.91E-02 2.86E-02 6.64E-02 3.21E-02 

6.48E-02 8.57E-02 7,27E-02 9.63E-02 8.05E-02 1.07E-01 

1.82E-01 2.85E-01 2.05E-01 3.20E-01 2.28E-01 3.57E-01 

3.17E-01 4.38E-01 3.58E-01 4.94E-01 3.98E-01 5.51E-01

8.79E-03 8.75E-03 
1.17E-02 1.17E-02 

2.05E-02 2.05E-02 

5.17E-03 3.98E-02 

7.38E-02 3.57E-02 

8.84E-02 1.17E-01 

2.51E-01 3.93E-01 

4.39E-01 6.06E-01

1.12E-02 1.12E-02 1.352-02 1.34E-02 1.57E-02 1.56E-02 1.80E-02 1.79E-02 2.02E-02 2.01E-02 2.25E-02 2,24E-02

/



NUCLEAR REACTOR LABORATORY

AN INTERDEPARTMENTAL CENTER OF 
<iwýE UMASSACHUSETT'S INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

LIN-WEN H1J 138 Albany Street, Cambridge, MA 02139-4296 Activation Analysis 
Reactor Relicensing Engineer Telefax No. (617)253-7300 Coolant Chemistry 

Telephone No. (617)258-5860 Nuclear Medicine 
Email: lwhu@init.edu Reactor Engineering 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Qing Li 

FROM: Lin-Wen Hu 

DATE: March 10, 1999 

RE: Dose Calculations for MJTR Maximum Hypothetical Accident (MHA) 

1. I have recently started on Chapter 13 "Accident Analysis" of the SAR. Upon reviewing 
your thesis, I found that the dose rates you calculated may have been over-estimated.  
Specifically, the coolant retention factor of 70% you assumed (or 30% release to the 
containment) during a two-hour period is unrealistic.  

2. The MIA we have assumed for the MITR is that four fuel plates melted due to flow 
channel blockage. For that scenario, all other systems are assumed to be in normal 
operation. Therefore, the only path for the fission product particulate release to the 
containment (and consequently to off-site through leakage and pressure relief system) is 
through evaporation in the core tank. I made a calculation to account for evaporation in 
the core tank, the result shows that only about 2 gallons of coolant will be lost through 
evaporation in the core tank within a 2-hour period. That is about 0.3% of the total 
coolant volume in the core tank. Therefore, there could be a factor of 100 reduction (or 
from 100 mrem to 1 mrem) in the thyroid dose if this approach is used rather than the 
30% release assumption. Note that the initiating events for power reactors' severe 
accidents involve coolant loss in the containment and subsequent fuel damage, therefore, 
the release fraction is a lot higher than MITR. The whole body dose reduction may not be 
as dramatic, however, I would expect a lower value than what is reported in your thesis.  

3. I would like to ask your help to re-calculate the doses by using a more realistic release 
fraction.  
- For thyroid dose, use the new release fraction for iondine.  
- For whole dose, use the new release fraction to calculate the fission product 

(particulates) activity in the containment. The 100% release assumption for noble 
gases remain unchanged. What's the effect of the fission products in the coolant? 
Will it cause significant whole body dose in the site boundary? If that's true, we can 
probably use point source assumption for the coolant.  

4. It would be greatly appreciated if you can finish the calculations at your earliest 
convenience. Please summarize the new results for each power level as was done in your 
thesis.



saturated steam properties 
(from steam tables and Nuclear Systems-I)

i:= 0.. 10

TC.:
1

34 
35 

60 

65 

70 
55 

75 

80

[0.04246-1 
'0505628-1 
0.07384-1 
0.09593-1 
0.12349-1 
0.15758-1 
0.19940.1 

0.2503-1 
0.3119-1 
0.3858-1 
0.4739-1

T. := TC. + 273 
1 I

1:= 1.105 M:= 1.106

0.0304 

0.03966 

0.0512 

0.0655 

0.0831 

0.1045 

0.1304 

0.1614 

0.1983 

0.2421 

0.2935

V. =

306 

248 

190 

155.5 

121 

100.8 

80.6 

67.8 

54.9 

46.7 

38.5

hfgi:= 

2.4 3 -1-rn 
2.419-r 
2.407.r 
2.395-m 
2.383 -m 
2.371 -m 
2.359-m 
2.346.m 
2.334.m 
2.321 .m 
2.309.m



Reactor Core Tank Coolant Evaporation Calculations 

(Ref. Heat and Mass Transfer by A. Mills, 1995, pp:858-859)

De:= 1.1 

Mhwo= 18

Sc: 0.61 Patmn: 101330 

Mair: 29 vair: 15.66-10-6

Pls(Ts) :=linterp(T,P,Ts) 

Ple(RH,Te) :=RH-linterp(T,P,Te) 

Pl(s =Pls(Ts)-N~h2o 
R-Ts 

1e1 RH~e~Ple(RH,Te)Iv~h2o 
ple(HT):= R-Te

R:= 8314 g:= 9.8

p2s(Ts) :=(Patm -P Is (Ts)) -Mair 
R-Ts 

p2e(RH,Te): (Patmn- P Ie (RH, Te)) Mair 
R-Te

ps(Ts) :=pls(Ts) + p2s(Ts) 

pe(R-H,Te): ple(RH,Te) + p2e(RH,Te) 

Ap (Ts, Te, RH) :=pe (RH, Te) - ps (Ts) msT):pis (Ts) 
mls(Ts)) mle(RH,Te) :ple(RH,Te) 

pe (RH, Te)

pavg(Ts TeRH)pe (RH, Te) + ps (Ts) 

Gr(Ts, Te, RH) 2p(s eR) D 
ýpavg(Ts ,Te,RHlJ)* /vair) 

Sh(Ts,Te,RH): 0l4-(Gr(Ts,Te,RH)-Sc) 3 

flux(Ts,Te,RH): (pavg(Ts,Te,RH))-(vair) S(sTH 
Sc-De 

coolant loss per year from evaporation (gals) 
(0.2642 is conversion factor btw kg and gal) 

Gloss(Ts ,Te,RIH):=-De 3600-20.2642-flux(Ts ,Te,R-H) (mls(Ts) -mle(RH,Te)) 4

Gloss(333,293, 0. 1) = 1.591 

Gloss(333,303,0.1) = 1.449

Gloss(333,293,0.7) = 1.514 

Gloss (3 33,3 03,0.7) = 1.242



2.5

Gloss( Ti T i- 1,0.1) 1.5 S.............  
Gloss (TT- 1,o.3)3) 

Gloss(Ti, Ti 1,o.7) _ _............_ _ 

0.5 

0 
30 40 50 60 70 80

T. - 273

4
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Safety Review Form No. M-74-12 

(For items 1 through 5 of Proposed Technical Specifications 7.5.1 (e)) 

T em: Modification to Pressure Relief System Design 

Submitted by J. Goshell Date May 6, 1974 

Q/A Number if required 

Dues the item change or contraaict the 

Technical Specifications? Yes* x No 

SAR? x Yes* No 

*.Attach explanation 

Description of Change (Attach extra pages if necessary): 

Design flow for the pressure relief system to be 

less than 800 cfm rather than equal to 800 cfm 

as originally intended.  

Safety Evaluation (Attach extra pages if necessary) 

See attached pages.  

A5/, 1 9'/ 

Summary of -Review 

Does the proposal involve an unreviewed safety question as defined 

by 10CFR50.59(4D Y_)es _ No 

Reviewer's Comments: 

Recommend rv 1 Yes N 
Revi ewer lit 
Reviewer Ite 

proved- Reactor Director or Co--Director 
T _ a_ __ _ 2 _ __

JOCFR50.59 Change logged, Date 
Original to Reactor Director 
Copies to Submitrer, Superintendent f r



The original design envisioned a system which would 

automatically reduce building overpressure in the shortest 

possible time. The automatic feature has since been 

eliminated and the system must now be manually operated.  

The time for pressure relief has thereby been increased 

and, in fact, the system may not be used at all (see p. 5.32a).  

Thus, a high flow rate through the filters does not significantly 

add to building protection.  

Fig. 5.A.7-1 (attached) shows the effect of operation of 

the system at flow rates less than 800 cfm. Even a small flow 

through the system decreases the infinite exposure dose 

significantly below that of the no pressure relief case. / 

To attain the 800 cfm limit would require large ("'5-1/2 dram) 

penetrations and associate4. p*nd a large blower to 

generate the required flo• 'or5filter testing. In view of 

the limited improvement that would result from the 800 cfm 

flow rate, it is proposed that the design use 3 inch piping 

which should produce flows of between 200-400 cfm at 2 psi 

overpressure depending on the type of valves used.  

It is further proposed that the flow rate be limited (by 1 7 

an orifice if necessary) to less than the capacity of the 

blower used for testing the filters.  

The SAR would be revised as follows: 

p. 5.7a - 2nd sentence - 1st paragraph..  

The rated flow for the filters is 800 cfm. Flow 

through the system is restricted by its design 

to limit the flow to less than the rated capacity 

of the filters with building pressure at its design 

limit.  

5.10 - Added paragraph..  

The flow through the pressure relief system is 

assumed to be 800 cfm. The actual flow will be less 

than this maximum flow rate. The effect of the pressure 

relief flow rate on dose is discussed in Section 5.A.7.



New Section..  

5.A.7 Effect of Flow Rate on Inhalation Dose 

The preceding calculations have been done for a 

pressure relief system flow rate of 800 cfm. The 

actual flow through the system will be lower than 

this depending on the piping, valves, etc. The variation 

of total dose with pressure relief system flow is shown 

in Fig. 5.A.7-1, for the case of 2 psig initial over

pressure. It is seen that even a small flow through 

the system decreases the infinite exposure dose significantly.

D



INITIAL OVERPRESSURE- 2psig

Infinite Exposure

0 200 4000 600 800

FIG. 5.A.7_I

FLUW hUAII (CFM) 

EFFECT- OF PRESSURE

RELIEF FLOW RATE ON INHALATION DOSE

t

U) 

(n
0 

zI 
0 

M-.  .J

0.I
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NUCLEAR REACTOR LABORATORY

CZ4 ) U AN INTERDEPARTMENTAL CENTER OF 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY h 

LIN-WEN HU 138 Albany Street, Cambridge, MA 02139-4296 Activation Analysis 
Reactor Relicensing Engineer Telefax No. (617)253-7300 Coolant Chemistry 

Telephone No. (617)258-5860 Nuclear Medicine 
Email: lwhu@mit.edu Reactor Engineering 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: MITR Files 

FROM: Lin-Wen Hu 

DATE: June 3, 1999 

RE: Step Reactivity Insertion Analysis for MITR-III 

1. The step reactivity insertion analyses previously made by Dutto and Evo using PARET 
and Gaborieau using RELAP5 concluded that that the step reactivity insertion limit is 
about $1.35 in order to avoid fuel softening (  That result is much lower than the 
$2.4 limit derived in the MITR-II SAR from a correlation based on SPERT experiments.  
As reported in Dutto and Evo's report, the time steps used in the step reactivity insertion 
calculation would result in a significant difference in the peak power and temperature.  
Figure 1 shows the calculated peak clad temperatures using different time steps. Time 
steps in the range of 10-7 second lead to significant higher peak clad temperatures than 
larger time steps. Both above-mentioned analyses used time steps in the range of 5x1 07 

second. This may be the cause of the smaller step reactivity limit estimated in these two 
analyses.  

2. A benchmark case for the SPERT experiment (D-12/25) is used to identify the effect of 
smaller time steps using the PARET code. The step reactivity addition used for this case 
is $2.16, which was reported to be the limit that caused the core damage.

Time Step (s) Peak Power (MW) Peak clad temp (0 C) Energy release 
at peak power (MW s) to time of 

peak power 
1xl0-5  461 230 4.36 
5xl0-6  467 234 4.44 
lx10-6  526 242 4.65 
8x10-7  527 242 4.66 
5x10-7  821 590 11.53 
lx 0-7 Program terminated due to negative temperature 

The calculations approach a convergence at the time step about lxi0"6. At smaller time 
step, lxi0"6 or less, the results jumped to a higher level as was shown in Dutto and Evo's 
study (see attached figure). The experimental data showed that the peak power, peak clad 
temperature at peak power, and energy release to time of peak power are 630 MW,



242°C, and 5 MW-s, respectively. Therefore, it is concluded that the time step adopted in 
the calculations affects the results significantly. A very small time step, in the order of 
5x1O"7, would generate overly conservative results.  

Another series of runs were performed using a benchmark core of different 
geometry, the results are shown in the following table. The step reactivity insertion for 
this series of runs is $2.4. Note that the calculated results made a jump when the 5x10-7 

second is used.

Time Step (s) Peak Power (MW) Peak Clad Temp 
(°C) 

5x10"5  1368 397* 
5xl0.6  1370 403 
5x10-7  3723* 681* 

* Calculations terminated by PARET code due to film boiling

3. The step reactivity insertion limits for the MIITR core are evaluated for both natural 
convection and forced convection. The initial power for the latter is assumed to be 6 
MW. Using a time step of 5x1 06 second, it is found that the maximum fuel clad 
temperature is 531 0C for natural convection with a $2.0 step reactivity insertion. Using 
the same time step, it is found that the maximum fuel clad temperatures are 360'C with 
initial power of 6 MW and 418'C with initial power of 5W for forced convection with a 
$3.0 step reactivity insertion. Sensitivity study of the time steps for the MITR core with 
natural convection is shown in the following table.  

Time Step (s) Peak Power (MW) Peak clad temp (°C) Energy release 
at peak power (MW s) to time of 

peak power 
1xl0 5  269 159 3.2 
5xl0-6  264 168 3.4 
1xl0"6  962* 542* 12.42* 

* Calculations terminated by PARET code due to film boiling 

The energy release at the end of the transient is about 10 MW-s.  

4. The reacitivity insertion limit for a longer interval is estimated to be $6 for a one second 
interval. This figure was obtained by interpolating the curve reported by Woodruff.  
PARET runs were also performed to confirm this result. The maximum fuel clad 
temperatures reached during this transient are 144°C with initial power of 6 MW and 
305'C with initial power of 5 W for forced convection, and 584°C with initial power of 5 
W for natural convection. Note that the negative reactivity offset the positive reacitivity 
insertion before one second. Therefore, the maximum total positive reactivity reached 
during this transient is about $2.3.

-2-
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Figure 21 Clad Temperature Peak Versus the Time Step Increment

I Time step increment limitations 

Now that we had brought to light these two converging areas we had to make 
decision on which one we should base our next calculations. This decision we had 
i take was all the more difficult as we were limited by the program itself. Indeed, it 
as not possible to investigate what was happening for smaller time step increments 

ian 3x10-7 s; the code properly read the value it was given but did not take it into 

:count and replaced it by a greater one.

Investigation of the use of the PARET code to evaluate safe reactivity limits for the MITR-II reactor 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: MITR Files 

FROM: Lin-Wen Hu 

DATE: April 27, 1999 

RE: Ramp Reactivity Insertion Calculations for MITR-III 

1. The ramp reactivity insertion calculations were performed for initial power of 5 MW and 
80 kW. The reactivity insertion rate is assumed to be $0.083/s or 6.5x10-4 DK/K/s. The 
set point for reactor period is assumed to be 7 seconds, which is calculated from the 
pervious calculation for initial power 6.1 MW. The results are summarized in the 
following table.

If the initial power is 6.0 MW and the same reactivity insertion rate is applied, the reactor 
power will reach 7.3 MW at 1.77s (7 s period) and 10.5 MW at 3.77 s. The safety limit is 
11.2 MW with primary flow rate of 2000 gpm.  
The above results show that the ramp rate of $0.083/s, with a period scram of 7 s or 
longer, will not cause the reactor power to exceed the safety limit.

Initial Power 80 kW 5.0 MW 
Time at 7 s period 1.77 s 1.77s 

Power at 7 s period 97.6 kW 6.1 MW 
Power at 3.77 s 140 kW 8.76 MW 

(instantaneous S/D)



Power ini= 80000.000000 T simu= 
Rho ramp= 4.1500005-01 (beta) 

.010 .80043E+05 .80067E+o5•1.9897 
.020 .801025+05 .80134E+05 11.9322 
.030 .80166E+05 .80201E+05 11.8756 
.040 .80232E+05 .80269E+05 11.8198 
.050 .80299E+05 .80338E+05 11.7650 

060 .80367E+05 .80406E+05 11.7109 
.070 .80435E+05 .80475E+05 11.6577 
.080 .805045+05 .80545E+05 11.6053 
.090 .80573E+05 .80614E+05 11.5536 
.00 .80642E+05 .80684E+05 11.5027 
.110 .80712E+05 .80755E+05 11.4524 
.120 .807825+05 .80826E+05 11.4029 
.130 .80852E+05 .80897E+05 11.3541 
.140 .80923B+05 .80969E+05 11.3059 
.150 .80994E+05 .810405+05 11.2584 
.160 .81066E+05 .811135+05 11.2115 
.170 .81138E+05 .811855+05 11.1652 
.180 .81210E+05 .812595+05 11.1195 
.190 .812835+05 .813325+05 11.0743 
.200 .81356E+05 .814065+05 11.0298 
.210 .814305+05 .81480E+05 10.9857 
.220 .81503E+05 .81554E+05 10.9423 
.230 .81577E+05 .81629E+05 10.8993 
.240 .81652E+05 .81704E+05 10.8568 
.250 .81727E+05 .81780E+05 10.8148 
.260 .818025+05 .81856E+05 10.7733 
.270 .81878E+05 .81932E+05 10.7323 
.280 .81954E+05 .820095+05 10.6917 
.290 .820305+05 .82086E+05 10.6516 
.300 .82107E+05 .82163E+05 10.6119 
.310 .82184E+05 .82241E+05 10.5726 
.320 .82261E+05 .82319E+05 10.5338 
.330 .82339E+05 .82398E+05 10.4953 
.340 .82417E+05 .82477E+05 10.4573 
.350 .82495E+05 .82556E+05 10.4196 
.360 .82574E+05 .82635E+05 10.3823 
.370 .82653E+05 .827155+05 10.3454 
.380 .82733E+05 .82795E+05 10.3088 
.390 .828135+05 .828765+05 10.2726 
.400 .82893E+05 .829575+05 10.2368 
.410 .829745+05 .830385+05 10.2012 
.420 .83055E+05 .831205+05 10.1661 
.430 .83136E+05 .83202E+05 10.1312 
.440 .83218E+05 .83285E+05 10.0966 
.450 .83300E+05 .83368E+05 10.0624 
.460 .83382E+05 .83451E+05 10.0285 
.470 .83465E+05 .83534E+05 9.9948 
.480 .83548E+05 .83618E+05 9.9615 
.490 .83632E+05 .83702E+05 9.9284 
.500 .83715E+05 .83787E+05 9.8956 
.510 .83800E+05 .838725+05 9.8631 
.520 .838845+05 .839575+05 9.8309 
.530 .83969E+05 .84043E+05 9.7989 
.540 .84055E+05 .841295+05 9.7672 
.550 .841405+05 .84216E+05 9.7357 
.560 .84226E+05 .84302E+05 9.7045 
.570 .84313E+05 .84390E+05 9.6735 
.580 .844005+05 .84477E+05 9.6428 
.590 .84487E+05 .84565E+05 9.6123 
.600 .84574E+05 .84653E+05 9.5820 
.610 .84662E+05 .847425+05 9.5520 
.620 .84750E+05 .848315+05 9.5222 
.630 .84839B+05 .84921E+05 9.4926

5.000000 T_ramp= 

.008 .0C30 

.0017 .0830 

.0025 .0830 

.0033 .0830 

.0041 .0830 

.0050 .0830 

.0058 .0830 

.0066 .0830 

.0075 .0830 

.0083 .0830 

.0091 .0830 

.0100 .0830 

.0108 .0830 
.0116 .0830 
.0125 .0830 
.0133 .0830 
.0141 .0830 
.0149 .0830 
.0158 .0830 
.0166 .0830 
.0174 .0830 
.0183 .0830 
.0191 .0830 
.0199 .0830 
.0208 .0830 
.0216 .0830 
.0224 .0830 
.0232 .0830 
.0241 .0830 
.0249 .0830 
.0257 .0830 
.0266 .0830 
.0274 .0830 
.0282 .0830 
.0291 .0830 
.0299 .0830 
.0307 .0830 
.0315 .0830 
.0324 .0830 
.0332 .0830 
.0340 .0830 
.0349 .0830 
.0357 .0830 
.0365 .0830 
.0373 .0830 
.0382 .0830 
.0390 .0830 
.0398 .0830 
.0407 .0830 
.0415 .0830 
.0423 .0830 
.0432 .0830 
.0440 .0830 
.0448 .0830 
.0456 .0830 
.0465 .0830 
.0473 .0830 
.0481 .0830 
.0490 .0830 
.0498 .0830 
.0506 .0830 
.0515 .0830 
.0523 .0830

5.000000

RRACT.OT7T 4-27-Qq 5.42.,

.640 .84928E+05 .85010E+05 9.4632 

.650 .85017E+05 85101E+05 9.4341 

.660 .85107E+05 85191E+05 9.4051 

.670 .85197E+05 .852825+05 9.3764 

.680 .85288B+05 .85373E+05 9.3478 

.690 .853795+05 .85465E+05 9.3194 

.700 .85470E+05 85557E+05 9.2913 

.710 .85561E+05 .856495+05 9.2633 

.720 .85653E+05 .85742E+05 9.2355 

.730 .85746E+05 .85835E+05 9.2080 

.740 .85838E+05 .859291+05 9.1805 

.750 .859328+05 .86023E+05 9.1533 
.760 .86025E+05 .86117E+05 9.1262 
.770 .86119E+05 .86212E+05 9.0994 
.780 .86213E+05 .86307E+05 9.0727 
.790 .86308E+05 .86402E+05 9.0461 
.800 .86403E+05 .86498E+05 9.0197 
.810 .86498E+05 .865945+05 8.9935 
.820 .86594E+05 .86691E+05 8.9675 
.830 .86690E+05 .86788E+05 8.9416 
.840 .867875+05 .86885E+05 8.9158 
.850 .86884E+05 .86983E+05 8.8902 
.860 .869815+05 .87081E+05 8.8648 
.870 .87079E+05 .87180E+05 8.8395 
.880 .87177B+05 .87279E+05 8.8144 
.890 .87275E+05 .87378E+05 8.7894 
.900 .87374E+05 .87478E+05 8.7646 
.910 .87473E+05 .875785+05 8.7399 
.920 .87573E+05 .87679E+05 8.7153 
.930 .87673E+05 .87780E+05 8.6909 
.940 .87774E+05 .87881E+05 8.6666 
.950 .87875E+05 .87983E+05 8.6424 
.960 .87976E+05 .88085E+05 8.6184 
.970 .88077E+05 .881875+05 8.5945 
.980 .88180E+05 .88290B+05 8.5707 
.990 .88282E+05 .88394E+05 8.5471 

1.000 .88385E+05 .88498R+05 8.5236 
1.010 .88488E+05 .88602E+05 8.5002 
1.020 .885925+05 .88706E+05 8.4769 
1.030 .88696E+05 .88811E+05 8.4538 
1.040 .88800E+05 .88917E+05 8.4308 
1.050 .889055+05 .89023E+05 8.4078 
1.060 .89011E+05 .89129E+05 8.3851 
1,070 .89116E+05 .89235B+05 8.3624 
1,080 .89222E+05 .89342E+05 8.3398 
1.090 .89329E+05 .894505+05 8.3174 
1.100 .89436E+05 .89558E+05 8.2950 
1.110 .895435+05 .896665+05 8.2728 
1.120 .89651E+05 .89775E+05 8.2507 
1.130 .89759E+05 .89884E+05 8.2287 
1.140 .89868E+05 .89994E+05 8.2067 
1.150 .89977E+05 .90104E+05 8.1849 
1.160 .900865+05 .90214E+05 8.1632 
1.170 .90196E+05 .90325E+05 8.1416 
1.180 .90307E+05 .90436E+05 8.1201 
1.190 .90417B+05 .905489+05 8.0987 
1.200 .905285+05 .90660E+05 8.0775 
1.210 .906405+05 .90773E+05 8.0562 
1.220 .90752E+05 .90886E+05 8.0351 
1.230 .90865E+05 .90999E+05 8.0141 
1.240 .90977E+05 .91113E+05 7.9932 
1.250 .91091E+05 .91228E+05 7.9724 
1.260 .91205E+05 .91342E+05 7.9517 
1.270 .91319E+05 .91458E+05 7.9310 
1.280 .91433E+05 .91573E+05 7.9105 
1.290 .91549E+05 .916895+05 7.8900

.0531 

.0539 

.0548 

.0556 

.0564 

.0573 

.0581 

.0589 

.0598 

.0606 

.0614 

.0622 

.0631 

.0639 

.0647 

.0656 

.0664 

.0672 
.0681 
.0689 
.0697 
.0705 
.0714 
.0722 
.0730 
.0739 
.0747 
.0755 
.0764 
.0772 
.0780 
.0788 
.0797 
.0805 
.0813 
.0822 
.0830 
.0838 
.0847 
.0855 
.0863 
.0872 
.0880 
.0888 
.0896 
.0905 
.0913 
.0921 
.0930 
.0938 
.0946 
.0955 
.0963 
.0971 
.0979 
.0988 
.0996 
.1004 
.1013 
.1021 
.1029 
.1038 
.1046 
.1054 
.1062 
.1071

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 

.0830 

.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830
.0830
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- Pag. S' of A
1.300 .91664E+05 .91806B+05 7.8697 
1.310 .91780E+05 .919238+05 7.8494 
1.320 .91897E+05 .920418+05 7.8292 
1.330 .92013E+05 .92158E+05 7.8091 
1.340 .921318+05 .92277E+05 7.7891 
1.350 .92249B+05 .92396E+05 7.7692 
1.360 .92367E+05 .92515E+05 7.7493 
1.370 .92485E+05 .92635E+05 7.7296 
1.380 .92605E+05 .92755E+05 7.7099 
1.390 .927248+05 .92876E+05 7.6903 
1.400 .92844E+05 .92997B+05 7.6708 
1.410 .92965E+05 .93119E+05 7.6513 
1.420 .93086E+05 .93241E+05 7.6320 
1.430 .93207E+05 .93363E+05 7.6127 
1.440 .93329E+05 .93486E+05 7.5935 
1.450 .93451E+05 .93610E+05 7.5743 
1.460 .935748+05 .93734E+05 7.5553 
1.470 .93698E+05 .93858B+05 7.5363 
1.480 .938218+05 .93983E+05 7.5174 
1.490 .93946E+05 .941092+05 7.4986 
1.500 .94070E+05 .94234E+05 7.4798 
1.510 .94196E+05 .94361E+05 7.4611 
1.520 .94321E+05 .94488E+05 7.4425 
1.530 .94447E+05 .94615E+05 7.4240 
1.540 .94574E+05 .94743E+05 7.4055 
1.550 .94701E+05 .94871E+05 7.3871 
1.560 .94829E+05 .950008+05 7.3688 
1.570 .94957E+05 .95129E+05 7.3505 
1.580 .950868+05 .95259E+05 7.3323 
1.590 .95215E+05 .953908+05 7.3142 
1.600 .95344E+05 .95520E+05 7.2962 
1.610 .95474E+05 .95652E+05 7.2782 
1.620 .95605E+05 .95784E+05 7.2603 
1.630 .95736E+05 .959169+05 7.2424 
1.640 .95868E+05 .96049E+05 7.2246 
1.650 .96000E+05 .96182E+05 7.2069 
1.660 .96132E+05 .96316E+05 7.1892 
1.670 .96266E+05 .96450E+05 7.1716 
1.680 .96399B+05 .965858+05 7.1541 
1.690 .965338+05 .967218+05 7.1366 
1.700 .966682+05 .96857E+05 7.1192 
1.710 .96803E+05 .96993E+05 7.1019 
1.720 .96939E+05 .971308+05 7.0846 
1.730 .97075E+05 .97268E+05 7.0673 
1.740 .97212E+05 .97406E+05 7.0502 
1.750 .97349B+05 .975448+05 7.0331 
1.760 .974878+05 .97683E+05 7.0160 
S.97625E+05 .97823E+05 
1.780 .97764E+05 .97963E+05 6.9821 
1.790 .97903E+05 .98104E+05 6.9652 
1.800 .98043E+05 .98245E+05 6.9484 
1.810 .98184E+05 .98387E+05 6.9316 
1.820 .98325E+05 .98530E+05 6.9149 
1.830 .98466E+05 .98673E+05 6.8983 
1.840 .98608E+05 .98816R+05 6.8817 
1.850 .98751E+05 .98960E+05 6.8652 
1.860 .98894E+05 .99105B+05 6.8487 
1.870 .99038E+05 .99250E+05 6.8323 
1.880 .99182E+05 .993968+05 6.8159 
1.890 .99327E+05 .99542R+05 6.7996 
1.900 .994728+05 .99689E+05 6.7833 
1.910 .99618E+05 .99836E+05 6.7671 
1.920 .99765R+05 .999848+05 6.7509 
1.930 .99912E+05 .10013E+06 6.7348 
1.940 .I0006E+06 .100282+06 6.7187 
1.950 .10021E+06 .100438+06 6.7027

.1079 

.1087 

.1096 

.1104 

.1112 

.1121 

.1129 

.1137 

.1145 

.1154 

.1162 

.1170 

.1179 

.1187 
.1195 
.1204 
.1212 
.1220 
.1228 
.1237 
.1245 
.1253 
.1262 
.1270 
.1278 
.1287 
.1295 
.1303 
.1311 
.1320 
.1328 
.1336 
.1345 
.1353 
.1361 
.1370 
.1378 
.1386 
.1394 
.1403 
.1411 
.1419 
.1428 
.1436 
.1444 
.1452 
.1461 
.1469 
.1477 
.1486 
.1494 
.1502 
.1511 
.1519 
.1527 
.1535 
.1544 
.1552 
.1560 
.1569 
.1577 
.1585 
.1594 
.1602 
.1610 
.1618

I-

.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830

1.960 .10036E+06 .10058E+06 6.6868 
1.970 .10051E+06 .10073R+06 6.6709 
1.980 .10066E+06 .10088E+06 6.6550 
1.990 .10081E+06 .10104E+06 6.6392 
2.000 .10096E+06 .10119E+06 6.6235 
2.010 .10111B+06 .10134E+06 6.6078 
2.020 .101268+06 .10150E+06 6.5921 
2.030 .10141E+06 .101658+06 6.5765 
2.040 .10157E+06 .10181E+06 6.5609 
2.050 .10172E+06 .10196E+06 6.5454 
2.060 .101888+06 .10212E+06 6.5300 
2.070 .10203E+06 .102278+06 6.5145 
2.080 .10219B+06 .10243E+06 6.4992 
2.090 .10234E+06 .10259E+06 6.4839 
2.100 .10250E+06 .10275E+06 6.4686 
2.110 .10266B+06 .10291E+06 6.4533 
2.120 .10282E+06 .10307E+06 6.4382 
2.130 .10298B+06 .10323E+06 6.4230 
2.140 .10314E+06 .10339E+06 6.4079 
2.150 .10330E+06 .10355E+06 6.3929 
2.160 .10346E+06 .10371E+06 6.3779 
2.170 .10362E+06 .10388E+06 6.3629 
2.180 .10378E+06 .10404E+06 6.3480 
2.190 .10394E+06 .10421E+06 6.3331 
2.200 .10411E+06 .10437E+06 6.3183 
2.210 .10427E+06 .10454E+06 6.3035 
2.220 .10443E+06 .10470E+06 6.2888 
2.230 .104608+06 .104878+06 6.2741 
2.240 .10477E+06 .10504E+06 6.2594 
2.250 .10493E+06 .10521E+06 6.2448 
2.260 I0510E+06 .10537E+06 6.2302 
2.270 10527E+06 .10554E+06 6.2157 
2.280 .10544E+06 .I0571E+06 6.2012 
2.290 .10560E+06 .10589E+06 6.1867 
2.300 10577E+06 .10606E+06 6.1723 
2.310 .105948+06 .106238+06 6.1580 
2.320 .10612E+06 .10640E+06 6.1436 
2.330 .10629B+06 .10658E+06 6.1293 
2.340 .10646E+06 .10675E+06 6.1151 
2.350 .10663E+06 .10693E+06 6.1009 
2.360 .10681E+06 .10710E+06 6.0867 
2.370 .10698E+06 .10728E+06 6.0726 
2.380 .10716E+06 .10746E+06 6.0585 
2.390 .10733E+06 .107638+06 6.0444 
2.400 .10751E+06 .10781E+06 6.0304 
2.410 .10769E+06 .10799E+06 6.0164 
2.420 .10787E+06 .10817E+06 6.0025 
2.430 .10804E+06 .10835E+06 5.9886 
2.440 .10822E+06 .10853E+06 5.9747 
2.450 .108402+06 .10872E+06 5.9609 
2.460 .I0858E+06 .10890E+06 5.9471 
2.470 .10877E+06 .10908E+06 5.9334 
2.480 .10895E+06 .10927E+06 5.9197 
2.490 .10913E+06 .10945E+06 5.9060 
2.500 .109328+06 .109648+06 5.8923 
2.510 .109508+06 .10982R+06 5.8787 
2.520 .10968B+06 .11001E+06 5.8652 
2.530 .10987E+06 .21020E+06 5.8516 
2.540 .11006E+06 .11039E+06 5.8381 
2.550 .11025E+06 .11058E+06 5.8247 
2.560 .11043E+06 .11077E+06 5.8112 
2.570 .11062E+06 .11096E+06 5.7979 
2.580 .11081E+06 .11115E+06 5.7845 
2.590 .III00E+06 .11135E+06 5.7712 
2.600 .11119E+06 .11154E+06 5.7579 
2.610 .11139E+06 .11173R+06 5.7446
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2.620 .11582+06 .11193E+06 5.7314 .2175 .0830 
2.630 .11177B+06 .11212B+06 5.7182 .2183 .0830 
2.640 .11197E+06 .11232E+06 5.7051 .2191 .0830 
2.650 .112162+06 .11252E+06 5.6920 .2199 .0830 
2.660 .112362+06 .11272E+06 5.6789 .2208 .0830 
2.670 .11255E+06 .112928+06 5.6658 .2216 .0830 
2.680 .11275E+06 .11312E+06 5.6528 .2224 .0830 
2.690 .11295E+06 .11332B+06 5.6398 .2233 .0830 
2.700 .11315E+06 .11352E+06 5.6268 .2241 .0830 
2.710 .11335E+06 .11372E+06 5.6139 .2249 .0830 
2.720 .11355E+06 .113922+06 5.6010 .2258 .0830 
2.730 .11375E+06 .114132+06 5.5882 .2266 .0830 
2.740 .11395E+06 .11433E+06 5.5754 .2274 .0830 
2.750 .11416E+06 .11454E+06 5.5626 .2282 .0830 
2.760 .11436E+06 .11475E+06 5.5498 .2291 .0830 
2.770 .11457E+06 .11495E+06 5.5371 .2299 .0830 
2.780 .11477E+06 .115162+06 5.5244 .2307 .0830 
2.790 .11498E+06 .11537E+06 5.5117 .2316 .0830 
2.800 .11519E+06 .I1558E+06 5.4991 .2324 .0830 
2.810 .11539E+06 .11579R+06 5.4865 .2332 .0830 
2.820 .11560E+06 .116002+06 5.4739 .2341 .0830 
2.830 .11581E+06 .11621E+06 5.4613 .2349 .0830 
2.840 .11602E+06 .11643E+06 5.4488 .2357 .0830 
2.850 .116242+06 .116642+06 5.4362 .2365 .0830 
2.860 .11645E+06 .11686E+06 5.4239 .2374 .0830 
2.870 .11666E+06 .11707B+06 5.4115 .2382 .0830 
2.880 .11688E+06 .11729E+06 5.3991 .2390 .0830 
2.890 .11709E+06 .11751E+06 5.3867 .2399 .0830 
2.900 .11731E+06 .11773E+06 5.3744 .2407 .0830 
2.910 .11752E+06 .11795E+06 5.3621 .2415 .0830 
2.920 .117742+06 .11817E+06 5.3498 .2424 .0830 
2.930 .11796E+06 .11839E+06 5.3375 .2432 .0830 
2.940 .11818E+06 .118612+06 5.3253 .2440 .0830 
2.950 .11840E+06 .11884B+06 5.3131 .2448 .0830 
2.960 .11862E+06 .11906E+06 5.3010 .2457 .0830 
2.970 .118842+06 .11929E+06 S.2888 .2465 .0830 
2.980 .11907E+06 .11951E+06 5.2767 .2473 .0830 
2.990 .11929E+06 .11974E+06 5,2646 .2482 .0830 
3.000 .11952E+06 .11997E+06 5.2526 .2490 .0830 
3.010 .11974E+06 .120202+06 5.2406 .2498 .0830 
3.020 .11997E+06 .12043E+06 5.2286 .2507 .0830 
3.030 .12020E+06 .12066E+06 5.2166 .2515 .0830 
3.040 .120432+06 .12089E+06 5.2047 .2523 .0830 
3,050 .120662+06 .12112E+06 5.1928 .2521 .0830 
3.060 .12089E+06 .12136E+06 5.1809 .2540 .0830 
3.070 .12112E+06 .12159E+06 5.1690 .2548 .0830 
3.080 .12135E+06 .12183E+06 5.1572 .2556 .0830 
3.090 .12159E+06 .122062+06 5.1454 .2565 .0830 
3.100 .12182E+06 .12230E+06 5.1336 .2573 .0830 
3.110 .12206E+06 .12254E+06 5.1219 .2581 .0830 
3.120 .12229E+06 .12278E+06 5.1102 .2590 .0830 
3.130 .122532+06 .123022+06 5.0985 .2598 .0830 
3.140 .12277E+06 .12327E+06 5.0868 .2606 .0830 
3.150 .123012+06 .12351E+06 5.0752 .2614 .0830 
3.160 .12325E+06 .12375E+06 5.0636 .2623 .0830 
3.170 .122492+06 .12400E+06 5.0520 .2631 .0830 
3.180 .12374E+06 .12424E+06 5.0404 .2639 .0830 
3.190 .12398E+06 .12449E+06 5.0289 .2648 .0830 
3.200 .12422E+06 .12474E+06 5.0174 .2656 .0830 
3.210 .12447E+06 .12499E+06 5.0059 .2664 .0830 
3.220 .12472E+06 .12524E+06 4.9944 .2673 .0830 
2.230 .12496E+06 .12549R+06 4.9830 .2681 .0830 
2.240 .12521E+06 .12574E+06 4.9716 .2689 .0830 
3.250 .12546E+06 .12600E+06 4.9602 .2697 .0830 
3.260 .12572E+06 .12625E+06 4.9488 .2706 .0830 
3.270 .12597E+06 .12651E+06 4.9375 .2714 .0830
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3.280 .12622E+06 .126778+06 4.9262 .2722 .0830 
3.290 .12648E+06 .12702E+06 4.9149 .2731 .0830 
3.300 .12673E+06 .12728E+06 4.9036 .2739 .0830 
3.310 .12699E+06 .12754E+06 4.8924 .2747 .0830 
3.320 .12725E+06 .127802+06 4.8812 .2756 .0830 
3.330 .12750E+06 .12807E+06 4.8700 .2764 .0830 
3.340 .12776E+06 .12833E+06 4.8588 .2772 .0830 
3.350 .12803E+06 .12860E+06 4.8477 .2780 .0830 
3.360 .128292+06 .12886E+06 4.8366 .2789 .0830 
3.370 .128552+06 .12913E+06 4.8255 .2797 .0830 
3.380 .12882E+06 .12940E+06 4.8144 .2805 .0830 
3.390 .12908E+06 .12967E+06 4.8034 .2814 .0830 
3.400 .12935E+06 .12994B+06 4.7924 .2822 .0830 
3.410 .12962E+06 .13021R+06 4.7814 .2830 .0830 
3.420 .12989E+06 .13048E+06 4.7704 .2839 .0830 
3.430 .13016E+06 .130762+06 4.7594 .2847 .0830 
3,440 .130432+06 .13103E+06 4.7485 .2855 .0830 
3.450 .13070E+06 .13131E+06 4.7376 .2863 .0830 
3.460 .13097E+06 .13159E+06 4.7267 .2872 .0830 
3.470 .13125E+06 .131872+06 4.7159 .2880 .0830 
3.480 .13152B+06 .13215E+06 4.7050 .2888 .0830 
3.490 .13180E+06 .132432E+06 4.6942 .2897 .0830 
3.500 .13208E+06 .13271E+06 4.6834 .2905 .0830 
3.510 .13236E+06 .13300B+06 4.6727 .2913 .0830 
3.520 .13264E+06 .133288+06 4.6619 .2922 .0830 
3.530 .13292E+06 .13357E+06 4.6512 .2930 .0830 
3.540 .13321E+06 .13386E+06 4.6405 .2938 .0830 
3.550 .13349E+06 .13415E+06 4.6298 .2946 .0830 
3.560 .13378E+06 .13444E+06 4.6192 .2955 .0830 
3.570 .13407E+06 .13473E+06 4.6085 .2963 .0830 
3.580 .13436E+06 .13502E+06 4.5979 .2971 .0820 
3.590 .13465E+06 .135222+06 4.5873 .2980 .0830 
3.600 .13494E+06 .135622+06 4.5768 .2988 .0830 
3.610 .13523B+06 .13591E+06 4.5662 .2996 .0830 
3.620 .13552E+06 .13621E+06 4.5557 .3005 .0830 
3.630 .135822+06 .13651E+06 4.5452 .3013 .0830 
3.640 .13611E+06 .13681E+06 4.5347 .3021 .0830 
3.650 .13641E+06 .13712E+06 4.5243 .3029 .0830 
3.660 .13671E+06 .12742E+06 4.5138 .3038 .0830 
3.670 .13701E+06 .13772E+06 4.5034 .3046 .0830 
3.680 .13731E+06 .13803E+06 4.4930 .3054 .0830 
3.690 .13762E+06 .13834E+06 4.4826 .3063 .0830 
3.700 .13792E+06 .138652+06 4.4723 .3071 .0830 
3.710 .13823E+06 .13896B+06 4.4619 .3079 .0830 
3.720 .13854E+06 .13927B+06 4.4516 .3088 .0830 
3.730 .12884E+06 .13959E+06 4.4413 .3096 .0830 
3.740 .139152+06 .13990E+06 4.4311 .3104 .0830 
3.750 .13947B+06 .14022E+06 4.4208 .3112 .0830 
3.760 .13978E+06 .14054E+06 4.4106 .3121 .0830 
3.770 .140092+06 .14086E+06 4.4004 .3129 .0830 
3.780 .14041B+06 .14118E+06 4.3902 .3137 .0830 
3.790 .14073E+06 .14150E+06 4.3800 .3146 .0830 
3.800 .14104E+06 .14183E+06 4.3699 .3154 .0830 
3.810 .14137E+06 .14215E+06 4.3597 .3162 .0830 
3.820 .14169E+06 .14248E+06 4.3496 .3171 .0830 
3.830 .14201E+06 .14281E+06 4.3395 .3179 .0830 
3.840 .142332+06 .14314E+06 4.3295 .3187 .0830 
3.850 .14266E+06 .143478+06 4.3194 .3195 .0830 
3.860 .14299E+06 .14380E+06 4.3094 .3204 .0830 
3.870 .14332E+06 .14414E+06 4.2994 .3212 .0830 
3.880 .14365B+06 .14447E+06 4.2894 .3220 .0830 
3.890 .14398E+06 .14481E+06 4.2794 .3229 .0830 
3.900 .14431E+06 .14515E+06 4.2695 .3237 .0830 
3.910 .14465E+06 .14549E+06 4.2596 .3245 .0820 
3.920 .14499E+06 .14584E+06 4.2496 .3254 .0830 
3.930 .14532E+06 .14618E+06 4.2397 .3262 .0830
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3.940 .14566E+06 .146522+06 4.2299 
3.950 .14600E+06 .14687E+06 4.2200 
3.960 .14635E+06 .14722E+06 4.2102 
3.970 .14669E+06 .147572+06 4.2004 
3.980 .14704E+06 .14793E+06 4.1906 
3.990 .14739E+06 .14828E+06 4.1808 
4.000 .14774E+06 .14864E+06 4.1710 
4.010 .14809E+06 .14899E+06 4.1613 
4.020 .14844E+06 .14935E+06 4.1516 
4.030 .14879E+06 .14971E+06 4.1419 
4.040 .14915E+06 .15008E+06 4.1222 
4.050 .14951E+06 .15044E+06 4.1225 
4.060 .14987E+06 .15081E+06 4.1129 
4.070 .15023E+06 .15118E+06 4.1022 
4.080 .15059E+06 .15155E+06 4.0936 
4.090 .15096E+06 .15192E+06 4.0840 
4.100 .151322+06 .152298+06 4.0745 
4.110 .15169E+06 15267E+06 4.0649 
4.120 .15206E+06 15304E+06 4.0554 
4.130 .15243E+06 15342E+06 4.0458 
4.140 .15281E+06 .153802+06 4.0363 
4.150 .15318E+06 .15418E+06 4.0269 
4.160 .15356E+06 .15457E+06 4.0174 
4.170 .15394E+06 .15495E+06 4.0079 
4.180 .1S432E+06 15534E+06 3.9985 
4.190 .15470E+06 .15573r+06 3.9891 
4.200 .15508E+06 .15612R+06 3.9797 
4.210 .15547E+06 .156528+06 3.9703 
4.220 .15586E+06 .15691E+06 3.9610 
4.230 .15625E+06 .15731E+06 3.9516 
4.240 .15664E+06 .15771E+06 2.9423 
4.250 .15703E+06 .158112+06 3.9330 
4.260 .15743B+06 .15852E+06 3.9227 
4.270 .15782E+06 .15892E+06 3.9144 
4.280 15822B+06 .159338+06 3.9051 
4.290 .158632+06 .15974E+06 3.8959 
4.300 15903E+06 .160158+06 3.8867 
4.210 15943E+06 .16056E+06 3.8775 
4.320 .15984E+06 .16098E+06 2.8683 
4.330 .16025E+06 .16140E+06 3.8591 
4.340 .16066E+06 .16182E+06 3.8500 
4.350 .161072+06 .16224E+06 3.8408 
4.360 .16149E+06 .16266E+06 3.8317 
4.370 .16191E+06 .163092+06 3.8226 
4.380 .16233E+06 .16352E+06 3.8135 
4.390 .16275E+06 .16395E+06 3.8044 
4.400 .16317E+06 .16438E+06 3.7954 
4.410 .16360E+06 .164812+06 3.7863 
4.420 .16402E+06 .16525E+06 3.7773 
4.420 .16445E+06 .16569R+06 3.7683 
4.440 .16489E+06 .16613E+06 3.7593 
4.450 .16532E+06 .16657E+06 3.7503 
4.460 .16576E+06 .16702E+06 3.7414 
4.470 .16620E+06 .16747E+06 3.7324 
4.480 .166642+06 .16792B+06 3.7235 
4.490 .167082+06 .16837E+06 3.7146 
4.500 .16752E+06 .16883E+06 3.7057 
4.510 .167972+06 .16928E+06 3.6968 
4.520 .16842E+06 .16974E+06 3.6880 
4.530 .16887E+06 .17021E+06 3.6791 
4.540 .16933E+06 .17067E+06 3.6703 
4.550 .16978E+06 .17114E+06 3.6615 
4.560 .170248+06 .17161E+06 3.6527 
4.570 .17070B+06 .17208E+06 3.6439 
4.580 .171172+06 .172552+06 3.6351 
4.S90 .17163E+06 .17303E+06 3.6264
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.3270 .0830 
.3278 .0830 
.3287 .0830 
.3295 .0830 
.3303 .0830 
.3312 .0830 
.3320 .0830 
.3328 .0830 
.3337 .0830 
.3345 .0830 
.3252 .0830 
.3361 .0830 
.3370 .0830 
.2278 .0830 
.3286 .0830 
.3395 .0820 
.3403 .0830 
.3411 .0820 
.3420 .0830 
.3428 .0830 
.3436 .0830 
.3444 .0830 
.3453 .0830 
.3461 .0830 
.3469 .0830 
.3478 .0830 
.3486 .0830 
.3494 .0830 
.3503 .0830 
.3511 .0830 
.3519 .0830 
.3527 .0820 
.3536 .0830 
.3544 .0830 
.3552 .0830 
.3561 .0830 
.3569 .0830 
.3577 .0830 
.3586 .0830 
.3594 .0830 
.3602 .0830 
.3610 .0830 
.3619 .0820 
.3627 .0820 
.3635 .0830 
.3644 .0830 
.3652 .0830 
.3660 .0830 
.3669 .0830 
.3677 .0830 
.3685 .0830 
.3693 .0830 
.3702 .0830 
.2710 .0830 
.3718 .0830 
.3727 .0830 
.3735 .0830 
.3743 .0830 
.27S2 .0830 
.3760 .0830 
.3768 .0830 
.3776 .0830 
.3785 .0830 
.3793 .0830 
.3801 .0830 
.3810 .0820

4.600 .172102+06 .17351E+06 3.6176 .3818 .0830 
4.610 .17257E+06 .173992+06 3.6089 .3826 .0830 
4.620 .173052+06 .17447E+06 3.6002 .3835 .0830 
4.620 .17352E+06 .17496E+06 3.5915 .3843 .0830 
4.640 .17400E+06 .17545E+06 3.5828 .3851 .0830 
4.650 .174482+06 .17594E+06 3.5742 .3859 .0830 
4.660 .17496E+06 .17643E+06 3.5655 .3868 .0830 
4.670 .17545E+06 .17693E+06 3.5569 .3876 .0830 
4.680 .17593E+06 .17743E+06 3.5483 .3884 .0830 
4.690 .17642E+06 .17793E+06 3.5397 .3893 .0830 
4.700 .17692E+06 .17844E+06 3.5311 .3901 .0830 
4.710 .17741E+06 .17894E+06 3.5225 .3909 .0830 
4.720 .17791E+06 .17945E+06 3.5140 .3918 .0820 
4.730 .17841E+06 .17997E+06 3.5054 .3926 .0830 
4.740 .17891E+06 .18048E+06 3.4969 .2924 .0830 
4.750 .17942E+06 .181002+06 3.4884 .3942 .0830 
4.760 .17992E+06 .18152E+06 3.4799 .3951 .0830 
4.770 .18044E+06 .18204E+06 3.4714 .3959 .0830 
4.780 .180952+06 .18257E+06 3.4630 .3967 .0830 
4.790 .181472+06 .18310E+06 3.4545 .3976 .0830 
4.800 .18199E+06 .18363E+06 3.4461 .3984 .0830 
4.810 .182512+06 .18417E+06 3.4377 .3992 .0830 
4.820 .18304E+06 .18470E+06 3.4293 .4001 .0830 
4.820 .18356E+06 .18525E+06 3.4209 .4009 .0830 
4.840 .18409E+06 .18579E+06 3.4125 .4017 .0830 
4.850 .18463E+06 .18634E+06 3.4041 .4025 .0830 
4.860 .18516E+06 .186898+06 3.3958 .4034 .0830 
4.870 .18570E+06 .18744E+06 3.3875 .4042 .0830 
4.880 .18624E+06 .187998+06 3.3791 .4050 .0830 
4.890 .18679E+06 .18855E+06 3.3708 4059 .0820 
4.900 .18734E+06 .18911E+06 3.3625 .4067 .0820 
4.910 .18789E+06 .18968B+06 3.3543 .4075 .0830 
4.920 .18844E+06 .19025E+06 3.3460 .4084 .0830 
4.930 .18900E+06 .190822+06 3.2378 .4092 .0830 
4.940 .18956E+06 .19139E+06 3.3295 .4100 .0830 
4.950 .19012E+06 .19197E+06 3.3213 .4108 .0830 
4.960 .19068E+06 .19255E+06 3.3131 .4117 .0830 
4.970 .191258+06 .19313E+06 3.3049 .4125 .0830 
4.980 .191822+06 .193722+06 3.2967 .4133 .0830 
4.990 .19240E+06 .19431E+06 3.2886 .4142 .0830



Powerini= 500000.000000 T simu= 5.000000 T_ramp= 
Rho ramp= 4.150000E-01 (beta) 

.0• .5 0 t27E+06 .O042 0 061. 9 8 97  .08 .130 

.020 .500632+06 .500842+06 11.9322 .0017 .0830 

.030 .50103E+06 .50126E+06 11.8756 .0025 .0830 

.040 501452+06 .501682+06 11.8198 .0033 .0830 

.050 .50187E+06 .50211E+06 11.7650 .0041 .0830 

.060 502292+06 .502542+06 11.7109 .0050 .0830 

.070 .50272E+06 .502972+06 11.6577 .0058 .0830 

.080 50315E+06 .50240E+06 11.6053 .0066 .0830 

.090 .50358E+06 .503842+06 11.5536 .0075 .0830 

.100 .504012+06 .50428E+06 11.5027 .0083 .0830 

.110 .50445E+06 .50472E+06 11.4524 .0091 .0830 

.120 .504892+06 .505162+06 11.4029 .0100 .0830 

.130 .50533E+06 .50561E+06 11.3541 .0108 .0830 

.140 .50577E+06 .50605E+06 11.3059 .0116 .0830 

.150 .506222+06 .50650E+06 11.2584 .0125 .0830 

.160 .50666E+06 .50695E+06 11.2115 .0122 .0830 

.170 .50711E+06 .507412+06 11.1652 .0141 .0830 

.180 .50756E+06 .50787E+06 11.1195 .0149 .0830 

.190 .50802E+06 .50832E+06 11.0743 .0158 .0830 

.200 .50848E+06 .50879E+06 11.0298 .0166 .0830 

.210 .508932+06 .50925E+06 10.9857 .0174 .0830 

.220 .50940E+06 .50971E+06 10.9422 .0183 .0830 

.230 .50986E+06 .510182+06 10.8993 .0191 .0830 

.240 .51032E+06 .51065E+06 10.8568 .0199 .0830 

.250 .510792+06 .51112E+06 10.8148 .0208 .0830 

.260 .511262+06 .51160E+06 10.7733 .0216 .0830 

.270 .51174E+06 .51208E+06 10.7323 .0224 .0830 

.280 .51221E+06 .512562+06 10.6917 .0232 .0830 

.290 .51269E+06 .51304E+06 10.6516 .0241 .0830 

.300 .513172+06 .51352E+06 10.6119 .0249 .0830 

.310 .51265E+06 .51401E+06 10.5726 .0257 .0830 

.320 .51413E+06 .514492+06 10.5338 .0266 .0830 

.320 .514622+06 .51499E+06 10.4953 .0274 .0830 
.240 .51510E+06 .51548E+06 10.4573 .0282 .0830 
.350 .51560E+06 .515972+06 10.4196 .0291 .0830 
.360 .51609E+06 .516472+06 10.3823 .0299 .0830 
.270 .516582+06 .51697E+06 10.3454 .0307 .0820 
.380 .51708E+06 .51747E+06 10.3088 .0315 .0830 
.390 .51758E+06 .51798E+06 10.2726 .0324 .0830 
.400 .51808E+06 .51848B+06 10.2368 .0332 .0830 
.410 .51858E+06 .518992+06 10.2012 .0340 .0830 
.420 .51909E+06 .51950E+06 10.1660 .0349 .0830 
.430 .519602+06 .52001E+06 10.1312 .0357 .0830 
.440 .520112+06 .52053E+06 10.0966 .0365 .0830 
.450 .52062E+06 .52105E+06 10.0624 .0373 .0830 
.460 .52114E+06 .52157E+06 10.0284 .0382 .0830 
.470 .521662+06 .52209E+06 9.9948 .0390 .0830 
.480 .52218E+06 .52261E+06 9.9614 .0398 .0830 
.490 .522702+06 .52314E+06 9.9284 .0407 .0830 
.500 .52322E+06 .52367E+06 9.8956 .0415 .0830 
.510 .52375E+06 .52420E+06 9.8631 .0423 .0830 
.520 .52428E+06 .524722+06 9.8308 .0432 .0830 
.530 .52481E+06 .52527E+06 9.7989 .0440 .0830 
.540 .52534E+06 .52581E+06 9.7672 .0448 .0830 
.550 .52588E+06 .52635E+06 9.7357 .0456 .0830 
.560 .52641E+06 .52689E+06 9.7045 .0465 .0830 
.570 .526952+06 .52744E+06 9.6735 .0473 .0830 
.580 .52750E+06 .527982+06 9.6428 .0481 .0830 
.590 .52804E+06 .52853E+06 9.6123 .0490 .0830 
.600 .52859E+06 .52908E+06 9.5820 .0498 .0830 
.610 .52914E+06 .52964E+06 9.5520 .0506 .0830 
.620 .52969E+06 .53019E+06 9.5222 0515 .0830 
.630 .53024E+06 .53075E+06 9.4926 .0523 .0830
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.640 .53080E+06 .53131E+06 9.4632 .0531 .0830 

.650 .53136E+06 .53188E+06 9.4341 .0539 .0830 foe -,I,. 

.660 .53192E+06 .53244E+06 9.4051 .0548 .0830 U 

.670 53248E+06 .523012+06 9.3763 .0556 .0830 

.680 .53305E+06 .533588+06 9.3478 .0564 .0830 

.690 .53362E+06 .53416E+06 9.3194 .0573 .0830 

.700 .534192+06 .53473E+06 9.2913 .0581 .0830 

.710 .53476E+06 .53531E+06 9.2633 .0589 .0830 

.720 .535232+06 .535893+06 9.2355 .0598 .0830 

.730 .535912+06 .53647E+06 9.2079 .0606 .0830 

.740 .52649E+06 .53706H+06 9.1805 .0614 .0830 

.750 .53707E+06 .53764E+06 9.1533 .0622 .0830 

.760 .53766E+06 .53823E+06 9.1262 .0631 .0830 

.770 .53824E+06 .53882E+06 9.0994 .0639 .0830 

.780 .53883E+06 .539422+06 9.0726 .0647 .0830 

.790 .53942E+06 .54001B+06 9.0461 .0656 .0830 

.800 .54002E+06 .54061E+06 9.0197 .0664 .0830 

.810 .54061E+06 .54121B+06 8.9935 .0672 .0830 

.820 .54121E+06 .54182E+06 8.9675 .0681 .0830 

.830 .54181E+06 .54242E+06 8.9416 .0689 .0830 

.840 .54242B+06 .54303E+06 8.9158 .0697 .0830 

.850 .543022+06 .54364E+06 8.8902 .0705 .0830 

.860 .54363B+06 .544262+06 8.8648 .0714 .0830 

.870 .544242+06 .54487E+06 8.8395 .0722 .0830 

.880 .54486E+06 .54549E+06 8.8144 .0730 .0830 

.890 .54547E+06 .54611E+06 8.7894 .0739 .0830 

.900 .54609E+06 .54674E+06 8.7646 .0747 .0830 

.910 .54671E+06 .54736E+06 8.7399 .0755 .0830 

.920 .54733B+06 .54799E+06 8.7153 .0764 .0830 

.930 .547962+06 .54862B+06 8.6909 .0772 .0830 

.940 .54859E+06 .54926E+06 8.6666 .0780 .0830 

.950 .54922E+06 .54989E+06 8.6424 .0788 .0830 

.960 .54985E+06 .55053E+06 8.6184 .0797 .0830 

.970 .55048E+06 .55117E+06 8.5945 .0805 .0830 

.980 .55112E+06 .55181E+06 8.5707 .0813 .0820 

.990 .55176E+06 .552462+06 8.5471 .0822 .0830 
1.000 .55241E+06 .55311E+06 8.5236 .0830 .0830 
1.010 .55305E+06 .553762+06 8.5002 .0838 .0830 
1.020 .55370E+06 .55441E+06 8.4769 .0847 .0830 
1.030 .55435E+06 .55507E+06 8.4538 .0855 .0830 
1.040 .55500E+06 .55573E+06 8.4308 .0863 .0830 
1.050 .55566E+06 .55639E+06 8.4078 .0872 .0830 
1.060 .556322+06 .55705E+06 8.3850 .0880 .0830 
1.070 .556982+06 .55772E+06 8.3624 .0888 .0830 
1.080 .55764E+06 .55839E+06 8.3398 .0896 .0820 
1.090 .55831E+06 .559062+06 8.3174 .0905 .0830 
1.100 .55897E+06 .55974E+06 8.2950 .0913 .0830 
1.110 .55965E+06 .56041E+06 8.2728 .0921 .0830 
1.120 .56032E+06 .561092+06 8.2507 .0930 .0830 
1.130 .56100E+06 .56178E+06 8.2287 .0938 .0830 
1.140 .56167E+06 .56246E+06 8.2067 .0946 .0830 
1.150 .562262+06 .56315E+06 8.1849 .0955 .0830 
1.160 .56204B+06 .56384E+06 8.1632 .0963 .0830 
1.170 .56373E+06 .56453E+06 8.1416 .0971 .0820 
1.180 .56442E+06 .56523E+06 8.1201 .0979 .0830 
1.190 .56511E+06 .56592E+06 8.0987 .0988 .0830 
1.200 .56580E+06 .566632+06 8.0774 .0996 .0830 
1.210 566502+06 .56733E+06 8.0562 .1004 .0830 
1.220 .56720E+06 .56804E+06 8.0351 .1013 .0830 
1.230 .56790E+06 .56875E+06 8.0141 .1021 .0830 
1.240 .56861E+06 .56946E+06 7.9932 .1029 .0830 
1.250 .569322+06 .57017E+06 7.9724 .1038 .0830 
1.260 .570032+06 .57089E+06 7.9517 .1046 .0820 
1.270 .57074E+06 .57161E+06 7.9310 .1054 .0830 
1.280 .57146E+06 .572323E+06 7.9105 .1062 .0830 
1.290 .57218E+06 .57306E+06 7.8900 .1071 .0830 
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1.300 .57290E+06 .57379B+06 7.8697 
1.310 .57363E+06 .57452B+06 7.8494 
1.320 .57435E+06 .57525E+06 7.8292 
1.330 .57508E+06 .57599E+06 7.8091 
1.340 .57582E+06 .57673E+06 7.7891 
1.350 .57655E+06 .57747E+06 7.7692 
1.360 .57729E+06 .57822E+06 7.7493 
1.370 .57803B+06 .57897E+06 7.7295 
1.380 .57878E+06 .57972E+06 7.7099 
1.390 .57953E+06 .580472+06 7.6903 
1.400 .58028E+06 .58123E+06 7.6707 
1.410 .581032E+06 .58199E+06 7.6513 
1.420 .58179E+06 .58275E+06 7.6319 
1.430 .58254E+06 .583522+06 7.6127 
1.440 .58331E+06 .58429E+06 7.5935 
1.450 .58407E+06 .58506E+06 7.5743 
1.460 .58484E+06 .585842+06 7.5553 
1.470 .585619+06 .58661E+06 7.5363 
1.480 .58638E+06 .58739E+06 7.5174 
1.490 .58716B+06 .58818E+06 7.4986 
1.500 .58794E+06 .58896E+06 7.4798 
1.510 .588722+06 .58975E+06 7.4611 
1.520 .58951E+06 .59055E+06 7.4425 
1.530 .59030E+06 .59134E+06 7.4240 
1.540 .59109B+06 .59214E+06 7.4055 
1.550 .59188E+06 .59294E+06 7.3871 
1.560 .59268E+06 .593752+06 7.3688 
1.570 .59348E+06 .59456E+06 7.3505 
1.580 .59429E+06 .59537E+06 7.3323 
1.590 .59509E+06 .59618E+06 7.3142 
1.600 .59590E+06 .597002+06 7.2962 
1.610 .59672E+06 .597822+06 7.2782 
1.620 .59753E+06 .598652+06 7.2603 
1.630 .59835E+06 .59947B+06 7.2424 
1.640 .599172+06 .600302+06 7.2246 
1.650 .60000E+06 .601142+06 7.2069 
1.660 .60083E+06 .601972+06 7.1892 
1.670 .60166E+06 .60281E+06 7.1716 
1.680 .60249E+06 .60366E+06 7.1541 
1.690 .60333E+06 .604502+06 7.1366 
1.700 .60417E+06 .60535E+06 7.1192 
1.710 .60502E+06 .606212+06 7.1019 
1.720 .605872+06 .60706E+06 7.0846 
1.730 .60672E+06 .60792E+06 7.0673 
1.740 .60757E+06 .608792+06 7.0502 
1.750 .60843E+06 .60965E+06 7.0331 
1.760 .60929E+06 .610522+06 7.0160 
1.770 .610168+06 .61139B+06 6.9990 
1.780 .61102B+06 .61227E+06 
1.790 .61190E+06 .61315E+06 6.9652 
1.800 .61277E+06 .61403E+06 6.9484 
1.810 .61365E+06 .61492E+06 6.9316 
1.820 .61453E+06 .61581E+06 6.9149 
1.830 .61541E+06 .61670E+06 6.8983 
1.840 .61630E+06 .61760B+06 6.8817 
1.850 .61719E+06 .61850B+06 6.8652 
1.860 .61809E+06 .61940E+06 6.8487 
1.870 .61899E+06 .62031B+06 6.8322 
1.880 .61989E+06 .62122E+06 6.8159 
1.890 .62079E+06 .62214E+06 6.7995 
1.900 .62170E+06 .62305E+06 6.7833 
1.910 .62261E+06 .62398E+06 6.7671 
1.920 .623532+06 .62490E+06 6.7509 
1.930 .62445E+06 .62583E+06 6.7348 
1.940 .62537E+06 .62676E+06 6.7187 
1.950 .62630E+06 .62770E+06 6.7027

.1079 

.1087 

.1096 

.1104 

.1112 

.1121 

.1129 

.1137 

.1145 
.1154 
.1162 
.1170 
.1179 
.1187 
.1195 
.1204 
.1212 
.1220 
.1228 
.1237 
.1245 
.1253 
.1262 
.1270 
.1278 
.1287 
.1295 
.1303 
.1311 
.1320 
.1328 
.1336 
.1345 
.1353 
.1361 
.1370 
.1378 
.1386 
.1394 
.1403 
.1411 
.1419 
.1428 
.1436 
.1444 
.1452 
.1461 
.1469 
.1477 
.1486 
.1494 
.1502 
.1511 
.1519 
.1527 
.1535 
.1544 
.1552 
.1560 
.1569 
.1577 
.1585 
.1594 
.1602 
.1610 
.1618

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 

.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
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.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
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.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830

1.960 .62723B+06 .62864E+06 6.6868 
1.970 .628162+06 .62958E+06 6.6709 
1.980 .62910E+06 .63053E+06 6.6550 
1.990 .63004E+06 .631482+06 6.6392 
2.000 .63098E+06 .63243E+06 6.6235 
2.010 .63193E+06 .63339E+06 6.6078 
2.020 .63288E+06 .63435E+06 6.5921 
2.030 .63384E+06 .635322+06 6.5765 
2.040 .63480E+06 .636282+06 6.5609 
2.050 .63576E+06 .63726B+06 6.5454 
2.060 .63673E+06 .638232E+06 6.5300 
2.070 .63770E+06 .63921E+06 6.5145 
2.080 .63867E+06 .64020E+06 6.4992 
2.090 .63965E+06 .64119E+06 6.4838 
2.100 .64063E+06 .64218E+06 6.4686 
2.110 .641622+06 .643172+06 6.4533 
2.120 .64261E+06 .64417R+06 6.4382 
2.130 .643602+06 .645182+06 6.4230 
2.140 .64460E+06 .64619E+06 6.4079 
2.150 .645602+06 .64720E+06 6.3929 
2.160 .646602+06 .64821E+06 6.3779 
2.170 .647612+06 .64923E+06 6.3629 
2.180 .64862E+06 .65026B+06 6.3480 
2.190 .64964R+06 .65128E+06 6.3331 
2.200 .65066E+06 .652322+06 6.3183 
2.210 .65169E+06 .65335E+06 6.3025 
2.220 .65271E+06 65439E+06 6.2888 
2.230 .65375E+06 .65543E+06 6.2741 
2.240 .65478B+06 .656488+06 6.2594 
2.250 .65582E+06 .65753E+06 6.2448 
2.260 .65687E+06 .658592+06 6.2302 
2.270 .657922+06 .65965E+06 6.2157 
2.280 .65897E+06 .66072E+06 6.2012 
2.290 .66003E+06 .66178E+06 6.1867 
2.300 .661092+06 .66286E+06 6.1723 
2.310 .66216E+06 .66394E+06 6.1580 
2.320 .663232+06 .66502E+06 6.1436 
2.330 .66430E+06 .66610E+06 6.1293 
2.340 .66582+06 .66719E+06 6.1151 
2.350 .66646E+06 .66829E+06 6.1009 
2.360 .66755E+06 .66939E+06 6.0867 
2.370 .66864E+06 .67049E+06 6.0726 
2.380 .66973E+06 .67160E+06 6.0585 
2.390 .67083E+06 .67271E+06 6.0444 
2.400 .67194E+06 .673832+06 6.0304 
2.410 .67304E+06 .674952+06 6.0164 
2.420 .67416E+06 .67607B+06 6.0025 
2.430 .67527E+06 .67720B+06 5.9886 
2.440 .67640E+06 .678342+06 5.9747 
2.450 .67752E+06 .67947E+06 5.9609 
2.460 .67865E+06 .68062E+06 5.9471 
2.470 .67979E+06 .68177E+06 5.9334 
2.480 .68093E+06 .682928+06 5.9197 
2.490 .68207E+06 .68408E+06 5.9060 
2.500 .683222+06 .68524R+06 5.8923 
2.510 .68437E+06 .68640E+06 5.8787 
2.520 .685532E+06 .68758E+06 5.8652 
2.530 .68669E+06 .68875E+06 5.8516 
2.540 .68786E+06 .68993E+06 5.8381 
2.550 .68903E+06 .69112E+06 5.8247 
2.560 .69021E+06 .69231E+06 5.8112 
2.570 .69139E+06 .69350E+06 5.7979 
2.580 .692572+06 .69470E+06 5.7845 
2.590 .69377E+06 .69591E+06 5.7712 
2.600 .69496E+06 .69712E+06 5.7579 
2.610 .69616E+06 .69833E+06 5.7446

.1627 
.1635 
.1643 
.1652 
.1660 
.1668 
.1677 
.1685 
.1693 
.1701 
.1710 
.1718 
.1726 
.1735 
.1743 
.1751 
.1760 
.1768 
.1776 
.1784 
.1793 
.1801 
.1809 
.1818 
.1826 
.1834 
.1843 
.1851 
.1859 

.1867 

.1876 

.1884 

.1892 

.1901 

.1909 

.1917 

.1926 

.1934 

.1942 

.1950 

.1959 

.1967 

.1975 

.1984 

.1992 

.2000 

.2009 

.2017 

.2025 

.2033 
.2042 
.2050 
.2058 
.2067 
.2075 
.2083 
.2092 
.2100 
.2108 
.2116 
.2125 
.2133 
.2141 
.2150 
.2158 
.2166
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2.620 .69737E+06 .69955E+06 5.7314 
2.630 .69858E+06 .70078B+06 5.7182 
2.640 .69979E+06 .70201E+06 5.7051 
2.650 .70101E+06 .70324E+06 5.6919 
2.660 .70223E+06 .70448E+06 5.6789 
2.670 .703462+06 .70572E+06 5.6658 
2.680 .70470B+06 .70697E+06 5.6528 
2.690 .70594B+06 .708238+06 5.6398 
2.700 .70718E+06 .70949E+06 5.6268 
2.710 .70843E+06 .71075E+06 5.6139 
2.720 .70969B+06 .71202E+06 5.6010 
2.730 .710952+06 .71330B+06 5.5882 
2.740 .71221E+06 .714582+06 5.5754 
2.750 .71348E+06 .71587E+06 5.5626 
2.760 .714762+06 .71716E+06 5.5498 
2.770 .71604E+06 .71845E+06 5.5371 
2.780 .71732E+06 .719752+06 5.5244 
2.790 .71861E+06 .721062+06 5.5117 
2.800 .71991E+06 .72237E+06 5.4991 
2.810 .72121E+06 .72369E+06 5.4865 
2.820 .722522+06 .72501E+06 5.4739 
2.830 .723832+06 .72634B+06 5.4613 
2.840 .726152+06 .727682+06 5.4488 
2.850 .72647E+06 .72902E+06 5.4363 
2.860 .72780E+06 .73036E+06 5.4239 
2.870 .729138+06 .73171E+06 5.4115 
2.880 .73047E+06 .73307E+06 5.3991 
2.890 .73182E+06 .73443E+06 5.3867 
2.900 .73317E+06 .73580E+06 5.3744 
2.910 .73452E+06 .73717E+06 5.3621 
2.920 .73588E+06 .73855E+06 5.3498 
2.930 .73725E+06 .73994E+06 5.3375 
2.940 .73862E+06 .741332+06 2.3253 

_2,90 .74002E+06 .74273E+06 5.3131 
2.960 .741392+06 .74413E+06 5.3010 
2.970 .74278R+06 .74554E+06 5.2888 
2.980 .74417E+06 .74695E+06 5.2767 
2.990 .74557E+06 .74837E+06 5.2646 
3.000 .74698E+06 .74980E+06 5.2526 
3.010 .74839E+06 .75123E+06 5.2406 
3.020 .74981B+06 .75267E+06 5.2286 
3.030 .75124E+06 .75411E+06 5.2166 
3.040 .75267B+06 .755562+06 5.2047 
3.050 .75411E+06 .75702B+06 5.1928 
3.060 .755552+06 .75848E+06 5.1809 
3.070 .75700E+06 .75995E+06 5.1690 
3.080 .75845E+06 .761428+06 5.1572 
3.090 .75991E+06 .762912+06 5.1454 
3.100 .76138E+06 .764392+06 5.1336 
3.110 .76285E+06 .76589E+06 5.1219 
3.120 .76433E+06 .76739E+06 5.1102 
3.130 .765822+06 .76889E+06 5.0985 
3.140 .76731E+06 .77041E+06 5.0868 
3.150 .768818+06 .77193E+06 5.0752 
3.160 .77032E+06 .77345E+06 5.0636 
3.170 .77183R+06 .77498B+06 5.0520 
3.180 .773342+06 .77652E+06 5.0404 
3.190 .77487E+06 .77807E+06 5.0289 
3.200 .77640E+06 .77962E+06 5.0174 
3.210 .77794B+06 .78118E+06 5.0059 
3.220 .77948B+06 .78275E+06 4.9944 
3.230 .78103E+06 .78432E+06 4.9830 
3.240 .782592+06 .785902+06 4.9716 
3.250 .78415E+06 .78748E+06 4.9602 
3.260 .78572E+06 .78908B+06 4.9488 
3.270 .78730E+06 .79068E+06 4.9375

.2175 

.2183 

.2191 

.2199 

.2208 

.2216 

.2224 
.2233 
.2241 
.2249 
.2258 
.2266 
.2274 
.2282 
.2291 
.2299 
.2307 
.2316 
.2324 
.2332 
.2341 
.2349 
.2357 
.2365 
.2374 
.2382 
.2390 
.2399 
.2407 
.2415 
.2424 
.2432 
.2440 
.2448 
.2457 
.2465 
.2473 
.2482 
.2490 
.2498 
.2507 
.2515 
.2523 
.2531 
.2540 
.2548 
.2556 
.2565 
.2573 
.2581 
.2590 
.2598 
.2606 
.2614 
.2623 
.2631 
.2639 
.2648 
.2656 
.2664 
.2673 
.2681 
.2689 
.2697 
.2706 
.2714
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3.280 .78888E+06 .79228E+06 4.9262 
3.290 .79047E+06 .79390B+06 4.9149 
3.300 .79207E+06 .79552E+06 4.9036 
3.310 .793672+06 .79715E+06 4.8924 
3.320 .79528E+06 .79878E+06 4.8812 
3.330 .79690E+06 .80042E+06 4.8700 
3.340 .79853E+06 .80207E+06 4.8588 
3.350 .800162+06 .80373E+06 4.8477 
3.360 .80180E+06 .805398+06 4.8366 
3.370 .803442+06 .80706E+06 4.8255 
3.380 .80510E+06 .80874E+06 4.8144 
3.390 .806762+06 .81042E+06 4.8034 
3.400 .80842E+06 .81212B+06 4.7924 
3.410 .81010E+06 .81382E+06 4.7814 

3.420 .81178E+06 .81553E+06 4.7704 
3.430 .81347E+06 .817242+06 4.7594 
3.440 .81517E+06 .81896E+06 4.7485 
3.450 .81687E+06 .82069E+06 4.7376 
3.460 .818582+06 .822432E+06 4.7267 
3.470 .82030B+06 .82418E+06 4.7159 
3.480 .822032+06 .82593E+06 4.7050 
3.490 .82376E+06 .82769E+06 4.6942 
3.500 .825512+06 .82946E+06 4.6834 
3.510 .827262+06 .83124E+06 4.6727 
3.520 .82901B+06 .833022+06 4.6619 
3.530 .83078E+06 .83482E+06 4.6512 
3.540 .832552+06 .836622+06 4.6405 
3.550 .83433E+06 .83843E+06 4.6298 
3.560 .83612E+06 .84024E+06 4.6192 
3.570 .837928+06 .84207E+06 4.6085 
3.580 .839722+06 .84390E+06 4.5979 
3.590 .84153E+06 .84574E+06 4.5873 
3.600 .84335E+06 .84759E+06 4.5768 
3.610 .845188+06 .84945E+06 4.5662 
3.620 .84702E+06 .85132E+06 4.5557 
3.630 .84887E+06 .85319E+06 4.5452 
3.640 .85072B+06 .85508E+06 4.5347 
3.650 .85258E+06 .85697E+06 4.5243 
3.660 .854452+06 .858872+06 4.5138 
3.670 .85633E+06 .860782+06 4.5034 
3.680 .85822E+06 .86270E+06 4.4930 
3.690 .86011E+06 .86462E+06 4.4826 
3.700 .86201E+06 .86656E+06 4.4723 
3.710 .863938+06 .86850E+06 4.4619 
3.720 .86585E+06 .87046E+06 4.4516 
3.730 .86778E+06 .87242E+06 4.4413 
3.740 .86972E+06 .874392+06 4.4311 
3.750 .87166E+06 .87637E+06 4.4208 
3.760 .87362E+06 .87836E+06 4.4106 
3.770 .87558E+06 .88036E+06 4.4004 
3.780 .87756E+06 .88237E+06 4.3902 
3.790 .87954E+06 .88438E+06 4.3800 
3.800 .88153E+06 .88641E+06 4.3699 
3.810 .883532+06 .88844E+06 4.3597 
3.820 .88554B+06 .89049E+06 4.3496 
3.830 .88756E+06 .89254E+06 4.3395 
3.840 .88959B+06 .89461E+06 4.3295 
3.850 .891632+06 .89668E+06 4.3194 
3.860 .893672+06 .89876E+06 4.3094 
3.870 .89573E+06 .90086E+06 4.2994 
3.880 .89780E+06 .90296E+06 4.2894 
3.890 .89987E+06 .90507E+06 4.2794 
3.900 .901962+06 .90719E+06 4.2695 
3.910 .90405E+06 .90933E+06 4.2595 
3.920 .90616E+06 .91147E+06 4.2496 
3.930 .90827E+06 .91362E+06 4.2397

p

.2722 

.2731 

.2739 

.2747 

.2756 

.2764 

.2772 

.2780 

.2789 

.2797 

.2805 

.2814 

.2822 

.2830 

.2839 

.2847 

.2855 

.2863 

.2872 

.2880 

.2888 

.2897 

.2905 

.2913 

.2922 

.2930 

.2938 

.2946 

.2955 

.2963 

.2971 

.2980 

.2988 

.2996 

.3005 

.3013 
.3021 
.3029 
.3038 
.3046 
.3054 
.3063 
.3071 
.3079 
.3088 
.3096 
.3104 
.3112 
.3121 
.3129 
.3137 
.3146 
.3154 
.3162 
.3171 
.3179 
.3187 
.3195 
.3204 
.3212 
.3220 
,3229 
.3237 
.3245 
.3254 
.3262
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A ... $ A

3.940 .91040E+06 .91578E+06 4.2299 .3270 .0830 
3.950 .91253E+06 .91796E+06 4.2200 3278 .0830 
3.960 .91467E+06 .92014E+06 4.2102 .3287 .0830 
3.970 .91683B+06 .92233E+06 4.2004 .3295 .0830 
3.980 .91899E+06 .92454E+06 4.1906 .3303 .0830 
3.990 .92117E+06 .92675E+06 4.1808 .3312 .0830 
4.000 .92335E+06 .928982+06 4.1710 .3320 .0830 
4.010 .925542+06 .93121E+06 4.1613 .3328 .0830 
4.020 .92775E+06 .93346E+06 4.1516 .3337 .0830 
4.030 ,92996E+06 .93571E+06 4.1419 .3345 .0830 
4.040 .93219B+06 .93798E+06 4.1322 .3353 .0830 
4.050 .93443B+06 .94026E+06 4.1225 .3361 .0830 
4.060 .93667E+06 .94255E+06 4.1129 .3370 .0830 
4.070 .938932+06 .944852+06 4.1032 .3378 .0830 
4.080 .941202+06 .94716E+06 4.0936 .3386 .0830 
4.090 .94348E+06 .94948B+06 4.0840 .3395 .0830 
4.100 .94577E+06 .95181E+06 4.0745 .3403 .0830 
4.110 .94807B+06 .954162+06 4.0649 .3411 .0830 
4.120 .950382E+06 .95651E+06 4.0554 .3420 .0830 
4.130 .952702+06 .958888+06 4.0458 .3428 .0830 
4.140 .95503E+06 .961262+06 4.0363 .3436 .0830 
4.150 .95738E+06 .96365E+06 4.0269 .3444 .0830 
4.160 .95973E+06 .96605E+06 4.0174 .3453 .0830 
4.170 .96210E+06 .96846E+06 4.0079 .3461 .0830 
4.180 .96448E+06 .97089E+06 3.9985 .3469 .0830 
4.190 .96687E+06 .97333E+06 3.9891 .3478 .0830 
4.200 .96927E+06 .97577E+06 3.9797 .3486 .0830 
4.210 .97168E+06 .97824E+06 3.9703 .3494 .0830 
4.220 .97411E+06 .980712+06 3.9610 .3503 .0830 
4.230 .97654E+06 .983192+06 3.9516 .3511 .0830 
4.240 .97899E+06 .98569E+06 3.9423 .3519 .0830 
4.250 .98145E+06 .98820E+06 3.9330 .3527 .0830 
4.260 .98392B+06 .99072E+06 3.9237 .3536 .0830 
4.270 .98641E+06 .99326E+06 3.9144 .3544 .0830 
4.280 .98890E+06 .99580B+06 3.9051 .3552 .0830 
4.290 .99141E+06 .99836E+06 3.8959 .3561 .0830 
4.300 .99393E+06 .10009E+07 3.8867 .3569 .0830 
4.310 .99646E+06 .10035E+07 3.8775 .3577 .0830 
4.320 .99901E+06 .100612+07 3.8683 .3586 .0830 
4.330 .10016E+07 .10087E+07 3.8591 .3594 .0830 
4.340 .10041E+07 .10114E+07 3.8500 .3602 .0830 
4.350 .10067E+07 .10140E+07 3.8408 .3610 .0830 
4.360 .10093E+07 .10166E+07 3.8317 .3619 .0830 
4.370 .10119E+07 .10193E+07 3.8226 .3627 .0830 
4.380 .10145E+07 .10220E+07 3.8135 .3635 .0830 
4.390 .10172E+07 .102472+07 3.8044 .3644 .0830 
4.400 .10198E+07 .10274E+07 3.7954 .3652 .0830 
4.410 .10225E+07 .10301E+07 3.7863 .3660 .0830 
4.420 .10252E+07 .10328E+07 3.7773 .3669 .0830 
4.430 .10278E+07 .103562+07 3.7683 .3677 .0830 
4.440 .10305E+07 .10383E+07 3.7593 .3685 .0830 
4.450 .10333E+07 .10411E+07 3.7503 .3693 .0830 
4.460 .10360E+07 .10439E+07 3.7414 .3702 .0830 
4.470 .103872+07 .10467E+07 3.7324 .3710 .0830 
4.480 .10415E+07 .10495E+07 3.7235 .3718 .0830 
4.490 .10442E+07 .10523E+07 3.7146 .3727 .0830 
4.500 .10470E+07 .10552E+07 3.7057 .3735 .0830 
4.510 .10498E+07 .105802+07 3.6968 .3743 .0830 
4.520 .105262+07 .10609E+07 3.6880 .3752 .0830 
4.530 .105552+07 .10638E+07 3.6791 .3760 .0830 
4.540 .10583E+07 .10667E+07 3.6703 .3768 .0830 
4.550 .10612E+07 .106962+07 3.6615 .3776 .0830 
4.560 .10640E+07 .10725E+07 3.6527 .3785 .0830 
4.570 .10669E+07 .10755E+07 3.6439 .3793 .0830 
4.580 .10698E+07 .10784E+07 3.6351 .3801 .0830 
4.590 .10727E+07 .10814E+07 3.6264 .3810 .0830

4.600 .10756E+07 .10844E+07 3.6176 .3818 
4.610 .10786E+07 .10874E+07 3.6089 .3826 
4.620 .10815E+07 .10905E+07 3.6002 .3835 
4.630 .10845E+07 .10935E+07 3.5915 .3843 
4.640 .10875E+07 .10965E+07 3.5828 .3851 
4.650 .10905E+07 .10996E+07 3.5742 .3859 
4.660 .10935E+07 .11027E+07 3.5655 .3868 
4.670 .109652+07 .11058E+07 3.5569 .3876 
4.680 .109962+07 .110892+07 3.5483 .3884 
4.690 .11027E+07 .111212+07 3.5397 .3893 
4.700 .11057E+07 .11152E+07 3.5311 .3901 
4.710 .11088E+07 .11184E+07 3.5225 .3909 
4.720 .11119E+07 .11216E+07 3.5140 .3918 
4.730 .11151E+07 .11248E+07 3.5054 .3926 
4.740 .111822+07 .11280E+07 3.4969 .3934 
4.750 .11214E+07 .11312E+07 3.4884 .3942 
4.760 .11246E+07 .113452+07 3.4799 .3951 
4.770 .11278E+07 .11378E+07 3.4714 .3959 

4.780 .113102+07 .114112+07 3.4630 .3967 
4.790 .113422+07 .11444E+07 3.4545 .3976 
4.800 .11374E+07 .11477E+07 3.4461 .3984 
4.810 .11407E+07 .11510E+07 3.4377 .3992 
4.820 .114402+07 .11544E+07 3.4293 .4001 
4.830 .11473E+07 .11578E+07 3.4209 .4009 
4.840 .11506E+07 .11612E+07 3.4125 .4017 
4.850 .11539E+07 .11646E+07 3.4041 .4025 
4.860 .11573E+07 .11680E+07 3.3958 .4034 
4.870 .11606E+07 .11715E+07 3.3875 .4042 
4.880 .11640E+07 .11750E+07 3.3791 .4050 
4.890 .11674E+07 .11784E+07 3.3708 .4059 
4.900 .11709E+07 .11820E+07 3.3625 .4067 
4.910 .11743E+07 .11855E+07 3.3543 .4075 
4.920 .11778E+07 .11890E+07 3.3460 .4084 
4.930 .11812E+07 .11926E+07 3.3378 .4092 
4.940 .11847E+07 .119622+07 3.3295 .4100 
4.950 .118822+07 .11998E+07 3.3213 .4108 
4.960 .11918E+07 .120342+07 3.3131 .4117 
4.970 .11953E+07 .12071E+07 3.3049 .4125 
4.980 .11989E+07 .12107E+07 3.2967 .4133 
4.990 .12025E+07 .12144E+07 3.2886 .4142
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Memorandum 

DATE: March 31, 1999 

TO: MITR File 

FROM: Lin-Wen Hu 

RE: Ramp Reactivity Insertion Limit 

The reactor power during a ramp reactivity insertion transient can be calculated using the 

point kinetics equations or dynamic period equation. The dynamic period equation gives the 

instantaneous reactor period as a function of the reactivity, the rate of change of reactivity, and the 

rate of redistribution of the delayed neutron precursors within the defined groups. There are two 

mathematically-equivalent forms of the equation. These have been designated as "standard" and 

"alternate." Both are derived from the space-independent point kinetics equations using the same 

overall approach. The two derivations differ in that each uses a different definition of an effective 

multi-group decay parameter and the alternate formulation defers use of the multi-group decay 

parameter until after completion of the major step in the derivation, which is differentiation of the 

first point kinetics equation. The alternate form of the dynamic period equation is shown as: 

x(t) = P - p(t) 
0(t) + Xe (t)p(t) + P (Xi- Xe'(t)) 

where 

V(t) is the instantaneous reactor period (s) at time t, 

p (t) is the total reactivity inserted at time t, 

0(t) is the reactivity insertion rate (s-'), 

x'i is the effective decay parameter for group i (s-), 

O3i is the effective delayed neutron fraction from group i, and



13 is the total effective delayed neutron fraction.

The effective multi-group decay parameter, Xe (t) is defined as: 

I,'t - Xi2Ci t) 
IX 2 ci(t) 

where Ci (t) is the concentration of the delayed neutron precursor group i.  

Both the point kinetics equations and the dynamic period equation have to be solve numerically.  

To estimate the limit for a ramp reactivity insertion analytically, the third term in the denominator of 

the dynamic period equation is neglected initially. It is assumed in this analysis that the reactor 

power is at 6.1 MW. The reactor scram signal activated by the safety system at 7.4 MW during the 

transient. The reactor shuts down after two seconds of delay time (one second due to instrument 

delay and one second due to shim blade drop) before the safety limit, 11.2 MW at 2000 gpm, is 

reached. The following equations can be solved to obtain the reactivity insertion rate p: 

T(t) -. - pWt) 

0 + XeP(t) 

Pscram = Pss exp(tl /t"(t 1 )) 

PSL = Pss exp((tl + 2)!/,(t 1 + 2)) 

where 

Pss is the steady-state reactor power 6.1 MW, 

Pscram is the reactor power scram setpoint 7.4 MW or lower, 

PSL is the safety limit for reactor power 11.2 MW, 

Xe is the effective multi-group decay parameter 0. l(s-'), and 

t1 is the time to reach reactor power scram setpoint (s).  

The three equations are solved analytically for t, and 15. The solutions are tj =1.7, and 5= 

$0.083/s (or $4.98/minute). This reactivity insertion rate is then used in the point kinetics 

equations and the dynamic period equation to calculate reactor power. The results show that the



differences between the predicted reactor powers using these two methods are within 0.1%. The 

reactor power reaches 7.4 MW and 11.2 MW at 1.72 seconds and 3.97 seconds, respectively.  

The above analysis shows that if the ramp reactivity insertion rate is $4.98 per minute or 

lower, the reactor would be shut down automatically before the safety limit is reached.  

Alternatively, if the reactor period scram set point is set at 7 seconds, which is the calculated 

reactor period at 1.72 seconds using the alternate form of the dynamic period equation, it would 

provide a redundant protection for the over power scram.



Ramp Reactivity Insertion Limits 

1 - rate4t 
Period(t, rate) := 

rate.(1 + 0.1 t) 

tl:= 0.5 rate 0.1 

Given 

Period(tl, rate) m I 61 

tl +2 -=In11.2

Period(tl + 2, rate) (6.1/

Find(tl, rate)
O[1.711] 

~[0.083]j

Period(1.711,0.083) = 8.827 

i:= 0.. 50 

t := 0.1 +i-0.1 
I
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Period (ti, 0.083) 8 
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__exp ._.7110... 1.841 expPeriod(3.71 1,0.083)

Ai, 0 := t i Ai, 1 := Period (ti, 0.083)
tI t.  

Ai, 2 :=exp ýPeriod (ti, 0.083) 6.1

WRITEPRN("RAMP"):= A

2 3 4 
ti

7.4 
-- = 1.213 
6.1 

11.2 
1.836 
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PROGRAM REACT 

REAL T simu 
REAL Rlife,P ini 

REAL Cd _dn old(6),b_dn(6),Rl_dn(6) 
REAL Cd dnp(6) 
DOUBLE PRECISION dt,time,delt,dt_min 
COMMON/cons/Rl_dn,b_dn,beta,Rlife 

open(UNIT=6,FILE='REACT.OUT',STATUS='OLD') 

Rlife=le-4 !fast neutron life time

b dn(l)=0.00022 
b dn(2)=0.00142 
b_dn(3)=0.00127 
b_dn(4)=0.00257 
b_dn(5)=0.00075 
b_dn(6)=0.00027 

beta=0.0065 

Rl dn(1)=0.0124 
Ri dn(2)=0.0205 
Rldn(3)=0.111 
Rl dn(4) =0.301 
Rl dn(5)=1.14 
Rldn(6)=3.01

!fractions of delayed neutron precursors 

!fraction of delayed neutrons 

!decay constants of the delayed neutron precursors

WRITE(*,*)' ENTER P ini (W),Tsimu,T_ramp,Rho_ramp(b)' 
READ(*,*)P ini,Tsimu,Tramp,Rhoramp 
WRITE(*,*)P ENTER time step (second), 
READ(*,*)d t 
WRITE(6,*)7 Powerini=',Pini,' T_simu=',Tsimu,' Tramp=' 

$ ,Tiramp 
WRITE(6,*)' Rhoramp=',Rhoramp,' (beta)' 
WRITE(6,*) 
Power old=Pmini 

P_od_p=P~ini 

dt min=d t 

C ---- initialization --------------------------------------
C IF (Cddn(1) .EQ. 0.0) THEN 

do 10 i1=l,6 
Cd dn old(il)=b dn(il)*Power-old/(Rlife*Rl_dn(il)) 

Cd dn2 p(i)=Cddnold(il) 
10 continue 

C END IF 
C -------------------------------------------------------

Nsteps=T_simu/d~t 
Reactivity=0.0 

time=0.0 

DO 500 I=l,Nsteps 

if(Reactivity .LE. Rhoramp) then 
Rho rate=Rho_ramp/Tramp 

else 
Rho rate=0.0 
end-if

$DEBUG

RBA2.FOR 3-31-99 2�2.2p Page 1 0! 2

Reactivity=Reactivity+Rho-rate*d_t 
c unit of reactivity is beta.  

terml=0.0 
term2=0.0 

DO 450 kl=l,6 
terml=terml+Rldn(kl)**2*Cddn-p(kl) 
term2=term2+Rldn(kl)*Cd_dnp(k1) 

450 continue 

R1_dne=terml/term2 

term3=0.0 

DO 460 k2=1,6 
term3=term3+bdn(k2)*(Rldn(k2)-RlJdnae) 

460 continue 

Period=(l-Reactivity)*beta/((Rho_rate+Rldn e*Reactivity)*beta+ 
& term3) 

c Alternate form of the dynamic period equation 

P_new_p=P_old_p*exp(dt/Period) 
CALL KINET(Powerold,time,dt,delt,Reactivity,Cd dn old) 

IF(del_t .LE. dtmin) dtmin=del_t 

RIndex=I*d_t-NINT(I*dt) 

IF (ABS(RIndex) .LT. dt/10) THEN 
WRITE(6,11) Time,Power_old,P_new~p,Period,Reactivity,Rho_rate 

11 Format(FS.3,2E12.5,3F8.4) 
end if 

do 150 iS=1,6 
Cd dnp(i5)=Cd-dnp(is)+d t*(bdn(iS)/Rlife* 

& Pnewp-Rl_dn(iS)*Cd-dnp(iS)) 
150 continue 

P_old_p=Pnew_p 

500 continue 

write(*,*)' Minimum time step= ',dt-min 
close(6) 
end 

SUBROUTINE KINET(Powerold,time,dt,del_t,Reactivity,Cd dn old) 

REAL Cd dn old(6),cd dn new(6),bdn(6),Rl_dn(6) 
DOUBLE PRECISION dtime,del t,time,tfinal,d t 

COMMON/cons/Rl_dn,bdn,beta,Rlife 

C d t is the specified time step in the input file.  
C del t is the actual time step used in the calculation, which will 
C be reduced to half if the convergence criteria is not met.  

Conver=Se-3 ! convergence criteria 

t final=time+d t

4.
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RInal POP 1-11-99 2
1~1 P P.ge I f 

29 d time=d t 
32 del t=d time 

Powernew=Power-old+del-t*(Reactivity-i)*beta*Power-old/Rlife 

do 40 i4=l,6 
Powernew=Power new+delt*Rl_dn(i4)*Cd dnoold(i4) 

40 continue 

" Repeat calculation using half of the specified time step 

if(abs((Powernew-Powerold)/Power old) .LE. Conver) then 
go to 35 
else 

"C if the convergence criteria is not satisfied, reduce the time step and 
"C repeat the calculation.  

d time=d time/2 
go to 32 

end if 

35 continue 

do 50 iS=1,6 
Cd dn new(iS)=Cd dn old(i5)+d time*(b-dn(iS)/Rlife* 

& Powernew-Rl dn(iS)*Cd dnoold(iS)) 
cddn -old(i5)=Cd dn new(iS) 

50 continue 

Power old=Power new 
time=time+d time 

if(time .LT. tfinal) then 
go to 32 

end if 

RETURN 
END



(w ca vt0 -oCr e4 .e;
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Powerini= 6100000.000000 T simu= 5.000000 Tramp= 
Rho ramp= 4.1500002-01 (beta) 

tC, ne P cp-c ) p (p.P.) Cr -f 
.010 .61033E+07 .61051E+07 11.9897 .0008 .0830 
.020 .61077E+07 .61102E+07 11.9322 .0017 .0830 
.030 .61126E+07 .611542+07 11.8756 .0025 .0830 
.040 .611778+07 .61205E+07 11.8198 .0033 .0830 
.050 .612282+07 .612572+07 11.7650 .0041 .0830 

.060 .61280E+07 .61310B+07 11.7109 .0050 .0830 

.070 .61332E+07 .61362E+07 11.6577 .0058 .0830 

.080 .61384E+07 .614152+07 11.6053 .0066 .0830 
.090 .61437E+07 .61468E+07 11.5536 .0075 .0830 

.100 .61490E+07 .61522E+07 11.5027 .0083 .0830 

.110 .61543E+07 .61576E+07 11.4524 .0091 .0830 

.120 .61596E+07 .61630E+07 11.4029 .0100 .0830 

.130 .61650B+07 .61684E+07 11.3541 .0108 .0830 

.140 .61704E+07 .61739E+07 11.3059 .0116 .0830 

.150 .61758E+07 .61793E+07 11.2584 .0125 .0830 

.160 .61813E+07 .61849E+07 11.2115 .0133 .0830 

.170 .618682+07 .619042+07 11.1652 .0141 .0830 

.180 .61923E+07 .619602+07 11.1195 .0149 .0830 

.190 .61978E+07 .620162+07 11.0743 .0158 .0830 

.200 .620342+07 .62072E+07 11.0298 .0166 .0830 

.210 .62090E+07 .62128E+07 10.9857 .0174 .0830 

.220 .62146E+07 .62185E+07 10.9422 .0183 .0830 

.230 .622032+07 .62242E+07 10.8993 .0191 .0830 

.240 .62260E+07 .62300E+07 10.6568 .0199 .0830 

.250 .62317E+07 .62357E+07 10.8148 .0208 .0830 

.260 .62374E+07 .624158+07 10.7733 .0216 .0830 

.270 .62432E+07 .62473E+07 10.7323 .0224 .0830 

.280 .62490E+07 .625322E+07 10.6917 .0232 .0830 

.290 .62548E+07 .62591E+07 10.6516 .0241 .0830 

.300 .62606E+07 .62650E+07 10.6119 .0249 .0830 

.310 .62665E+07 .62709E+07 10.5726 .0257 .0830 

.320 .62724E+07 .62768E+07 10.5338 .0266 .0830 

.330 .62783B+07 .62828E+07 10.4953 .0274 .0830 

.340 .62843E+07 .62888E+07 10.4573 .0282 .0830 

.350 .62903E+07 .62949B+07 10.4196 .0291 .0830 

.360 .62963E+07 .63009E+07 10.3823 .0299 .0830 

.370 .63023E+07 .630702+07 10.3454 .0307 .0830 

.380 .63084E+07 .63132E+07 10.3088 .0315 .0830 

.390 .631452+07 .63193E+07 10.2726 .0324 .0830 

.400 .63206E+07 .63255E+07 10.2368 .0332 .0830 

.410 .63267E+07 .63317E+07 10.2012 .0340 .0830 

.420 .63329E+07 .63379B+07 10.1660 .0349 .0830 

.430 .63391E+07 .634422+07 10.1312 .0357 .0830 

.440 .63453E+07 .635052+07 10.0966 .0365 .0830 

.450 .63516E+07 .63568R+07 10.0624 .0373 .0830 

.460 .63579E+07 .63631E+07 10.0284 .0382 .0830 

.470 .63642E+07 .63695E+07 9.9948 .0390 .0830 

.480 .63705E+07 .63759E+07 9.9614 .0398 .0830 

.490 .637692+07 .63823E+07 9.9284 .0407 .0830 

.500 .63833E+07 .63888E+07 9.8956 .0415 .0830 

.510 .63897E+07 .63952E+07 9.8631 .0423 .0830 

.520 .63962E+07 .64017E+07 9.8309 .0432 .0830 

.530 .64027E+07 .640832E+07 9.7989 .0440 .0830 

.540 .64092B+07 .64148E+07 9.7672 .0448 .0830 

.550 .64157E+07 .64214E+07 9.7357 .0456 .0830 

.560 .64223B+07 .64281E+07 9.7045 .0465 .0830 

.570 .64288E+07 .64347E+07 9.6735 .0473 .0830 

.580 .64355E+07 .64414E+07 9.6428 .0481 .0830 

.590 .64421E+07 .64481E+07 9.6123 .0490 .0830 

.600 .64488E+07 .64648B+07 9.5820 .0496 .0830 

.610 .645558+07 .64616E+07 9.5520 .0506 .0830 

.620 .64622E+07 .64684E+07 9.5222 .0515 .0830 

.630 .64690E+07 .64752E+07 9.4926 .0523 .0830

5.000000
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.640 .64756E+07 .64820E+07 9.4632 
.650 .64826E+07 .64889E+07 9.4341 
.660 .64894E+07 .64958E+07 9.4051 
.670 .64963E+07 .65027E+07 9.3763 

.680 .65032E+07 .65097E+07 9.3478 

.690 .651012+07 .65167E+07 9.3194 

.700 .65171E+07 .652372+07 9.2913 

.710 .652412+07 .65308E+07 9.2633 

.720 .65311E+07 .653786+07 9.2355 

.730 .653812+07 .654492+07 9.2079 

.740 .65452E+07 .65521E+07 9.1805 

.750 .65523E+07 .65592E+07 9.1533 

.760 .65594E+07 .65664E+07 9.1262 

.770 .65666E+07 .65736E+07 9.0994 

.780 .65738E+07 .65809E+07 9.0726 

.790 .658102+07 .65882E+07 9.0461 

.800 .65882E+07 .65955E+07 9.0197 

.810 .65955E+07 .660286+07 8.9935 

.820 .660286+07 .661022+07 8.9675 

.830 .661012+07 .66176E+07 8.9416 

.840 .661752+07 .66250E+07 8.9156 

.850 .66249E+07 .66325E+07 8.8902 

.860 .66323E+07 .66400E+07 8.8648 

.870 .66398E+07 .664756+07 8.8395 

.880 .66472E+07 .66550E+07 8.8144 

.890 .665472+07 .66626E+07 8.7894 

.900 .66623E+07 .66702E+07 8.7646 

.910 .66699E+07 .66778E+07 8.7399 

.920 .66775E+07 .66855E+07 8.7153 

.930 .666512+07 .66932E+07 8.6909 

.940 .66927E+07 .67009E+07 8.6666 

.950 .670042+07 .670872+07 6.6424 

.960 .67082E+07 .67165E+07 8.6184 

.970 .67159E+07 .67243E+07 8.5945 

.980 .67237E+07 .67321E+07 6.5707 

.990 .67315E+07 .67400E+07 8.5471 
1.000 .67393E+07 .67479E+07 8.5236 
1.010 .67472E+07 .67559E+07 8.5002 
1.020 .67551E+07 .67639E+07 8.4769 
1.030 .676312+07 .67719E+07 6.4538 
1.040 .67710E+07 .677992+07 8.4307 
1.050 .67790E+07 .678802+07 8.4078 

1.060 .678712+07 .67961E+07 8.3850 
1.070 .679512+07 .68042E+07 8.3624 
1.080 .68032E+07 .68124E+07 8.3398 
1.090 .68113E+07 .68206E+07 8.3174 
1.100 .68195E+07 .68288E+07 8.2950 
1.110 .682772+07 .68370E+07 8.2728 
1.120 .66359E+07 .68453E+07 8.2507 
1.130 .68441E+07 .68537E+07 8.2286 
1.140 .68524E+07 .68620E+07 8.2067 
1.150 .68607E+07 .68704E+07 8.1849 
1.160 .686912+07 .68788E+07 8.1632 
1.170 .687752+07 .68873E+07 8.1416 
1.180 .68859E+07 .68956E+07 8.1201 
1.190 .68943E+07 .69043E+07 8.0987 
1.200 .690282+07 .69128E+07 8.0774 
1.210 .69113E+07 .69214E+07 8.0562 
1.220 .691992+07 .69300E+07 8.0351 
1.230 .69264E+07 .69387E+07 8.0141 
1.240 .69370E+07 .694742+07 7.9932 
1.250 .694572+07 .69561E+07 7.9724 

1.260 .69544E+07 .69649E+07 7.9517 
1.270 .69631E+07 .69736E+07 7.9310 

1.280 .697162+07 .698252+07 7.9105 
1.290 .69806E+07 .69913E+07 7.8900I

i ,
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.0531 .0830 VM b,\ 

.0539 .0830 

.0548 .0830 f 'A 
.0556 .0830 C 
.0564 .0830 
.0573 .0830 
.0581 .0830 
.0589 .0830 
,0598 .0830 
.0606 .0830 
.0614 .0830 
.0622 .0830 
.0631 .0630 
.0639 .0630 
.0647 .0830 
.0656 .0830 
.0664 .0830 
.0672 .0830 
.0681 .0830 
.0689 .0830 
.0697 .0830 
.0705 .0830 
.0714 .0830 
.0722 .0830 
.0730 .0830 
.0739 .0830 
.0747 .0630 
.0755 .0830 
.0764 .0830 
.0772 .0830 
.0780 .0830 
.0788 .0830 
.0797 .0830 
.0805 .0830 
.0813 .0830 
.0822 .0830 
.0830 .0830 
.0838 .0830 
.0847 .0830 
.0855 .0830 
.0863 .0830 
.0872 .0830 
.0880 .0830 
.0888 .0830 
.0896 .0830 
.0905 .0830 
.0913 .0830 
.0921 .0830 
.0930 .0830 
.0938 .0830 
.0946 .0830 
.0955 .0830 
.0963 .0830 
.0971 .0830 
.0979 .0830 
.0988 .0830 
.0996 .0830 
.1004 .0830 
.1013 .0830 
.1021 .0830 
.1029 .0830 
.1038 .0830 
.1046 .0830 
.1054 .0830 
.1062 .0830 
.1071 .0830
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1.300 .69894E+07 .70002E+07 7.8697 
1.310 .69982E+07 .70091E+07 7.8494 
1.320 .70071B+07 .70181B+07 7.8292 
1.330 .70160E+07 .70271E+07 7.8091 
1.340 .70250E+07 .70361E+07 7.7891 
1.350 .70339E+07 .70452E+07 7.7692 
1.360 .70430E+07 .70543E+07 7.7493 
1.370 .705202+07 .70634E+07 7.7295 
1.380 .706112+07 .70726E+07 7.7099 
1.390 .707022+07 .70818R+07 7.6903 
1.400 .70794E+07 .70910E+07 7.6707 
1.410 .70886E+07 .71003E+07 7.6513 
1.420 .70978E+07 .71096E+07 7.6319 
1.430 .71070E+07 .71189E+07 7.6127 
1.440 .71163E+07 .71283E+07 7.5935 
1.450 .71257E+07 .71377E+07 7.5743 
1.460 .71350E+07 .71472E+07 7.5553 
1.470 .71444E+07 .71567E+07 7.5363 
1.480 .71539E+07 .71662E+07 7.5174 
1.490 .71634E+07 .71758E+07 7.4986 
1.500 .71729E+07 .718542+07 7.4798 
1.510 .71824E+07 .71950E+07 7.4611 
1.520 .71920E+07 .72047E+07 7.4425 
1.530 .720162+07 .72144E+07 7.4240 
1.540 .721132+07 .72241E+07 7.4055 
1.550 .72210E+07 .72339E+07 7.3871 
1.560 .72307E+07 .72438E+07 7.3688 
1.570 .72405E+07 .725362+07 7.3505 
1.580 .72503E+07 .726352+07 7.3323 
1.590 .726012+07 .72735E+07 7.3142 
1.6.00 .72700E+07 .72834E+07 7.2962 
1.610 .727992+07 .729342+07 7.2782 
1.620 .728992+07 .73035E+07 7.2603 
1.630 .72999E+07 .73136E+07 7.2424 
1.640 .73099E+07 .732372+07 7.2246 
1.650 .732002+07 .73339E+07 7.2069 
1.660 .73301E+07 .73441E+07 7.1892 
1.670 .734032+07 .735438+07 7.1716 
1.680 .735042+07 .73646E+07 7.1541 
1.690 .73607E+07 .737502+07 7.1366 
1.700 .73709E+07 .738532+07 7.1192 
1.710 .73812E+07 .739575+07 7.1019 
1.720 .73916E+07 .74062E+07 7.0846 
1.730 .74020E+07 .74167E+07 7.0673 
1.740 .74124E+07 .74272E+07 7.0502 
1.750 .74229E+07 .74378E+07 7.0331 
1.760 .74334E+07 .74484E+07 7.0160 
1.770 .74439E+07 .74590E+07 6.9990 
1.780 .74545E+07 74697E+07 6.9821 
1.790 .74651E+07 .74804E+07 6.9652 
1.800 .74758E+07 .74912E+07 6.9484 
1.810 .74865E+07 .75020E+07 6.9316 
1.820 .74973E+07 .751292+07 6.9149 
1.830 .75081E+07 .75238E+07 6.8983 
1.840 .75189E+07 .75347E+07 6.8817 
1.850 .75298E+07 .75457E+07 6.8652 
1.860 .75407E+07 .75567E+07 6.8487 
1.870 .75516E+07 .75678E+07 6.8322 
1.880 .756262+07 .75789E+07 6.8159 
1.890 .75737E+07 .759012+07 6.7996 
1.900 .75848E+07 .760132E+07 6.7833 
1.910 .759592+07 .76125E+07 6.7671 
1.920 .76071E+07 .76238E+07 6.7509 
1.930 .76183E+07 .76351E+07 6.7348 
1.940 .76295E+07 .76465E+07 6.7187 
1.950 .76408E+07 .76579E+07 6.7027

.1079 

.1087 

.1096 

.1104 

.1112 

.1121 

.1129 

.1137 

.1145 

.1154 

.1162 

.1170 

.1179 

.1187 

.1195 

.1204 

.1212 

.1220 

.1228 

.1237 

.1245 

.1253 

.1262 

.1270 

.1278 

.1287 

.1295 

.1303 

.1311 

.1320 

.1328 

.1336 

.1345 

.1353 

.1361 

.1370 

.1378 

.1386 

.1394 

.1403 

.1411 

.1419 

.1428 

.1436 

.1444 

.1452 

.1461 

.1469 

.1477 

.1486 

.1494 

.1502 

.1511 

.1519 

.1527 

.1535 

.1544 

.1552 

.1560 

.1569 

.1577 

.1585 

.1594 

.1602 

.1610 

.1618

.0830 

.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
.0830 
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1.960 .76522E+07 .766948+07 6.6868 
1.970 .76636E+07 .768092+07 6.6709 
1.980 .76750B+07 .76924E+07 6.6550 
1.990 .76865B+07 .77040E+07 6.6392 
2.000 .76980E+07 .77157E+07 6.6235 
2.010 .770968+07 .77273E+07 6.6078 
2.020 .77212E+07 .773918+07 6.5921 
2.030 .77328E+07 .77508E+07 6.5765 
2.040 .77445E+07 .776272+07 6.5609 
2.050 .77563E+07 .77745E+07 6.5454 
2.060 .77681E+07 .778652+07 6.5300 
2.070 .77799E+07 .77984E+07 6.5145 
2.080 .77918E+07 .78104E+07 6.4992 
2.090 .78037E+07 .78225E+07 6.4838 
2.100 .781572+07 .78346E+07 6.4686 
2.110 .782778+07 .784672+07 6.4533 
2.120 .78398E+07 .78589E+07 6.4382 
2.130 .785192+07 .78712E+07 6.4230 
2.140 .78641E+07 .788358+07 6.4079 
2.150 .78763E+07 .78958E+07 6.3929 
2.160 .78886E+07 .79082E+07 6.3779 
2.170 .79009E+07 .79206E+07 6.3629 
2.180 .79132E+07 .79331E+07 6.3480 
2.190 .79256E+07 .794572+07 6.3331 
2.200 .79381E+07 .79582E+07 6.3183 
2.210 .79506E+07 .79709E+07 6.3035 
2.220 .79631E+07 .79836E+07 6.2888 
2.230 .79757E+07 .79963E+07 6.2741 
2.240 .79884E+07 .800918+07 6.2594 
2.250 .80011E+07 .80219E+07 6.2448 
2.260 .80138E+07 .80348E+07 6.2302 
2.270 .80266E+07 .80477E+07 6.2157 
2.280 .80395E+07 .80607E+07 6.2012 
2.290 .80524E+07 .80738B+07 6.1867 
2.300 .80653E+07 .80869B+07 6.1723 
2.310 .80783E+07 .81000E+07 6.1579 
2.320 .80913E+07 .81132E+07 6.1436 
2.330 .81045E+07 .81265E+07 6.1293 
2.340 .81176B+07 .81398E+07 6.1151 
2.350 .81308E+07 .81531B+07 6.1009 
2.360 .81441E+07 .81668E+07 6.0867 
2.370 .81574E+07 .818002+07 6.0726 
2.380 .81707E+07 .81935E+07 6.0585 
2.390 .81842E+07 .82070E+07 6.0444 
2.400 .81976E+07 .822072+07 6.0304 
2.410 .82111E+07 .823432+07 6.0164 
2.420 .822478+07 .82481E+07 6.0025 
2.430 .82383E+07 .82619E+07 5.9886 
2.440 .82520E+07 .82757E+07 5.9747 
2.450 .82658E+07 .82896E+07 5.9609 
2.460 .827962+07 .83035E+07 5.9471 
2.470 .82934E+07 .83175E+07 5,9334 
2.480 .830732+07 .83316E+07 5.9197 
2.490 .83213E+07 .83457E+07 5.9060 
2.500 .83353E+07 .83599E+07 5.8923 
2.510 .83493E+07 .83741E+07 5.8787 
2.520 .836352+07 .83884E+07 5.8652 
2.530 .83777E+07 .84028E+07 5.8516 
2.540 .83919E+07 .841722+07 5.8381 
2.550 .84062E+07 .843162+07 5.8247 
2.560 .842058+07 .84462E+07 5.8112 
2.570 .84349E+07 .84607E+07 5.7979 
2.580 .84494E+07 .84754E+07 5.7845 
2.590 .84639E+07 .84901E+07 5.7712 
2.600 .84785E+07 .85048E+07 5.7579 
2.610 .84932E+07 .85197E+07 5.7446
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2.620 .85079E+07 .853458+07 5.7314 .2175 .0830 
2.630 .85226B+07 .85495E+07 5.7182 .2183 .0830 
2.640 .853748+07 .85645E+07 5.7051 .2191 .0830 
2.650 .855232+07 .85795E+07 5.6919 .2199 .0830 
2.660 .856738+07 .85947E+07 5.6789 .2208 .0830 
2.670 .85823E+07 .86098E+07 5.6658 .2216 .0830 
2.680 .85973E+07 .86251E+07 5.6528 .2224 .0830 
2.690 .86125E+07 .86404E+07 5.6398 .2233 .0830 
2.700 .862768+07 .86558E+07 5.6268 .2241 .0830 
2.710 .86429B+07 .86712B+07 5.6139 .2249 .0830 
2.720 .86582E+07 .86867E+07 5.6010 .2258 .0830 
2.730 .86736E+07 .870228+07 5.5882 .2266 .0830 
2.740 .86890E+07 .87179E+07 5.5754 .2274 .0830 
2.750 .87045E+07 .87336E+07 5.5626 .2282 .0830 
2.760 .87200E+07 .87493E+07 5.5498 .2291 .0830 
2.770 .87357E+07 .876518+07 5.5371 .2299 .0830 
2.780 .87513E+07 .87810B+07 5.5244 .2307 .0830 
2.790 .876718+07 .87969E+07 5.5117 .2316 .0830 
2.800 .87829E+07 .88130E+07 5.4991 .2324 .0830 
2.810 .87988E+07 .88290E+07 5.4865 .2332 .0830 
2.820 .88147E+07 .884528+07 5.4739 .2341 .0830 
2.830 .88307E+07 .886148+07 5.4613 .2349 .0830 
2.840 .88468R+07 .887778+07 5.4488 .2357 .0830 
2.850 .88629E+07 .88940B+07 5.4363 .2365 .0830 
2.860 .88791E+07 .891048+07 5.4239 .2374 .0830 
2.870 .889548+07 .892698+07 5.4115 .2382 .0830 
2.880 .89117E+07 .894358+07 5.3991 .2390 .0830 
2.890 .89282E+07 .896018+07 5.3867 .2399 .0830 
2.900 .894468+07 .89768B+07 5.3744 .2407 .0830 
2.910 .89612E+07 .89935E+07 5.3621 .2415 .0830 
2.920 .897788+07 .90103E+07 5.3498 .2424 .0830 
2.930 .89945E+07 .90272E+07 5.3375 .2432 .0830 
2.940 .90112E+07 .90442E+07 5.3253 .2440 .0830 
2.950 .90280E+07 .90613E+07 5.3131 .2448 .0830 
2.960 .90449E+07 .90784E+07 5.3010 .2457 .0830 
2.970 .906198+07 .909558+07 5.2888 .2465 .0830 
2.980 .90789B+07 .91128E+07 5.2767 .2473 .0830 
2.990 .909608+07 .913018+07 5.2646 .2482 .0830 
3.000 .91132R+07 .91475B+07 5.2526 .2490 .0830 
3.010 .913048+07 .91650E+07 5.2406 .2498 .0830 
3.020 .91477E+07 .91825E+07 5.2286 .2507 .0830 
3.030 .916518+07 .92002E+07 5.2166 .2515 .0830 
3.040 .918268+07 .92179E+07 5.2047 .2523 .0830 
3.050 .92001E+07 .92356E+07 5.1928 .2531 .0830 
3.060 .921778+07 .92535E+07 5.1809 .2540 .0830 
3.070 .923548+07 .92714E+07 5.1690 .2548 .0830 
3.080 .92531B+07 .928948+07 5.1572 .2556 .0830 
3.090 .92709B+07 .93074E+07 5.1454 .2565 .0830 
3.100 .92888E+07 .93256E+07 5.1336 .2573 .0830 
3.110 .93068B+07 .93438E+07 5.1219 .2581 .0830 
3.120 .932498+07 .93621B+07 5.1102 .2590 .0830 
3.130 .93430E+07 .938058+07 5.0985 .2598 .0830 
3.140 .93612E+07 .93990E+07 5.0868 .2606 .0830 
3.150 .93795E+07 .941758+07 5.0752 .2614 .0830 
3.160 .93978E+07 .94361E+07 5.0636 .2623 .0830 
3.170 .94163E+07 .94548E+07 5.0520 .2631 .0830 
3.180 .943488+07 .94736E+07 5.0404 .2639 .0830 
3.190 .94534E+07 .94925B+07 5.0289 .2648 .0830 
3.200 .94721E+07 .951148+07 5.0174 .2656 .0830 
3.210 .949088+07 .95304E+07 5.0059 .2664 .0830 
3.220 .95097E+07 .95495E+07 4.9944 .2673 .0830 
3.230 .95286E+07 .956878+07 4.9830 .2681 .0830 
3.240 .954768+07 .95880E+07 4.9716 .2689 .0830 
3.250 .956668+07 .96073E+07 4.9602 .2697 .0830 
3.260 .958588+07 .96267E+07 4.9488 .2706 .0830 
3.270 .96050E+07 .96463E+07 4.9375 .2714 .0830

3.280 .962432+07 .966598+07 4.9262 .2722 
3.290 .96437E+07 .96855E+07 4.9149 .2731 
3.300 .96632E+07 .97053E+07 4.9036 .2739 
3.310 .96828E+07 .97252B+07 4.8924 .2747 
3.320 .97025E+07 .97451E+07 4.8812 .2756 
3.330 .97222B+07 .97652E+07 4.8700 .2764 
3.340 .97420B+07 .97853E+07 4.8588 .2772 
3.350 .97619E+07 .98055E+07 4.8477 .2780 
3.360 .978198+07 .982588+07 4.8366 .2789 
3.370 .98020E+07 .984628+07 4.8255 .2797 
3.380 .98222E+07 .98666E+07 4.8144 .2805 
3.390 .98424E+07 .98872E+07 4.8034 .2814 
3.400 .98628E+07 .99078B+07 4.7924 .2822 
3.410 .98832E+07 .99286E+07 4.7814 .2830 
3.420 .99037E+07 .99494R+07 4.7704 .2839 
3.430 .99244E+07 .99703E+07 4.7594 .2847 
3.440 .99451E+07 .99914E+07 4.7485 .2855 
3.450 .99658E+07 .100128+08 4.7376 .2863 
3.460 .99867B+07 .10034E+08 4.7267 .2872 
3.470 .10008R+08 .I0055E+08 4.7159 .2880 
3.480 .10029E+08 .10076E+08 4.7050 .2888 
3.490 .10050E+08 .10098E+08 4.6942 .2897 
3.500 .10071E+08 .10119E+08 4.6834 .2905 
3.510 .10093E+08 .10141B+08 4.6727 .2913 
3.520 .10114E+08 .10163B+08 4.6619 .2922 
3.530 .10135E+08 .10185E+08 4.6512 .2930 
3.540 .10157E+08 .10207B+08 4.6405 .2938 
3.550 .101798+08 .10229E+08 4.6298 .2946 
3.560 .10201E+08 .10251E+08 4.6192 .2955 
3.570 .10223R+08 .10273E+08 4.6085 .2963 
3.580 .102458+08 .10296E+08 4.5979 .2971 
3.590 .10267E+08 .10318E+08 4.5873 .2980 
3.600 .10289E+08 .10341E+08 4.5768 .2988 
3.610 .103118+08 .10363E+08 4.5662 .2996 
3.620 .10334E+08 .10386E+08 4.5557 .3005 
3.630 .103562+08 .10409E+08 4.5452 .3013 
3.640 .10379E+08 .10432E+08 4.5347 .3021 
3.650 .10401E+08 .10455E+08 4.5243 .3029 
3.660 .10424E+08 .104788+08 4.5138 .3038 
3.670 .10447B+08 .10502E+08 4.5034 .3046 
3.680 .10470E+08 .10525E+08 4.4930 .3054 
3.690 .10493E+08 .10548R+08 4.4826 .3063 
3.700 .10517E+08 .I05723+08 4.4723 .3071 
3.710 .105408+08 .10596E+08 4.4619 .3079 
3.720 .10563E+08 .10620E+08 4.4516 .3088 
3.730 .10587E+08 .10644E+08 4.4413 .3096 
3.740 .10611E+08 .10668E+08 4.4311 .3104 
3.750 .10634E+08 .10692E+08 4.4208 .3112 
3.760 .10658E+08 .10716E+08 4.4106 .3121 
3.770 .10682B+08 .10740E+08 4.4004 .3129 
3.780 .10706E+08 .10765E+08 4.3902 .3137 
3.790 .10730E+08 .107898+08 4.3800 .3146 
3.800 .107558+08 .10814R+08 4.3699 .3154 
3.810 .10779E+08 .10839E+08 4.3597 .3162 
3.820 .10804E+08 .10864E+08 4.3496 .3171 
3.830 .10828E+08 .10889E+08 4.3395 .3179 
3.840 .10853E+08 .10914R+08 4.3295 .3187 
3.850 .10878E+08 .10940E+08 4.3194 .3195 
3.860 .10903E+08 .10965E+08 4.3094 .3204 
3.870 .10928E+08 .10990E+08 4.2994 .3212 
3.880 .10953E+08 .11016E+08 4.2894 .3220 
3.890 .10978B+08 .11042E+08 4.2794 .3229 
3.900 .11004E+08 .11068E+08 4.2695 .3237 
3.910 .11029E+08 .110948+08 4.2595 .3245 
3.920 .11058E+08 .11120E+08 4.2496 .3254 
3.930 .11081E+08 .11146E+08 4.2397 .3262
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pu~rorror 3-11-99 2-l14,
RRA(•T.OUT 3-31-9• q•14•

3.940 .11107E+08 .111732+08 4.2299 .3270 
3.950 .11133E+08 .11199E+08 4.2200 .3278 
3.960 .11159E+08 .112262+08 4.2102 .3287 
3.9790 .111853+08 .11252E+08 4.2004 .3295 
3.980 .11212E+08 .112792+08 4.1906 .3303 
3.990 .11238E+08 .11306E+08 4.1808 .3312 
4.000 .11265E+08 .11334E+08 4.1710 .3320 
4.010 .11292E+08 .113612+08 4.1613 .3328 
4.020 .11319E+08 .11388E+08 4.1516 .3337 
4.030 .11346E+08 .11416E+08 4.1419 .3345 
4.040 .11373E+08 .11443E+08 4.1322 .3353 
4.050 .114002+08 .11471E+08 4.1225 .3361 
4.060 .11427E+08 .11499E+08 4.1129 .3270 
4.070 .11455E+08 .11527E+08 4.1032 .3378 
4.080 .114832+08 .11555E+08 4.0936 .3386 
4.090 .11510E+08 .11584E+08 4.0840 .3395 
4.100 .11538E+08 .116128+08 4.0745 .3403 
4.110 .I1566E+08 .11641E+08 4.0649 .3411 
4.120 .11595E+08 .116692+08 4.0554 .3420 
4.130 .11623E+08 .11698E+08 4.0458 .3428 
4.140 .116512+08 .11727B+08 4.0363 .3436 
4.150 .11680E+08 .11757E+08 4.0269 .3444 
4.160 .11709E+08 .11786E+08 4.0174 .3453 
4.170 .11738E+08 .11815E+08 4.0079 .3461 
4.180 .117672+08 .11845B+08 3.9985 .3469 
4.190 .11796E+08 .11875E+08 3.9891 .3478 
4.200 .118252+08 .11904E+08 3.9797 .3486 
4.210 .11855E+08 .11934E+08 3.9703 .3494 
4.220 .118842+08 .11965B+08 3.9610 .3503 
4.230 .11914E+08 .11995E+08 3.9516 .3511 
4.240 .119442+08 .12025B+08 3.9423 .3519 
4.250 .11974E+08 .12056E+08 3.9330 .3527 
4.260 .120042+08 .12087E+08 3.9237 .3536 
4.270 .12034E+08 .12118E+08 3.9144 .3544 
4.280 .120652+08 .12149B+08 3.9051 .3552 
4.290 .12095E+08 .121802+08 3.8959 .3561 
4.300 .12126E+08 .122112+08 3.8867 .3569 
4.310 .12157E+08 .12243E+08 3.8775 .3577 
4.320 .12188B+08 .122752+08 3.8683 .3586 
4.330 .122192+08 .12306B+08 3.8591 .3594 
4.340 .12250E+08 .12338E+08 3.8500 .3602 
4.350 .12282B+08 .12371B+08 3.8408 .3610 
4.360 .123142+08 .12403E+08 3.8317 .3619 
4.370 .12345E+08 .12435E+08 3.8226 .3627 
4.380 .12377E+08 .12468E+08 3.8135 .3635 
4.390 .12410E+08 .12501E+08 3.8044 .3644 
4.400 .12442E+08 .12534E+08 3.7954 .3652 
4.410 .12474E+08 .12567E+08 3.7863 .3660 
4.420 .125072+08 .12600E+08 3.7773 .3669 
4.430 .125402+08 .12634E+08 3.7683 .3677 
4.440 .12573B+08 .12667E+08 3.7593 .3685 
4.450 .12606E+08 .12701E+08 3.7503 .3693 
4.460 .12639E+08 .12735E+08 3.7414 .3702 
4.470 .12672E+08 .12769E+08 3.7324 .3710 
4.480 .12706E+08 .12804E+08 3.7235 .3718 
4.490 .12740E+08 .12838E+08 3.7146 .3727 
4.500 .127742+08 .12873E+08 2.70S7 .3735 
4.510 .12808E+08 12908E+08 3.6968 .3743 
4.520 .12842E+08 .12943E+08 3.6880 .3752 
4.530 .12877E+08 .12978E+08 3.6791 .3760 
4.540 .12911E+08 .13014E+08 3.6703 .3768 
4.550 .12946E+08 .13049E+08 3.6615 .3776 
4.560 .129812+08 .13085E+08 3.6527 .3785 
4.570 .130162+08 .13121E+08 3.6439 .3793 
4.580 .13052E+08 .131572+08 3.6351 .3801 
4.590 .13087E+08 .13193E+08 3.6264 .3810
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4.600 .13123E+08 .13230E+08 3.6176 .3818 .0830 
4.610 .13159E+08 .132672+08 3.6089 .3826 .0830 
4.620 .131952+08 .13304E+08 3.6002 .3835 .0830 
4.630 .13231E+08 .13341E+08 3.5915 .3843 .0830 
4.640 .13267E+08 .13378E+08 3.5828 .3851 .0830 
4.650 .13304E+08 .13415E+08 3.5742 .3859 .0830 
4.660 .13341E+08 .134532+08 3.5655 .3868 .0830 
4.670 .13378E+08 .13491E+08 3.5569 .3876 .0830 
4.680 .13415E+08 .13529E+08 3.5483 .3884 .0830 
4.690 .13452E+08 .13567E+08 3.5397 .3893 .0830 
4.700 .13490E+08 .13606E+08 3.5311 .3901 .0830 
4.710 .135282+08 .13644E+08 3.5225 .3909 .0830 
4.720 .13566E+08 .136832+08 3.5140 .3918 .0830 
4.730 .13604E+08 .13722E+08 3.5054 .3926 .0830 
4.740 .13642E+08 .137622+08 3.4969 .3934 .0830 
4.750 .13681E+08 .13801E+08 3.4884 .3942 .0830 
4.760 .13720E+08 .13841E+08 3.4799 .3951 .0830 
4.770 .13759E+08 .13881E+08 3.4714 .3959 .0830 
4.780 .13798E+08 .139212+08 3.4630 .3967 .0830 
4.790 .13837E+08 .13961E+08 3.4545 .3976 .0830 
4.800 .13877E+08 .14002E+08 3.4461 .3984 .0830 
4.810 .13917E+08 .14043E+08 3.4377 .3992 .0830 
4.820 .13957E+08 .140842+08 3.4293 .4001 .0830 
4.830 .13997E+08 .141252+08 3.4209 .4009 .0830 
4.840 .14037E+08 .14166E+08 3.4125 .4017 .0830 
4.850 .14078E+08 .142082+08 3.4041 .4025 .0830 
4.860 .141192+08 .14250E+08 3.3958 .4034 .0830 
4.870 .14160E+08 .14292E+08 3.3875 .4042 .0830 
4.880 .142012+08 .14334E+08 3.3791 .4050 .0830 
4.890 .142432+08 .14377E+08 3.3708 .4059 .0830 
4.900 .142842+08 .14420E+08 3.3625 .4067 .0830 
4.910 .14326E+08 .14463E+08 3.3543 .4075 .0830 
4.920 .14369E+08 .14506E+08 3.3460 .4084 .0830 
4.930 .14411E+08 .145502+08 3.3378 .4092 .0830 
4.940 .14454E+08 .14594E+08 3.3295 .4100 .0830 
4.950 .144972+08 .14638E+08 3.3213 .4108 .0830 
4.960 .145402+08 .14682E+08 3.3131 .4117 .0830 
4.970 .14583E+08 .14726E+08 3.3049 .4125 .0830 
4.980 .14627E+08 .14771r+08 3.2967 .4133 .0830 
4.990 .14670E+08 .14816E+08 3.2886 .4142 .0830
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NUCLEAR REACTOR LABORATORY

AN INTERDEPARTMENTAL CENTER OF 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

LIN-WEN HU 138 Albany Street, Cambridge, MA 02139-4296 Activation Analysis 
Reactor Relicensing Engineer Telefax No. (617)253-7300 Coolant Chemistry 

Telephone No. (617)258-5860 Nuclear Medicine 
Email: lwhu@miit.edu Reactor Engineering 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: MITR-II File 

FROM: Lin-Wen Hu 

DATE: March 12, 1999 

RE: Accident Analysis for One Shim Blade Drop 

1. Accident analysis for one shim blade drop was performed using the power distributions 
calculated using CITATION. Core configuration used for this analysis is attached with 
this memo. It was assumed that shim bank height was at 10 inches, with shim blade #4 
fully inserted. CITATION calculations were performed for even shim bank height at 10 
inches and shim blade #4 fully inserted with other shim blades at 10 inches. It was 
assumed that reactor remained at the same power level for both cases. Purpose of this 
analysis is to see if the shim blade drop will result in a significant increase in the power 
generated in the fuel elements.  

2. The attached figures show the effect of the shim blade drop at the following core 
locations: C8, C9, CIO, Bl, B9, A2 and C2. C8, C9, and CIO are adjacent to shim 
blade#4 and therefore the power distributions at these locations reduced because of the 
shim blade drop. MITR's CITATION input model divide fuel element into 3 rings. The 
integrated power reductions due to the shim blade drop for the outer ring of CS, C9, and 
ClO are 34.7%, 51.1% and 47.2%, respectively. Note that C8 is located between shim 
blade#3 and #4, and therefore the power reduction is not as high as that in C9 and C10.  
The power. reduction in the inner ring of C9 and C 10 are both 7.7%. The average power 
reduction in C9 can be calculated as: 

0.511 + (0.511 - 0.077) / 2 + 0.077 + 0.077 = 0.294 
3 

The average power reduction is 0.275 for CIO, and 0.212 for C8. If the total power 
reduction in these three locations is distributed evenly to the other  

 then it will 
lead to a power increase of 3.9%. This estimate is in close agreement with the calculated 
power increases at selected regions shown in the following table. The power increase is 
higher at locations further away from the dropped shim blade.



Location Power Increase 
Due to SB#4 Drop 

A2 Inner Ring 2.1% 
B I Inner Ring 3.6% 
B9 Inner Ring 3.2% 
C2 Inner Ring 4.0%

3. Although the shim bank height may affect the results described above, its effect is not 
expected to be significant. The power distribution for shim blades fully out is created 
using extrapolation. A 60% higher power increase (or 6.2%) is calculated using this 
assumption.
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LOD 0 

01 

cd

Distance from Bottom of Fuel (cm)

Distance from Bottom of Fuel (cm)



C.) 

C.) 

42 

09 

C.) 

C.) 

42

Distance from Bottom of Fuel (cm)

Distance from Bottom of Fuel (cm)

Ip



C.) 
C.) 

U 

I
U 

0 

C) 
C.) 

U 

U 

0

Distance from Bottom of Fuel (cm)

Distance from Bottom of Fuel (cm)



G) 

0= 

0

Distance from Bottom of Fuel (cm)

Distance from Bottom of Fuel (cm)



1.

0 
C)O 

0D

Distance from Bottom of Fuel (cm)



A:= READPRN("SBDROP.txt") 

k:= 0.. 13 

zk :Ako 

Cell Size Cell Center C8 Drop

DZk5 

2.54 
2.54 
5.08 
5.08 
5.08 
5.08 
5.08 
5.08 
5.08 
5.08 
5.08 
5.08 

2.54 
2.54

Ak,= 

1.27 

3.81 
8.891 

12.7 

17.78 

22.86 

27.94 

33.02 

38.1 

43.18 

48.26 

53.341 

57.151 

59.69

Ak I 
104.3 

96.32 

91.44 

90.29 

83.86 

71.3 

53.62 

41.4 

38.62 

37.01 

34.18 

30 

25.8 

22.57

C8 Norm C9 Drop

Ak 2 
153.4 

150.9 
147.2 

143.2 

128.6 

101.7 

62.36 

43.27 

38.6 

36.17 

32.94 

28.66 

24.56 

21.43

65.21 

51.29 

47.33 

48.1 

47.46 

45.33 

43 

35.64 

33.55 

30.85 

27.98 

23.93 

20.76 
18.33

C9 Norm CIO Drop CIO Norm

161.3 

154.6 

154.1 

151.5 

139 

111.7 

57.96 

38.58 

33.88 

30.27 

27.02 

22.88 

19.77 

17.41

73.78 

58.58 

54.42 

54.93 

54.28 

52.22 

49.16 

40.81 

38.66 

35.37 

31.04 

24.82 

21.41 

19.07

A,6.  
167 

157.5 

156.5 

154 

143 

117.9 

64.24 

43.88 

38.99 

34.62 

30 

23.75 

20.4 

18.13

B1 Drop B1 Norm B9 Drop

A,7 

176.7 

151.9 

144.1 

150 

154.6 

154.9 

153.1 

160.9 

150.9 

134.8 

115.1 

90.92 

77.63 

75.32

176.5 

151.3 

142.9 

147.8 

151.5 

150.8 

148 

154.1 

143.4 

127.1 

107.9 

84.81 

72.25 

70

Ak9 

178.9 

152.6 

144.1 

149.1 

153.4 

153.7 

152.1 

159.6 

150 

134 

114.2 

90.26 

77.62 

75.6

B9 Norm A2 Drop A2 Norm C2 Drop

AI 10 

179.5 

152.6 

143.5 

147.6 

150.9 

150.2 

147.5 

153.3 

142.8 

126.6 

107.2 

84.31 

72.33 

70.36

Ak11 
180.4 

166 

138.5 

137.2 

135.8 

133.9 

132.8 

133.5 

127.2 
117 

104.1 

90.12 

80.27 

72.54

Ak 12
184 

169.1 

140.5 

138.2 

135.6 

132.4 

129.9 

129.2 

121.8 

111.2 

98.21 

84.51 

75.08 

67.7

Ak, 13 

187.9 

175.7 

173.7 

173.4 

163.2 

135.5 

72.19 

49.17 

43.02 

38.03 

33.07 

27.56 

23.66 

21.62

C2 Norm 

A,14 

183.1 

170.9 

168.5 

167.6 

157.3 

130.1 

69 

46.7 

40.62 

35.71 

30.91 

25.68 

20.091



C10i Norm C10i Drop

Ak, 15= 

86.57 

72.89 

77.78 

81.69 

79.64 

74.46 

66.8 

61.84 

57.8 

53.17 

46.48 

38.21 

31.95 

28.76

Ak, 16= 

71.31 

59.19 

63.35 

67.57 

67.49 

65.89 

63.65 

61.5 

59 

55.22 

48.86 

40.52 
34.01 

30.67

Ak, 17 

94.95 

78.75 

82.95 

85.5 

82.64 

77.57 

70.52 

66.17 

60.36 

53.69 

45.96 

35.58 

29.49 

26.09

Ak, 18 

78.83 

64.47 

68.03 

71.15 

70.42 

68.9 

67.07 

65.75 

61.58 

55.73 

48.28 

37.7 

31.37 

27.81

C8 Outer Ring Integrated Power Reduction 

13 13 

Z Dzk'Ak 2 - Z Dzk-Ak, 1 =1.227'103 

k=0 k=0 

C9 Outer Ring Integrated Power Reduction 

13 13 

Z Dzk'Ak 4 - 7 Dzk'Ak, 3 =2.451.103 

k=0 k=0 

C10 Outer Ring Integrated Power Reduction

13 13

E DzkAk6 - > Dzk'Ak,5 =2.369"103 
k=0 k=0

13 

Z Dz1 .Ak,2
k=0

13 
Dz Ak 1 

k=0

13 

7 Dzk'Ak, I 

k=0 

13 13 

Z DzAk,4 - Z DyAk3 
k=0 k=0 

13 
EDZk.Ak,4 

k=0 

13 13 

ZDzk1 Ak, - DZ -z]A k5 
k=0 k=0 

13 

SDzk.Ak,6 

k=0

0.347 

0.511 

= 0.472

C9i Norm C9i Drop

B



C9 Inner Ring Integrated Power Reduction 

13 13 

Z DzkAk, 15 - E DZk'Ak, 16 =291.16 

k=0 k=0 

CIO Inner Ring Integrated Power Reduction

13 Z Dz Ak,17 
k=0

13 

- Z Dzk-Ak, 18 =303.428 

k=0

BI Inner Ring Integrated Power Increase

13 

E DzkAk,7 

k=0

13 

Z Dzk.Ak,8 =288.341 

k=0

13 13 

Z DZkAk, 5 -1 Dzk'Ak, 1 6 

k=0 k=0

13 

Z Dz-'Ak,
15 

k=0 

13 13 

E DZkAk, 17 - E DzkA, 1 8 
k=0 k=0

13 

5 Dzk*Ak, 17 
k=O

13 13 

Z Dzk'Ak,7- Z Dz'A k,8 
k=0 k=0 

13 

> Dzk.Ak,
8 

k=0

B9 Inner Ring Integrated Power Increase 

13 13 

E DZkAk, 9 - 7 Dzý'Ak,lo =261.696 

k=0 k=0 

A2 Inner Ring Integrated Power Increase

13 

Z DZk'Ak k11 

k=0

13 

- E Dzk'Ak, 12 = 153.746 

k=0

13 13 

Y1 Dzk-Ak, 9 - Z Dzk'Ak,10 
k=0 k=0

13 

E Dzk'Ak, 10 
k=O 

13 13 

Z Dzk'Akl1 - >i Dzk'Ak,12 
k=O k=O 

13 

7. DZk Ak, 12 
k=0

0.077 

= 0.077 

0.036

= 0 032

= 0.021



C2 Inner Ring Integrated Power Increase

13 

Z Dz. 'Ak, 13 

k=O

13 

- Z Dz-'Ak,14 =219.024 

k=0

13 13 

Z DykAk,1 3 - Z Dzk'Ak, 14 
k=0 k=0 

13 

k=0 D2Ak,14 
k=0

= 0.04
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Response of the nuclear reactor top lid to a fuel transfer cask drop impact

ABSTRACT 

This study focuses on the impact response of the top shield lid of the MIT 

Reactor 111. The main objective is to prove that this structure could withstand an 
accidentally fall down of the fuel transfer cask. First, the characteristics of the 
impact are described and the most predictible damage modes are selected. Then, 
an analytical investigation of the energy absorbing capacity of the reactor lid and 
a two stages penetration model are exposed. A drop of the cask from a height of 
12 inches is considered in the calculations, even if the maximum height is limi
ted to 4 inches by MITR operating procedures.  

The analytical approaches predict that failure would not occur and that dama
ges would be limited to the upper part of the lid. The only restriction to this con
clusion concerned the possibility of fracture in one of the plugs in case of an 
edge impact of the spent fuel cask. A testing procedure would provide more 
information on the behaviour of such component of the lid and allow to give a 
more accurate and conservative prediction.
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Response of the nuclear reactor top lid to a fuel transfer cask drop impact

An impact analysis is required for the top shield lid of the MIT Reactor IlH.  
This study is necessary to determine if the lid could withstand an accidental drop 
of a fuel transfer cask assembly. In this report lid damage modes are described 
and several methods for describing the impact are used; these include empirical 
relations based on available test data and analytical models with simple damage 
mechanics. An analytical investigation of the energy absorbing capacity of the 
reactor lid and a two stages penetration model are exposed. The main subject 
matter deals with the local and global structural behaviour of steel plates due to 
impact.
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Response of the nuclear reactor top lid to a fuel transfer cask drop impact

I.INTRODUCTION 

I. 1. Specifications 

The lid is shown in the following drawings.     
    

     
      
    

    
    

     
     

     
     

  

Here a drop (free falling) of a fuel transfer cask assembly from a height of 
twelves inches is considered. All casks are limited by MITR operating procedu
res to a height of 4" when being moved over the reactor top shield lid. The trans
fer cask assembly weighs about 15 tons. The assembly is cylindrical with a three 
foot diameter.  
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Response of the nuclear reactor top lid to a fuel transfer cask drop impact
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Response of the nuclear reactor top lid to a fuel transfer cask drop impact

1.2. General characteristics of impact 

The first step in studying an impact response is to identify the many parame
ters and conditions that characterize an impact event. Overview and need for 
approach on impact effects in nuclear plants will be found in [1]. Table 1 is a list 
of general characteristics of the impact, including missile parameters, target 
structure parameters and conditions describing the impact.  

Besides the obvious properties of weight and dimensions, fuel transfer cask 
shape influences the outcome of the impact event. A <piercing) impact by an 
edge area maximizes local penetration, while a (<blunt» impact by the flat cylin
dric face of the cask puts more energy into the entire target structure.  

The solid metal spent fuel cask can be considered as nondeformable. This 
assumption will not be proven here but leads to overconservative results since 
some of the impact energy can be dissipated in deforming spent fuel cask. The 
integrity of the cask itself may be of interest. However, in this study, potential 
damage to the lid structure is the main concern. Existing techniques for estima
ting impact resistance performance of container for radioactive material can be 
found in [2].  

As indicated in Table 1, the primary characteristics of a target are its geo
metry, support conditions, and materials. The key material distinction is whether 
the target is ductile or brittle/ductile. Here, in the case of stainless steel, which is 
the main structural componant, the ductile mode is taken. It is characterized by 
large inelastic deflections whithout sudden collapse.  

On the impact conditions listed in Table 1, the velocity is the most impoi'tant 
not only because it governs the total energy delivered to the lid, but also because 
gross changes in impact velocity can change both material behaviour and dama
ges modes: 

- At hyper-velocities (> 4000 fps), material behaviour near the impact is like 
fluid rather than solid.  

- For high velocities (1500-4000 fps), the viscosity of the material of the tar
get is dominant, so that the plastic properties can be neglected.  

- In our case, penetration in the lowest velocity range (here V0=8 fps) is 
accompagnied by substantial deflections away from the impacting projectile.  
The dominant role is played by the inelastic behaviour (yield and plastic flow) of 
the material. Moreover, in this type of low velocity impact problem, wave propa
gation effects in the reactor lid may be ignored.

6



Response of the nuclear reactor top lid to a fuel transfer cask drop impact

TABLE 1 

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF IMPACT 

FUEL TRANSFER CASK 
-mass = 30,000 lb.  
-size: concentrated point load or 3 ft. diameter 
-deformability = 0 
-shape: 

pointed edge 
flat cylindric face 

TOP REACTOR LID 
-mass = 15,000 lb.  
-geometry: see previous pages 
-support conditions: clamped edge 
-type of material: ductile 

IMPACT CONDITIONS 
-velocity = 8.025 fps 
-free fall

7



Response of the nuclear reactor top lid to a fuel transfer cask drop impact

1.3. Methods of analysis and their limits 

The effect on plant structures of impact by accidentally produced missiles is the subject of several research investigations. The state of the art in this area is reviewed in the report of the ASCE Committee on Impactive and Impulsive 
Loads [3].  

Analytical approaches have tended to fall into three categories: 

-(a) empirical: algebraic equations are formulated based on correlation with a large number of experimental data points 

- (b) approximate analytical methods: these concentrates on one aspect of the problem (such as plugging, petalling, spall, etc.) by introducing assumptions into the governing equations of the phenomena.  

The limited nature of each of these methods is emphasized by the ASCE (see [1] p.94). The methods are characterized by heavy reliance on empiricism and may be useful for the impact situations for which they were derived. For example, most existing empirical formulas are of military interest and were derived from impact conditions that lie outside the range of very low velocities drop sce
narios.  

-(c) numerical methods: for a complete solution of impact problems, one must rely on a numerical solution of the full equations of continuum physics.  Such methodologies are mathematically rigorous. However, according to the ASCE (see [1] p. 117) uncertainties in material modelling and fracture criteria still exist and for most impact problems such methods are expensive.  

For preliminary design, simplified analytical methods for load calculations are of great importance. If more refined analysis is required later in the design, a finite element analysis can be carried out, guided by the results of the simplified 
calculation.  

As a result, the simple analytical methodologies which provide bounding calculations are the more useful for the control of the lid integrity and will be used 
in the following chapters.  

8



Response of the nuclear reactor top lid to a fuel transfer cask drop impact

1.4. Current analytical approaches 

The characteristics of the impulsive loading arising from a heavy load drop 
are difficult to predict. A technique that does not require explicit knowledge of 
the impact forcing function is often used, and will be used in this paper, to eva
luate the capability of the impacted structure to absorb the drop energy. This 
technique is based on the conservation of energy: the internal strain energy 
absorbed by the impacted system is balanced against the externally applied 
energy resulting from the heavy load drop.  

Another way would be to idealized the impacted structure as a single-degree
of-freedom system, this method providing conservative results. It will not be 
used in the following pages.  

1.5. General characteristics of impact response 

It is useful to distinguish between Adocabh> and cglobal» (overall) response of 
a structure. Local response occurs in the vicinity of the impact, a region about 
the size of the missile or the local target thickness. Global response occurs out
side the vicinity of impact, involving a major part of, or the entire, structure.  

General characteristics of the impact response are summarized in Table 2.  
The most frequent types of failure presented in this table will be studied in this 
report. They are schematically described in Fig.I-4.  

Since an important function of nuclear plant structures is to protect safety
related equipment, critical damage (the minimum acceptable amount) due to 
local response is the creation of a primary missile (via a lid perforation) or 
secondary missile (a scabbed piece of metal, the formation of a shear plug).  
Concerning global response, from the viewpoint of safety, structural collapse is 
considered as critical damage.  

An ideal integrated approach, which included all of the five damage modes 
listed in Table 2, would be sophisticated because of the complex behaviour at the 
fuel transfer cask / reactor lid interface. An alternative is the use of simple 
methods for each of the significant impact effects: 

- local bending 
- local penetration 
- local shear 
- fracturing in a plug, and 
- global response.

9



Response of the nuclear reactor top lid to a fuel transfer cask drop impact

TABLE 2 
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF IMPACT RESPONSE

Response mechanisms 

local deformation

local shear 

local deformation 
in a plug 

local bending

membrane deformation 
plugging shear

Damaae modes 

indentation

plugging 

fracture 

petalling 

fracture

Critical damage 

perforation 

creation of 
a secondary 

missile 

creation of 
a secondary 

missile 

fall of a plug

collapse

10
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Response of the nuclear reactor top lid to a fuel transfer cask drop impact 

FIGURE 1-4
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Response of the nuclear reactor top lid to a fuel transfer cask drop impact

These failures are due to the interaction of a variety of mechanisms with one 
considered predominating. The use of empirical formulas and analytical models 
for each class of scenarios gives accurate predictions if the different impact res
ponses are uncoupled. In particular, it is assumed that the dominant local res
ponse (penetration for example) is unaffected by global response. In the model 
developed in Part V, localized damage (local shear) and structural deformation 
are both taken into account. In this integrated approach, the force history plays a 
key role.  

1.6. Material characteristics, assumptions and symbols 

1.6.1.Characteristics of   

- modulus of elasticity in tension = E = 28,000 ksi 
- Poisson's ratio = v = 0.3 
- density = p = 0.29 lb/in3 = 0.73 .10-3 lb.sec2/in4 

- tensile strength = 82 ksi for a plate 
- yield strength = 35 ksi for a plate 

1.6.2.Characteristics of lead (_.  
- modulus of elasticity in tension = E = 2,000 ksi 
- Poisson's ratio = v = 0.4 
- density = p = 0.41 lb/in3 

- tensile strength = 1800 psi 
- yield strength =800 psi 
- shear strength = 1825 psi 

1.6.3. Assumptions 

In order to simplify the lid characteristics, and thus idealized the model of 
impact response, some assumptions which can be considered as overconserva
tive are used.  

- only one circular steel plate,  in thickness, is adopted instead of a multi
layer structure with holes (see Part VI for discussions on this assumption) 

- the plate is flat of uniform thickness and of homogeneous isotropic material 
- the outer edge is supported and fixed (because of a tiehold system) 
- all forces, loads and reactions, are normal to the plane of the plate.  
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1.6.4. Units and notations 

In all formulas, unless other units are specified, the unit of distance is the inch 
and the unit of force is the pound. Therefore,all areas are in square inches, all 
distributed loads are in pounds per square inch, all moments are in inch-pounds 
and all stresses are in pounds per square inch.  

Notations: 

E = modulus of elasticity (psi) 
D = flexural rigidity (ft-lb) 
v = Poisson's ratio (nondimensionnal) 
p = density 

a = outer radius of plate (in) 
b = inner radius of plate (in) 
d = radius of a concentric circle on which load is acting (in) 
Do = fuel transfer cask diameter (in) 
h = height of the free fall (in) 
M = total applied load (ib) 
m = mass of the idealized lid (lb) 
P = constant force (lb) 
R0 = fuel transfer cask radius (in) 
s = distance of penetration (in) 
t = plate thickness (in) 
U = impact energy stored in the lid (ft-lb) 
V = impact velocity (fps) 
a = depth penetration

13
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II. HOLE ENLARGEMENT

This section deals with the possibility for one of the five plugs stepped in the 
reactor lid to pass through the lower part of the structure because of bending 
around the access holes.  

IL. 1.Elastic domain 

The dynamic deflection of a plate which is struck by a falling body M may be 
determined by the method used by Timoshenko [5].  

As seen above, for this study we consider only a flat circular plate of uniform 
thickness and of homogeneous isotropic material with only one concentric hole, 
diameter 14 in. for example1 .  

If we assume that the mass of the lid (m = 1076 lb) may be neglected in com
parison with the mass of the transfer cask (M = 30,000 lb) and that the lid is not 
stressed beyond the yield point2 , then there will be no loss of energy during 
impact and the work done by the weight M during its fall is completely transfor
med into strain energy of bending of the lid.  

Let 8 denote the maximum deflection of the reactor lid during impact. If we 
assume that the deflection curve during impact has the same shape as that during 
static deflection, the force P which would cause such a deflection is like that [6]:

a2= p 8=8-i :79" 1 ( ) . {( •(1- (_ ) 2 
2 a

1-v31+v a2 d 
I + l+---v" (a) I+ (1+( a)

b )2 
"(a)

d 
* log (L +

1-V d 2 3+v b2 a b2 a (-~') +1+V-(-)-. ) ).log(2)- (2. (M) -log( T).log(a))

1. The case of a 12 in. diameter hole gives the same estimation 
2. This point will be discussed later
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or 
P= I8 

where 
v = Poisson's ratio = 0.29 
D = Flexural rigidity of plate 

D- E.t 3  =7.17 5f.lb 12. (1-v 2 ) 

The total energy stored in the plate is equal to the work done by the force P: 

8 
82 

If h denotes the distance fallen before impact (h = 12 in. is specified even if 
the operating height is 4 in.), the equation determining 8 is: 

M. (h+8) = 8c.a2 

2 

The calculated resultant maximum deflection is: 
8= 0.84 in.  

and the total load which would cause such a deflection is: 
P = 906,000 lb.  

The results are shown in Fig.11-1 and 11-2 plotting the deflection and the 
moments against the radius '.Regarding the stresses, we find that: 

6. M 

(ar) = 6. (M max =200ksi.(ay=30ksi) rmax t2 Y 

We cannot consider, in this case, a purely elastic bending of the plate. To 
investigate bending of plates when the stresses are above critical, the strain of the 
middle plane should be considered.  

1. If we want to take the lower plate of the Rid into account, the flexural behaviour of the layered struc
ture is analogous to that of a homogeneous plate, provided that transformed flexural rigidity and Pois
son's ratio are used. The transformation equations exposed for example in [7] give: 

Deq = 9.75.l10 ft.lb 
8 = 0.12 in 

Concerning this damage mode, the simplification of the lid structure gives an overconservative result.

15



FIGURE !I-I 
Local bending of the reactor lid 
Elastic theory - Plug diameter = 16 in.  
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FIGURE 11-2 
Moments 
Elastic theory. Plug diameter = 16 in.  
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11.2. Plastic domain 'I.  
Determination of the dynamic plastic response of structures is complicated 

by a number of problems. Among these difficulties is included strain hardening 
of the material.  

The governing equations for elastic-plastic plates permit large deformations 
and strains and may serve as an estimation of permanent plate deformation. In 
the reference [8], the maximum central deflection of a plastic workening plate 
subjected to projectile impact is calculated from an energy balance based on an 
assumed deflection shape of the plate. Here, we apply this theory in the case of 
the simplified structure of the lid: an annular plate,  thickness.  

The plastic energy absorbed by an elemental area of a plate undergoing mem
brane stretch is: 

(r.dO.a .t) -*, dr 
r r 

The circumferential strain component is neglected whereas the radial compo
nent has the value: 

I aw 2 

If integration is effected circumferentially as well as radially, the total plastic 
energy is: 

a 
Edef = 21t .t. J (; r Fr' r) dr 

b 
where 

a = outer radius of the annular plate = 23 in.  
b = inner radius of the annular plate = 7 in.  

Using the Von-Mises yield condition: 

(ar_ az 2+ (Y0- az) 2 = const 

in the case of plane stress ( az = 0 ) the equation of the yield loci is: 

r 0 'r 0 = YD
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The required dynamic yield stress is calculated using an iterative procedure 
described in [9]. The Cowper-Symonds relation is used to describe the strain har
dening behaviour of the material: 

= 1 + 

where 
ay is the static yield stress 
ýyD is the dynamic yield stress 
e is the uniaxial strain rate 

while 
-o and n are material constants.  

Fo =1.05 107 S"1 and n = 8.3 are acceptable values for stainless steel ([9]) 

The iterative formula which gives the dynamic yield stress is: 

12 .964218 1.05×o7. fY OYD _18.3 

where I is the applied impulse: 

and d is the outer diameter of the plug (= 8 in.) 
This iteration gives 0 YD =48 ksil.  

The total energy becomes: 

E =1c t.a ( YD aJw )2 r Edef=1r't" I 1,2(,r) fdr 
b (1_V+V2 ) 1 

where w = 8. f(r) with f(r) being the shape function and 8 the maximum 
deflection.  

1. By neglecting the strain-hardening of steel, the yield stress ay = 35 ksi is used instead of 0 yD. This 
assumption gives a maximal deflection: 

8= 1.7 in 
Investigating the integrity of the lid by local bending around the holes, if the strain-hardening is not 
considered, the multilayered structure or/and the plastic energy absorbed in the circumferential direction 
should be taken into account. This resolution is exposed in Appendix A.
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The analysis is relatively sensitive to the deflection shape. It is presumed here 
that this function is: 

-r b3/4 
f(r) = l-~b 

This shape is selected because this is an accurate representation for the purely elastic bending of the plate as shown in Fig.II-3 and is consistent with the boun
dary conditions: 

and 
w(a) =0.  

Substituting the shape function in the expression of the energy Edef gives: 

9.7r .t. TYD ' 82 2 
Edef= -v+v 2 .8.(a-b) . 2[a (a-b)d 

A simple energy balance can be set up. With this membrane deformation 
model, we have: 

Edef= IC82 = Einput = M(h+8) =>8 = 1.34 in 

The integrity of the reactor lid is obtained with this maximal deflection as 
shown in Fig.Il-4.  

The maximal deflections expected with both elastic and plastic theories lead to the same conclusion: a plug cannot pass through the reactor lid. The critical deflection is 2.4 inches. A minimal critical energy Ecr = 36,000 ft.lb is necessary to have this damage mode which is 8% greater than the impact energy. Because the overall rigidity of the structure was not taken into account, this pourcentage 
is a lower bound.  
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FIGURE 11-3 
Local bending of the reactor lid 
Shape function 
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FIGURE 11-4 
Plastic theory 
Plug diameter = 16 in.  
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III. LOCAL PENETRATION AND LOCAL SHEAR 

The first part of this study will be concerned with a brief review of some wellknown empirical relations used in penetration mechanics. Then some analytical 
models will provide predictions of the behaviour of the lid.  

1II. 1. Empirical relations 

In a preliminar. work, the predictions of some penetration formulas for hard missiles impacting onto steel plates are compared (see [10] and [11] p.58).  

The following four formulas, in a form that is suitable for steel target have 
been used: 

(1) ED/( 3sD3) = (1 .4 109 (t/DO)3/2)/Guts 

(2 Ep D3) = 4. 15 (/Do) 2 + 0.097 (L/Do, (t/Do) 
S(0C6 1. 7 

(3) Ep/ ~D3) = 1 .4(LID) 0 -6(t/D ,)17 

(4) Ep/(atD3) = 2 ( n auts) i (nr/4) (tDo) 2 +LIDO) 0.21 (tDo) 1.471 

where 
EP = minimum of missile kinetic energy for penetration (ft.in) 
t= target plate thickness (= 1.5 in) 
Do = fuel transfer cask diameter (= 36 in) 
outs = ultimate tensile strength of the plate (= 82 ksi) 
cy =yield strength of the plate (= 35 ksi) 
L= length of one side of a square window between supports (=46 in) 

The equations (1) and (2) are of the Ballistic Research Laboratory (BRL) and of the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) respectively. The formulas (3) and (4) are the Neilson and the Wen - Jones formulas.The form of the equation (4) was suggested by the observation that, for low velocities, there is a significant 
dishing displacement in a plate as well as a plugging failure at the impact site.  The first term in (4) is an estimate of the energy required to shear a plug out of a
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plate, while the second term represents the energy absorbed by a global structu
ral response.  

By applying these equations we obtain the following energies: 

Ep = 75.8 104 ft.lb (BRL) 
Ep = 400 104 ft.lb (SRI) 
E = 233 104 ft.lb (Neilson) 
Ep =305 10 ft.lb (Wen and Jones) 

These results, by a comparison with the cask kinetic energy (EP =3 104 ft.lb), 
predict the non perforation of the simplified structure of the lid.  

As a consequence, in case of the fall down of the fuel transfer cask in the new 
reactor top lid, these relations predict the non-perforation of the target.  

Empirical relations rely on testing and may be useful for interpolation only if 
good correlations can be found. Existing formulas were derived from impact 
conditions that lie outside the range of very low velocities (8.025 fps in our case) 
and heavy load drop (here 15 tons) scenarios. The use of these ballistic formulas 
can result in unconservative estimation.  
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Analytical models provide correlations like those from empirical studies, but 
introduce relations between parameters of the system on the basis of physical 
requirements. Here, simple representations are presented first for penetration and 
then local shear will be considered.  

111.2. Analytical models for penetration 

111.2.1. Indentation produced by impact 

If at any instant during impact the projected area of the indentation is A and 
assuming that there is a constant dynamic pressure P resisting the indentation, 
the force exerted by the lid on the fuel transfer cask is P.A. If in the next instant 
the indenter penetrates a further distance Ax, the work done will be P.A.Ax. The 
total work expended in forming the indentation is simply: 

JPAdx 

It is not possible to solve rigorously the problem of a flat circular punch.  
However Hencky and Ishlinsky have shown ([12]) that the pressure at which a 
circular punch will penetrate the surface of a metal is not uniform but is 
somewhat higher at the center than at the edges.  

The mean pressure for a plastic penetration Pm is not widely different from 
3.ay, where cy is the yield stress of the metal (ay = 35 ksi) as illustrated in 
Fig.III-1.  

By neglecting the work-hardening of the deformed material, we assume that 
the pressure distribution is a constant throughout the process of impact. The 
dynamic value of the pressure is somewhat greater than the static value. A calcu
lation with Pm = ay is conservative.  

The area of contact is considered constant too and equal to the area of the 
cylindric cask (A = c.R,02).  

Thus the calculated penetration depth is a = 0.01 in.  

We have to considere here not only the possibility of a flat punch but also an 
edge penetration through the reactor lid.
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111.2.2. Edge penetration 

We assume here that the fuel transfer cask impinges normally on the lid but on its edge of semi-angle 0 (see Figure 111-2). The mean pressure of resistance 
PM of the metal is equals to ay like previously.  

The equation of motion for the fuel transfer cask is ([13]): 

2 dv = rd 2 

dt2  ds m- 4 

In this equation, d is the current crater diameter in the original plane of the lid and v is the container speed after the tip has penetrated a distance s as described 
in Fig.III-2. Sustituting d/2 = s . tan 0, and integrating: 

P n (tan0) 2 s3L M ( 2 ) 

the final crater diameter do and depth a are: 

=2 tan0 0_3 11/3(V() % - Lpm ir(t0)z 2 V)/ 

coto a = d0 2 

For 0 = 73: 
do = 3.56 in. and a = 1.03 in.  

For 0 = r/4: 
do = 2.97 in. and a = 1.48 in.  

Even in the worst case of an edge impact, the middle plate of the reactor lid would not be perforate. The previous calculations are made with conservative 
assumptions and without considering the overall structure of the lid. In the pre
vious estimations, changes in the damage modes are not taken into account.  
Indeed the perforation mode changes from one of shearing around the edge of 
the projectile at large nose radii to tensile failure at small nose radii. However, 
considering the empirical relations and the energy absorbing capacity of the overall structure of the lid, the perforation damage mode seems to be rather impro
bable.
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FIGURE 111-1 
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111.3. Analytical model for plugging failure 

The objective of the following pages is to study the plugging capacity of the new reactor top lid and so the possibility for a secondary missile (the shearing plug) to fall in the core. We will prove here that plugging would not occur even if 
we considere only the middle plate of the lid.  

111.3.1. General observations 

Figure 111-3 shows a typical force-displacement curve for a plate loaded at its centre. At initial loading the plate behaves in a purely elastic way with an elastic bending stiffness Ke. With increasing force, yielding takes place in the plate and the applied force is carried by a combination of bending and membrane stresses, zone I in the figure. In zone 2 the slope of the force-displacement curve becomes approximatively constant which means that plastic membrane stresses dominate 
the behaviour. In zone 3 a softening effect is observed which is a local effect caused by indentation of the punch into the plate. Indentation is initiated at the beginning of loading and continues until a plug forms. In the previous section, the indentation at plugging has been measured to be of low magnitude. The following calculations do not comprise indentation and the corresponding energy 
absorption.  

Based on the comparison between dynamic and static tests, the critical mean shear stresses are approximately equal for the dynamic and static cases. The 
mean shear stress [14] 

Cy . 0.41 0 +0.42 "Ccr uts ( 

found from static tests may be adopted as a failure criterion for a flat-ended pro
jectile impacting a steel plate.  

The applied force Pult = ic. Do . t. Xcr is taken as the plugging force. These 
equations give with rauts = 82 ksi: 

Tcr = 37.2 ksi 
Pult = 6,300,000 lb.  

To further study the possibility of the creation of a shearing plug, the value of the impact force is required. Then a comparison between this force and the plugging force given above will permit to verify the integrity of the lid in this type of 
damage mode.  
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In the following a method will be used for the determination of the force-dis- t 
placement curve for clamped plate subjected to a circular blunt ended load. The 
method is developed by Langseth and Larsen [ 15] on the basis of the principle of 
virtual work. For this application they considere a rigid perfectly plastic material 
which yields according to a Tresca criterion as shown in Fig. 111-4. The strain
hardening of the material is not taken into account.  

111.3.2. Shape function 

Guided by the boundary conditions and representation of deformation pat
terns given in the previous reference, an exponential shape function is chosen 
outside the punch. Considering the low value of the ratio a/Ro ( = 23/18 ), a cons
tant shape function is chosen inside the periphery of the punch.  

Thus: 

w(r) = 8 when (05r<Ro) 

w(r) = 8.f(r) = A.e a +B 8 when(RO0 r.a) 

where 
a= 23 in. and Ro = 18 in.  
8 = maximal deflection = wo 
f(r) = shape function and 0 = shape parameter 
A and B are constants determined by the boundary conditions: 

f(r=-Ro) = 1 
and 
f(r=a) =0.  

This gives: 

A= 
(a" - Ro) 

1-e a 

-(- (a-Ro0 )) 
-( -. (a - R0)) 

e 

- (I 
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FIGURE M.-4 
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Examples of shape functions for three arbitrarily chosen values of 4 are pre
sented in the next figure M-5.  

This choice of shape function means that no account has been taken of the 
indentation of the punch into the plate. The indentation energy is small compared 
to the total energy absorption at plugging as the determination of the depth pene
tration in last chapter shows it.  

111.3.3. Virtual strains 

Neglecting shear deformations, only virtual strains Sr, and 8eo in the radial 
and circumferential direction respectively are considered, and they are derived 
from the nonlinear strain displacement expressions: 

du 1 dw 2 

U 
C= 

Here u is the radial displacement and w the transverse displacement of the 
lid. The displacement u is expressed by the expressions: 

dw dw uO -UoZ• =--Zwr

when the displacement u0 of the middle of the plane is neglected.  

Introducing the expressions of u and w into the strain displacement yields: 

S l g) 2w2° 
F.r Z T 2 W w 0 + (d ~r) 0 

e• = _Z .f. Wo 
d r dr 0 
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A variation of these expressions gives the virtual strains: 

F_ * L d 2f ddfr) 2 Wo) r = -dr- 2 

0 rdr 0 

111.3.4. Virtual work 

The relationship between the applied force P and the maximum displacement is found using the principle of virtual displacement. Applying a virtual displacement Bw0 from an equilibrium state the virtual work expression is: 

P5wo = fr 8 F rdV+ f a0 8E0dv+ 21rmoaSO 
V V 

where the last term on the right-hand side of the equation is the internal work on the rim for the clamped support condition, m0 = ay. t 2 / 4 is the plastic yield 
moment per unit length.  

The rotation of the edge is: 

9 dw) 

r=a 

Introducing w and e and stresses: 

which satisfy the Tresca yield criterion, into the virtual work expression yields the equilibrium equation for the clamped middle plate of the reactor lid.  

Thus the force-displacement relationship can be derived of the form: 

P = Kw+P 0 
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In this model the contribution P0 come from bending in the edge of the clam
ped plate while the term K.w comes from membrane action in the radial direc
tion.  

111.3.5. Correction for the transition zone 

As shown in Fig I1-3 a correction for the transition between the pure elastic 
bending state with initial stiffness Ke and plastic membrane state is required.  
Langseth and Larsen describe this correction by a force-displacement curve as 
follows: 

P = K(wo-wEO) +PO when (w > wEO) 

P = GeHwO +I when (w < wEO) 

All the constants K, P0, G, H, I are given in Appendix B.  

111.3.6. Determination of shape parameter 

Based of the previous equations, the force-displacement curve can now be 
constructed in terms of the unknown shape parameter ý, which is determined by 
assuming that the displacement in the lid will take a shape which minimizes the 
applied force for a given displacement, i.e. dP/dý = 0. Figure 111-6 shows how 
the calculated force-displacement curves varies as a function of four values of ¢.  
The curve obtained using 0 =10 minimizes the applied load P for a given displa
cement.  

III.3.7. The plugging capacity of the lid 

Now, by equating the energy stored in the reactor lid: 

Edef = JPdw0 

to the kinetic energy of the accidental drop U = M. ( h + wo ), we can determine 
the maximal deflection and the impact force using the force-displacement curve
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with = 10.  
This resolution gives: 

8 = w0 = 0.575 in.  
P = 1,230,000 lb 
U = 31,000 ft.lb 

By neglecting the absorbed energy related to the indentation the calculated 
impact force value can be taken as an overestimation. A comparison between P 
and Pult shows the integrity of the lid in this type of damage mode. The critical 
input energy required to create a shearing plug is Ecr = 82,500 ft.lb which is 
higher than the actual impact energy U.
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IV. FRACTURING IN A PLUG 

A specific study on the mechanical behaviour of one of the plugs should be investigate. Indeed an edge fall down of the cask on one of this plug during defueling, could create a fracture in the plug especially in the fillet weld of the lowerpart (see Figure IV-1). Is a complete fracture of this weld possible, corresponding to the fall down of a detached piece of steel in the core? Clearly the 
multilayered structure should here be taken into account.  

A first approach is an analytical procedure. The knowledge of the <<damage resistance>> of the plug is required. Here some questions arise concerning the resistive force of the lead or the possibility of a crushing of the cylindrical stainless steel sheath of the plug. The enhancement in the energy absorbing capacity of a plug due to filling with lead is not only because of the crush strength of lead 
but also because of its interaction with the stainless steel container.  

Two simple calculations will here be presented. They consist in a comparison between the energy required to have a fracture at the more sensitive point of the plug and the energy of the impact not consumed in the plug. (L> 
IV. 1. Enery required for fracturing 

We considere that the most sensitive point of the structure of the plug is the fillet weld in the lower part, as shown in Figure IV- 1(a). For fillet weld, the stress 
permitted by AISC Code for weld metal is: 

Futs = 0.4 *c y 

where, by considering the worst weld-metal properties (for E60xx electrode 
class), ay = 53 ksi.  

Because of the influence of plastic deformation accompanying the initiation 
and growth of cracks, the value of the energy required for crack propagation in the weld is difficult to predict. An estimation of the weld failure energy is the area under the force-displacement curve shown in Figure IV-l(b). This calcula
tion gives: 

Ew - 2700 ft. lb 
for the plug which has D = 2.R = 16 inches in diameter (770 ft.lb for the smaller 
one which is 6 inches in diameter).
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FIGURE IV- 1 (b)
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IV.2. Energy absorbed in the plug 

It consists in four terms: 

- two of them are the energy stored during the deflection of the steel clad of 
the upper part of the plug. By using a common deflection shape function: 

Err 

w = wCos (f) 

the energy of the deformation of one of these two steel-clad plates is: 

Et3 t ywV+2(I4 1 Epl 40 1 + I"• 

where the thickness t is 1/4 in. Here the strain-hardening is not important and is 
neglected. The energy absorbing capacity of the cylindrical clad is not conside
red. Thus an underestimation of the energy consumed in the steel clad is: 

E - 320000w2 ft. lb 

- the two last terms are the shearing energies in the lower and upper blocks of 
lead. The expression of the plugging force in the lead, which could be supposed 
as an estimation of the resistive force, is: 

E = 27trhxw 0 

where 
h = width of the lead core (= 4.82 in. and 7.78 in. in the upper and lower 

part of a plug respectively) 
r = radius of the punch (take as the radius of the lower part) 
"t = lead shear strength = 1825 psi 
w0 = maximal central deflection due to the edge impact 

This estimation gives: 
- for the upper part 

E1 =-387000 w0  ft. lb 

for the plug which is 16 inches in diameter (= 1.1 105 . w0 for the 6 inches plug).  
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ADDENDUM 

Considering the energy absorbing capacity of a plug, in a more conservative 

estimation the shearing energy stored in the lower part of the plug should not be 

taken into account. This resolution gives the following lower values for the 

deflection: 

with h = 12 in. and the 16 inches plug: w0 > 0.82 in.  
the 6 inches plug: w 0 > 1.9 in.  

with h = 4 in. (operating height) and the 16 inches plug: w0 > 0.24 in.  
the 6 inches plug: w0 > 0.87 in.  

These boundary deflection values are more restrictive. Considering the actual 

operating procedure (h = 4 inches) the integrity of the weld can be assumed.  

However the enhancement in the damage resistance of this component could be 

the use of a thicker stainless steel clad in the upper part of the plug.
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- for the lower part 

El = 625000 w0  ft. lb 

for the 16 inches plug (= 1.8 10 . w0 for the smaller one).  

Equating the impact energy (function of w0 ) to the sum of the absorbed and 
failure energies will bring to a lower value of the deflection.  

If w0 > 0.33 in. for the plug which is 16 inches in diameter and if w0 > 1.1 in.  
for the smaller plug, then the energy absorbed by the plug is high enough to 
withstand a failure of the fillet weld. These boundary deflection values are very 
small for this localized edge impact with a high contact force.  

Thus, by this simplified approach, the integrity of the plugs is predicted.  
Another estimation is to considere that the impact energy would be absorbed by 
the middle plate of the lid and that the fillet weld should support only the fol
lowing energy:(M1 is the weight of the lower lead core) 

E. ~i1MV2 
Eimpact 2g 1 0 

which is lower than the estimation of the critical failure energy F_.  

Clearly an analytical approach will not provide an accurate prediction of 
impact damage without recourse to testing: low velocity drop weight impact tests 
should be performed to investigate the plug integrity. An experimental procedure 
would permit to know the mechanical behaviour of such steel-clad lead struc
ture.
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V. AN INTEGRATED APPROACH (".  
A two stages penetration model 

As explained in the general characteristics of this study, low-velocity impact 
is a particular class of impact problem. The accidental drop conditions conside
red here (i.e. flat-ended cask with high diameter in comparison with the lid dia
meter) generally result in both the formation and the ejection of a shearing plug 
and a structural response evidenced by a large permanent displacement of the 
plate. For such deformation problem, in which membrane deformation and plug 
shearing are coupled, different analytical models are useful. By using this model 
with the middle plate of the reactor lid, we will determine that plugging failure 
mode would not occur. Petalling due to fracture is rather improbable too, but 
here the three-plates structure should be considered1 .  

In reference [16], R.L. Woodward exposed a model where post-perforation 
measurements are not required: assumptions on hole size and deformation mode 
allow a result with limited impact configuration and material property. The 
model developed below takes both localized damage modes and structural defor
mation into account. It is based on a rigid perfectly plastic behaviour of the lid 
and a hinge model of deformation. (j 

Figure V-2(a) shows the geometry of the simplified reactor lid. This figure 
divides the process into two stages. In stage I, Fig V-2(b), the plug and the cask 
move at a velocity V' while the adjacent lid rotates at a velocity V. With time V' 
decreases and V increases until either they are equal or the contact length 1 is 
reduced to zero and a plugging failure results. In the first case, the lid continues 
to deform as a membrane in stage II, Fig. V-2(c), until a separation of the plug 
results. If the velocity of the fuel transfer cask is too low, deformation ceases and 
the velocity of the impact is reduced to zero. In this later case, the integrity of the 
lid in a more integrated failure model would be demonstrated.  

Now the two deformation stages and two failure criterions are considered in 
order.  

1. The effect of the lead will be discussed in part VI 
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FIGURE V-I 
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FIGURE V-2
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V.1. Stage 1: plug shearing 

Immediately on impact the plug and the cask are assumed to take up a velo
city V', whose initial value is obtained from conservation of momentum between 
the impacting mass and the sum of the cask and plug masses. Here the cask is 
enough heavy to considere the initial value and the impact velocity V0 as equal.  
The situation in stage I is depicted in Fig. V-2(b). The lid rotates about a hinge, 
the position of which, z, is determined at each time step. Equating the impulse of 
the shear force, 2.Q to the change in momentum on either side of the plug-lid 
interface gives: 

0 mOz 1 MV 0-MV-m 0 7•f V = -2Qdt - (R0 + 2z) - V 

where 
mo=2 r pt 
V' = plug velocity 
V = velocity of the middle plate of the lid adjacent to the plug 
z = hinge position.  

Similarly, Woodward equates the change in angular momentum to the 
impulse of the torque: 

1 2 1 2 1 -MVoz+MVz+ mo RoVz+- mOz V(Ro + -z) = -2J(Mz+ Mo) dt 

where the plastic hinges have moments Mo and M, respectively at the plug
lid interface R0 and at the periphery of the dished region Ro + z.  

The equations proposed by Woodward include the mass plug, in using the 
mass distribution appropriate to a plate rotating about the hinge at position z.  

These equations correspond to the total changes in both linear and angular 
momentum between the initial state and the state at time t. These are equated to 
the time integrals of shear force and bending moments. Because the hinge posi
tion z varies with time the equations must be solved numerically stepping 
forward in time and determining the value of z at each time.
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The material is assumed to behave in a rigid-plastic manner for strength calculations with the shear force and bending moments related to the material yield 
stress cry. Thus the shear force at the plug-lid interface is given by: 

Q = iRoYC-• 

and the moments at the plug-lid interface and at the hinge position z are 
given, respectively, by: 

M0 0R 42y 

M = O 20Y 

Mz = 7r(RO+z) t2 CFy 

where I is the reduced section contact area at the plug-lid interface.  

These equations give a solution for z, at each step. The numerical formulation can be found in Appendix C with a copy of the Fortran program used for the resolution. Solution of the equations shows (see Figures V-3 and V-4) that the velocity of the lid, V, increases with time until it equals the plug-spent fuel cask velocity V'. The model predicts that V' is quite equal to V0 : this observation 
show that the first phase of motion plays an unimportant role for our case of heavy stricker. Thus, 1 never becomes zero and a plug failure is not predicted. At 
that point of the model, the lid will continue to stretch as a membrane with ben
ding continuing to occur at the hinge position z.
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V.2. Stage H: membrane deformation 

The situation is illustrated in Fig. V-2(c). To simplify the calculations, Wood
ward assumes here that at the projectile radius the target material yields in ten
sion across the full section of the lid. The membrane force F is then: 

F = ntR 0 lCY 

and the bending moment at the plug-lid interface is zero.  

At the hinge position z, the full plastic moment Mz has the same expression 
as in stage I. However, because of the membrane force F a reduced moment M'z 
acts which is given in terms of Mz as: 

M z = Mz(1- (Ro+Z)t 

The equation for angular and linear momentum in stage II are: 
1 2 1 2 1 1MzAVcos0 + 4moRozAVcosO + - roz (R0 + 4 Z) AVCOS0 

= -(M'z + FzsinO) At 

1 2 1 1 m0  2 

MAV+ ImoRoAV+ ImoZ (R 0 + z) AV+ (Ro+z)VAz = 0 

where 
0 is the angle through which the lid is bent 
At is the time step 
AV is the change in velocity, and 
Az the change in hinge position.  

Terms of the type AzAV have been ignored. As z is known at the start of 
stage II, previous equations can be solved for AV and for Az at each time step.  
Thus at each time step the moments, change in velocity, change in hinge position 
and the new angle 0 are calculated (see Appendix C). The clamping of the lid is 
taken into account by limiting the hinge position z to that of the edge.
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V.3. Failure criterion ( 
As the plate deforms as a membrane in stage II, and there is already a redu

ced section at the plug-lid interface due to shearing in stage 1, the expected 
failure is a tensile fracture at that point (r = R0). Woodward introduces a failure 
criterion to calculate the amount of membrane stretching before fracture 

Woodward consideres a simplified linear strain hardening behaviour of the 
plate, with the form: 

where 
a is the flow stress at an engineering strain e 
a and 3 are constants.  

The final expression given by Woodward for the mean strain is given in terms 

of the strain at Ro by (see [16]): 

m [a(c•2E ) log a 

At fracture, c can be replaced by ef, the fracture strain in tension of the mate
rial. Thus this equation gives a value for the mean membrane strain in the mate
rial at fracture in terms of the material characteristics cc, f0 and ef which can be 
found by fitting the material stress-strain characteristics (see [17]) to the equa
tion: 

S= 0.005 in/in is taken in the program which is a very conservative value for 
this type of stainless steel.  

In stage II, the change in angle AO in each step is converted into an increment 
of length in the region of dishing of width z and into an increment of mean mem
brane strain Asm. At each step the cumulative mean membrane strain within the 
dished region is summed till: 

log a= a cr 

At this point the reactor lid is considered perforated due to fracture at the 
periphery of the plug. With the program described in Appendix C, the final value 
of em stay under the critical value ecr and the integrity of the lid is predicted for 
local shearing and global tensile failure by considering only the middle plate.  
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V.4. Discussion and comparison with another failure criterion 

Figures V-3, V-4 and V-5 give the results for the two stages. As said before, 
the first phase of motion plays not an important role because of the high weight 
of the spent fuel container. The maximal deflection is 1.09 inches. Neither plug
ging failure, nor failure in the middle plate of the lid is predicted and this is 
found with a simplified model where the energy absorbed in the upper part of the 
structure is not taken into account.  

-The critical energy required for petalling of the 1.5 in. plate is 40% higher 
than the impact energy.  

-The plugging capacity estimation with this model is very lower than the pre
dictions found in Part mI: for both calculations, the safety coefficient is high.  

Nevertheless, the Woodward criterion depends on the values a, P and q-f 
which rely on testing. In reference [18], another criterion is presented without 
this simplified approach of the material properties. The failure load could be 
determined by a limit assigned to the deflection: according to several tests, a 
maximal deflection of 2% of the diameter gives a failure load near to the experi
mental limit load. This rule is accepted in several Codes on plastic design and is 
very conservative.  

The impact velocity boundaries as a function of the impacted plate thickness 
are presented in Figure IV-6. Figure IV-7 shows the effect of impact velocity on 
failure mode. At high velocity, plugging occurs, while petalling due to fracture 
takes place at low velocity.  

In our case, considering the Woodward failure criterion, the middle plate of the 
reactor lid could withstand a drop of the cask without fracture. If the maximal 
deflection criterion is considered, the middle plate of the lid is not enough thick 
for the impact velocity V0 = 8.025 fps. But even with a fracture in this plate the 
core would not be damaged: a severe failure of the structure would be necessary.  
With the total thickness of stainless steel (= 3.5 in.), the failure would not occur.  
Referring to [11] (pages 207-214), the three layers with a thickness of 0.5, 1.5 
and 1.5 in. separated and clamped together behave more well than the equivalent 
thickness in a single layer: the perforation energy required for the actual struc
ture is higher than the energy for a 3.5 in. plate and the reactor lid is well desi
gned to ensure the integrity of the core..  

The integrity of the structure is predicted with this procedure where two load 
criterions are proposed. According to Woodward, this approach is very simpli
fied in many aspects. The method provided however a global picture of the most 
predictible damage process for heavy drop and low velocity range.
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FIGURE V-3(a) 
Penetration model - Phase 1 
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FIGURE V.4 
Perforation model - Phase 2 
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FIGURE V-5 
Perforation model - Phase 2 
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FIGURE V-6 
Failure criterion
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VI.DISCUSSION 

VI. 1. Impacts near supports 

Experimental tests were conducted by several researchers which show that the impact energy required for both cracking and perforation decrease when a structure is struck by a mass near to the supports. The empirical equation (4) exposed in the Part II, which was obtained for impacts at the mid-span, could be modified by replacing L by L.( I - ý ) where ý = r/a and r is the radial distance from the centre. The energy absorbing capacity of the middle plate of the lid is smaller when ý increases but the cask kinetic energy is still lower than the criti
cal energy.  

4.2. Lead mechanical behaviour 

The impact behaviour of multilayered structure was not taken into account in the different studies. A simplified model, the middle plate of the lid, was adopted. This section examines the accuracy of this assumption.  

Clearly, concerning the local penetration and local shear damage modes, the simplified structure provides overconservative results. On the other hand, this is perhaps not the case for the hole enlargement or the global response of the struc
ture.  

The stiffness D of the overall structure is much greater than D for the middle plate only (D =7.17 105 ft.lb and Deq = 9.75 107 ft.lb) as described in Part II.  However, the shear deflection of the lead core could increase the deflection of the tranversaly loaded structure. To quantify the contribution of the core, a approximate sandwich analysis exposed in [19] is useful to compare the maximal deflection in sandwich panel theory and bending theory for simply supported sandwich beams. This simple calculation focuses on the contribution of the lead to the deflection. We considere here a lead core 5" in thickness with   
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According to sandwich panel theory, the deflection can be divided into ben
ding deflection and shear deflection. The value for the simple geometry conside
red is given by the expression: 

5 PL3 1 PL 
p 384 EI 8 GA 

where 
P=applied force 
h = distance between center lines of opposite faces = 5.75 in 
c = core thickness = 5 in 
El = modulus of elasticity of lead =2 10 6psi 
Ef = modulus of elasticity of steel = 28 10° psi 

 
L = span length = lid diameter = 46 in 

El = E E Lc3 

EI= flexural rigidity of the sandwich panel = 2.73 109 ft.lb 
GLh2 

GA= 
C 

G=- E, -lead shear modulus 
2 (1 +v) 

n = Poisson's ratio = 0.41 

Thus: 

8 =6.5x108. p P 

The deflection with bending theory is: 

PL3 

b= 74.96 El 

Sb = 4.33X1078. P 

The deflection of the sandwich structure is approximatively 1.5 times as great 
as the deflection of the same structure with no shear deformation. This factor 
K = 1.5 shows that the lead core is relatively rigid in shear and that the deflection 
is close to the value which is given by ordinary theory.
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This simple evaluation of the lead behaviour in a sandwich beam is'not enough accurate to know the factor K corresponding to the reactor lid structure but it allows us to prove that the lid structure is well designed.  - concerning the local bending around an access hole, with the transformed flexural rigidity De, the maximal deflection 8 is 0.12 in. only. The shear deformation in the lead is not enough significant to have damage in the core: a plug would not go through the lid after impact.  
- concerning the Woodward penetration model and the petalling mode of failure, with the three stainless steel plates the energy required for fracture is more than 10 ft.lb (lower value found with the maximal deflection criterion) whereas the impact energy is only 3.104 ft.lb. This tolerance shows clearly that the fracturing process cannot be expected because the value of K is close to 1 showing that the deflection is close to the value which is given by ordinary theory, neglecting shear deformation.  

The simplified model used could be considered to provide overconservative 
results.  

VI.3. Stress concentration due to the holes in the plates 

In the plastic range the local yielding causes a redistibution of stresses, and the theoritical elastic stress concentration factor no longer describes the ratio of actual to nominal stresses accurately, since the actual stress is relatively lower compared to the nominal stress than it would be if the material remained elastic.  That is, the stress concentration factor is diminished in magnitude by local plastic flow, whereas the local strain is made larger than would be predicted by elastic theory. Mathematical solutions of elastic-plastic stress and strain distributions are relatively difficult to obtain. One must consider separate stress and strain concentration factors which depend on the shape of the stress-strain curve ahd the stress or strain level. Considering the high safety margin determined for each damage mode, the effect of the holes will not change the conclusion about the integrity of the reactor lid.  
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CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, the main objective is satisfied: the mostpredictible impact 
failure modes would not occur in case of an accidental drop of the fuel transfer 
cask.  

-An investigation of the energy absorbing capacity of the reactor lid predicts 
that localized damages would be limited especially local bending around the 
holes and local shear. For this scenario, the principle of virtual work is used to 
calculate the energy dissipated during plugging process.  

- Simple models are proposed to evaluate the impact depth penetration.  

-A two stages model is developed which allows deformation by plug shea
ring, bending and membrane stretching during perforation. It shows that a total 
structural failure is not possible 

- Energy absorption capability of the plugs provides the prediction that the 
impact would not cause severe damage. However, a testing procedure would 
give more informations on the mechanical properties of steel-clad lead structure.  

-All these methods provide conservative calculations. The margins with criti
cal energies or critical velocities allow us to extent the previous conclusions even if the limited effects of stress concentration on holes or shear deformation in the 
lead core are taken into account.
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APPENDIX A 

As in the Part 1I, we considere here the shape function w(r)=f(r).w0 with: 

r-b 3/4 f(r) = 1- )b 4 
a-b 

Strain hardening of the material is not considered and a Tresca criterion is used: 

Cyr = C0 = ay 

The expression of the plastic deformation is: 

E def =y Y 274 te r + T" ('r r + TO) rdr 

b 

where 

I aw2 

I d w "0- r dr 

By equating this strain energy absorbed in the middle plate of the lid, the maximal deflection around a central hole is obtained. For a plug diameter of 16 inches, the deflection is 0.74 in. The plug would not pass through the reactor lid 
after the cask impact.  
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APPENDIX B 

This appendix gives expressions of the various terms of the virtual work in 
the model of Langseth and Larsen exposed in Part III.  

Term 1: 

f 8FrdV = 2- ay [-dr ), + (df) 2 rdr8w 
V 0) 

= KwoSw 0 + P'0 8wo 

Term 2:

SOoSeodV = 21r Cy - rdrfw0 V 0)
= P" 0 Sw 0

2tram0 8o = P."oSW0 

Then the constants G, H and I and the unknown displacement w0 are determi
ned by matching the values and slopes at w0 =0 and wo = WE0: 

P 0 K 
Ký 

e 

K-Ke 
PO0
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PO 

K 
K 

e 

P 0  log K wEO = K-Kelg 
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APPENDIX C
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program woodward 
c 
c penetration model with two stages 
c unites MKSA 
c 
c notation 
c 
c vO=impact velocity 
c vl=velocity of the middle plate of the lid 
c v2=plug velocity 
c 
c rO=fuel transfer cask radius 
c aO=lid radius 
c hO=middle plate thickness 
c h=contact width at plug-lid interface 
c y=yield stress of stainless steel 304 
c g=cask mass 
c 
c defl=central deflection of the lid 
c prof=total depth penetration 
c w=depth penetration 
c z=hinge position 
c 
c q=shear force at the plug-lid interface 
c mO=moment at the plug-lid interface 
c mz=moment at the hinge position z 
c 
c fp--membrane force 
c mp=modified moment at the hinge position z 
c 
c deltat=time increment 
c temps,t=time 
c 
c eps=mean membrane strain 
c ecr=mean membrane strain at fracture 
c 
c 

dimension vl( 9 9 9 ),v2(999),z(999),w(999),defl(999),temps(9
9 9 ) 

dimension prof(999) 
real vl,v2,z,w,pi,delta,deltat,a,b,c,q,mO,mzmasse,g,temps,prof 
real rOaO,y,h,hO,vO,t,deflfpmpthetadeltavdeltaz,den 
real eps,alpha,beta,epsf,ecrllOdvdh,int 
integer i,ifin,k 

c 
c initialisations 
c 

vO=2.44 
dv=5*vO/100 
pi=3.14159265 
h=0.0381 
dh=5*h/10O 
hO=h 
y=241*10**6 
rO=0.4572 
aO=0.582676 
g=15*1000/1 .1023
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masse=2*pi*hO*8*10**3 
alpha=35*6.894757e6 
beta=((82-35)/0-005)*6.894757e6 
epsf=0.005 
eps=O.  
ecr=(alpha*(alpha+beta*epsf)/(beta**2*epsf)) 
ecr=ecr*log((alpha+beta*epsf)/alpha)-alpha/beta 
z(i)=O.  
i=l 
int=O.  
q=pi*rO*h*y/3**0.5 
mO=pi*rO*h**2*y/4 
mz--mO 
deltat=0.00000005 
do 10 t=0.00000001,0.1,deltat 

temps(i)=t 
a=3*q/4 
b=2*rO*q-(mO+mz) 
c=-3*rO*(mO+mz) 
delta=b**2-4*a*c 
z(i)=(-b+(delta)**.5)/(.2*a) 

C 
q--pi*rO*h*y/3**0.5 
mO=pi*rO*h**2*y/4 
mz=pi*(rO+z(i))*hO**2*Y/4 
int=int+2*q*deltat 

C new plug velocity 
C 

v2(i)=(-int+g*vO)/(g+masse*rO**2/2) 
c 
C new plate velocity 
c 

vl(i)=2*int/(masse*z(i)*(rO+z(i)/3)) 
c 
c depth penetration 
c 

w(i)=(v2(i)-v1(i))*deltat 
c 
c reduced section contact area at the interface 
c 

h=h-w(i) 
C 
c deflection and total depth penetration 
c 

if (i.ne.1)then 
defl(i)=defl(i-l)+vl(i)*deltat 
prof(i)=prof(i-l)+w(i) 

else 
defl(i)=vl(i)*deltat 
prof(i)=w(i) 

endif 
c 

ifin=i 
if ((v2(i)-vl(i).le.dv))then 

goto 100
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endif 
if (h.le.dh)then 

goto 500 
endif 
i=i+l 

10 continue 
c 
c membrane deformation 
c 
100 continue 

if (v2(i)-vl(i).le.dv)then.  
fp=pi*rO*h*y 
v1(i)=v2(i) 
w(i)=O.  
deltat=0.001 

50 if (vl(i).ge.0.005)then 
temps(i+I)=temps(i)+deltat 
mp=mz*(l-(rO*h/((rO+z(i))*hO))**2) 
theta=atan(defl(i)/z(i)) 

c 
c velocity variation 
c 

deltav=-(mp+fp*z(i)*sin(theta))*deltat 
den=(0.5*g*z(i)+0.25*masse*rO**2*z(i))*cos(theta) 
den=den+masse*z(i)**2*(rO+0.25*z(i))*cos(theta)/6 
deltav=deltav/den 
v1(i+1)=vl(i)-abs(deltav) 
v2 U+I) =vl U+1) 
w(i+l)=O.  

c 
c variation of the hinge position 
c 

deltaz=(2*g/masse+rO**2+z(i)*(rO+z(i)/3))*deltav 
deltaz=deltaz/((rO+2*z(i)/3)*vl(i+l)) 

c 
C limitation of the hinge position (clamped edges) 
c 

if (z(i).ge.aO)then 
z(i+l)=aO 
deltaz=O.  

else 
z(i+l)=z(i)+abs(deltaz) 

endif 
c 
c deflection 
C 

defl(i+l)=defl(i)+vl(i+l)*deltat 
mz=pi*(rO+z(i+l))*hO**2*Y/4 

c 
c mean membrane strain 
c 

10=defl(i)/sin(theta) 
theta=atan(defl(i+l)/z(i+l)) 
1=defl(i+l)/sin(theta) 
eps=eps+(l+(aO-z(i+l))-(10+(aO-z(i))))/l 
i=i+l
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if in=i-1 
goto 50 

else 
open(101,file=lvitl.dat;,status='unknown') 
do 21 k=lifinl 

write(101,201)vl(k) 
201 format(E10.5) 
21 continue 

close(101,status='keep') 
c 

open(102,file='vit2.datlstatus='unknown') 
do 22 k=lifinl 

write(102,202)v2(k) 
202 format(EIO.5) 
22 continue 

close(102,status='keep') 
c 

open(103,file='z.datlstatus='unknown') 
do 23 k=lifinl 

write(103,203)z(k) 
23 continue 

close(103,status='keep') 
c 

open(104,file='defl.datlstatus=lunknown') 
do 24 k=lifinl 

write(104,203)defl(k) 
continue 
close(104,status=lkeep') 

c 
open(105,file=ltemps.dat',status=lunknown') 
do 25 k=lifinl 

write(105,203)temps(k) 
25 continue 

close(105,status='keep') 
c 
203 format(EIO.5) 

endif 
endif 

c 
c plug formation 
c 
500 continue 

if (h.le.dh)then 
write(6,1(" plug formation-P) 

endif 
write(6,1("failure criterion-P) 
write(6,7)ecr 
write(6,7)eps 

7 format(E10.5) 
end



Response of the nuclear reactor top lid to a fuel transfer cask drop impact 

APPENDIX D 

METRIC CONVERSION FACTORS

TO CONVERT FROM: 

foot 

inch 

kip (1000 Ibs) 
kip/inch 2 (ksi) 

pound-force 

pound-force/inch2 (psi) 

ton

TO: MULTIPLY BY: 

m 0.3048 

m 2.54 x 10-2 

N 4.448 ýx103 

Pa 6.894 x 106 

N 4.448 

Pa 6.894 ýx103 

kg 9.017 x 102

C

(__
70
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NUCLEAR REACTOR LABORATORY

AN INTERDEPARTMENTAL CENTER OF 
UI MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

LIN-WEN HU 138 Albany Street, Cambridge, MA 02139-4296 Activation Analysis 
Reactor Relicensing Engineer Telefax No. (617)253-7300 Coolant Chemistry 

Telephone No. (617)258-5860 Nuclear Medicine 
Email: lwhu@mit.edu Reactor Engineering 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: MITR Files 

FROM: Lin-Wen Hu 

DATE: June 23, 1999 

RE: Spill of Heavy Water 

1. A spill/leak of heavy water accident scenario is assumed as follows: 
a. the diameter of the spill area is 6 ft, 
b. the heavy water temperature is at 55'C, and the relative humidity is 20%, 
c. tritium concentration in the heavy water is 5 Curies per liter, and 
d. the reactor ventilation system is operating during the accident.  

2. It is calculated that the total volume of the heavy water evaporated during 24 hours would 
be 120 liter, or a total activity of 600 Curies. In the emergency plan, it was calculated that 
using 3150 Curies would have to be released in order to attain the level of 100 EC 
(effluent concentration, 1 EC=l x 10-' IiCi/ml for tritium in air in unrestricted areas) or 15 
mrem. This result is obtained using a containment building ventilation flow rate of 
8600cfm and a conservative dilution factor of 900. Therefore, the calculated 24-hour 
release of 600-Curie tritium would correspond to 20 EC or 3 mrem off-site exposure.

3. The MathCAD worksheet is attached to this memo.



saturated steam properties 

i:= 0.. 20 1:= 1.10 5 M := 1-10 6 

Ti:= Pi:= v i := hfgi:= 

290 0.01918-1 69.74 0.01434 2.461 -m 

29-1 0.02043-1 6l5.6-8 0.01523 2.459-m 

292 0.02176-1 1.8-9 0.01616 2.456.-m 
293- 0.02315-1 58.35 0-' .01714 2.454r-m 

294 0.02463-1 55.05 0.01817 2.451 -m 

295 0.02619-1 51.96 0.01925 2.449'-r 

296 0.02783-1 49.07 0.02038 2.447 -r 

297 0.02957-1 46.37 0.02157 2.444 -r 

29-8 0.03139-1 43.82 0.02282 2.442.-r 

299 0.03331-1 41.42 0.02414 2.439-rn 

300 0.03533-1 39.15 0.02554 2.437 -r 

301 0.03746-1 37.05 0.02700 2.434-rn 

302 0.03971-1 35.07 0.02851 2.432-rn 

303 0.04206-1 33.21 0.03011 2.430 -m 

304 0.04454-1 31.46 0.03179 2.427 -m 

305 0.04714-1 29.81 0.03355 2.425 -m 

306 0.04987-1 28.26 0.03539 2.423 -m 

307 0.05274-1 26.81 0.03730 2.421 -m 

308 0.05576-1 25.44 0.03931 2.418.-m 

309 0.05892-11 24.1-6 0.04139 2.416.-m 

310 0.06224-1 22.95 0.04357 2.414--m



D20 Evaporation Calculations

(Ref: Heat and Mass Transfer by A. Mills, 1995, pp:858-8 5 9) 

assume that diameter of the leak is 6 ft

6-12"2.54 De:= 
100 

Mh2o:= 18

Sc:= 0.61 Patm:= 101330 R := 8314 g := 9.8

Mair:= 29 vair := 15.66-10-6

Pls(Ts) := linterp(T,P,Ts) 

Ple(RH,Te) := RHklinterp(T,P,Te) 

ps(Ts) :Pls(Ts) Mh2o 
R.Ts 

Ple(RH,Te)-Mh2o 
ple(RH,Te) := RTe

2sTs :=(Patm - Pls(Ts))-Mair 
R-Ts 

p2e(RHTe) (Patm- Ple(RH,Te))-Mair 
R .Te

ps(Ts) := pls(Ts) + p2s(Ts) 

pe(RH,Te) := ple(RH,Te) + p2e(RH,Te) 

Ap(Ts,Te,RRH) := pe(RH,ITe) - ps(Ts) mls(Ts) := pls(Ts) 

ps(Ts)
mle(RH,Te) := ple(RH,Te) 

pe (R-I, Te)

pavg(Ts,Te,RI)= pe(RH,Te) + ps(Ts) 

2 

Gr(TsTeRH):= Ap(TsTeR -.) .D 

\pavg(Ts,Te,RH) ] (vair)2 

Sh(Ts,Te,RH) := 0.14.(Gr(Ts,Te,RH)-Sc)
3 

flux(Ts,Te,RH) := (pavg(Ts,Te,RH)).(vair) Sh(Ts,Te,RH) 
So De 

Gloss(Ts,Te,RH) :=-i-De2-3600'0.2642-flux(Ts,Te,RH)-(mls(Ts) - mle(RH,Te)) 
4 

coolant loss per hour from evaporation (gals)

Gloss(328,298,0.2) = 1.113



PM 4.5 
Page 3 of 11 

to this type of accident is some depleted and slightly-enriched uranium as 

well as the possibility of up to 106 curies of solid-form materials (Z=3-83) 

irradiated at other facilities. These items are, in terms of volume, quite 

small and are stored either in hot cells or in other areas where fires are both 

unlikely and readily extinguishable. (Note: Although 106 curies are 

allowed, the actual amount on-site has never exceeded a few curies. If the 

inventory were to increase significantly, the need for additional procedures 

would be considered.) 

(e) Loss of Radioactive Material Control: This type of accident includes such 

things as spills of primary coolant, leakage from the heavy water reflector, 

and sample failures. The curie content of the primary coolant is so low that 

a spill within the containment building does not pose any conceivable hazard 

to the environment. Similarly, sample malfunctions, which are discussed 

above under experiment failure, are not a threat to the environment. A spill 

of heavy water is of concern because of the tritium content of the heavy 

water. The EC for tritium concentrations in air in unrestricted areas is 
I. 10-7 p.Ci/ml. Using this value, a conservative dilution factor of 900, and 

a containment building ventilation flow rate of 8600 cfm, it is apparent that 

approximately 3150 curies of tritium would have to be released in order to 

attain the level of 100 EC (15 mrem) over twenty-four hours, which 

constitutes the least severe class of emergency, "Notification of Unusual 

Events." (Note: Refer to section 4.7.2.2 of this plan for the derivation of 

the dilution factor.) As a consequence, if the tritium concentration were at 

its eventual equilibrium value of approximately 5 curies per liter and if all of 

the amount spilled evaporates at once, a spill of 630 liters would have to 

occur in order for a level of 100 EC to be reached. Such a situation is 

unlikely because the heavy-water reflector is a closed system that is well

designed and built. It is monitored by both leak detectors sensitive to a few 

drops of moisture and a level alarm system that will trip if approximately 10 

liters are lost. Furthermore, the assumption that all the spilled material 

evaporates at once is incorrect. The amount that could evaporate before the 

spill was detected and contained is most likely to be several percent of the 

spilled volume. Thus, the entire volume of the system could be lost without 

concentrations of 100 EC in the surrounding unrestricted area being 

reached.

APR 30 1997SR#-0-96-16
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I. INTRODUCTION 

l.a. Foreword 

This is the safety evaluation report for an in-pile loop facility 

designed to simulate core coolant chemistry of a boiling water reactor 

(BWR). The loop will be used to carry out research into the effects of 

radiolysis and chemical additions (hydrogen, for example) on coolant 

composition (oxygen and hydrogen peroxide concentration, for example), 

as part of a program to evaluate the effect of the coolant environment 

on the corrosion of materials. Loop construction and operation are 

funded by the Electric Power Research Institute and the Empire State 

Electric Energy Research Corporation.  

The objective of this report is to present a summary description 

of the design and operating procedures of the BWR Coolant Chemistry Loop 

(BCCL) in sufficient detail, and with supporting analyses, to demon

strate that it can be operated safely within the envelope of applicable 

MIT Reactor Technical Specifications. Considerable reliance upon, and 

reference to, the SER for the companion PWR loop will be made (I), 

because of the many features shared in common (in-pile containment thim

ble, in-core heater bath). As will be seen, the major difference 

addressed in this report is the need for steady-state in-core boiling in 

the BCCL.  

(1) MITNRL-020 (2/13/87), and supplements thereto, in their most recent 
revisions, PCCL (4/19/88) and Large Circulating pump (10/24/88).



1.b. General Description of BWR Loop 

l.b.l. Introduction 

The design of the BWR loop has evolved through the operation of 

two full-scale laboratory mockups, by Oliviera (1) and by Baeza (2).  

Many of the components will be used as-is in the in-pile version, now 

under construction. Figure 1.1 is a schematic of the major features of 

the BWR Coolant Chemistry Loop (BCCL) which will be operated in the MIT 

Reactor. As can be seen, it is a once-through system: high-purity 

feedwater is pumped from out-of-pile through the in-pile Zircaloy core 

section, where approximately 10 weight percent boils; the effluent is 

then separated in an outlet plenum and taken out-of-pile for analysis, 

and ultimate re-use. It is similar in many respects to the by-now

familiar PWR loop shown in Fig. 1.2. In particular, the in-core section 

is physically identical. The major difference elsewhere is the substi

tution of titanium for stainless steel and Inconel as the principal con

struction material.  

1.b.2. Design details 

Figures (1.3) through (1.8) show additional details of the BCCL; 

Table 1.1 summarizes system parameters of interest. The overall layout 

is sketched in Fig. 1.3. Starting on the right: cold feedwater is 

(1) C. Oliveira, "Design and Proof-of-Principle Testing of an In-Pile 

Loop to simulate BWR Coolant Chemistry," Nuclear Engineer's Thesis, 

MIT Nuclear Engineering Department, December 1987.  

(2) J. Baeza, "Refinement of an In-Pile Loop for BWR Chemistry Studies," 

S.M. Thesis, MIT Nuclear Engineering Department, January 1989.



FIGURE 1.1: SCHEMATIC OF IN-PILE BWR COOLANT CHEMISTRY 
SIMULATION LOOP
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TABLE 1.1 

SELECTED BCCL DESIGN AND OPERATING PARAMETERS

Outlet Plenum Volume (water + steam) 

Plenum Pressure and Temperature 

Downcomer Plenum Volume 

Feedwater Flow Rate 

Core Section (Zircaloy U-Tube) Inlet T 
Length of In-core U-Tube 
Maximum Core Effluent Steam Quality 

In-Pile Electric Heater Rating 

Feedwater Electric Heater Rating 

Maximum H2 Content in Feedwater 

In-core Dose Rates, neutron 
(Mean, in H2 0) gammas 

Operating Temperature of Hotwell Tank (max) 

Rating of Heat Exchangers Regenerative 
Non-regenerative 

Void/Reflood Reactivity of In-Core U-Tube

1200 cc 

1000 psia, 545°F 

55 cc 

3000 cc/min 

530°F 
48 in 

15 w/o 

20 kW 

20 kW 

2 cc/kg 

4 x I10 R/hr - - 1.6 w/g 
4 x 109 R/hr - - 1.6 w/g 

100°F 

36 kW 
7.5 kW 

0.042% _k - 5.4 c k

I,
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pumped by a charging pump rated at > 1200 psi at a rate of approxi

mately 3 liters per minute through a regenerative heat exchanger, and 

electrically heated feedwater heater to the in-pile thimble. The same 

total mass of water, as steam and liquid at - 300*C, is then brought 

back out of the MITR core tank, where the two effluent streams are com

bined, lose heat in the regenerative and non-regenerative heat ex

changers, and are returned to the hotwell tank.  

The similarity to the PWR system has already been noted, but there 

are differences: the main ones are summarized in Table 1.2. These dif

ferences and other details of the BCCL are elaborated upon in the para

graphs which follow.  

l.b.3. Containment thimble 

Of perhaps greatest interest are the differences in the contain

ment thimble, since it is the actual interface between the MITR core and 

coolant and the subject experiment. The material of construction (alu

minum) and all shapes/dimensions are the same as the PWR thimble except 

(see Fig. 1.4): 

(a) the PWR shot port has been eliminated and replaced by a circumfer

ential, (metal) gasketed, bolted flange.  

(b) a second elliptical thimble section has been added to the bottom to 

increase the dose rate in the loops' ex-core "downcomer plenum." 

The streaming snout terminates several inches above the fueled 

region of the MITR core, is beveled at its bottom, and positioned such 

that "shadowing" of adjacent core fuel assemblies, from the emergency 

cooling spray, is minimized: see Figs. 1.5 and 1.6. Thus no interfer

ence in either normal core coolant flow or emergency core spray reflood 

should take place.



TABLE 1.2

SUMMARY OF SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES 
BETWEEN BWR AND PWR LOOPS

Item 

Aluminum 
containment 
thimble 

In-core 
heater bath 

" Thimble 
internals 

" Makeup/letdown 
system 

" Charging, dis
charge tanks 

" Operating con
ditions/pro
cedures 

Handling facili
ties and equip
ment

Similarities 

Same fill gas, pres
sure relief system, 
main structural com
ponents.  

Identical; same heater, 
Ti sheath.  

Similar tank construc
tion.  

" same temperature 

Identical

Differences 

Flange in transition 
region, additional short 
elliptical section for 
enhanced streaming to 
plenum, no shot port.  

Zircaloy-2 U-tube in 
place of Zircaloy-4.  

"* Larger exit plenum in 
BWR, with steam/water 
interface and level 
measurement system.  

"* No recirculating pump 
in BWR loop.  

"* Insulating shot 
(quartz gravel) in 
place of conducting 
shot (copper).  

"* Local sample extrac
tion taps for out-of
pile analysis.  

Substantially different: 
"* BWR flow rate - 600 x 

higher, and - 10 w/o 
of effluent is steam.  

"* BWR has heat ex
changers, feedwater 
heater.  

"* Water is returned to 
charging tank and re
cycled.  

Substantially different: 
"• Steady-state boiling 

in-core 
"* Substantially lower 

pressure (1000 psi 
vs. 2200 psi).  

"• Shorter runs.  
" Attended runs.
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1.b.4 Chemistry control features 

Figure 1.7 shows the chemistry control system for the loop. Of 

main interest here is that for some tests a small concentration 

(m 0.2 ppm - 2 cc/kg) of hydrogen gas (in a hydrogen-helium mixture to 

give a total hotwell tank overpressure of - 15 psia) will be main

tained. A system for addition of ppb-ppm levels of trace elements to 

the feedwater is also provided, but will probably not be used in the 

first round of tests. In place of* the deposition monitor of the PWR 

loop, we instead have two Nal detectors to measure N-16 activity in the 

steam and water phases extracted from in-pile.  

Finally, Fig. 1.8 shows the special chemical sample extraction 

features built into the BCCL. Here small side streams (roughly equiva

lent to the PWR loop let-down stream) are cooled in situ (by cold

sinking them to the thimble wall) and then led out of pile for analy

sis. Table 1.3 summarizes the initial campaign planned for the loop: a 

succession of short runs (on the order of hours) to study the radiolysis 

chemistry of BWR coolant - particularly H 2 0 2 concentrations, since this 

constituent is thought to aggravate stress corrosion cracking.
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TABLE 1.3

PROPOSED BWR LOOP TEST MATRIX

WATER CHEMISTRY *

A 
Ist 2-wk 
sequence 
of runs

B 
2nd 

sequence 
of runs

C 
3rd 

sequence 
of runs

D 
4th 

sequence 
of runs

ppm H2 : FULL HWC -1/4 H 2  -1/2 H 2 
(Loop feedwater) Normal WC (-0.15 ppm) to give to give 

10-20 to give specified specified 
Runs + ppb H2  approx. interme- interme

-230 mV diate ECP diate ECP 
ECP 

I Downcomer exit H2 0 
Core effluent H2 0 

(a) Full Flow 
(transit time) X X X X 

(b) 1/2 Flow X X X X 
(c) 1/4 Flow X X X X 

II Bypass 
(i.e. core at very 
low power & flow) 

(a) Full Flow X X X X 
(b) 1/2 Flow X X X X 
(c) 1/4 Flow X X X X 

III Rerun I (core) 
but at 
(a) Lower heat 

flux X X X X 
(b) Lower dose rate 

(MITR power) X X X X 

IV Downcomer 
(a) 1/2 Dose Rate X X X X 
(b) 1/4 Dose Rate X X X X

MEASUREMENTS: ECP, H202, 
runs; also 
anions (by

H2 , 02, N-16 in 
pH, conductivity 

Ion Chromatography)

steam and water, for 
and cations (by AA)

NOTE: The two-week-long BWR experimental campaigns are planned to 
run in alternation with approximately one-month-long PWR loop 
runs. Thus, this set of BWR tests could be completed in about 
six months under such a scenario.

all 
and

I

I

I



2. SAFETY-RELATED ASPECTS OF DESIGN AND OPERATION 

2.a. Conventional Considerations 

2.a.l. Introduction 

Accident scenarios for the BWR loop parallel those of its PWR 

counterpart in most respects, differing primarily in details which have 

no significant impact on ultimate safety. In the subsections which 

follow, four such categories are evaluated: 

(1) Loss of coolant flow 

(2) In-thimble leakage 

(3) Hydrogen release 

(4) Radiation exposure 

By inference, items not addressed here are judged not to be of 

safety significance - with the exception of reactivity-related aspects 

which raise sufficient questions to deserve attention in a separate sec

tion of their own (See Section 2.b).  

2.a.2. Loss of coolant flow 

As with the PWR loop, this is the type of incident having the 

highest probability of occurrence. The end result is the same: the 

in-core lead heater bath temperature increases until the redundant over

temperature trip cuts off electric heater power, following which gamma 

heat is safely rejected by passive means (radiation and conduction to 

the thimble wall, and thus to the MITR-II coolant). The intervening 

sequence differs somewhat in detail, however.  

In the PWR loop loss of flow refers to the canned-rotor circulat

ing pump, since its out-of-pile charging/pressurization pump cannot pro

vide enough coolant by feed and bleed to remove significant heat by 

forced circulation. In the BWR loop, on the other hand, the charging/



pressurization pump supplies all of the coolant flow. So long as this 

pump operates, even if the loop is fully depressurized, some 15 kW of 

heat removal capacity will be available. If interrupted for more than 

roughly one minute, however, the loop will boil dry, and overtemperature 

will follow shortly. While the pump is accessible, the short time 

interval before restart is required limits the nature of corrective 

actions to those which can be automated, such as restoration or substi

tution of power following an outage.  

Since the BWR loop is made up of insulated components inside the 

in-pile thimble, its internal heat rejection capacity is limited - un

like the PWR loop, whose "steam generator" section can easily and 

passively reject 15 kW at 600°F. Thus for all heat loads above about 

5 kW, the BWR loop relies upon the regenerative and (especially) the 

non-regenerative heat exchangers in its out-of-pile auxiliary systems, 

for which the ultimate heat sink (shared with the out-of-pile test tank) 

is a coolant system linked to the MITR-II secondary cooling system.  

Failure of the circulating pump in this heat sink loop will therefore 

require shutting down the loop. Since several minutes' warning will be 

available, this can easily be done by manually shutting off power to the 

in-pile electric heater using the switch provided in the reactor control 

room.  

Although the final line of defense is automatic heater cutoff 

triggered by lead bath overtemperature, it is worth noting that the 

first line of defense - loop operator action - will be enhanced for the 

BWR loop, since it will be staffed by a crew of attendants during most 

operations. Unlike the FWR loop, which is designed to operate at steady 

state unattended for month-long runs, the BWR loop will be run in a



succession of short runs during which a number of on-the-spot chemistry 

analyses will be carried out. Thus it is quite likely that corrective 

action can be initiated to interrupt potential accident scenarios before 

any automatic protective systems are required to operate.  

2.a.3. In-thimble leakage 

The concern here is whether a rapid large leak could overpres

surize the aluminum containment thimble. It is concluded that this will 

not occur for several reasons: 

(a) During normal operation the BWR loop contains approximately 
the same inventory of liquid water (600 g) as the PWR loop; 
its maximum inventory, when the outlet plenum is flooded (no 

steam/water interface) is 1000 g. The BWR loop, however, 
operates at a much lower pressure (1000 psia vs. 2200 psia).  

(b) The cold thimble wall can rapidly quench any steam it con
tacts: the entire loop inventory, if need be, within a few 
seconds (see appended estimates).  

(c) As with the PWR loop, ultimate protection is provided by the 
thimble relief valve (set to lift at 20 psia) and rupture 

disk (designed to break at 65 psia). The large area lid on 

the top of the thimble would also leak through its gasketed 
seal at several hundred pounds overpressure.  

Note that we cannot rely upon the attemperating effect of the 

copper shot bed used in the PWR loop. The quartz pebbles have a much 

longer time constant for heat absorption (-0.5 sec), and may be at a 

higher initial bed-average temperature (because of the insulating gap 

between the liner and thimble). Nevertheless, the other features of the 

BWR design more than compensate for this difference.  

Following the initial transient of a large leakage incident, the 

BWR loop response will differ significantly from that of its PWR 

counterpart. The normal feedwater charging rate for the BWR loop is 

approximately 3000 cc/min, about 600 times the feed and bleed rate for 

the PWR loop. Hence the BWR thimble internal void space can flood



within several minutes after initiation of leakage. No additional 

safety problems would ensue, but the consequences would be undesirable 

(e.g., shorting out of the in-pile electric heater). Thus consideration 

is being given to augmentation of the alarm system -indication of this 

incident (currently high humidity), by addition of an internal leak tape 

and a low loop pressure alarm, perhaps including an automatic heater 

shutoff. Note also that the thimble PRV/burst disk system will be 

designed to accommodate thimble overflow at the maximum charging rate.  

2.a.4. Hydrogen Combustion 

Hydrogen has not traditionally been added to the coolant in 

BWR's as it has in PWR's. Recently, however, hydrogen water chemistry 

has been implemented in an attempt to suppress oxygen, and thereby 

reduce the susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking of materials 

exposed to BWR coolant. It is in fact the evaluation of the efficacy of 

this fix (and confirmation of the scientific basis for it in terms of 

aqueous radiochemistry) which is the central focus of BWR loop design 

and operations.  

We see no problems not already addressed in the PWR loop SER, 

for the following reasons: 

(a) The nominal required concentration of H2 in BWR coolant is 
S2 cc/kg, an order of magnitude less than that in PWR cool

ant.  

(b) The makeup water system for the BWR loop is quite similar to 
that for the PWR loop, including the hydrogen cover gas/ 
sparging/recombiner subsystems.  

(c) The same in-containment limit on total hydrogen inventory 
per loop (-< 20 SCF) will be observed. (Note that in the 
future the PWR and BWR and/or IASCC loops may be operated 
simultaneously).



The most significant difference between the BWR and PWR loops is 

that the former has a makeup/discharge rate some 600 times the latter.  

This means that a large leak in the charging or letdown systems outside 

of the MITR-II core tank would vent hydrogen into the containment volume 

at a correspondingly higher rate. Even so that release would amount to 

only 360 cc of H2 (STP) per hour - a negligible amount which would be 

readily dissipated, and considerably less hazardous than, for example, a 

butane-filled cigarette lighter (compared on the basis of total energy 

release).  

2.a.5. Radiation Exposure 

In this category differences between the BWR and PWR loops will 

be negligible. Specific issues are as follows: 

The single largest dose contributor is the in-core section of 

the loop and thimble. Here the BWR and PWR assemblies are virtually 

identical (with the only, and trivial, difference being the substitution 

of Zircaloy-2 for Zircaloy-4 for the heater bath U-tube). Since BWR 

loop runs are to be two weeks in duration (compared to five weeks for 

the PWR), end-of-run dose rates should be considerably less.  

Handling doses for the remainder of the loop's components should 

be less because of the following considerations: 

(a) The BWR loop will be all-titanium construction (to avoid 
catalytic decomposition of peroxide formed during radioly
sis).  

(b) Crud deposition studies are not currently planned; hence the 

in-core section will not be disassembled for segmentation, 
decontamination and assay of Zircaloy U-tube deposits.  

(c) copper shot is replaced by quartz (Si02), which has much 
less radio-activation; and the quartz shot bed will not be 
drained after each run.



Here again the main difference comes from the higher letdown 

rate in the BWR loop. The increased flow rate and shorter transit time 

means that N-16 decay out of pile will comprise a more significant 

source (except when the version of the PWR loop employing an ex-tank 

circulating pump is used). Even so, dose rates are not significant.  

Extensive calculations have been made in the course of designing a sys

tem to measure N-16 in the steam and water effluents* and while count 

rates are more than adequate for measurement purposes, the corresponding 

addition to local exposure dose rate is less than -10 mr/hr at 1 meter.  

By comparison, the background dose rate at this location is approxi

mately 15 mr/hr. In addition, the subject discharge lines are heavily 

shielded in the detector assembly to reduce undesirable background from 

the MITR-II: this coincidentally reduces the contribution of loop N-16 

to passersby.  

Finally, since neither boron or lithium are added to BWR cool

ant, unlike the PWR situation, we will not have (a small amount of) 

tritium in the effluent.  

2.a.5. Section Summary 

In this section, a number of safety concerns for which there is 

a one-to-one parallel with comparable PWR loop features have been re

viewed. Although differing in detail, none of the issues addressed 

loss of flow, in-thimble leakage, hydrogen escape, and radiation expo

sure - appear to differ significantly as regards consequences. We con

clude that the BWR loop is at least as safe as its PWR counterpart.  

* Enhanced N-16 carryover in steam is a consequence of hydrogen water 

chemistry (thought to be in the form of ammonia, NH3 ). Hence measure
ment of this phenomenon is a major subtask in the planned research 
program.



In the following section the major difference between the two 

loops will be addressed: boiling in core - a low probability transient 

for the PWR loop, but a steady-state feature for the BWR loop.  

2.b In-Pile Boiling 

2.b.l. Introduction 

The obvious and major difference between the PWR and BWR loops 

is the intent to operate without steady-state boiling in the former, and 

with steady-state boiling in the later.  

While MITR-II technical specifications preclude boiling in core, 

it is clear [and has been formally so-interpreted (1)] that this refers 

to boiling in fueled assemblies, and not to boiling inside experiments.  

Moreover the total void/reflood reactivity difference for the PCCL and 

BCCL in-core coolant U-tubes is only about 0.042% AI/K (5.4 cents), as 

experimentally determined (2). This is well below technical specifica

tion limits for either secured Ak/k = < 5% or unsecured Ak/k < 0.2% 

experiments. Thus boiling is not a reactor safety issue per se. It is, 

rather, an issue related to the effect of boiling on ease of reactor 

operations in two respects: 

(a) reactivity instrumentation noise 

(b) spurious scrams due to intermittent short period indica
tions.  

Table 2.1 outlines the range of reactivity oscillations which 

boiling in the BCCL might encompass, during steady state operating con

ditions: background information essential to understanding these two 

issues.  

(1) J. Bernard memo to MITRSC Subcommittee for the Coolant Loop dated 
8/31/88, "Conduct of Experiments Involving In-Core Boiling." 

(2) K. Kwok memo dated 1/28/88, "PCCL" Reactivity Measurement Results 
Revision I."



TABLE 2.1

PARAMETER ENVELOPE FOR BCCL BOILING EFFECTS 

Feedwater Flow Rate*: 3000 cc/min = 50 cc/sec 

Steam Quality: 10 wt% 

Steam/Water Specific Volume Ratio: 20/1 (SAT @ 1000 psia) 

Volume of In-Pile Zircaloy U-Tube: 50 cc 

Thus one has: 

2 cc steam/i cc H2 0 exiting core 

I second core transit time 

Limiting Bubble frequencies: 

(a) 100 cc/steam, then 50 cc H2 0 every second for step reactivity of 
± 2.7 4 (5.4 4 peak to valley 0.042% Ak/k).  

(b) 1 100 ± 10 one cc steam bubles exiting the core each second with 
a core-average steam content of 20 ± 2 cc, to give noise of 
± 0.2 j at 1 100 Hertz (±0.0016% Ak/k).  

+ 

+

*NOTE: All values are approximate full flow, full power quantities.



2.b.2. Possibility of causing reactor scram 

The nature of the false scram concern is explained in Fig. 2.1.  

As shown there, step reactivity insertions of any magnitude involve ex

tremely short transient periods (in a purely mathematical sense) before 

reaching their asymptotic value. Thus an instantaneously responding 

period scram circuit would conceivably trip the reactor during virtually 

any and all power maneuvers. The actual circuit, however, has its own 

built-in time lag to avoid just such occurrences. The question, then, 

is whether loop boiling transients can somehow excite detectable periods 

of just the right type to dupe the period scram system. While this 

would not compromise reactor safety, it is clear that spurious chal

lenges to safety shutdown systems are undesirable, and if too frequent, 

would effectively prevent meaningful operation of the BWR loop for the 

intended purpose.  

2.b.3. Reactor noise 

With respect to the issue of steady state boiling noise, it is 

more difficult to establish a specific criterion for judging it to be 

innocuous. Clearly both amplitude and frequency are of interest.  

Table33\defines one such scenario: ± 0.2 c @ 100 Hz. Higher frequen

cies cannot be ruled out, but they would in general be associated with 

smaller amplitudes. Amplitude will surely be less than in a BWR reac

tor, where neutron flux variation related to boiling noise is m 5%.  

While both extremes discussed above appear tolerable, experi

mental verification is considered desirable. Hence a boiling experiment 

will be carried out using the PWR loop prior to BWR loop operations, and 

the results reported to the MITRSC.
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TABLE 3.1

SUMMARY OF SAFETY REALTED ASPECTS 
OF BWR LOOP OPERATIONS 

Comments

Hydrogen release "* External inventory: same as PWR.  
"* Internal inventory (dissolved in coolant) less 

than PWR.  
"* Discharged H2 is recycled, not vented.

Consensus: as safe or safer than PWR.

Leak inside thimble

Loss of coolant or 
coolant flow

Steady-state and/or 
transient boiling 
in-core

"• Loop pressure is much lower than PWR.  
"* Quartz shot has slower heat transfer, hence 

quenching must rely upon condensation by cold 
thimble wall.  

Consensus: Thimble rupture disk should protect 
against overpressure damage to thimble.  

"* Loop will boil dry, overtemperature will shut 
off electric heater, conduction and radiation 
will safely dissipate gamma heating.  

"• Since there is no internal heat sink analogous 
to steam generator tube section in PWR, wet 
heat rejection will not be effective.  

Consensus: Ultimate passive safety mode is 
exactly same as PWR - proven effective by 
demonstration.  

Note: This mode may be used as the normal dry 
layup mode between runs if the loop is left 
in-core.  

"* A total void/reflood Ap U 5.4 { and a steady 
state Ap variation of * 0.2 • must be accom 
modated (values to be established by in-pile 
tests with PWR loop).  

"* Max step Ap will not cause period scram.  
"* Boiling noise shown tolerable in experiments 

using PWR loop.  

Consensus: Operation will not lead to chal
lenges of MITR-II safety system.

Aspect



A final note is of interest. From a purely neutronic viewpoint, 

operation of the BCCL will be quite analogous to a classical rod oscil

lator experiment (1,2) in which a neutron absorber is used to measure a 

reactor's transfer function by subjecting it to a variable frequency 

reactivity perturbation (10-3_101 cycles/sec). This is often done one 

frequency at a time, but even more relevant here are experiments in 

which random sequences are used, capable of exciting many frequencies 

simultaneously (3).  

(1) A. E. Profio, "Experimental Reactor Physics," John Wiley & Sons, NY 
(1976).  

(2) J. M. Harrer, "Nuclear Reactor Control Engineering," D. Van Nostrand 
Co., NY (1963).  

(3) T. W. Kerlin, "Methods for Frequency Response Measurements in Power 

Reactors," in Dynamics of Nuclear Systems, D. L. Hetrick, ed., 
University of Arizona Press, Tucson (1972).



3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The project staff has completed its safety evaluation of the 

Boiling Water Reactor Coolant Chemistry Loop (BCCL), as documented in 

this report.  

As summarized in Table 3.1, in most safety-related aspects, the 

BWR loop differs only moderately in degree compared to its PWR counter

part. Moreover, differences often favor the BWR: e.g., its operating 

pressure is approximately 1200 psia lower.  

The major noteworthy difference between the two loops is the pres

ence of steady-state boiling in the in-core Zircaloy U-tube of the BWR.  

While measurements of the void/reflood reactivity change show that it is 

well within allowable limits (i.e. only 0.042% Ak/k), the uncertain 

frequency of the boiling noise and precisely how this will interact with 

MITR-II instrumentation has led us to recommend a proof-by-test approach 

to this aspect. Accordingly a low power boiling experiment is currently 

being planned for execution using the PWR loop. We anticipate that this 

will confirm the benign nature of BCCL operations. A report on this 

test will be prepared and circulated prior to requesting final 

permission for in-pile operations of the BWR loop, currently scheduled 

for the week beginning April 3, 1989.  

In this report we have not gone into detail on the safety instru

mentation and control systems because they are virtually identical to 

those on the PWR loop. Fundamentally, all high-severity scenarios, if 

not checked by intervening actions or events, lead to overtemperature 

of the in-pile lead heater bath - which then triggers (through redundant 

detection and control circuits) electric heater shutoff. The loop then 

need only reject approximately 6 kW of gamma heat - which can be accom-



plished by passive conduction and radiation without exceeding roughly 

1700*F in the heater bath and its contents.  

Baeza has drafted a preliminary list of incident response ac

tions, reproduced here as Table 3.2. More comprehensive operating and 

emergency procedures, paralleling those drafted for the PWR loop, will 

be prepared prior to in-pile operations.  

As a result of our review, it is concluded that there are no un

reviewed safety questions involved in operating the BCCL in the MITR-II.



TABLE 3.2

SUMMARY OF MAIN BCCL SAFETY EVENTS

SYMPTOMS
EXPERIMENTER 

ACTIONS

Charging pump failure/ 
Loss of coolant

Backpressure regulator 
failure 

Loop leak (small) 

Thimble leak (severe) 

NRHX cold side failure 

Float level meter 
failure

-- Reduction or no flow readings 
in any of 3 flowmeters 

-- Low loop pressure 
-- Eventual high lead bath tem

perature 

-- Low loop pressure 

-- Humidity increase 

-- Helium pressure decrease 
-- Humidity increase 

-- Loop temperature increase 

-- No output signal 
-- Turbine flowmeter over

speed or orifice flow
meter differential 
pressure decrease

-- Shut off heaters 
and charging pump

-- High T heater 
shut off

-- Shut off heaters.  
Place loop in 
standby mode.* 

-- Normal shutdown 
procedure 

-- Shut off heaters 
and open heater 
power breaker 

-- Notify operators 
and consider re
questing reactor 
shutdown 

-- Shut off heaters.  
-- Place loop in stand

by mode* 

-- Normal shutdown 
procedure

*In standby mode cooling water is circulated through the loop by the main charging pump at low temperature 
to remove nuclear heat (electric heaters off).

EVENT
AUTOMATIC 

ACTIONS



APPENDIX A 

Condensation on Thimble Wall 

Steady state condensation relations are of the form (1): 

1/4 

Nu =1.13 
L 

L Ja 

where 

Ja = Jakob number = AHL/AHv, ratio of enthalpy rise of liquid 
water (between wall and saturation temperatures) to 
enthalpy of evaporation.  

Pr = Prandtl number for liquid water at TFILM 

GrL = Grashof number = gp 2 L3 /N 2 , also for liquid water at 

TFILM (this form valid because 8pAT = Ap - p) 

TFILM = 1/2 (TWALL + TSAT) 

For TWALL = 100*F and TSAT at 1000 psia, the above expressions 
yield 

GrL = 1.66 x 1015 NuL = 7800 

Pr = 1.1 h = 520 BTU/hr ft 2 oF 

Ja = 0.73 

and for a 3.5 inch ID, 6 ft long thimble section the heat removal 

accounts for condensation at a rate of 0.54 lb/sec.  

This estimate should be taken as a rough approximation only, 

because of several approximations: 

(1) C. J. Geankoplis, Transport Processes: Momentum, Heat, and Mass, 
Allyn and Bacon, Inc., Boston (1983).



(a) It applies in the laminar regions; turbulence will lead to 
substantial increases.  

(b) It applies to the steady state; condensation will be much more 
rapid in the initial transient period.  

(c) On the other hand, the retarding effect of non-condensible gas 

(here = 2 atm. of He) is neglected.  

Nevertheless, the presence of a fairly rapidly acting and effective 

heat sink is evident.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

a) Foreword 

This is the safety evaluation report for an in-pile loop facility 

designed to simulate the primary coolant system of a pressurized water 

reactor (PWR). The loop will be used to carry out research into the 

effects of coolant chemistry on the transport and deposition of corrosion 

product radionuclides as part of a program to develop means for the 

reduction of maintenance doses in the nuclear utility industry. Loop 

construction and operation are funded by the Electric Power Research 

Institute and the Empire State Electric Energy Research Corporation; loop 

conceptual design has been funded in-house and by a research project sup

ported by regional utilities (Boston Edison, PSE&G, and Duke Power) under 

the Electric Utility Program of the MIT Energy Laboratory. This program

also calls for the design and operation of a loop simulating BWR condi

tions; however, the BWR loop will be covered by a separate submission.  

The objective of this report is to present a summary description of 

the design and operating procedure of the PWR Coolant Chemistry Loop 

(PCCL) in sufficient detail, and with supporting analyses, to demonstrate 

that it can be operated safely within the envelope of applicable MIT 

Reactor Technical Specifications. To this end, a number of topics will 

be emphasized, including the effect of the PCCL on core reactivity, 

energy dissipation following loss of normal energy removal capability, 

the consequences of leakage, and hydrogen handling.  

b) General Description 

1) In-pile loop design 

The guiding design philosophy in the development of the PCCL 

concept has been to simulate all important PWR primary coolant system
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parameters (e.g., pressure, temperature, velocity, materials, surface 

area ratios, etc.) as closely as possible, as summarized in Table 1.1, 

but at a greatly reduced scale: on the order of 105 smaller. Despite 

being quite small on a macroscopic basis, good simulation of a PWR 

coolant flow unit cell (steam generator tube--inter-fuel-pin channel) is 

achieved on approximately a one-third scale. The resulting design is 

depicted schematically in Fig. 1.1. It is a relatively simple layout 

consisting mainly of 0.25 inch ID tubing, containing less than 0.5 liter 

of coolant circulated at approximately 1-2 gpm with a canned rotor 

pump. An electric heater supplies 10-20 kW of energy to the Zircaloy 

in-pile segment. The system is externally pressurized using a positive 

displacement diaphragm-type pump plus backpressure valve--a practice 

proven in many years of out-of-pile autoclave experiments operated at 

MIT, Westinghouse, and General Electric.  

Features which are particularly significant from a safety viewpoint 

are as follows: 

The entire loop is encapsulated by an aluminum thimble of 

2 inches diameter in-core (where it is housed in a dummy fuel 

element), increasing to 4 inches above the core, topped by a pod 

containing the pump. The thimble atmosphere is helium gas at 

< 50 psi, and the thimble is protected from overpressurization by 

a pair of 100 psi relief valves. Relief valves also protect the 

loop itself against > 2,500 psia (see Section 2.a).  

Energy is added to the in-core section of the loop, a Zircaloy 

U-tube, by electric resistance heaters immersed in a small lead 

bath surrounding the U-tube. Calculations and confirmatory 

experiments have shown that when electrtic heat is shut off,



TABLE 1.1: COMPARISON OF PWR AND PCCL PARAMETERS 

Representative MIT PCCL* 
PWR

1. Designed to Match Virtually Exactly 

Pressure, psia 

Temperature: high/low, OF 

Flow velocity in core, ft/s 

Thermal neutron flux, n/cm2 -s 

Core heat flux, Btu/h-ft
2 

Steam generator heat flux, Btu/h-ft
2 

Purification rate, sys. vols/m

2,240 

605/547 

14 

2xlO 13 

180,000 

67,000 

10-3 hen

2. Other Comparisons of Significance 

Steam generator: 

Tube velocity, ft/s 21 

Reynolds Number 7.4xi0 5 

Nusselt Number 1,100 

Length/diameter ratio 940 

Axial T gradient *F/in 0.08 

Area ratio SG/core 2.7 

Core: 

Reynolds Number 5xlO5 

Nusselt Number 770 

Length/diameter ratio 270 

Axial T gradient, *F/in 0.4 

Fast neutron flux, n/cm2 -s 2xlO1 4 

Loop transit time, s 15 

*At maximum power (20kW) maximum flow (2 gpm); operating 

be changed for specific experiments.

hence same T, 
H20 density, 
viscosity 

hence same 
fluid shear 

hence real-time 
activation 

hence same film 
AT 

.ce, same 
exogenous sink 
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gamma heating by the MITR at full power can be safely dissipated 

by radiation from the wall of the titanium bath can to the cold 

aluminum thimble wall (see Appendix l.a).  

* Energy (< 20 kW) is normally rejected by conduction through a bed 

of copper shot to the thimble wall, and thence to the pool of MITR 

coolant in the region well above the core (see Section 3 .a).  

* As in a full-scale PWR, water decomposition is suppressed by main

tenance of a small amount [< 50 cc (STP)/kg] of H2 dissolved in 

the coolant. A catalytic recombiner on the PCCL makeup tank 

atmosphere provides assurance that a combustible mixture will not 

exist within the tank, and the discharge tank is vented to the 

MITR off-gas system through a flame arrestor. Total in

containment H2 inventory is limited by use of a small, low pres

sure, transfer flask as the only source of this combustible gas 

(see Section 6.b).  

* Total in-core H2 0 inventory in the loop is < 100 cc, hence void/ 

reflood reactivity is well within MITR experiment limits. Up to 

2,000 ppm of boron (as boric acid) may be added during experi

ments, but the total boron inventory is inconsequential, and, in 

any event, 98% B-Il is used (to reduce tritium production; Li-7 is 

used for LiOH treatment for similar reasons) (see Section 4).  

* In-core materials have been selected (and screened using test 

irradiations) to insure that even unshielded dose rates during 

loop handling could not exceed several R/h--a value easily reduced 

by two orders of magnitude using a shielded transfer flask/storage 

container (see Sections 2.b and 3.b).
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• The loop support arrangement is conservatively designed to pre

clude dropping an unsupported loop into the core, and to insure 

that.excessive weight is not borne by the MITR core grid (see 

Section 2.c).  

The above considerations, and others, are described in the various 

sections of the body of the report, where supporting calculations and 

references are also documented.  

2) Experimental protocol 

An appreciation of the type of experiments to be conducted 

using the PCCL is essential to the understanding of its various design 

features, and the safety implications of loop operations.  

Research contracted with EPRI and ESEERCO for the first several 

years of operation is devoted to measurement of the effects of coordi

nated LiOH/H 3 BO3 treatment (i.e., effective operating pH) on the produc

tion, transport, and deposition of corrosion product radionuclides on 

ex-core surfaces in a PWR environment. Thus, the experimental procedures 

are relatively straightforward: 

• operate the PCCL for approximately one month out-of-pile to pre

condition the corrosion film on all loop surfaces; 

* move the loop into the MITR core tank for another one- to two

month run under steady state conditions (temperature, heat flux, 

flow rate) in the presence of neutron and gamma irradiation; 

* remove and disassemble the loop to assay the amount and spatial 

distribution of important radionuclides such as Co-60 and Co-58 

on loop surfaces (amounts measured in microcuries are to be 

expected);
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* repeat otherwise identical runs, varying only the LiOH/H 3 BO3 

ratio, and compare results to activity transport models; use the 

results as the basis of recommendations to PWR operators for a 

regimen of coolant chemistry control which will reduce exposure 

doses. (Improvements by as much as a factor of 10 can be antici

pated, based upon the current level of understanding.) 

Section 3 of this report provides appropriate detail on the proposed 

operational and experimental procedures, and Section 7 discusses the sub

sequent disposal of radioactive waste products.
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2. DETAILS OF THE PCCL LOOP DESIGN 

a) Design Specifications, Tolerances and Safety Margins 

Figure 1.1 above, indicates the layout of the loop components 

which will be within the MITR-II core tank. Specifications for the major 

components are summarized in Table 2.1. Specifications most relevant to 

the safety of the loop and the reactor are the thimble and loop maximum 

pressure specifications and the heater shut-off mechanisms. Dimensional 

tolerances are standard machine shop practice except in the case of the 

thimble-dummy element mating surfaces. For this fit, the dummy element 

will be measured after fabrication and the critical thimble dimensions 

specified to allow 0.005 in. clearance, +0.000-0.005.  

b) Loop Materials - Compatibility with MITR-II Core and Coolant 

Several types of materials issues must be considered in evaluat

ing PCCL safety: compatibility with reactor primary coolant, reactiv

ity, and activation. Reactivity issues are dealt with in Sections 2.d 

and 4, and activation is covered in Sections 5 and 7. This section deals 

with the compatibility of loop materials with the reactor primary cool

ant.  

As discussed above, the loop components are encapsulated in an 

aluminum thimble, which will constitute the major surface in contact with 

the reactor coolant. The material used will be a certified reactor grade 

aluminum and is thus within the envelope of materials approved for use in 

the core tank as specified in the MITR-II Technical Specifications Sec

tion 5.3. Apart from the aluminum, small amounts of gasketing material 

will be used. A Viton O-ring will be used to seal the upper flange at 

the top of the thimble (above core tank water level), and a pure lead 

gasket or other metal-to-metal seal will be used to seal a 2" port at the
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TABLE 2.1: PWR COOLANT CHEMISTRY LOOP DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

IN-CORE SYSTEMS 

Pump:

Capacity (GPM) 
Design 
Temperature (F/C)

1-2 
Canned-rotor 
603/317

Normal Operating Pressure (PSI/Bars) 2200/152 
Maximum Design Pressure (PSI/Bars) 3000/207

Loop Differential Pressure 
(PSID/Bars) 

Material

Power Supply

15-25/1-1.7 
Inconel/Stainless Steel 

220 or 440 VAC, 100 watts 
Variable Speed

Heater:

Power (variable) 
Power Distribution

Length (heated section)(in/cm) 
Diameter (in/cm) 

Sheath Material 
Voltage (VAC) 

Shutoff systems 

Thimble: 

Material 
Wall Thickness (in/mm) 
Design Pressure (PSI/Bars) 
Maximum Pressure

Loop Leak Accident 
Proof Pressure

24/61 
0.316/0.803 

Carbon Steel 
220 

- Automatic shutoff initiated by 
one of two independent thermo
couple temperature signals.  

- Manual shutoff by experi
menter/reactor operator under 
loop operating procedures.  

- Passive shut-off by melting of 
aluminum link in power line if 
other systems fail and bath 
temperature reaches - 1100 0F 

6061 Aluminum 
0.125/3.2 
30/2.1 
100 PSI (relief valve)/ 
<500 PSI (no relief) 
750 PSI

0-20 kW 
Linear

I

I
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Heated Section: 
(Simulated Fuel Pin) 

Material 
Diameter OD (in/min) 

ID (in/min) 

Configuration 
Heated Length (approx)(in/cm) 

Lead Bath Container: 

Material 
Wall Thickness (in/mm) 

Simulated Steam Generator Tube: 

Shot-Bed Heat Transfer Medium 
Tubing 

Diameter OD (in/mm) 
ID (in/mim) 

Out-of-Core System: 

Charging/Pressurization Pump: 

Metering Pump 

Flow Rate (cc/min) 

Maximum Pressure (PSI/Bars) 

Back-Pressure Valve 

Check Valves

Zircaloy 2 or 4 
0.312/7.9 
0.26/6.6 

"U" Tube 
50/127 

TI 6A1-4V 
0.032/0.79 

Copper Shot 
Inconel 

0.312/7.9 
0.26/6.6 

Positive 
Displacement 

<1000 

3000/207 

Gas or Spring Loaded 

Dual Ball-Type to prevent back 
flow and depressurization
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bottom of the shot bed heat exchanger section (approximately 18" above 

the top of the MITR-II core). Note that all screws or bolts on the 

thimble, which could potentially fall into the core tank, will be cap

tured or held so that they cannot fall if inadvertently dropped. Small 

amounts of gasketing material are permitted under the existing approval, 

and it is not expected that they will produce any significant impact on 

the primary coolant. Inconel tubing for feed/bleed flow, and instrumen

tation and heater and pump power wiring will be fed through the top 

flange of the thimble and through the core tank wall. These feedthroughs 

will be above the core tank water level and will be isolated from the 

core tank environment in polyethylene tubing or stainless steel conduit 

(as is currently done with other experimental and operational facili

ties). These components will be subject to splash and humidity from the 

primary coolant, but will not be continuously exposed. Again, no signi

ficant impact on the primary coolant is expected, and the proposed PCCL 

falls within the envelope of previously approved procedures from the 

standpoint of coolant compatibility.  

It is recognized that the materials which will contact the primary 

coolant as described above are subject to certification requirements.  

Procedures for procurement and quality assurance of such materials are 

described in Section 2.f. The consequences of a thimble leak followed by 

re-release of primary coolant to the core are discussed in Section 6.b.4.  

c) Structural Supports and Loading 

Figure 2.1 shows the thimble support system. It consists of a 

stainless steel bridge bolted to the core tank wall and capable of sup

porting the full weight of two loops (in air) with appropriate safety 

margin. Each loop will be attached to this support using two spring-
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FIGURE 2.1: Loop mounting bridge position showing the configuration 
for operating the loops in the A-3 and B-3 element posi
tions.
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loaded bolts designed to accommodate the thermal expansion of the loop at 

the operating condition. These supports will be designed to carry up to 

the full 200 lb. weight of the loop in water. To prevent vibration of 

the thimble in the flowing primary coolant, a small fraction of the loop 

weight could be carried on the lower grid plate, or an upward force could 

be exerted by the hold-down tabs against the upper grid plate as in the 

case of the ICSA's.  

The loop thimble will be secured against ejection from the core by 

locking of the upper grid plate over a latch tab on the thimble. This is 

equivalent to the fuel element securement. (Note also that the clearance 

between the top of the loop thimble and the bottom of the core tank lid 

will be only several inches, and complete ejection of the loop from the 

core is therefore impossible even if the locking system fails.) 

Provisions against dropping the loop and/or shield structures into 

the core tank are discussed in Section 3.b.  

d) Power Peaking in the MITR-II Core 

Computer calculations of the effect of the loop experiment under 

various operating and accident scenarios are being carried out by Opera

tions staff. Experience with previous experiments such as the FCE sug

gests that the PCCL will meet the Technical Specification requirements in 

this regard. A report on the results of the calculations will be made 

available to MITRSC members as soon as it is completed.
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e) Instrumentation and Control 

The instrumentation and control requirements for the PCCL are 

rather simple. Redundant thermocouples on the loop's inlet and outlet 

plena are used to generate a loop average temperature signal, and power 

to the heater is varied to maintain constant T-average: much the same 

approach as used on actual PWR units. Control and safety instrumentation 

both come in two categories: essential and supplementary. The former 

category consists of redundant thermocouples which measure loop hot and 

cold plenum temperatures and heater bath temperature. The PCCL will be 

cooled down and depressurized unless one thermocouple of each pair is 

functional. Other instrumentation (such as the flow meter and humidity 

detector) is used to provide supplementary information, and loop opera

tion may continue should items in this category become inoperable.  

The principal safety system consists of redundant thermocouples 

measuring the temperature of the lead heater bath; an overtemperature 

signal is programmed to cause the interruption of power to the heater, 

since this is indicative of a serious accident in progress (see Sec

tion 6.b). All severe accidents ultimately lead down this path, and very 

little damage is done if heater power is cut off.  

Most of the other instrumentation on the loop itself is diagnostic 

in function (e.g., to measure flow or pressure), or for the purpose of 

logging data pertinent to the interpretation of experimental results 

(e.g., H2 and 02 concentration, pH and conductivity). Readings (and for 

certain signals, alarms) from this instrumentation can help loop opera

tors identify the specific nature of an incident which disables the loop, 

but heater bath overtemeprature alone is sufficient to satisfy all safety 

protection needs.
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A parallel set of safety-related diagnostic instrumentation is pro

vided on the thimble gas space: over and under pressure alarms to indi

cate loop or thimble leakage, respectively, and a humidity gauge which 

will respond to water ingress in either scenario. The humidity detector 

(solid state moisture detector) will be mounted out-of-core on a thimble 

vent stream obtained through a capillary bypassing the thimble pressure 

relief valves. This allows for periodic testing and replacement of the 

detector without interrupting loop operations, which is important given 

the relatively low reliability of such detectors. The long response time 

of this system and the reliability question preclude automatic loop shut

down from this signal. Considerable time is available for deliberate 

action by the operator subsequent to most malfunctions; those rare 

sequences that are more serious will be interdicted by the heater bath 

overtemperature protection system.  

All alarms for the PCCL which require reactor operator response will 

be brought to a common panel in the control room. Breakers for emergency 

shut-down of the loop heaters and pumps will also be provided in the con

trol room. (See Section 3 for typical response sequences.) It should be 

emphasized again, however, that operator response is not required for 

reactor safety, and in most cases is aimed only at minimizing conse

quences to the loop equipment.  

f) Quality Assurance Requirements 

The PCCL will be designed, constructed and installed in conform

ance with the MITR quality assurance (QA) program. A copy of the rele

vant parts of this program is appended to this report. Under this 

program, a QA file will be maintained in the Reactor Operations office 

incorporating: material certifications, design and construction
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drawings, safety experiment and proof testing documentation and procedure 

approvals.  

It should be noted that a hierarchy of PCCL systems with varying 

impact on reactor operation and safety can be established. Materials 

which contact the primary coolant or which are exposed to significant 

neutron flux are the most critical and must be the most stringently 

controlled. Materials within the MITR-II core tank but not in the above 

two categories will have somewhat less stringent certification require

ments. Safety-related equipment such as pressure relief valves and the 

overtemperature protection system (including thermocouples, relays and 

the fusible link) will be subject to testing and calibration require

ments.  

Authorization of personnel to carry out critical loop operations, 

and to carry out or approve quality assurance procedures, will consist of 

a letter signed by one of the project co-principal investigators and by 

the Director of Reactor Operations.
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3. OPERATIONAL AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

In this section the general procedures for system operation and the 

conduct of experiments are outlined. Since the PCCL has been designed to 

achieve and maintain an invariant steady state status for up to several 

months non-stop, these procedures are fairly simple. Except for a few 

hours during startup and shutdown, the loop is under automatic control, 

and those responsible for its operation need only make occasional (less 

than daily) small adjustments in power level, pump speed (i.e., flow 

rate), and feed-and-bleed rate. Even less frequent changes will be made 

in thimble helium pressure and makeup tank hydrogen overpressure. Most 

data of significance is measured by built-in instrumentation and logged 

by computer, and makeup/discharge tank samples need only be drawn for 

supplementary analyses on a weekly basis. The most significant data from 

the point of view of the experimentalist will be recorded by the on-line 

deposition monitor, and measured by post-mortem dissection and gamma 

scanning of the loop's tubing.  

In what follows, the procedures are outlined in narrative form; 

detailed step-by-step checklists will be prepared for use by the loop 

operators and the MITR-II operating staff.  

a) Loop Operations 

Each run will begin with reassembly of the loop, usually using 

new in-core Zircaloy and out-of-core Inconel tubing. The loop will then 

be installed in an out-of-pile tank for its preconditioning run. The 

objective of this phase is to establish a significant corrosion product 

film on all internal surfaces. Operation will be virtually identical to 

subsequent in-pile operation (i.e., at full pressure and temperature, 

hooked up to the same control and auxiliary systems as will be used to
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support its in-pile operation), except that the thimble helium space will 

be evacuated to permit running at very low power, simulating "isothermal" 

operation. Full power operational tests will also be undertaken before 

transfer of the loop to its in-core position.  

Since the PCCL will then be moved into the MITR-II core tank with as 

little perturbation as possible, the preconditioning run--about one month 

long--is an excellent "shakedown cruise," which should help insure that 

all systems are operating flawlessly before each in-pile run in initi

ated. Transfer from out-of-pile will be effected with the loop discon

nected (and sealed off) from the feed and bleed train, in a cooled-down 

and depressurized state. The insertion procedure will include the use of 

mechanical stops to prevent the application of "missile forces" to core 

structures if the thimble is dropped. The thimble helium pressure of 30 

psia will be maintained during transfer operations, since out-of-pile 

operations at power serve to verify that air was not left in the thimble 

prior to helium back-fill (see Section 6.b.3). Thimble outside diameter 

measurements will be made at this point ot ensure that shot-bed ratchet

ing is not occurring. After it is emplaced and secured in the core tank 

(see Section 2 .c), all fluid, power and instrumentation lines will be 

reconnected, and the MITR-II button-up/startup can then proceed as 

normal.  

In parallel with MITR-II startup the PCCL is then pressurized cold 

using its feed-and-bleed system. Next the PCCL's in-pile heater is 

turned on and power is ramped up, at rates set in the operating proce

dures, to its normal full power rating (10-20 kW) as specified for the 

particular experimental run which is scheduled. During heatup, thimble 

helium is vented to keep its pressure at about 30±5 psia.
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At this point loop heater power/loop temperature control is put on 

automatic. As the MITR-II itself comes up to power, gamma heating will 

gradually assume about 10% of the PCCL heat load, and electric power will 

automatically be reduced to keep the loop at steady state with respect to 

coolant temperature. From this point on the objective is to hold the 

established conditions until the PCCL is shut down for removal (in 1-2 

months). Over weekends, when the MITR-II is shut down, the PCCL control 

system will compensate for the reduction in gamma heating.  

Of more interest as regards a safety analysis is the operator 

response in the event of an accident which disrupts normal loop opera

tion. Sections 4 and 6.b discuss such sequences in more detail. Here we 

confine the discussion to operator action. Table 3.1 summarizes the 

responses appropriate to a variety of incidents. Note that in each case 

the loop control system is programmed to execute a sufficient action 

(usually cut-off of heater power) to put the loop in a safe state, and 

hence operator action is of the nature of confirmation and backup.  

Heater bath temperature will indicate and alarm in the control room. In 

the event of heater control (automatic power cutoff) failure, operator 

control is important, but a passive ("fusible link") heater shut-off is 

provided to avoid serious overtemperature incidents without any interven

tion.  

b) Post-Operation Handling 

Following completion of a PCCL irradiation the loop will be 

removed from the reactor and transferred to a shielded test stand where 

it can be disassembled for analysis. This section outlines the 

procedures to be followed for removal, disassembly and analysis, with



TABLE 3.1: INCIDENT RESPONSES

Event Symptom/Alarm

Loop rupture/ 
loss of coolant 
Relief valve open 

Severe thimble leak 

Failure of makeup/ 
pressurization pump 

Heater control failure 
(overheat) 

Failure of circulating 
pump 

Computer Failure 

Loss of all Cambridge 
electric power

- High humidity 
- Low loop pressure 
- High heater bath T 

- Low He P 
- High humidity 

- Low loop pressure 

- High Pb bath T 
- High loop T 

- Low loop flow 
- High Pb bath T 

- Loss of all signals 
and control 
capability 

- MITR control room 
procedures relied 
upon

Automatic Control 

Cut-off power to 
heater 

Cut off power 
to heater 

Cut off power to 
heater 

(Heater control 
failure postulated) 
but T alarms work* 

Cut off power to 
heater* 

Fail-safe feature: 
heater power cutoff 

Heater goes off; sys
tem is designed to 
prevent heater re
start when power is 
restored

Operator Response

Open circuit breakers 
for heaters 
Turn off charging and 
circulating pump 

Open circuit breaker for 
heater; execute cooldown 

Open circuit breakers for 
heaters and pump 

Open circuit breaker for 
heater 

Open circuit breakers for 
heaters and pump 

Execute cooldown 

Open circuit breakers for 
entire system; consider 
restart in conjunction with 
experimenter.

NOTES: Cutting off power to the pump, where indicated, is to protect the pump against damage and is 
not a required safety procedure per se.  

Emergency electric power is not required in the event of a local or global power failure.  
Relief valves are all spring-loaded, and energy removal in extremis is by radiation.  

*In the event of failure of both automatic and manual shut-off of the electric heaters, the fusible 
link in the heater power supply line will melt and cut off heater power.

I
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emphasis on the measures used to prevent possible damage to the reactor 

and to minimize irradiation dose to personnel.  

1) Loop removal 

Loop removal will take place on or after Monday, allowing 

about sixty hours of decay time from Friday evening shutdown. (See 

Section 5 for an estimate of the radioactive inventory at this time.) 

The heater power will be ramped down and loop depressurization will 

follow when the temperature has dropped sufficiently. With the loop cold 

and depressurized and the core tank lid removed, the power and 

instrumentation leads will be disconnected, freed from the core tank wall 

feedthrough and secured to the thimble head. The feed and bleed and 

helium pressurization lines will be disconnected at the thimble 

feedthrough and capped.  

A lifting harness will then be fastened to the eyebolts on the 

thimble head, and the harness placed on top of the thimble lid so that it 

may be reached later. The lifting harness has three lines, with two of 

them adjustable, so that the loop hangs vertically. The nuts which hold 

the thimble down to its support bridge are now removed. At this point a 

special core tank lid is to be lifted into place by the overhead reactor 

crane. This lid is larger than the maximum opening to the core tank, and 

fits over the studs protruding from the top of the core tank. A single 

port in the lid is positioned directly over the thimble to be removed so 

that in lifting the loop from the reactor nothing may be dropped into the 

core tank. Two three foot long alignment rods are then screwed into the 

pins on the support bridge so that in lifting the loop from the core (and 

more importantly when putting it in) the loop does not rotate or tip, 

which might cause it to wedge into the dummy fuel element. The rods (and
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all other hardware over the core tank) will be secured to prevent their 

falling into the reactor. The loop lifting wires will then be threaded 

through a shielded cask (similar to the cask used by Operations for con

trol blade removal) which is then positioned on the lid to allow the 

thimble to be drawn through.  

Loop removal will be performed using the 3-ton hoist. Once the pump 

pod at the top of the thimble has cleared the top of the cask, additional 

shielding with a 4 in diameter central hole (to fit closely around the 4 

in. thimble section) will be attached to the top of the cask. This 

structure also serves as a stop by supporting the pump "pod" at the top 

of the thimble if the thimble is dropped. When the lower thimble section 

is in place in the cask, a support frame for the upper thimble will be 

bolted to the cask.  

Having secured the loop in this frame the operator will detach the 

loop from the lifting hoist and connect cask lifting cables to the large 

reactor crane. The cask containing the loop will then be moved over and 

down to the reactor floor (just to the right of the hot cells, against 

the containment building wall).  

The thimble lid may now be removed and all the electrical and fluid 

lines to the loop disconnected. The pump will be drained through a tee 

fitting and the water will be collected for analysis. Once the pump is 

empty it should be completely disconnected and removed from the thimble 

head. The open end of the tee should be capped and a line connected to 

the open end of the loop. The water in the loop may then be pumped out 

through the tee using helium pressure. Both lines may then be removed 

and the loop ends capped.
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A small hand hoist fixed to the wall above the loop is then attached 

to the loop itself. At this point all operations in the line of the 

radiation beam have been completed and so the copper shot which has been 

serving as shielding may be drained through the shot drainage port at the 

bottom of the heat transfer section of the thimble. Care will be taken 

to contain the shot. The loop is now ready to be removed from the 

thimble. Since the in-core section of the loop will not be immediately 

surrounded by shielding during this procedure all non-essential personnel 

should be away from the area and the operator will be shielded by a con

crete wall. The operation may be observed through a video camera and 

monitor. The loop is to be removed from the thimble to a position over a 

disassembly rack next to the loop stand. The hoist will move by pivoting 

its bracket between two well-defined stops. Cables will run from the 

bracket through the stops and down to the operator position where they 

will be secured. When the loop is over the disassembly rack, it is 

lowered into a plastic sock (for contamination control) with the in-core 

section going into a transportation cask. Once within the cask the 

in-core section may be disconnected from the rest of the loop at its 

SWAGELOK® fitting and heater connection; this will be done using tools 

designed to avoid personnel exposure in the radiation beam from the 

in-core sections. The cask containing the activated in-core section is 

then rolled out from under the rest of the loop and a lid may be placed 

over the top.  

2) Loop disassembly 

Disassembly and sectioning of the in-core section of the loop 

is to be carried out in the reactor floor hot cell. The transport cask 

containing the activated section will be lifted to the top of the hot
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cell and positioned over an access port. A small power supply will be 

connected to the heater and a lowering bracket attached to the top of the 

Zircaloy tubes. By opening a sliding door in the bottom of the cask the 

in-core loop section is then lowered down into a holder in the hot cell.  

The lead in the titanium can is then melted by the heater and the 

Zircaloy lifted out. Sectioning and characterization is then carried out 

using the hot cell remote manipulators and tools prepared for this 

purpose.  

Activities in the loop water and the out-of-core loop sections are 

expected to be easily manageable, because the activities involved are 

small. Contamination control is critical to the quality of experimental 

data acquired, and such control can be achieved through careful 

application of standard decontamination procedures. Analysis of the 

tubing will be performed within the exclusion area, avoiding the removal 

of this activity.

I I
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4. MAXIMUM EFFECTS OF REACTIVITY, PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE 

In this section a conservative set of maximum effects will be esti

mated. In many cases a highly improbable sequence of events would be 

required to create a situation leading to the effect in question, but our 

interest here is more in establishing an envelope of limits rather than 

examining a variety of more plausible scenarios.  

a) Reactivity Effects 

As with all other in-core experiments, it is essential that the 

PCCL meet the Technical Specifications (Section 6.1, see Appendix 2) with 

respect to its potential effect on MITR core reactivity during postulated 

accident scenarios. In the case of the PCCL two phenomena are of 

particular concern: the presence of B-10 (in the form of dissolved boric 

acid) in the simulated PWR coolant contained within the PCCL circuit; and 

the reactivity worth of loop and thimble water contents during 

void/reflood incidents.  

1) Reactivity effect of B-10 

Two hypothetical scenarios of increasing severity are postu

lated, involving: 

a) sudden voiding of the in-pile water and its contained maxi

mum (2000 ppm) boron content 

- b) a non-mechanistic incident in which all in-pile boron is 

first concentrated in-pile and then ejected 

To minimize tritium production and reactivity effects, boron 

enriched in B-Il will be used in experiments; the B-10 content is 2 w/o 

instead of the natural value of 20 w/o. Strict administrative controls 

will be imposed to prevent inadvertent substitution of natural boric
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acid. In addition, the tritium concentration of the PCCL coolant inven- I 
tory will be assayed weekly; among other things, it will serve as a posi

tive indication of B-10 concentration via the 1 0B(n, 8Be) 3 T reaction.  

We then have for our three scenarios:

H2 0 Involved 

40 g 

500 g

Total B 

8.0x10- 2 g 

1.0 g

B-10 

1.6x10- 3 g 

2.OxlO- g

Appendix l.b develops an estimate for the reactivity worth of B-10 

in the MITR-II core:

[Aki 
- B-10 - 0.998%

Thus, we have:

Scenario 

Eject all in-core B-10 

Eject all PCCL B-10

Max. % Ak/k 

1.6 x 10-3 

2.0 x 10-2

As can be seen, cases (a) and (b) fall well within the allowable 

limit for a movable in-pile experiment, namely Ak/k < 0.2%. Since we 

will assay PCCL discharge tank water weekly for boron content and since 

the feed/bleed rate is only 5 kg H2 0/wk, it is not conceivable that hide

out in-pile of all of the charging tank inventory would go undetected.

Case 

(a) 

(b)

Case 

(a) 

(b)

I
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Also, note that the effect of voiding boron and water are opposite in 

sign; since boric acid is highly soluble, realistic scenarios which would 

decouple these compensatory effects are hard to imagine.  

2) Water flooding/voiding incidents 

There are three scenarios of interest here: 

(c) sudden flooding (preceded by undetected voiding) of all 

in-core PCCL inventory (40 cc = 40 g under cold condi

tions) 

(d) loop rupture and drainage into the in-pile thimble 

(< 75 cc = 75 g, again cold) or thimble rupture 

(e) undetected voiding of the volume between the thimble and 

the dummy element, followed by sudden reflooding 

(< 100 cc = 100 g) 

For small water voids, we have: 1 

[AP] [Ak/k 1  < 2 milli ý/g 

11JH20 gH20 

Thus, we find for 8 = .00786, %-Ak g < 1.57xi0-3 

Case Scenario %Ak/k 

(c) PCCL tube flooding 0.062* 

(d) Loop drainage into thimble 0.12* 

(e) Dummy/thimble channel reflood 0.16 

iPersonal communication, J. Bernard, October 6, 1986, and his memorandum 
to 0. Harling dated October 7, 1986. See also MITR-II Start-up Report 

for Core IV.  

*Note that all values exclude the opposing effect of any B-10 dissolved 

in the water involved.
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All these cases are within the allowable reactivity restriction for a 

movable MITR-II experiment, namely Ak/k < 0.2%. Note that measurements 

show that flooding a 1.75 inch ID ICSA would add 0.982% Ak/k, for an 

effective large void coefficient of =1.51 milli 0/g.1 This figure is 

less than the small void coefficient of 2.0 milli s/g used above.  

The following additional qualifiers to the preceding analyses should 

be noted: 

1) The potential events (sudden, undetected flooding) can only occur 

in their most severe version when the PCCL is in a cold startup/ 

shutdown mode; otherwise, the in-pile heaters (and energy stored 

in their molten lead bath at > 600°F) would immediately boil any 

water in the (low-pressure) thimble's in-pile gas space. There

fore, it will be normal practice (but not an absolute require

ment) that the PCCL power level exceed 10 kW whenever the MITR is 

critical. This is not a severe imposition, since the anticipated 

experimental protocol involves non-stop steady state runs of a 

month or more in duration with loop insertion/removal over week

ends.  

2) The helium atmosphere in the PCCL thimble will be maintained at 

2 atm (30 psia), so that out-leakage of helium would take prece

dence over in-leakage of MITR cooling water (maximum pressure at 

the bottom of the core--atmospheric plus hydrostatic of 

S22 psia) if there is thimble failure.  

IMemo from L. Clark to MITRSC dated July 5,1978.
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3) The thimble will be tested for leakage (visual indication of gas 

bubbles) at 50 psia internal pressure at the end of its out-of

pile preconditioning run, prior to being transferred into the 

MITR core tank. Post-manufacture and periodic testing with a 

helium leak detector will also be performed.  

4) A humidity detector is installed in the thimble's vent line to 

provide indication of the presence of small amounts of water 

ingress. An alarm will be sounded in the MITR control room to 

warn of a potential problem.  

5) Most importantly, the titanium can housing the in-pile heater 

bath fits snugly into the aluminum thimble at its top (except for 

small grooves to admit helium to this region). Thus, rapid 

drainage of either PCCL or MITR water into this region from above 

is unlikely. Hence, only sudden massive failure of the conserva

tively designed lower thimble is a plausible maximum accident 

initiator.  

Based upon the very conservative analyses documented above, there 

does not appear to be any way in which installation and operation of the 

PCCL can exceed MITR-II Technical Specifications with respect to reac

tivity effects. A confirmatory measurement of the reactivity difference 

with and without water in the PCCL's Zircaloy in-pile tube will be made 

as part of its initial checkout.  

b) Pressure Effects 

In its normal operating state, the PCCL consists of roughly 

1/2 liter of hot (s60 0 *F) water under = 2,200 psia pressure inside a loop 

comprised mainly of 0.25 inch ID tubing, all surrounded by an aluminum 

thimble with approximately I ft3 free volume containing helium gas at 

S30 psia.
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The high pressure part of the system is, because of its configura

tion (small diameter), small volume, and encapsulation, less hazardous 

than common corrosion test autoclaves; and a small amount of helium at 

two atmospheres is also not a safety problem. Thus, normal operation 

does not create any situations of concern, and one must turn to low

probability accident scenarios to postulate consequences of potential 

interest: the most severe being an instantaneous loop rupture or LOCA 

(loss-of-coolant accident).  

A particularly simple, but quite realistic, calculation of an 

upper limit on the pressure attainable in the thimble following instan

taneous release of the entire loop water inventory can be made when one 

recognizes that the thermal balance is dominated by the large mass of 

copper shot (-200 lbs), which completely overwhelms the small amount of 

water involved ('l lb) and the even smaller mass of helium present ( 
(• 3 ft3 at STP) and even the - 3 lbs of molten lead at - 700°F in the 

in-pile heater bath.  

The average temperature of the shot bed remains virtually unaltered 

throughout at - 350 0 F. Enough stored energy is available to vaporize all 

water not immediately flashed to steam upon loop depressurization. Thus, 

we need only compute the pressure of the helium-steam mixture at 350°F.  

At 350°F saturated steam has a vapor pressure of 135 psia and a 

specific volume of 3.342 ft 3 /lb; hence, compression of 1 lb into 1 ft3 

(loop-free volume) would require a pressure of approximately 135 x 

3/342 = 451 psi; to this, add the initial (and final) helium pressure of 

30 psi = (at 350°F) to obtain a post-blowdown pressure of 481 psia in the 

thimble.
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This value is conservative because it ignores condensation of steam 

on the cold (IO0 0 F) aluminum walls of the thimble. Even so, it is a 

quite tolerable pressure. Moreover, in the interests of design conserva

tism, the loop is protected by a relief valve which will vent the thimble 

at < 100 psi, and a back-up rupture disk which will burst at - 500 psi.  

Note that the thimble and all of its contents are designed to with

stand a full vacuum, hence cold conditions in which steam condenses after 

expelling the helium fill gas will not lead to additional problems. In 

fact, when operated in its "isothermal" pre-conditioning mode out-of

pile, the loop gas space is evacuated to increase the thermal resistance 

of the shot bed, and permit high temperature operation at "zero" (actu

ally very low) power.* 

c) Temperature Effects 

The design philosophy underlying our approach to PCCL safety dur

ing extreme accident scenarios has been to provide for sufficient passive 

(i.e., radiation) cooling to prevent material temperatures from ever 

exceeding recognizably safe values: for example, conforming to the same 

< 2,100*F post-LOCA limit on Zircaloy temperature as is imposed on actual 

PWR units by the NRC. Appendix l.a gives an estimate of the gamma and 

fast neutron heating of the in-core section, with experimental data and 

calculations to show that the total radiation heating can be dissipated 

at maximum temperatures < 1500*F.  

The combination of active and passive (aluminum fusible link exposed 

to the lead bath) shut-off mechanisms for the electric heaters is 

expected to prevent heater power being applied at lead bath temperatures 

above = 1500*F. The nuclear heating analysis is therefore sufficient to 

show that Zircaloy-water reactions will not occur.
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5. RADIATION LEVELS AND ALARA CONSIDERATIONS 

The PCCL components which will be exposed to significant neutron 

flux in-core are: Zircaloy tubing (Zircaloy-2 or Zircaloy-4), pure lead 

for the conductive bath, electric heaters consisting of Nichrome heating 

elements with magnesium oxide insulation and carbon steel sheaths, a 

titanium-aluminum-vanadium alloy can containing the lead bath and the 

lower section of the aluminum thimble. Stainless steel sheated thermo

couples (chromal/alumel) in the lead bath and heaters will also be 

exposed to neutron flux. Table 5.1 gives an inventory of the elements 

present in-core in the proposed PCCL.  

Apart from the Zircaloy tubing, which is necessary for the simula

tion of the PWR flow loop, all in-core component materials were chosen to 

minimize activation within the constraints imposed by the functional 

requirements of a given component. In several cases, the activation of 

the components is due largely to impurity elements, leading to some 

uncertainty in prediction of the activity levels. Activation experiments 

have been performed in an equivalent core position to that proposed for 

the PCCL to assist in estimating post-irradiation activity levels.  

Table 5.2 gives estimated dose rates after a one-month irradiation and 

60 hours' decay.  

The activities present lead to a total unshielded gamma dose rate of 

less than 10 R/h after a typical one-month irradiation and decay from 

reactor shutdown at 1800 hours on Friday to Monday morning loop removal.  

This dose level is within the range of experience of MITR operators and 

radiation protection, and the loop handling, shielding and procedures 

discussed in Section 3.b will keep personnel doses small for transfer and 

disassembly operations. A small amount of the a-emitter polonium-210
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Component

U-tube

Heater 

Conduction bath 

Containment tube 

Thimble

TABLE 5.1: IN-CORE 

I Material

Zircaloy-4

1018 Steel 

Inconel 600 

Magnesium oxide 

Lead 

Titanium 

6061 Aluminum

MATERIALS INVENTORY FOR THE 

I Composition (wt.%)

PCCL

1.45Sn, 0.21Fe, O.lOCr, 
bal. Zr and impurities 

0.20C, O.9OMn, bal. Fe and 
impurities 

76Ni, 0.25Cu, 8Fe, 15.5Cr, 

0.25Si, 0.5 Mn 

60.3Mg, 39.70 (high purity) 

99.9 Pb (<5ppm Bi) 

99.5 Ti, bal. impurities 

0.8Si, O.7Fe, 0.4Cu, O.15Mn, 
1.2Mg, 0.35Cr, 0.25Zn, O.15Ti

TABLE 5.2: 

Component

U-tube 

Heater 

Conduction bath 

Containment tube 

Thimble

ESTIMATED UNSHIELDED GAMMA DOSE RATES FOR PCCL IN-CORE 

COMPONENTS AFTER 20 FULL POWER DAYS AND 60 HOURS' DECAY 

Principal Activities Y Dose Rate 
(R/h at IM)

95Zr, 51Cr 

58Co, 60 Co, 5 9 Fe, 5 1Cr 

2 0 3Pb, 203Hg 

46Sc 

24Na, 5 8 Co, 6 0 Co, 5 9 Fe, 5 1Cr

1.5 

0.3 

4.0 

0.2 

1.0 

7.0

NOTE: The dose rates expected are strongly dependent on impurity content 
in several components. It will therefore be necessary to recheck 

the activation data with the actual loop materials when these be
come available.

wt. (g)

110

85 

35 

180 

6000 

240 

670
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will also be7generated in the lead bath, principally from bismuth impur I 
ity. Polonium production in reagent grade lead has been estimated from 

experiments at 1 1 pCi/kg lead for a one-month irradiation. The plug 

which isolates the lead bath from the upper thimble is expected to be an 

effective barrier (by condensation and adsorption) to polonium, and all 

lead bath disassembly operations will be performed in a hot cell.  

Personnel exposure to polonium- 2 1 0 is therefore not expected, but care 

must be taken in handling the Zircaloy tubing section, which may take up 

some polonium. Component handling procedures used will call for routine 

wipe tests and alpha counting.  

It should be noted that the out-of-core sections and the loop water 

are expected to have only PCi levels of activity. Doses from water chem

istry analysis and post-irradiation inspection and gamma-counting of the 

Inconel sections will be insignificant once these sections are disassem

bled from the in-core section in the shielded test stand. Tritium pro

duction in the loop will be minimized by the use of lithium hydroxide and 

boric acid enriched to 99.9% Li7 and 98% B1 1 , respectively. Since the 

flow rate through the bleed capillary is slow (-30 cc/h), virtually no 

N16 activity will be transported outside the reactor core tank during 

loop operation, and no effect on core top radiation levels is expected.  

Personnef exposure during loop operations will be limited. Routine oper

ation will require experimenters to be present on the reactor top and 

loop platform for approximately one hour daily, resulting doses far below 

the allowable limits for each worker.  

Procedures for all loop operations will be developed and implemented 

with shielding, ventilation and appropriate controls to insure that radi

ation exposure to all personnel is as low as reasonably achievable.
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6. PCCL SAFETY EVALUATION 

a) Safety and Operational Envelopes 

To facilitate the review of the safety considerations for the 

PCCL, it is helpful to make specific reference to the MITR-II Technical 

Specifications that where written to provide an envelope within which the 

MITR Safeguards Committee and MITR staff can approve experiments. Pages 

6-1 to 6-7 from Section 6 and Section 5.3 of the Technical Specifications 

are provided as Appendix 2. The PCCL design and operation as described 

in this Safety Evaluation Report is to be in conformance with these 

specifications.  

In considering the effect of normal PCCL operations on MITR opera

tion, the following points should be noted: 

-- The gamma energy deposited by the MITR in the PCCL would 

otherwise be deposited elsewhere in the MITR structure; hence 

there is no increase in total heat load from this 

phenomenon--merely a redistribution (which is usually 

beneficial) .  

-- In incidents severe enough to warrant scramming of the MITR, 

gamma heating of the PCCL is reduced proportionally. Hence 

the PCCL does not aggravate the consequences for its host 

reactor.  

-- Accordingly, only the energy added by the electric heater 

(PCCL pumping energy is negligible) need be considered in 

assessing the impact of the PCCL during steady state, tran

sient or accident scenarios.  

Furthermore, investigation has confirmed that insertion and opera

tion of the PCCL will not interfere with proper operation of the MITR-II
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cooling system under normal conditions. In particular: 

-- The transition between the 2 in. diameter lower thimble and 

the 4 in. upper thimble is gradual, and m12 in. above the 

core, so as not to perturb in-core flow patterns.  

Pre-operational tests will attempt to verify that core flows 

are not significantly altered.  

-- Total PCCL power input, 10-20 kW, is comparable to the reactor 

decay heat by Saturday morning following Friday evening shut

down (-25 kW). Provision for additional decay heat removal 

will therefore be necessary.  

-- Mechanical interference with control rod drives is ruled out 

because the PCCL is firmly captured, both in the core grid 

plate and at the PCCL support bridge across the reactor top, 

in a position with clearance all around.  

-- Interference with the emergency core cooling sprays (ECCS) 

will be prevented by relocating one spray nozzle to ensure 

that no areas of the core are shadowed by the PCCL loop or 

loops. Operations staff is investigating the necessary physi

cal and procedural changes.  

b) Malfunction Sequences and Consequences 

As noted in the preceding sections of this report, design 

features have been incorporated in the PCCL to either preclude, limit, or 

mitigate the consequences of severe malfunctions or misoperation. Never

theless, there are plausible sequences which cannot be ruled out and 

which therefore merit detailed discussion and analysis here.
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In this category are the following: 

(1) loop leak 

(2) loss of PCCL pump 

(3) leak in hydrogen cover gas system 

(4) thimble leak 

(5) lead bath can leak 

Each of these scenarios is examined in some detail in the subsec

tions below.  

1) Loop leak 

The most likely site of leakage in the PCCL is at one of the 

several SWAGELOK® fittings, and leakage is likely to be at a slow rate.  

Some of the hot (600°F), high pressure (2200 psia) water will flash to 

steam immediately and the remainder will be vaporized if the water con

tacts hot metal in the thimble shot bed or the in-core heater lead bath.  

No undue safety consequences will result for several reasons: 

(1) If called upon, the thimble's pressure relief valve will 

relieve pressure at < 100 psia and the back-up rupture 

disk will burst at - 500 psia. (Failure to relieve could 

result in ultimate thimble pressure < 500 psia, see Sec

tion 4). The thimble will withstand 500 psia with ade

quate safety margin.  

(2) Steam will condense (thereby reducing temperature and 

pressure) on the cold thimble wall.  

(3) Leakage will normally be detected by the humidity detec

tor, located on a gas bleed line from the thimble's gas 

space.  

(4) The reactivity consequences of either losing or adding the 

maximum amount of water and boron in the in-core thimble 

are acceptable (see Section 4).
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Although loop leakage is not serious from a reactor safety view

point, continued operation of the experiment is inadvisable. Hence, fol

lowing positive confirmation of significant leakage, an orderly shutdown 

of the PCCL will be carried out. Electric power to the in-core heater 

will be cut off and the temperature allowed to fall to its equilibrium 

value--which is expected to be about 250°F when only gamma heating has to 

be removed.  

At this point, the loop can be depressurized and allowed to boil 

dry. After this, gamma heating is dissipated by radiation to the thimble 

wall. This mode is maintained until the next regularly scheduled weekly 

MITR shutdown, at which time the PCCL is removed. Boiling dry is prefer

able to continued, wet operation, to avoid either flooding the thimble 

solid or damaging the loop's canned rotor pump by cavitation.  

Small, steady leaks cannot cause any damage of consequence in the 

upper thimble because the loop is surrounded by a shot bed which will I__ 

absorb the energy in water or steam jets; similarly, a cast ceramic 

insulator surrounds the inlet and outlet plena. Leakage into the lead 

heater bath is more serious since it will result in instantaneous flash

ing into steam. While the energy is absorbed by the lead, it will churn 

and spatter the bath. To allow for this, the upper foot-long section of 

the titanium can housing the lead bath is empty, and a baffle/plug is 

used to cap this container. Note that water injection into molten lead 

is a well studied and benign process which forms the basis of liquid

metal-type MHD generators now under development for solar and nuclear 

applications.1 

1L. Blumenau et al., "Liquid Metal MHD Power Conversion Systems with 
Conventional and Nuclear Heat Sources," 24th Symposium on Engineering 
Aspects of Magnetohydrodynamics (SEAM), June 24-27, 1986.
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2) Loss of pumping power 

Without circulation, the coolant in the PCCL will overheat, 

even after the coincident cut-off of the heater power by the loop control 

system. The loop pressure will rise to 2,500 psia, at which point the 

relief valve will lift and depressurize the system, following which it 

will boil dry. Loop removal can again be postponed until the next MITR 

shutdown.  

3) Hydrogen leakage and combusion 

It is standard practice on all PWR units to maintain a small 

concentration of dissolved hydrogen (< 50 cc @ STP/kg H20) in the primary 

coolant to suppress water dissociation. Since the PCCL will, in general, 

be operated under representative PWR conditions, it will be necessary to 

adhere to this practice. To accomplish this, a small-volume, low

pressure, hydrogen flask is used to provide H2 cover gas for the makeup 

water storage tank. This will maintain 50 cc/kg of H2 in the < 30 kg of 

makeup water (and in the < 1 kg of water in the loop circuit it serves); 

hence, a total water-borne inventory of approximately 1,500 cc (STP) will 

be present--a virtually negligible amount.  

The maximum H2 in service, however, will occur when the makeup tank 

is in a near-empty status, in which case its volume (30,000 cc - ft 3 ) 

will, at 3 atm, contain some 3 ft 3 (STP) of H2 . Accordingly, we will 

restrict the hydrogen inventory of the transfer flask to < 10 SCF by 

design and administrative controls. These controls will include locking 

the transfer flask in place, restricting access to the parent bottle to 

authorized loop operators, and maintaining hydrogen inventory records.  

Thus, the maximum instantaneous H2 combustion incident, which would 

occur outside the reactor biological shield, could conceivably involve a
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maximum of -10 SCF; the heat of combustion of H2 is 343 Btu/ft 3 . Hence, 

the maximum energy release is - 3,400 Btu (a kWh)--about the same as 

would be generated in combustion of one cup of fuel oil: a tolerable 

amount as long as not suddenly released in a confined space.  

Various safety features are provided either to help preclude or to 

mitigate the consequences of even such small-scale events: 

* The charging water makeup tank has a hydrogen-oxygen recombiner 

circuit attached since we need to reduce feedwater 02 to 

< 1 ppb. Hence, except during initial fill operations, there 

will not be enough oxygen to support significant, confined com

bustion. During filling, the gas space will be << 1 ft 3 , and 

partially evacuated before the first addition of hydrogen.  

• The discharge tank is vented through a flame-arrestor to the MITR 

ventilation system. The rate of water (hence hydrogen) discharge 

is extremely low: < 30 cc/h H2 0, thus K 50 cc H2 per day.  

A small fan powered by a spark-proof electric motor will be 

mounted near the hydrogen transfer flask and the makeup/discharge 

tanks to prevent the local accumulation of a combustible gas mix

ture.  

A helium atmosphere is maintained in the thimble gas space.  

In view of the above considerations and precautions, the combustion 

of hydrogen in the systems associated with the feedwater and H2 supply 

tanks, and all other connected components outside the reactor biological 

shield, is not considered a credible hazard to either personnel or equip

ment. The amount of hydrogen in the water circulating in the loop (i.e.  

the normal hydrogen inventory within the biological shield) is equivalent 

to approximately 20 mg of TNT, based on relative heats of combustion.
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In reviewing possible failure or accident scenarios, we considered 

another scenario which postulates a water leak in the high pressure PCCL 

located inside the thimble which is located in the core tank. If this 

leak goes undetected, water from the makeup tank and eventually hydrogen 

gas might be pumped into the thimble. If at the same time oxygen were 

available from some source, e.g., if the thimble had not been purged of 

air and filled with helium, as would normally be done, a combustible gas 

mixture could result.  

The above scenario postulates simultaneous occurrence of a loop 

leak, failure of several sensors and experimenter inattentiveness, as 

well as the availability of oxygen in a space normally purged with heli

um. This scenario is very unlikely. However, since the energy released 

during an optimal rapid burn of a significant fraction of the hydrogen 

inventory of the supply tank could be significant, it will be necessary 

to show that it does not compromise thimble integrity, or that by suit

able design and instrumentation of the PCL system this scenario can be 

made incredible.  

Our approach to designing the PCCL system so that a significant 

fraction of the inventory from the hydrogen flask cannot enter the 

thimble is as follows: 

a. PCCL experimental thimbles will not be inserted into the core 

tank until a preconditioning run has taken place outside the core 

tank. This will insure that air has been properly purged from 

the thimble because shot bed conductivity and loop temperatures 

will be sensitive to relatively small amounts of air in the 

helium cover gas.

. I
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b. A high quality instrumented level indicator will be installed in 

the makeup or charging tank. This will assure that the water 

level in the tank never approaches the bottom of the tank. It is 

only after this tank has been emptied of water that significant 

amounts of hydrogen could be pumped into the thimble by the 

charging pump.  

c. The amount of water in the charging tank, even at the end of an 

experiment, will be more than the in-core thimble volume. This 

assures that a loop leak can conceivably only result in filling 

the thimble with water and not with gaseous hydrogen.  

d. A float operated check valve can be installed in the bottom of 

the charging tank to prevent pumping hydrogen when the tank is 

empty. This will be added if the other measures cited here are 

not deemed adequate.  

Note that these measures are independent of the instrumentation and 

procedures which would normally detect a loop leak, which must precede or 

accompany hydrogen ingress to the thimble. The humidity detector and the 

loop temperature would respond rapidly to loop leakage.  

Finally, a burst disk will be installed in the top of the in-core 

thimble to guard against overpressurization from whatever source.  

4) Thimble leak 

The only potentially troublesome leakage event would involve a 

sudden large rupture in the thimble below the water level in the MITR 

pool. Since the helium gas in the thimble will be maintained at 30 psia, 

small leaks will involve egress of helium rather than ingress of water.  

A large rupture is highly unlikely--no credible mechanistic sequence 

has been identified leading to this event. If it did occur, however, the
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consequent -loss of helium would permit flooding by water. Initially the 

hot metal in the shot bed and lead bath would cause some of the water to 

flash to steam. Eventually cooldown would progress to the point where 

flooding of the thimble would persist. As discussed in Section 4, 

flooding of the fill space between the heater bath and the thimble does 

not add a consequential amount of reactivity. Similarly, the volume 

between the thimble and dummy fuel element is insufficient to permit the 

addition of unacceptable reactivity upon reflooding after helium or steam 

is expelled into this gap.  

Upon detection of significant thimble leakage, PCCL heater power 

will be cut off and the loop operated in a cooled-down mode, but at its 

normal pressure, until its removal at the next regular MITR shutdown.  

Another possible consequence of thimble leakage is related to the 

exposure of the primary coolant water to the loop internals, with subse

quent re-release of some of this water to the MITR coolant. Since inter

nal and external pressures are equalized, no large driving force exists 

for this process. The solubility product of Cu(OH) 2 is approximately 

10-20.5; thus in pure water only about 20 Vg Cu/liter would be expected 

to solubilize. A completely flooded PCCL shot bed would contain less 

than ten liters of water. Hence considerably less than one milligram of 

copper should be introduced into the MITR coolant if thimble in-leakage 

were to drain back out--during removal of the damaged loop, for example.  

(The extremely small solubility of copper in water is attested to by its 

extensive use as a durable anti-fouling sheathing for wooden ships in the 

19th century.) Diffusive release would be many orders of magnitude 

smaller. Note that this small amount of copper is the only contaminant 

of concern in a back leakage incident. No long-lived radionuclide
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production would result, corrosion of core tank structures would not be 

significantly accelerated, and the MITR ion exchange purification system 

would be capable of removing the small quantities of material involved.  

Of greater concern would be escape of the copper shot itself. This 

is guarded against by the monolithic structure of the loop thimble, its 

conservative design and low operating pressure. The port used to drain 

the shot from the thimble is securely and redundantly bolted in place, 

and the outer seal plate is backed up by an internal plug which is 

threaded into the drain hole, and capable by itself of retaining the shot 

bed. The diameter of the shot has been selected to be too large to pass 

down between MITR-II fuel plates, and the high settling velocity of the 

shot (-2 ft/s) makes extensive entrainment unlikely. The shot could, 

however, pass through the circulation valves and get under the core, 

resulting in blocked fuel channels. Care will be taken in all shot han

dling procedures to insure that none escapes to become an uncontrolled 

source of in-containment debris.  

5) Lead bath can leak 

Titanium can failure will permit contact of molten lead with 

the cold aluminum thimble wall, which will cause virtually instantaneous 

freezing of the lead. Laboratory tests are planned which are anticipated 

to show that the freezing process seals the leak and that the resulting 

thermal shock will not cause the aluminum to fail. However, the thermal 

short circuit will create a hot spot on the thimble wall, and local boil

ing cannot be ruled out at the present time. Again, experiments are 

planned to explore the consequences of such an event. Note that if this 

boiling occurred, it would not be on the surface of a fuel plate.

t I
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A large can failure would be indicated by a large decrease in loop 

average temperature (with the heater on), and would be cause for loop 

shutdown. If operation continued, for a short time, and maximum loop 

power (20 kW) were shunted through the thimble wall, a lower thimble 

average heat flux of approximately 68,000 Btu/h-ft 2 would result. This 

is a quite tolerable result considering that heat transfer coefficients 

in excess of 104 Btu/h-ft 2 -oF are to be anticipated.  

Small leaks will be difficult to detect. If the leak eventually has 

significant effect on the heat losses in the lead bath, this would prob

ably be detected by thermocouples or heater power level and the 

experiment would be shut down if necessary. Another indication might be 

an increase in reactivity noise if local boiling were to occur.  

It should be noted that the lead bath can will be subject to vacuum 

leak testing and pre-operational hot testing. It is unlikely that leaks 

will develop in a can which has passed this testing, since no significant 

stresses are applied, and the liquid lead and helium environments are 

benign. A thermocouple may be installed to monitor the temperature of 

the thimble bottom and provide an indication of small lead leaks.  

The overall conclusion of the preceding review is that there are no 

credible mechanisms by which the PCCL can adversely affect MITR safety or 

otherwise create a situation hazardous to operators or experimenters.  

The most serious outcome projected is the loss of valuable experimental 

data, since large changes in the internal chemical environment of the 

PCCL would probably invalidate any subsequent analysis of corrosion prod

uct characteristics.  

Some concluding remarks are also in order on the inverse question as 

to whether there are any normal transient or accident situations of the
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MITR itself which could induce a hazardous response by the PCCL. In 

brief, none have been identified. The MITR interacts significantly with 

the PCCL only by 1) provision of approximately 10% of PCCL energy input 

via gamma heating, and 2) serving as a heat sink for the PCCL. Since 

electrical power to the PCCL in-core heat can be cut off in an emergency, 

thereby greatly reducing the need for a heat sink, a loss of MITR capa

bilities sufficient to severely inconvenience the PCCL would unquestiona

bly be a far greater threat to the MITR itself.
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7. WASTE HANDLING AND DISPOSAL 

Two major types of radioactive waste will be produced by the PCCL 

experiments: loop coolant water contaminated by activated corrosion pro

ducts, and activated in-core components. As with other aspects of the 

loop operation, no new issues are raised in this regard.  

Approximately 22 liters of water will accumulate in the discharge 

tank during a one-month run. The activity level of this water is 

expected to be very low, since most of the corrosion products in the 

effluent (a few precent of those generated in the loop itself) should 

deposit on the bleed capillary surfaces before reaching the tank. The 

activity levels will be sufficiently low to permit disposal of the dis

charge water to the drain after counting. Although particulates are 

expected to deposit on the capillary surfaces, tests will be run on ini

tial discharges to determine if filtration is necessary. The approxi

mately 0.5 liters of water present in the loop at the end of a run will 

be collected, counted and disposed to the drain after verification that 

it is within acceptable limits.  

In-core loop components will be stored for decay and eventually 

shipped as solid waste. The Po210 produced in the lead bath has a half

life of 138 days and can therefore be decayed to insignificant levels 

before disposal.  

Note that the PCCL is designed for 1:1 simulation of an actual PWR, 

hence coolant activity levels will be comparable. Table 7.1 gives repre

sentative radionuclide concentrations expected after one month of irradi

ation. Using values for a typical PWR given by Benedict et al., 1 

1M. Benedict, T.H. Pigford and H.W. Levi, Nuclear Chemical Engineering, 

Second Edition, McGraw-Hill, New York (1981) p. 396.
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scaling by -water volume and taking into account the use of 1 1B and 7Li, 

tritium concentrations are expected to be - 5 pCi/l.  

TABLE 7.1: REPRESENTATIVE ACTIVITY VALUES ESTIMATED FOR A ONE-MONTH PCCL 
IRRADIATION (from typical PWR values) 

"Steam Generator" Loop Water 

Activity (pCi/cm 2 ) Activity (pCi/liter) 

58Co 3.0 no data 

6 0 Co .2 0.02 

5 9 Fe 

5 1 Cr << 6 0 Co <<60Co 

54Mn
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8. FUTURE WORK 

This section summarizes the requirements which remain to be ful

filled before loop installation in the reactor. It also gives a complete 

tabulation of the safety-related experiments and pre-operational tests 

which will be carried out, see Table 8.1. Note that the results of these 

experiments and tests will be reported by PCCL personnel, certified by 

senior PCCL personnel (Professors M. J. Driscoll and 0. K. Harling) and 

incorporated into the QA file.  

The following items are required before experiment irradiation: 

1) Standard operating procedures 

2) Abnormal operating procedures 

3) Calibration procedures and test schedule for safety-related 

instrumentation 

4) An Irradiation Request Form (Part I) 

5) A final signed safety review by the MITR staff 

6) Pre-operational test procedures and results 

7) Material certifications (see Section 2.f on QA procedures) 

Development of the required procedures and checklists for operating the 

loop will be done in conjunction with MITR staff.
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TABLE 8.1: SAFETY-RELATED EXPERIMENTS AND PRE-OPERATIONAL TESTS TO BE 
PERFORMED BEFORE PCCL IRRADIATION 

a) Safety-related experiments 

"• Shot bed conductivity measurements 

"• Radiative heat transfer measurement 

"* Shot bed average temperature determination 

"• Liquid lead compatibility experiment 

"* Thimble cooling/coolant dT measurement 

"* Lead bath can leak/break simulations 

b) Proof testing and pre-operational tests 

"• Circulation pump low T/P performance testing 

"• Loop pressure proof test (3000 psi) 

"* Thimble vacuum/pressure proof test 

"* Pressure relief valve proof test 

"* Out-of-core conditioning, "shakedown- run 

"• Grid plate clearance test 

"* Low reactor power reactivity tests (empty dummy fuel element, 

unfilled loop, cold loop, hot loop) 

"* Loop disassembly rehearsal
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9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

a) Summary 

This safety evaluation report pertains to the operation and 

research use of a small pressurized water loop in the MITR-II core, 

core-tank and containment building. The preceding sections and the 

appendices which follow document the design features, as they relate to 

safety, of an in-pile facility which is intended to closely simulate the 

primary system of a PWR. Figure 9.1 is a schematic illustration and sum

mary of the safety features of the loop.  

Although designed to operate at PWR temperatures and pressures, the 

small size, the design of the facility and the control instrumentation 

limit the potential hazards. In this SER we have addressed issues asso

ciated with 1) reactivity changes, 2) thermal-hydraulic effects, 

3) chemical effects, 4) radiolytic decomposition, 5) experiment scrams, 

6) prototype testing and proof testing, 7) radioactive releases, waste 

handling and disposal, as well as other concerns such as operational and 

experimental procedures, radiation levels and ALARA considerations. Our 

conclusions in these areas are summarized below: 

I) Reactivity changes 

The loop is designed so that the maximum reactivity changes 

which are conceivable are less than the 0.20% Ak/k allowed for 

an experiment which would be movable during reactor operation.  

2) Thermal-hydraulic effects 

The most serious concern overall is assurance of the heat 

input to the loop: 10-15 kW of electric heater power and 

2-4 kW of gamma heat. Radiation to the thimble wall is suf

ficient to remove the latter in a purely passive mode of
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operation; and redundant means for interruption of electric 

power are provided--an active overtemperature control system 

based upon thermocouples which monitor heater bath tempera

ture, and a passive fusible link which melts to sever the 

electrical connection to the resistance heaters in the lead 

bath.  

3) Chemical effects 

A moderate amount of hydrogen gas (< 10 scf) will be used 

inside the reactor containment. The systems outlined in the 

body of the report assure safe use of hydrogen through two 

basic approaches avoiding the contact of hydrogen with oxygen 

or high dilution levels to prevent accumulation of an 

explosive mixture in the event of hydrogen leakage.  

A scenario which involves the potential for hydrogen entry 

into the in-pile thimble has been analyzed and is discussed in 

6.b.c. The operational, instrumental and design features 

which we have incorporated into the PCCL are deemed adequate 

to assure that hydrogen and oxygen can never be present in 

significant amounts in the thimble when it is in-core.  

4) Radiolytic decomposition 

No significant unresolved issues have been identified. Basi

cally the PCCL operates in the mode and with materials identi

cal to a PWR.
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5) Experiment scrams 

This is addressed in the body of this report, and the protec

tion of the reactor systems as well as the PCCL can be 

assured.  

6) Prototype testing and proof testing 

A considerable amount of testing of this type is planned to 

assure the safe conduct of PCCL experiments. Section 8 out

lines the testing which will be performed in this category 

prior to routine in-pile operation.  

7) Radioactive releases, waste handling and disposal, radiation 

levels, ALARA considerations and related operational proce

dures 

These are discussed in various sections of the SER. For the 

most part the PCCL breaks no new ground in this area. Pre

vious experiments reviewed and authorized for operation in the 

MITR-I and MITR-II, such as the Fatigue Cracking Experiment, 

have involved comparable or higher levels of activities, radi

ation fields and radioactive material handling procedures.  

b) Conclusion 

The overall conclusion of this SER is that operation and experi

mentation with the PCCL in-pile loop, having the design features outlined 

above, can be made to fully satisfy the MITR-II Technical Specifica

tions. Furthermore, we feel that no significant health or safety hazards 

will result from these activities.



APPENDICES 

Appendix 1: Safety Related Experiments and Calculations 

a) Radiative dissipation of gamma and neutron heating of 

loop components.  

b) Reactivity worth of B-10.  

c) Thimble stresses.  

Appendix 2: Extracts from the MITR-II Technical Specifications



APPENDIX l.a: RADIATIVE DISSIPATION OF GAMMA AND NEUTRON HEATING OF 

LOOP COMPONENTS 

As discussed above, one of the primary safety features of the loop 

is the passive rejection of nuclear heating of in-core components at a 

temperature below the zirconium-steam reaction temperature of 2100*F.  

An experiment to verify calculations of the radiative heat transfer rate 

between the lead-filled titanium tube and the cooled aluminum thimble 

has been completed. A simulation at approximately full scale with 

respect to radial dimensions and half the length of the actual in-core 

section was used. A one kilowatt electric heater was used at varying 

power levels, and the temperature difference from the titanium tube wall 

to the aluminum tube (which was maintained at constant temperature by a 

water bath) was measured.  

The experimental data was fit to the expression: 

a(T 2 4-T 1 ) 

1 +l (ll'
Es1A1  A2  E:2 / 

where: Q = total heat transfer rate 

* = Stefan-Boltzmann constant 

* = emissivity 

A = surface area

1 - Al thimble, 2 - Ti can



The denominator of this expression can be estimated from the experimen

tal data, and should be approximately constant since the change of emis

sivity with temperature is small over the range encountered. The cal

culated values, however, varied by a factor of five, indicating that 

convection was contributing significantly to the heat transfer. An 

approximate value for the denominator at T 2 = 21000 F was nevertheless 

obtained by extrapolation, and the heat rejection at that temperature 

was estimated to be 8.5 kW.  

At full power, the core average Y-heating rate is =1 w/g. Wood 1 

and Brown2 have shown that neutron heating adjacent to a thermal neutron 

fission spectrum is one tenth the gamma heating. Thus, using a total 

nuclear heating rate of 1.1 W/g, and with 6.5 kg total mass in the tita

nium tube and contents, the total nuclear heating is =7.2 kW. The anal

ysis above indicates that this will result in temperatures below the 

zirconium-steam reaction temperature, although the margin is not large.  

When the loop is constructed, tests of the actual passive heat rejection 

will be performed. If necessary, the maximum temperature attained in 

passive cooling mode can be reduced by reducing the mass of lead in the 

conductive bath and/or by treating the titanium and aluminum surfaces to 

increase their emissivity. The experimental results described above 

indicate that adequate safety margins should be attainable.  

1P.J. Wood and M.J. Driscoll, "Assessment of Thorium Blankets for Fast 

Breeder Reactors," MITNE-148, July 1973.  

2G.J. Brown and M. J. Driscoll, "Evaluation of High Performance LMFBR 

Blanket Configurations," MITNE-150, May 1974.



APPENDIX l.b: ESTIMATION OF BORON WORTH 

The (unknown) worth of Boron-10 can be estimated from the (known) 

worth of Uranium-235. Perturbation theory yields the simple ratio:

(Apfg) B-1O _ Ga, B-1O . 235 

(Ap/g) U-235 (n-l) F-a, U-235 10
(A-1)

For cross-sections, the Maxwellian-averaged thermal values can be used, 

since over 80% of the neutron absorption in both B-10 and U-235 are in 

the thermal region. Cross-section values are a follows:

a 

3,400 

588

B-1O 

U-235

0 

2.07

Finally, we have for the MITR-II core:

A__pp < 10 milli a/gI (worst-case value - A-ring, 445 g element) 
gu-235 -

Thus, Eq. (A.1) gives: 

[1 B--O 1270 milli 
0/g

and if OU-235 

[•A]

= 0.00786

-Z-k/k 

g]B-10

1Personal communication, J. Bernard, 

to 0. Harling dated October 7, 1986.

A-kB 

1-91B-10
= 9.98xlO- = 0.998%

October 6, 1986, and his memorandum



APPENDIX l.c: THIMBLE STRESSES

The thimble is designed to withstand the stresses expected under 

both normal and accident conditions. The cases of interest which have 

been identified are: 

1) internal pressurization - normal helium pressure 

- shot bed hydrostatic pressure 

- loop leak pressurization accident 

- hydrogen deflagration accident 

2) external pressure on evacuated loop 

3) thermal stresses 

The thimble consists of three sections: an approximately elliptical 

section 2.50 in. x 1.40 in. x 0.125 in. wall, 3 ft. long; a cylindrical 

section 4.0 in. OD x 0.250 in. wall (possibly with 0.125 in. deep 

grooves for added heat transfer), 8 ft. long, and a cylindrical section 

8.0 in. OD x 0.250 in. wall. All these components are constructed from 

6061-T6 aluminum tubing with minimum yield strength of 40,000 psi.  

For the case of internal pressurization in a long, thin-walled 

cylinder, the hoop stress is given by: 

Pr 
t 

where P = pressure 

r = tube radius 

t = tube thickness.



For the cylindrical sections, the pressure at which the hoop stress is 

one-half the yield stress can readily be derived: P = 1250 psi (equal 

for both sections if a minimum thickness of 0.125 in. is assumed for the 

4 in. section, as would be the case for the grooved version). For the 

elliptical section, maximum stress due to internal pressure occurs at 

the minimum radius point where hoop stress is: 

Pb 
t 

where b = semi-major axis, and the bending moment is given by: 1 

M= P(b2 sI sI) 

where Ix = moment of inertia of a quadrant of the ellipse about the 
x-axis 

ly = moment of inertia of a quadrant of the ellipse about the 
y-axis 

S = arc length of a quadrant of the ellipse 

Using these relationships, an internal pressure of -850 psi can be shown 

to produce a maximum stress of one-half the yield stress. It is evident 

from this analysis that the normal helium operating pressure of 20-30 

psig can easily be withstood, and the -20 psi additional pressure due to 

the weight of the shot bed is also inconsequential. (Note that a simple 

IBaumeister, Avallone and Baumeister, eds., Marks' Standard Handbook for 
Mechanical Engineers (8th Ed.), McGraw-Hill, New York (1978) pp. 5-51.



analysis indicates that shot-bed ratchetting, which could exert signifi

cant forces on the thimble, is unlikely to occur. Dimensional monitor

ing of the thimble before and after its out-of-pile runs will be used to 

verify the absence of ratchetting forces.) The loop leak pressurization 

accident was shown above to result in a maximum pressure of less than 

400 psi if the two thimble pressure relief valves fail to open. Pres

sures in a hydrogen deflagration accident are much more difficult to as

sess, but this accident has been shown to be extremely unlikely, and a 

burst disk set at 500 psi or lower will be provided to gaurd against 

thimble failure in this scenario. Considerable margin to yield is pro

vided, and the ductility of the aluminum (min. = 10% elongation) gives 

further assurance that thimble leakage is a remote possibility even in 

extreme pressurization accidents.  

The stresses produced on the thimble by evacuation (plus submer

gence to about 12 ft. in water) are negligible, and the ability of the 

thimble to withstand this loading will be amply demonstrated during the 

conditioning run, which will be made with the thimble at vacuum. The 

worst case for thermal stresses will occur on the in-core thimble sec

tion during a loss-of-coolant accident. Using a conservative value of 

10 kW total heat transfer to this 150 in.2 area gives AT = 3*F;, and a 

corresponding thermal stress of -300 psi, which is again negligible.
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3 5.3 Primary Coolant System 

Applicability ;-" 

This specification applies, to the design of the primary coolant 

system..  

Objective 

To assure compatibility of the primary coolant system with the 

safety analysis.  

Specification 

The. reactor coolant system shall consist of a.reactor vessel, a 

single cooling loop containing three heat exchangers, and appropriate 

pumps and valves. All materials, including those of the reactor vessel, 

in contact with primary coolant (1H20), shall be aluminum alloys or 

stainless steel, except small non-corrosive components such as gaskets, 

filters and valve diaphragms. The reactor vessel shall be dasigned in 

:accordance with the ASNE Code for Unfired Pressure Vessels. It shall 

be designed for a working pressure of 24 psig and 150*F. Heat exchangers 

shall'be designed for 75 psig and a temperature of 150*F. The connecting 

piping shall be designed to withstand a 60 psig hydro test.  

Basis 

The reactor coolant system has been described and analyzed in the 

Safety Analysis Report as a single loop system containing two heat 

exchangers. Additional analysis based on the use of three heat exchangers, 

has been described in the NRC staff's Safety Evaluation of Amendment No. 14 

to these Technical Specifications. Materials of construction, being 

primarily stainless steel, are chemically compatible with the H20 coolant.  

The stainless steel pumps are heavy-walled members in areas of low stress and 

should not be susceptible to chemical attack or stress corrosion failures. The 

failure of the gaskets and valve bell.. althou"gh UndesiraIle, would

LAmpn,1mronf Mn 1A/

i



not result in: catastrophic failure of the primary system; hence, strict 

material limitations are not required for technical specifications. The 

design, temperature, and pressure of the reactor vessel and other primary 

system components provide adequate margins over operating temperatures and 

pressures, and it is believed prudent to retain these margins in order 

to further reduce the probability of a primary system failure. The 

reactor vessel was designed to Section VIII, 1968 edition, of the ASME 

Code for Unfired Pressure Vessels. Subsequent design changes should be 

made in accordance with the most recent edition of this code.  

Since the safety analysis is based on the reactor coolant system 

as presently designed and with the present margins, it is considered 

necessary to retain this design and these margins or to redo the analysis.
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6. EXPERIMENTS 

6.1 General Experiment Criteria 

Applicability 

This specification applies to experiments using the reactor.  

Objective 

To assure that experiments in the reactor do not affect the safety 

of the reactor.  

Specifications 

All experiments within the .reactor shall conform to the following 

conditions.  

1. Reactivity Effects 

The reactivity worth of experiments shall not exceed the values 

indicated in the following table:

Movable 

Non-secured 

Total of the above 

Secured

Single Experiment Worth 

0.2% AK/K 

0.5% AK/K 

1.8% AK/K

Total Worth 

0.5% AK/K 

1.0% AK/K 

1.5% AK/K

Thermal-Hydraulic Effects 

a. All experimental capsules shall be designed against failure 

from internal and external heating at a reactor power level 

or process variable corresponding to the Limiting Safety 

System Setting associated with that power level or process 

va.ri able.

6-1
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b. The outside surface temperature of a submerged experiment 

or capsule shall not cause nucleate boiling of the reactor 

coolant during operation of the reactor.  

c. The insertion of an experiment into the core should not 

cause a coolant flow redistribution that could negate the 

safety consideration implicit in the Safety Limits.  

3. Chemical Effects 

a. Metastable or other materials that could react to create 

a rapid pressure rise shall be encapsulated. The capsule 

shall be prototype tested under experimental conditions to 

demonstrate that it can contain without failure an energy 

release equivalent to at least twice the material to be 

irradiated or at least twice the pressure that could be 

expected from any reaction of these materials. These tests 

must also include effects of any fragments which may be 

generated. If a change in experimental conditions could 

result in a greater potential for failure than design 

experimental conditions, the capsule shall also be tested 

under these changed conditions. In addition, the quantity 

of material should be limited such that if the maximum 

calculated energy release should occur, significant damage 

to the reactor core will not result, assuming the material 

is not encapsulated.  

b. No explosive materials (defined to include all materials 

that would constitute Class A, Class B vnd Class C explo

sives as described in Title 49, Parts 172 and 173 of the 
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Code of Federal Regulations) shall be placed in the reactor 

core or within the primary biological shield, which, if 

completely detonated, could cause any rearrangement or 

damage to the reactor core. Proposed quantities of explo

sive materials greater than the equivalent of 25 milligrams 

of TNT shall require a documented safety analysis and 

approval by the MIT Reactor Safeguards Committee. Capsule 

design for explosive material shall be prototype tested to 

demonstrate that it can contain at least twice the pressure 

p~roduced inside the capsule as a result of detonation of 

the material or the pressure produced by the detonation of 

twice the amount of material.  

c. Corrosive materials that could affect or react with another 

material present in the reactor system will be doubly encap

sulated. If the material can adversely affect the reactor 

core or any of its component parts or auxiliary systems 

or the building containment to cause loss of function of 

the affected component or system, means shall be provided 

to monitor the integrity of the material container.  

4. Radiolytic Decomposition 

a. Compounds subject to radiolytic decomposition shall be 

irradiated in containers which can withstand the maximum 

gas pressure produced as a result of the decomposition 

under irradiation including the effect of any temperature

6-3
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- rise.' This pressure will be determined by previous expe

rience or by testing as described in Specification 6.1, 

subsection 6.  

b. Consideration shall also be given to any pressure buildup 

resulting from the decomposition of the sample container, 

such as might occur with a polyethylene vial.  

c. Compounds subject to radiolytic decomposition may be 

irradiated in a capsule that is vented, provided that the 

vented release is less than 1.0% of the limits of 10 CFR 20 

at any point of possible exposure.  

5. Experiment Scrams 

Provisions have been made in the Reactor Safety System for the 

addition of experiment scrams. These scrams may be added for the protection 

of the experimental equipment and/or reactor components in the event of 

some malfunction. If malfunction of the experiment can adversely affect 

the reactor core or any of its component parts or auxiliary systems or the 

building containment to cause loss of function of the affected component 

or system, the experiment scrams shall be redundant so as to satisfy the 

single mode failure protection discussed in Section 7 of the SAR.  

6. Prototype Testing 

Materials whose properties (composition, heating, radiolytic 

decomposition, etc.) are uncertain must be prototype tested. These tests 

will be designed to give a stepwise approach to final operating conditions.  

The tests may either be stepwise time or flux irradiations with proper 

instrumentation to determine temperature, pressure and radioactivity for 

each step as required.
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7. Radioactive Releases 

a. Experiments shall be designed so that operation or mal

function is not predicted to result in exposures or releases 

of radioactivity in excess of the. limits of 10 CER 20 to 

either onsite or offsite personnel.  

b. The total radioactive materials inventory of an experiment 

*or credibly coupled experiments shall be limited such that 

the dose in unrestricted areas resulting from release of 

this inventory at its calculated maximum value shall not 

exceed that of the Design Basis Accident (Section 5.3.1 of 

the SAR).  

Bases 

Accidents resulting from the step insertion of reactivity have been 

discussed in the SAR. It was determined that following a step increase 

of 1.8% AK/K, fuel plate temperatures would be below the clad melting tem

perature and significant core damage would not result. The 0.2% AK/K 

limit for movable experiments corresponds to a 20-second period, one 

which can be easily controlled by the reactor operator with little effect 

on reactor power. The limiting value for a single non-secured experiment, 

0.5% AK/K is set conservatively below the prompt critical value for 

reactivity insertion and below the minimum shutdown margin. The sum of 

the magnitudes of the static reactivity worths of all non-secured experi

ments, 1.0% AK/K, does not exceed the minimum shutdown margin. The total 

worth of all movable and non-secured experiments will not reduce the mini

mum shutdown margin as the shutdown margin is determined with all movable 

experiments in the most positive reactive state.  

6-5
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Specifications 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 are intended to minimize the prob

ability of experiment failures. Experiment capsules should be designed 

to withstand expected temperatures, pressures, chemical and radio

chemical effects. The requirement for testing containers at twice the 

pressure or with twice the amount of explosive or metastable material 

to be irradiated provides a factor of 2 safety margin as allowance for 

experimental uncertainties. Table 6.1-1 gives a summary of the require

ments for specimen irradiations for ease of review and classification 

of the specifications.  

The radiological consequences of experiment malfunctions must be 

considered as' stated in Specification 7. Consistent with the Commission's 

regulations, predicted onsite personnel exposures or offsite concentrations 

resulting from these malfunctions must not be in excess of those permitted 

by 10 CFR Part 20.
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Table 6.1-1 

Sum-iary of Requirements for Specimen Irradiations 

00 -t4 

Requirement > > 0 

0WtJC v-4 S 
* 0 0. 0 0 

P4 *r40Q 

Wi 0 X 0 

Consideration of reactivity effects, 

induced activity, heating and 
temperature distribution X X X X X 

Estimation of pressure buildup X X X 

Single encapsulation X X X 

Double encapsulation X 

Container pressure test X X 

Other d a,*d b c 

a. Amounts above the equivalent of 25 mg TNT require safety analysis and approval of MITRSC.  

b. If corrosion can cause loss of functions of the reactor core or any of its component parts or 

auxiliary systems or the building containment, integrity of container must be monitored during 

irradiation.  

c. Container may be vented if'release is less than 1.0% of 10 CFR 20.  

d. Amounts limited such that reaction will not damage reactor core.



6.2 In-Core Cryostat 

Applicability 

This specification applies to the in-core cryostat.  

Objective 

To assure the safety of reactor operation with an in-core cryostat.  

Specification 

1. The inaximum allowable helium pressure in the inner tube of the 

cryostat shall be the lower of (a) that pressure for which the stress in 

the inner tube wall equals the yield stress of the tube materials, or 

(b) 75 psig.  

2. The in-core cryostat shall not be cooled below 161°K until 

it has been cleared of air and its vacuum integrity has been demonstrated, 

and it shall not be operated if there is an indication of air leakage into 

the insulating vacuum envelope.  

3. a. The in-core cryostat shall not be cooled below ambient 

temperature when.the reactor is critical unless the follow

ing instrumentation is in operation and indicating in the 

reactor control room: 

(i) internal pressuro monitor which indicates the pressure 

- in the inner tube of the in-core cryostat, 

(ii) air leak alarm which signals the leakage of air into 

the vacuum jacket of the in-core cryostat, 

(iii) Vacuum monitor which indicates the pressure in the 

insulating vacuum jacket of the in-core cryostat, 
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(iv). temperature monitor which indicates the wall tempera

ture in the lower section of the inner tube of the 

in-core cryostat.  

b. In addition, helium gas shall not be circulated through 

the in-core cryostat at ambient temperature when the 

reactor is critical unless the internal pressure monitor 

pnd the temperature monitor (as defined above) are in 

operation and indicating in the reactor control room.  

c. Helium shall not be circulated through an irradiation 

facility when the reactor is critical unless the helium 

radiation monitors are in operation and indicating in 

the reactor contro4 room.  

Bases 

Failure of the cryostat tube will occur at a higher pressure than 

the design rupture pressure which is based on conservative calculations 

and therefore includes a safety factor in accordance with good engineer

ing practice. Limiting the operating pressure so as not to exceed the 

yield stress provides an adequate safety margin below the rupture pressure 

and precludes the possibility of damage to the cryostat itself. For either 

stainless steels or aluminum alloys, the yield and ultimate (rupture) 

stresses differ by a factor of at least 1.5 at room temperature and by 

more than this at cryogenic temperatures. Thu:;, there is at least a 

factor of 1.5 safety margin between the pressures defined by the Operating 

Value and the rupture pressure. The limit of 75 psig is the maximum 

allowable pressure for the dewnr used as the liquid helium reservoir,
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which in turn is the lowest pressure limit for any component in the 

helium plant. By setting the cryostat operating pressure to not exceed 

this level, the entire system is protected.  

It is not possible to specify quantitatively an air contamination 

level since it is not possible to measure air concentration in the 

cryostat by any practical method. We can, therefore, only specify 

operating procedures which should minimize the possibility that ozone 

will be generated in the unit.  

It seems certain that the presence of condensed oxygen or ozone is 

a prerequisite fpr the chemical reactions involving these constituents 

which have been observed in other reactor cryostats. By requiring that 

the cryostat be "cleared of air" (i.e., flushed with helium or repeatedly 

evacuated and backfilled with helium) before it is cooled below 161*K, 

the normal boiling point of ozone, we essentially preclude the presence 

of condensed ozone or oxygen in the cryostat. Oxygen cannot thereafter 

enter with the helium refrigerant because it will be condensed and trapped 

in the refrigerator or in the liquid helium reservoir.* 

It is possible that air could leak into the cryostat vacuum envelope, 

and a small leak would not be detected as a reduction in the insulating 

vacuum since the incoming gases would be condensed on the cold inner wall 

of the crybstat. Possible air leaks will be monitored by a frost indicator 

placed in the vacuum envelope just below the eater level in the core tank.  

Since there is no air in the reactor below this level, this is the lowest 

poinL at which air could enter the vacuum insulation. Any condensed air 

*Oxy,;(in bolh; a- 90)K. 'Both o.:ygcn and ozone solidify above the normal 
boilin3 g point of h.l. i-lum.
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above this point would be out of the reactor proper and would not be in 

a strong radiation-field; hence the generation of ozone above the frost 

monitor would be inconsequential.  

The specifications stated above should adequately guard against 

hazards which could result from ozone generation in the cryostat.  

The first two instruments of item 3(a) are provided to ensure 

operation of the facility within the limits specified in items 1 and 2.  

There are no set limits for the in-core cryostat temperatures.  

Normally, the unit is refrigerated to the desired operating temperatures 

before the reactor is brought to power.  

If the in-core cryostat is not being used for an experiment, the 

inner chamber and the vacuum envdlope will be filled with clean helium 

gas so that the cryostat will remain at approximately reactor coolant 

temperature.  

There is no possibility that the in-core cryostat inner wall will 

melt even if the reactor is brought to 5 14W power with the insulating 

envelope evacuated and no coolant flow in the inner tube. Conservative 

calculations indicate that the inner wall will not exceed 5000 C before 

the total radiant heat flow through the insulating vacuum reaches 200 

watts, which is the maximum heat generation in the cryostat with the 

reactor at power.  

The temperature of the in-core cryostat will be monitored solely 

as a further indication of possible flow reduction or stoppage in the 

helium refrigerating system, and as a control of experiments in progress.  

The insulating vacuum will be monitored since, if a high vacuum is 

not maintained, he1at flow into the cryostat is high, and the inner chamber 
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cannot be kept' cold. A sudden loss of vacuum will cause a rapid pressure 

rise in the cryostat as the helium warms up, but the system would be 

guarded by the over-pressure protection devices installed in the system.  

In this sense, controlling the insulating vacuum is entirely redundant 

with controlling the cryostat pressure or temperature. The insulating 

envelope pressure will be maintained below 0.1 torr because it is approxi

mately the upper limit for operating oil diffusion pumps and is intended 

primarily to protect these units in the system.  

It should be noted that when the cryostat is not in use for low 

temperature irradiations, it may be left in the core. In this case, the 

inner tube and the insulating envelope may be filled with gaseous helium at 1 

atmosphere to provide a heat transfer medium and keep the entire unit at the tem 

perature of the surrounding reactor coolant. In this condition the cryostat 

is not considered to be "in operation," and the above specification shall 

not apply.  

There are two possibilities for accumulating radioactivity in the 

helium system: 

1. particulate or gaseous contaminants, 

3 
2. tritium generated by neutron transmutation-of He 

It is -shown in Section 10.3.4.4.3 of the SAR that tritium concen

trations will never reach potentially excessive levels.  

The only source of radioactive contamination is from sample 

assemblies in the in-core cryostat. Because pure helium is chemically 

inert, there is no possibility of corrosive attack of the samples, and 

consequently no possibility of contamination of the loop with radio

active corrosionl products. The sataple assenmblies will be cleaned with 
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great care before irradiation because competent experimenters will insist 

on the practice and because the loop itself should be kept clean. In 

normal operation, samples will be cooled down before insertion into the 

in-core cryostat and will be kept cold when withdrawn. There is little 

possibility, therefore, of contamination of the loop by release of foreign 

matter which might be adsorbed on the sample assembly surfaces.  

To guard Against even the remote possibility of release of activity 

from the containment, radiation monitors will be installed in the line 

which returns low pressure helium from the refrigerator to the compressor 

(see Figure 10.3.4.1-2 of the SAR). This monitor will automatically close 

the containment isolation valve if excessive radioactivity is present in 

the exit line.  

6-13
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6.3 Sodium Subassembly for Fast Neutron Spectrum Facility 

Applicability 

This specification applies to a sodium subassembly designed for use 

in blanket assemblies in the Fast Neutron Spectrum Facility (also referred 

to as the Fast Reactor Blanket Test Facilit-)., 

Objective 

To provide for safe operation with a corrosive material within the thermal 

column shielding.  

Specification 

The experiment shall comply with Specification 6.1 except that single 

subassemblies containing up to 30.pounds of metallic sodium may be irradiated 

without double encapsulation.  

Bases 

The Fast Neutron Spectrum Facility, referred to as the Blanket Test 

Facility for this experiment, is described in Paragraph 10.3.3.2 of the SAR.  

The cadmium shutter (Subsection 10.3.3 of the SAR), which controls the 

neutron flux in the thermal column, is shown in SAR Fig. 3.1.2. It and the 

sliding steel doors at the end of the thermal column (entrance to the 

"hohlraum") are shown unlabeled on SAR Fig. 3.1.3. A graphite-lined cavity 

(hohlraum) extends six feet beyond the steel doors, at the end of which 

(17 feet from the center of the reactor) is located the irradiation volume 

for the Fast Neutron Spectrum Facility.  

As stated in SAR Paragraph 10.3.3.2, this volume is scaled off from 

the hohlraum by an aluminum liner. A second aluminum liner, shown just
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inside the cadmium shutter in the above two SAR figures, provides a gas 

seal between the graphite reflector and the thermal column.  

The facility has been used for the past several years for reactor 

physics studies in simulated fast breeder blankets. The sodium subassembly 

is designed to measure the small effects of heterogeneity on the neutron 

balance by using a configuration very close to that in an actual LMFBR.  

As is well known, sodium can react chemically with air (oxygen) and 

water. Sodium oxidizes rapidly with moist air but spontaneous ignitions 

have not been reported except when sodium ignites in the vicinity of its 

boiling point (1616 0 F) (Ref. 6.3-1). Further, sodium will burn at the slow 

rate of approximately 5 lbs/hour per exposed square foot of pool surface area 

and is characterized by low flames and dense clouds of white oxide smoke 

(Ref. 6.3-2).  

In view of the above properties of sodium metal, it is important that 

the sodium be adequately sealed. It is contained in a 6 in. x 6 in. x 50 in.  

high, carbon steel capsule, appropriately equipped with fill, vent and drain 

lines. The air and water tight integrity of the special subassembly has been 

ensured by heliarc welding throughout. The stainless steel valves include 

stainless steel bellow seals. Further, the valved connections are end-capped.  

The carbon steel will resist attack by liquid sodium up to approximately 

750 0 F (Rer 6:3-3). The solid sodium in the subassembly has an inert gas blanket to 

allow for expansion in the unlikely event that the sodium melts while in 

the reactor containment. Upon completion, the subassembly was thermally 

cycled, vibration tested and helium leak tested. No problems were experienced 

during utilization of the subassembly in the MITR-I.
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While in the Keactor containment the approximately 25 pounds of sodium 

will be-in a form that makes ignition extremely improbable even in the un

likely event that rupture of the subassembly occurred. First, the sodium 

will be in solid form at an ambient temperature of approximately 80 0 F 

(MlP = 208*F) whenever the subassembly is within the reactor containment, 

Prior operation of the Blanket Test Facility, using thermocouples, has shown 

that the operating temperature is less than or equal to 80*F with irradiation 

heating amounting to 1F or less. Thus, the sodium will be in a form and 

at a temperature that precludes ignition even if sufficient heat is supplied 

to melt the sodium. Any oxidation that does occur to the metal should 

quickly remove the exposed surface area from further oxidation. Further, 

due to the extreme chemical stability of UO2 and the operating conditions 

of the facility there would not be any chance for release of nuclear material.  

The chances of water reaching the level of the Blanket Test Facility 

are extremely unlikely. The leak tightness of the containment (i.e. <l%/day/ 

psi overpressure) essentially eliminates the problems from external flooding.  

The largest continuous source of water inside containment is a one-inch diameter 

city water line which can be isolated both from inside and outside the con

tainment. Even if a rupture in this line were to occur, the entire contain

ment lower level (approximately 34,360 ft 3) would have to be flooded before 

the level reached the Blanket Test Facility.  

References 

6.3-1 Fire Protection Hcandbook, 12th Edition (1962) 
6.3-2 Yovick, FAST i!EAC'I'OR TECHNOLOGY, MIT Press (1966) 
6.3-3 Liquid Itletal; 1ihndbook, TID-5277 (1955)
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6.4 .Closed-LooD Control Systems 

Tbhs "spetfication applies to systems for the closed-loop control 

of the reactor exclusive of those automatic controllers covered by 

Snec'ficatiin 3.9. (Note: The reactivity restrictions contained in 

Specification 6.1-1 do not apply to experiments performed under this 

Specification, #6.4.) 

Objective 

To assure that the reactor can be safely shut down at any time.  

SDecification 

1. Shim blades and/or the regulating rod may be connected to a 

cloaud-loop cont.zzller providtd Lhat the ove-.:all controller is 

designed so that the control of reactor power will always be 

f.easible at either the desired termination point of any 

transient or at the maximum allowed operating power. Only one 

shim blade shall be withdrawn at a time.  

2. Eath proposed closed-loop controller shall require a documented 

safety analysis and approval by the MIT Reactor Safeguards 

Committee (MITRSC) or, if authorized by the MITRSC, by its 

Standing Subcommittee.  

3. The nuclear safety system shall be separate from any closed-loop 

controller.  

1. A period trip set at or longer than 20 'seconds shall be operable 

whenever any closed-loop controller is in use. This trip shall 

tr•nsfer control to manual and sound an alarm.  

5. The operability of the period trip is to be tested prior to use 

of any closed-loop controller during any week that a closed-loop 

controller is to be used.

Amendment No. 24 6-17
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Defini tions 

1. A reactor together with specified control mechanisms is defined 

as co=stituting a system that is "feasible to control" if it is 

possible to transfer the system from a given power level and rate 

of change of power to a desired, steady-state power level without 

overshoot, or conversely, undershoot. (Note: If a deviation 

band is specified about the desired power level, then the term 

"without overshoot" means that there will be no overshoot beyond 

the. permitted deviation.) 

2. The word "separate" means that the output of an instrument used 

in the safety system will not be influenced by interaction with 

the control system. For example, a signal derived from an.  

instrument that forms part of the safety system would not be 

transmitted to the control system" unless first passed through an (__ 
isolation device.  

Basis 

The requirement that a closed-loop controller be designed so that 

control will always be feasible at the desired termination point of 

any transient insures that there will be no power overshoots, or 

conversely, undershoots other than those permitted by specified 

deviaiton bands, if any. The reactor period can be made rapidly 

infinite if the total reactivity, both that added directly by the 

control mechanisms and that present indirectly from feedback effects, 

is maintained less than the maximum available rate of change of 

reactivity divided by the effective, one-group decay constant.  

Phy sically, if the reactivity is so constrained, then, by reversal of 

the direction of motion of the specified control mechanism, it will be 

Amendment No. 24
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possible to negate the effect of the reactivity present and cake the 

period i!fini-te. at any time during the transient. This condition, the 

absolute reactivity constraint, is unnecessarily restrictive. A less 

stringent constraint may be written that specifies that there be 

sufficient time available to eliminate whatever reactivity is present 

beyond the amount that can be immediately negated by reversal of 

direction of the designated control mechanism before the desired power 

level is attained. This condition is the sufficient reactivity 

constraint. Being an inequality, this constraint is not a control 

law. Its function is to review the decision of whatever control law 

.s beirg •-.d and, if nm'espary, override triat decision. Provide'3 

that the net reactivity is always restricted to that permitted by the 

sufficient constraint, it should always be possible to halt a power 

increase at the desired termination point by merely reversing the 

direction of absorber travel. Therefore, adherence to this constraint 

means that no automatic control action should ever result in a 

challenge to the nuclear safety system. Additional information is 

given in Reference 6.4-I.  

The requirement that each proposed closed-loop controller require 

a documented safety analysis and approval by the MITRSC or, if 

authorized by the M!ITRSC, by its Standing Subco=--ttee insures that 

the design of each controller will be carefully reviewed and that 

necessary off-line testing will be performed.  

The requirement that the nuclear safety system be separate from 

any closed-loop controller means that the ability of that safety 

svste= to perform its intended function will not be compromised.

Amendment No. 24 6-10



The existence of a trip that will transfer control to ranual 

should the-period become equal to or shorter than 20 seconds will 

provide a safety factor set more conservatively than the nuclear 

safety system. The signal used for this trip is separate from the 

nuclear safety system and is not processed by the closed-loop 

controller. This assures that the capability of the trip signal to 

perform its intended function will not be compromised.  

Reference

6.4-i Bernard, J.A., "Development and Experimental Demonstration 

of Digital Closed-Loop Control Strategies for Nuclear 
Reactors," Ph.D Thesis, MIT, Fay 1984.

Amendment No. 24 6-20
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Item: PWR Coolant Chemistry Loop (PCCL)

Submitted by L. Clark, Jr. Date April 19, 1988

Q/A number if required M-86-2

Does the item change or contradict the 

Technical Specifications? Yes X No 

SAR? Yes X No 

* Attach explanation 

Description of Change (Attach extra pages if necessary): 

A pressurized coolant chemistry loop (PCCL) is to be installed in the MITR core. The 
PCCL is described and its safety evaluated in a Safety Evaluation Report (SER), 
MITNRL-020, dated February 13, 1987 and a Supplement dated April 19, 1988.  

Safety Evaluation (Attach extra pages if necessary): 

The MITR Staff's safety evaluation is contained in the attached pp. 1 - 11. It 
concurs with the PCCL Project Staff that operation and experimentation with the loop 
will fully satisfy the MITR-II Technical Specifications and that no unacceptable 
safety hazards will result.  

Summary of Review:

a) Does the proposal: 

i) involve an unreviewed safety question (10CFR5O.59(a)(2)) 

ii) decrease scope of requalification program (10CFR50.54(i-I)) 

iii) decrease effectiveness of security plan (10CFR50.54(p)) 

iv) decrease effectiveness of emergency plan (10CFR50.54(q))

Yes No 

X 

X 

X 
X

b) Reviewer's Comments: Recommend approval. MITRSC approval required.  
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NUCLEAR REACTOR LABORATORY 
AN INTERDEPARTMENTAL CENTER OF 

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

O.K. HARLING 138 Albany Street Cambridge, Mass. 02139 L. CLARK, JR.  

Director (617) 253- 4202 Director of Reactor Operations 

April 19, 1988 

Safety Review #-0-86-9: PWR Coolant Chemistry Loop (PCCL) 

I. Description of Change 

An in-pile loop designed to simulate the primary coolant system 
of a pressurized water reactor (PWR) is to be installed in the MITR-II 
core. The facility is described in detail in Reference 1, "Safety 
Evaluation Report (SER) for the PWR Coolant Chemistry Loop (PCCL)", 
Report No. MITNRL-020, February 13, 1987, plus a supplement dated 
March 22, 1988, both prepared for review by the MIT Reactor Safeguards 
Committee and attached hereto.  

2. Safety Evaluation 

The SER addresses the following topics: 

PCCL loop design 
Operational and experimental procedures 
Maximum effects of reactivity, pressure, and temperature 
Radiation levels and ALARA considerations 
PCCL safety evaluation 
Waste handling and disposal 
Future work 

It concludes that operation and experimentation with the PCCL 
loop will fully satisfy the MITR-II Technical Specifications 2 and that 
no significant health or safety hazards will result from such activi
ties. The MITR Staff has worked with the PCCL Staff on the design of 
the facility and on preparation of the SER, and it concurs with the 
above conclusions.  

Attachment of the SER and its Supplement to this Safety Review is 
only for the purpose of providing a description of the experiment and 
the Project Group's evaluation of its safety. It is expected that 
experience gained from installing and operating the loop will require 
changes in the facility and its operation as now described in the SER 
and Supplement. In accordance with internal MITR procedures, such 
changes will be documented and will be reviewed to assure compliance 
with the MITR Technical Specifications. As required by 10 CFR 59(b) 
(I), such changes will also be evaluated to determine whether or not 
an unreviewed safety question (USQ) exists. As a minimum, any change 
that is predicted to permit any one or more of the following parame
ters to exceed the limit stated in the SER (and again below) will be
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submitted to the MIT Reactor Safeguards Committee for its opinion con
cerning whether or not an USQ exists and, if one is deemed to exist, 
the change will be submitted to USNRC for approval before implementa
tion: 

1. Pressure limits: 

a) 2500 psia in the Zircaloy loop, with redundant protective 
devices designed to relieve at 2500 to 3000 psia.  

b) 100 psia in the aluminum thimble, with redundant protective 
devices designated to relieve at 100 to 500 psia.  

2. Temperature limit: assurance that the Zircaloy tubing temper
ature will not exceed 2200°F under any conditions, including 
abnormal, shall be achieved by utilizing redundant electric 
heater shut-offs, each having its own thermocouple sensing the 
lead bath temperature.  

3. Hydrogen inventory limit: 30 SCF, which is the combined maximum 
inventories of the transfer flask, the charging water and dis
charge water storage tanks, and the dissolved hydrogen. Assur
ance that this quantity will not be exceeded is provided by the 
limited capacities of the tanks and by administrative controls 
that will restrict the hydrogen charged into the transfer flask 
to a maximum of 10 SCF.  

Surveillance procedures will provide for periodic functional 
testing of the pressure relief valves and heater shut-off circuits 
that assure compliance with the above limits.  

3. Unreviewed Safety Question Determination 

The loop (0.26" ID Zircalloy in core and 0.26" ID Inconel out of 
core, 0.026" wall thickness in both cases) will operate at 2200 psi 
and 600*F. It (along with a heater, lead bath and instrumentation) 
will be enclosed in an oval-shaped aluminum thimble having a 0.125" 
wall thickness. The lower end of the thimble, the in-core section, 
fits into a solid, aluminum dummy fuel element in the same manner as 
do in-core sample thimbles. Details are provided in the SER and its 
Supplement.  

Among the functions of the above components is protection of the 
fuel, core structure and other components of the reactor important to 
safety from damage or malfunctions regardless of credible failures of 
or within the thimble. It must be shown that such failures cannot 
credibly interact with the above reactor components in such a way as 
to create the potential for an unreviewed safety question as defined 
below: 

1OCFR50.59(2) - A proposed change, test, or experiment shall be 
deemed to involve an unreviewed safety question (i) 
if the probability of occurrence or the consequences
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of an accident or malfunction of equipment important 
to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis 
report may be increased; or (ii) if a possibility for 
an accident or malfunction of a different type than 
any evaluated previously in the safety analysis 
report may be created; or (iii) if the margin of 
safety as defined in the basis for any technical 
specification is reduced.  

Failures or accidents that originate with the experimental equip
ment are evaluated to see if they can lead to accidents or failures 
involving reactor components. If they cannot, an unreviewed safety 
question does not exist. If they can, then the accident to or failure 
of the affected reactor component must be evaluated with respect to 
the three parts of the USQ definition. The following methods of 
interaction between the loop and the reactor will occur or may be 
postulated: 

3.1 Reactivity Effects 

MITR-II Technical Specification 6.1-1 limits the reactivity worth 
of experiments to the following values: 

Single Experiment Worth Total Worth 

Movable 0.2% AK/K 0.5% AK/K 

Non-secured 0.5% AK/K 1.0% AK/K 

Total of the above --- 1.5% AK/K 

Secured 1.8% AK/K --

The three types of experiments are defined in Section 1 of the 
Technical Specifications as follows: 

1.23 Secured Experiment 

A secured experiment is an experiment or experimental 
facility held firmly in place by a mechanical device or by gravi
ty, such that the restraining forces are substantially greater 
than those to which the experiment might be subjected by hydrau
lic, pneumatic, buoyant, or other forces which are normal to the 
operating environment of the experiment or by forces which can 
arise as a result of credible malfunctions.  

1.24 Movable Experiment 

A movable experiment is one where it is intended that the 
entire experiment may be moved in or near the core or into or out 
of the reactor while the reactor is operating.  

1.25 Non-Secured Experiments 

Experiments where it is intended that the experiment should 
not move while the reactor is operating, but is held in place 
with less restraint than secured experiment.
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Potential reactivity effects associated with the PCCL have been 
addressed in the Safety Evaluation Report for the facility'. Credible 
effects arise from the use of boron for water chemistry and from pos
sible flooding/reflooding incidents.  

Water and contained chemicals in the loop are classified as a 
non-secured experiment, and so their reactivity worth is limited to 
0.5% AK/K. Conservative calculations given in the SER show that ejec
tion of all in-pile boron, even if it were first concentrated in the 
core region of the loop, would not exceed +0.02% AK/K. This reactiv
ity effect is minimized by use of boron enriched in the B-Il isotope.  

For the reactivity effects of flooding/reflooding scenarios for 
the in-core loop, the void volumes in the thimble and the coolant 
channel annulus between the thimble and the dummy element are such 
that effects are measured or calculated to be well within the 0.5% 
AK/K limit for non-secured experiments. Flooding the void volume in 
the thimble has been measured to cause a +0.14% AK/K reactivity 
effect. The 0.050" cooling annulus between the thimble and the dummy 
element, if voided, is calculated to produce a +0.17% AK/K reactivity 
effect on reflooding.  

The total worth of all non-secured experiments must not exceed 
1.0% AK/K. The only other non-secured experiment presently in the 
core is a 1.75 inch I.D. irradiation thimble whose non-secured reac
tivity (due to flooding accidents) is limited to 0.5% AK/K by the 
insertion of sample capsules or solid spacers. Even though there are 
no conceivable accidents during reactor operation that could lead to 
rapid flooding of more than one thimble at a time, the total non
secured worth of all such experiments that might be installed at any 
one time will be limited as required by the Technical Specifications, 
using measurements or conservative calculations of the flooding reac
tivity worth.  

The titanium can and contents (lead, loop, heater, and fixtures) 
are classified as a secured experiment, because they are mechanically 
held in position by the loop tubing and other structural components.  
Their complete ejection from the thimble followed by flooding must not 
exceed 1.8% AK/K. Complete ejection, such as by sudden rupture of the 
loop at its lowest point (the U-bend), is difficult to envision, 
because of limited void volume between the top of the in-core section 
and the bottom of the steam generator (shot bed) section, which will 
limit ejectable lead to no more than one-third of the amount in the 
bath. Also, materials thrust upwards by the steam would tend to fall 
back into the thimble, thereby limiting the floodable volume in-core.  

At worst, flooding one-third of the thimble volume would approximate 
one-third of the 1.0% AK/K positive reactivity effect that has been 
measured for flooding of an empty 1.75 inch I.D. irradiation thimble 3 , 
because the volumes are comparable. The reactivity of the ejectable 
lead is not expected to be large, because the combined reactivity 
effects of removing the lead, the titanium can and the water-filled 
zircalloy loop is only +0.17% AK/K. This assures compliance with the 
1.8% AK/K limit.
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No limit is imposed by the Technical Specifications on the total 
worth of all secured experiments. In the future, if more than one 
loop is installed in the core, it must be shown that there is no cred
ible coupling between them that could lead to a positive reactivity 
effect exceeding 1.8% AK/K. This is the limiting value, as shown in 
Chapter 15 of the MITR-II Safety Analysis Report 4 , for a step inser
tion of reactivity below which the reactor can be safely shut down 
without damage to the core. Measurements made at startup of the 
MITR-II confirmed the value.  

Because the various components (whether classified as non-secured 
or secured) meet applicable technical specifications and because there 
are no conceivable reactivity events that could exceed the limiting 
value of 1.8% AK/K, there are no unreviewed safety questions related 
to reactivity insertions.  

3.2 Pressure Effects 

The PCCL will operate at approximately 2200 psia and 600°F. The 
system contains about 0.5 liters of water at these conditions, 40 ml 
of which are in the core region. The loop itself, circulating pump, 
charging pump, and associated equipment have design pressures of 3000 
psi or higher, and the system is protected by a relief valve set to 
open at 2500 psi, backed up by a burst disc designed for 3000 psi.  

The loop itself is contained in an elliptical Type 6061 aluminum 
thimble (major axis 2.5 in., minor axis 1.4 in., thickness 0.125 in.) 
in the core and in a cylindrical jacket (diameter 4 in.) above the 
core. The thimble and jacket are designed for, and will be hydrostat
ically tested at, 750 psia. They are protected by redundant pressure 
relief valves set at 30 to 100 psia.  

In the event of a loop rupture allowing the 0.5 liters of pres
surized water to flash to steam, calculation in the SER of the maximum 
steam pressure at 350°F (average temperature of the shot bed 
surrounding the steam generator section of the loop) shows that it 
will not exceed 481 psia, ignoring the pressure suppression effect of 
condensation of steam on the cold (iQ00OF) aluminum walls of the 
thimble.  

Hence, there can be no effect on components outside the thimble 
and no unreviewed safety question.  

3.3 Temperature Effects 

The in-pile loop asssembly will be heated both by a 0 to 20 kW 
heater and by a combination of gamma and fast neutron radiation. The 
normal combined heat load will be less than 20 kW. The radiation 
heating is estimated in the SER Supplement to be 9.6 kW at a reactor 
power of 5 MW, so that 29.6 kW would be the maximum heat load 
potentially available under malfunction conditions. This is not much 
more than the hottest running fuel plate in the MIT Reactor, and most 
of the heat will be dumped to the reactor primary coolant via the shot
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bed in the steam generator section above the core. Hence, the thimble 
is easily cooled by the flow of primary coolant through the 0.050 inch 
thick channel between the thimble and the dummy fuel element that 
surrounds it.  

The SER addresses the potential for a Zircaloy-water reaction and 
shows that cooling by conduction and radiation will prevent tempera
tures in the thimble from exceeding 1845*F for the maximum radiation 
heating, which is estimated not to exceed 9.6 kW. This is based on 
very conservative extrapolation of temperatures measured out of core 
in a test mock-up of the loop assembly under LOCA conditions at heater 
powers in the range of 2470-4510 watts. The 1845°F is significantly 
below the 2200°F post-LOCA limit on Zircaloy temperature imposed for 
PWR units by NRC'.  

Assurance that electrical heating will be stopped, so that total 
heating will not exceed the 9.6 kW which might result from gamma and 
fast neutron heating with the reactor at full power, is achieved by 
redundant heater shut-offs that are activated by high lead bath 
temperatures. The sensors and relays that interrupt power to the 
heaters are completely independent, thus avoiding compromise by a 
single failure.  

Elevated lead bath temperatures are not a threat to the aluminum 
thimble, because there is no contact between the thimble and the tita
nium can holding the lead except at occasional small points of contact 
with high spots on the weld bead stiffener on the outer surface of the 
titanium can and at the support ring which is at the top of the tita
nium can extension about 12 inches above the lead bath.  

In view of the above active and passive safety features, it is 
not credible that temperature effects within the thimble can affect 
the fuel, core structure or other components important to safety and, 
hence, there is no unreviewed safety question in this regard.  

3.4 Hydrogen Leak and Combustion 

The SER demonstrated that the hydrogen combustion hazard in the 
thimble is minor. The hydrogen, except in the charging tank and 
transfer flask, both of which are outside the biological shield, is 
dissolved in water. The hydrogen within the biological shield is 
almost all in the water circulating in the loop and amounts to about 
25 cc at standard temperature and pressure. This is approximately 
equivalent to 9 mg of TNT, less than the 25 mg permitted by Technical 
Specification 6.1-3b without a documented safety analysis.  

The maximum hydrogen in service will be about 3 ft3 (STP) in one 
of the charging tanks, located outside the biological shield, when 
nearly all of the charging water has been emptied from the tank. The 
SER demonstrated that only through highly improbable scenarios can 
this gas, along with the oxygen necessary for combustion, get into the 
loop thimble. Even if it does, it will be mixed with helium and with 
water vapor or steam, and the void geometry is small (about 1 ft 3 ),
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dispersed, and very unfavorable for a detonation7 . Calculations show 
that the reaction of a stoichiometric quantity of hydrogen (0.5 mols) 
with the oxygen in one cubic foot of air (equal to the void volume) at 
atmospheric pressure would produce only 135 BTU, a negligible amount 
(equivalent to burning 3.4 grams of fuel oil). Pressure buildup from 
any deflagration is readily relieved by redundant relief valves. It 
is, therefore, not credible that the thimble integrity can be breached 
by hydrogen combustion. The thimble itself is contained within the 
dummy fuel element, which presents a further barrier for protection of 
the fuel, core structure, and other components important to safety.  
Since these cannot be damaged or caused to malfunction by the highly 
unlikely combustion of hydrogen within the thimble, there is no 
unreviewed safety question in this regard.  

The transfer flask and the charging and discharge tanks, contain
ing no more than 10 SCF of hydrogen each, are not a hazard in the con
tainment, because discharge of their entire contents, even simultane
ously, into the containment atmosphere (200,000 ft 3 ) will result in a 
concentration far below the lower explosive limit, and an explosion
proof fan mounted near the transfer flask and the charging and dis
charge tanks will prevent local accumulation of a combustible gas 
mixture.  

3.5 Loss of Loop Pumping Power or Loss of Flow 

Without circulation, the coolant in the loop will overheat and 
escape via a relief valve to the discharge tank, allowing the loop to 
boil dry. Again, there can be no effect on components outside the 
thimble.  

3.6 Leak in the Lead-Bath Can 

The SER addresses the questions of large and small leaks of lead 
from the titanium can and concludes that there are no credible mecha
nisms by which the loop can adversely affect MITR safety. This con
clusion is supported by successful results in experiments designed to 
simulate such failures.  

The SER analysis is conservative in that it does not take credit 
for the additional protective barriers provided by the coolant flow 
outside the thimble and the aluminum dummy element in which the thim
ble is contained. Both would protect the fuel and other components in 
the hypothetical event that molten lead should penetrate the thimble 
wall.  

3.7 Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) 

The steam generator (shot bed) section of the system is enclosed 
in a 4 inch diameter aluminum tube extending from near the top of the 
reactor primary coolant tank to about a foot above the core. It is 
thus large enough to create the potential for the shadowing of some 
fuel elements from the water sprayed onto the top of the core by the 
ECCS system in the event that the reactor core should not be covered 
by water.
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Tests were made using a mock-up of the core top, primary coolant 
flow guide, PCCL and a 2-inch diameter in-core sample irradiation 
facility. It was found that sprayed ECCS water splashed randomly from 
the experimental facilities and from the interior surfaces of the flow 
guide so that any shadowing effect was minimized, and each fuel posi
tion received at least one-third of the average flow per element.  
Adding a second 4-inch diameter experimental facility increased the 
shadowing effect slightly but each fuel position received at least 
one-quarter of the average flow per element.  

The ECCS for MITR-II is described in the Safety Analysis Report, 
Section 6.1, Emergency Cooling( 4 ). The analysis in that section has 
been revised to account for the installation of experimental facil
ities, such as the PCCI, in the core, and it demonstrates very conser
vatively that the ECCS system will adequately cool the core containing 
such facilities (even those fuel positions that receive only 
one-quarter of the average flow) in the event, considered incredible, 
that the core should become uncovered.  

3.8 Electrical Short Circuit within the Thimble 

The electrical heating system has been analyzed to determine 
whether a short circuit can cause damage to or malfunctions of the 
fuel, core structure or other components important to safety, either 
by arcing or by current surges.  

The electrical heater is rated for 20 kW. In the design present
ly being tested, the heat output is distributed unformly over the two 
legs of a U-shaped heater, each leg being 21.5" long. Each leg is 
sheathed in carbon steel with an O.D. of 0.440 inches, and the 
insulation in ceramic. The power source is 270-Volt A.C.  

Electrical protection consists of a 150-A semiconductor fuse in 
the heater power controller, connected on one leg of the power output.  
This is backed up by 100-A circuit breakers in the box which feeds the 
power controller. There are also 200-A fuses at the safety disconnect 
where the connection from the insulated pothead (which penetrates the 
containment) to the CCL heater bus is made. (The designation CCL is 
used because this bus eventually will power other loops, not just the 
BCCL.) The aluminum thimble and the power controller will be grounded 
to a heavy copper bus connected by 4/0 copper cable to the reactor 
electrical equipment ground bus.  

A failure of the ceramic insulation could result in a short cir
cuit between the heater leads or between one lead and grounded compo
nents in the core. Characteristics of the protection devices are such 
that energy deposited in the materials subject to damage by the short 
circuit can melt and/or vaporize only small amounts of materials.  
This melting would involve only materials inside the thimble, such as 
the cable sheath, lead or support brackets. Additional barriers 
protecting the fuel are the titanium can, the aluminum thimble, a 
water gap, the aluminum dummy element and either another water gap or 
the side plate of a fuel element. Because the thimble is well
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grounded and the titanium can makes good contact with the thimble, 
there should be no arcing at the thimble wall. The grounded thimble 
is a very effective shield against voltages being applied to in-core 
components, due to its large cross-sectional area and high conductiv
ity.  

The ability of the heater fuse to protect the system was observed 
during an unplanned demonstration when failure of the insulation on 
the heater power leads led to a short circuit at the point where the 
leads are sealed into the heater. The heater was connected at the 
time to 220 V, a little less than the 270 V to be used in service, but 
the only damage before the fuse opened was vaporization of a small 
fraction of an inch of lead-in wire and a little adjacent thermocouple 
wire. The failure was related to the method of insulating the leads 
near where they are attached to the heater, and redesign should pre
vent a repetition. The event, however, demonstrates that this hazard 
is easily contained within the thimble.  

There have also been two failures of the Inconel heating elements 
near the top of the heater during tests to measure the system's capa
bility for dissipating gamma and neutron heating upon loss of loop 
coolant during reactor operation. The tests have served this purpose 
(see Section 3.3), but, in addition, they have shown (1) that the 
effects of short-circuits in the heating elements are confined within 
the heater sheath and (2) that overheating will cause failure of the 
heating elements and cut-off of power before the bath temperature 
significantly exceeds the normal operating range.  

In view of these considerations, it is not conceivable that fuel, 
the core structure or other components important to safety can be 
affected by destructive heating at the point of insulation failure.  

Power for the reactor facility is provided by a 13,800/480-277V, 
1000-KVA transformer. Power for the PCCL equipment is fed directly 
via a 360-A breaker, a new pothead at the containment wall, a 200-A 
fused safety disconnect switch to the CCL heater bus, a 100-A breaker 
off the bus, a heater power controller and finally a 100-A fuse.  
Power for the reactor is supplied over entirely separate lines from 
the 1000-KVA transformer, so that current surges due to loop malfunc
tions will have negligible effect on the power supply for reactor 
instrumentation and controls. Cables for the CCL power are run in 
conduits distinct from those for reactor control circuits. The PCCL 
thimble will be gounded by heavy cable to the reactor ground system, 
again avoiding proximity to reactor control circuits. Consequently, 
current surges due to short circuits or otherwise are expected to have 
no significant effect on reactor operation.  

4. Conclusion 

It is concluded that failures or accidents originating with the 
PCCL loop cannot interact with the reactor fuel, core structure or 
other components important to safety, except through reactivity ef
fects. In this case loop failures or accidents will not cause reac-
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tivity changes exceeding those authorized by the Technical Specifica
tions. For equipment important to safety, (i) the probability of an 
accident or malfunction is not increased, (ii) the possibility for an 
accident or malfunction of a different type than that previously eval
uated in the SAR is not created, and (iii) no margin of safety in any 
technical specification is reduced. Consequently, the PCCL experiment 
does not involve an unreviewed safety question.
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O.K. HARLING 138 Albany Street Cambridge, Mass. 02139 L. CLARK, JR.  

Director (617) 2534298 Director of Reactor Operations 

July 27, 1988 

Memorandum 

To: J. Bernard 

From: G. Kohse 

Subj: PCCL Hydrostatic Tests 

The PCCL group is addressing the problem of hydrostatic testing of 

the thimble. Changes in the pressure relief system for the thimble and 

revised analysis of the pressure produced during a LOCA allow us to 

proof test at a practicable pressure. We will meet with you soon to 

discuss how this revision should be documented and approved.  

Note that a final resolution of this problem before the planned 

tests on 8/8/88 is not necessary. Water will be charged to the loop 

only at ambient temperature (reactor shut down), avoiding any possible 

thimble over-pressurization accident.  

cc: 0. Harling 
M. Driscoll 

K. Kwok 
M. Ames
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O.K. HARLING 138 Albany Street Cambridge, Mass. 02139 L. CLARK, JR.  
Director (617) 253- 4211 Director of Reactor Operations 

August 5, 1987 

Memorandum 

To: Members of PCCL Subcommittee 

From:\7 A. Bernard, Secretary, MITRSC 

Subject: Determination of No Unreviewed Safety Question and Status 
Report on PCCL 

Enclosed is material for consideration at the 9 AM, Friday, 
August 7th, meeting of the Pressurized Coolant Chemistry Loop (PCCL) 
Subcommittee of the MIT Reactor Safeguards Committee (MITRSC).  

At its meeting on December 19, 1986, the MITRSC empowered the 
PCCL Subcommittee to act for it on the question of approving installa
tion of the PCCL. A prerequisite for installation is a determination 
that there are no unreviewed safety question (USQ) associated with the 
PCCL. If any such questions are identified, a request for approval 
must be submitted to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, in 
accordance with NRC regulation 10 CFR 50.59(c).  

The PCCL project staff submitted its Safety Evluation Report 
(SER), dated December 3, 1986 to the MITRSC for consideration at its 
December 19, 1986 meeting. A revised version, dated February 13, 1987 
was then prepared and mailed to MITRSC members. A supplement is now 
being prepared by the PCCL project and should be ready for distribu
tion at the meeting on Friday. Concurrently the Reactor Staff 
addressed the matter of an unreviewed safety question and has con
cluded that there is none. Its analysis and determination, which will 
provide the substance for Safety Review #0-86-9, is enclosed.  

If the Subcommittee concurs that there are no USQ's, then approv
al to install and operate the PCCL is requested, either at the August 
7th meeting or at a subsequent meeting if the Subcommittee wishes to 
have in hand, before its decision, the results of preoperational tests 
now being conducted.  

Meanwhile, as indicated to the MITRSC in December, the Reactor 
Staff will mail a copy of the USQ determination, including the SER and 
Supplement, to USNRC so that they will have advance notice of our 
plans. A draft copy of such a forwarding letter is enclosed for your 

comments.
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Director (617) 253-4211 Director of Reactor Operations 

April 21, 1988 

Memorandum 

To: Prof. Norman C. Rasmussen, Chairman 

Prof. Ronald G. Ballinger 

Dr. John A. Bernard, Secretary 

Mr. Lincoln Clark, Jr.  

Prof. Michael Driscoll 

Dr. Alan M. Ducatman 
Prof. Arthur Foster 

Mr. John Fresina 
Dr. James Gosnell 
Prof. Peter Griffith 

Prof. Otto K. Harling 

Prof. Mujid S. Kazimi 
Prof. David D. Lanning 

Dr. Costa J. Maletskos 
Mr. Francis X. Masse 

Mr. Fred McWilliams 
Prof. Kenneth A. Smith 

From: Lincoln Clark, Jr., Director of Reactor Operations L 

Subject: Mail Ballot on PCCL Installation 

At its December 10, 1987 meeting, the MITRSC suggested that the 

Safety Evaluation Report (SER) for the PWR Coolant Chemistry Loop 

(PCCL) and the associated 10 CFR 50.59 determination be reviewed by 

the PCCL Subcommittee of MITRSC and that the results then be sent to 

the full Committee for a mail ballot.  

On April 5, 1988 the PCCL Subcommittee met and reviewed the 

following documents: 

1) SER for the PCCL, dated February 13, 1987.  

2) Draft Supplement to the above SER, dated March 22, 1988.  

3) Draft Safety Review No. 0-86-9, dated March 28, 1988, which 

contains the 10 CFR 50.59 unreviewed safety question (USQ) 

determination.
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Minutes of the Subcommittee meeting are attached. In summary, 
the Subcommittee approved installation of the PCCL in the reactor sub
ject to the following conditions: 

1) The Draft Supplement be updated: 

a) to address the matter of Zircaloy physical properties at 
1845°F, a conservative estimate of the maximum tempera
ture that the Zircaloy can reach due to radiation heat
ing with the electric heaters shut off. This question 
is discussed on p. 16 of the Supplement.  

b) to contain a commitment to certain conditions and a 
statement reserving the right of the PCCL Staff to make 
changes in the SER and Supplement, subject to internal 
review and approval but not necessarily requiring prior 
NRC approval. This matter is also covered in several 
new paragraphs added to Safety Review No. 0-86-9, page 
1, Section 2.  

c) to incorporate for clarification other points suggested 
by the Subcommittee.  

2) The USQ determination be revised in several places for 
clarification.  

3) Review by the Project Staff of the minutes of MITRSC Subcom
mittee and full Committee meetings to see if any requests 
for information still remain as open items.  

In accordance with the Subcommittee's instructions, the Supple
ment and Safety Review No. 0-86-9 have both been revised and redated 
April 19. The revised versions are enclosed herewith.  

With regard to open items, information on the following matters 
was requested at the December 10, 1987 meeting. There are no open 
items related to the PCCL from previous meetings.  

12/10/87 Minutes 
Item No. Item 
4-4(g) Pump failure or pipe break scenarios when 

the building is unattended.  

If either of these occurs in the reactor 
secondary system, the 20 kW of PCCL electric 
heat will gradually increase the core tank 
temperature. The weekend alarm will cause 
reactor personnel to be summoned when the tank 
temperature reaches 53°C, if they have not 

already been called for some other weekend 
alarm condition, such as low pump outlet 
pressure or system leak. If the failures occur 
in the PCCL, the heater will be shut off on
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12/10/87 Minutes 
Item No. Item 

high lead bath temperature. If a PCCL tube 

breaks, the water that can escape is limited to 

a relatively few gallons, which in some cases 

may flash to steam. No difficulties are fore

seen in either case.  

5-1(c) Charging pump and/or recirculating pump 

trip on low charging tank level.  

Water in the on-line charging tank should 
last over a weekend, but it might run out if a 

leak occurred. This might cause pump damage or 

invalidate test results, but it is not consid

ered a safety problem, again because the water 

volume is small.  

5-3(b) Limits calculations to be reviewed by the 
Standing Subcommittee (augmented by Prof.  

Lanning) once complete.  

As indicated in the SER Supplement, Sec

tion 4a, present studies indicate that the 

safety and operating limits as specified in the 

MITR-II technical specifications will be met.  

The actual power peaking limits will be evalu

ated and documented at the time of the instal

lation for the core configuration that will 

exist at that time. The Standing Subcommittee 
(with Prof. Lanning) will be convened as early 

as possible before the installation to review 

the final limits calculations and to consider 

any further matters that may arise from this 
mail ballot.  

The Subcommittee concurred with the Reactor Staff's recommenda

tion that Safety Review No. 0-86-9 containing the USQ determination be 

sent immediately to NRC, because waiting for full Committee approval 

prior to mailing to NRC might cause it to reach NRC after the PCCL 

installation rather than before this event. This is being done by 

means of the enclosed letter to NRC dated April 21, 1988. If the full 

Committee requests significant revisions, these will be resolved with 

the Subcommittee and, if necessary, sent to NRC as a followup.  

If Committee members desire any further information concerning 

any of the above, please feel free to contact the Committee Secretary.
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Please indicated your wishes below and return one copy of the 

ballot (this page) to the Secretary in the enclosed envelope.  

U I approve installation and operation of the PWR Coolant Chemistry 

Loop on the MITR Reactor in accordance with the SER, Supplement 

and Safety Review, revised as indicated above.  

U I request that the changes noted on the reverse side of this 

sheet be made and then approve installation and operation.  

U I request that a meeting of the full MIT Reactor Safeguards 

Committee be held to discuss the proposed installation.

Committee Member Date

The PCCL Staff would appreciate submission of your ballot by 

Monday, May 2, 1988.

Enclosures: Minutes of PCCI Subcommittee meeting April 5, 1988 
SER, February 13, 1987 

Supplement, April 19, 1988 
SROI 0-86-9, April 19, 1988 
Letter to NRC, April 21, 1988
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O.K. HARLING 138 Albany Street Cambridge, Mass. 02139 L. CLARK, JR.  

Director (617) 253-4202 Director of Reactor Operations 

April 21, 1988 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

ATTN: Document Control Desk, M.S. OWFN 11-H-3 

Washington, D.C. 20555 

Subject: Evaluation of Unreviewed Safety Question, 10 CFR 50.59(b)(2) 

MIT Reactor License No. R-37, Docket No. 50-20 

Gentlemen: 

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology Nuclear Reactor Labora

tory is forwarding herewith a safety evaluation by the MIT Research 

Reactor Staff providing the bases for the determination that there are 

no unreviewed safety questions concerning the installation and opera

tion of an experiment on the MITR-II.  

The experiment is a pressurized coolant chemistry loop which will 

be installed in the reactor core and which is described in the 

enclosed "Safety Evaluation Report for the PWR Coolant Chemistry Loop 

(PCCL)", Report no. MITNRL-020, dated February 13, 1987 and its 

Supplement dated April 19, 1988. The purpose of the experiment is to 

investigate the formation, transport and deposition of radioactive 

crud in a carefully controlled loop that will simulate pressurized 

water reactor conditions, all with the objective of learning how to 

reduce radiation exposures to personnel during maintenance work on 

these reactors.  

Since experiments of this type are not described in the "Safety 

Analysis Report for the MIT Research Reactor (MITR-II)", Report No.  

MITNE-115, October 22, 1970, as amended, a safety review of the exper

iment has been conducted by the project personnel, the reactor staff, 

and the MIT Reactor Safeguards Committee, including a safety evalua

tion as to the existence of any unreviewed safety questions (Safety 

Review #0-86-9, dated April 19, 1988 enclosed). No unreviewed safety 

questions have been indentified.  

In accordance with 10 CFR 50.59(b)(2), evaluations of unreviewed 

safety questions have routinely been reported to NRC in the annual 

report required by paragraph 7.13.5 of the MITR-II Technical Specifi

cations, Facility License No. R-37. Because of the unusual nature of 

this experiment, we are reporting the safety evaluation required by 10 

CFR 50.59 (b)(1) at this time rather than wait until the next MITR-II 

annual report, which will be issued in July or August 1988.
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Our schedule calls for the initial installation on the reactor to 

occur in May.  

If you should have any questions regarding the evaluation or any 

of the information furnished, we request that you contact us as soon 

as possible.  

Sincerely, 

L- C- --
Lincoln Clark, Jr.  

Director of Reactor Operations 

Associate Director, 
Nuclear Reactor Laboratory 

Enclosures: 

Safety Evaluation Report, February 13, 1987 

Supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report, April 19, 1988 

Safety Review #0-86-9, April 19, 1988 

LC/crh 

cc: MITRSC 
USNRC - Region I 

Chief, Reactor Projects Section 1B 

USNRC - Region I 
Project Inspector, Section 1B 

USNRC - Resident Inspector, Pilgrim Nuclear Station

A ,
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138 Albany Street, Cambridge, MA 02139-4296 
Telefax No. (617)253-7300 

Telephone No. (617)258-5860 
Email: lwhu@mit.edu

Activation Analysis 
Coolant Chemistry 
Nuclear Medicine 

Reactor Engineering

MEMORANDUM 

TO: MITR Files 

FROM: Lin-Wen Hu 

DATE: March 12, 1999 

RE: Change in Integral Shim Bank Worth with Reactor Energy Production 

1. The attached article authored by J. Bernard et al. discussed the effect of burnup on 
integral control blade worth. It was found that integral blade worth decreases linearly 
with core burnup.



Effect of Radial Power Distribution 

on MITR-II Fuel Element and Control Blade Worth 

(For Presentation at the ANS-ROD Twelfth Biennial Topical Conference 

on Reactor Operator Experience, August 5-7, Williamsburg, Virginia) 

by J.A. Bernard, K.S. Kwok, D.D. Lanning, and L. Clark, Jr., 

MIT Nuclear Reactor Laboratory 
138 Albany Street 

Cambridge, Mass 02139 

(617) -253-4211/4212 

This summary has been prepared to document and discuss several 

effects on fuel element and control blade reactivity worths that occur 

due to changes in the radial power distribution of the 5 MWt MIT 

Research Reactor. These results were obtained from reactor physics 

measurements and core power distribution calculations made during the 

past decade.  

The core of the 5 MWt MIT Research Reactor, MITR-II, is a compact 

Lexagoa       with positions for   

 in center, middle and outer rings designated by the letters 

A, B, and C. These rings contain        

respectively. The core, which is cooled and moderated by light-water, 

is heavy-water reflected. The fuel elements, which originally 

contained         

   Fuel burnups of 44% are normally achieved at 

discharge. Six peripherally-located shim blades and one regulating 

rod provide reactivity control. Depending on the demand for 

irradiation space, between two and five of the A and B-ring positions 

serve as sample facilities. If five positions are so used, the A and
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B-rings will provide about 36% of the total core power. If there are 

only two sample facilities, then the A and B-ring's contribution rises 

to 46%. Given that element depletion can be maximized by replacing 

unused sample holders with fuel, it is advantageous to reconfigure the 

core whenever a facility is idle. Each configuration is documented by 

three-dimensional power distribution calculations and by various 

reactor physics measurements.  

Power distributions and fuel depletion figures are calculated 

using the method described in reference (1). Measurements are made of 

the reactivity changes associated with each refueling by comparison of 

the 'before' and 'after' critical positions. Reactivity coefficients, 

defined as the change in reactivity per gram of fuel, are tabulated as 

a function of the power distribution, ring location, and initial fuel 

element loading. The integral and differential worths of the 

regulating rod and shim blades are measured whenever a significant 

change occurs in the radial power distribution. The regulating rod's 

worth is determined by using it in a stepwise manner to create a 

stable period and then inferring the associated reactivity change from 

the Inhour equation. The worth of the shim blades is determined by 

repeatedly reshimming each blade against the regulating rod.  

Figure One shows both the integral worth of the shim bank and the 

reactivity coefficient for  B-ring elements as a function of 

the power produced in the core's inner two rings. Given that the 

shim blades are at the outer surface of the core, the bank's worth is, 

as shown by the data, maximized whenever power is concentrated in the 

outermost fuel ring, the C-ring. Both the integral and the peak 

differential worths change by about 3% for every 1% shift in the
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radial power. (Note: Annual cross-calibrations of fresh and 

partially depleted in-service blades have shown that integral blade 

worth decreases linearly with core's total energy production. This 

correlation has been employed to eliminate the slow effect of blade 

depletion from the data.) 

Relative to the reactivity coefficient, measurements have shown 

that it is highest when there is mostly fresh fuel and few 

experimental facilities in the two inner rings. These conditions, 

which cause power to be concentrated in the core center, enhance the 

probability of an A or B-ring neutron's ultimately causing a fission 

as opposed to its being either lost via leakage or captured in 

non-fuel material. Fuel element reactivity coefficients are also a 

function of the element's in-core location and its initial U-235 

loading. For example, if 44% of the total power is produced in the 

core interior, the coefficient of  will vary from the 

A to the B to the C-ring in the ratio 10.9/8.6/3.7. Intercomparisons 

of   have shown that the coefficients decrease 

by about 35% as a result of the increased loading. Given the greater 

self-shielding of the more heavily loaded elements, this effect is to 

be expected.  

The information presented shows that the reactivity effects 

associated with fuel and control elements are not static. Rather they 

vary with U-235 loading, core location, and radial power distribu

tion. Allowance can be made for these factors by precalculating the 

impact of proposed core changes and by accomplishing large refuelings 

as a series of small ones with intermediate criticals serving to
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confirm the calculations. As with other similar research reactors, 

maintenance of reactor safety at the MITR-II, where core configuration 

changes may be frequent, requires that factors affecting either the 

fuel or the blade reactivity worths be both recognized and properly 

assessed.
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Safety Review #-0-94-2 

Adjustment of Facility Operating License No. R-37 

1. Description of Change 

Facility Operating License No. R-37 expires at midnight 7 May 1996. It is 
proposed that this license be adjusted so that it expires at midnight 24 April 2001 in order to 
recover time during which the reactor was under construction, shutdown for modification, 
engaged in low-power testing that was a prerequisite for operation at the authorized power 
level, or engaged in core modification found to be necessary as a result of the low-power 
testing. Table One provides a chronology of the operating license. The time intervals for 
which an adjustment is requested are listed below. In each instance, the basis of the 
request is that MIT was, despite the issuance of the operating license for the interval in 
question, unable to make use of that license at the authorized power level either because of 
some aspect of the regulatory process or because the startup testing identified a need to 
modify the reactor core.  

(a) On May 7, 1956, the United States Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) issued 
Construction Permit No. CPRR-5 to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MIT). Construction then began on the original reactor, the MITR-I. On June 9, 
1958, the AEC issued Facility Operating License No. R-37, which authorized 
operation at power levels up to 1 MW. The license was effective on its date of 
issuance and it was to expire at midnight May 7, 1996. Initial criticality was 
achieved on July 21, 1958. Supporting documentation for the above dates is 
contained in the letter dated 9 June 1958 from Mr. H. L. Price, Director, Division 
of Licensing and Regulation (AEC) to Mr. James McCormack, Vice-President 
(MIT). A copy of this letter is attached as Appendix A to this safety review.  

Given the above, an adjustment of Facility Operating License No. R-37 is justified 
because its expiration date was based retroactively from the authorized start of 
construction. A more appropriate approach would have been to base the expiration 
date on either the actual date of issuance of the license itself (9 June 1958) or on the 
date of initial criticality (21 July 1958). If the former is used then the facility 
operating license should be extended by two years and thirty-three days. If the 
latter is used, then the adjustment should be for two years and seventy-five days.  
The latter date has been used here.  

(b) The MITR-I was operated infrequently at low power from the date of initial 
criticality on 21 July 1958 to 1 June 1959. The purpose of this low-power 
operation was to conduct startup testing pursuant to the operating license 
requirements. It was found during the course of this testing that the uranium 
loading (106 grams) of the MITR-I fuel elements was insufficient to permit routine 
operation at the authorized power level. Specifically, the core did not contain 
enough excess reactivity to offset xenon poisoning and also provide compensation 
for burnup. Accordingly, the fuel was redesigned and remanufactured with a 
uranium loading of 160 grams. This extended the interval of low-power operation 
to June 1959. An adjustment of Operating License No. R-37 to recover this time is 
justified because the satisfactory completion of the startup testing and the associated 
modification of the reactor's fuel were prerequisites to routine operation at the 
authorized power level. Recovery of this interval would add three hundred and 
fifteen days to the operating license. Supporting documentation for the dates of
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low-power operation in 1958/1959 is contained in the MITR console log books. A 
summary of that information is given in Appendix B to this safety review.  

(c) On 9 April 1973, Construction Permit No. CPRR-1 18 was issued to MIT by the 
AEC. This permit authorized modification of the MITR. At 1618 24 May 1974, 
the original MITR-I was shut down for the last time and further operation was 
precluded until the construction specified in Permit No. CPRR- 118 was complete.  
The MITR-I was heavy-water cooled and moderated. It had been decided to 
modify this reactor so that it would be light-water cooled and moderated with a 
heavy-water reflector. The new design, known as the MITR-II, offered higher flux 
levels for the same power as well as significantly reduced tritium production. On 
23 July 1975, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) issued 
Amendment No. 10 to Facility Operating License No. R-37. This amendment 
authorized operation of the modified reactor at power levels up to 5 MW. The 
amendment was effective on its date of issuance and it did not alter the expiration 
date (7 May 1996) of the license as originally issued. Initial criticality was achieved 
on 14 August 1975. Supporting documentation for the above dates is contained in 
the letter dated 23 July 1975 from Mr. George Lear, Chief, Operating Reactors 
Branch #3, Division of Reactor Licensing (USNRC) to Mr. Lincoln Clark, Jr.  
Director, MIT Research Reactor (MIT). A copy of this letter is attached in 
Appendix C to this safety review.  

Given the above, an adjustment of Facility Operating License No. R-37 is justified 
because its expiration date was not altered to allow for the time that the reactor was 
shut down for the modification. This shutdown lasted from 24 May 1974 to 14 
August 1975 and the facility operating license should therefore be adjusted by one 
year and eighty-two days.  

(d) The modified reactor, the MITR-II, was operated infrequently at low power from 
the initial criticality on 14 August 1975 to 15 April 1976 when routine operation at 
appreciable power (2.5 MW) became possible. The purpose of this low-power 
operation was to conduct startup testing, much of which is documented in the 
report, "MITR-II Startup Report." This report was prepared for the USNRC 
pursuant to license requirements. During the course of this testing, axial and radial 
power mappings were performed. These showed a need to reconfigure the reactor 
core so as to satisfy the safety and operating limits during power operation. This 
was done from 7 February 1976 to 8 March 1976 and routine operation at 2.5 MW 
was achieved in mid-April 1976. Operation at the authorized power level of 5 MW 
was contingent upon further core changes and was not achieved until late 
November 1976. An adjustment of Facility Operating License No. R-37 to recover 
time spent on this endeavor is justified because the satisfactory completion of such 
testing was a prerequisite to routine operation at the authorized power level.  
Recovery of time expended for this low-power operation of the MITR-II would add 
two hundred and forty-five days to the operating license. Supporting 
documentation for the dates of the low-power operation in 1975-1976 is contained 
in the MITR console log books. A summary of that information is given in 
Appendix D to this safety review.
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Table One 

Chronologv of Facility Operating License No. R-37

Date 

7 May 56 

9 June 58 

21 July 58 

July 58-June 59 

1 June 59 

20 June 61 

20 Nov. 61 

12 Oct. 65 

1 Nov. 65 

9 Apr. 73 

24 May 74 

23 July 75 

14 Aug. 75 

Aug.-Dec. 75 

4-5 Dec. 75 

Feb.-Mar. 76 

15 Apr. 76 

Nov. 76 

Dec. 76

Event 

Construction Permit CPRR-5 issued.  

Facility Operating License No. R-37 
issued retroactive to 7 May 1956.  

Initial criticality of M1TR-I.  

Startup testing.  

Routine operation at 1 MW initiated.  

Amendment No. 4 issued. This 
authorized operation at 2 MW.  

Operating power increased to 2 MW.  

Amendment No. 7 issued. This 
authorized operation at 5 MW.  

Operating power increased to 5 MW 

Construction Permit CPRR-1 18 issued 
for modification of the MJTR to a light
water cooled and moderated facility.  

MITR-I shut down.  

Amendment No. 10 issued. This 
authorized operation of the modified 
reactor at 5 MW.  

Initial criticality of the modified reactor 
(MITR-II).  

Startup testing.  

Initial operation at 1 MW and 
performance of thermal power calibration.  

Core reconfigured.  

Routine operation at 2.5 MW initiated.  

Core redesigned.  

Routine operation at 5 MW initiated.

Power Level 

Actual Authorized 

None None 

None 1 MW

< low 

Various 

1MW 

1MW 

2MW 

2MW 

5MW 

5MW 

None 

None 

<10 W 

Various 

1MW 

None 

2.5 MW 

None 

5MW

1MW 

1MW 

1MW 

2MW 

2MW 

5MW 

5MW 

5MW 

None 

5MW 

5MW 

5MW 

5MW 

5MW 

5MW 

5MW 

5MW
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2. Safety Evaluation 

The basis of this request for the adjustment of Facility Operating License No. R-37 
is that MIT will not have received the full benefit of that license if it is allowed to expire at 
midnight 7 May 1996. This failure to achieve full benefit was not and is not within MIT 's 
control. Rather it is the result of certain practices that are inherent in the licensing process.  
These include (1) the retroactive dating of an operating license to the date of issuance of the 
associated construction permit, (2) the counting of time expended on startup testing against 
the operating license even though the satisfactory completion of that startup testing is a 
prerequisite to routine operation at the authorized power level, (3) the counting of time 
expended on fuel and/or core modifications against the operating license even though those 
modifications were identified during the startup testing as essential to the achievement of 
operation at the authorized power level, and (4) the counting of time spent on facility 
modification against the operating license even though the facility could not be legally 
operating during that interval (i.e., a construction permit had been issued to authorize the 
modification and this superseded the operating license until such time as the latter was 
amended). The issuance of an operating license constitutes a significant investment both on 
the part of the licensee and on the part of society with the latter acting through the cognizant 
regulatory agency. It makes little sense to waste a portion of that investment.  

It should be recognized that this request is for a license adjustment and not a 
renewal. Accordingly, the criteria on which this request should be evaluated are not those 
of a license renewal. In particular, findings established at the time of issuance of the 
original license and/or its amendments remain valid. The principal question should 
therefore be whether or not the licensee (MIT) is capable of continuing to operate the 
facility in a manner such that public health and safety are not endangered. MIT is clearly 
capable of so doing. The best evidence for this conclusion is the facility's operating 
record. This is documented in reports provided annually to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission or to its predecessor agencies. These give the history of the facility, 
document the types of educational and research activities conducted with the reactor, list 
changes in facility design and procedures, and provide summaries of operational activities 
including effluent releases. These reports show the MITR to have an excellent safety 
record while at the same time maintaining high standards of accomplishment.  

Central to MIT's capability to continue operation of the MIT Research Reactor in a 
safe manner is the protocol that has been established to ensure that all proposed changes to 
the facility are properly reviewed. Such changes might include the updating of a procedure 
to incorporate new regulatory requirements, the installation of a new item of equipment, or 
the initiation of a new experiment. Whenever a change is to be made, a written safety 
review is prepared. This document consists of a description of the proposed change, a 
safety evaluation, and a determination of whether or not an unreviewed safety question, as 
defined in 10 CFR 50.59, exists. If the change involves equipment or material, a quality 
assurance program, which among other things documents the quality of materials used and 
installation methods, will also be established. All safety reviews require the approval of 
two licensed senior reactor operators, the Director of Reactor Operations and, when 
appropriate, the Reactor Radiation Protection Officer. In addition, safety reviews that 
affect certain components or documents, such as the fuel or emergency plan to cite two 
examples, require approval by the MIT Reactor Safeguards Committee (MITRSC). The 
MITRSC is a group of eminent engineers and scientists, some affiliated with MIT and 
some with other organizations, who provide a broad range of expertise in all aspects of 
reactor design, operation, and management. This Committee provides an independent 
check on facility operation. The MITRSC meets in its entirety at least annually and acts 
through approved Subcommittees on a more frequent basis. Finally, if a safety review
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does involve an unreviewed safety question, it is submitted to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission for prior approval.  

The safety review process ensures that all proposed changes in the facility's design 
and operation conform to the cognizant regulations. In order to ensure that all appropriate 
changes are identified, MIT has established a system of reviews and/or audits. Some of 
these are license requirements. For example, such is the case with the aforementioned 
annual reports that are submitted every August to the USNRC. Others are the result of 
NRC requirements. These include an annual review of the emergency plan which is done 
together with an annual exercise of that plan. Other review requirements are self-imposed.  
These include an annual review of the training program, quarterly administrative audits, 
and an annual quality assurance audit. These audits and others are performed by the 
Reactor Operations Staff. In addition, there is a requirement for an independent audit that 
is conducted by a qualified individual not affiliated with the Operations Group. This audit 
is performed for the MITRSC. If any of these audits identifies a deficiency, it is corrected 
and the result documented. If a suggestion is made for improved operation, it is considered 
and, if adopted, a safety review is prepared.  

In summary, the combination of the safety review process and the audit 
requirements establishes a check and balance system that ensures that the facility is operated 
safely and that any incipient problems are readily identified and corrected. A further check 
is, of course, the periodic inspections that are conducted by the USNRC. The reports filed 
in conjunction with these inspections show MIT to have an excellent safety record.  

As further evidence that MIT is capable of continuing to operate the MIT Research 
Reactor in a safe manner, a brief summary is given here of some of the more important 
components of reactor operation.  

a) Administrative Condition: The administrative condition is excellent in that required 
facility documents are kept current both in terms of their description of the reactor 
and its systems, and in terms of their compliance with current regulations.  
Examples include: 

(i) Safety Analysis Report (SAR): This report describes the reactor's design, 
its systems, and its instrumentation. Also, it provide a basis for the 
Technical Specifications that are part of the operating license. Whenever a 
reactor component that is described in the SAR is changed, an 'SAR 
Revision' is prepared by the reactor staff and, after review and approval by 
the MIT Reactor Safeguards Committee, submitted to the cognizant 
regulatory agency. Originally, this was the Atomic Energy Commission.  
Currently, it is the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The result is that 
the MIT Research Reactor's Safety Analysis Report reflects the current 
status of the facility.  

(ii) Emergency Plan and Procedures: There is an internal MITR requirement for 
an annual review of these documents. Revisions are made, under the 
aforementioned safety review process, whenever a change is deemed 
appropriate. For example, both the plan and its implementing procedures 
were completely rewritten in 1982 in accordance with NRC regulations that 
were newly-issued at that time. Also, major portions of both the plan and 
procedures were revised in 1993 as a result of changes in 10 CFR 20.
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(iii) Security Plan and Procedures: These are reviewed on a regular schedule 
and revised in a manner similar to the emergency plan whenever it is so 
required.  

(iv) Quality Assurance Program: This program is submitted every five years to 
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission for review and reissuance of 
approval.  

(v) Abnormal Operating/Standard Operatin/Administrative Procedures: These 

documents and their associated checklists are updated on a more or less 
continuous basis with modifications and/or additions being made whenever 
appropriate. The MITR Staff typically prepares 20-25 safety reviews on 
these documents in a given year.  

b) Material Condition: The material condition of all systems important to safety is 
excellent. This includes the containment building, the core tank and housing, the 
primary and heavy-water systems, the nuclear and process safety systems, and the 
effluent monitoring equipment. Examples include: 

(i) Containment Building: The MITR has a full containment capable of 
withstanding at least 2 psig of overpressure. All penetrations and dampers 
are inspected quarterly and a building pressure test is performed annually.  

(ii) Core Component Inspection: All in-core components are inspected 
quarterly for evidence of degradation. In addition, inspections are on 
occasion made of normally inaccessible areas such as the exterior of the 
heavy-water tank. These have shown no corrosion. MIT has taken 
considerable care to ensure the integrity of the core components and the 
other major systems (primary, heavy water or D2 0, and shield). The 
following should be noted: 

(1) The core housing, light-water tank, heavy-water tank, and all in
core components such as the natural circulation and anti-siphon 
valves were newly installed during the reactor modification in 1974.  
Thus, even though Facility Operating License No. R-37 dates to 
1956, the core components themselves were new in 1974/1975.  

(2) Particular attention is given to water chemistry control of the 
primary, D20, and shield systems. Each is equipped with an ion 
exchange column for demineralization and with conductivity 
monitors that read out in the reactor control room. These monitors 
provide an alarm to the console operator in the event that there is an 
abnormal increase in conductivity. Thus, any problem is detected in 
its incipient stages. In addition, the primary coolant is analyzed 
prior to startup for pH, chloride, and conductivity.  

(3) Surfaces that are not submersed in coolant and which are in areas 
that are difficult to inspect are kept under a cover gas, either CO2 or 
helium. The objective is to preclude the possible formation of nitric 
acid or other corrosives. Surfaces treated in this manner include the 
outer surface of the D2 0 tank, the reentrant thimbles, and certain of 
the experiment ports. (Note: Nitric acid can form when air, which
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consists of nitrogen and oxygen and which contains moisture, is 
exposed to gamma rays.) 

One other item worth noting about the MITR's material condition is that a 
review has been conducted of the potential for radiation damage to the 
aluminum core components. Aluminum does not undergo a ductile-brittle 
transition as do ferritic steels. However, damage can occur because of 
irradiation aging (in which aluminum transmutes to silicon), corrosion, and 
low-cycle fatigue. These three damage mechanisms are respectively a 
function of the neutron fluence, pH, and stress to which the core tank is 
subject. Operation of the MIT Research Reactor has been such that none of 
these parameters is of concern. Also, they would not become of concern 
during the proposed license adjustment. The latter two may be discounted 
entirely because the pH has been kept slightly acidic so as to minimize 
corrosion, and the stress on the tank is about 60 MPa which is a factor of 
three below the level of concern. The effect of fluence on aluminum may 
also be discounted. There are three reasons for this conclusion. First, the 
MITR core housing, core tank, and reflector tank were newly installed in 
1973/1974. Aluminum tanks such as these are routinely judged adequate 
for at least a forty year lifetime. Yet, those now in service at the MIT 
Research Reactor are only twenty years old. Second, both the fluence and 
the fast to thermal flux ratio for the MITR's aluminum vessels are bounded 
by those of vessels at other facilities such as the High Flux Beam Reactor at 
the Brookhaven National Laboratory. Third, the effect of fluence on 
aluminum has been studied by Weeks et al. ("Effects of High Thermal and 
High Fast Fluences on the Mechanical Properties of Type 6061 Aluminum 
on the HFBR," ASTM STP 1046, 1990). The sum of the accumulated and 
projected fluence on the MITR-II core tank through the proposed license 
adjustment is at least a factor of two below the level of concern.  

(iii) Control Blades: These are made of boron-impregnated stainless steel. They 
are inspected every six months and are replaced periodically, usually every 
100,000 MWH. This ensures that any mechanical problems would be 
detected early and that the reactivity worth of these blades remains effective 
despite boron depletion.  

(iv) Tests and Calibrations: More than 100 tests and calibrations are conducted 
each year according to an established schedule. These ensure that all 
equipment is in proper operating condition and that any incipient failures are 
identified and repaired.  

c) Operator Training: The MITR has rigorous training programs both for the initial 
licensing of newly-hired personnel and for the maintenance of qualification of 
licensed personnel. It is worth noting that the facility's track record with regard to 
new candidates is one of the best among any U.S. reactor (research or power).  
Also, in 1992, it was required by NRC that any operator or senior operator whose 
license was to expire in 1993 or 1994 be reexamined by NRC. Seven MITR 
licensed operators were in this category and all passed the NRC exams.  

d) Effluent Releases: Effluent releases are monitored by quadruply redundant gas and 
particulate monitors. These monitors are interlocked to the containment building 
ventilation so that in the event of detection of an abnormal effluent level, the 
building will be sealed before the material in question is released. In addition to 
these on-line monitors, effluents are sampled on a regular basis by personnel under
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the administrative control of the MIT Environmental Medical Service. Records 
show that effluent releases are well below allowable levels. (Note: This 
information is provided annually to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission in 
the annual reports that are submitted each August.) 

e) Financial Condition: The Massachusetts Institute of Technology has the financial 
resources to support the continued safe operation of the facility. Also, pursuant to 
NRC requirements, MIT has placed those funds needed for the facility's eventual 
decommissioning in an escrow account.  

The above information demonstrates that the Massachusetts Institute of Technology is 
capable of continuing to operate the MIT Research Reactor in a safe manner. The items 
cited are not comprehensive. Rather the intent is to provide examples of MIT's 
commitment to maintain and operate the facility such that "There is reasonable assurance 
(i) that the activities authorized by the operating license can be conducted without 
endangering the health and safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities will be 
conducted in compliance with the rules and regulations of the USNRC." 

3. Unreviewed Safety Ouestion Determination 

An unreviewed safety question is judged to exist if (1) the probability of occurrence 
or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety 
previously evaluated in the safety analysis report may be increased; or (2) a possibility for 
an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in the safety 
analysis report may be created; or (3) the margin of safety as defined in the basis for any 
technical specification is reduced (10 CFR 50.59). The proposed adjustment of the 
MITR's facility operating license does not meet any of these three criteria because nothing 
is being changed except the expiration date of the license. Moreover, that adjustment 
would merely recover the full duration of the license as originally approved for reactor 
operation.

MAR 31 1994SR#-0-94-2
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Appendix A 

Letter dated 9 June 1958 from H. L. Price, Director, Division of Licensing and Regulation 
(AEC) to Mr. James McCormack, Vice-President (MIT).

MAR 31 1994SR#-0-94-2



UNITED STATES 

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON 25. D. C.

JAMn MCCOTMAIM, 
VICE PRý5` '!!T 

JU 14, 1958 

REF,

Docket 50-20
JUN 9 1958

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Cambridge 30, Massachusetts

Attentions 

Gentlement

Mr. James McCormack 
Vice President

Transmitted herewith is license o. No -37. The license 
sion and operation of the research reactor constructed 
i•assachusetts.

authorize a posses
at Cambridge,

Also attached is a copy of findIngs made by the AEC in this matter.  

By letter dated April 3, .958, Dr. Manson Benedict suggested that the 

net yearly U-235 distribution figures shown in Appendix "Am be somewhat 

liberalized. Subsequmt telephone converuatimo with Dr..Benedict has 
resulted in an understanding that at sich time as operating amperience 

provides a fim bas•i on wbich & new schedule can be based MIT •il.l 

submit a formal request for appropriate amendment of its license.  

MeanW Ilea Appendix OAL appears as published in the notice of 

proposed action.  

Sincerely yours, 

H. L. Price 
DfLrector 
Division of Licensing and Regulation

Enclosures& 
1. License R-37 
2. Findings and Conclusimon



Q# "UNITED STATES 

~ ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON 25. D. C.  

DXCKET NO. 50-20 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOG3Y 

LICE'NSE 

License No. R-37 

1. Subject to the conditions and requirements incorporated herein, the Commission 
hereby licenses Massachusetts Institute of Technology (hereinafter referred to 

as 94ITP) : 

a. Pursuant to Sec-mion !14a. and c. of the Atomic Energy Act 
of 1954 as amended, and Title 10, CFR, Chapter 1, Part 50, 
"Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities3 , to 
possess and operate as a utilization facility the nuclear 
research reactor facility (hereinafter "the facilityu) 
designated below; 

b. Pursuant to the Act and Title 10, CFR, Chapter 1, Part 
70, "Special Nuclear Material", to receive, possess and 
use      

  as fuel for operation 
of the facility.  

c. Pursuant to the Act and Title 10, CFR, Chapter 1, Part 
30, "Licensing of Byproduct Material", to possess, but 
not to separate, such byproduct material as may be pro
duced in the operation of the facility.  

2. This license applies to the fac lity which is owned by MIT and located in 

Cambridge, Massachusetts, and described in MIT's application filed on February 20, 

1956, and amendments to the application, filed on May 13, 1957, September 16, 1957, 
November 27, 1957, January 2, 1958, January 9, 1958, January 27, 1958, February 24, 

1958, and March 25, 1958, (hereinafter "the application"). The reactor is a one 

megawatt (thermal) heavy water-cooled and -moderated, heterogeneous, enriched 

uranium reactor. Experimental facilities are provided for use in neutron 
diffraction work, horizontal beam experiments, neutron beam therapy experiments, 
exponential assembly experiments, and neutron irradiation studies.  

3. This license sha)l be deemed to contain and be subject to the conditions 
specified in Section 50.54 of Part 50 and Section 70.32 of Part 70; is subject 

to all applicable provisions of the Act and rules, regulations and orders of 

the Commission now or hereafter in effect; and is subject to the additional 
conditions specified or incorporated below.
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a. Operating Restrictions 

(1) MIT shall operate the facility in accordance with the procedures 
and limitations described in the application.  

(2) MIT shall not operate the facility at a power level in excess 
of 1000 kilowatts (thernal).  

(3) No experiment shall be introduced into or permitted to remain 
in the reactor if more than one per cent excess reactivity 
would be introduced into the reactor by the withdrawal or 
loss of that experinent.  

(4) The reactor shall not be operated at a power lsvel in excess 
of that necessary to measure the temperature and void coefficients 
until MIT has measured these coefficients and found them to be of 
the sign, and substantially of the magnitude, calculated in its 

. i..:.ltm -A --.n.  

b. ne C orc 

In addition be. those otherwisR required under this license and applicable 
regulations, MIT shall keep the following records: 

(1) Facility operating records, including power levels.  

(2) Records showing radioactivity released or di3charged 
into the air or water beyonJ the effective control of 
MIT as measured at the point of such relea e or discharge.  

(3) Records of emergency scrams, including reasons for emergency 
shutdowns.  

c. Reports 

(1) MIT shall immediately report t- the Commission any indication 
or occurrence of a poseible =msafe condition relating to the 
operation of the facility.  

(2) MIT shall, upon completion of the start-up experiments described 
in its application, submit a report to the Commission describing 
such experiments and the results thereof.  

h. Purs',ant to Section 50.60 of the regulations in Title 10, Chapter 1, CFR, Part 
5O, the Commission has allocated to MIT,     

      
   

the Conmission arp contained in Appendix "All which 
is attached hereto. Shipnents by the Commission to MIT in accordance with column 
2 in Appendix "All will be conditioned upon NIT's return to the Commission of 
material substantially in accordance with column 3 of Appendix "A".



5. This license is effective as of the date of issuance and shall expire at midnight 

May 7, 1996, unless sooner terminated.  

FOR TH ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

H. L. Price 
Director 
Division of Licensing and Regulation 

Date of Issuance: 

JUN 9- 1958

_ q _ J
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IN THMATTR OF Docket No. 50-20 
MASACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF ) 
TEMNOLOWY ) 

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

A. n 

1. On February 20, 1956, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

(hereinafter referred to as MIT) submitted an application for 

the necessary licenses to construct and operate a research 

reactor.  

2. MIT is a nonprofit, private, educational institution organized 

under the laws of the State of Massachusetts. MIT is not owned, 
controlled, or dominated by an alien, foreign corporation, or 

foreign governmrent.  

3. The MIT reactor is a one megawatt (thermal) heavy water-cooled 

and -moderated, heterogeneous, enriched uranium reactor. The 

reactor is to be used for the conduct of research. Experimental 

facilities are provided for use in neutron diffraction work, 

horizontal beam experiments, neutron bei therapy experiments, 
exponential assembly experiments, and neutron irradiation 
studies.  

The reactor core and the heavy water moderator are contained in an 

aluminum pressure vessel. The experimental facilities located outside 

of the pressure vessel in the graphite reflector, consist of horizontal 

ports, rotary changing ports, instrument ports, pneumatic tube changers, 

thimble tubes, thermal columns, and a medical therapy radiation facility.  

The only experimental facilities located inside of the pressure vessel 

are six small sample tubes in the heavy water moderator.  

The fuel consists of 19 curved plate-type fuel elements, similar to 

those in the Materials Testing Reactor at Arco, Idaho.  

For control and regulation of the reactor, there are six top entry 

shim-safety rods wich penetrate vertically through seals in the pressure 

vessel into the core region. The control rod drive mechanisms are located 

between two concrete plugs at the top of the reactor tank.  

The pressure vessel for this reactor is an aluminmn cylindI 4 feet 

in diameter and j inch thick. This vessel was designed to be in accordance 

with the ASME Code fcr Unfired Pressure Vessels to withstand a pressure of 

40 psig. The top lid of the pressure vessel is designed to withstand 80 

psig. The pressure vessel is surrounded by two feet of graphite. The 

graphite is enclosed in a boral-lined steel gas-tight container. Out

side of this container is a water-cooled thermal shield consisting of 

a layer of steel and lead. Surrounding the thermal shield is a layer 

of high density concrete about six feet thick Ahich serves as the bio

logical shield.  

The coolant system consists of a primary heavy water loop heat 

exchanger, a secondary light water loop, and a cooling tower in the 

secondary loop. The coolant pipes enter at the bottom of the pressmr 

vessel and circulate upward through the core.
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4. On May 7, 1956, the ASC issued Construction Permit No. CPRR-5 to MIT 
for the construction of the reactor for uhich they are now seeking an 
operating license.  

5. The construction permit CPRR,-5 provided that '1MIT is financially qa.lified 
to construct and operate the reactor in accordance with the regulations 
contained in Title 10, Chapter 1, Code of Federal Regulations; to assume 
financial responsibility for the payment of Commission charges for special 
nuclear material and to undertake and carry out the proposed use of such 
material for a reasonable period of time." There has been no information 
developed with respect to the financial qualifications of MIT which sig
nificantly changes the facts upon which this conclusion was based.  

6. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology has had many years experience 
in conducting a program of instruction and experimentation in the field 
of nuclear engineering and related subjects. The MIT staff is well 
trained in the theoretical aspects of reactor operation and several 
uembers of the staff have had operating experience with reactors.  

7. The comstruction permit specified certain additional information 
required of the applicant prior to the issuance of the operating 
license. Such information included: 

"(a) A standard operating procedure, including start-up 
routine and non-routine operation, and shut-domn! 

"(b) A description of critical experiments to be per
formed, including procedures to be followed; and 

"(c) A plan of action for disaster control in event 
of accident or incident resulting in a radioactive 
hazard to the public." 

Information on these matters has been supplied and is discussed in Findings 
Number 8, 9, and 10, respectively.  

8. During the initial start-up, the reactor coolant system is to be filled with 
light water and flow tests are to be conducted using primarily dmmny fuel 
elements. After these tests are complpted, the fuel elements are to be 
removed and the reactor is to be drained, dried and then filled with heavy 
water. Checks are then to be made to insure that all operating conditions, 
instrumentation and controls, experimental facilitiesand safety systems 
are in proper order.  

The reactor is to be operated five days per week. At the beginning 
of each operating period all safety systems are to be checked and, if 
necessary, a new fuel element is to be loaded. Each time a new loading 
has been made, an experiment is to be performed to determine the critical 
position of shim and control rods.  

The applicant has established operatinr rules for this facility 
including administrative regulations for routine and emergency procedures, 
procedures for reviewing reactor experiments, and procedures for determining 
the qualification and responsibilities of operators.
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The proposed operating procedures appear to be adequate to provide reasonable 
assurance that the reactor can be operated safely.  

9. MIT is to conduct a number of initial critical experiments including cali

bration of shim rods, regulating rod, heavy water level, and neutron absorbers; 

oscillation frequency experiments; reactivity experiments involving non-uniform 

loadings, neutron flux and spectral distribution measurements; radiation surveys; 

fission product poisoning measurements; instrumentation adjustments and cali

brations; temperature distribution measurements; temperature and void coef

ficient measurements; and general perforrance, inspection, checks and tests 

with simulation of possible failures. The experiments described and the 

means for conducting such experiments appear adequate to provide the neces
sary initial operating data.  

10. MIT has established a detailed disaster control plan. This plan provides 

for the evacuation of people under the immediate control of MIT and for 

immediate liaison, where necessary, with appropriate State and local 

officials. This plan appears adequate to provide for emergency situ
ations.  

11. The reactor is located in a     
    

     
   

and   interior of the containment building.  

The containment building is penetrated by a personnel air-lock, 

a truck air-lock, an inlet air duct, an aluminum neutron window, a hot

plug storage tank, two hydraulic lifts, an exhaust air duct, an emergency 

escape air-lock ard several pipes and conduits. MIT is providing in both 

the inlet and outlet lines of the ventilation system for an automatically 
controlled valve, and a manually operated valve in series.  

The control mechanisms provided at the points of penetrations in the 

containment building and the nature and frequency of proposed leakage tests 

appear adequate to provide reasonable assurance that the leakage rate specified 

will be maintained. The leakage of the building will be measured after all 

penetrations have been installed and there will be annual tests for leak 
tightness.  

The construction permit approved the substitution of a single steel 

door in place of the truck air-lock in the containment building subject 

to two conditions. These conditions are not relevant, since MIT has 

constructed the reactor with the truck air-lock. The air-lock is 
adequate.  

12. The MIT reactor is generally sirilar to the CP-5 research reactor at 

Argonne National Laboratory and should exhibit similar characteristics.  

Negative temperature and void coefficients and a long neutron lifetime, 

%hich are characteristics of a reactor of this general design concept, 
provide a high degree of inherent stability.



The temperature and void coefficients are expected to be sufficiently 
negative to assure safe operation. However, the information on which this 
finding is based consists of theoretical calculations. The sign and magnitude 
of these coefficients cannot be definitively established until measurements 
are made during actual operation of the reactor.  

13. The maximum credible accident for this facility consists of the instantaneous 
insertion of not more than 2.3% excess reactivity. MIT has stated that such 
an insertion of excess reactivity could be caused by dropping a fuel element 
into the central fuel element position in the core of the reactor. The 
initiating mechanisms for this accident would require a combination of 
circumstances the condurremt occurrence of which are highly improbable.  

The instantaneous insertion of 2.3% excess reactivity would place 
the reactor on a period of approximately 40 milliseconds. Based on the 
postulated thermal characteristics and temperature coefficient values 
for the MIT reactor, the temperature reached in the fuel is calculated 
to be well below the melting point of the fuel. The resulting excursion 
would be terminated by inherent shutdown characteristics of the care 
itself before any significant damage would result to the reactor.  

Based upon information presently available, the acceptance of this 
accident as the maximum credible accident is dependent upon a limitation 
of the amount of excess reactivity which can be inserted by the loss of 
a single experiment. MIT has calculated that the amount of excess reactivity 
which could be added to the reactor as a result of flooding all of the experi
mental facilities with light water would be approximately 1%. Such flooding 
could credibly occur concurrently with the loss of a single experiment.  

14. The greatest possible release of fission products under the conditions of 
containment specified for this facility from. accidental spillage in the 
handling of the largest experiment to bo conducted in this facility would 
be considerably less than 1.5 r mr gamma radiation and an integrated dose 
of 92 rep to the thyroid from iodine 131 to a person continuously exposed 
at the site boundary for one hour. While a release of sufficient magnitude 
to result in such exposures is highly unlikely, these doses would not result 
in any clinically observable damage to those exposed.  

15. MIT has submitted data describing the control and safety instrumentation 
and the administrative procedures relating to the use of the facility for 
neutron beam therapy experiments and medical therapy. The instrumentation 
and procedures appear to provide adequate protection for the health and 
safety of the public and personnel participating in the use of the facility 
for these purposes.  

16. On January 27, 1958, MIT filed with the Commission, as proof of financial 
protection pursuant to 10 C.F.R., Part 140, copies of binder No. 114, issued 
by Mutual Atomic Energy Liability Underwriters, covering this facility in 
the amount of $2,000,000.  

17. The application has been referred to the Advisory Comdittee on Reactor 
Safeguards for a report with respect to the hazards of the fadlity. The 
report of the Comittee has been made available to the public.
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18. The AEC staff and the Commission's Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 
believe that the MIT reactor can bi operated with an acceptable degree of 

risk to the health and safety of the public. The advisory Committee 
recommended that provision be made for an auxiliary system of closing 

the inlet and outlet lines of the ventilation system. Since the AC=S 

considered this matter, MIT has stated that it will provide an adequate 
manually operated valve which is auxiliary to the automatically controlled 
valve now installed, prior to coumnencenent of the research program.  

B. Conclusions 

1. The processes to be performed, the operating procedures, the facility and 
equipment, the use of the facility and other technical specifications provide 
reasonable assurance that the applicant will comply with the regulations in 
Chapter 1 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, including the reg
ulations in Part 20, and that the health and safety of the public will not 
be endangered by the operation of this facility, subject to the following 
conditions, 

(a) No experiment shall be introduced into or permitted to 
remain in the reactor if more than one. per cent excess 
reactivity would be introduced into the reactor by the 
withdrawul or loss of that experiment.  

(b) The reactor shall not be operated at a power level in 
excess of that necessary to measure the temperature and 
void coefficients until MIT has measured theme coefficients 
and found them to be of the sign,, and substantially of the 
magnitude, calculated in its application.  

2. MIT is technically qualified to operate the proposed reactor.  

3. MIT is financially qualified to operate the reactor in accordance 
with the regulations contained in Title 10, Chapter 1, of the Code 
of Federal Regulations, and to assume financial responsibility for 
the payment of Commission charges for special nuclear material and 
to undertake and carry out the proposed use of such material for 
a reasonable period of time.  

4. MIT has submitted proof of financial protection which satisfies the 
requirements of Commission regulations -which are currently in effect.  

5. The issuance of a license will not be inimical to the common defense 
and security or to the health and safety of the public.  

FOR THE ATCVIC ENERGY CCU4ISSION 

H. L. Price 
Director 
Division of Licensing and Regulation

.95B
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Appendix B 

Power History for MITR-I Startup Testing: July 1958 - July 1959

Date 

07/21/58 

07/21/58 - 12/30/58 

12/31/58 

12/31/59 - 01/21/59 

01/22/59 

01/22/59 - 02/02/59 

02/03/59 

02/03/59 - 02/17/59 

02/18/59 

02/19/59 

02/20/59 

02/20/59 - 03/25/59 

03/30/59 - 04/01/59 

04/02/59 - 05/15/59 

05/16/59 - 05/27/59 

05/28/59 - 05/29/59 

06/01/59 

07/01/59

Power Level/Activity 

Initial criticality of MITR-I.  

Intermittent operation at less than 10 kW.  

First operation at 10 kW.  

Intermittent operation at 10 kW.  

First operation at 50 kW.  

Intermittent operation at either 10 kW or 50 kW.  

First operation at 100 kW.  

Intermittent operation at 100 kW.  

First operation at 200 kW.  

Operation at 100 kW (0.5 hour) and 200 kW (0.5 hour).  

First operation at 1 MW (0.75 hour).  

Intermittent operation at power levels varying from 10 kW 
to 50 kW. Also, a total of 8.0 hours at 1 MW.  

Continuous operation at 1 MW for xenon profiling.  

Intermittent operation at power < 500 kW. Also, a total of 
13.0 hours at 1 MW.  

Shutdown for maintenance.  

Stepwise power escalation to 1 MW.  

Use of reactor at authorized power level initiated with 
reactor operating for one shift per day.  

Routine three-shift operation initiated at authorized power 
level.

MAR 31 1994SR#-0-94-2
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Appendix C 

Letter dated 23 July 1975 from Mr. George Lear, Chief, Operating Reactors Branch #3, 
Division of Reactor Licensing (USNRC) to Mr. Lincoln Clark, Jr., Director, MIT 
Research Reactor (MIT). (No=: Both an environmental impact and a safety analysis were 
appended to this letter. The first page of the latter is included here, because it documents 
the date of the construction permit and that of the MITR-I shutdown.)

MAR31 1994SR#-0-94-2



UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20555 

JUL Z -W15 

Docket No. 50-20 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
ATTN: Mr. Lincoln Clark, Jr.  

Director 
138 Albany Street 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 

Gentlemen: 

The Commission has issued Amendment No. 10 to Facility Operating 
License No. R-37 for the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Research Reactor (MITR). The amendment revises the license in its 
entirety. The Technical Specifications which are incorporated in 
the license have also been revised in their entirety, and have been 
designated Change No. 13 to the Technical Specifications. This 
action is in accordance with your application dated November 18, 1970 
and supplements thereto.  

The significant changes in the amended license are to authorize 
(1) operation of the modified reactor, (2)  

   
 

  

The Commission's staff has evaluated the potential for environmental 
impact associated with operation of the MITR in the proposed manner.  
From this evaluation, the staff has determined that there will be no 
significant environmental impact attributable to the proposed action.  
Having made this determination, the Commission has further concluded, 
prusuant to 10 CFR Part 51, Section 51.5(c)(1) that no environmental 
impact statement need be prepared for this action. Copies of the 
related Negative Declaration,which is being filed with the Office of 
the Federal Register for publication, and the Environmental Impact 
Appraisal are enclosed.  

Also enclosed are copies of the Safety Evaluation and the Federal 
Register Notice of Issuance of Amended Facility License.  

Sincerely, 

George La41Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #3 

•4A-1$ Division of Reactor Licensing (Z) 
1)?.



Mr. Lincoln Clark - 2 U1L 2 3 0975 

Enclosures: 
1. Amendment No. 10 
2. Negative Declaration 

3. Environmental Impact Appraisal 

4. Safety Evaluation 
5. Federal Register NOtice

I



UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR RECULATOmRY COM:;SSIrJN 

WASHINGTON. 0. C. 201555 

UNITED STATES CLMEAR REGUILATORY COMMISSION 

DOCKET NO. 50-20 

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECI-ROLOGY 

AMENDED FACILITY OPERATINIG LICENSE 

Amendment No. 10 
License No. R-37 

1. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has found that: 

A. The application for license filed by by Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (the licensee) complies with 
the standards and requirements of the Atomic Energy Act 
of 1954, as amended (the Act), and the Comm.ission's 
rules and regulations set forth in 10 CFR Chapter 1; 

B. Construction of the facility has been substantially 
completed with Construction Permits Nos. CPRR-5 and 
CPRR-118, and the application, as amended, the provisions 
of the Act and the rules and regulations of the Commission; 

C. The facility will operate in conformity with the applica
tion, as amended, the provisions of the Act, and the 
rules and regulations of the Commission; 

D. There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities 
authorized by this operating license can be conducted 
without endangering the health and safety of the public, 
and (ii) that such activities will be conducted in 
compliance with the rules and regulations of the Commission; 

E. The licensee is technically and financially qualified to 
engage in the activities authorized by this operating license 
in accordance with the rules and regulations of the 
Commission; 

F. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology is a nonprofit 
educational institute and will use the facility for the 

conduct of educational research and development activities.  
The applicant is therefore exempt from the financial 
protection requirement of subsection 170a of the Act;
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G. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology has executed 
an indemnity agreement which satisfies the requirements 
of 10 CFR Part 140; 

H. The issuance of this operating license will not be 
inimical to the common defense and security or to the 
health and safety of the public; and 

I. The receipt, possession, and use of byproduct and special 
nuclear material as authorized by this license will be in 
accordance with the Commission's regulations in 10 CFR 
Parts 30 and 70 (including Sections 30.33, 70.23 and 70.31).  

2. Facility Operating License No. R-37 issued to the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology is hereby amended in its entirety to 
read as follows: 

A. This license applies to the light-water cooled, heavy
water reflected tank-type nuclear reactor (herein "the 
facility" or "the reactor") which is owned by the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (herein "MIT") and 
located on MIT's campus in Cambridge, Massachusetts, and 
described in the application dated February 20, 1954, and 
subsequent amendments thereto, including the application 
dated November 18, 1970, and amendments thereto including 
the amendment dated June 2, 1975 (herein "the application").  

B. Subject to the conditions and requirements incorporated herein, 
the Commission hereby licenses MIT: 

(1) Pursuant to Sections 104a. and c. of the Act and 
10 CFR Part 50, "Licensing of Production and Utiliza
tion Facilities", to possess, use and operate the 
reactor as a utilization facility at the designated 
location on the MIT's campus in Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
in accordance with the procedures and limitations 
described in the application and in this license; 

(2) Pursuant to the Act and 10 CFR Part 70, "Special 
Nuclear Material", to receive, possess and use in 
connection with operation of the reactor up to  

 
   

(3) Pursuant to the Act and 10 CFR Part 30, "Rules of 
General Applicability to Licensing of Byproduct 
Materials", to possess a&,d use a 

  
 and
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(4) Pursuant to the Act and 10 CFR Parts 30 and 70, 
to possess, but not separate, such byproduct material 
and special nuclear material as maybe produced by 
operation of the reactor.  

C. This license shall be deemed to contain and is subject to the 
conditions specified in the following Commission regulations 
in 10 CFR Chapter I: Part 20, Section 30.34 of Part 30, 
Sections 50.54 and 50.59 of Part 50 and Section 70.32 of 

Part 70; is subject to all applicable provisions of the Act 
and to the rules, regulations and orders of the Commission now 
or hereafter in effect, and is subject to the additional 
conditions specified or incorporated below: 
(1) MIT is authorized to operate the reactor at steady 

state power levels up to 5 megawatts (thermal).  

(2) Technical Specifications 

The Technical Specifications contained in Appendix A 
(designated Change No. 13) are hereby incorporated 
in the license. The licensee shall operate the reactor 

in accordance with these Technical Specifications. No 
changes shall be made in the Technical Specifications 
unless authorized by the Co=.mission as provided in 
Section 50.59 of 10 CFR Part 50.  

D. This amended license is effective as of its date of issuance and 
shall expire at midnight, May 7, 1996.  

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Karl R. Goller, Assistant Director 
for Operating Reactors 

Division of Reactor Licensing 

Attachment: 
Technical Specifications 

(Change No. 13)

Date of Issuance: JUL 2 3 WS5



UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, 0. C. 20555 

SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

SUPPORTING AMENDMENT NO. 10 TO LICENSE NO. R-37 

CHANGE NO. 13 TO THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

DOCKET NO. 50-20 

A. Introduction 

On March 6, 1973 the Commission published in the Federal Register 

(38 F.R. 6096) a Notice of Proposed Issuance of Construction Permit 

and Amended Facility Operating License for the Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology (MIT) Research Reactor which is located on the MIT 

campus in Cambridge, Massachusetts. On April 9, 1973, Construction 

Permit No. CPRR-118 was issued to MIT. The March 6, 1973 Notice of 

Proposed Issuance stated that, "Upon completion of the modifications 

to the reactor in compliance with the terms and conditions of the 

construction permit and the application, as amended, and in the absence 

of good cause to the contrary, the Commission will issue to MIT 

(without prior notice) an amended Class 104a. and c. facility license 

-.uthorizing operation of the reactor at power levels up to 5 megawatts 
(thermal) . .".  

Representatives of the Commission have inspected the facility and have 

found that construction has been completed in accordance with the application 

for a license. Since no significant changes have been made to the 

facility as described in the application, the conclusions of our 

Safety Evaluation (SE) of February 23, 1973, still apply. Subsequent 

to the issuance of our February 23, 1973 SE, we have reviewed and approved 

the applicants Physical Security Plan for the facility and Reactor 

Operator Requalification Program.  

The MIT Research Reactor (MITR) was licensed for initial steady state 

operation at 1 MWT in 1958, for operation at 2 MIT in 1961 and for 5 KIT 
in 1965. The Construction Permit was issued for reactor modification 

on April 9, 1973, but because of delays in component procurement, 

the reactor was not shutdown for modification until May 24, 1974.  

U m 

4>-•g
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Appendix D 

Power History for MITR-II Startup Testing: August 1975 - April 1976

08/14/75 

08/15/75 - 11/21/75 

11/25/75 

11/26175 

12/01/75 

12/02/75 

12/03/75 

12/04/75 

12/05/75 - 12/21/75 

12/21/75 - 01/05/76 

01/06/76 - 01/08/76 

01/08/76 - 01/12176 

01/13/76 - 01/14/76 

01/1576 - 01/19/76 

01/20/76 - 02/06176 

02/07176 - 03/08/76 

03/09/76 

03/10/76 - 03/24/76 

03/25/76 - 03/26/76 

03/27176 - 04/02176

Power Level/Activity 

Initial criticality of MITR-lI.  

Intermittent operation at <500 W.  

First operation at 50 kW (-6 hours).  

First operation at 90 kW (-1.5 hours).  

Brief operation at < 50 kW.  

Stepwise power increase to 400 kW.  

First operation at 1 MW (5 minutes).  

Performance of thermal power calibration at 1 MW 
(6.75 hours).  

Intermittent operation culminating in operation at 4 MW for 
3 hours on 12/21/75.  

Intermittent operation at < 4 kW.  

Continuous operation at 1 MW (46 hours).  

Intermittent operation at <40 kW.  

Continuous operation at 2.5 MW (27 hours).  

Intermittent operation at < 4 kW.  

Intermittent operation at 2.2- 2.5 MW (-182 hours).  

Reactor shut down for core reconfiguration.  

Initial criticality of reconfigured core.  

Intermittent operation at < 50 kW.  

Stepwise power increase culminating in operation at 
1 MW for 3 hours.  

Intermittent operation at < 1 MW (-81.8 hours).

MAR31 1994SR#-0-94-2
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Power History for MITR-ll Startup Testing: August 1975 - April 1976 (cont.)

04/02/76 - 04/04/76 

04/05/76- 04/07/76 

04/08/76 - 04/09/76 

04/10/76 - 04/13/76 

04/14/76 

04/15/76

Power Level/Activity 

Intermittent operation at < 100 W.  

Stepwise power increase to 2.5 MW.  

Continuous operation at < 2.5 MW (37.25 hours).  

Intermittent operation at < 500 W.  

Stepwise power increase to 2 MW.  

Reactor available for routine operation at < 2.5 MW.

MAR 31 1994

I
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

"Best Estimate" computer codes have been developed to predict important physical quantities or 

responses for nuclear plants such as Peak Clad Temperature during hypothetical accidents. Even 

though these codes are realistic, an uncertainty exists on their responses. This uncertainty stems 

from the various types of intrinsic uncertainties on the correlations used, on the scaling effects, on 

the geometric representations of the plant and the nodelization schemes used, on the initial and 

boundary conditions, and on the Separate Effect Test (SET) and Integral Effect Test (IET) the 

code was benchmarked with.  

Nuclear reactor accident analyses have traditionally been performed with many input param

eters set equal to extreme or hot channel values to account for these uncertainties. With this 

approach, it is likely for calculated results to give conservative representations of reactor safety.  

However, the approach has deficiencies: 

"* First, the accumulation of conservatisms may give an unrealistic pessimistic final result.  

The unrealism may cause designers or operators to make decisions that are inappropriate or 

overreactions.  

"* Second, by entering conservatisms at many locations in the input, the conservatism of the 

output information cannot be easily evaluated.  

More recent approaches (ref to CSAU blue book) to nuclear reactor thermal-hydraulic analyses 

have incorporated statistical evaluations of uncertainty for a variety of input parameters (cor-

2



relations, properties, dimensions, operating ranges, etc.). The approaches have included "best 

estimate plus uncertainty" calculations. The input uncertainty information may be combined to 

provide estimates of output uncertainties by means of mathematical and statistical methodologies 

[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 14]. The deficiencies of the traditional approach are, in principle, removed by these 

recent changes. The efforts and information required to execute the changes are, however, far from 

trivial.  

The thermal-hydraulic-safety design of the existing MIT Research Reactor (MITR-2) has also 

been performed by setting inputs equal to extreme or hot channel values. The present study is 

aimed at quantifying the uncertainties in some key input parameters. The results of the study 

are intended for use in ongoing design studies for which updated techniques may prove to be of 

value.
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Chapter 2

UNCERTAINTY 
CONSIDERATIONS 

2.1 Definition 

A usual statistical model for the uncertainty of a computer code is 

Y = f(X) + 

where: 

"* f is the multivariate function that represents the code. f is typically expensive to evaluate.  

"* X is the explanatory vector of random variables. Each variable represents a code parameter 

for the initial conditions (e.g., initial pressure, flow or temperature) or a code parameter for 

a correlation (e.g., Critical Heat Flux heat transfer coefficient) during the transient. The 

important part of the uncertainty evaluation is to evaluate the distribution of these code 

parameters or variables. The independence of the variables is often assumed because no 

information is available.  

"* Y is the response variable of interest (e.g., Peak Clad Temperature or Water Level). The 

distribution of Y must be estimated to obtain a conservative value of the response. This 

value is then compared to the safety limits.

4
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Se is an additional uncertainty that can stem from scaling or some phenomena that can not be 

represented by a random variable Xi. This uncertainty can be in the form of a bias and/or 

a variance.  

The level of conservatism is defined in a probabilistic sense. A conservative estimate YI-• (for 

a case in which a higher number implies a more severe condition) of the true value of the response 

Yt at a level 1 - a (e.g., a = .05) is such that 

P(Yl-: > yt) a1 -

The strict equality is in practice impossible to achieve because the uncertainty of some phe

nomena are difficult to quantify. But one wants to achieve an estimate of Yt at a level of at least 

1 - a, i.e., 

P(Y',-. > yt) = 1 - +5 

with 6 > 0 as small as possible. The inequalities are reversed if a lower number is more severe.  

Because it is expensive to calculate a response y for a given vector x, mathematical and sta

tistical methodologies [1, 2, 14] have been developed to achieve a good estimation of the 1 - a 

percentile without excessive computer work.  

2.2 Application to MITR III 

The transient we are investigating is a two pump coastdown. For this transient, a Phenomena 

Identification and Ranking Table (PIRT) [1, 21 has been developed to reduce the uncertainty 

study to the most important phenomena. A group of three experts Prof. Meyer, Prof. Henry and 

Prof. Lanning have developed a table of phenomena and have ranked it on a scale from 1 (least 

important) to 5 (most important). The following table is a preliminary table and should be revised 

for further uncertainty study. It was however sufficient to select three important phenomena to 

study. The 4 'h column is the maximum of the three individual rankings. With a more consistent 

PIRT, a median is more appropriate for the final ranks.
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Loop flow After first circulation 
Coastdown valve opens 

H ILIMI Rank 11 1LIMY -Rank 

Control rods 
-Level of insertion 5 5 1 5 5 1 5 
-Time to Scram 5 5 5 5 5 1 5 
Core 
-Initial power level 3 3 3 3 
-Nucleate boiling 5 5 3 5 5 3 1 5 
-Flow instability 1 5 5 5 1 5 
-Single channel recirculation 1 1 5 5 5 
-Critical heat flux 5 5 4 5 5 5 3 5 
-Natural circulation 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 5 
-3D heat transfer 
coefficient distribution 
in entrance region 5 3 5 3 1 3 
Experiments going on 
-Type and number 1 2 2 2 3 4 2 4 

Fuel plates 
-Clad conductance 5 1 1 5 5 1 1 5 
-Decay heat 3 1 1 3 5 5 3 5 
-Fins effectiveness 5 1 3 5 5 5 2 5 
-3D power distribution: 

- fuel burnup 5 3 5 5 3 5 
- Xenon 1 1 1 1 
Human response to establish 
heat removal 
- Speed and correctness 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 
Natural circulation valves 
- Opened/Closed 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 
Outside cooling tower 
- Temperature 1 1 1 1 3 2 1 3 
Vessel 
- Mixing 1 1 1 1 3 2 1 3 
- Heat removal through walls 1 1 1 1 1 3 2 3 

2.3 Conclusion 

Based on this table, three important phenomena have been selected for a preliminary study: 

1. the time to scram for the scram signal.  

2. the time to scram for the control blade insertion.  

3. the flow instability prediction.  

The uncertainty of each phenomenon will be evaluated in the following chapters.



Chapter 3

TIME TO SCRAM (SCRAM 
SIGNAL) 

3.1 Background 

During a pump coastdown transient, the coolant flow suddenly decreases from the constant initial 

flow to a nearly zero flow. As stated in the PIR Table, the function that represents flow versus 

time is of prime interest for the study of a pump coastdown transient uncertainty.  

A set of four experiments has been performed to measure the flow as a function of time [8].  

The noisy voltage data (V2(tj), j = 1,2000, i = 1,4) have been directly recorded and must be 

regressed on to a parametric function. The function is initial flow dependent; the initial flow was 

constant over the four experiments and is the one of normal operation. The parametric voltage 

function will then be converted into a flow function using the conversion proposed in [8].  

3.2 Statistical model 

3.2.1 Origin of uncertainty 

The main uncertainty in the data available comes from the measurement device that causes a noise 

to be added to the measurement of the voltage.  

There is also a small uncertainty in the linear conversion from voltage to flow and in the setting 

of the initial flow.

7
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The parametric shape of the flow coastdown curve is not known. The following statistical model 

log(V (tj)) = f(t) + ej 

where the parametric function f(t) = a + btj + cexp(-tj) + dexp(-tý) has been selected for 

its nearly unbiased nature and constant variance after 5 seconds; it is however biased for times 

between 0 and 5 seconds. A better parametric function should be proposed to achieve the unbiased 

property.  

3.2.2 Estimation of uncertainty 

The best estimate function f(t) can be estimated by least squared regression on the average of the 

four experiments. The uncertainty could then be estimated by doing individual regressions fi (t) for 

each experiment and by estimating the variance 02 (t) has a function of time. The distribution of 

f(t) could then be assumed to be approximately Student with 3 degrees of freedom, with mean the 

best estimate function f(t) and variance &2 (t). However an unbiased parametric function should 

first be developed.  

3.3 Experimental results 

The flow coastdown rate was recorded four times [8]. The average of the four data sets (see 

figure 3.1 page 10) are noisy due to the measurement devices and has been regressed on to the 

parametric function.  

The best estimate function is I(t) = exp(-1.87 + .41t + 2.95 exp(-t) - .68 exp(-t 2).  

Because the function is biased (see figure 3.2 page 11), a bias correction should be applied 

before estimating the variance. Hence a better parametric model should be developed to achieve 

the unbiasedness property. An uncertainty estimation (in term of a variance only) will then be 

possible.



3.4 Conclusion 

A physically based parametric shape should be investigated for the flow decrease function. It will 

allow a better fit of the data (unbiased) and a better uncertainty estimation.
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Figure 3.2: Residula plot: biased regression



Chapter 4 

TIME TO SCRAM (CONTROL 
BLADE INSERTION) 

4.1 Background 

To control the core reactivity, MITR-2 has six control rods or shim blades and a single circular 

regulative rod that is not of concern here. During normal operation, the amount inserted is about 

the same for all control rods (they must be kept no more than one inch apart) and is adjusted 

over long intervals to account for burnup and Xenon). The core and all control devices are totally 

immersed in cooling water at all times. Each rod is maintained to a withdrawn position by a 

magnetic field that collapses after a transient is detected; for a flow coastdown transient, the signal 

to scram is sent by the fastest of three independent detectors. Each rod falls independently of one 

another in its individual channel; the reactivity is mainly controlled by the fastest rod.  

4.2 Statistical model 

They are three importance phases to be considered: 

1. Before the time t = 0 when the transient starts.  

2. Until the time Tf when the magnetic field receives the signal.  

3. After Tf.

12
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* Let the {Lj(t)})= 1 ,..., 6 be the random functions that represent the insertion length of the ith 

blade at time t: 

Li (t) ={Ljo t <__Tf 
Ljo + D(t - Tf) t > T< 

where: 

"* The random variables {Lj0}i=1,...,6 = L0 represents the initial level of insertion of the it' 

blade during normal operation; they are assumed to be the same.  

"* The random variable Tf represents the time for the first of the three detectors to detect the 

flow coastdown and send the signal for the magnetic field to collapse.  

"* The random functions Di (t-Tf) represents the amount dropped as a function of time starting 

at time Tf.  

Because the rod of interest is the fastest to fall, the variable of interest is 

L(t) = max Li(t) 
i---1,.--,6 

It is however neither clear how to estimate the distribution of this variable nor how to carry it out 

in the sensitivity study at a certain level of probability.  

By looking at the Time to Scram records of the six blades, an "average" blade has been selected 

to represent the conservative behavior of L(t). The data available indicate the time to reach 80% 

insertion. By calculating the averages fTj}j=j,...,6 and ordering them, blade 3 has been selected 

as being the "average" blade because T3 was the lower median of the six averages. The choice is 

conservative in the sense that there will always be some rods that will have a bigger Time to Scram 

statistical mean; this statement stays true as long as the maintenance of the blades is unchanged.  

Therefore we will evaluate the uncertainty of the function 

L~)={Lo t <_Tj 
L') Lo + D(t - Tf) t > Tj 

based on the measurements made on blade 3.
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4.2.1 Initial level L0 

L0 is the random variable that represents the initial level of insertion before a transient. Data 

are available at every hour of the day over a year. One can use these data to determine a density 

function that fits the empirical density best. A wide variety of density functions and procedures to 

estimate their parameters are available. We will however use the judgment of a reactor operator.  

4.2.2 Detector response time Tf 

T1, T2 and T3 are the random variables that represent the time for the three flow detectors 

A1 , A2 , A3 to detect the flow coastdown. The scram signal is sent when the fastest of the three de

tectors measures that the flow drops below 1800gpm. Hence the Tis depend on the initial flow rate 

and on how fast the flow decreases. The detectors are either in an operating state (operating='-') 

or in a non-operating state (non-operating-'O'). They are pairwise independent. The states of the 

detectors can therefore be seen as 3 independent Bernoulli random variables {A 1, A2 , A3 }, with 

probability of "success" (pi = P(Ai = 1)) {pl, P2, P3} and probability of "failure" {q1, q2, q 3 }. The 

triplets (A1 , A2 , A3) outcome space is therefore 

A = {ai}i=1,S = {(1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 0),..., (0, 0, 0)}.  

Hence the cdf of T7 -= min(T1, T2 , T3) is 

8 

P(Tf < t) = ZP(Tf < t/(Al, A2 , A 3 ) = ai)P((Al, A2 , A 3 ) = ai) 

since the ai's are pairwise disjoint events. And 

P(Tf < t) = 1 - I=i (1 -FTi(t))PlP2P3 

2 = (1 - FTi (t))qlP2P3 

-qlq2q3 

since the Ti's are independent.  

The pis can be estimated as 1 with a very good approximation since the detectors have never 

failed according to the inspection logs. Hence

P(Tf < t) zt 1 -- r H=I 1-F ()
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Moreover one can assume that each detector's time Tj is independently identically distributed with 

cumulative density function FT. Hence 

P(Tf < t) :Z1 - (1 - FT(t))3  (4.1) 

4.2.3 Amount dropped D 

Assuming that the friction and drag forces are negligible compared to the gravity and the buoyancy, 

the physical parametric model is 

d,= (t- s)2r[s,oo) (t) (4.2) 

with .• = Prnetal--Pwater 

Pmetal ggravity, or equivalently 

t = a + bx (4.3) 

where x = V/2, a = s and b = Vi-7.  

The data available are (TVil, ,i,)i= ,6 of ni time records for the rod to fall a distance di; 

there are a total of 6 different distances. Based on the physical model, the statistical model for 

these data is 

Tij= (xi,A.) + J(Xi,w) + 6ij (4.4) 

where )(xi, IL) = a(p.) + b(p.)xj.  

It is assumed that the stochastic uncertainty is unbiased (E[eij] = 0) and homoschedastic 

(Var[Eij] = U
2 ). The deterministic error however is believed to be unbiased (E[J(xi, w)] = 0) but 

heteroschedastic (Var[6(xj,w)] = At). Also the fractions pi can be approximated by 0 since the 

timer has a very small uncertainty. Hence a (1 - a) confidence interval at x = u is given by 

[P(u,.) - zm 2V(u), j(u,) A) + z,/ 2V(u)1 (4.5) 

wher V2 u)_ A 2 u), 1 

where V'(u) = A2(u) + + _(_)2 The weights wi are iteratively estimated 

by wn= -- 2).
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The quantity of interest however is the level of insertion D as a function of time. By inverting 4.5 

using equation 4.2 and by using the approximation A2 (X)+ + -- il _ ,,)2 2+ A'(x), E i= - E L, = 1njU(Xj - i,) 

an approximate (1 - a) confidence interval for D at any time t = v is 

D(t) 0 V <( • ± Z/2& 
2(D+(/t)) (V -± z / 2 &)) 2 otherwise (4.6) 

4.3 Experimental results 

4.3.1 Initial level L0 

Although data are available to estimate accurately the distribution of the initial level of insertion 

of the blades Lo, a rough estimation given by a reactor operator will be used. The density function 

is approximately: 

Level of insertion Percentage of the time 
0-8" 0% 

8-12" 30% 
12-15" 35% 
15-17" 30% 
17-18" 5% 
18-21" 0% 

For instance a small conservative estimate of the level of insertion at a 1 - a = .95 level is 

Loor = 8.67".  

4.3.2 Detector response time Tf 

The three detectors MF1, MP-6, MP-6A were recorded five times for detecting the flow coastdown 

with nominal initial flow (i.e., 2150 gpm).

Detector Time (s) average 
MF1 .66 .64 .63 .63 .64 .64 
MP-6 .28 .28 .27 .28 .26 .27 

MP-6A .33 .34 .33 .33 .32 .33

These data were recorded within few minute intervals and the standard deviation accounts only 

for measurement errors. However the detectors are readjusted every year so that the uncertainty 

is larger from year to year. As an example, the following table contains "detection time plus 80%
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drop" data since 1986 . They exhibit a bigger uncertainty due to the yearly readjustment (and 

also due to the uncertainty due to 80% drop).

Detector Time (s) 
MF1 .933 .912 .885 .611 .927 .839 .846 
MP-6 .824 .808 .579 .620 .761 .763 .878 

MP-6A .815 .862 .568 .627 .884 .783 .889

These data agree reasonably well with a Normal distribution Ti -- N(.79, (.12)2), i = 1, 2, 3. (see 

figure 4.1 page 17).  

qq plot for the normal distribution

1.0

0.9 

0.8 

0.7

0.6

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Figure 4.1: Normal qq plot for detector time data (second table) 

The uncertainty in the second table is bigger than that in the first because additional phe

nomena occur during the 80% drop. Nevertheless the second table has some information about
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the year to year uncertainty and it is conservative to use for the variance of Tf at 0% inser

tion. Hence one can say that Tf is Student distributed with 2 degrees of freedom with mean 

= (.640 + .274 + .330)/3 = .41) and standard deviation .12.  

Hence one can get a a-level conservative estimate T(') of Tf by solving equation 4.1 and get 
f 

Tf(O) - F--i (1 

4.3.3 Amount dropped D 

The parameters a and b of k(x,' A) = &(gM,) + b(g,)x can be estimated by weighted least square 

regression. Based on the set of data from (8] listed in Appendix A, the Best Estimate fit is 

b(x,ai) = (104 + 625x)/1000 

Also A(x) can be estimated by weighted least square regression on the 

S= -l(Ti - P.)2 with weight wi = V/;:, i 1,6.  

This gives the following estimates: 

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 

xi = V2di 0.6532 0.5164 0.4000 0.3266 0.2309 0.1007 
Aj 0.01060 0.00967 0.00970 0.00848 0.00586 0.00562 
ni 47 5 5 30 5 5 

Using these values, the weighted least square fit gives (see figure 4.2 page 20) 

A(x) = (5.04 + 8.94x)/1000.  

-The Best Estimate fit and a 95% confidence interval (eq. 4.5) for the time to scram as a function 

of V2-d for six different drop levels d is shown on figure 4.3 page 21.  

The function of interest however is the level of the blades as a function of time. Putting the 

estimated values of a, b, a and j3 in 4.6, a a-level confidence interval for this function is 

D(t) 
0  v < 104 ± za/ 2 5.04 

2 ± 8 (1000v- (104 ±- za/ 2 5.04)) 2 otherwise

which is plotted on figure 4.4 page 22 for a = .05.
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4.4 Conclusion 

An uncertainty estimation of the Time to scram (Control blade insertion) has been developed.  

Three parameters were identified: Lo, Tf and D(t).



Standard deviation linear fit 
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Figure 4.2: Standard deviation linear fit
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Figure 4.3: Time to scram fit
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Uncertainty of rode insertion as a function of time

Figure 4.4: Uncertainty of rod insertion as a. function of time
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Chapter 5 

FLOW INSTABILITY 
PREDICTION 

5.1 Background 

It has been shown by Whittle and Forgan [9] that the Onset of Flow Instability (OFI) can be well 

characterized by the ratio Q of the channel power over the power to saturation 

4qavgL 
GcpD(T 5 - Tý)" 

The flow rate is stable if the ratio Q is less than a critical ratio Qc calculated from experimental 

data at the OFI, i.e., the flow rate is stable if 

SOFI,FW = QC 1 

Q 

The ratio Q has been selected as the quantity used to detect OFI after Whittle and Forgan [9] 

noticed the quasi-constant property of Q, over a wide range of conditions such as power shape, 

pressure, or temperature. They have however found that Qc varies with the LID ratio where L is 

the length of the channel and D is its hydraulic diameter, 

1 
i.e., QC = 1 

1 + 77D/L 

Based on a set of experiments, they estimated 77 = 25.  

Saha and Zuber [10] worked on the Onset of Significant Void (OSV). This phenomenon appears
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before OFI. Their OSV correlation is based on a relation between Peclet number 

Rez-GDcp (Z) 
Pe(z) = (5.1) 

ki (z) 

and Stanton number 

q"(z) 
GcP(z)(T(z) - Tb(z)) (5.2) 

Stanton number, St, plotted versus Peclet number, Pe, on a log-log scale at OSV over a large range 

of conditions reveals two regions of the X-Y plane; the lower region characterizes the state before 

OSV while the upper region that of post OSV conditions.  

Based on the data in [9], [11] and [12], we are going to determine the OFI phenomenon based 

on the approach of Saha and Zuber. The important aspect of the study will be to identify and 

quantify the uncertainty of the Stanton-Peclet OFI correlation so that the unstable region can be 

predicted with a certain level of conservatism.  

5.2 Statistical model 

5.2.1 Origin of uncertainty 

There are two different types of uncertainties: the uncertainty in the determination of the values 

we are trying to correlate and the uncertainty in the correlation itself. Hence even if the stochastic 

uncertainty (noise) was removed from the correlated values, the correlation would still predict 

OFI with a deterministic error function. This error function is a related to parameters not taken 

into consideration in the development of the correlation. The amplitude of this error function 

is believed to be small when compared to the amplitude of the correlation; this means that the 

simplified correlation is believed to capture most of the phenomenon. An important issue for the 

determination of a confidence interval for the correlation is to determine the proportion taken in 

the total uncertainty by the random noise and by the error function.  

The origin of the random noise lays in the experiment setup. The most important test apparatus 

related uncertainties [9], [11] and [12] are in:
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"* the location of the minimum of the S-curve, i.e., of the OFI. Hence GOFI and APOFi are 

determined with uncertainty.  

"* the calibration.  

"* the heat losses from test section.  

"* the amount of gas dissolved in the coolant.  

"* the measurement devices.  

"* the round-off of the results.  

"* the Onset of Flow Instability has been determined as being the conditions when the slope of 

the S or demand (d) curve equals that of the external supply (s) system, i.e., when d(APp) = dV 

d(APs) Experimentalwise, however, the OFI conditions are defined when d(A d) -- 0. This 
dV " dV 

approximation in the characterization of OFI will bring a bias to the estimation of the physical 

parameters (e.g., the flow rate will be over-estimated at OFI).  

The deterministic error function may be a function of: 

"* the up- or down-flow state.  

"* the channel shape (e.g., rectangular or tubular).  

"* the existence of disregarded physical variables (e.g., the surface roughness of the channel 

walls).  

5.2.2 Estimation of uncertainty 

Based the establishment of a random uncertainty, e, and a deterministic error function, J, the sta

tistical model that relates the response value, Y, to the prediction variable, X, and the disregarded 

variables w is

Y = V) (X'gU) + c¶(XW) + 5(5.3)
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where 6 is the orthogonal projection of the residual between (X, w, ýb(X, w)) and (X, , /(X, A,)) 

into the (X, Y) plan. Here Y = log(St) and X = log(Pe). This transformation might removed the 

heteroschedasticity in the data. The reason why St is plotted versus Pe stems from the measure

ment uncertainty analysis in [11]. Indeed, most of the uncertainty belongs to the measurement of 

the pressure drop, thus bringing a major uncertainty to the determination of the G value corre

sponding to the minimum Ap. Both Pe and St have a G term in there respective equations 5.2 

and 5.1, but St has is twice in the sense that Tbe is a function of G too. As a consequence the 

Stanton number is estimated with the most uncertainty at OFI.  

The assumptions made on the uncertainty part are: 

"* the random noises are unbiased, independent and with constant variance Co2. The last as

sumption will be checked with a residuals plot.  

"* the deterministic error function can be seen as a function of X and a random vector w 

that represent the random disregarded conditions at which the experiments were conducted.  

Hence one can assume that the now stochastic error function is unbiased 

E.[J(X,w)] = j 6(X,w)f,(w)dw = 0 

and its variance is 

A 2 = j62(XW) f.(W)d, 

which is assumed to be constant for every X (homoschedasticity). The variance and expected 

value are taken with respect to the joint density function of w, f•.  

5.2.3 Confidence interval 

Let 

yt(u,W) = i(u, A) + J(u,w) 

be the true St value at Pe = u with 5(u,w) -" N(O, A 2 ). And let

'(U4,w) = (uti).
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Then Y'-Y N 0,T2 + (U-0._)2 + A2 where T 2 = \
2 + 2. T 2 is the total 

variance that we observe on the plot (see figure 5.1 page 30); it can be estimated by 

n~1 (~ -2 

n-2 

If we call p the fraction of variance from ,2 in T 2 (i.e., a2 = pT 2), then a confidence interval 

for Yt(u,w) at a 1 - a level is 

( P Za/ 2 V, I(U, ii-) + Z./2V] 

whereV=- (1-p + F . -) n j= 1(Xj_) t)2 

5.3 Experimental results 

5.3.1 Data acquisition 

The quantities to calculate are the local Stanton number (eq. 5.2) and the Peclet number (eq.  

5.1). However cp, T, and ki can be determined only at the exit of the channel, so that the following 

approximation will be made 

St~z) = q"(z) 
Gcpe (T.e - Tb(z)) (5.4) 

and 

GDCp, (5.5) 

where e stands for exit.  

The bulk temperature Tb(z) is given by: 

4q¢'g fZ q,(z)d 
Tb(z) = Tm + 9oýýd 

GcpD foz qav 

The saturation temperature at the exit T,, and the conductivity of the water at the exit kli 

are estimated from tables by knowing the exit pressure P,.  

For the data recorded by Whittle and Forgan [9], i2? = " (Ts,, - Tbe) is given, so that T+avg 

Tb (Z) = Tiný + T.e ?-DTbeý 2o "(ýd___ z"
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Hence for uniform flux distribution 

Tb(z) = Ti z 

Tbe L +__ _ D 

And the Peclet number is 
477eD q' 

e kIe Te - Tbe 

For the data in [11] , the same calculation can be derived knowing that Qratio = 1/(1 - iD/L).  

Finally the Peclet and Stanton numbers can be estimated from the data in [12] by approximating 

the flow G = p(z) * v(z) that is constant along the channel by G = Pin * Vm.  

5.3.2 Correlation estimation 

By assuming that the V(X,6) = ai(p,)X+bi(ptt), (i = 1 for rectangular channel, i = 2 for tubular 

channel), the coefficient 13 = (a, b) can be estimated by the least square method, that gives the 

following correlation 

S= -1.86 -. 029Xi 

for a rectangular channel (i.e., St = .0137/Pe'0 24). Or 

S= -. 97 -. 22Xi 

for a tubular channel (i.e., St = .1076/Pe' 219).  

The correlation compares very well with the OSV correlation St = .0446/Pe' 8 in [13] and the 

one of Saha and Zuber [10] (see figure 5.1 page 30).  

5.3.3 Comments 

It is worth noticing that the least square estimator of the parameter i3 is biased due to the uncer

tainty (of variance ax) in the determination of the Peclet number. If X- were known, then the 

bias could be estimated by 

bias = x 

We see that the Y-intercept will be over-estimated while the slope will be under-estimated since 

b < 0 for the two channel geometries.
I



A test for coincidence

H :a = a2 and b=b2 

was rejected at a a = .05 level by calculating 

F (RSSH - RSS)/2 
RSS/(n - 4) 

where n is the total number of points. When H is true, the F-statistic is distributed as F2,,,-4.  

Here the calculated F-statistic is F = 25 and F2,,- 4 (.05) = 3.  

The residual plot agrees with the homoschedasticity assumption (see figure 5.2 page 31). We 

notice however a bigger uncertainty in the tubular channel data.  

5.4 Conclusion 

A rigorous statistical model has been presented that accounts for two types of uncertainties: an 

experimental related uncertainty and a correlation related uncertainty. None of them is estimable 

but only the sum of both. The bigger the first one, the smaller the confidence interval. The 

- uncertainty due to the measurement devices could be estimated so that only a lower bound for p 

can be estimated.  

A different correlation should be used depending on the geometry of the channel.
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Onset of Flow Instability correlation
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Figure 5.1: Onset of Flow Instability
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OFI correlation residuals by increasing Pe
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Figure 5.2: Residual plot
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSION 

Thermal-hydraulic design analyses for nuclear reactors must incorporate allowances for uncertain

ties in power distributions, dimensions, properties, correlations, and operating conditions. These 

allowances traditionally are incorporated, in a valid but perhaps overconservative manner, by 

setting many input parameters equal to extreme or hot channel values. In the present study, infor

mation is gathered in preparation for using "best estimate" plus "statistically based uncertainty" 

in design analyses for the MIT Research Reactor.  

The use of a statistically based uncertainty is aimed at permitting a controlled and mathemat

ically sound treatment of some design decisions. In the present study, statistical work concerns 

three important inputs to the analysis of a loss-of-coolant-flow accident for the MIT Research 

Reactor. Those inputs are: 1) the time elapsed between the initiation of the loss of flow and a 

scram signal; 2) the time for control blade insertion after the scram signal is processed; and 3) the 

thermal-hydraulic conditions that lead to flow instability.  

Much information has been gathered that relates to each of the three inputs, the information 

is in form suitable for use in the next design steps.  

In addition, the present work has permitted much thought and decision-making on the statisti

cal viewpoint that should be adopted when performing such input preparation. Two distinct types 

of uncertainty can be identified, stochastic and deterministic: 

* stochastic - A viewpoint is adopted that each of many experimental data points provides
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a measurement of the same quantity (for example, the temperature of a stagnant pool).  

Therefore, techniques of confidence interval determination are sufficient to obtain uncertainty 

information. Increasing the number of data points leads to smaller uncertainty.  

* deterministic - A viewpoint is adopted that each of many experimental data points provides 

output that is related to many input variables (for example, the pressure drop for a channel 

relates to the mass flow rate, the inlet temperature, and the heat input). But the output 

also relates to other quantities that are not a part of the equations being used in the model 

for the pressure drop process (for example, surface roughness and chemical impurities in the 

coolant may not be modeled or measured). For the deterministic case, increasing the number 

of data points without changing the model may not reduce the uncertainty below some fairly 

large value. This value must therefore enter into the subsequent analysis steps.  

Therefore the present study has given data directly applicable to MITR design and has provided 

statistical ideas on which to base future uncertainty studies.
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Time to scram data

__ _ 1 0.653 23 4 05 1 6 xi = • 0.6532 10.5164 10.4000 10.3266 0.2309 0.1007 

3 Tij
.316 
.313 
.329 
.298 
.315 
.317 
.303 
.309 
.308 
.319 
.324 
.309 
.318 
.309 
.314 
.304 
.311 
.301 
.297 
.316 
.300 
.292 
.307 
.295 
.299 
.302 
.312 
.302 
.309 
.304

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30

.508 

.506 

.521 

.513 

.507 

.515 

.494 

.499 

.484 

.519 

.516 

.522 

.517 

.515 

.500 

.536 

.513 

.518 

.519 

.523 

.516 

.505 

.520 
.516 
.492 
.526 
.532 
.519 
.514 
.522
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.424 

.436 

.408 

.416 

.407

.365 

.365 

.357 

.345 

.378

.261 

.251 

.260 

.246 

.246

.159 
.166 
.164 
.149 
.165
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xi7= 2;/- 0.6532 0.5164 0.4000 0.3266 0.2309 0.1007 
J Tj 
31 .505 
32 .523 
33 .503 
34 .519 
35 .524 
36 .493 
37 .507 
38 .502 
39 .520 
40 .493 
41 .517 
42 .510 
43 .512 
44 .505 
45 .508 
46 .512 
47 .503



Appendix B 

OFI data 

B.1 Whittle and Forgan's data 

(Ref. [9])

D L qe Tin Tse 77e kie Pe St 
(M) (M) (W/m2 ) (C) (C) (W/(mK)) 

0.00645 0.6096 1040000 55 104.1 22.1 0.680 93718 0.0113 
1450000 55 25.2 134139 0.0099 
1840000 55 20.8 163961 0.0120 
2500000 55 25.2 231275 0.0099 
820000 55 23.6 74844 0.0106 

1360000 55 23.6 124132 0.0106 
1600000 55 26.7 149871 0.0094 
2000000 55 25.2 185020 0.0099 
1600000 45 23.6 121327 0.0106 
1800000 45 23.6 136493 0.0106 
2040000 45 22.1 152727 0.0113 
1100000 60 23.6 111784 0.0106 
1600000 60 23.6 162595 0.0106 
1800000 60 25.2 185397 0.0099 
2000000 60 19.3 195843 0.0130 
1360000 35 23.6 88204 0.0106 

No. 1 (Upward flow) 

D L q T in Tse 77. kLe Pe St 
(m) (M) (W/m 2) (C) (C) (W/(mK)) 

0.00645 0.6096 780000 45 104.1 25.2 0.680 59948 0.0099 
1160000 45 25.2 89154 0.0099 
1480000 45 23.6 112227 0.0106 
1150000 55 25.2 106386 0.0099 

750000 55 25.2 69382 0.0099 
1460000 55 23.1 132695 0.0108 

420000 45 26.7 32684 0.0094 

No. 1 (Downward flow)
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D L q' Tl Tse ?e kie Pe St 

(M) (M) (W/m/2 ) (C) (C) (W/(mK)) 
0.00490 0.4064 1470000 55 104.1 23.4 0.680 91750 0.0107 

1700000 55 23.4 106105 0.0107 
1800000 55 23.4 112346 0.0107 
2150000 55 22.1 132552 0.0113 
1960000 45 23.4 410163 0.0107 
2500000 45 23.4 129635 0.0107 
1800000 45 23.4 93337 0.0107 
1770000 65 22.1 137033 0.0113 
2030000 65 22.1 157162 0.0113 
2180000 65 22.1 168775 0.0113 
1230000 65 23.4 96404 0.0107 
2500000 45 115.6 20.8 0.682 105556 0.0120 
2420000 65 23.4 146136 0.0107 
1340000 65 19.4 77876 0.0129 
2000000 55 22.1 99612 0.0113 
1800000 55 23.4 90760 0.0107 

No. 2 

D L q T T,; 77 kie Pe St 
(in) (M) (W/m 2) (C) (C) (W/(mK)) 

0.00406 0.4064 1770000 55 104.1 26.6 0.680 109101 0.0094 
2180000 55 26.6 134373 0.0094 
2760000 55 26.6 170124 0.0094 
1410000 65 25.0 107760 0.0100 
2180000 65 25.0 166607 0.0100 
3000000 65 25.0 229276 0.0100 
1100000 65 25.0 84068 0.0100 
2210000 45 26.6 113173 0.0094 
2890000 45 23.4 144255 0.0107 
2830000 35 28.2 125517 0.0089 
2190000 35 26.6 95919 0.0094 
1830000 35 26.6 80151 0.0094 

980000 55 25.0 59643 0.0100 
2230000 75 25.0 228995 0.0100 

660000 55 28.2 41196 0.0089 

No. 3
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D L qll T Ts e kie Pe St 

(M) (M) (W/m 2 ) (C) (C) (W/(mK)) 
0.00279 0.5334 1700000 55 104.1 31.1 0.680 126324 0.0080 

930000 55 31.1 69107 0.0080 
1300000 55 31.1 96601 0.0080 
1270000 45 36.3 80239 0.0069 
1760000 45 31.1 108654 0.0080 
670000 45 31.1 41362 0.0080 

2260000 45 33.8 141217 0.0074 
1220000 35 33.8 65200 0.0074 
1190000 65 28.5 109743 0.0088 
980000 65 26.0 89347 0.0096 
830000 65 31.1 77450 0.0080 

1870000 35 31.1 98738 0.0080 

No. 4 

D L q,' T. Tse i7e kie Pe St 
(M) (M) (W/M 2 ) (C) (C) (W/(mK)) 

0.00645 0.6096 1860000 55 104.1 33.3 0.680 183713 0.0075 
2620000 55 33.3 258779 0.0075 
1400000 55 29.9 134600 0.0084 
1480000 45 29.9 118215 0.0084 
2700000 45 33.3 221557 0.0075 
3480000 45 36.9 293607 0.0068 

860000 65 29.9 103829 0.0084 
1780000 65 33.3 220776 0.0075 
3400000 65 40.6 445798 0.0062 

No. 5
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B.2 Westinghouse Savannah River's data 

(Ref. [111) 

D L q Tj, Tse Qrt, o kie Pe St 

(in) (in) (W/m 2) (C) (C) (W/(mK)) 
0.02845 2.44 1262000 25 147.6 0.729 0.682 202072 0.0078 

1893000 25 0.717 308181 0.0074 
2524000 25 0.687 428852 0.0064 
3155000 25 0.678 543181 0.0061 
1262000 25 125.9 0.716 0.683 249623 0.0074 
1893000 25 0.694 386304 0.0066 
2524000 25 0.654 546575 0.0055 
3155000 25 0.639 699256 0.0052 
1262000 50 147.6 0.679 0.682 272524 0.0062 
1893000 50 0.676 410601 0.0061 
2524000 50 0.664 557361 0.0058 
3155000 50 0.653 708438 0.0055 
1262000 50 125.9 0.692 0.683 343353 0.0066 
1893000 50 0.659 540820 0.0056 
2524000 50 1_ 1_0.621 1 765218 0.0048 

D=28.45mm 

D L q' T T8  Qratio ke Pe St 
(,M) (M) (W/m 2 ) (C) (C) (W/(mK.)) 

0.02527 2.44 1262000 25 147.6 0.675 0.682 218238 0.0054 
1893000 25 0.677 326390 0.0054 
2524000 25 0.726 405815 0.0069 
3155000 25 0.700 526110 0.0060 
1262000 25 125.9 0.772 0.683 231515 0.0088 
1893000 25 0.695 385748 0.0059 
2524000 25 0.695 514331 0.0059 
3155000 25 0.678 659034 0.0054 
1262000 50 147.6 0.623 0.682 297021 0.0043 
1893000 50 0.681 407586 0.0055 
2524000 50 0.736 502837 0.0072 
3155000 50 0.672 688408 0.0053 
1262000 50 125.9 0.649 0.683 366102 0.0048 
1893000 50 0.687 518778 0.0057 
2524000 50 0.665 714587 0.0051 
3155000 50 0.651 912443 0.0048

D=25.27mm

I
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D L ql Ti Tse Qratio k, Pe St 
(M) (M) (W/m 2 ) (C) (C) (W/(mK)) 

0.01892 2.44 1262000 25 147.6 0.678 0.682 217272 0.0041 
1893000 25 0.779 283653 0.0068 
2524000 25 0.752 391784 0.0059 
3155000 25 0.741 497000 0.0055 
1262000 25 125.9 0.764 0.683 233940 0.0063 
1893000 25 0.714 375483 0.0048 
2524000 25 0.756 472830 0.0060 
3155000 25 0.751 594973 0.0058 
1262000 50 147.6 0.753 0.682 245742 0.0059 
1893000 50 0.753 368613 0.0059 
2524000 50 0.755 490183 0.0060 
3155000 50 0.738 626843 0.0055 
1262000 50 125.9 0.782 0.683 303836 0.0069 
1893000 50 0.724 492265 0.0051 
2524000 50 0.740 642162 0.0055 
3155000 50 0.720 825000 0.0050 

D=18.92mm 
D L q Ti Tse Qrato kip Pe St 

(7n) (M) (W/m 2) (C) (C) (W/(mK)) 
0.01582 2.44 1262000 25 147.6 0.727 0.682 202628 0.0043 

1893000 25 0.841 262742 0.0086 
3155000 25 0.848 434289 0.0090 
1893000 50 0.810 342674 0.0069 
3155000 50 0.824 561420 0.0076 
1262000 25 125.9 0.874 0.683 204496 0.0112 
1893000 25 0.806 332624 0.0067 
2524000 25 0.805 444049 0.0067 
3155000 25 0.799 559230 0.0064 
1893000 50 0.818 435697 0.0073 
3155000 50 0.822 722628 0.0075 

D=15.82mm
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D L q' Tin Tse Qratio kle Pe St 
(M) (M) (W/m2 ) (C) (C) (W/(mK)) 

0.01562 2.44 1262000 25 147.6 0.796 0.682 185064 0.0062 
1893000 25 0.831 265904 0.0079 
2524000 25 0.781 377236 0.0057 
3155000 25 0.801 459771 0.0064 
1262000 25 125.9 0.825 0.683 216642 0.0075 
1893000 25 0.801 334700 0.0064 
2524000 25 0.811 440764 0.0069 
3155000 25 0.795 562044 0.0062 
1262000 50 147.6 0.835 0.682 221610 0.0081 
1893000 50 0.819 338908 0.0072 
2524000 50 0.804 460308 0.0066 
3155000 50 0.809 571829 0.0068 
1262000 50 125.9 0.809 0.683 293696 0.0068 
1893000 50 0.814 437838 0.0070 
2524000 50 0.788 603046 0.0060 
3155000 50 0.791 750949 0.0060 

D=15.62mm 

D L q" Tin Tse Qratio kie Pe St 
(m) (m) (W/m 2 ) (C) (C) (W/(mK)) 

0.01524 2.44 1262000 25 147.6 0.792 0.682 185998 0.0059 
2524000 25 0.771 382129 0.0052 
1262000 50 0.808 229015 0.0066 
2524000 50 0.778 _ _ 475691 0.0055 

D=15.24mm 

D L qe Tin Tse Qratio kie Pe St 
(m) (M) (W/m 2 ) (C) (C) (W/(mK)) 

0.00914 2.44 1262000 25 147.6 0.922 0.682 159773 0.0111 
1893000 25 0.901 245245 0.0085 
2524000 25 0.869 339035 0.0062 
3155000 25 0.910 404700 0.0095 
1262000 50 0.930 198972 0.0124 
2524000 50 0.924 400528 0.0114 
2524000 25 125.9 0.902 0.683 396297 0.0086 
1262000 25 0.924 193431 0.0114 
1262000 50 0.862 275638 0.0058 
2524000 50 0.890 533933 0.0076 

D=9.14mm
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B.3 Oak Ridge National Laboratory's data 

(Ref. [12]) 

D L q' Tbe Tse kee Pe St 
(M) (M) (W/m 2 ) (C) (C) (W/(mK)) 

0.00254 0.507 6350000 182.5 202.9 0.661 123574 0.0097 
6650000 190.1 203.4 0.661 123573 0.0155 

10050000 188.0 201.9 0.662 192216 0.0144 
8900000 182.5 205.1 0.660 192331 0.0079 

12600000 178.3 200.5 0.663 254142 0.0085 
14300000 182.3 199.2 0.664 269221 0.0120 
12400000 178.1 204.4 0.660 268681 0.0067 
13350000 181.9 204.8 0.660 262405 0.0085 
14350000 178.6 205.4 0.660 292531 0.0070 
14800000 181.3 205.2 0.660 286895 0.0083 
16350000 180.0 205.1 0.660 314588 0.0080 
16200000 180.7 205.1 0.660 314588 0.0081 
16200000 176.8 204.1 0.660 316447 0.0072 
15500000 181.1 205.4 0.660 307456 0.0079
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1 INTRODUCTION

1. 1 General 

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology Reactor(MITR) functions as a center of 

research and education for many MIT departments and local-area universities, and as a 

supplier of radioisotopes for medical and industrial research in the greater Boston area. The 

original MIT Reactor, NITR-I, was both heavy water moderated and cooled with an open 

array of plate-type fuel elements. MITR-I attained criticality in July 1958 and operated at 

power levels of up to five megawatts until 1974 when it was shut down for modification.  
The present M1T Reactor, MITR-IE, uses light water to cool and moderate a close-packed 
array of finned, plate-type elements that are surrounded by a heavy water reflector. MITR
II went critical for the first time in August 1975 and operates at the same power levels as 

MITR-I (ref. 1).  

In order to enhance the capabilities of the MIT Reactor, a series of works had been 
conducted to evaluate the options of MXTR's renovation. This work is a preliminary step 
of evaluating the adequacy of the MITR-l primary system for future needs.  

1.2 Objectives 

The objective of this work is to establish a model to simulate the response of the MiTR-II 
primary system during steady state condition. The ultimate goal of the MITR-ll primary 

system analysis is to determine the components' specification for the new MIT Reactor, 

M1TR-m. So, it is necessary to understand the behavior of the MIN=-lI primary system 

under transient and accident conditions. The steady state simulation of the MITR-HI 
primary system is the initial step of the transient analysis.

I



2 MITR-II Primary System Modeling

2.1 MI'R-I= Primary System Descriptions 

The \/=TR-I primary system is shown in figure 2.1 (ref.2). The system consists of a 
single loop with two parallel pumps, three parallel heat exchangers and associated valves 
and piping. There is a cleanup system for the primary system, and the functions of the 
cleanup system are: 
1) to clean and maintain the purity of the primary system, 
2) maintain the water level in the core tank constant by means of continuous overflow, 
3) provide a surge volume to compensate for coolant volume changes due to heat up and 
cool down, 
4) provide a cooling flow through the medical shutter system, 
5) serve as a decay heat removal system when the reactor is shutdown.  
During normal operation, the cleanup system discharges flow into the primary coolant 
pump's suction; when operated in the shutdown cooling mode, it is directed to the reactor's 
inlet line.  

The primary coolant system is designed to provide a minimum of 1800 gpm flow of water 
through the reactor core and a normal flow of 2000 gpm, and transfers up to six megawatts 
of heat to the secondary coolant system. The primary coolant enters the core tank through 
the inlet nozzle, flows into the annular region between the core tank and the core shroud, 
then moves downward to the bottom of the core tank. The coolant is then directed 
upward through the core, and then moves more slowly upward within the core shroud to 
the outlet nozzle. During normal operation of five megawatts reactor power, two primary 
coo and twoea ers Heat Exch er 1 and LA are e. The 

configuration of the primary system pumps and heat exchangers can be changed according 
to the power level of the reactor.  

An off-gas system is provided to remove the radioactive gas in the void above the core 
tank. This system maintains the pressure in the core tank slightly below atmospheric ( 
typically -2 inches' water column, -0.0496 kpa) 

2.2 Governing Equations Derivation 

To model the MITR-II primary system, the system is divided into six control volumes as 
shown in figure 2.2.  

For a control volume i in figure 2.3, using the assumption of single phase and uniform 
velocity profile, the mass and energy conservation equations are (ref.3): 

d _ ,,_ , 
C , it - , (1),
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S (.T),_ - (Wz_), - (WH)I + Q2 (2), 
dt 

where M, J'/V, 

E, -i-dV- PV, 

p and H are mass density and liquid specific enthalpy, respectively.  

1 
Letting (H), (H,1 + H, ), and combining mass and energy equation: (2) - (H), x (1), 

leads to 

dt 
dt 

If J << W, , and if the rate of mass change is small, we can assume W,-, = W 

(ref.3,4), then (3) becomes 

_E_<_ ,H), "' = w(H, - H,) + W (Hý - ý),) +_oQ (4).  
at t 

Define the volume-averaged mixture density n; - JlcdV, 
lr 

and the volume-averaged mixture enthalpy e, - fdV.  

So M, = MV, 

E, = eI- PVJ.  

Using a linear enthalWpy profile assumption, and a linear transformation, we obtain 

In;H jAH, P)dH , 

HI i- r, 

1 H, 

1i H,-H jýH P )HdH 

-1 rf,!
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Assume that p = ý H, P *) , and P * is a constant reference pressure (here, P equals to 

the saturation pressure at that temperature). For subcooled liquid, density varies linearly 
with enthalpy (ref.3), and we obtain 

I 
M. = -(., +.  

e I •[(2H, +ý H,_,)p, -(2H_ .'- H,)jp,_].  

Substituting n; and e, into(4) , we yield 

(5)
=W(H'_, - H.) + R: H' ,)+ Q, (5) 

,ý n , _ p - m 
where . - - m 

1, H,-H_,' 

Owl-, HI,- Hý_, 

a, _ pH,-e, 

OWI HI - H,_, 
Ck _.e p______ 

For the mixing area and the cover layer, instead of a linear enthalpy assumption, a 
uniform mixing assumption is applied. This leads the mass and energy equations to 

", =YW. - F e, W. (6), 
die 

"-- = (WH),, - (W ) (7), 

dt InO 
where M, = pV , E, = MH, - PV, 

Using (7)- H, x(6), and H,,, = H, we obtain
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The momentum conservation equation for a point in the flow path is: 

g W 1 d W2  c-? /W2 
- pg f9), 

d A 6Lý pzl Zs 2oD~A' P9 

where f is the friction loss coefficient, D, is the equivalent diameter, A is the cross 

sectional flow area at that point.  

Integrating (9) over the primary loop, and applying the single mass flow rate assumption 

(ref.4), we obtain 

Al dt j2pDeA jt 2 'MJi 

where i is the component of the primary loop, L is the length of the component, K is the 
form loss coefficient of the component, dz is the elevation difference from outlet to inlet of 
the component, and AP is the pump head of the primary loop.  

Equation (5), as derived, has an undesirable numerical behavior. That is; any abrupt 
changes at the cell inlet are propagated immediately to the exit. To avoid this unfavorable 
behavior, when solving this equation, a donor-cell differencing method should be adopted 
(ref.3).  

2.3 Core Model 

2.3.1 Neutron Kinetics Model 

For the primary loop transient analysis, a point kinetics model is sufficient to simulate the 
behavior of the reactor core. The point kinetics equations are (ref.5): 

dTP- I 

dt A ,:1 

dC, fl. T + AC,,i = 1,2,.. .,1 

dt A 
where T is the amplitude function, p is the net reactivity, .8 is the fraction yield of the ith 

precursor group, fl is total delayed neutron fraction, C. is the concentration of the ith 

precursor group, A, is the decay constant of the ith precursor group, A is the prompt 

neutron generation time, and I is the number of delayed neutron precursor groups.
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Because the neutron population is proportional to the reactor power, the amplitude 
function in the point kinetics equations can be replaced by a variable which is proportional 
to the reactor power.  

2.3.2 Core Heat Transfer Model 

The heat balance of the fuel plate in the core is (ref.6) 

dT: 
C�P)PfVf = Q - hfAf(T7 -7) 

where cpn) is the specific heat of the fuel plate, pf is the density of the fuel plate, Vf is the 

volume of the fuel plate, hf is the convective heat transfer coefficient of the fuel plate, A: 

is the heat transfer area of the fuel plate, T, is the average fuel plate temperature, T,, is the 
j 

average fuel wall temperature, Tc is the average coolant temperature, and Q is the heat 
deposition rate into the fuel plate.  

2.4 Heat Exchanger model 

Because different heat exchanger combinations may be used for various reactor power 
levels, we now only simulate the heat exchangers being used at full power. That is; Heat 
Exchanger 1 and 1A.  

Heat Exchanger 1 is a Ram'en-type lamella heat exchanger with stainless steel flat tube 
bundle, and a total heat transfer area of 940 square feet (87.33 square meters). Heat 
Exchanger 1A is a shell-and-tube type heat exchanger with 885 stainless steel tubes of 3/8 
inch (0.009525 meter) OD. and 14 feet 2 inches (4.32 meters) long. The total heat 
transfer area of Heat Exchanger IA is 1226 square feet(1l3.9 square meters).  

To model these two heat exchangers, we use a single hypothetical heat exchanger to 
represent them. This equivalent heat exchanger is a shell-and-tube type heat exchanger., 
with stainless steel tubes of 3/8 inch (0.009525 meter)OD. and 14 feet 2 inches (4.32 
meters) long. The total heat transfer area of the equivalent heat exchanger is equal to the 
sum of that of Heat Exchanger I and 1A. So the total number of tubes of the equivalent 
heat exchanger is determined, and equal to 1557.  

The heat transfer and pressure drop characteristics of the equivalent heat exchanger must 
be identical to the actual system characteristics. The operation data of the MITR-i 
primary system are used to determine the characteristics of the equivalent heat exchanger.  

The heat transfer rate of the equivalent heat exchanger can be expressed as (ref.7): 

Qhe = U AT',.
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where U is the total heat transfer coefficient of the heat exchanger, and A is the total heat 

transfer area. AT.. is the log-mean temperature difference of the heat exchanger, and 

(t" TO)o T" 

where TP, Q, , T 7,, T,0 are the primary coolant inlet/outlet and the secondary coolant 

inlet/outlet temperatures, respectively.  

The overall heat resistance of the heat exchanger is (ref.8): 

1 1 1 1 In(rIr,) = + -+ •+ 

U4 hA1  h hA, hkA•, 2 *LN 

1 1istecnetv 
where 1 is the convective resistance on the inside of the tubes, is the convective 

h1 4 h,0A0 

1 
resistance on the outside of the tubes, h is the resistance of the scale on the outside of 

the tubes, and 2n(ro /r.) is the conductive resistance of the wall of the tubes.  

The convective heat transfer coefficient h can be calculated using the Dittus-Boelter 
equation (ref.7) 
Nu = 0.023 ReO2 prOA, 
where Ku is the Nusselt number, Re is the Reynolds Number, and Pr is the Prandtl 
Number.  

Table 2-1 is a set of operation data of MITR-II. Using these data and the equations 
mentioned above, we obtain 

I 1 1.2013x10-6 °c/w.  
hscAsc 

The pressure drop of the equivalent heat exchanger is 

P_ =Lf 2 + K W2.  
2p42  2p4 

The friction loss coefficient can be calculated by (ref.9)
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64 f = -- , for 2300 <_ Re; Re 

0.3164 
f = R for 4000 Re 51094 ReO-1 5 

0.184 
f = Reo2 , for 51094!< Re 

In transition region, 2300 < Re < 4000, friction loss coefficient can be calculated by 
interpolation.  

Using the data of table 2-1, we calculate the form loss coefficient of the equivalent heat 
exchanger, and K=2.357.  

According to the investigation done by Luxford (ref.9), the secondary coolant inlet 
temperature can be written in terms of 

, = Tb +CxP9, 
where T,, is the wet-bulb temperature, C is an arbitrary constant to be determined, P., is 
the reactor thermal power.  

2.5 Pump Model 

For a specific pump, the relations between pump head AP /'p, volume flow rate W / p, 
pump speed co, and pump impeller diameter D are (ref.10) 

AP =a function of ,Pdo 2 D2 ), Pw 

and the relation between AP /p and WI p is described by the head-capacity curve of the 
specific pump.  

The head-capacity curve of The MrrR-II primary coolant pump is shown in figure 2.4.  
This Curve can be fitted as 

- = Oj(i)' + C2(! W) + C3 ( 

for fixed pump speed and impeller diameter.  

Given the consideration of parallel operation of two primary coolant pumps, and 
compared with the operation data, the coefficients of equation (11) is fitted as:
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c = -8.5937 x 10-, 

c, = 4.9125 x 10-', 

c = 60.71, 

where AP is in psi, and is in gpm.  

2.6 Governing Equations for Steady State Condition 

For steady state condition, the time-dependent terms are equal to zero. Equation(5) 
becomes 
W(H,_i- H,)+ W (H.,- <Hý,) + Q,=0 (12), 

and (6), (7) become 

Z"KW -:W• =0 (13) 

( -) - ( -) 0o (14) 

Applying (12), (13), (14) to figure 2.2, we obtain 

W(H W H) =- W, 

W c + W ,co-ma•co = WP7,ma + Pma_.oHmao I 

WIo__,,HCo + •Hco = W",a_.coH,, 

'o-mAa + S= mýa-Co' 

Here subscript c stands for the core, cl is the cold leg, he is the heat exchanger, hl is the 
hot leg, ma is the mixing area, co is the cover layer, s is the cleanup return flow; and W 

is the primary coolant mass flow rate, W.,a,,,_o and Wc,__,m. are the mass flow rates between 

the mixing area and the cover layer. Q, is the reactor thermal power dissipated in primary 

coolant. Qh, is the heat removed by secondary coolant.
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The mass flow rates between the mixing area and the cover layer can not be solved 
analytically, but can be determined by means of experiment. If we change the reactor 
power rapidly and observe the variation of the core tank outlet temperature, we will be 
able to estimate the flow between the mixing area and the cover layer.  

The momentum equation for the steady state condition is 

2pDA- 2 

Using the equations described in this section, we can calculate the distributions of enthalpy 
and pressure for the M[TR-H prinary loop in steady state.
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Table 2-1 MITR-ll Primary Loop Operation Data

Reactor Power 
Primary Loop Flow Rate 
Secondary Loop Flow Rate 
Heat Exchanger Primary Side Inlet 
Temperature 
Heat Exchanger Primary Side Outlet 
Temperature 
Heat Exchanger Secondary Side Inlet 
Temperature 
Heat exchanger Secondary Side Outlet 
Temperature 
Primary Coolant Pump Suction Pressure 
Primary Coolant Pump Discharge Pressure 
Heat Exchanger Primary Side Outlet 
Pressure 
Core Tank Inlet Pressure

4.9MW 
2055 gpm. (129.65 LUs) 
1740 gpm (109.78 Us) 
47.5 degree C 

38.9 degree C 

22.4 degree C 

33.4 degree C 

5.3 psig (36.54 kpa) 
39 psig (268.89 kpa) 
33 psig (227.53 kpa)

8 psig (51.16 kpa)

I -,ý
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3 Computer Simulation 

3.1 System Parameters 

The Parameters of the MITR-II primary system is listed in table 3-1 (ref. 1, 9). The 
region of the core tank inlet nozzle to the core entrance can be divided into four parts as 
shown in figure 3.1. The form loss coefficients of the hotleg and the second contraction 
of the core tank downcomer are adjusted to fit with the operation data in table 2-1.  

3.2 Computer Program Description 

Appendix A gives the listing of the MITR-II primary system steady state simulation 
program. The input data of this program are reactor power, primary and secondary.flow 
rates, secondary coolant inlet temperature, cleanup return flow rate and temperature, and 
system parameters. The program calculates the secondary coolant outlet temperature 
first, then with an initial guess of the primary system temperature profile, the heat 
exchanger primary side inlet and outlet temperatures are calculated, and the primary 
system temperature profile is calculated. Using this new temperature profile, the primary 
side temperatures of the heat exchanger are recalculated. This iteration goes on until the 
primary system temperature profile is converged. In this program, we assume 93..  
the r p er i e he prim Innp ef.2).  

The pressure drops of each component of the primary system are calculated base on the 
temperature profile. Then we assume the outlet pressure of the mixing area is equal to the 
static pressure at that point, so the pressure profile of the system is obtained. The 
behavior of the primary coolant pumps is modeled by equation (11). The difference of the 
pump head and the primary loop pressure loss is calculated, and represented by the pump 
discharge valve pressure drop to account for the pump discharge valve throttling effect.  

Sample outputs of the MITR-II primary system steady state simulation program are 
given in appendix B.
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Table 3-1 MI,,R-lI Primary System Parameters (ref 1,9)

Flow 
Area 
per 
channel 
(sq. m) 

1.31 

.1034, 
0.9234

Total De(m) 
Coolant 
Volume 
(cub.m) 

3.749 2.237

<102 

1.9227

0.978 0.981 0.96

0.0324 0.427 
0.3556 

3.859

il0-1 
0.0324 
0.3389

0.468 
0.4132

0.6858 0.1108

Avg.  
0.205 
entrance

.10
1.084

) Inlet 
Elev.  
(M)

Outlet K Channel
Elev.  
(M)

Number

7.128 7.79 2.05 432 

7.79 9.87 0.00 1

1.118 9.87 10.85 0.00 1

0.203 
0.007 

0.203 
0.1796

9.77 2.69 4.377 1 
2.69 2.69 2.357 1557 

2.69 9.658 2.289 1 
9.658 8.438 0.00 1

0.076 0.0629 8.438 7.752 0.3

0.0164 
7

7.752 7.745 0.23

1 

1

4.375 

xl0-1 
0.6175 0.0288 0.0179 0.0396 7.745 7.1275 0.00 1

ISee figure 3.1.

Length 
(M)

0.6625

2.08

Core

Area 
Cover 
Laver 
Hotleg 
Heat 
Exch.  

Coldleg 
Regionl 

Region2 

I Regiort3 
L

13.17 
4.32 

14.435 
1.22

0.072

Region4 
L

I
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Figure 3.1 Core Tank Downcommer (ref.1)
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4 Conclusion and Recommendations 

The MITR-Hl primary system steady state simulation program is a simplified model of the 
.HITR-ll primary system. Using this simple program, we can get the picture of the system 
response under different operation conditions.  

This work is the first step of the MITR-Il primary system evaluation. The following is a 
list of recommendations for future work: 
1) The development of the transient condition simulation program.  
2) The experiment to determine the flow rate between the mixing area and the cover layer.  
3) The study of the relation between the heat transfer and the cooling tower outlet 

temperature.  
4) The experiment to determine the characteristics of each heat exchanger.  
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Appendix A -\./=-II Primary System Steady State Simulation Program Listing 

program nutr2 
real t(6),tavg(6),den(6),de(6),a(6),dp(6) 
real dist(6), z(6). p(6), pp(6). form(6) 
integer n(6) 
open (unit= 5.file='mitr.daVstatus='old') 
open (unit=6, fde='mitr. out', status='new') 
read(5,*) power, flowp, flows, tsiý pp(6) 
read(5,*) flowo, flowsh, flowsc, ts 
read(5, *)(a(i),i= 1, 6) 
read(5,*)(de(i),i=1,6) 
read(5,*)(dist(i)j=1,6) 
read(5, *)(z(i),i= 1, 6) 
read(5, *)(form(i), i= 1, 6) 
read(5,130)(n(i),i= 1.6) 

130 format(6i6) 
read(5,*) hsas. aiý ao, condt, cp 
read(5,*) riý ro, dehs, ahs 
read(5,*) formcl, formc2. acl, ac2 
read(5,*) clc2,c3 
do 10 i=1,6 
t(i)=40.0 
tavg(i)=40.0 
den(i)=density(t(i)) 

10 continue 
ws=flows*0.6309e-04*density(tsi) 
q=power*0.9337*1.0e-06 
tso--tn+q/(cp*ws) 
tsavg=(tsi+tso)/2.0 
res=re(wsdehsahstsavgn(2)) 
prs=cp*visc(tsavg)/cond(tsavg) 
ho=0.023*cond(tsavg)*(res**(0.8))*(prs**(0.4))Idehs 
uas=1.0/((I.0/(ho*ao))+(I.0/hsas)+(alog(ro/ri)/(2.0*3.1416* 

u condt*dist(2)*n(2)))) 
wsh---flowsh*0.6309e-04*density(ts) 
wsc--flowsc*0.6309e-04*density(ts) 

20 wo=flowo*0.6309e-04*dcn(6) 
wp---flowp*0.6309e-04*dcn(3) 
rep=re(wpde(2),a(2),tavg(2),n(2)) 
prp=cp*visc(tavg(2))/cond(tavg(2)) 
hi=0.023*cond(tavg(2))*(rep**(0.8))*(prp**(0.4))/de(2) 
ua=1.0/((I.0/(hi*ai))+(I.O/uas)) 
dtlm=q/ua 
dtp=q/(cp*wp)
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dx--tsi-tso-+-dtp 
ed==exp(dx/dtlm) 
tpo=t(2) 
t(2)--isi+dx/(ed- I -0) 
t(3)=((wp-0. 5 *wsc)*t(2)-;-Wsc*ts)/(Wp+O. 5*wsc) 
T(4)=t(3) -ý-q/(wp*cp) 
t(5)=wp*t(4),'(wp-1--wo) 
46)=t(5) 
t(l)=((wp-0. 5*wsh)*t(5)-wsh*ts)/(wp+O. 5*wsh) 
do 30 i=1,3 
tavg(i+l)=(t(i)+t(i+l))/2.0 
den(i-i- 1)=densit.v(tavg(i- 1)) 

30 continue 
tavg(l)=(t(l)+t(5))/2.0 
den(l)=densitv(tavg(l)) 
tavg(5)=t(5) 
tavg(6)=t(6) 
den(5)=density(tavg(5)) 
den(6)=density(tavg(6)) 
er--abs((t(2)-tpo)/tpo) 
if( er.gt. 0.001 ) go to 20 
do 40 i=1,6 
rei=re(wpde(i),a(i),tavg(i),n(i)) 
fi--f(rei) 
dpl---fi*dist(i)*wp**2/(2.0*den(i)*de(i)*a(i)**2*n(i)**2) 
dp2--form(i)*wp**2/(2.O*dcn(i)*a(i)**2*n(i)**2) 
if( i eq. 1 ) go to 50 
dp3=den(i)*9.81*(z(i)-z(i-1)) 
go to 60 

50 dp3=den(i)*9.8 I *(z(i)-z(5)) 
60 dp(i)=dpl+dp2+dp3 
40 continue 

dp4=(wp**2/(2.0*den(3)))*((formcl/acl**2)+(formc2/ac2**2)) 
dp(3)=dp(3)+dp4 ' 
dppump=c I *flowp* *2 +c2*flowp+c3 
p(6)=pp(6)*6895.0 
dp5=dp(l)+dp(2)+dp(3)+dp(4)+dp(5) 
p(l)=p(6)+dp(6)-dp(l) 
p(2)=p(l)+dp5-dp(2) 
p(3)=p(2)-dp(3) 
p(4)=p(3)-dp(4) 
p(5)=p(4)-dp(5) 
do 70 i=1,5 
pp(i)=p(iy6895.0 

70 continue 
dp5=dp5/6895.0
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dpvalve=dppump-dp5 
write(6,201) 

201 format(i/,' SIMULATION OF MITER-Il PRIMARY LOOP IN STEADY-STATE', 
1 f/) 
write(6,200) 

200 format(' Reactor Power(MW) Primary Flow Rate(gpm)' 
2 ' Secondary Flow Rate(gpm)',/) 
write(6.210) power. flowp, flows 

210 format(' ',illO.4,' '.flf0.4,' ',t-10.4,/) 
write(6,220) pp(6) 

220 format(' Core Tank Surface Preaaure(psig)=', lf10.4,/) 
write(6,230)tsi,tso 

230 format(' Secondary Coolant Inlet Temp.(c)=',f6.2, 
2 ', Outlet Temp.(c)=',f6.2,/) 
write(6,23 1) 

231 format('Core Tank Overflow Hodeg Charging Flow', 
I 'Coldleg Charging Flow Charging Temp.',/) 
write(6,232) flowo, flowsh, flowsc, ts 

232 format(fl 0.4,'(gpm) ',flO.4,'(gpm) ',f10.4, 
1 '(gpm) ',fl.4,'(c)',//) 
write(6,240) 

240 format(' Hot Leg Heat Exch. Cold Leg Core', 
2 ' Mixing Area Cover Layer',/) 
write(6,250) 

250 format(' Outlet Temperature(c)') 
write(6,260Xt(i),i= 1,6) 

260 format(6fl2.4,/) 
write(6,270) 

270 format(' Outlet Pressure(psig)) 
write(6,260)(pp(i),i= 1,6) 
write(6,280) dppump 

280 format(' Primary Loop Pump Head(psi)=',lflO.4) 
write(6,290) dpvalve 

290 format(/,' Primary Pump Discharge Valve Pressure Loss(psi)=', 
2 lfM0.4) 
stop 
end 

function density(t) 
density=998.2-0.338 5*(t-20.0) 
return 
end 

function re(w,d,a,t,n) 
re-w*d/(visc(t)*a*n) 
return
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end 

function cond(t) 
ifft Al. 30.0) cond=0.6034+1.5e-3*(t-20.0) 
if(t .ge. 30.0 .and. t Ilt. 40.0) cond=0.618+1.3e-3.*(t-30.0) 
if(t .ge. 40.0.and. t.lt. 50.0) cond=0.631+1.2e-3*(t-40.O) 
if(t .ge. 50.0) cond=0.643+1.0e-3*(t-50.0) 
return 
end 

function visc(t) 
if(t Ilt. 30.0) visc= 1. 002e-3-2.037e-5*(t-20. 0) 
if(t .ge. 30.0 .and. t Alt. 40.0) -visc=7.983e-4-1.444e-5*(t-30.0) 
ifft .ge. 40.0 .and. t .l. 50.0) visc=6.539e-4-1.06le-5*(t-40.0) 
ift .ge. 50.0) visc=5.478e-4-8.05e-6*(t-50.0) 
return 
end 

function f(re) 
fi 64.Olre 
f2=0.3 164/(re**(0.25)) 
iffre Alt 2300.0) f--fl 
if(re .ge. 2300.0 .and. re A1 4000.0) 

j f-4f+((f2-fl )*(re..2300.0)1(4000.0-2300.0)) 
iffre .ge. 4000.0 .and. re It. 51094.0) f-42 
iffre .ge. 51094.0) &0. 1 84/(re**(0.2)) 
return 
end
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Appendix B Sample Outputs 

Case I 

SIMULATION OF XMIR-ll PRLIMARY LOOP IN STEADY-STATE 

Reactor Power(MW) Primary Flow Rate(gpm) Secondary Flow Rate(gpm) 

5.0000 2055.0000 1740.0000 

Core Tank Surface Preaaure(psig)= -.0072 

Secondary Coolant Inlet Temp.(c)= 22.40, Outlet Temp.(c)= 32.60 

Core Tank O'vrflow Hotleg Charging Flow Coldleg Charging Flow Charging Temp.  

3.5000(gpm) 3.5000(gpm) .0000(gpm) 32.0000(c) 

Hot Leg Heat Exch. Cold Leg Core Mixing Area Cover Layer

Outlet Temperature(c) 
47.8183 39.2399 39.2399 47.9265 47.8453 

Outlet Pressure(psig) 
5.6054 34.0888 9.7222 4.2977 1.3715 

Primary Loop Pump Head(psi)= 34.5138 

Primary Pump Discharge Valve Pressure Loss(psi)= .0051

47.8453 

-.0072
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background 

The importance of understanding the amount of time required for a 

reactor system to shutdown is vital to the study and analysis of reactor 

protection. The experiments performed for this term project included measuring 

the maximum time for the control blades to fully insert (as a function of height), 

and the measurement of the primary flow coastdown after the power is secured 

to both primary pumps. Work is ongoing for the redesign of the MITR-11 reactor 

to a re-licensed 10 MWth MITR-111 reactor. The results of these experiments are 

anticipated to assist in the transient and accident analyses for the redesigned 

reactor. Another purpose of the flow coastdown experiment was to compare the 

coastdown with previous experimental and empirical results.  

The flow coastdown was first predicted experimentally to last for 3.25 

seconds with MITR-l (2). Reference (2) predicted that although the experiment 

was performed on MITR-I, that the difference with the MITR-11 coastdown would 

be negligible. The normalized flow rate change to the initial rate, wc(t)/w(0) was 

expressed by: 

wc(t)/w(0) = (-0.31 * t) + 1, 

where, 
t = time after pump cutoff (sec).  

The flow coastdown was next predicted experimentally to last for 7.5 

seconds with MITR-11 (4). The flowrate coastdown was expressed by: 

G(t)/G(to) = 2.283 exp(-.it) + 0.0283t - 1.283 

where, 

t is the time after loss of power in seconds, 

G(t) is flow rate at time t at MF-1, 

G(to) is flow rate at steady state condition.
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Recently the flow coastdown was empirically determined by computer 

code (3). The program was intended to be part of a full transient analysis 

program for the MITR-II.  

Appendix A.1 shows the relationship between these previous results 

and this experiment.  

1.2 Plant Description 

The MF-1 flow orifice, shown in appendix A.2, is located downstream 

of the primary heat exchangers and upstream of the cold leg inlet to the reactor.  

The differential pressure across this orifice is measured by a stainless steel 

differential pressure transmitter MF-1. The output from the transmitter is fed 

through a square root extractor to derive a linear signal which is proportional to 

primary coolant flow (5). The signal then is amplified to drive the MF-1A flow 

recorder and MF-1 flow meter. The recorder circuitry provides a reactor scram if 

the primary coolant flow rate drops below its setpoint (minimum of 1850 gpm, 50 

gpm > technical specification) (5). However, the actual setpoint is ordinarily 

always higher.  

The pressure differential (delta-P) across the reactor core is an 

indication of the flow rate through the core. Any change in the delta-P must be 

interpreted as at least a partial loss of flow through the core. Therefore, two 

independent differential detectors, MP-6 and MP-6A, (also shown in appendix 

A.2) monitor the delta-P and provide redundant scrams if the setpoint is 

exceeded (5).  

The three scram sensors, MF-1, MP-6 and MP-6A, for primary flow 

are normally set to scram at a minimum flow of 1975 gpm although Technical 

Specification 2.2 specifies a limiting safety system setting of 1800 gpm (5).  

Technical Specification #3.7.1 requires that two of the three sensors must be 

functional whenever the reactor is operated.  

There are six shim blades for MITR-11 that operate at heights from 0 

inches to 21 inches. Two proximity switches are located near each shim blade 

guide and are activated by a permanent magnet mounted on the shim blade
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upper assembly. One switch operates a "blade-in" light and the other is 

connected to the digital shim blade drop timer. The purpose of this timer is to 

measure the time between a simulated scram signal input and the time a 

particular shim blade reaches the 80% inserted position (4.2 inches). This test is 

completed as part of the shutdown checklist which is usually performed on a 

weekly basis. The particular blade for the drop test is chosen on a rotating basis 

(5). Technical Specification # 3.9.3 requires the time from initiation of a scram 

signal to 80% full insertion to be less than 1.0 second in duration for each shim 

blade.  

1.3 Experiment Description 

1.3.1 Time to Scram 

The shim blade drop times were measured with the installed shim 

blade drop timer. This timer was installed in June 1990 and replaced an 

obsolete existing timer with more accurate state of the art electronics such as 

very large scale integrated (VSLI) circuitry. The resolution time now is 1 msec.  

The timer is predominately used to record the blade drop time required by the 

MITR shutdown checklist.  

The calibration procedure for the timer (PM 6.5.14) is performed to 

demonstrate proper operation of the shim blade drop timer. The acceptance 

criteria for the calibration is +/- 5% of actual time measured or 60 +/- 3 seconds 

since the test is required to be 60 seconds in duration. To ascertain if the blade 

drop timer was accurate enough for this portion of the experiment the calibration 

time was extended to 600 seconds (10 times the required time). Seven 

consecutive runs for 600 seconds were conducted and the average actual time 

was 599.913 seconds. This is an error of + .015% which is well within the 

required specification of +/- 5%. Therefore, as a result of these extended tests 

the timer was determined to be an acceptable instrument for measuring the 

blade drops. If the error is presumed to be linear, then for the range of time 

measured (500 msec) the inaccuracy is estimated to be +/-.1 msec. This 

inaccuracy was therefore neglected.  
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Multiple heights were chosen to perform the shim blade drops from 

21.9%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 70% and 100% above the bottom (as a percentage of 

maximum height, 21 inches). Thirty data taking events were conducted at the 

40% and 100% height while the remaining heights had five data taking events.  

The 21.9% height was chosen because experimentally that was the height 

required to just clear the proximity switch at 20%.  

The only operating data recorded to compare these experimental 

results are the shim blade drop times required by the shutdown checklist. The 

times are for the 100% height. For comparison purposes recorded drops only 

after June 1990 were used since that is when the more accurate timer was 

installed. A conscience effort was made to repeat this experiment with the same 

blade for a large multiple of times. Blade six was determined to be the "best" 

blade, which represents the slowest average blade based on the operators blade 

drop data available.  

In an effort to minimize blade mechanism wear and excessive delays 

with the experiment the reactor lid was removed and the blade six raised 

manually to the determined height after each run. Primary pumps were secured 

for this to aid in retrieving the blade. Actual shim blade drops are obviously 

conducted with primary flow. To ascertain the differences between drops with 

primary pumps on and pumps off the results of PM 3.4.1 (replacement of a shim 

blade) were used. Shown in appendix A.3, it can be seen that generally the drop 

times are within 5% higher with flow than without flow. For purposes of this 

experiment these differences were neglected.  

1.3.2 Flow Coastdown with Associated Scrams 

This experiment measures the flow coastdown in the primary system 

as measured by a change in delta-P across the MF-1 flow orifice. As mentioned 

in section 1.2, the delta-P signal is sent to the flow recorder. The voltage drop 

across the flow recorder resister, which is subsequent to the square root 

circuitry, was measured. Also, for the flow scram inputs the time the pumps 

were secured and the time the respective relays open (MF-1, MP-6 and MP-6A)
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was measured. The scram relays are shown in MITR-11 drawing # R3W-2 and 

are part of the withdraw permit circuit.  

These measurements, both analog (1) and digital (4) were obtained 

with the use of an Analog to Digital (A/D) converter manufactured by Data 

Translation, National Instruments LabWindows software and a personal 

computer. The frequency of data taking events was chosen to be 100 hz or 100 

data points every second. The flow coastdown was measured for a 20 second 

period. Due to the sampling rate being set at 100 hz the accuracy of the flow 

scram inputs is within +/- 10 msec.  

2. Results 

2.1 Time to Scram (Blade Drop) 

The data for blade drop times at various heights is shown in appendix 

B.1 as well as operator log data since June 1990. The plot of blade drop times 

verses percentage of blade height shown in appendix B.2 shows are very narrow 

and slightly widening deviation with blade height. The average operators log 

drop time from 100% height was calculated to be 509.2 msec which is within the 

experimental deviation and approximately the same value determined 

experimentally. The blade drop time is determined to be: 

Time(msec) = 50 x square root of height H 

where, 

H is measured as percentage of height (100% equals 21 inches) 

This correlation is also shown in appendix B.2 

2.2 Flow Coastdown 

Appendix A.1 shows the experiment results compared with those of 

references (2), (3) and (4). This experiment showed that there is flow to 

approximately 14 seconds after the pumps were secured. This is considerably 

longer than predicted earlier. However, it could be argued that the only "useful" 

flow exists up to approximately 10 seconds. Appendix B.3 includes raw data
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results which are also stored on disk.  

Appendix B.4 is Figure #2 from Reference (1) and shows the shape of 

a flow coastdown where: 

-alpha equals the ratio of loop halftime to pump half time 

-H equals the ratio of the free convection head to steady state head 

Although the numerical values are of no significance, the general shape of the 

coastdown is. Both this experimental data and the reference (3) empirical 

prediction of flow coastdown agree with this general shape.  

2.3 Flow Scrams 

Appendix B.5 shows an enlarged view of the raw data of the flow 

coastdown from 0 to 3 seconds. For all runs of the flow coastdown the following 

average scram inputs were measured: 

MP-6 scram @ 274 msec after pumps secured (2035 gpm) 

MP-6A scram @ 330 msec after pumps secured (2025 gpm) 

MF-1 scram @ 640 msec after pumps secured (1907 gpm) 

Annually, the primary coolant flow scram static calibration (PM 

6.1.3.3A) is performed. The purposes of the PM are to: 1. determine the 

accuracy and scram point of the primary coolant flow recorder (MF-1A), 2.  

determine the accuracy of the backup flow meter (MF-1) and 3. determine the 

scram points for MP-6 and MP-6A. Air pressure is applied in increments from 

25.8 "H20 to 87.9 "H20 corresponding to a true flow of 1300 gpm to 2400 gpm 

respectively. The results from the last completion of this PM (15 March 1993) 

show: 

MF-1 scram @ 1935 gpm 

MP-6 scram @ 1895 gpm 

MP-6A scram @ 1900 gpm 

Therefore it is interesting to note that the difference between the static calibration 

test and the experiment. Although all scram inputs occur before 1850 gpm, the 

order of the scrams are reversed.
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Annually, the primary coolant flow scram times are determined by PM 

6.1.4.4. This PM uses the blade with the longest drop time from records and 

measures the time, with the blade drop timer, from initiation of a scram signal to 

80% of full insertion. The specification is again within 1.0 second. The results 

examined back June 1975 show a randomness to the exact order of the scram 

inputs. In fact, the latest scram test conducted on September 9, 1993 showed 

the following: 

MF-1 scram @ 846 msec 

MP-6 scram @ 878 msec 

MP-6A scram @ 889 msec 

There are a lot of possible errors to explain this randomness, however, it should 

be acknowledged that the MF-1 scram is not always the first scram input.  

3. Conclusions and Recommendations 

These results are invaluable for understanding the times associated 

with a reactor scram and the associated coastdown of flow. This experiment 

proved that the flow coastdown decreases in a manner similarly predicted by 

reference (3). These results will also provide data for the on going time to scram 

statistical model being developed and the computer code being developed for 

transient analysis.  

Reference (6) reported that neither the primary pumping capacity nor 

the pumps themselves needed to be modified for the proposed upgrade to 10 

MWth. This experiment also shows that the flow coastdown is longer than 

originally assumed which is vital information for the analysis of a 10 MWth core.  

The flow rate for the redesigned MITR-111 should be similar, if the same pumps 

are used, since the proposed heat exchanger has the same pressure loss on the 

primary side (6 psid).  

The use of the A/D circuit board was invaluable to obtaining accurate 

data. Its use could easily be repeated on a future occasion. Additionally, the 

idea of the A/D circuit board for routine maintenance is a novel one and should 

be considered.
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Appendix A.3

Results of PM 3.4.1 for Drop Times (msec)

Blade # Pumps Off (Average) Pumps On (Average)

4/25/88 6 

2/21/89 5 

5/14/90 2 

12/26/90 3 

1/16/91 2

504 
509 
509 
510 
500 

463 
484 
494 
493 
494 

517 
521 
513 
530 
527 

475 
477 
474 
479 
479 

509 
495 
508 
507 
494

506.4 

485.6 

521.6 

476.8 

502.6

514 
522 
509 
501 
501 

459 
456 
466 
472 
469 

514 
523 
550 
544 
547 

488 
501 
494 
496 
484 

531 
533 
528 
535 
530

509.4 

464.4 

535.6 

492.6 

531.4



Appendix B.1

IEXPERIMENTAL DROP TIMES FOR BLADE SIX AT VARIOUS HEIGHT

I F + I - + --

21 in. "
21

14.7 in."
14.7

10.5 in."
10.5

8.4 in."I
8.41

6.3 in."
6.3

4.6 in."
4.61

%of dropto 1o 701 501 401 30 21.9 
I-1
1 0.508 0.424 0.365 0.3161 0.261 0.1591 
I 0.506 0.436 0.365 0.3131 0.2511 0.166, 

.. . 0.521 0.408 0.357 0.3291 0.261 0.1641 
0.513 0.416 0.345 0.298 0.246 0.1491 
0.507 0.407 0.378 0.315 0.246 0.1651 

_0.515 0.317 
0.494 0.303 
0.499 0.309 

0.484 0.308 
0.519 0.319 
0.516 0.324 
0.522 0.309 
0.517 0.318 
0.515 0.309 

0.5 0.314 
0.536 0.304 
0.513 0.311 
0.518 0.301 

1 0.519 0.297 1 
S0.523 0.316 
S0.516 0.3

0.505 0.292
4 + + + 4 -4

0.52 0.307
_ _0.516 0.295 

0.492 0.299 
0.526 0.302 
0.532 0.312 
0.519 0.302 
0.514 0.309 
0.522 0.304 

average 0.51356667 0.4182 0.362 0.3084 0.2528 0.1606 
stddev 0.011241837 0.010814805 0.010844353 0.0086239975 0.0065543878 0.0062801274 

root mean sq 0.51368969 0.41833981 0.36216239 0.30852056 0.25288495 0.16072274
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ACTUAL DROP TIMES FOR BLADE SIX FROM LOGS 

S Date Time_ 

S... 8-3-901 0.5051

9-27-9061 0.5231________ 
11-2-90 0.503 ______ 

12-28-901 0.5 191_____ _____

0.52412-15-911 
1-7-92T - 0.493

1-31-921 .507 
3-13-921 0.502 
5-29-921 0.52 

7-2-92 0.493 
9-4-92 0.517 

10-16-92 0.51 
11-24-92 0.512 
2-12-93 0.505 
3-26-93 0.508 
6-24-93 0.512 
10-9-93 0.503 

average 0.50917647 
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Appendix B.2

TIME FOR BLADE #6 TO REACH 20% OUT HEIGHT 
FROM AN INITIAL HEIGHT
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Appendix B.3
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Flow Coastdown Run #2
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Flow Coastdown Run #3
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Flow Coastdown Run #4
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Flow Coastdown (average of four rins)
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Appendix B.4
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T = Ratio of Elapsed Time to Loop Half Time 

FIG. 2. Analytical coastdown curves
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AppeliSTDx D. 4 
FLOW COASTDOWN RUN #4 SHOWING SCRAM INPUTS
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